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INTRODUCTION.

This Upanisad, according to Sankara's interpretation, is well-known

to the English reading public, through the translations of Boer and Max
Miiller, published in the Bibliotheca Indica and Snored Books of the East

Series, respectively. Its interpretation, according to Madhva, is, for the first

time, presented herewith. He follows his well-known system of Cabalistic

rendering of words where every letter of a word has a significant meaning
of its own. Madhva was not singular in this. In Medieval India, tho

Tantrik writers had already given meaning to every letter of the alphabet,

and had perfected a scheme of cryptography, in which their mantras

were written. It is well-known that the TJpanisads taught the Truth about

the highest absolute Brahman as well as the gradation of Beings, from

the lowest Jiva in the scale of evolution to the most perfected L'>gos of

the system. The gradation of Anandas, given in this Upanisad, as well as

in the Taittirfya, shows that it was taken for granted that this hierarchy,

beginning from man and ending with Supreme Brahman, is a well recog-

nised doctrine of the Indian Brahmavadins. But, while the TJpanisads

had thus a meaning patent to all readers, they were called rahasyam, or

secret teaching ; and the question arises wherein consisted this secret

teaching. Madhva has tried to explain some of the secrets of the mystic

sayings of the Upanisads, and has shown that some of the mahavakyas,

if taken on their face value, give one meaning, but when they are

rendered according to the letter value, they give different meanings

altogether. What can be more clear than the three words, $fS$tffgr, "I

am He, "—the sheet-anchor of the doctrine of the Advaitins? But taken

in the literal sense, this formula, so appropriated by the Advaitins, really

means that the God is the alpha and omega («andj=^), the first and the

last letter, of the alphabet, and so, though the word *nf ordinarily means
"I, " yet mystically it is the name of God, who is the first and the last,

and in whom is contained the whole universe. We give below,

for the information of the carious reader, the secret meanings of these

letters of the Sanskrit alphabet, according to an unpublished work, which

has recently been printed by that well known Sanskrit scholar, Manama-

hopadhyaya Pandit Adityarama Bhattacharya, M.A. This is a small

pamphlet of 12 pages, containing some 27 verses and explaining the

fourteen Siva Sutras of PAnini. These Sutras are the following :

—
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INTRODUCTION.

The first verse says that, at the end of his mystic dance, Lord Siva,

the king of dancers, struck his JWf (drum) fourteen times, in order to give

emancipation to Siddhas, like Sauaka and the rest, and thus he revealed

the &va Sutras. [!§iva Sutras aro auspicious Sutras.] The SflfT f*l«IH[ shows

that the secret teaching is not impartible by words, but by musical notes.

The second verse shows that the anubandhas, at the end of each

Sutra, had been taught for the purpose of teaching meanings of <3tg, verbal

roots, and for forming pratyaharas, as done by Panini and others. With
the third verse begins the real meaning of the letters. We reproduce

some of the verses in original.

vmil hitch: *nfWm: crtag* i

fe?*Wtfif WTifwff 3<rft**T: n ^ II

The letter M represents Brahman pervading every object and with-

out any gunas ( Tsnfn ). Taking the help of the intelligent principle

represented by the letter %, he assumes the form of the Creator of the

world represented by the lettttr 3, and thus becomes *rgu, and is called

fc*7> tsvara.

«*rT: I

The letter si is the foremost of all letters. It is [a symbol of] the

luminous Supreme Lord Paramesvara. The word «f5? is formed by the

combination of the first letter «t and tho final letter f, and thus ( Wf ),

aham, is the name of God, and is also a symbol or Pratyahara, denoting

every lotter.

Thus these two verses show that Madhva's interpretation that

«tf means God, is not unjustified.

The principal teacher of this Upanisad is Yajnavalkya, and his

doctrine of antaryAmin purusa—WW^fftr^J^f—is well-known. On many

points this Upanisad agrees with the Chhandogya, such as the description

of the two paths—devay&na and pitriyftna—and the passage of the Soul

after death, and its rebirth or its Mukti.

Madhva, again, combats in it the mayavada view, and shows by quo-

tations from the M&dhyamikA books, that the mayavada of Sankara is

nothing but the Sunyavada of the M&dhyamika School, and so the charge

brought against Sankara that he is a crypto-Buddhist is perhaps

justifiable.

At the end Madhva again asserts his divine mission, and he
reiterates that he is an avatAra of Vayu, being the .third avatara of the

son of God, first being Hanuman, second Bhlma, and third he himself.

Allahabad:
\ S 0. VASIJ.

1st February, 1916. )
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BRIHADARANYAKA (JPANISAD
FIRST ADHYAYA.

First ( Asva ) Brahmanam.

Peace Chant.

& IJjJfo^ IJJjf^f5^««T% II <£sNt ^itwpf ^j$tai«rfito*i?l II

v> *nfor. mfai *nf??T; 11

%8 Ova. "TJifn Purnam, full. *r^?r Adas, that ; the Root-form from which

all avataras descend- Purnam, full. Idam, this; the avat&ra-

form. Purnat, from the full, (the Root-form). <T»fn Purnam, the full,

(the avat&ra form). s^Rf^ Udachyate, comes out. gafa PurtiaBya, of the

full, (the Root-form), gof Purnam, the full, (the avatara-form). VrnpPT

Idaya, grasping, withdrawing in Himself, uniting, go? Purnam, the full,

(the Root-form). «J9 Eva, alone Avasisyate, remains.

Om. That (Root-form) is Full, this (avatara-form) is full

;

from the Full, the full emanates. When this full is with drawn in

that Full, the Full alone remains.

Mantra I. 1. 1.

3i*T 3tt srerc* fin: it ^hjgarfer:

nmt 5arTTT*ifi|ciwto ^fac^r*srTr^i^^^ar^mi ^fh

'snfar jto^t ?i^5n?c^^R wit *TTW)^m% ^^dt^

crrjsp^ srfj^ifa^ ^cR*rft M^fa

5f^f& smtaFR ari^ II ^ II
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lO^Om, a word of auspiciousness. OTT Ussi, Dawn; the goddess of

wisdom <TT Va, verily. frHWT Medhyasya, deserving sacrifice which is

termed Medha ; to whom prayers are offered and sacrifices are made ; of

the sacred. WfVPT Asvasya, of the horse. The Lord is also called Asva

because He took this form once He (together with Brahma also in the

form of a horse) is present in the body of the sacrificial horse, fktti

Sirah, head ; in the head $wf: Sftryah, the Sun (god). <a§j: Chakfuh,

the eye.; in the eye. W. Vatah, the Wind-god SHU: Pranah, the breath ;

in the breath. $*WPWt VaisvAnarah, named Vaisvanara Sjfir: Agni, fire;

the Fire-god. mnTH Vy&ttara, open mouth ; in the open mouth. *tar¥TC:

SaAvatsarah, the year, (Brahma, the nourislier of his offspring). OTCTT

Atma, the whole body ; in the whole body. Dyauh, heavens; the God

of the heavens. Prietham, the back; on the back. «r^rf?efr^[

Antariksam, the space; the god of space, He is Udaram,

the belly ; in the belly. sfasft Prithivi, the earth; the Earth-god. <?ri««f

Pajasyam, the feet ; in the feet. f^ftU Ditah, the four quarters ; the four

gods presiding in the four directions, North, South, East, and West.

TO? Parive, the two sides; in the two sides, etgrtatfw: A vantaradisah,

the intermediate quarters, the presiding deities of the four intermediate

quarters, N-E
,
S-E.,S-W., and N-W <rftor*: Parisavah, the extremities of

the bones of the sides, (ribs called <lftvra: or 93?*:). IQZRi Kitavah, the

seasons; the gods presiding over the seasons, six in number. sJjttFst

Angani, the limbs, in the limbs, the head, the four hoofs and the

tail, altogether six in number. *TT3T: Masah, the months ; the gods of the

months. * Oh a, and. HvfaTOT: Ardha-m&sah, half months; the presiding

deities thereof, wffal Parv&ni, joints; in the joints, the principal as well

as minor joints. tfftTOnfol Ahoratr&ni, the days and nights, their

presiding deities, wferer Pratistha, the legs; in the legs. iHjrsifa

Naksatrani, the stars ; their presiding deities. swftOl Asthini, the bones;

in the bones. Nabhuh, the sky; the presiding deity, of the sky.

He isfatfo. fltmft Mainsani, flesh ; in the flesh. firaajlJ Sikat&h, sands;

the presiding deities thereof 3**91* Uvadhyam, dung ;
in the dung.

RtWi Sindhavah, the rivers; the presiding deities of the rivers. g$T:

Gudah, the intestines ; in the intestines. WTr: Parvatah, mountains; the

presiding gods thereof. «If!| Yakrit, the liver; in the liver. * Oha
, and.

£t*nr: Klomftnab,, the lungs, in the lungs, sftwn Osadhayah, the grain

plants; their presiding deities. The annual plants. TO^ar: Vanas-

patayah, the large trees (that bear fruit apparently without any blos-

soms) ; the presiding deities of the trees. sftnfa Lomani, the hairs of the

body; in the hairs of the body. WR( Udyan, the rising Sun. g*hf:

Pftrv&rdhab, the upper half of the body from the navel upwards. ft*9tefl(
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Nimlochan, the setting (Sun). SHRtsf: JaghanArdhah, the hinder part of

the body ; the lower part of the body from the navel downwards, containing

hips, loins, etc. Yat, whatever; the god who. RftfttKt Vidyotate,

lightens, flashes ; a lightning, *w Tat, that. f«9««f# Vijrimbhate, yawns,

gapes- Yat, whatever ; the god who. ^Rqf^ Stanayati, roars (as

thunder). aq[ Tat, that. fa^R^ Vidhunate, shakes the body (or the skin).

<tq Yat, whatever ; the god who. gtffa Varsati, rains, falls as shower ; the

presiding god of the shower. 33 Tat, that, ftgfa Mehati, urinates.

V&k, speech ; the presiding deity thereof. «J» Eva, verily. WW Asya,

His j
of Hari who is in the sacrificial horse. Vak, sound, neighing.

i. Usa, (the goddess of knowledge) is verily (in) the head

of the sacrificial horse, the Sun-god is (in) the eye. The Wind-

god Vayu is (in) the breath. (The Fire-god named) Vaisvanara

Agni is (in) the open mouth. (Brahma called) Sanivatsara (the

nourisher of his offspring) is (in the) whole body : (on the) back is

(the god) of the heavens : (the god of) space is (in) the, belly.

The Earth-god is (in) the foot : (the gods of) the four quarters are

(in) the two sides of that horse : (the gods of) the intermediate

quarters in the extremities of the bones of the sides. (In) the six

limbes are the (six) presiding deities of the seasons. The Month-

gods and the gods of the fortnights are in the joints. (The god

of) the day and (that of) the night are (in) the legs : (the presiding

deities of) the stars are (in) the bones. The Sky-god is (in) the

flesh
;
(the presiding deities of) the sands are (in) the dung. (In)

the intestines are (the gods of) the rivers ;
(in) the liver and (in)

the lungs are (the gods of) the mountains. (The gods of) the

annual plants as well as (those of) the large trees are (in) the

hairs (of the body). (In) the upper half of the body is (the god

that presides over) the rising (Sun). (The god that presides over)

the setting sun is (in) the lower part (of the body). (The god that

gives light as) lightning is in the yawning. (The god that

presides over) the roaring of the clouds is (in) the shaking of the

skin. The (god that comes down in the form of) shower is (in)

the urination. (The goddess of) speech is in the voice

(neighing).— i.

MAOHVA's SALUTATION. ,
!

To Laksml and Hayagriva be my salutation. To Hayagriva

(attended by Laksmi), in the form of &ri Rama, the. form in which He
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is always present in the heart of Hanuman. To Hayagriva (attended by

Laksmi; in the form of Sri Krisna, the form in which He is always present

in the heart of Bhima. To Hayagriva attended by Laksmi, in the form of

Vedavyasa, the form in which He is always present in the heart of

Madhva.

Visnu do I always adore, Visnu who rules over the Prana and

other Vayus ; who is the treasure-house of eternal bliss; who is not

at all touched by any sort of impurity; who pervades all things in the

world ; who is the full (full in all times, full in all places and full in

all qualities) ; Visnu who is the Lord of Prakriti, who knows no birth,

who is not at all like anything that we know. Visnu who is eternal and

knows no decay ; He who is Omniscient and Omnipotent, Visnu who is

Himself the source of all sorts of energies, Visnu who is always adored

by all the Devas, all the Munis, and all the sons of Manu ; Visnu from

whom proceed the creation and destruction of this world, and all the

movements and the changes that are going on in it, and Vignu from whom
comes the eternal bliss to all.

INTRODUCTION.

It is thus in the Varaha Purana :

—

" In the beginning of creation, the four-faced god Brahma adored

Visnu the Lord of Laksmi (with the verses ef this Upanisad). He recited

it to Surya exactly again and Surya recited it to Yajfiavalkya. This

Upanisad is called Vajsaneyin because when the Sun recited it to Yajfla-

valkya, he assumed the form of a horse of the class of Vaji. Since

Yajfiavalkya taught it to Kanva, it is also called Kanvopanisad. "

It is thus in the Pradhy&na :

—

" The Lord Janardana
(,
Visnu) having assumed the form of a horse

(asva) created Brahma who also assumed the form of a horse (asva). Visnu

Himself is present in the form of a horse within Brahma, when he assumed

that form. It has been said in the Sruti, that the sacrificial horse is the

representative of both Brahma and Visnu. It, therefore, may be said

that the whole world is present in the body of the sacrificial horse, for

the whole world rests in the different parts of the bodies of both

Brahma and Visnu."

In the Garuda Purana it has been said : UohchaihSrava is present in

the body of the sacrificial horse in which is Kesava, >he Lord of the whole

world, and Brahma is in Uchchaihsrava and Visnu again is in Chatur-

mukha (Brahma).

' Mountains ' and ' sands' , 'rivers ',
' wells ' and ' tanks '' sacrificial

offerings,' ' potsherds, ' and ' sacrificial posts' are all names of Devatas.
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It has been mentioned in the Narada Sanhita that these are the names of

Devatas and these think themselves as separate from the Supreme God.

These words, mountain etc., are the names of Visnu also, because He
possesses in superabundance all the qualities which the etymology of

these words (Parvata, etc.) denotes.

In phrases like Ufa sirah [Usa (is) hoad], nama Brahman (name is

Brahman. See Chh. Up.) and Tat tvainasi (That thou art. See Chh. Up),

and in all other such phrases (where two words stand in a case of apposi-

tion), the nominative is to be explained as Locative. It may everywhere

also be explained as an Ablative, or a Genitive, or a Dative or an

Instrumental case also.

Note.—Thus Usi Sirah " Dawn is the head ", should be translated "Dawn is tn the head "

(Locative case), or Dawn comes out o/the head" (Ablative) or " Dawn belongs to the head "

(Gen.), or " Dawn is for the sake of the head " (Dative), or " Dawn is through the head"

(Instrumental).

Similarly the famous logion " tat Ham asi " does not mean 'Thou ait That" but

should be interpreted as " Thou art m That ", or "Thou art from That ", or "Thou art o/That

or belongest to That ", or "Thou art for the sake o/That ", etc.

So also other words, like phrases denoting identity, should be

explained as denoting objects (not identical with the Lord, but as

existing) in Him.

These objects (such as the goddess of Dawn, etc.) can never be

identical with Him, for each has its own separate form always.

Or they (Usa. etc.) may be taken to imply the names of the different

parts of the body of the Lord, (and then their primary meaning is to be

taken)

Note,—-In this way, Usa would mean " refulgent " and .-o on. Thus: "The Head of

the sacred atva is refulgent, etc.
"

It has been thus said in the Brahma-Tarka :—The Pratharua

Vibhakti stands for all the seven Vibhaktis, and the sense varies accord*

ingly.

Since Vi§nu pervades every part of the horse's body, therefore,

whatever is in the body of Visnu, may be said to be in the body of the

sacrificial horse also.

The phrase Asvasya Medhyasya »?«r*cq &">CT (though it could have

been supplied from the preceding portion) has been repeated (in the

above Mantra), in order to indicate that the description does not apply

to any particular horse, at any particular moment of history, bat to every

sacrificial horse.

The constant repetitions found in the scriptures are for the purpose

of indicating the pervasion of the quality repeated in every individual
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(i. e. to say, it is an universal proposition), or that it has some deeper

meaning (than is apparent on the surface), or that though the thing may
not be clear to the reason, yet deeper thinking would make it clear.

The earth is called the dung of Visnu on account of its hardness.

The sands form the part of the earth. This is why sands havo been

called dung in the Mantra. Though the earth has been said to be in

leg of Visnu, and again she is said to be in His dung, there is, howover

no contradiction in this, for the presiding deities of leg, dung, etc. are

referred to there, and they have many forms. Moreover, it shows the

glory of the Lord (that one and the same thing as earth should be in two

different places).

The intermediate points are described as the bones and tails of the

sacrificial horse (Visnu) ; the directions East and West represent the

two sides of the horse.

The head, the four hoofs and the tail are called the six seasons.

Brahma, the presiding deity of the (cosmic) year, pervades the whole

body of the Sacred Horse.

The liver and the lungs are the two pieces of flesh (on the right

and the left of the heart) , the presiding deities of mountains are they.

AH rivers are in the intestines. Thus is this ancient Visnu all-

containing.

Moreover, Vighnesa, who is the presiding deity of the firmament,

dwells always in the flesh of Visnu. The son of Vighnesa is the presiding

deity of the middle space, and is in the belly of the Lord.

Mantba I. 1. 2.

w$ ^jprr §tr: u ^ n ffir ?n^n>r^ u \ w

W& Aivam, the horse, of the Horse. JT^irac Purast&t, the front part.

Sffcn Mahitna, called Mahiman ( JrffflSJ ). The front and hinder parts

of the horse to be used in the Sacrifice are called Mahiman (its greatness),

beoause these two parts are thrown into the fire at the time of performing
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homa ( ytff ). «f : Ahah, the day ; the god who thinks that I am the day.

He is Manmatha ( flrqtr ). WZZtim Anvajayata, was. m Va verily, fl^l

Tasya, his, its ; of Manmatha ( n»fl*l ) who thinks himself to be the Mahi-
man (the front part of the horse) and who has been mentioned by the word
Ahah ( ). tpf Purve, in the Higher, existing from before the creation;

therefore without beginning; chief. SJJJif Samudre, in the perfect ; in Hari

called Samudra in whom the best of the qualities always prevail or

because He is the best of (superior to) all. qtf»T: Yonih, origin; birth.

Enam, of this horse. 7^13 Paschat, the hinder part wffc»n Mahima,

called Mahirnan (nffWf) fjfyt Ratrih, the night; the goddess of night.

She is Rati (*%••)• W^HI^fl An vajayata, was. <f^«Tf Tasya, her; of the

presiding god of the Mahimau (wf?fl ;^) and the hinder part of the horse

who is none but Rati ). srqt Apaie, in the lower, inferior. Mgif

Satnudre, in the perfect, in the Ohaturinukha ( ^g^sf ) Brahma
Yonih, the origin. «Jfft lfitau, these two. flfffJTI«ft Mahiinanau, Mahimans,
both the front and the hinder parts of the horse ; Manmatha
and Rati, Va, vorily. fT%ernf*TcT: Asvamabhitah, in the front and
hinder parts of the horse's body. *t11?sjs Saiiibabhiivatuh, were.

%m Hayah, horse called so, a racer, the destroyer of enemies. The Lord

is called Hayah ( gqi V because he goes killing the enemies of the gods

( 5^ to kill and *Tf to go). *$i?3T Bhutva, being or becoming. $<IM( Dev&n,

the gods. Avahat, carried, ivsft Vaji, the war horse, the stallion,

ifq^f^ Gandharvan, the Gandharvas. Some of the Gandharvas are the

messengers of the gods and therefore always busy in war, while others

are given to music, dancing, &c. Arva, a fleet horse, a runner.

19*'^ Asur&n, the Asuras. SMT: Afivah, the horse of swift movement,

but not so swift as those of the gods, Gandharvas, etc. A quick-goer, a

swift-mover. Manusyan, men. si?1 Asya, His; of Hari.

frg?i Samudrah, the Lord Hari called Saiuudra, or the Perfect.

Eva, only, certainly, tfg: Bandhuh, one who helps. Samudrah, the

Lord Hari called Saiuudra Olfo: Yonih, cause (of vai iety of classes

such as Haya, V&ji, &c.)

2. The front part of the horse termed Mahima (glory) was

(Manmatha, the presiding deity of) the day. His (Manmatha's)

origin was (in Hari known as) the Purva Samudra (or the Higher

Perfect). His hinder part (also called Mahima) was (the goddess

of) the night (Rati). Her origin was (in the Chaturmukha, the

four-faced god Brahma) or the Lower Perfect. These two

Mahimans form the two parts of the horse's body. He, pervading
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the form of the horse of the class Haya, carried the Devas. (Hie),

pervading the form of the horse of the Vaji class, carried the

Gandharvas. He, becoming (pervading) the horse of the class

Arvan, carried the Asuras. Becoming (pervading) horse (He

carried men. Verily the Lord, called Asva or the Swift and

called also Samudia or the Perfect, is certainly the helper of this

(sacrificial horse). The Lord called Samudra (Perfect) is the

cause of the varieties of the horses.—2.

The, e>nl nf J'ir.-.,' Hrtlhmana termed Aiva

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

It is thus in the Garuda Parana:

—

"The front and the hinder parts of the sacrificial horse are called

Grahas ( nfft: ) and Mahimanas i.wfirJTTST: ); Grahas, because only these are

taken out of the whole body, and Mahimanas, because in this is their

greatness. The gods that preside over those parts think themselves as

Ahah ( «T£^ ) or day, and RAtri ( ?rf?ti ) or night ; and those two gods

are Kamah ( ) or Maumatha, (Cupid); and Rati ( ?fai ). Knma was

born of Visnu and Rati was born of BrahmA. Visnu is called Purvasa-

inudra (the Prime Perfect) because all the best qualities are found in

Him, (samudrekAt), and it is through a transferred epithet or a figure of

speech, that Brahma is also called Samudra (Perfect). The horses of the

Devas are possessed by Haya ( f«T ), the destroyer of the enemies, the

Lord so called, because He assumed the form of a horse, in order to kill

the enemies of the Devas. The horses of the Gandharvas are possessed

by Vaji ( *nf| ) a War horse, the form assumed by the Lord. So the

horses of the Asuras are possessed by the Lord Arvan as great-guer, and

those of men are possessed by the Lord Asva, the swift-mover The

Lord is verily the helper of all these varieties of horses (and it is through

Him that they perform their great feats).
"

Visnu when He was Haya, Vaji, Arvan, und Asva took His rise from

Himself called Samudra It must not, however, be thought that the

Samudra is different from these forms, as the father is different from the

son. These four are not diffeient Gods but Samudra Himself. If one

should ask how can this be so, the answer is, it is through the Lord's

Aisvarya or supernal power that He is both the cause and the effect.

Lord Hari is called Haya because He goes killing the enemies. He
is called Vaji because He is always engaged in war and Arvan because

of His great going
, and Asva because of His fast movement,
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ATote.—^ of f^ " to kill, " and 1 °f m ' to go
;

" give f«T: " the racer ". ^I3T means "war,"

and qifara^ ''a war-horse". ^ means " to go; " with the affix^ we get" Arvan " "the stallion."

From Wig " quick " we have Asva. The above extract fiom the Garuda PurSna shows the

etymology of the words Haya, &c. but the UpanUad says that the horses of the Devao

are called Haya, that of the Gandharvas, Vijl Sc. It has no reference to their etymology.

The commentator explains this, thus in his own words :

—

The Lord Visriu gets the name of Haya, etc., because He dwells in

the Vahauas (carriers) of the Deva, &c, called Haya, &c ; and because He
is the Agent that gives powers to those Vahanas to perform their feats.

But the horses of the Asuras also kill their enemies, why are they not called Hayas ?

The commentatoi answers this by giving the following extract from the Skanda Purina.

It is thus in the Skanda :—
The horses of the Devas always go as a rule and fall on the heads of

the enemies, in order to kill them. (This being their pre-eminent quality),

they are called Haya. (They are trained to kill). The horses of the

Asuras are trained in fJeetness : and possess pre-eminently that quality of

swiftness. While the horses of human beings are merely swift-goers.

(This shows the difference between Arvan and Asva. Both have swiftness

as their quality, but in varying degrees.)

The Devas are constantly fighting and so their horse is called Haya ("Death move'

ment.") but why are Gandharva's horses called 'fighters"? The commentator replies to

this by quoting an authority

—

Moreover it is said :
—" Besause the Gandharvas, as followers of tte

Devas, are constantly engaged in war (as scouts or spies, &c,) therefore,

they are also called warriors. The Doves engage in battle only then

when (their vanguard) the Gandharvas are (either repulsed or are) not

strong enough; because they (the devas) are the masters. "

But the Gandharvas are well-known as a race of celestial singers. How are they

called "fighters " here f To this the commentator answers by quoting the same authority.

And also, some Gandharvas are constantly engaged in singing,

others are dancers; some are constantly engaged in playing on musical
instruments, while others are secret spies and scouts and hence called

"Charaka."

Here ends the commentary of Srt Anandattrtha, called alto Madhva,
on the Aiva Brdhmana.

2
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Second (Asvamedha) Bbahmanam-

Mantba I. 2. 1.

Iha, here in this aril Agre, before the world came into existence;

in Pralaya f^t^ Kinchana, anything, si Na, nut. Eva, truly, verily.

*n*fta[ Asit, there was. amiTItT Asanayaya, hunger, the World-leader.

IcglT Mrityuna, by death
;
by Hari in his destructive form. ^ Idam,

this (eternal world). Wtfan Avritam, overwhelmed, covered. «H?fa[

JLslt, was. ff Hi, it is well known in the S\'utis, verily. sf^RTTr Asan&ya,

the World-leader ; «W= world, SfT1=leader. Jjjeg: Mrityuh, death. The
destroyer Hari. ag^Tat, therefore, as there was nothing else, ffsf: Manah,

mind. SJ$S3 Akuruta, did, directed, made up. a?TCiT*<ft Atmanvi, having

a body or invested with a body, Sy»m, let me be. ^fa Iti, this. ¥1:

Sab, He; Hari in his destructive form. 9J=3^ Archan, worshipping.

«ra7<l Acharat, performed. Archatah, while worshipping. 3*J?J

Tasya, his, from him. *TW: Apah, water. s^rT^cf Ajayanta, made their

appearance, came into existence. W^f: Archatah, while worshipping

ownself. ft Me, the genitive of aham/'the unavoidable"; to the Aham
;

to the Supreme. %H Kam, pleasant, water. The word ha has two

meanings, happiness and water. Here the word fca means pleasure.

<R)J3 Abhut, made its appearance. ^Rl lti, this aq[ Tat, that. ^ Eva,

certainly. WM'l Avkwsya, of the water, Arkatvam, the reason of

being called Arka, t Vai, it is well known, f^ Kam, happiness. f$
Ha vai, verily. Wtff Asraai, to him. Bhavati, is. *n Yah, whoever,

tgt Evam, thus Etad, this. VftW Arkasya, of the water. tftfraf

Arkatvam, the reason of being called Arka. Veda, knows.

i. There was nothing here indeed before (the creation

began). By the Destroyer alone was this enveloped ; by the

World-ruler. For the Destroyer is verily the World-ruler. (Be-

cause he was alone), therefore he thought " Let me have (a world
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as my) body. " He moved about worshipping, (/. e., undulating as

in Puja). From him so worshipping (vibrating) waters were

produced. While worshipping verily there arose (also) pleasure

for the Supreme (Visnu). This is why the waters are called arka

(the pleasure of worship). Surely there is pleasure for him who
thus knows why waters are called arka.—3.

Note.—Arka "watei " thus etymologically means " the pleasure of prayer." There is a

pleasure in worshipping the Lord which all pious souls know. In every religion, water is

a means of worship. Before prayeis, the Muhammadans perform their ablution with water,

the Christians have their baptism with water ; the Hindus perform their Jchamana with

water. Every lila of the Lord produces two effects—a subjective and an objective.

The Archana or the lili of worship, produced as its subjective result pleasure . and the objective

result waters. Therefore, in every act of worship there is pleasure ; and waters are used in

every devotional exercise. The word arka is thus a compound of ar-\-ia or the first syllable of

archana ('' worship ") plus ka (pleasure).

The first cieation of the Lord is not the ordinary water, but the matter in its most subtle

form, the highest ether—<7/-&r—lumimferous ether. Hence arka means the sun, the fire and the

ail also.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

It is thus in the Brahma-Tarka :—

•

"In the pralaya (the great dissolution) there existed nothing, except
the following :—(1) Visnu, the Destroyer of all, (2) the Goddess Rama, (3)
as also the Jivas (the souls), (4) the time, (5) (the Prakriti in her state of)

the equilibrium of three potencies (Sattva, Rajas and Tamas), (6) the
good and the bad Karmas (of the Jivas), (7) the Pr&na (a particular form
of Ahamkara), (8) the senses (.the organs in their subtle form), (9) the
Samskaras (residual potencies;, and (10) the Vedas."

During the period of dissolution, all these were, however, covered
by the Supreme Self indeed (Thus in one sense nothing existed then
but the Supreme Self.)

It is thus in the Brahma Purana :—

" The word Aaanayft is formed by the compounding of the two words
asana and naya. This world is called asana or food, (becanse it is eaten
up, as it were, by the Lord at the time of pralaya). Since the Lord
Hari directs (nayati, leads) this world, according to his will, so he is

called asanaya (or the Matter-Lord or) the World-Lord, (agana= world,
naya= leader or ruler). He is called Udanya (Water-Lord) because he is

the Lord of Karma (Giver of the fruits of Kj*rma. Water typifies Karma)."
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Note.—'Zit we find in the f§rutis that Rama and others are also world-rulers, they

should also be called the' Death, the Enveloper, " as here in the Upanisad. Why not say

that in the Pralaya the world was covered up by Rama ? To this the commentator answers :

—

Though other (minor divinities) are also described in the nostras as

World-iuleis, yet in the srutis, He pre-eminently is alone THE RULER,
(the others rale through his delegated authority). Hence the Upanisad

says:—asanayu hi mrityuh—the destroyer (Hari) is verily the World-

ruler.

'Ihe word tat (in tan manaa akuruta) means tatah, therefore (and is

not a pronoun meaning "he"). As he alone existed then and nothing else,

therefore, he made up his mind (to send forth the world and thus become

embodied as it were). He willed, let me become self-possessed, that is to

say, let me possess a body. (The word atroan or self means here "body").

In other words, He made up his mind to create waters.

It is thus in the Brahmanda :

—

" The Lord Visnu being without a body willed *• Let me have a

body. " Because all this (Universe) is the body of Him, the bodiless Visnu;

(hence the creation of the world is said to be the taking of a b>>dy by the

Lord). (The world is said to be His body) because it is under His control

(as the human body is under the control of the Jiva). The God in His

essence has verily no body, for consciousness and bliss constitute His

real body. That Jan&rdana, in order to create, began to worship His own

self. (It is a universal rule) that a substance created by any particular

activity of the Lord shows forth that activity to some extent. Therefore,

the waters being created by the worshipping activity of tbe Lord, are the

best means of worshipping (and consecrating all things by sprinkling, &c).

Though the Lord could have created waters by some other means (or form

of His activity), yet in order to endow waters, &c. with the quality of wor«

shipfulness, there arose in Him that inclination to worship, (for) He
endows particular objects with the particular energies, by creating them

through some particular form of His sportfulness. The whole creation

is His playful activity."

Note.—Atmanvi syim iti ( W?JT?«ft ). The Lord has no body, no form. He is the

spiiit invisible. When He wished to have a gross body of His own, this world came into

existence. So the world may be said to be the gross body of the Lord.

The Lord is of Chidinanda form; yet when this thought, the thought of having a gross

body, crossed His mind, He began to worship, or in other words He began to exert fqr

creating Apas (water). A created thing is of the nature of that means which the Lord adopts
while creating it. Now while He worshipped in creating water, it is therefore that the water is

said to be of the nature of worship or Arka ( W$ V It means the thing in the creation' ot

which Afchna ( ) of worship waftthe means adopted.
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It has been said in the Brahmanda Purina that the hold might have created the world

any way He liked as He is Almighty. But He adopted some means in creating it, because He
created it In a playful mood.

In (he text we find Archate vai me kam abhut, here the word ft does

not mean to me and is not to be understood as a pronoun. It is the

genitive of aham and the word Ahara is a name of Visnu, meaning he who

is never to be abandoned (a meaning not, and heyam to be abandoned).

Aham thus literaly means unabandonable, inevitable, supreme, ft the

genitive of Aham means " of the inevitable, of the Supreme Visnu."

[What is the authority for jour saying that Aham, a well-known

pronoun meaning I, means inevitable ? The commentator answers this, as

well as other implied questions, that the words Ymsmad and Tat though

generally pronouns are also names of God. He gives the following

authority].

It is thus in Brahma-Tarka :

—

Visnu is to be known as indicated by the word Asmad in all its

seven declensions. He is Aham because He cannot bo avoided by any

one. He as one is ever present with all and everywhere and bo it is

impossible to get out of Htm. Similarly He is expressed by the word

Tusmad also in all its declensions ; and when He is referred to as some-

thing different from the inner Ruler, the word Tad is applied to Him.
Though one He, on account of assuming many forms, is spoken of in the

plural number also. As dwelling within the soul He is called Asmad,
the I of the very I. As dwelling in the heart, He is spoken of as Yusmad
"thou " because (He is then the object of address of all prayers by the

worshipper). Thus he is spoken of in twofold ways (as " I " when looked

upon as the inmost essence of one's own self ; He is spoken of as "thou'*

when looked upon as the object of worship and addressee of all prayers

dwelling in the heart). Though He is different from all Jivas, and from

all objects as well (He is spoken of as I, Thou and That metaphorically

only. He is not to be confounded as identical with the Jiva or any

object), for how can there be any identity of Him who is full of all bliss

and other auspioious qualities, with Jivas who possess only limited

happiness and joy ?

Note.—In the Mantra it has been said Archato vai em kam abhut.

Here the word ft is the possessive singular foim of the pronoun Asmad. It literally

means my or mine. It should be taken in the sense of the Lord Visnu who is called Aham

unavoidable ( from W not and to be given up). The Lord is so called because it is He
who stands in front of all the knowledge. No knowledge can there be which has no relation with

this Aham. Since the nominative singular form of Asmad also is Aham, therefore all . the

declensional forms of Asmad are used for those of Aham and they all mean the kord Vifnu,
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Such Is the case here and in other places in this Upanisad. Again, when Aham or the Lord

Vi'inu is not the direct subject or object of knowledge the word Yusmad and all its declensional

forms are used to speak of Lord Vijnu.

Now the question may arise, since the Lord Vi«nu is one there is no second or third.

No duality or plurality is possible in Him. How then the dual and plural forms of

Yusmad and Asmad can be used, to indicate the Lord ? In answer it may be said,

the Lord through His Aisvaryas or supernatural power may assume various forms.

So various terms (either in singular, dual or plural) may be used to indicate the Lord.

Again, sometimes He is indicated by the terms Yusmad and sometimes by the term Asmad

according to his position in the hearts of all the Jivas, i. e.. when he is the direct subject of

knowledge He is indicated by Asmad and when He is the object of indirect knowledge He is

indicated by Yusmad, and they are used to indicate the Jivas also. Therefore doubts

may arise whether the Jiva and the Lord are one. It must be borne in mind that the Jiva

and the Lord are never one and the same. There is always an impossable gulf between

them. The Lord is Alt-bliss whilst the J!va is not so, he is subject to misery. Such is the

eternal difference between the Jiva and the Lord.

The commentator next gives an authority for explaining Arka as a compound of Ar

and Ka.

It is thus in the Vyasa Nirukta:

—

The water is called Ka because it is the source of pleasure. It is

oalled Arka because it was produced by Visnu by means of Archana or

worship.

Arka thus means that which is produced by means of worship and

which is the cause of producing pleasure. The word Ka in the Mantra

Kara ha va asmai bhavati means pleasure comes to Him.

It is thus in the Mahutmya :

—

He who knows the production of water, the source of pleasure, from

Visnu, he after attaining Mukti, gets verily happiness through the grace

of Visnu.

Nate.—In the Nirukta of Vyasa it has been said that the term Ka is applied to water,

because water is one of the sources of happiness or pleasure : and since it was produced

by Vijnu by means of Archana or worship Ka or water is also meant by the term Arka.

Therefore Kam ha va asmai bhavati, here the term ka means happiness and not water. So

the explanation of the Mantra is He who knows that Vijnu is the source from which

water was produced, Ka or happiness comes upon him through the grace of the Lord and
he is liberated from the miseries of the world.

Mantra I. 2. 2.
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Wq: Apah, the waters, at Va, to be sure, verily. sraji Arkah,

what is called Arka. aa Tat, in those; should be as, in those waters.

aWTOt Apam, of waters. aa. Yat, what was ; should be a:. $TT$ Sarah, foam.

Wtfta. Asit, was aa. Tat, that : should be «: that foam, tmfaa Sama-

hanyata, became condensed by the Lord putting in it His seed. W SA,

that, the condensed foam and seed, sfasft Prithivi, the earth, the cosmic

egg. «I*?*a, Abhavat, became, a$am Tasy&m, there, within that cosmic egg.

WW*ia. Asramyat, lay down. The subject of the verb is mrityu. Then

while so lying within the cosmic egg, He thought " let there be Agni.

"

The sentence, let there be Agni, should be supplied to complete the sense.

Tasya, His. Hrcw Srantasya, so lying (within the egg). aSTW

Taptaaya, meditating intently (on the production of Agni). aitlTO:

Tejorasah, essence of strength ; the essence of all the energies. «rfrfs

Agnih, the chief of the Vayus or vital airs. He is called Agni because

He was the 6rst of all that were born. ( 9Hf3raTa), He was the chief of

all ( sm^ftcaia. )• and He was the leader of all that have the corporeal

form ( aftftam aa.?aTa. ) fa*aaa Nirvartata, took its rise, was produced

or born.

2. Verily the waters are arka. There what was the foam

of those waters, that became condensed (by the discharge in them

of the Divine seed). This became the Earth (the cosmic egg).

In that" He lay down : There as He lay intently thinking ("let

there be Agni") from Him arose Agni (i. e., Vayu, the chief of

the vital airs)—Agni,who is the essence of all the energies

(of the world).—4.

MADHA'S COMMENTARY.

The word Arka is generally used to mean the sun. Doubt may
arise whether the word Apah in the preceding Mantra may qot mean
the sun To avoid this doubt, it has been repeated " Apova arka."
" The water verily is arka ". The word arka here does not mean the

sun, but it denotes the water only.
•

The word Sarah (WtO means the condensed form of any liquid

(like cream on milk or foam on water ; and it does not mean here ('arrow

or reed ').

So the Mantra Tatra yah Sara asit &c, should be understood thus :—

*

the foamy portion of the ( cosmic ) waters became hard (for the Lord

put His seed in it), and it became Prithivi meaning the Brahmanda or

the cosmic egg.



It is thus in the Pravritta :
—"The portion of water in the form

oi foam became hardened and took the form of earth, and in that (Prithivi)

lay down the Lord. Janardana. When (He was thus reclining) that King

of gods intensely thought on " let there be Agni", and the result of His

thought was that Vayu came into existence; and this Vayu passes by the

name of Agni ; because Agni literally means the first-born (Agraja)

and also "the leader " or " chief" (Agrani).

The word Afir&myat in the Mantra may mean " became tired " (a9

some explain it) or " lay down. " Since exhaustion there cannot be in

the Lord, this word cannot mean " became fatigued"; but means "lay

down ".

It is thus in the Brahma-Tarka :

—

"The word 6ram has both meanings " to be fatigued ", and " to

lie down ". In the case of the Lord Hari, ,the meaning " to be fatigued "

is inapplicable, for exhausted He never becomes. Therefore, &ram
applied to Hari means " to lie down ".

Moreover the locative case, Tasyam (Prithivyatn), would be more

appropriate in the latter sense only.

dram in the sense of " to feel fatigued " is a mental quality and it

cannot be applied to earth (Tasyam asratnvat would have then to be

translated—he felt fatigued in that earth:) and metaphorically" he

rested in that owing to fatigue". But this is a laborious explanation and

should be avoided, when a simpler explanation is possible.

It has also been said in the Mukti Sa&hita • " Visnu after having

created this earth, lay down in the white island (Svetadvipa) on Ananta

in the midst of the ocean, whilst Mukta Purusas chanted songs of praise

on all sides of Him.

There is the word "Taptasya" used in the Mantra, and it means

Alochana Yuktasyaor revolving something in the mind or intently think-

ing something. Therefore, " Taptasya tasya " in the Mantra should be

taken in this sense :—" When the Lord Hari began to revolve in His

mind what He should do next" and it does not mean " when He became

weary and suffered pains. " For suffering the Lord has none.

The words Tejo rasah in the Mantra mean Samarthya-siirabhuta,

essence of energy, (for the chief Vayu is the Prime Mover, all cosmic

energies proceed from Him).

HHn^faT faff rf: \ 3*3 jn^ft f^^S^t ^TO* %*TT I
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W Sah, He. The Chief Vayu called here Agni. wrfirrf Atmanam,
his own-self. Tredha, in three kinds, in three modes «q$«<f

Vyakuruta, divided snf^aq' Adilyam, the Sun. ^effcf Tritiyam, the

third. 5tJH Vayutn, the air. ijaW Tritiyam, the third. ( wffl' Agnim,

the fire, $?fhf Tritiyam, the third.) Sah, he, the Chief Vayu. t^s

Esah. this. STIF: Pranah, the Life, the Breath. Tredha, into three,

threefold, faffa: Vihitah, divided This Chief Vayu is imagined as a

Tortoise. a"=a Tasya, his. STT^ft Pr&chi, in the eastern Dik, direction.

fsjRi Sirah, head (is). sr?ft Asau, this direction, i e., north-east corner. ^
Cha, and. sr?ft Asau, this direction, i. e. south-oast corner, frmau.the

two arms Wl Atha, and, also. m& Asya, his. sigNt Pratichi, in the

western. f^Dik, diroction. Puohchham, hindei part, tail, igntft

Asau, this diroction, i. e., north-west corner. ^ Cha, and. W*ft Asau,

this direction, i e , south-west corner, SRwft Sakthnyau, the two legs.

^fST'JJt Daksina, in the southern direction. ^ Cha, and. 3^H) Udichl, in

the northorn direction, irsfif ParSve, the two sides, Dyaufc, .the

heavens. Pristham, the back. Bfaftsrn Antariksam, the sky.

Udaram, tho belly. Iyam, this earth. Urah, the breast, ffr Sah,

he, that, Esah, this (tortoise-shaped Vayu). Apsu, in the waters

(of the egg). SfRfflfrf: Pratisthitah, is established. HQ Yatra, wherever.

fp Kva, whithersoever. ^ Clia, and. qfft Eti. goes, Tat, there, trsr

Eva, certainly. R"f?f%gfrJ Prntitisthati, is established, stands firm, qtf

Evam, this filgT«J( Vidvan, whoever knows.

3. He (the chief Vayu) divided himself into three, Aditya

(the Sun) a third, Vayu (the air) a third, (and the fire a third.)

It is (this chief Vayu called also) prana (the Life, the Breath),

that was divided into three. (He is imagined as a tortoise with)

His head in the east : His two front legs or arms in this

(north-east) corner and in this (south-east) corner. Now his

tail is in the west. (The other) two legs of his are in thi,s

(south-west) corner and in this (north-west) corner. In the south

and the north are his two sides. His back is in the heavens, and

in the sky is his belly. His breast is in the earth. This (Chief

Vayu called Prana) is established in the waters (of the cosmic

3
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Egg). Whoever knows thus (the glory of the Prana), stands

always firm wherever he goes.—5.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY'.

It is thus written in the Prabhanjana (the Vayu Parana):

—

The Vayu is called Agni^ because He is the first or leader (Agrani)

of all embodied beings (Angin). The Vayu is also called Aditya because

He eats up all (Adan=to eat). The Creator of Vayu is Lord Janardana

Himself.

Note.—Thus Agni anil Aditya, as used in this Upanisad, arc names of Vayu. Agni would

mean " the thief " and Aditya would mean ' the eater.
"

This Vayu nourishes or protects the world, by entering tho bodies

of all creatures in the shape of the vital breath. It is this Vayu that goes

to illumine the world in the form of the sun, and it is the Vayu itself to

whom all sacrifices are made in the form of fire, by all sacrificers.

Note:—Thvis the sun and the Agni (fire) have their energy from the Chief Vayu. When
the word Aditya is applied to Vayu, then its meaning would be '' he who goes taking up the life

principles of all ", as shown in the next verse.

Since he goes out of living beings catching hold of their lives he is

called Aditya (Adit= Adaya ; and ya= yati, he who goes taking up the life

of all. The word Ayua (life is to be supplied here). In fact He gives

life or vitality to all.

A A
Note:—If Aditya and Agni are names of Vayu then why is the 1 un called Aditva, and why is

the fire termed Agni. This question is next answered.

Because the sun and the fit-o get their energy from the Vayu,

and are thus related to hnn, therefore they get his names of Aditya and

Agni.

Note:—Visnu is known to be the Great Tortoise (Kunna). How is it that V3yu is s«td

here to be of the form of tortoise. The conimentatoi answers this in the wokIs of the next

verse of the same Vayu Purana:—

" This Vayu, who in tho form of a tortoise rests in the waters of the

cosmic egg and who supports the Ananta, is himself supported by Visnu

in the form of the Great Tortoise. "

While resting in the waters of the Egg, his four legs rest in the four

intermediate corners (north-east, south-east, south-west, and north-west).

His breast touches the earth and even goes beyond it on all sides. His

sides, back and his head as well are all covered with the waters of the Egg

(and surpass it). The AkAsa is in his belly, and the heavens rest on the

back of this all-pervading Lord. Whoever knows this (the all-pervading,

ness of Vayu within the Egg) gets a firm stay wherever he may go.
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Note:—"Gets a firm stay wherever he may go" is thus explained by the commentator in

his own words :
—

(A person who by thus knowing the glory of Vayu becomes Mukta

can go wherever he likes) and even so, if he wishes, he can stay anywhere

in this cosmos, without being forced tj return from it.

It does not mean, that if he wishi s to leave that place he cannot leave it, but is forced to

remain the'e. The commentator next quotes an authority for this :

—

It is thus in the Adhyatma:

—

" He who worships Vayu in the form of a tortoise obtains firm stay.

Or by his mere willing, he can go to any place wherever he likes, remain

there for how long he likes, or may remain there without return, if he so

likes. "

The commentator now gives an additional leason for holding that this section refers to

Viyu, and that the mention of the three-foldness i-- the description of Vayu and not of Hari

The words of the Upanisad Sa o?a pranas tredhA. vihitah (this prana

verily is divided into three) also show that the three-foldness here refers

to Vayu and not to Hari (for prana is a well-known name of V&yu).

Note:—Thus this section deals with Viyu. It has been mentioned above that the Lord

Visnu, in the form of a tortoise supports Viyu, who also has the form of a tortoise, and who in

his turn, supports the Ananta. Thus we have three supporters—(l) Visnu, (2) Viyu, and (3)

the Sesa or Ananta. What is the authority for this ? The commentator quotes the Visnu

Purina as an authority for it.

It is thus iu the Vaibhava (the Visnu Purana):

The Lord Hari as the tortoise supports the Egg ;
Vayu, in the form

of a tortoise, staying within the waters of the Egg, supports the great

waters within the Egg This he does by resting on the tail of the Great

Tortoise (Visuu). While the Sesa Naga resting on the tail of the tortoise

Vayu supports all this earth. Thus supported by this Sesa, the whole earth

is supported, with all that is in it.

The commentator next gives an authority foi the statement that it is the Viyu, who in the

shape of a tortoise, suppoits the waters of the cosmic Egg. and that the Upanisad refers to

Him in the phrase "the head was in the eastern quarter and the arms in this and that quarter,

then the tail was in the western quarter and the two legs in this and that quarter " &c.

It is thus written in the Prakrista (the Visnu Purana).

Of the Vayu, in the form of a tortise, the face is towards the east,

the two arras are in the north-east and south-east corners, and the two
legs are in the north-west and south-west corners.

Mantra I 2. 4.

sri^rto^^w^scrrt arises ^srrs-
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3 ^TrTOfassn^Tr* WWG^Ic&T STT*!*^ II $ II

su?»n Attna, Self; Viriiicha or Brahma ft Mo, my. %?fcr. Dvitiyah,

second, another, other than Vayu 3TI^?T Jayeta, may be born. j[fa Iti,

this. Sah, he (Hari) ai=6Tfl13 Akarnayata, thought, desired.

Sah, he. JWgr Manasa, through (his) mind
;

by His mere will. n\M

Vachara, the goddess S\i, the presiding deity of the Vedas. firsjsf

Mithunam, a pair, a couple. fmvi^ Samabhavat, did, made. VI^THtlT

Asanaya. The World-ruler. ?jHg: Mrityuh, the Destroyer, afl Tat= tena,

through that pairing with S\'i. *H Yat, which, what. Betah, seed,

germ, cause, wreffa Asit, was present. ?r: Sah, he (it, the germ).

SteeWsSamvatsarah, Brahma, literally " the complete joy-giver of his

offsprings " He who pleases or feeds the calves who are gods (
wholly or thoroughly ; ^?«J calves and ^fff to please, to foed). sjvj^

Abhavat, took his birth, a*: Tatah, before that state. g?T Puift, before.

Sam vatsarah, Virinjha, Brahma, the joy-^iver of the Devas. ?r

Na, not. WIS Asa, was. f Ha,= Yasmat, because. fnj( Tarn, him,

Virincha, that foetus. ^aT=fa^ Etavantam, this, so much, Kalarn,

for twelve months period, time, a poriod of full twelve months. a?fa*T:

Avibhah, carried or had (in her womb). She bore the Samvatsara in

her womb. Tarn, that (footus). «ir^R( Yavan, so much. stefSTC:

Sara vatsarah, a year. <?aT3cr: Etavatah, this. *f^W K&lasya, of period.

tRfiJRI Parastat, after w^sjrT Aarijata, gavo birth to. sf Tam, him,

Viriflcha. 3TT5TH Jft'a,m, (newly) born. Sjfil A bin, towards, sqi^tfj

Vyadad&t, opened the mouth (in order to <>at him up). Sah, he,

Virincha. *fjof Bh&nam, the sound bhan (the sound consisting of vrf

' light and knowledge ' and H'joy,' meaning *FHT^ the Lord) W^fiq
Akarot, made. ?TT S>, the sound, here the presiding goddess of sound.

Whose function it is to bring to the mind the meaning of the word
immediately after it has been heard. <^ Eva, only. 9w Vak, the

goddess Sarasvati. a?¥M<J( Abhavat, was born

4. He (Hari) desired.
—" Let Atma (Brahma) be born as a

second (son) to me". He, the Destroyer, the World-ruler, of his

own (will) paired with (the goddess Sri} called speech. The seed

(that was laid in her) became Samvatsara (Brahma, the Joy-giver

of his children). Before this there was no Samvatsara, the
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joy-giver. She bore him for a full period of what is called year.

After this period she gave birth to him (Brahma) . He (the

Destroyer) went towards him, with his mouth open, as if to devour

him. He (Brahma) made the sound " Bhan" (God, the omniscient

and all-bliss). (Simultaneously) speech arose.

maduva's commentary .

A'd/i-.—Others have explained the passage So kamayata Dvitiyo ma Alma Jayeta as

meaning " He, the death, desired let a second body be born of me. " This explanation

iswiong. The word Atma heie does not mean body and the commentator tells this in his

own words :
—

Atma moans Brahma, lot this Brahma bo born to me as a second,

thus He willed.

The word seiond is Usui in refeicnee to Viyu who was the first born. Hut in the Nistras

in some places Yiyu and Uraturia are described as being burn t'lgcthei ,
and in other places

Brahma is said to be born filsl and then Viyu. How is it that Vayu is said to be the first-

born here ? To this the commentator replies :
—

Vayu verily becomes Brahma; and in order to show that, the creation

of Vayu has been mentioned first. Thus it is in the Brahma-Tarka :—

Since Vayu even according to due order attains to the status of

Brahma, therefore, though as a matter of fact, V%u is born along with

Brahma, the Upanisad mentions His being born as prior to Brahma.

In some places the birth of Brahma is mentioned as prior to Vayu, because

the status of Brahma is higher than that of Vayu.

AWi\ The creation of Vayu and Brahmi is simultaneous, but the scripture sometimes

mentions the birth of Viyu as liist and sometimes the biith of Brahmi as first. When the

birth of Vayu is mentioned a< first, it indicates that Vayu is so high up in creation, being

next to Brahma only and who invar,ably takes the position of Brahma, when the latter

vacates his office, that the creation of Vayu is mentioned first. When the creation of Brahmi

is mentioned first, it is because his position is the highest in the scale of creation. The question

may be asked what is your authoiity for translating the word Atmi as Brahma. No lexicons

give that meaning to the word Atmi. The commentator give* the following authority.

In the &ibda Ntrnaya it is thus written :—The word Atma, Virincha

Sumauas, Sudhauta are synonymous of Brahma, who is also called Chatur-

mukha and the first-born (Pftrvaja) and the Prajapati.

Mete. The above shows that Atma is a name of Brahmi. The words Samanasi vacham

4c.. mean by his own will as shown by the commentator below:—

Samanasa means by his own will, merely because He so desired.

Vacham in the above means the goddess &ri By his mere desire he

paired with or embraced the speech, namely, the goddess Sri.

In the Karana Viveka it is thus written S

—
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Then the Supreme Lord thus willed " let Brahma be born to me as

a second " and, He by his mere will paired with the goddess Sri, the

presiding deity of the Vedas. She is his eneigy (and so not different

from him) and she ia never separate from him and nothing is created

without her (because power is never separate from tho person possessing

the power). From that (union or seed) of the Lord was produced

Brahma named Samvatsara (the joy-giver of his children) The goddess

Kama bore that footus in her womb for full one year. Then she gave

birth to him. As soon as Brahma was born, the Lord Purusottama

opened his mouth as if to swallow him. Brahma cried out Bhan. Hearing

the sacred sound the Lord (gave up his intention of swallowing him) and

employed him in the act of creation of the world.

Note.—The word Uhji) utteied by Brahma .showed that Brahma know the Lord, for

the word Bhin means the luminous Lord of bliss, When the Lord knew from this utter-

ance of Brahma that the latter had icali/ed him, He employed him in the subsequent a<t

of creation.

Note.—In tho text the wold is Aiaiuyam in the Arcuaativu case. This is the leading

adopted by Madhva. Other texts however do not adopt this reading. They read it as

Asanayj. But Madhva having taken the leading Asaii.iyini explains this m or Hindu thus :

—

The word Asan&yam should be read as Asanaya without tn by

dropping tho Bindu. It ia in case of apposition with Mrityu.

Note.—But cannot Asaniyim qualify Vacham and then it would mean the Destroyer

(Mrityu) paired with the World-ruler Hi 1 (Vach) foi Srt is also Asanaya or a World-ruler. This

doubt is removed by the commentator in the next line.

But the Upanisad aays that tho Destroyer is verily the World-ruler

(and no inferior doity like Sri. etc , is called here Asanaya for World-

ruler. Therefore Asanaya is the epithet of Mrityu or the Destroyer and

of no other deity.)

Note.—Why then add an m or Bindu to A»anava in iho text? It is a ledundancy. To

this the commentator replies.

'lhe force of in or Bindu in the Afianayam is to declare that He is

the leader or ruler of a'l-world systems and not only of this particular

world—system.

Note.—But how do you get this txtra moaning by the mere fatit of the using of an extra

letter in the word ' AianSyam'. The i ommentator answtis this by quoting t lie following Sutra :
—

The employment of extra letters in a word, indicates the possession

of extra quality, by the thing denoted by that word.

Note.—The commentator now explains the word Samvatsara.

He who fully (sain) feeds or makes happy (ramayati) his children

(vatsa), namely, the Devas and the rest, is called Samvatsara or "the

full joy-giver of his offspring".
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Note.—In the text we have 'Sa bhinani akarot saeva vag abhavat," which

literally means " he made bhan and that even became speech". It would appear as if the

.sound bhan became speech ; as if this was the first beginning of speech. To remove this

misconception, the commentator says, quoting an authority as follows.

It is thus written in the Bh&va-Tattva :

—

From the mouth of Brahma came out, through fear, the word Bh&n.

At once at that very time, there arose from the four-faced Brahma, the

presiding deity of speech, namely, Saraswati
;
who, because she is the

goddess of speech, is called Speech also.

Note.—If the word speech means Saraswat! why is the sound P.han called in the text

speech? The commentator answeis this by saying:

—

Because she is the presiding deity of all sounds, therefore, she is

called Speech; and the word Bhan being a sound is called also Speech.

Note.—Some explain the words " bhinani akarot" as meaning "He cried out a.s a new-

born child cries. " That this is not the meaning, the commentator explains the word JUiJna

thus :

—

The Lord himself is called Bhana, because His form is bhft or light

and knowledge, and na, All-bliss. Therefore the word Bhana meani

God who is All-knowledge and bliss.

Note.—If Bhana means God. the Omniscient and the All-bliss, then the sentence bhlnam

akarot would mean, "' He made God ". Hut how can any one make God? This question is next

answered by the commentator thus :

—

Bhanam akarot means" He made the sound bhana expressive of the

God-head". In fact, the word bhanam should be taken here in its secon-

dary sense of sound, or bhanana or speech.

Note.—The sound bhana when uttered brings to the mind the idea of God. So bhlnam

akarot means he uttered the sound bhana which brought to the mind the idea of the Lord

M ANTRA I. 2 5.

«: Sab, He, the Destroyer. Imam, this, Brahma who had thus

made the sound "Bhan." if^ Yadi, if. Abhimamsye, I

re-absorb (within myself), qfcf spft^. qsfar: Kaniyah, small «wf Annam,
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food. vfk*% Karisye, I shall make. $Rl Iti, this, $jjRr Aiksata, thought.

V Sah, he, the Destroyer aqr Taya, by that. ni^J Vacha, by Sarasvati,

tho Gayatri ftn Ten a, by that (Brahma). 3Trm*T Atuiana, by Virificha

or Brahma. Idani, this, flsf Sarvam, all (world). Asrijata,

created. jp{ Idam, this world, Yat, whatever. Kificba, thing.

Richah, the Rig Veda, the deities presiding over the Rig Veda.

«J3r
w

v fo Yajumsi, the Yajur Veda, the Uevas presiding over the Yajur

Veda WHlft S&mani, the Sama Veda, tho Devas presiding over the Satna

Veda, g^t \ fa Chhandamii, the metres, the presiding doities thereof.

HSyFJ Yajfian, the sacrifice.", the presiding deities thereof. Sfili: Prajah,

the men qsjj^ Pasfin, the animals, ff: Sah, he, the Destroyer. <KI!|

Yadyat, whatever. W*J5T(T Asrijata, created ?T^rqf Tat tat, that-that,

all that. M^f Attum, to eat, (to enjoy) etfgWft Adhriyata, made up his

mind. «ef Sarvaui, ail. w Vai, indeed. Atti, eats, ffo Iti, this.

a?l That, eating up of all. srf^1

: Aditeh, of the Destroyer who is also

named Aditi. wf^ffffsf Adititvarn, the reason of the terra Aditi being

applied to him. Sarvasya, all. <?T?1 Etasya, of this world. STflf

Atta, devourer, enjoyer. vi^ffl Bhavati, becomes, ^fgf Sarvarn, every-

thing. «W1 Asya, his «kt Annatn, food mfk Bhavati, becomes

q: Yah, who. Evara, thus. «tf^fr: Aditeh, of (death who is termed)

Aditi. anf^fcH?f Adititvarn, the reason of the term Aditi being applied to

him. $q Veda, knows, meditates.

5. He (the Destroyer) thought that if I merge him (Brahma)

back into myself, I indeed shall make but little food (or, creation).

He then with that speech (Sarasvati) and that Itman (Brahma)

created the whole world (everything that exists here, such as the

presiding deities of) the lligvecla, the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, of

all the metres (Chhandas) and of the sacrifices (and cieated He)

men and animals. And whatever He (Brahma) created, that He

(the Destroyer) resolved to eat (ad). Since He eats all, therefore

He is called Aditi : this is why the term Aditi (the eater or enjoyer)

is applied to the Destroyer. Whoever (meditates thus on the reason

of) Aditi's being called Aditi, becomes himself the Eater (or

Enjoyer) of all (according to his capacity) and every thing becomes

his food.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY'

In the text, the word Abhimamsye is used. It does not mean (as

some explain) I shall kill, but it means "if I shall re absorb him or draw

him back into myself) send him into the condition of laya.

"
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Hut bow does the root Mamsye come to mean tp absorb or send to laya ? The commentator

gives an authority for the same.

It is thus in the lexicon called Sabda Nirnaya:—

The root ma means to measure, to know, to be absorbed as well, and

also it is used in the senaeof to delimit, to create, to enumerate and some-

time in the sense of to be powerful

Note.—The words Rigveda sc. as used in the above Mantra do not mean the words

of the Rigveda Sc. but the presiding deities thcieof, us shown in the next verse:—
It is thus in the Prakasika;

—

Brahma croated through his wife Gayatri, the presiding deities of

the Vedas and all the presiding deities of the sacrifices as well and all

human and animal beings.

Note.—The word Aditi is generally applied to the mother of all gods. Here however

this word has not that meaning and the commentator explains it hy quoting an authwity.

It is thus in the Mana-Samhita :

—

Whatever BrahmA created in the beginning, all that is eaten

(enjoyed) by the Lord Jan&rdana (which literally means the Destroyer

of croatures) ;
therefore, because (he eats the whole creation of Brahma)

he is called Aditi (the Eater). This is the name of the adorable Lord,

the Supreme Spirit. He who thus worships the Supreme God as the

All-eater, he verily becomes the eater of all (the enjoyer of everything)

according to his capacity. The high Devas like Brahma, Rndra and

Suparna (Garuda) are specifically the eaters of all; (their function is

to destroy all). Tho Devas like Indra and the rest are eaters (destroyers)

occasionally only. Their eaterhood is according to their capacities (they

have not jurisdiction over the destruction of all; but over particular

portions of creation only). Their eating is of diverse kind ; because their

capacity is different It is thus in the Pravritta :

—

i.

According to the capacity of one's enjoyment, the objects of enjoy-

ment are different, for different beings. Let every man meditate that

Visnu is the real Enjoyer. Let him always remember that Hari is the

Eater of all (Not only men) but every Deva also should meditate on the

All-eatingness of the Lord.

Note.—The word eat as used here means both to destroy and to enjoy. The Supreme

Destroyer is the Lord himself, but the gods Brahma, Rudra and Garuda are special Destroy-

ing agencies of the Lord. Other Devas are also destroyers in particular cases only. The

modes of destruction is not the same. Similarly the gods Brahma, Rudra atid Garuda are

the enjoyers in the special sense of that word ; the enjoyment of other Devas and Mukta

Furusas is of a limited degree only and according to their capacities. The real Aditi is

the Lord. They who meditate on the Lord—and all must meditate upon him, both gods

and men—those who meditate upon him as Aditi. the Destroyer, the Ehjoy*r, get"- a

4
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portion of the divine power of destroying and enjo>ing. For the general rule is as one

meditates so he becomes.

Mantra 6.

a: Sah, he, Chaturmukha, the four- faced god, Brahma )£TOT

Bhuyasa, by the beat. 15N Yajfiena, by the Sacrifice, ^p: Bhfiyah,

the All-full, the Brahman. Yajeya, let me worship, ^fa Iti, this.

«l*ra«ra Akamayata, wished «: Sah, he. STHTKjq Asramyat, became

tired or fatigued. Sah, ho. Tapah, grief, sorrow. Atapyata,

was aggrieved, pained, a^l Tasya, his «Tt!rI?q 6rAntasya, tired. aiJW
Taptasya, and pained. q%ffcft<? Yasoviryam, glory and power. 33pBTJTq

Udakramat, went forth out of the body. Slim: Pranah, the senses, the

gods of the senses. ^ Vai, verily, indeed, tnrfcrtf Yasov?ryam, glory

and power. HQ, Tat, then. srrotg PrAnosu, the senses, the gods of the

senses. 3?HiT**Hj TJtkrautesu, having gone out. itfift Sariram, the body

(of Virificha). ysifaflf Svay itum, to swell, to grow. *rfa«r<r Adhriyata,

commenced, began, a<W Tasya, his, of Virificha. ifflfft Satire, in the

body. «pi Eva, only, even, jrst: Manah, mind, attraction of the mind.

Mftftq Asit, was (attracted).

6. He (Brahma) desired:

—

" Let me worship the All-full with this All-full sacrifice ".

(In recollecting the means of that sacrifice) He was fatigued, (and

so) he became aggrieved (with) pain. While he was thus fatigued

and pained, (He along with) Glorious Energy went out (of the

body). The Pranas are verily the Glorious Energy. When the

Pranas had gone out, the body began to swell. (Seeing the body

so swelling, his) mind was (attracted) into that body again.—6.

MADIIVA'S COMMENTARY.

"When Brahma desired to worship Visrm, he tried to recollect the

means of such worship (namoly, the method of performing the Asvatnedha

oeremony). The effoi t at recollection caused fatigue and pain. On
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account of such fatigue and pain, there arose a desire in him to leave his

body (as it was not a good instrument, because it could not bring to

recollection the method of performing the Asvamedha which Brahma had

performed several times in the past Kalpns). By his mere desire, the

Grandfather (Brahma) left that body, and went out of it along with his

life-breaths. The life-breaths ( I? ran as) are called (Yaaovirya) glorious

energy, because through these one acquires glory and energy. Though

the effort at recollection was little, and the consequent fatigue could not

have been much, and though through mere grief and sheer willing, the

life breaths (as a rule) do not leave the body, yet in the case of Brahma,

the breaths went out of the body at his mere willing, bocause such was

the sport of this All-mighty Lord (Brahma). When Brahma saw that

his body was swelling and increasing in size, in spite of his having left

it, he dsired to enter it again."

Note.—Tlrahma wished for worshipping Visnu and thought on how ho would do it.

And on account of this labour of thinking, howe\er small it might have been, the idea ot

giving up his body got into his mind. No sooner did he wish to give up the body, than he

left it.

Prana Vayus (the sens(s) also left it. These Prinas are railed Yaioviryam fame-

virility because a man gets Yasah (fame) and Viryam (virility) from these Pranas. Indeed

owing to smallest amount of labour, ne\er does a man give up the body, nor he can give

it up simply by wishing it. Nor do the Pran.iviyus go out by mere exhaustion. Tiut with

Tlrahma the case is different, because he did all these in a playful mood. Again on

finding his body swell, TSrahmi wished to get back into it. This shows that he had a

mind (roanas) or attainment for the body.

Mantra I. 2. 7.

ft Me, my. ^ idam, this, the swollen body. ft«f Medhyam, pure,

sacrificial. WTq[ Syftt, let (it) be. Anena, by this body. STTrffN^

Atraanvi, having a body, corporeal. CTH* Syam, let me be. |fa lti,

this, tf: Sail, he, Chaturmukha *TOT*T3(T Akamayata, wished.

Tatah, then, when he had got back into the body, or when the body b»<l

swollen or when the body had become white. Asvah, a horse

BWWJ Samabhavat, was. «m Yat, which or for which (Sacrifice). W^f^T

Asvat, (1) had swollen, (2) had assumed the form of a horse, (a) had
become gross, Tat, that, ftwf Medhyam, (1) belonging to the sacritiee,

(2) to be offered up in the sacrifice, (3) pure. «t^;«| Abhut, was- jfii
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Iti, 31 Tat, that i. e., (1) becoming gross and pure. (2) assuming the

form of a horse and to be offered up in the sacrifice, (3) to be performed

by Brahma by means of the horse, ^ Eva, only. 3137^3 Asvamedhasya,

(1; of Brahma, (2) of the horse, and (3) of the sacrifice, st^fcBtafEf

Asvamedhatvam, the reason of being called Asvamedha, q: Y"ah,

whoever, Evam, thus. Enam, him, i. e., (1) Brahma, (2) the

horse, and (3) the sacrifice. Veda, knows qT. Esah, he. f Ha, indeed.

^ Vai, verily. «T?MNf Asvamedham, meaning of the word Asvamedha.

Veda, knows.

7. " Let me be embodied through this very body (which I had

abandoned; " (thus thinking) he desired " Let this (corpse) become

pure." (It became pure and Brahma entered it). Then (when he

had so entered) he became a horse (Asva). Because it had

(at first) swelled (Asvat) and afterwards it assumed the form of a

horse (Asva) (therefore he was called Asva) and because it

became as a fit object of sacrifice (medha) and that for it (the

sacrifice) (it assumed that form), therefore Asvamedha is called

Asvamedha. Whoever indeed thus knows (realizes) this truly,

knows the significance of the word Asvamedha.—9.

Note :—Thf word Asvamedha has thus thiee meanings—(t) It is a name of Tiiahmi

and would then mean he whose body had become swollen and was purified; (2) it is the

name of the sacrificial horse, the form assumed by lirahnu as a victim; (3) it is the name

of the saciifice. Ia the piimev.il saciifiie, Erahma himself was the Sacn/irer (Yajamina)

(called Asvamedha) he himself was the -iilim (pain) in that sacrifice, and was called

Asvamedha, and he himself was the tarnfite (yajiia) called Asvamedha.

MADIIVA'S I OMMKNTARV.

It is thus in the Maha UaikhitA :

—

"When Brahma desired to enter again the body which he had

already rejected and which had become a corpse and consequently

impure, he willed that it may become pure again, and he desired to be

incarnated in that very body, and so he entered into it again. So when he

had entered into it, Brahma took another body, and he found the means

of the great sacrifice which he was contemplating, and so the Grandfather

(Brahma) assumed the form of the Alva (this was the second body which

Brahma took). Because the body was swollen (Svaitibhava) when Brahma

entered into it, and revivified it ; therefore this second body of Brahma

is called Asva (the swollen) ; and since this body had become swollen

for the sake of sacrifice, and was purified also (Medhya), for that purpose,

therefore, that primeval sacrifice was named Asvamedha: because it was
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performed by Brahma entering the body which had become swollen

(SvaitibhavaJ and which he had purified, therefore lirahmd, the possessor

of auspicious four-faces, is also called Asvatnedha. Or the sacrifice is

called Asvainedha, because he himself had 'become a horse (Asva) an"d

became the sacrifice himself (Medhya), therefore it is called Asvainedha^

The sacrilico is called Medha and that which is fit for sacrifice is called

Medhya. Therefore, medhya means silso pure, because all things which

are fit for sacrifice must be pure.

lie who understands thus the meaning of Asvainedha really

understands."

.W<'.—The word As\ anudha has thus ihlce meanings—(i) the primeval sacn/ite

[hi formed l>\ Uraturia with the body whiili he had once loft and whkh had become swollen

and which ho had to purify befole entering; (2) Asiamedha is the naiiio (if />'/«// v/ie him-

self, because his body had become swollen and had to b.' purified
, (,j) it moans, the Ao/te-

sikhihc, b cause horse is the type of Urahnia and is puro.

X,>/,\—With the intention of setting buk into the dead body, Tii.ihnu \\Miccl, for tlto

purity of that corpse. The c out so he adoptid was that he first made up his mind to au'ept

tli.it body and then In; got into it. Looking foi some moans of performing the grand sacri-

fice as he found it (eoi pse) to b; th. best, he put life into the (bad body ;,nd (hanged if

into that of a hor.se and a( copied it to be his second body /. c, ho kept alive the body 'of

the hoi so by a pal t of his own life.

The word Asvainedha is applied to the sacrifice, to Brahma and to

the horse. It is applied to the sacrifice, because for it the dead body of

Brahma swelled and became white and attained purity. And also

because it was performed by Brahma, who also passed by the name of.

Asvatnedha.

Brahma is called Asvatnedha, because he was in the dead body
which had become swollen and became pure. •

The horse itself ia called Asvainedha, because the dead body had
assumed the form of a horse, and became pure, and therefore capable of

being used in the sacrifice.

He who realizes this, i.e., the three senses of Asvainedha, has a

thorough knowledge of Asvainedha,

Mantua I. 2 8.
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Tarn, him, the horse; his own form as a horse, waa^va

Anavarudhya. not tyin^ up
;
setting free ^a Iva, as if. BrahmA and

the horse being one; he could not tie the other stn?qa Araanyata, made
his mind, thought. " i shall let this horse wander the universe." an
'Cam, him, the horse. Samvatsarasya, the year. W^ara. ParasfAt,

after the lapse of. 9TTc*T% Atmane, to the self; the Supreme, the Self

residing within his own self. STrsWT Alabhata, had faith in, made an

offering in the Sacrifice <ISiJ^ Pasun, other beasts, such as goats, &c.

DevatAbhyah, to the gods, to tho Supremo Self residing in the

Devas. JTsftfa. Pratyauhat, gave, left for (them), offered. awra TasmAt,

therefore, (the modern saorificers) fla^a?^ Sarvadai vaty am, in honour

of all the gods, sftfljfft' Proksitam, (the animal) sanctified with Mantras.

SfI5nTf«f PrAjApatyam, as declared and taught by PrajApati or BrahmA.

*HS«fa Alabhanta, make an offering in the sacrifice. <ja: EsAh, this

(deity in the sphere of the sun). 5 Ha. ^ Vai, indeed, w^aiN:

Asvamedhah (is called) Asvamedba. a: Yah, he. i*a; Esah, who. alfa

Tapati, shines. a?a Tasya, his ; here in tho sense of in him, i.e., in the

sun. ?i*«TT: Samvatsarah, Brahma who is also called Samvatsat a. sneJTr

AtinA, whatever pervades. «?a^ Ayam, this. Brahma who is called

Saikvatsara. W^: Arkah, called Arka. sifrr: Agnih, named Agni. a?a

Tasya, of Brahma. %${ line, these, star: LokAh, worlds, like Bhur,

&c. *n?*TM: AtmAnah, bodies, real self, because Brahma pervades them

all. ?ft Tau, they. <£at Ebau, these two (the Solar deity and the

Brahma.). W^i??^\at Arkasvamedhau, Arka and Asvamedba, the Surya

and the Chaturraukha (Brahma). ?lt SA, she, (the Uod). 3 U, verily.

3a: Punah, again, on the other hand. <[%T EkA, one, the principal. i^a

Eva, only. DevatA, the god *nfa Bhavati, is. Jjfjj: Mrityuh,

death, the Destroyer Nrisimha. i*a Eva, none else. Apa, untimely;

all pervading, Ap-vyApta. 3a: Punah, again. J£??f Mrityutu, death.

3Tlfa Jayati, avoids, conquers. The nominative of this verb is Brahma

who knows thus, ijfji Mrityuh, death. <$a" Enam, him, BrahmA. a

Na, not. Wlftfa Apnoti, gets, comes to. igfj: Mrityuh, the Lord Hari

called Mrityu or the Destroyer, ar*a Asya, his, of BrahmA. UTeWT AtmA,

master *»a% Bhavati, is, becomes. i^mit EtAsAm, these, ^aaiat Devn-

tAnam, of the gods, such as Rudras, &o. Ekah, chief, ruler. *iafa

Bhavati, is.
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8. He (Brahma) then willed that the horse should roam

(through the world) unobstructed. After the lapse of a year, he

offered it to the Lord Atman within himself. He offered other

animals to (the Lord within the other) gods. Therefore they (the

sacrificers) offer sanctified animals to all gods, according to the

rite of Prajapati as taught by Brahma. This (the deity in the solar

orb) is verily Asvamedha, he who shines out there. The

Samvatsara (Brahma) is his Atman (pervader). This Agni is arka

(the Brahma in arka is pervader of Agni also), all the worlds are

His (Brahma's) bodies (since he pervades them all). In these two

forms, those of Arka and Asvamedha (does Brahma reside), (yet)

these all are under one God (Visnu), who is (Lord) Mrityu.

Brahma, who thus knew Lord Mrityu, conquered the second

death ; and death did not reach him ; for Lord Mrityu became his

master. He thus became the chief of those gods.

End of the Second BrAhmana called Asvamedha,

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Now the commentator explains tho sentence Tain anavarudhya eva
Amanyata, in the words of the Maha Saiiihita :

—

That Lord Brahma allowed his Self in the form of the horse to roam

freely all over the world, for the period of one year, himself watching it

in the form of a man.

The commentator next explains the phrase Atmane alabhata; it does

not mean to sacrifice the animal for himself, but it means, as the

commentator shows it, that he offered it, to the Supreme Visnu who
resided in the heart of Brahma.

After the end of one year he, the lord of self (Brahma), offered that

animal, in sacrifice, in honour of the Supreme Self residing within his

own self. Other animals, like goat and the rest, he offered to the same
Supreme Self as residing in the Devas.

As Brahma sacrificed other animals, why did he become an animal?

This question the commentator answers next :

—

Brahma assumed the form of the horse thinking:—"Let me have
the entire fruit of the sacrifice to myself, namely, the fruit which the

agent of the sacrifice gets by performing the sacrifice and the fruit which
the victim of sacrifice gets by being immolated in tie sacrifice." (Thus
thinking Brahma became himself the sacrificer and himself the victim).
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Since an animal even gets heaven, when killed in sacrifice, without

knowing why he is killed, what greater heaven must not that animal get

who knowingly offers himself as the victim in the sacrifice. Thus

thinking Brahma himself became the victim.

The word Asvamedha applies not only to Brahma, but it applies to

the Sun and the Fire also. The commentator shows this :—

Since Brahma called Saiiivatsara dwells in the Sun, the Sun is also

called ASvamedha, after the name Asvamedha given to Brahma.

The Sun is called Samvatsara because Brahma, the Saiiivatsara,

pervades the Sim, and therefore the Sun gets secondarily the name of

Saiiivatsara.

Brahma residing in Arka gives his name of Asvamedha to Fire,

because Br ihma as Asvamedha pervados the fire also. Sinco all tlie

Lokas aro pervaded by Brahm.i and have him as their self, they are

called after the name Brahma. Verily the one Clod Hari pervades all

the spheres, the Brahmaloka, the Sflryaloka and the Agniloka.

The commentator next explains the phraso, "lie who knows this

overcomes ' second death, ' (punar mrityuh) Death does not roach him."

This does not mean that every knower becomes immortal, but it applies

to deities like Brahma and others and not to ordinary men.

Brahma thus exists always conqueving death and lebirth, because

he has known truly the secret of the Lord Nri Hari. The term Mriti is

called 1'unarmrityu or second death, (the death that leads to rebirth).

.Villi.—In tliu text tile word Ap.imrityu is used. It means the diath which peivades

I'rahmi mid the lust. The wind Apa means to pervade. In other wolds Ap.imrityu means

the .ill-p.n.iding death, the < ns'iiir death. Tlvis Apa-mrilyu is the higher dwtlh at the end

of a cycle to whi< h office holdei -. of cosmos ale ei ui liable, unless they get the grace of the

Lord.

Him death called mriti never reaches because Nrisimha is Death of

death, and this Death has become his protector because he (Brahma)

worshipped Hari.

The word Atman in the text is explained in the above as protector.

The commentator gives authority for so translating.

Hari is said to be the Attna of Brahma, because he has pervaded

completely (Atatatvat) the self of Brahma, because he is the All-eater

(A.ttri), because lie takes up all (Adanat), because he creates all (Atta)

and.because he knows all (Atta).

.VurV :—The word Atman is thus derived from 5 roots:—
( 1 ) it Is formed with the prefix A, the root Tan and the suffix' Oman.
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(2) it is formed with the affix A, root Ad and the same affix Oman,

(3) the affix A, the root Da, the suffix pinan,

(4) the affix A, the root Tan to spread, and the root Ma to build, and the suffix pan,

(5) the Affix A, the root Tan to spread, and the root Man to know, and the affix Dan,

Thus Atman means the Pervader, the Destroyer, the Taker up, the

Creator and the Knower, all these in their superlative degree.

Brahma is the ruler of all the other Devas, because he always

possesses the knowledge of Nrisitkha, always meditates on Hitn and

consequently is the recipient of His grace. Thus it is in the Maha
Saikhita.

The word Bhuyas (1.2 6) used in the text means the full and the

words Bhuyah Yajeya (1 .2.6) mean " Let me worship the Supreme Lord

who is All-full."

The word As vat (1. 2.7) in the text means (l)he became a horse and that

form became Medhyam, namely, worthy of being taken or used in sacrifice,

hence the word Asvamedha means the horse fit for sacrifice.

That Brahma had assumed the form of a horse appears from the text

itself, where it says that he thought to let it roam freely and

unobstructed. Had there been no horse, who was it who had' to roam

freely ? It appears therefore that there was a horse there, the form

assumed by Brahma ; as well as Brahma in his human four-faced form.

This is one meaning of Asvamedha.

The word Asvamedha means also (2) Brahma. Because Asvat ; ii

had become swollen and afterwards it had become pure (Medhya),

therefore he whose body had become swollen (Asvat) and had then

become pure is called Asvamedha.

Brahma (when he saw the other form of the saored horse) thought

" I shall make it wander all over the world without restraining him. or

reining him." He willed it so, because that form of horse was none else

but his own self, taking up that form of his own free will. Brahma
therefore, did not like to restrain his second form, namely, of the animal,

bnt allowed it freedom for one year.

Note:—But when BrahmJ found that his animal portion had gained enough experience

by moving through all the worlds unrestricted, he destroyed that form and reabsorbed it

into his higher self with all the experience gained. Every God has an animal under him,

which is his vihana or his lower nature. This animal nature shduld be allowed freedom to

gain experiences of the world, but when it has gained such experiences, it must be sacri-

ficed, 1. brought under control of the higher self, namely, the spiritual and the -intellec-

tual self. This is the secret of Asvamedha. The senses of man are the Aivas, and to

control and sacrifice them is the horse sacrifice. See Katha Up. where- the senses are

called horses,

5
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The chief function of the gods, Brahma, Rudra and Suparna, is the

eating or enjoying the things created. Gods like Indra &c. do sometimes

enjoy them; but the rest of the gods do not enjoy but see (illume) only. So

toenjoy the created things or not is the chief functions of the gods, which

vary according to their capacity. The Lord Supreme enjoys everything

that a man can enjoy., so one should meditate on the Lord's enjoyment.

Dhyana or meditating on the gods is nothingbut to know and realize how

they enjoy the things created, touch is the definition of Dhyana given in

Pravfitta.

[Brahma wished for worshipping Visnu and thought on how he

would do it. And on account of this labour and thinking, however small,

it might have been, the idea of giving up his body got into his mind.

No sooner did he wish to give up the body than ho left it, and with him

Prana V&yus (the senses) also left it. These Pranas are called Yasovir-

yam (itftafH?) because man gets Yasah (fame) and Viryam (energy) from

these Pranas.

[Indeed owing to a small amount of labour, never does a man give

up the body, nor can he give it up simply by wishing it. Nor do

Ihe Prana V&yus go out by mere exhaustion. But with Brahma the case

is different, because he did all these in a playful mood. Again on finding

His body swell, Brahma wished to get back into it. This shows that he

had a mind (Manas) or attachment for the body.

[With the intention of getting back into the dead body, Brahma

wished for the purity of the dead body. The course he adopted was

that he first made up his mind to accept that body and then he got into

it. Looking for some means of performing the grand sacrifice, as he found

it to be the best, he put life into the dead body and changed it into that

of a horse and accepted it to be his second body, i. e , he kept alive the

body of the horse by a part of his own body. ( «T?4T$T? crifot^Jf

iJWH )•

[The word Asvamedha is applied to the sacrifice, to Brahma ond to

the horse. It is applied to the sacrifice, because for it the dead body of

Brahma, swelled and became white and attained purity. And also because

it was performed by Brahma who also passed by the name of Asvamedha,

[Brahma is called Asvamedha, because he was in the dead body

which had swelled and become pure.

[The horse itself is called Asvamedha, because the dead body had
assumed the form of a horse and became pure and therefore capable of

being used in the sacrifice,
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[He who realizes this, i. e., the three senses of Asvamedha, has a

thorough knowledge of Asvamedha.

[The Lord, then, made the horse walk round the world without

checking him, for a period of a whole year. At the end of that period,

Brahma made up his mind to kill and make an offering of the horse to

the Paramatman present in his heart of hearts. The goat and other

animals he made an offering of, to the Paramatman present in the heart

of hearts of all the other gods. Brahma himself took the form of the

horse and it was he himself who performed the sacrifice; this he did

because he intended to have both the fruits of the sacrifice for himself;

first that of the agent, and secondly that of the animal killed in the

sacrifice. The animal killed in the sacrifice gets heaven as the result

(reward) of his being killed. (Such a result did Brahma obtain ; he also

obtained the fruit of knowing the Brahman within) The Sun is also

called Asvamedha ( ftwfa ) as he is called Samvatsara (tf3<t*R) because

Brahma who is in the sun is himself called Asvamedha; aud because

Brahma who spreads (pervades) the sun is the soul of the Sun. It is

similarly Brahma who is in the fire and is called Arka ( 8?$ )> is also called

Agnt ; because Brahma spreads or pervades the world, so he being the

soul or chief in the thing that he spreads, passes by the name of that

thing. Only one God Hari pervades the Brahmaloka ( *9T$N> :
)
Suryaloka

(g*fe~l$ ) and Agniloka ( *jftr<St$ ) He is called Nfihari or Nrisiaha. Since

Brahma knows him, has a full knowledge of Nrihari, he has been able

to overcome death and he has no more to die. By the word ( )
Mrityu

is meant to die again and again. Since Brahma is a worshipper of Hari,

he has been able to avoid such a Mrityu.

[Nrisimha is the Atiuan of Mrityu or death, and Mfityu is the Atma

of Brahina, because he (Nrisimha) spreads or pervados in tbem all; and

because He is the Destroyer of them all. Brahma is the Lord of all

the gods, because he has all these gods as his subordinates, because out

of him was created this world and because they know that it is he who

pervades. It has been written in the MahaSamhita that Brahma has been

able to attain superiority over the gods owing to his knowledge, of the

Nrisimha, owing to his constant meditation and through the favour of

the Lord Nrisimha.]

Here end* the Bhdsya on the Asvamedha Brdhmana.
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Third (udgitha) Braiimanam.

mantka 13 1.

A^-dTgTTOfT ^l^TTr?Tm&m II \ II

jqjt Dvay&h, of two kinds, two-fold, fftsnqsu: Prajapatyah, the

descendants or progeny of Praj&pati. ^grr: Devah, the Devas. a»fJTT:

Asurah, the Asuras. "W Cha, and. f Ha, it is well known. rj?n Tatah,

among them. $*T: DevAh, the Devas. qscftacn: Kaniyasah, few in number.

The ordinary form of this word is ssftatw. Eva, certainly. «g?t:

Asurah, the Asuras. 51t«t?n: Jyayas&h, many in number. The ordinary

form is aqrafa:. ^ Te, they both, q<r Ksu, these. Lokesu, on the

Worlds; for the possession of fchese Worlds. st^resrT Aspardhanta,

challenged each other
;

fought with one another in emulation. ^ Te,

they, defeated as they were few in number. $^T: Devah, the gods, the

Devas. 555: frchuh, consulted among themselves, f Ha, formerly. $Q
Hanta, well ; now. Yajfie, in the sacrifice sacred to Visnu (such as

SWtfwta &c) 38»fHfaf Udgtthena, by loud chanting (Lord Hari when He
is pleased by our loud chanting of hymns, Om). srgTT^ Asuran, the

Asuras. vistqrcf Atyayama, let us surpass, or get the better of.

ffer Tti, thus.

1. The descendants of Prajapati, are verily of two kinds,

the lovers of light (Devas) and the lovers of life (Asuras.) Among
them the Devas are comparatively smaller in number and the

Asuras greater. For (the establishment of their respective

superiority in) these Worlds, they fought (with each other).

{Overcome by the Asuras) the Devas said to one another,

—

" Well, let us overcome the Asuras by (praying to Hari, through

the) chanting of the Udgitha in the (Asvamcdha) sacrifice."

MADIIVA'S COMMENTARY.

In the ceremony of Aivamedha and the rest, Viyvi alone ought to be made Udgiti;

because he alone is capable of removing all obstades that arise in those undertakings.

To prove this, the book now gives a story in the shape of a fight between the Devas and

Asuras. The Devas heie are the presiding deities of the aigans of senses like speech,

sight, hearing <tc. In the great Cosmic sacrifice, in which "Brahma called Hiranya-

garbha is Yajamana himself, these Devas of the senses stand in relation of sons to him.

In attempting to create man, these Devas helped to give various senses to him, but the
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Asuras produced defect in every one of those senses, except the last or the great Viyu

function or respiration. Thus all sense oigans are liable to be deceived by the glamour

of Asuras. except the great function of respiration. Science also supports this view. A
hypnotic influence may pervert all sense organs, but lespiratioii.

The working of eveiy sense organ produces twofold effects; one with regard to the

organ itself, and the other with lvgaid to the Devas. When a sense organ works

harmoniously the Devas presiding over such organs, togethei with all other Devas are

pleased
; just as the production of harmonious music pleases the audience. But the

difference between the instiument that produces music, and human stnse instrument is

this; the production of music does not improve the instrument, while the harnionions

working of any sense organ improves that organ This is what is taught in this Upanisad.

Of the two kinds of the sons of Brahma (Prajapati) the sons of Diti

are larger in number and Tamoguna prevails in them all, while the

Suras are small in number and are marked by Sattvaguna. The Asuras

overcame the Suras on account of their superiority in number, and on

account of the boon they got from J§iva. The Suras thought of

defeating the Asuras by worshipping Visnu and with the strength of

TJdg&tri (Vayu).

Mantra I. 3. 2.

II ^ % * 3§*lT5lTt%sraftm rRW|c*

^sr ^ ii ^ ii

^ Te, they, the Devas when they had thus decided. 3t^H Vacham,
(to the God Agni presiding over) the speech. Oohuh, said to. g
Ha, verily. f^Tvam, you. m Nah, for us; for our good.g§ni«r Udgaya,
sing or chant hymns. Iti, Thus; thus requested. V&k, (the God
Agni presiding over) the speech. Tebhyah, for the Devas ; in order

to serve the purpose of the Devas. afnt^ UdagAyat, sang or chanted
hymns, m Yah, which, ^rfq Vachi, in speech. vffot: Bhogah, enjoyment,
result ; the chanting of the Vedas &c Tam, that ; the fruit of reciting

the scriptures. ^*«|: Devebbyah, for the Devas. vnmz Igayat, chanted
by her song, she caused the Devas to get. Yat, what. «*!rraf
Kalyartam, prayers to the Lord. Vadati, says, wt Tat, that.

Atmane, for herself, ft Te, they
;

the Asuras. Anena,
by this. 3^m*T Udgatra, by the loud chanting; by means of the singing
priest, Nah, us. Atyesyanti, will conquer, ffa Iti, this;
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that, fiijj: Viduh, knew; came to know. ^ Vai, verily. ?f Tam, him;

Agni. tffyfipg Abhidrutya, running towards; falling upon. qt<3TTr

Pap inan a, with evils. Avidhy an, pierced ; touched ;
polluted the

chanting of hymns q: Yah, which, made by the Asuras. WITT Papma,

evil. ft: Sah, that, ft: Sah, well-known. (The word aq[ when used singly,

i. e., not having connection with. qq[, means well-known
;

celebrated).

WHfo^cf Apratirfipam, falsely, badly , not rightly accented and with faulty

intonation
;
against the scriptures g^fft Vadati, pronounces

( )

Yat, what
;
interrogative pronoun. 5^ Idam, thif. qq Eva, indeed, ?f:

Sah, that
;
previously spoken. Eva, emphatically and nothing else,

ft Sah, that. <rr<rm Papm&, evil. Iti, thus.

2. They (the Devas) said to Vak, " Do you sing out for

us." " Let it be so" (said Vak). For them then Vak sang out.

Whatever fruit there is in speech (by reciting correctly the

sacred scriptures), that she obtained for the Devas by singing out

(correctly) ; whatever good (there is in speech, such as in explain-

ing the sacred scriptures) that (she obtained) for herself.

They (the Asuras) knew : "By this Udgatri singer, verily,

they will surpass us." They therefore ran swiftly towards Her
;

and pierced Her with evil. What was that evil ? That which

consists in saying what is not according to (correct) form (of

speech, such as accent, &c. or in consonance with truth).

That was the evil.

Mantra I. 3.3.

m Atha, then, £ Ha, verily, mn^ Prinara, the Vayu called

Pr&na whose seat is in the nose. frchuh, said to. ftf Tvam, you; thou,

sf: Nah, for us ; for our good. 35011 Vdgaya, sing or chant hymns, jfar

Iti, thus
;
thus requested, gnu: Pranah, the V&yu called Prana. &w

Tebhyah, for the Devas, in order to serve the purpose of the Devas.

TJdag&yat, sang or chanted hymns. «f: Yah, which. OT«if Ghryne, resulting

from smell. *ft»r: Bhogah, the happiness resulting from the smelling the
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flowers, etc. offered to tlie gods. ?f Tarn, that. ^VSI: Devebhyah, for the

Devas. wmnm Agayat, chanted. q<t Yat, what. *&W>i Kalyftnam,

what is right, i. e. good and pleasing to the nose. fsruRr Jighrati, smells.

m. Tat, that. Atmane, for himself. ^ Te, they ; the Asuras. W^sr

Anena, this. S^mflT Udgfttra, by loud chanting, m N&h, us. Wr^rcrfer

Atyesyanti, will conquer. Iti, this ; that, far^: Viduh, knew; came

to know, t Vai, verily, gf Tarn, him; Pranavayu. wfirgsr Abhidrutya,

falling upon. 1T<IW1T Papmana, with evil, sifesqq; Avidhyan, pierced;

touched; polluted the chanting of hymns. q: Yah, which; made by the

Asuras. WTtTT Papma, evil. *fi Sah, that. Sah. well-known, srnfei^^

Apratirupam, what is bad smell. fsTClfgr Jighrati, smells, Yat, that.

fHH Idauv, this. Eva, indeed, m Sah, that; previously spoken,

Eva, emphatically
;
nothing else. if?: Sah, that. «n<THT Pftpma, evil. %fh

Iti, thus.

3. They said to Prana, "Do you sing out for us." " Let it

be so" (said Prana). For them then Prana sang out. Whatever

fruit there is in scent (by smelling the sacred flowers offered to

God) that He obtained for the Devas by singing out (correctly,

i.e., by performing the function of smelling properly), whatever

good there is in scent that He obtained for himself.

The Asuras knew: " By this Udgatri singer verily they will

surpass us." They therefore ran swiftly towards him, and pierced

him with evil. What was that evil ? That which is not according

to (pleasant) form (of scent). That was the evil.

MANTRA I. 3. 4.

%n Atha, then. V Ha, verily. Chaksuh, the eye
; presiding

god of the eye namely the sun. 3^J: Tjchuh, said to. Wf Tvam, you.

«j: Nah, fpr us ; for our good. *$(<lPf Udgaya, sing or chapt hytnns; |%
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Iti, thus. <W 'I'atha, so ; let it be so. Iti, thus ; thus requested.

^§Jt Chaksuh, the eye ; the presiding god of the eye called the eun.

.Tebhyah, for the Devas ; in order to serve the purpose of the Devas.

3t^ara?l Udagayat, sang or ohanted hymns. «T» Yah, which, "srcjjfa

Chaksusi, in the eye
;
resulting from the eye ; ocular. *ffol: Bhogah, the

happy experience ; the sight of the holy shrines &c, Tarn, that.

Davebhyah, for the Devas WHTI?! Agayat, chanted. *t*l Yat, what.

3)»q|of Kalyanatn, what is right i e., good and pleasing to the eye.

The beauty and beautiful sight. <?5frf?r I'aayati, sees. Tat, that. *tTHT^

Atinane, for himself. ^ Te, they ; the Asuras. Anena, this. 5T5»TT9IT

Udagatra, by loud chanting, by the means of loud chanting, m Nah,

us. SfeSfaffa Atyesyanti, will conquer. $fflr Iti, this ; that, f^: Viduh,

knew, came to know, t Vai, verily. <tf Tain, Him
;

Prana, Vayu.

sifargSI Abhidrutya, falling upon. <JT<TJTHl Pupman A, with evil. wfawjJJT,

Avidhyan, pierced, touched
;
polluted the chanting of hymns, q: Yah,

which ; made by the Asuras. «»T<^m Papma, evil. Sah, That.

Sah, well-known Sfirf?re?T^ Apratirupam, what does not tally with the

object the actual experience; a distorted sight. q$f«»f?r Pasyati, sees.

«IH Yat, that. 5^ Idam, this. Eva, indeed. ?r I Sah, that, previ.

ously spoken. Eva, emphatically
;
nothing else. W. Sah, that. qt^JTT

PApma, evil, ^fer Iti, thus.

4. They said to Chaksus " Do you sing out for us."

" Let it be so," said (Chaksus). For them then sangout Chaksus.

Whatever fruit there is in seeing (sacred objects) that he obtained

for the Devas, by singing out {i.e. by properly performing the

function of sight); whatever good there is in sight that he obtained

for himself.

The Asuras knew: " By this Udgatri singer, they verily will

surpass us". They therefore ran swiftly towards him, and

pierced him with evil. What was that evil ? That which is not

according to (the pleasing) form of sight. That was the evil.

mantra. I. 3. 5.

3to $ srtagjpsf * 3§in^m a^Rr ^ter-
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%W Atha, then, 5 Ha, verily. «ft?l^ {§rotraro, ear
;
god of hearing1

;

the gods of the four quarters. frchuh, said to. &4 Tvam, you
;

thou. !f: Nah, for us ; for our good. 33HT«? Udgaya, sing or chant

hymns. ^Rt Iti, thus. a«ir Tatha, so ; let it be so. 5% Iti, thus
;

thus requested, *ftsnfl( fSrotrara, ear; god of hearing, ^pem Tebbyah,

for the Devas, in order to serve the purpose of the Devas. SJIWI TJda-

gayat, sang or chanted hymns, q: Yah, which. Srotre, belonging

to the ear
;
auditory. «ftn: Bhogah, the happy experience ; from hearing

the sweet name of the Lord Hari. Tarn, that. Devebhyah,

for the Devas. SJmra^ Agayat, chanted. Yat, what. <&&qi<if Kal-

yanara, what is pleasing to ear, sweet sound. STUlffl iSrinoti, hears.

Tat, that. «T3JT% Atmane, for himself, a Te, they, the Asuras.

ansbl Anena, this. 33»Tt51T Udgatra, by loud chanting
;
by means of

loud chanting. 5f: Nah, us. «I?^«1'Rt Atyesyanti, will supersede. $f$r

Iti, this; that, fsfff: Viduh, knew ; came to know. % Vai, verily. ?f

Tarn, hitn ; Prana, Vayu. ?lfin|5a Abhidrutya, falling upon. Tl<{jRSlT

Papmana, with evil. suforsi^ Abidhyan, pierced ; touched ;
polluted the

chanting of hymns, q: Yah, which, made by the Asuras. «n<TJTr Papma,

evil. W Sah, that, gf: Sah, well-known. BIsrfa^T^ Apratirupam, what

does not tell the real nature of the sound heard ; distorted sound. *Z«olf3

Srinoti, hears 33 Yat, that. Idam, this, igq Eva, indeed W.

Hah, that, previously
, spoken, Eva, emphatically

;
nothing else.

8ah, that. qr<{m Papma, evil 5% Iti, thus.

5. They said to Srotra " Do you sing out for us," " Let

it be so" (said Srotra). For them then sang out Srotra. What-
ever fruit there is in hearing (the sacred name of the Lord), that he

obtained for the Devas, by singing out, (i.e., by properly perfor-

ming the function of audition), whatever good there is in hearing

that he obtained for himself.

The Asuras knew :
" By this Udgatri singer, they will

surpass us." They therefore ran swiftly towards him and pierced

him with evil. What was that evil ? That which is not according

to (the pleasing) form (of hearing). That was the evil.

6
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MANTRA I. 3. 6.

3^rm^t mfa vftJT^rf ^ifrq 3TT7Tm^Rl SB^TrT^

W Atha then, g Ha, verily, w«t: Manah, mind ; god of the

mind. Indra, Kudra and Sesa. Ochuh, said to. Tvam, You
;

thou, st: Nah, for us ; for our good. Udgtlya, sing or chant

hymns. f% Iti, thus. TOf Tatha, so; let it be so. ffh Iti, thus;

thus requested. W Manah, mind
;
gods of the mind. ?fc?T: Tebhyah,

for the Devas, in order to serve the purpose of the Devas. g^nnitf TJd

gayat, sang or chanted hymns. «f: Yah, which. Hlfa Manasi, in the
mind

;
mental, Bhogah, fruit, the experience from meditating on

the Lord Hari and its good effect. ?f Tarn, That. ^Wf: Devebhyah,
for the Devas. «OTin3 Agayat, chanted. n<n Yat, what, sswf Kalyft-
nain, what is pleasing to the mind

; the pleasing things. ?i*5q?|% Saihkal-

payati, thinks. *m Tat, that. «ITW% Atmane, for himself, d Te, they
;

the Asuras. vkn Anena, by this ggmsrr Udgutra, by loud chanting ;

by the means of loud chanting. Nah, us. sre^ffo Afcyesyanti,

supersede, ^ft Iti, this
; that, faj: Viduh, knew ; came to know. #

Vai, verily, Tarn, him, Manas, tffagw Abhidrutya. falling upon.

Papmana, with evil. Vtfevq^ Abidhyan, pierced
; touched

;

polluted the chanting of hymns «t: Yah, which ; made by the Asuras,

<?r«8T Papma, evil, «: Sah, that. tf: well-known, amfayqq Apratirupain,

unfavourable
;
disgusting to it. *fas<raffr Saikkal payati, thinks.

Sah, that ; previously spoken. ^ Eva, emphatically
; nothing else.

Sah, that. qr«RT Papma, evil, Evam, thus. 3 U, a particle ex-

pressive of surprise ^ Khalu, indeed. <??TT: Etah, these, fan:
Devatah gods such as Agni, Prana, &c. qr*rf»T: Papmabhih, with evils.

3<*t*i3fl( Upasrijan, eclipsed ; darkened ;
made to associate with evil.

Evam, in this way. «pn: Enah, these godB. Papmana, with

evil. ufif«qqr, Avidhyan, pierced, tainted.
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6. They said to Manas, " Do you sing out for us." " Let

it be so," (said Manas). For them then sang out Manas.

Whatever fruit there is in contemplating (over the Lord)

that they obtained for the Devas, by singing out (/. c, by properly

performing all mental functions); whatever good there is in

contemplation that they obtained for themselves.

The Asuras knew :
" Hy these Udgatri singers, they

will surpass us. " They therefore inn swiftly towards them,

and pierced them with evil. What was that evil ? That

which is not according to (the logical) form of thinking.

That was the evil.

tVo/e:—"They" for Manas refers to Intlra, Rudra ami &'sa, who are the GocK of Manas.

MAPHVA'S COMMENTARY"

So they requested Agni (the fire-god) and others one after another.

While engaged in the performing of tie duties of Udgfitri, Agni and the

other Devas, even Indra and Rudra were all touched with evil by the

Asuras.

MANTE A I. 3. 7.

W|c* qT^WlfsrWc^ TOT^T^rSTT ^t^t TESTS'

tKTS^l *nsrc??Tc*HT <W**J *J1ri«Tt

VCSffif V II * II

w>4 Atha, then ; when all the gods had been touched with evil.

Imam, this, the well-known. aira"f Asanyain, living or residing inside

the mouth. Jn"5H Pranam, to the chief of the Prana Vayus or vital airs.

frohuh, (the gods) said, f Ha, verily, & Tvam, thouj. you. Nah,

for us ; for our good. 3£flTq Udgaya, chant hymns, jftr Iti, thus.

?WT Tatha, so, let it be. ffil Iti, thus. Tebhyah, for the Devas.

Efah, this. mw. Pranah, the chief of the Prana Vayus. Sgnran

Udagayat, cho.nted hymns. # Te, the Asuras. Q$pf Anena, this. 9g«n;rr

TJdgatra, by loud chanting. !f: Nah, us. W^far Atyesyanti, will
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conquer. % Vai, verily, certainly, ^fir Iti, this, faj: Viduh, knew;

came to know, Tain, him ; Prana. ajfajjfl Abhidrutya, falling upon.

IP^T Papmana, with evil, wfipaKW^ Avidhyatsan, wished to touch;

intended to pierce. Sah, it waa (like). Wf Yatha, as. SOT^
Asmanam, hard stone, adamant. Ritva, coming against; striking

against. Lostah, a lump of enrth. feew'^rt Vidhvamseta, is broken

into pieces ; is reduced to powder. Evam, in like manner, f Ha,

certainly. Eva, just. fa«f«Hi;rr: Vidhvamsamanah, destroyed; lost

their bodies. Visvanchah, rebounding in different directions.

fkty- Vinesuh, died
;
disappeared, as: Tatah, then ; on their disappear-

ing. pevah, the Devas. anre'S. Abhavan, were as before; shone

again in their own brightness
;
again got their supremacy. SJfjn: Asurah,

the Asaras. Itt Para, overthrown, subverted. It is followed by

Abhavan; lost their supremacy, m Yah, whoever, oppj^ Evam, this.

Veda, knows: realizes. «W Asya, his; him. f§[^ Dvisan, the hater,

the enemy. ¥mpq: Bhratribyah, the enemy, the sin which constantly

accompanies one like a brother. Papma,, the evil person. vrrOTTT

Atmana, by Paratnatman ; through tho favour of the Supreme Self.

7fW*fer Parabhavati, is defeated.

7. They said to this Asanyn Prana, " Do you sing out

for us. " " Let it be so, " said the Asanya Pranr.. For them

then sang out the Asanya Prana.

The Astiras knew :
" Hy this Udgatri singer, they

will surpass us. " They therefore ran swiftly towards him,

and (attempted to) pierce him with evil ; but as a clod of clay

striking against a hard stone breaks into pieces, thus verily

the Asuras being broken, disappeared in diverse direc-

tions. Then the Devas became (supreme), and the Asuras

became (defeated). Of him who knows this, the hater

becomes defeated by the grace of the Supreme Self, and

his brotherly (pleasant) vices all destroyed.

MANTRA I. 3. 8.

ft Te, they ; the Devas. n: Yah, who. Ittlram, thus (oon-

quered the Asuras). m Nah, us. W5PB Asakta got, stuck to us, was with
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U g. a: Sah, he. *Sf Kva, where, g Nu, now. «r»J3 Abhut, was. f

Ha, a word of surprise. Iti, thus. 3^: frchuh, discussed among

themselves. win^ Ayaui, he. Wfl& Asye, in the mouth, sfa? Antar, inside.

$f?r Iti, this (the Prana ascertained). W. Sah. he. SHIT?*: Ayasyah,

Ayasya by name. tttfnTO: Angirasah, named Angirasa, the governor of

the body. The «r of afn Anga having been changed into {I. ff Hi,

because. ataRt Anganam, of the bodies of the animals w: Rasah

governor • controller.

8. They (the Devas) then said (wondering) " Where
was He (the Supreme Lord) who thus joined us (with

this victory)?" (To them replied the Asya Prana):

—

"He was inside the mouth"

—

{i.e., He was within me,

and I obtained the victory thiough him). Thr.t (chief

Prana) is called Ayasya (the child of the Loid who resides

within the mouth). He is also called Arigirasa (the child

of Ahgira) for he is the ruler of the body (or arigji.)

MANTRA I. 3. 9.

m Sa, that. Esa, this (Prana). fam Devata, god. gsrfw

Durnair.a, named, dflr. ^ Vai, indeed, Hi, since, bocause. arwr:

Asyah, from this, from this god called Prana. Mrityuh, death, the

sin. %t Dflram, far off. ?j: Yah, who. itf Evam, such, Veda,

knows
;
realizes. Astnat, from this (man). JJfj: Mrityuh death,

sin. ^( Durain, far from. y Ha, certainly. ^ Vai, indeed, wrfrf

Bhavati, Is.

9. Since far-off (duram) is Death (sin) from this god,

He is called Dur, whoever realizes this, far-off becomes in-

deed Death (sin) from him.—19.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

They then requested the chief of the V&yus. When the Daityas

wished to pierce him with evil, they all perished defeated by him, as a

lump of clay thrown on an adamantine stone parishes, by being shattered

into pieces. Therefore, this chief of the Vayus is called invincible,

unchecked in his power by blessings or by curses.
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Thus the blessings of Siva did not help the Asuras to overcome the chief Vayu. If

Vayu is invincible how do we find that lihima who was an Avatara of Vayu was bound
by the ajagara and apparently defeated by him. The reply to this is given by the

commentator thus.

Whenever Vayu is found to meet any defeat, it must be known that

it was his will to be so defeated. But for his own will, the defeat could

not have taken place. Whoever knows this (Secret of Vayu,) is freed

from all sins and all enemies.

mantra I. 3. 10.

SCSTTOT f^SJW?rrcrT5*l^fa5|5re rf^T^f muftf fif^-

fftfir ii \° ii

HT Sa, That t Vai, verily; indeed. q^T Esa, this. Devata,

god ; the chief of the Prana Vayus. qqrat Etasatn, these. ^qaret Deva-

t&nam, of the Devas. <?r«UFf Papmanam, sins, ijfj^ Mrityum, death.

Apahatya, removing, sjwt^ Asam, these, f^ffm; Disam, of the

quarters, directions. «fa: Antah, end; extremity. Yat, when; in

which, the sea shore. srerTat. there. fltratwpTC Gamayanchakara, made

to go: took, carried, a?^ Tat, there; (as well as among the human
society) wrat Asatn, of these gods. qHC PApmanah, sins faPT^m
Vinyadadhat, threw. fl^TPJ Tasmftt. therefore ; since sins wera left there.

HUff Papmanam, sin ; in the form of sin. *Z?3H Mrityum, death,

Net, not ; never. sj*33frilf*T Anvavayani, lest I should get. $mIti,from

this reason. 3fsf Janam, crowds of men stflU Antam, extremities of the

directions * |*JT?I ffer Na iyat iti, should not go.

io. Verily that Devata (Prima) having removed death

(in the shape of) sin, from those Devatas (Indra and the rest),

sent it to that place which is at the end of the directions of

the world, and there He especially put down that Sin.

Therefore a man who desires " Let no sin come to me, "

should not go to those people (who dwell in that region of

utter darkness), nor to that end (of the universe).—20.

A'ote.—The fight between the fore-.-- of Chao> and Cosmos takes place in the beginning

of eveiy creation. The disruptive forces of Chaos a.e thrown to the outer region, called

the Antah 01 the end of the universe. It is the Great frana who keeps these turbulent
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forces in their place outside the universe. This is the Ring-Pass-not. Even the high cosmic

agents like Agni Indra &c, could not go on with their work, till the Great PrSna helped

them—Prina, the Only Sinless among the creatures of God the Chiist Principle of the

Gnostics. On a smaller scale we see this illustrated in every civilised state. Wit.'iin

dwell the regulated citizens, on the frontier the lawless barbarians. The prohibition against

mixing with the barbarians is based upon this doctiine of self-protection, whic h in India has been

raised to the doctrine of prohibition against foreign travel,

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Vayu, strong with the strength of Vaaudeva, purified Indra and

Rudra as well as other Devas (of the evil which the Asuras had caused in

them), and drove away these evil hordes of Asuras to the farthest ex-

tremity of the earth, yea, into the sea

MANTRA I. 3. 11.

ST Sa, it (was.) *r V4, indeed, yii BsA, this. $9BT DevatA, god.

•Jfirat Etasam, of these, ^aisrf Devatanam, gods ; devas. ITWf
Papmanam, sin ;

vice. Mrityum, death. wifHf Apahatya, removing.

Atha, then. i^T: Enah. these gods. >J
agH Mrityum, death, wffC Ati,

surpassing; above. Avohat, took to.

ii. Verily that Devata (Prana) having removed death

(in the shape of) sin, from those Devatas, took them next to

the region above the sphere of death (/'. c, to heaven world).

—21.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

lhus freeing these Devas from the coils of death, Vayu (through

whom Vasudeva works) carried these to the higher worlds, and the

Devas obtained (regained) their high position through the help of Vayu.

Note.—Vayu. if We take it merely to mean the air of respiration, is the great turer 61

all diseases of the sense organs. Priniyima or the regulation of breath is a weliknown system

of Yoga.. Whenever the sense organs are tainted with evil and clogged in their . working, the

regulation of breath brings them back to theii normal function. If we take Viyu as represen-

ting the Saviour of men and gods the Great Mediator, then it is he, the son of Vi»nu. who

drives away all evil-workers the Asuras, and brings on earth the kingdom of heaven.

In this aspect Viyu, the son of Hari (Hareh sutah), the Christ principle of the Christians, is well

known as the defeater of Satan and the driver of the hordes of evil spirits into the sea.
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MANTRA I. 3. 12.

a: Sah, V&yu # Vai, indeed. ««rom Pratham&m, the first, on

account of being first engaged in chanting hymns STTCH V&cham, Agni,

who assumed the form of Vak- Eva, only. wfg Ati, surpassing;

beyond, it is to be followed by Mrityum (^=g*^) Death Avahat,

took, carried. I^r Yada, when. W: Sah, he; the lire. Mrityum,

Death. *rRl Ati, going beyond the region of. srg««T5r Arnuohyata, became

free, m Sah, he. wfk: Aqnih, Agni ; the Lord of the fiery world.

Abhavat, became. ¥1: Sah, it (was;. ^ Ayam, this. «rfjT: Agnih,

Agni. Parena, by (the help of) the chief (of the Prana). J£?g>3r.

Mrityum, Death. wfaSEPtf: AtikrAntah. surpassing
;
getting rid of.

Dipyate, shines.

12. It was, indeed, this Prana Vayu who carried Vak
the first god (engaged in chanting hymns), beyond the

sphere of Death. When Vak became free from denth she

became Agni. There shines this Agni, freed from Death by

the help of the Chief (Prana).—22.

MANTRA I. 3. 13.

*r*T Atha, then. 5 Ha, indeed. sjinjq, Prilnam, the Prana Vayu whose

seat is in the nose. wfsr Ati, surpassing; beyond; it governs Mrityum

( ^?3H ) understood. «!Vf<T Avahat, took, carried. Yadfi, when. a: Sah,

he; Prana. *J«J*3( Mrityum, Death. wfil Ati, going beyond the range of.

*rg*Tl Arnuohyata, became free, Sah, he. 9ig: Vayuh. Vayu vtvmn

Abhavat, became. Sah, it (was). WTOf, Ayam, this. Vayuh, Vayu.

Parena, by (the help of) the chief of the Prana Vayus. Mrityum,

Death. wf5r«Bl«ar: Atikrantah, surpassing
;
getting rid of. Pavate,

blows.

13. Then, he took the Breath beyond the sphere of

Death. When the Breath became free from Death, he became
the Vayu. There blows this Vayu freed from Death, through

the help of the Chief (of the Prana Vayus).—23,
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MANTRA I. 3. 14.

VT3rr%TS^I«TTf^rir: q^nr 1JrqHT%^T?rT^q% II \9 II

WT Atha, next, ^§J: Chaksuh, the eye-god, the sun. «rfei Ati,

surpassing
;
beyond death, sraffj Avahat, bore. an Tat, that; the eye-

god. q^T Yada, when, »Jc«m Mrityum, death. wf?r Ati, beyond. wg««W
Amuchyata, became free. Sah, he. *rif^9T: Adityah, Aditya ; the

Sun. Abhavat, came back to. sr: Sah, he. «r&T Asau, this. mtR[9J:

Adityah, Aditya, the Sun. q^*!j Parena, by (the help of) tho chief (of the

Prana Vayus). Mrityum, death. SffaSEPrf: Atikr&ntah, having

surpassed. 5flf?f Tapati, shines forth.

14. Next, he carried (the god of) the eye beyond'(the

sphere) of death. When the eye became free from death,

he became the Aditya. There shines he, this Aditya, freed

from death, through the help of the Chief (Prana Vayu).—24..

mantra I. 3. 15.

««l Atha, afterwards, sft^ f^rotrara, the gods of the ear; the gods

of the four quarters. «jfij Ati, beyond the limit of death. Sfllfq Avahat,

bore. Tat, that; the god of the ear. q^rYada, when. JJ?gn Mrityum,

death. wfa Ati, going bey'ond. wgww Amuchyata, became free, m:
Tah, these. f^Sff: Disah, the gods of the four quarters. WWT. Abhavan,
became, m: Tah, those. ^W: Imah, these, f^sr: Disah, the gods of the

four quarters. «T?«!I Parena, by (means of the help of) the ohief Prana
Vayu. ^E?5^ Mrityum, death. sifaWTFTf: Atikrantah, surpassing; getting

rid of.
. ;

15. He afterwards bore (the gods of the) ear beyond

(the sphere of) death. When (the gods
.
of) the ear became

free from death, they became these (gods) of thue four

quarters. These are (the gods of the) four quarters tha't

bave.surpassed death through the Chief.—25..

7
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MANTRA I. 3. 16-

WT Atha, then. Manah, mind
;
gods of the mind, Indra, Radra,

Sesa. Ati, beyond the range of death. «T3g3 Avahat, bore, carried.

?Wt Tat, that ; the god of the mind. q^T Yada, when, Mrityum,

death. Ati, going beyond, aigoia Amuchyata, became free ; became

pure, m Siih, he. q'^irr: Chan dramah, the moon ; the Moon-god. W*T^

Abhavat, became. Sah, he. aj&r Asau, this. VJp Chandrah, the

moon ; the Moon-god. qt«3 P arena, (with the help of) the chief Prana

Vayu. W'JH Mrityum, death wfasRrScT: Atikr&ntah, surpassing
;
getting

rid of. WTfa Bhati, shines. Yah, who. Evam, this. Veda,

knows ; realizes within himself. «5«Tt Esa, this. $*5rr Devata, god;

the chief Prana Vayu. flpf Enam, him (who realizes this). JT«J^ Mrityum,

death, qitf Evam, in this way. wRr Ati, beyond the range of.

Vahati, bears ; carries, ( Ha, indeed. Va, verily.

16. He afterwards took (the gods of) the mind beyond

(the sphere of) death. (When these gods) became free from

death, (they regained their former position), and became

(the Lords of) the Moon. There is that moon who is shining

there, that has surpassed death, through the help of the chief

(Prana Vayu). Thus indeed does this Devata Prana carry

him also beyond (the sphere of) death who knows this.—26.

MANTRA I. 3. 17.

«W Atha, then ; when the Devas had regained their former position.

WT?R% Atmane, for his own self. wWTtm Annadyam, for eatable food, a

compound of annam food, and adyain eatable. It is in the objective

case governed by the transitive verb %f%$*( (Uddifiya) understood ; there-

fore it means in order to gain edible food, delicious food. WTHIIT Ag&yat,

chanted hymns; offered up prayers, ffc Hi, since, qif Yat, any. ft*

Kifioha, whatever. Annam, food. Adyate, is eaten (by the
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animals), an Tat, that. stfsf Anena, by the ana or the Praija Vayn.

WT (Ana) is a word which means Piana Vayu. Eva, only. Wlfft

Adyate, is eaten, Iha, in the animals, srfafacsfa - Pratitisthatij

establishes; rests; depends.

17. Then (when the devas had become freed from sin) tW
Prana sang out to gain edible food for himself. Whatever food

is eaten (by animals), is eaten verily by the Prana, as it is the

Prana only that lives in the bodies of the animals.—27.

MANTRA 1- 3. 18.

Yat, which, srssf Annam, food to the animals, Idam, this.

Etavat, so much and no more, t Vai, indeed.- *H Tat, that. ^
Sarvam, all. stt?rr^ Attnane, for your ownself. *wucfh Agftsih, yon have
chanted hymns for

;
you have obtained by prayers. «rfctft( Asmin, in this

(food). «mT Anne, in food ; of food. wg Anu, afterwards, after thee,

f: Nah, us. wmsr?^ Abhajasva, make us have a share; let us partake of.

The ordinary form of the word is wranw Abhajayasva. Iti, this,

d Te, they ; the Devas. wff^ Abruvan, spoke to (Pr&na). d Te, you all,

(who wish for food or nourishment), m Ma, me. arffl Abhi, towards;
from all sides, tffkm Samvisata, enter

;
(come in), t Vai, indeed, jftf

Iti, this (said Prana). asri Tatha, so let it be. jfh Iti, this (said the Devas).
Tarn, him. mtrf^ Samantam, on all sides. qftotrfs^fct Parinyavifiamta,

entered from all sides. Tasniat, therefore, because he had made
the Devas partakers of food, and made them enter the bodies of animals.

•T^r Anena, by Pfana; the word %tw (Ana) means Prana. Yat, which
;

whatever. Annam, food; nourishment wffc Atti, eats, frf Tena,
by that (food), tpjn fitah, these Devas, Vak &c. Tripyanti, ar«
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satisfied; get their nourishment, q: Yah, whoever; a practical man;
a man of practical experience. q«f Evam, this ; that Prana is the

stay o( Vak &c j or Vak &o. are sapp >rted by Pr&na. ifa Veda, knows
;

realizes within himself, tjsf Enam, him. ^t: Sv&h, kinsmen, relatives,

Evaro, similarly ; as do the Devas surround the Prana. wfa Abhi,

towards, on all sides. ?rf%^tRl Samvisanti, come to; enter into ; come to

and surround him as their giver of bread, £ Ha, a mere particle, an V&,

indeed, verily, tftRt Sv&nam, of his kinsmen. vj?r? Bharta, supporter ;

one who maintains. >§restha, the best
;
superior. %V Purah, in the

front, <J9T Eta, goer ; leader. WW?: Annadah, the eater of food, the

enjoyor, the strong, srfaqfei: Adhipatih, the master, the ruler,

Bhavati, is; becomes, q: Yah, whoever. 5 U, an interjection. (Ha,

indeed. »jef fk% Evamvidatn, one who knows Prana Vayu. ?%«| Svesu,

among his relatives or kinsmen. ( fffa Prati, hostile.) ST%3*J^I

Pratibu bhusati, wishes to be antagonist or hostile to; wishes to

oppose, vnifrq: Bharyebhyah, to his dependants; belongings. qNa,
not. ijaj Eva, certainly, sigf Alam, able, enough; capable. Vftfa

Bhavati,, is
;

proves, aw Atba, on the other hand, m Yah, who.

Eva, only. «J5f Enam, him who knows Prana. Anu,

favourable ; or favourably disposed. *?wfa Bhavati, is. q: Yah, who.

<f Tam, hiui. § Vai, indeed, *ig Anu, following, or being permitted

by the Pranavid. Wlfat. Bh&ryan, the dependants, g^fa Bubhusati,

wishes to be (or to maintain). 9: Sah, he. f Ha, indeed. m% Eva,

alone. *n«f*f: Bharyebhyah, to his dependants. *C5i Alam, capable of

maintaining. vrefa Bhavati, is ; becomes.

18. These Devas (then) said (to Prana):—" This is all the

food (that living beings must subsist upon in this world, and all

this) thou hast acquired for thy own self by singing, (how are we
to live?). Make Us participate in it even after thee." Prana

said: " You enter through me (the bodies of these animals)."

They said: " All right." Then they entered him with all their

hosts. Therefore, whatever food an animal eats through Prana

(surrounded by all the Devas), by that (food) these (Devas also)

are satisfied.

He who knows thus (the glorious Prana), becomes one in

whom thus enter all his relatives (as the Devas entered the animal,

bodies). He becomes the supporter of his relatives, and being

chief (among them) he becomes their leader in the front, ruling

and enjoying all. But he among his relatives who opposes:
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him, who knows thus (the glory of Prana) will never be able to

maintain his dependants. But he who is on the side of such

(knower of Prana) and wishes to maintain his dependants with

the permission (of such knower) he indeed becomes able to support

his dependants.—28.

Note.—The Devas said (to the chief of the Prana) " What is our food is so much and

no more ; all this you have prayed (sung) for;—(and that for yourself). In this food

make us sharer, please. " Prana said to them—"Come you all towards me, and enter into

me." " So let it be " (having said thi.i) they all entered into his body on all side-.. It is

therefore, these Dovas (Vik &c.) become satisfied by (getting theii nourishment from)

whatever is eaten by PrJna. Whoever knows (by practice) this (that Prana is the

supporter of the Devas like Vak &c.) to him do his relatives come, and with him do

they, indeed, join as Vik &c. do with Prina. The supporter of these relatives does he

become, their superior and leader, their Annada, well-wisher and loid. Incapable of

maintaining his' dependants does he become, he who is hostile to the property of a

man who has realized within himself this (knowledge). 13ut, on the othei hand, whoever

is favourably disposed towards such a man, and following him wishes to maintain his

dependants, he and he alone becomes capable of maintaining his own dependants,

MANTKA I. 3. 19.

^sm^sr 3Trff#TSfHT*>> % to: nufrr sct

s?f to: mftt f| en 2Rfift*t**> TO^ren^rcsn-

r^^RTTfTfTrJUnf Scawfif rf^Sfc^ \%

¥f: Sah, he. swr^T: Ayasyah, called Ayasya, residing in the mouth,

srtfhw Angirasah, Angirasa by name, Hi, because. 3fiiT^TJ3[ Angauani,

of the bodies of animals. TW Rasah, the leader; the controller : the sap.

JTHH: Pranah, the chief of the Vayus. % Vai, alone. afHRT^ Anganam,

of the animal bodies. TO! Rasah, the leader, the controller, Hi,

because, snu: Pranah, the chief of the Vayus. ^ Vai, truly. sfnTTfH

Anganam, of the animal bodies. TBI . Rasah, the leader ; the governor.

Tasmat, therefore. QWH Yasmat, whichever. ^5TT<f Kasmat,

from whatever. xf.Cha, and. «fm^ AngAf., from the body. JTW Pranah,

the Prana. 3?«raft Utkr-amati, goes out. m Tat, there, tjsr Eva, only.

«?Tv Tat, that limb, or body. Suajati, dries up. Hi, therefore.

tpi: Esah, this Vayu. t Vai, truly, stmit Anganam, of the animal

bodies, TO: Rasah, the governor, essence.

19. He is called Ayasya, as well as Angirasa, for, he is the

controller of the bodies ; because Prana alone is the controller of
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the members of the bodies ; hence any part of the body dries up

at once when Prana leaves it. Therefore, this (Prana) is indeed

the controller of the members of the bodies.—29.

MADHVA'S COMMKNTARY.

Agni, Nasal Vayu, the Protectors of the directions, and Indra and

all the rest, the Sun, the Moon, Rudra, yea, all are established in their

position by hira alone (all regained their former position by the help of

this chief Vayu).

The commentator now explains the meaning of the word Brihati in the phrase

VJg vai Brihati.

MANTRA I. 3. 20.

rr<7: Esah, this Prana. 3 U, and. qsr Eva, only. f5?qf?r: Brihaspatih,

called Brihaspati, Vak, the goddess of speech. W Vai, indeed,

fffft Brihati, called Brihati; Vak is called Brihati; because all the

softer qualities develop in her. (Briha-to develop), Esah, this Vayu.

BWT: Tasyfth, her. qfer: Patih, lord; husband. a3naN
Tasmftt, hence.

V U, and. ?59rffi: Brihaspatih, called Brihaspati.

20. And this Prana is truly (called) Brihaspati. For Vak,

the goddess of speech, indeed, is Brihati ; and of her this Prana

is the lord. So he is Brihaspati (the Lord of the word).—30.

MANTRA I. 8, 21.

Esah, this Vayu. sU.and. ^ Eva, only. vgrqKqfa: Brahmanas-

patih, called Brahtnanaspati. WW5 Vak, Vak, the goddess of speech, $
Vai, indeed. STfr Brahma, the Vedas infinite as they are. aw. Tasyah, her.

tpi: Esah, this V&yu. qfss Patih, Lord, a*rr<|^ TasmAt, hence. 3 U,

and. irfru^fft: Brahmanaapatih, called Brahmanaspati,

21. This Prana is truly (called) Brahmanaspati. Vak, the

goddess of speech, is the Brahma (Veda) and of her is this PrSna

the Lord. So he is truly called Brahmanaspati (the Lord of the

Vedas).—31.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The Goddess Brihati is verily Sarasvati, and she is so called

because she is all full of every womanly attribute (Briha-full) and

because she is the personification of the endless Vedas. She is called

Brahma also. Or she is called Brihati because she is supported (Brinhita)

by Visnu. Her husband is this Lord Vayu and so he is called Brihaspati

(or the lord of Brihati).

MANTRA I. 3. 22.

Esah, this, Vayu. 3 U, and. Eva, only, wjt Sama, called

S»ma. WWN
Vak, Vak, the goddess of speech. ^ Vai, indeed. crpT Sama,

called Sama. »3T S&, essence or sAra of feminine qualities. WT: amah,

immeasureable. Esah, this Vayu. trr Sa, the essence of all the

womanly qualities. <9 Cha, and. WIT: Amah, immeasureable. V Cha,

and. ffil Iti, hence. Vak or Bh&rati, a female goddess, forming a part

of the body of V&yu, a male god, they both become ArddhanAriSvara

( wa^rffaW ). a god partly male and partly female, a<j Tat, that; to be

a god partly male and partly female. *Tf*sr: Samnah, of Vayu called

Sama. STWc^fH Samatvam, the reason of being called Sama. qfa
Yadveva, otherwise; or, yat + u+eva= yadveva, u means even, the

same as eva. jr^fasTT Pluaina, to a worm. flm Samah, equal
; (Eva, like;

as if). JRril MaSakena, to a mosquito. *RT: Samah, equal, j»j Eva,

like; apparently. Iffa N&gena, to elephant. Ebhih, these. filf*T:

tribhih, three. ^fcfc: Lokaih, to the worlds, w. Samah, equal. «r3?T

Anena, this, ?T?fsT Sarvena, to all. WT: Samah, equal. a9THl Tasuiat,

therefore ; since it is as if equal to every thing. 159 Eva, only. *t Va,

otherwise, tiHT: Samah, Sama q: Yah, whoever; Evam, in this

way. Etat, this. WR Sama, S&ma; the Vayu called Sama. %»J

Veda, knows ; realizes within himself, owi: Samnah, of Sama, the

Vayu. tfTgatf Sayujyam, union, STSftepat Salokatam, to be of same

world ; to be of the same quality, sptfa Jayati, gets ; attains.

Note,—It' is this Vstyu which is called Sama. VJk, the goddess of speech, is indeed

Sama, god partly male and partly female; for, this Vayu only is at the same time the

goddess Si (She), the essence of all the womanly qualities, as well as Ama (WIT) immea-
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sureable male god. That is why Vayu named Sima has got that name of hi?. Or because,

he is as if equal to a worm or to a mosquito, or to an elephant, or to the three worlds or to

all this (that we see). Or hence only this Vayu Is called Sama (a god who is apparently

equal to anything and everything in which he is present). Whoever thus reali zes Rama

within himself, he becomes one with the (Vayu) Sama and becomes of the same world

(or quality) with Sama.

22. And this (Prana) is indeed Sama: for the Vak is Sa

(as the sara or essence of all womanly qualities); and the Ama
is this (Prana) : (for he is Ameya or Immeasureable). Because

He is both Sa and Ann (Androgyne), therefore, this is the reason

of the Prana being called Sama. Or Prana is called* Sama because

he is equal (sama) to a worm even (because it is of the size of a

worm when enlivening a worm) or equal to a mosquito (when

filling its body), or equal to an elephant (when filling the

body of an elephant). He is equal io (of the size of) these three

worlds, equal to all this (universe). Therefore, verily indeed is

he called Sama. Enjoys he co-union and co-spatiality with Sama,

who knows thus the (the hidden meaning of) Sama (as the name

of Prana).—32.

Note.—Compare Chh. Up. I. 6. i. etc.

Note.—The man who knows the androgyne nature of Prana gets tayujya with him

according to his capacity. Other knowers of the mystery of Sama, get salokya only.

MANTRA I. 3. 23.

ijq: Esah, this Prnna. 3 U, and. *T Va, indeed, sgiflif: Udgithah,

called Udgitha. jrT«3t Pninah, Pi-Ana, the chief of the Vayus. ^1 Va,

indeed. Ut, called Ut, ff Hi, because, Idam, this. sr?frr

Bar vain, all (the worlds). a\9tn Pranena, by Prana Vayu. TJt-

tabdhatn, held- V&k, the goddess Vak. ^ Eva, only, tfiw Gifcha,

sang or praised by the gods. 33^ Ut, Ut ; one who holds up. ifhtt Githa,

one who is sung or praised (by the gods), si Cha, and. '^f?r Iti, hence.

«: Sah, he ; the Vayu. agnV. Udgithah, called Udgitha.

23. This Vayu is called Udgitha (the god who up-

holds the world and at the same time is sung by gods).

Prana is indeed Ut (the upholder) of the world ; for, by this

Prana Vayu this world is held up ; and the goddess Vak is

Githa, sung and praised by the gods. He is called Udgitha
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because he is at the same time " Ut " (upholder of the world) as

well as Githa (praised or sung by the gods, Vak and Prana

forming the androgyne).—33.

The authot now explains the phrase VSg vai si.

As that Goddess Sarasvati is the essence of all womanhood, She is

called Sa. As (Vayu is immeasureable, Na-miyate, He is called Ama.

Thus Sa + Ama=Sama). (Thus Sama is the name of the arddhanari

Vayu).

The author explains the Udgitha as applying to VSyu-Sarasvati. He does not

explain the word Ud, because it is already explained in the Upanisad itself. He explains

t he word Githa thus :

—

Since She is the presiding deity of Sama Veda, She is called GithA.

Therefore, this Vayu, that has half of his body womanly, is called

Udgitha ;
(meaning Vayu and Sarasvati in one, because Prana is Ut and

Vak is Githa). (He is the same god as Sama, meaning Vayu and

Sarasvati in one. Sa is Vak and ama is the Vayu). It is this Vayu,

who is sometimes described as having his body partly of a male, and

partly of a female, character.

Note.—These words, Sima and Udgitha, are thus the names of the Arddhanari or the

Androgyne god Vayu, half of whose body is female and the other half male. Though

Visnu is generally known as Arddhanari, yet in some Puranas, Viyu is also called Arddhanari.

In fact, this Vayu principle is dual in nature, half male and half female. The second

person of the trinity is always of this dual character.

MANTRA I. 3. 24.

3?r Tat, that ; it is the Sama Vayu who is in Ayasya, etc. % Ha, it has

been said. *tft> Api, even. srsr^rT: Brahraadattah, Brahmadatta by name;
4tf%cH^T: Ghaikitaneyab, born in the family of, or one of the descendants

of, Chekitana. TTsnsf Rajanatn, soma juice. Wjnt^ Bhaksayan, drinking.

WT« Uvaoha, said. %<n\ Itah, Prana. ijf^ Yadi, if ; other than this.

Anyena, by any one else. The full sense is, if anyone else other

than this Prana made Ayasya Angirasa chant hymns. «rarw: Ayasyah,

Ayasya. wtfiiW: Angirasah, Angirasa. g^rnqq Udagayat, chanted hymns

(in the Sacrifice of Brahma), spf Ayam, this. THTT Raja, Soma ; the

moon, the presiding deity of the Soma juioe, WW Tyasya, his; here,

8
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mine who have been drinking Soma juice. Wfffcf Murdhanam, head.

fiwWPWTqt V'ipatayatat, let (hirn) strike o£E or cut off. ^fk I ti. ^r^T

Vucha, by the goddess Vak. $n<fif Pranena, by the chief of the Prana

V&yus. <st Cha, and. f|[ Hi, certainly. 3^ni«J?l Udagayat, chanted

hymns.

Note:—It is said that Brahmadatta born in the family of ChekitSna, said (on oath) while

drinking Soma juice:
—
" Let moon, the presiding god of this soma juice, cut off my head,

if it was anybody else other than this chief PrJna, who made Ayasya Angirasa chant hymns

(in the Sacrifice of Prajapati). No doubt, it was only goddess Vik who is the same as the

chief Prina who made him chant hymns."

24. That (glory of Prana) was verily even declared by

Brahmadatta Chaikitaneya while drinking the Royal draught (of

Soma)—"May this King (of liquors) cut off my head, if Ayasya

Angirasa sang (the Udgitha) through (the help of) any other."

He (Ayasya) sang through the help of even the Vak and of

Prana indeed (through the help of the Androgyne).—34.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

When the Risi Ayasya chanted hymns in the Vilvasrig Soma

sacrifice, he did so as possessed by this androgyne Vayu called Saraa or

Udgitha.

mas tea I. 3 25.

i^fSFer ^stts^t vrsrra wRf ^ *r

«|: Yah, whoever. Tasya, that; mentioned before, ^rTSf

Etasya, this. Samnah, of Vayu called Sania. Svam,

property; wealth. ^ Veda, knows; realizes. Asya, his; of the

knower. & Svam, property, wealth, such as home, treasure &c, of which

Vayn is the master *wfa Bhavati, is. ^ Ha, certainly, gfat Tasya, his.

9 Vai, indeed. ^T: Svarah, sweet tone; musical note. Eva, only.

& Svam, property. tren?T<I Tasmat, hence
; since, sweet musical note is

the property of Prnna. snfWstf Artvijyani, the duties of a Ritvik

;

the act of chanting Udgitha, *f^«f^ Karisyan, in order, to da, or
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perform. StfV Vachi, in his speech; in his
,
voice, ^(t Svaram, swaet

musical tone. $M&l,Ichchheta, should wish, ail Taya, that. 37TO><W*n

Svarasampannaya, rich with sweet musical tone. «tw Vacha, with voice*

wfi^vt Artvijyam, the duty of a Ritvik
;
chanting hymns. Jlf«T Kuryat,

should do; should perform. 3?*?T?J Tasrnat, therefore. ?JS? Yajfie, in a

sacrifice. HJi^ti Svaravantam, having a sweet musical tone. Eva,

only. f^?J?^ Didrikshante, look for. Vasya, whose ; from whom ;

from which sweet toned Ritvik. SISf Asya, of this ; of the sacrificer.

Svam, wealth, w^fff Bhavati, is. «t«| Atha, therefore. 3 U. *r. Yah,

whoever. ^ Bvam, in this way. Etat, this. RTm: Samnah, of

the chief VAyu who is called Sama. & Svam, property. ^ Veda,

knows, sro Asya, his. Svam, wealth. »nfei Bhavati, is. 5 Ha,

certainly.

25. Whoever knows the property of this Vayu called

Sama mentioned before, he gets wealth, musical note indeed

is his property. One intending to perform the duty of a

Ritvik (which is to chant hymns) should therefore wish for

a sweet musical voice. Duties of a Ritvik (which is to chant

hymns) should be performed in a voice which is rich with

musical tone. It is, therefore, those only are looked for in a

sacrifice, who are endowed with musical voice, for, from him

does the sacrificer obtain wealth. He indeed attains wealth

who knows the property of Sama Vayu.—35.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The house, the treasure, &c. are called Sva or possessions.

These all depend upon the tone of the Udgatri (because this Vayu is the

presiding deity of the Udgatri).

MAN TEA 1. 3. 26.

sto fare* ^t*$t m ^swS 33 wcra ^r^^ ^graf

rr^it^ tree ^spf vrarfagTO gsrff * ^tar^nwi:

rRff Tasya, that ; mentioned before. «Jii*T Etasya, of thin. wt*st:

Samnah, of Sama. fpo? Suvarnam, gold ; ornament. «f: Yah, who. ^
Veda, knows. «IW Asya, his ; of this knower. Suvarnam, ornament.

*wfa Bhavati, is. % Hi, certainly ; no doubt, f Ha. Tasya, of him,

# Vai, indeed. Wf: SvaraU, musical note, ij* Eva, only. g»of Suvarnam,
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ornament, m Yah, whoever. q«f Evam, in this way. WW: Samnah, of

Sama. qaq Btat, this. g*ntf Suvarnam, ornament. Veda, knows.

Asya, of this man. g*<if Suvarnam, ornament. Bhavati, is. 5

Ha, certainly.

26. Ornament certainly belongs to him who knows

the ornament of this Sama, just mentioned before. Sweet

musical note is, in fact, the ornament of this god. Ornament

certainly, therefore, does he get who knows the ornament of

this god.—35.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Vayu is the ornament and he is the gold, and he resides in the

tone of the Udgatri.
MANTRA I. 3. 27.

rT^r % oTTifa XTRfSt STTftf ff IJrTrJTM:

jrmf^T tfta^s** frgt^s stt|: h ^ n

Tasya, of that, mentioned before. Etasya, of this. 91*?:

Samnah, of this god Sama. Yah, whoever, srfagi Pratistham, seat,

Veda, knows. siRl Prati, favourably; being highly spoken of. facgfer

Tisthati, stands ;
gains his footing, j Ha, verily. 3W Tasya, of his; of

the god Sama. ? Vai, indeed. Vak, speech ; the organ of speech.

Eva, only. JrfirBt Pratistha, seat, ff Hi, because. Vachi, in the

organ of speech. Khalu, truly, 1?: Esah, this. srHSJ: Pranah,

Prana Vayu. srffTfgSi Pratisthitab, rests. 3y Uha, at the time when.

Giyate, is sung, at the time when one chants hymns. Anne, in

food; (supply 'at other times', wsq^r
) ^fer Iti. q?R Etat, this. tj$

Eke, some people. Wig: Ahuh, say.

27. Favourably, (with reputation) does he stand (in the

world),—he who knows the seat of this god Sama, just spoken

of. The organ of speech is indeed his seat. For it has been

said by some that in the organ of speech has this Prana his

seat when one chants hymns, and at other times in food.—37.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

At the time of singing, the organ of speech becomes as it were the

seat for the manifestation of that Deva Vayu, at times other than that of

singing, the seat of Vayu .or Prana is food.
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Note.—The VSyu is one. Why is it used in the plural in the word, pavaniininam, of

the purifiers ? The Commentator explains this next.

MANTRA I. 3. 28.

<T^T ^TT^<T *Jc*taT*Jrf 7r*TOT*J<T *TT JTSTc^t^Tf

«PT Atha, now, after Mukti. «Rf: Atah, hence ; since the sacrifice

peacefully comes to an end by chanting Udgitha. Through the grace

of «T (a name of Visnn). ci^miHTH Pavamananam, of those Udgatas

that are elect for the post of Vilyu. «*1T0?: Abhyarohah, superiority

over all (regarding controlling of souls in Mukti). *?« Sah, he who is

elect for Vayuhood. f Vai, indeed. 93 Khalu. only. sreitaT Frastota,

ever mutterer of the Mama mantras, worthy of being praised. ?nn Sam a,

Sarna mantras. St^lfa Prastauti, begins to praise, at Sah, he the

Prastota. T?t Yatra, when. H^r*TT<j Prastuyat, begins to praise. ?f*!

Tat, then, at the time of Prastava. «J?nfa Btani, these ; the follow-

ing mantras addressed as prayer to Visnu. Japet, should mutter.

ttBfl: Asatah, from A sat ; from what is unreal, which is the cause of

misery and a kind of death, in Ma, me. Sat, what is real ; which

is real ; which is eternal bliss and therefore immortality, «nrq

Oamaya, (may thou) make me go or got. Take me to. (Rfg:

Tamasah, from tatnas; darkness which is nothing but ignorance and a
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kind of death, m Ma, me 5^)% : Jyotih, light; knowledge. JTI?«?

Gamaya, make me get or attain ; take me to. JJc^t: Mrityoh, from

miserable death. *IT Ma, me. *PJtf Amritam, immortality. W?
Gamaya, (may thou) take mo to. %fk Iti. tf: Sah, He. *J^T Yada.

when. STTf Aha, says. WW. Asatah, from Asat or unreal, j?r Ma, me.

Sat, real, JiJfCf Gamaya, make me go to , take me. 5% Iti.

Mrityuh ; death. £ Vai, in reality, am?I Asat, is called Asat
;

is the meaning of the word Asat, Sat, the meaning of the

word Sat. wj?f Amritam, immortality. Mrityoh, fi-om

inrityu. Wt M&, me. Wjaf Amritam, Amrita, immortality, Ga-

tuaya, do thou take me to. ffl MA, mo. Wgrf* Amritam, immortal.

Kuru, do make. 5% Iti. Etat, this. ^ Eva, only. »rf Aha, he

says, {fro: Tamasah, from tamas ; from darkness or ignorance. ITt Ma,

me. 3*ftfa: Jyotih, light
;

knowledge. JilTI Gamaya, make me

go. 5% Iti. Mrityuh, death. I Vai, in reality, en?: Taniah,

what is called tamas ; the meaning of tho word tamas. 3#fa: Jyotih,

light ; the meaning of the word jyotih. WJftf Amritam, immortality. ^f«ft:

Mrityoh, from death. WT MA, me. *n*ja Amritam, immortality. n*T1 Gamaya,

do thou lead me to. 3HJ?f Amritam, immortal. W! Ma, ine, 53 Kuru,

make Etat, this sense, Eva, only. 3TTf Aha, he says. ^r!jt:

Mrityoh, from death, nr Ma, me. WJff Amritam immortality . WTO

Gamaya, do thou take me to. ^fa Iti. sr Na, not. am Atra, here.

faflffrPST. Tirohitam, hidden. Iva, like, srfo Asti, is. 3W Atha, then.

Ilfit Yani, whichever. ftiufol Itaiani, other ; other than the three men-

tioned before. tatatfiil SfcotrAni, stotras
;

prayers, ^3 Tesu, in

them ;
by those stotras. *rr?JT% Atmane, for his own solf. swrnm

Annadyatn, primeval food, wrni^ Agayet, should chant for. aSTKI

Tasin&t, therefore. 3 I.J. q#f^ Evamvit, whoever knows this. *f Yam,

whichever. q»T*f Kamam, object of desire. 3>TlHto Kamayeta, wishes for.

Tarn, that, for that object of desire. Tesu, in them, Varam,

blessing, boon, frft?! Vrinita, should choose ; should ask for. r: Sah, he
;

it is, tgi: Esah, this; the chief of the Vayus. SjnraT Udgata, one

being the UdgatA. wrtJT^ Atmane, for his own sake. Va, or. q*fiTT<1Pf

Yajamanaya, for the sacrifioer. m Va, or. ?f Yam, whichever.

<put Kamam, the object of desire. 3>I«R% Kamayate, wishes for. 5T*

Tsm, that. «ITmif?| Agayati, gets ; attains. a5t I'at > that ; it is. f Ha,

indeed. «ja?I Etat, this
;
Vayu. ^"t^fsrq Lokajit, the conqueror of the

world. «^ Eva, no doubt, q: Yah, whoever, trj Evam, in this way.

qg?l Etat, this ; that the chief or the Prana Vayu is pratly male and

•partly female, &<\ SfRT Sama, the Vayu called Sama. Veda, knows;

realizes. W&TWfl'JT Alokyataya, deprivation of the world. SITOT As&,
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hope of hia enemies
;

possibility, sj Na, not. i& Eva, ever, sifts Asti,

there is. £ Ha.

Now, (since the sacrifice peacefully conies to an end by chanting Udgitha) hence

is the superiority of the Vayus, to all (as far as Mukti or freedom is concerned). He, the

chief of the Viyus, is, in fact, the Prostoti, the mutterer of the hymns and praises Sama.

When he begins to praise, he repeats the following (mantras).

"From Asal, (O Lord) take me to Sat; from Tamas lead me to Jyotis ; and from

Mrityu take me to Amrita. " When he says " From asat take me to sat, mrityu or death

is what he means by the word asat; and by sat lie means amrita blissful immortality."

Therefore the whole sentence conies to this,
—

' From death lake me to blissful immortality

which means" Make me, O lord, immortal and blessed," this is only what he means to

say. (When he says) " From tamas lead me to jyotis,"—death is what is meant by tamas,

darkness, which is ignorance, and by jyotis or light is meant blissful immortality; this

sentence comes to this:
—'From mrityu (death) take me to blissful immoitality ; make

me (O lord) blissful and immortal; this is what he says bv the prayer. When he says

" From death take me to immortality. " the sense i.-. not at all hidden, (it is clear). Then

in the stotras that are other than these (three), he, the prastota should chant hymns

in order to get for his own self the things of which food is the first. Therefore, whoever

knows this should ask or pray for the things that he desires by those (mantras). It

is this Vayu who is Udgati and who prays for the things that he desires for his own

sake; or for the sake of the sacrificer. It is this Vayu who is, in fact, the conqueror of

the world, (who is supreme to all). He who realizes this, who knows by practice that

Viyu called Sama is an androgyne, there is no possibility of his being deprived of any

thing in world.

Here ends the Udyltha Brdhmanam.

28. Therefore now (after mukti) the ascendency belongs

to the Pavamanas (the Elects to the post of Vayu) only,

(such an Udgata is alone fit to be a prastota). When such

a Prastota chants the Sama, then let him recite the follow-

ing three mantras :—Asato ma Sad gamaya : tamaso ma

Jyotir gamaya
;

mrityor ma' mritam gamaya. When he utters

"asato ma Sad gamaya " he means that death or sorrow is

asat, and immortality or bliss is sat, and the phrase (from

asat lead me to sat) means from sorrow lead me to bliss,

i.e., make me immortal. When he says " tamaso ma jyotir

gamaya " he means that death or ignorance is tamas, and-

jyotir is knowledge or immortality, (and the
.
prayer means

from ignorance lead me to knowledge). The mantra " mrityor

ma' amritam, gamaya " is clear, for in it there is nothing hidden

(as it means lead me from death to mukti). .
,

Now those Stotras which are other
, (than these three), are

to be wsed for obtaining food for himself by singing them*
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Therefore, let the yajamana, while they are being chanted,

ask for any boon as he may desire. An Udgatri who knows

thus the meaning of the three mantras (and is elect for

Vayuhood) can get, by chanting, whatever thing that he may
desire for himself or for his yajamana. Therefore, this is verily

the conqueror of the world. Let the enemy of such a person

never cherish (the foolish) hope of seeing this man deprived

of the worlds, he who knows this Sama.—38.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The word pavam&naiiam is used in the plural to indicate all those

who (in different cycles) will become fit to be the vehicle of the Supreme

V&yu. These vehicles are Elects front the beginningless time (and no

person other than an Elect from Eternity can over become a vehicle

of Vayu or the Cosmic Christ). In final Mukti these Vehicles attain

or ascend to the highest seat (in heaven of the Lord, and it is they

alone who carry the froed souls to the highest placo\

Let him who is elect (from eternity to occupy the office) of Vayu

recite these three prayers, constantly meditating on Visnu:

—

Asato md sad

gamaya : tamso md jyotir gamaya : mrityor md'mTitam gamaya, (from the

unreal lead me to the lloal, from the darkness lead me to Light, from

the death load me to Immortality). With these mantras he should pray

to Visnu.

Note.—But how is one to know, among multitude of gcxxl and pious men, that

are around him, who are lho--e souls, who fiom eternity have taken the vow of service to

the Cosmic Vayu, ami are elects, through whom the Vayu will manifest in some age 01

other? How is one to know the entity whose body will be taken by Vayu? For the

$ruti says that a sacrifice to b>; fruitful the yajamana must have for his Udgatri Priest

one whose body is to become the vehicle of the Vayu. This question, the Commentator

answers next and show-, what are the mai ks with which a Vehicle of Vayu is born.

Those who, according to rule, are fit to hold the office of Vayu

possess thirty-two marks in their entirety.

(Any one who possesses these 32 marks in their entirety is never unfit to hold the

position of the Vayu. The Divine, SarasvatJ also has these 32 maiks but she is excluded).

Note:—But Avataras like Rama and Krisna also had these 32 marks, how are these

then tfie marks of the Elect of Vayu ? To this the commentator answeis.

But these marks are found in every Avatara of Visnu, without any

particular significance being attached to them, they are not their distin-

guishing feature. They (the Avataras of Visnu) possess over and above

those thirty-two marks, the following four special marks :—Their right

hand is marked with a thousand-spoked wheel and a club with eight-
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handles. Their left hand is marked with a conch shell having a hundred

convolutions, and a lotus shining with thousand petals.

Note.—But are not these 32 marks found in the Devas like Rudra and others?

The Commentator answers this in the negative in the next verse.

The persons fit to occupy the status of a Rudra (Girisa) have only

twenty-eight marks : those who are fit to occupy the status of Suras

(devas) have sixteen to twenty-four marks. Those who are fit to occupy

the status of Risis have eight to sixteen marks. Those who are fit to

hold the office of the World-ruler (Chakravartin) have marks less than

eight, (or eight).

Are not the three mantras asato &c. really one, according to their commentary, as

given in the Upanisad itself? Do tliey not all mean "lead me from death to immortality ?"

It is not so. They are really three distinct prayers, for the avoidance of three distinct

undesirables, and the getting of three distinct acquisitions. Asat means sorrow and sat

means bliss : tamas means ignorance and jyotir means knowledge, mrityu means spiritual

death and amritam means spiritual life. The three mantras theiefore mean :—From all

grief and sorrow lead me to joy and happiness : from ignorance lead ine to knowledge;

from spiritual death or bondage of transmigiation lead me to spiritual life or mukti. In

other words, this is a prayer for the removal of the obstacles of the finer planes and the best-

owal of the beatitudes of those planes. " From asat had me to sat"—from sorrows lead

me to joy, from the soirows of the physical and emotional planes lead me to the joys of

those planes. " Tiimaso ma jyotir gamaya"—from ignorance lead ine to knowledge—remove

the darkness of the mental and intuitional planes and lead me to the light of those planes.

" MfUyor md amritam gamaya"— from bondage lead me to mukti, from spiritual death lead

me to spiritual life, which is mokfa. Therefoie the commentator says :

—

Asat is essentially sorrow and is hence called death : Sat is essential-

ly bliss and hence called immortality. Tamas is in its every nature ignor-

ance, and hence called death. Jyotir is essentially knowledge and hence

called immortality. Mrityu in the sentence mfityor md' amritam gamaya

means the ordinary " death," (which all who take birth must undergo.

This is transcended then only when Moksa is attained. A mukta jiva is

never reborn under the law of necessity and so never dies). (Mukti can

never be attained without spiritual life). Those who thus know the mean-

ing of these three mantras, and who are fit to occupy the office of Vayu,

should be made to officiate as Udgatri priest. When such worthy persons

are udgatri, let the sacrifice!- ask for boons from them (and boons given by

such will always be true). (But if the sacrificer is himself such an

Udgatri) and sacrifices for himself and not for others, then if he sings

out desiring anything, he verily gets that thing, there is no doubt in it.

He who knows and meditates with respect on Vayu, here called

Sama, never loses the world that he desires, and his enemy should never

hope to see such a person deprived of it. Let no one ever doubt that the

persons fit to occupy the post of Vayu will ever fail to acquire the worlds

9
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that are described as meant for them ; because those Vehicles of Vayu

are the most dear objects of love to Narayana, (for few only are oapable

of the sacrifice that is required from a Vehicle of Vayu or Cosaiic Christ).

Thus it is written in the Malta Samhitft.

The word Ayisya in mantra I. 3. 8. lias not been explained in the above extract

from the MahJeamhiU, so the Commentator explains it in his own words :

—

That which goes (ayate) out of the mouth (asyat) is called ayasya.

Asy'a-r- A.ya (ought to be)=asyAya, but by inversion, it has become

ayasya; as if the compound was of aya + asya. The root y'aya, like the

root ,/paya, means " to go".

The last mantra 1. 3. 26 contains tlic sentence :

—

mrityor md' an,X>lam gamaya iti,

na atra tirohitam iva asti. This is explained by some as " the third mantra has no

additional meaning than what is contained in the other two, and therefore it requires no

explanation. Therefore the sruti says, there i? nothing as if hidden here." This explana-

tion is not correct. If the third mantra had no additional meaning from what was con-

tained in the other two, then the japa of this mantra would be useless. Therefore the

Commentator says :

—

The words mrityu and amrita in the third mantra are well known

words, meaning death and raoksa, and so they require no explanation,

(and therefore the Sruti has not explained them ; as it has explained the

other words like asat and sat, tamas and jyotir). Therefore the Brah-

mana says " na atra tirohitam iva asti", there is nothing as if hidden

here. The words are clear and require no explanation.

Tn the phrase sa esa evamvit UdgaU He, in the same mantra requires explanation.

Apparently it means :
—

*' an UdgSta priest who knows thus the glory of Prinj." The

UdgJti hete appears sepaiate from PrJna, some one other than PiSna. To remove this

misconception the Commentator says :

—

In the phrase " esa evamvid udgftta," the udgatA, priest is not every

ordinary priest, but that priest only who is elect from eternity for the

post of Vayuhood. It is only those Udgatns who have been called Pava-

manas or V&yus in the beginning of this mantra, who (when asked by the

yajamana) have the power of granting the desires of their client.

The word evamfiJ means who knows thus the meaning of these three prayers asato

m3 &c, and not one who knows the mystery of Prina, for a true Udgjti ii always a mani-

festation of Prana. The word evamvid qualifies the word " elect for the post of Viyu."

Therefore the Sruti says :

—

Tad dha etal lohajid eva, " this being

so, therefore, this is as if the conqueror of the world." Therefore, the

boon should be asked from such an Udg&ta.
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Fourth (Prajapatya) BrAiimanam.

MANTKA I. 4. 1.

^ « \ II

MTfHr Atma, Paramfttman : Tho Supreme Self; Visnu. Eva, only ;

nothing else. I-datn, of this (= etasy)i). sfj} A»re, before the

creation. 9Tftft<T Asit, there was. (fTS: tatah from that), JOTfaq:

Purusavidhah, the Purusa-like. That is the Brahma. Purusa means

Visnu, and Vidha moans like. One like Visnu. It is preceded by as:

Tatah, then. «: Sah, he ; Brahma. er^hi?! Anuviksya, looking

minutely on all sides. si^H Anyat, anything, sf Na, not. *nw.
Atmanah, than his own self. *m*»a Apasyat, saw, found. Sah, he,

Brahma. «?£»^ A-ham, "I" This word means that which cannot be dis-

carded or given up ; «r (A), not and 5 (Ha), what is given up ($tf).

srffcl Asmi, am. %fb Iti, this, wir Aarro, before. «ft(^g Vy&harat,

uttered, aa: Tatah, therefore. siffsTWr Ahauinaina, named Aham.

WTcTrT Abhavat, became. ?TOra Tastn&t, therefore, oince Brahma

uttered first Aham ( ) "I." ^afif Etarhi, now, at this lime

also, sffqr Api, even. SNJffaa: Amantritah, addressed ; asked " who

art thou." sjfJJ Aham, I. Wt«r* Ayam, this, Iti, thus, Agre

first, in the beginning. g^f^I Uktva, having said. »«r Atha, then.

ff«T^ Anyat, other, srw nama, name : (given to his body by

his parents). q^f Yat, which. «t?1 Asya, his. Bhavati,

is. Prabruto, says. «?a Yat, because. SWT^T Asmat, this.

HSWffif Savvasinat, of all ; of the created things, gw: Purvah, former;

prior ;
existing from before. The Chief, the Foremost. W- Sah, he j

Brahma. «sfa( Sarvan, all. IfJTfl: Papmanah, evil; limitations.

Ausat, (was free from) ; burnt, tTQTrrT Tasmafc, therefore. JOT: Puru-

sah, called Purusa. He who has burnt (is free from, all the

evils from the beginning. Pur-l'urva (from before) usa-burnt. Who has

burnt (all evils) from before, q; Yah, whoever. Evam, this
;
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Brahma is like Purnsa (free from all evils) and is an image of God.

Veda, knows j realizes within himself. ??: Sah, he ; the knower. sreTirT

Asmat, of him ; from the knower. *r: Yah, who. fi: Purvah, suporior.

gigrfa Bubhusati, wishes to obtain (the object of his desire). ?f Tarn,

him, the jealous rival, «rtafh Osati, burns
;
destroys.

i. The Self (Visnu) alone existed in the beginning of

this (creation and next to Him was Brahma) in the shape of

the Purusa (Visnu). He looking about saw no one else but

his (own) self. He first uttered (the words). " I am." Hence

He got the name of Aham " I." Therefore, even now when

(any one) is addressed (" who art thou,") he (naturally) says

first Aham ayam, " this is I," and then he speaks forth the

other name which belongs to him (as given by his parents).

Because he from before (purva) all this, burnt (ausat) all evils,

therefore he is called Purusa (the First burner of sins). He
who knows this, verily bums him down who wishes to forestall

him.-—39.

There was Atman, Visnu, before the creation ; there was Tirahma who was like Visnu

(superior to all). Brahma then minutely looked on all side* anil found none else other

than his own self. (Therefore) he said before that " I am." There is a constant cons-

ciousness of self (Wf). On this account he passed by the name of "Aham"—'I'—(Aham,

the consciousness which is constant and which does not undergo any change). It is

therefore even now, on being asked (who are you ? ), a man first utteis " I am," then says

another name (such as DeVadatta) given him by his parents. He, KiahmS is al-o called

Purusa because before this (creation) he burnt (was free from) all the evils. He who

realises this, (that Brahml is Puiusa), destroys him (his rival) who assuming

superiority over him, wishes to get (the object of his desire).

MANTRA I. 4 2.

fl: Sah, he ; Brahma. wfa^H Abibhet, feared
;
got afraid. aWT^T

Tasmat, therefore. «5$t9ft Ekaki, alone ; one who is alone. firSfo

Bibheti, fears, gets afraid. «: Sah, he. «t?n* Ayam, this
; Brahma,

^qtf Ikwam, deliberation, wft Ghakre, made, f Ha, a mere particle.

Yal, because. JTf^ Mat, than me. sf*9H Anyat, obstructor

(badhaka). sr Na, not. *rfef Asti, there is. $srni Kasmat, why ; from

whom, g Nu, then, fktfk Bibhemi, do I fear, ^fa Iti, thus. g?r« Tatah
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then ; after that, Eva, only, Asya, his. *pf Bhayam, fear.

sfNTflr Viyaya, left him. $*OT<T Kasmat, why ; from what, arita^ Abhes-

yat, did he fear, ff Hi, because. fjflfatg[ Dvitiyat, from a rival, an

enemy, (whether superior, equal or inferior not under one's dominion).

*T5f Bhayam, fear. ¥R% Bhavati, is. f Vai, certainly.

2. He (Brahma) became frightened. Therefore even now
a man who is alone becomes frightened. Then verily He reflected

thus
—"Since there is no other to resist me, of whom am I

afraid?" Hence his fear altogether went away. For from whom
should he be afraid ? Verily fear arises from a second (an enemy)

only.—40.

"Brahma feared
;
hence (even now) a man when alone gets fear; thus frightened Brahmi

made this deliberation,—since there is none else other than me (to oppose nie) why should I

fear? Then it is that his fear left him. Why should he fear? For, it is fiom the seeond only

(when opposed) that fear proceeds.

Note.—It is only when either there is a .inferior who is one's enemy that there can be fear:

or where there is an equal inimically disposed : or where there is an inferior on whom one has no

control and who may injure at an unguarded moment. But the only superior to Brahmi is

Visnu, his loving father. There could be no fear from that quartir. There is no one equal to

Brahmi, for he is the first-begotten of God. While all other Jivas aie his inferior and subject to

his control and so cannot injure him. So there was no cause of fear for Brahmi.

The phrase " dvitiyid vai bhayam bhavati" of this mantra is one of the logions of the

advaitins and on it they base their theory of non-plurality. But the whole context shows that it

has nothing to do with it. It could not possibly apply to Brahman, for the subject matter of this

Chapter is l'rajipati.

MANTBA I. 4. 3.

IrnariRT^ *ror ^jwwh ^fqR^ciT^ ^fsr^sncm^r

m Sah
,
he, Brahma, sj Na, not. t$sj Eva, ever. Reme, felt

delight, because he was all alone. cTWrfl Tasraafc, therefore. q$T$1 Ekaki,

alone, when solitary. H Na, not. T»T% Ramate, takes delight, fl: Sah,

he, Brahma. %<0<f Dvitiyam, second ; a oompanion. Aichchhat,

wished for
;
longed for. $fi3»Tr**TT Stripumansau, husband and wife.

;fcf{«3*Kl Samparisvaktau, in embrace ;
embracing one another. «J*IT
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YatM, as much, qaraHT, Etflvftn, so much in extent., m Sah, he, Brahma.
wm Asa, was. f Ha. Sah, he, Brahma. ^ Imam, this gross.

Eva, only. WWRT* AtmAnam, b.dy. fax Dvedha, in two parts.

*rai3q<T ApAtayat, made_to fall, ija: Tatah, then : when it was split up in-

to two parts, qfa: Patih, husband. <?| Cha. qgft Patui, wife. * Cha,
and. sW3<rf Abhavatam became, came into existence. The husband was
Brahma and the wife was Brah-oani or Sarasvati. 3QTf?[ Tasmat, there-

fore, since one body was divided into two. ^ Idam, this. 3tt Svah,

pleasure. mffOSSH Aidhabrigalam, half of a cup ; here ghee in the two

half portions of the same cup. Brigalam has been translated as a pea,

a shell. Iva, like. ^Rr Iti, this. ?n^3|5iRr: Yujfiivalkyah, Yajfiavalka
;

Kanva. «T?5T Ahasina, said, $ Ha. %m\<l Tasmat, therefore; here

used in the sonse of *WTtci (YasmAt) because. W«m Ayatn, this, sh^i^t:

Akasah, the space, the void. Wm Striya, by woman
;
by wife. cpf%

Puryate, is filled. <t* Eva, in fact, at Tain, her ; tho wife. <EW»W?|

Samabbavat, embraced, coupled with, an: Tatah, thon. qgsqi: Manusyah,
intelligent beings, such as gods, &c. This word is derived from the

root (Man) to bo conscious, with the affix 3«qt. «3n«fa Ajayant,

were born ; m»de thoir appearance,

3. He (Brahma) did not feel any pleasure, because no one
feels pleasure in singleness. lie wished for a second. He was
an androgyne, so much as a man and a woman joined in one. He
made this very (androgynous) body to fall (pat) into two (pieces)

and thence arose (pati) husband (Brahma) and wife (patni)

(Sarasvati). Therefore Yajriavalkya said :—" Therefore arises

this pleasure (from the union of male and female) (like the com-
ing together of butter kept) in two halves of a vessel." Hence
this void is filled by the woman. lie embraced her (Sarasvati).

Thence were produced all beings with mind (like the Devas
down to men).—41.

/VarV:—This creation is evidently on a very subtle plane. The creatures arising from the

fit st union of Brahma and Sarasvati are beings having mind and dwelling in the mental plane.

Theii body is of mental matter. Besides these Manusjas or mind-endowed beings, the mental

forms of animals are also nested in the mental plane, as is mentioned later on. All these

mental forms of beings, that will later take phvsical bodies, are created by Brahma with the

help of Sarasvati the power of ideation. This plane of ideas is ever fleeting like the fleeing of

Sarasvati before Brahma It requires strong power of concentration to catch hold of the

evanescent Ideas (Sarasvati) and mould them into mental forms. The future forms of gods
down to lowest animals are presented at first by Sarasvati to Brahma, who fixes these forms in

mental matter and multiplies them.
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1

mantra I 4. 4.

Sft, she ;
BrahmAni, (woman as she was, she was naturally bashful).

3TJ.5 H». lyara, this. i£$T(q( tksatn, deliberation, reflection, gift Chakre,
A

made. ?3 Hanta, alas, jtt MA, me. WIfWi: Atmanah, from himself;

from his own body. 3wfq?qr JanayitvA, having given birth to; having

created. «B*f Katham, how. g Nu, now. Sambhavati, couples

with (me). ffl^W Tiras, disappearance. swtffT AsAni, let me (disappear);

let me (conceal), ftlr Ifci. m SA, she, BrahmAni (on ending immorality

and sin in this), jft: Gauh, a cow. Vtm?H Abhavat, became, assumed

the form of. Itarah, the other, Brahmj. TOTO: Risabhah, a bull,

at TAm, her, the cow. Eva, only. OTT«3H Samabhavat, approached
;

coupled with. ?RT: Tatah, from that joining, ntw: GAvah, kine. auwfa

Ajayanta, were born ; came into existence. fH?T ItaiA, she; BrahmAni.

WIT Vadava, mare, awr*! Abhavat, assumed the form of. Itarah,

the other, BrahmA. arvf*?: Asvavrisah, stallion, a best horse. fatT ItarA,

the one, *T^*ft (jardabhi, a female ass. ^fr: Itarah, the other. n^*r:

Gardabhah, male ass. at TAm, her. flf^ Eva, only. fTW^ Samabhavat,

approached
;
coupled with. <T?|: Tatah, from that joining. ^WTOST,

Ekasapham, onehoofed animals ; the class of one-hoofed animals. W3rtT?T

AjAyata, was born. ItarA, she ; the one. «rm A ja, she-goat
; ?THq^

Abhavat, became. ^aT: Itarah, the other ; BrahmA. 3^1: Vastah, he

goat. ItaiA, the one ,
she. sife: Avih, a ewe. $3?: Itarah, the other.

JTt: Meaah, a ram. 9T: TAh, her. qsT Eva, only. ?l?T*T^ Samabhavat,

approached; joined. ?T?T: Tatah, from this union. amra<Ti AjAvayah,

goats and sheep. snrrqfa Ajayanta, were born. %f\ A, up to ; down

to. WrfeeBTSlJ PipilikAbhyah, ants, fagsf Mithunam, pair. n?[ Yat,

whatever. ^ Idam, this, fifa Kificha, thing; created thing, wtf

S»rvam, all. ?RT Tat, that. i& Evam, in this way. cpr Eva, only,

V^a^T Asrijata, created ;
produced.
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4. She thus reflected " Alas ! how does he enjoy me after

giving birth to me from his own body. Let me hide (myself).
"

She assumed the form of a cow, whilst he became a bull, and her

too did he approach. From this union cows were born. A mare

did one (Brahmani) become, (whilst) a stallion did the other

(Brahma). A female ass did she become, and a male ass was he
;

and her too did he approach. From this union was born the class

of one-hoofed animals. A she-goat became one, and a he-goat

was the other ; a ewe was she and a ram the other ; and her did he

approach. From such union were born the goats and ewes. In

this way, every being down to the ants was born a pair each.—42.

MANTRA I. 4 5.

Sah, he ; Brahma, sitqr Avet, knew; was conscious. Aham,

I. V&va, truly. Sristih, Sristi by name; the creator. «rf*JT

Asmi, am. ff Hi, because. Idara, this. Sarvam, all;

down to the class of ants (worms), sn^ifr Asriksi, have creatod ; have

produced, ^ftl Iti. Tatah, for that reason. fjf%: Sristih, Sristi by

name, the creator. ?J3T (Srija) to create and faw (Ktich), one who creates.

Abhavat, (he) was. Yah, whoever. ^ Evani, this ; that Brahma

is Sristi, the creator. ^ Veda, knows; realizes. Asya, his. i^rwt

Etasyam, in this. ?j«srt Sristyam. in the creation
;
among the beings

directly created by Brahma. *?^fk Bhavati, is ; has his place in.

5. He (Brahma) knew :
—"Verily lam the creation (crea-

tor), for I indeed created all this." Hence he got the name of

Sristi. He who knows thus (why Brahma is called creation)

becomes in this creation His (son).—43.

A'ote:—The elect who realizes that Hrahmj is the Creator and the whole creation is fimn

his mind, becomes a son of Brahma, >, c,, fit to dwell in the mental plane and woik there actively.

His mental body becomes active. It is through personal relationship with Brahma that the

evolution of such a soul is hastened. The " Son of Urahmi " is the technical name of a high

class of initiates.

MANTRA 1. 4. 6.
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«I«T Atha, afterwards; when Brahma had created the eaters,

(fa Iti, for this reason, because he thought that he would create

the food for those eaters. Wfflwi?r Abhyaraanthat, (He) churned;

the two hands and two lips were united and joined together. &
Sah, he ; Brahma. g^tTcT Mukhat, from the mouth. ila: Yoneh,

as a source; as the place of production. ^ Cha. VQHKlt Hasta-

bhyftra, from his two hands. ^ Oha, and. wfjrn Agnitn, fire,

siqsra Asrijata, created ; produced, asfrfT Tasmat, therefore, qaa
Etat, these. ?vpn^ Ubhayam, both; hands and lips, sfava: Antaratah,

inside. s?55lJTq>H Alomakarn, without hair, ff Hi, because, iftffr: Yonih,

the place of production, afar: Antarah, inside. This word stands for

sfa?a: (Antaratah). W^JT^t Alomaka, without hair. Ekaikam, each

separate deva as Indra, &c. Devam, god, as Indra, Marut. $rgn
,Amum, to this god, Indra Marut &c. 131 Yaja, offer sacrifices or oblations.

WJJH Amurn, to that god. JJ51 Yaja, offer sacrifices or oblations, (fa Iti

this, qa Yat, what is said. at Sa, that (the creation of Dev&s). f^jf%:

Visrif tih, the special creation. a?I Tasya, his ; of Brahma. 151 Eva, only,

fa Hi, because. 7 IT, therefore, qq: Esah, this god, Brahma. «^ Eva, only.

«if Sarve, all. DevAh, gods, wig: Ahuh, they say. Id am, this.

«R[ Tat, from him ; from the lord, i: e. through the grace of the Lord.

««T Atha, and. «taf¥^ Yatkificha, whatever. Idam, this. Wrgfo
Ardram, wet

;
liquid food- aa Tat, that, lletasah, from semen.

«F$5ra Asrijata, created, aa Tat. that liquid food, ntar Soma, the god

Soma. 3 U. ^area Et&vat, so much. % Vai, indeed. ^ Idam, this.

Sarvam, all ; whole world. %p*i Annam, food. v& Eva, only
; nothing

more. "B Cha. 3{«nr: Annadah, the eater of food. « Cha, and. fft*T

Soma, the god Soma, Eva, only. «rwf Annam, food. *|fir: Agnih,

fire; tire god. «nn^'. Annadah, the eater of food. One who digests

liqnid food, himself not being liquid ;
Or, it raajr mean the fire in the

stomach, flf she, the afore-mentioned. Es&, this; creation,

10
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ram: Brahmaoah, of Brahma. wfSrcjfe : Atisristib, the creation surpass-

ing his ownself; the creation of immortals that are superior to Brahma

himself, their creator, in their nature. «m Vat, because. ^reyasah,

superior (in nature). ^WT^Devan, the Devas ;
the gods, ercjsiei Asrijata,

he created. *N Atha, now. qif Yat, because, srw: Martyah, mortal.

San, being. WjarfJ Amritan, immortals ; the Devas. trersra Asrijata,

(He) created. TOTTCt Tasmat, therefore, tofa^fa: Atisristih, superior crea-

tion. 9: Yah, who. yfl
Evam, this ;

supreme creation, Veda, knovss

(by practice). A9ya, his ; of Brahma. Etasyam, this. ntfa^Birt

Atisristyam, in the supreme creation
;
among those gods who are superior

to Brahma, their creator. Bhavati, has his place.

6. Then (thinking "
I have created the Eaters, now I shall

create the cook and the Eatables) he churned. (Blowing) from

his mouth as the place of production and (rubbing) with his two

hands (the fire sticks) he created fire. Therefore both (the hands

•and mouth) are without hair inside. For the place of production

of fire is without hair.

From that (grace of the Lord, Brahma created these). There-

fore when (the knowers of the Vedas) say " Sacrifice to this god

(Indra), sacrifice to this god (Marut)" (know that the God is one)

and all this is his manifold creation, all gods are but he, indeed.

Then (after creating Fire the Cook) he created all this

moist (food) from seed. That (food) is indeed Soma. So far as

all that was to be created (nothing else remained to be created).

All this creation is either the Eater or the Eaten—food or its

consumer. Soma is verily food, and Fire is the Eater of food.

That (creation of the devas) was Brahma's super-creation.

Because he created Devas, who are (as if his) superiors.

Because himself being (endowed with the qualities of) a mortal,

he created immortals. Therefore it is called super-creation (the

creation of a thing superior to the created).

He who knows this (super-creation) becomes (born) in this

super-creation (/. c. is born among the Devas).—44.

Afterwards (because he thought that he would create the food for those eaters), so he

churned (uniting two hands and two lip« together). From his mouth which was the place of

production and from (or with the help of) his two hands he produced the fire. So both these

(hand and mouth) arc without hair inside
; for, the place (organ) of production is without hair

inside, The word of direction foi the worship of single gods, such as worship this god, or,
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worship that god, is for the worship of this god (BrahmS) only; for, they say. he alone is

all the gods (they all having taken their rise from him). This is owing to (the grace of the lord).

Then he created from his semen all that is liquid (food). That is the god Soma. Thus much

of the whole ci eation is either food, 01, eater of food. Soma is the food and fire-god is the

eater. This creation, said afore, is the surpassing creation of Brahma, surpassing because, he

created those gods that sui passed him in their nature. Now, that Biahmi himself being of the

nature of a mortal, (and therefore a younger), created those that were immortal (his elder), so

this is his Atisrijti, a creation that sui passes the cieator in nature. In this surpassing creation of

Brahma has his place, he who knows (by practice) this supieme creation of Brahma.

Note :—The fire is produced by blowing with the mouth while rubbing ti e firesticks with the

hands. The mouth acts as yoni or the fire hole. Kntire creation may be divided into two broad

parts—eaters and the eaten. The whole creation may be summed up in this.

Brahma is called mortal here, not because he really is mortal, but because he adopted the

method of the mortals in creating the Devas ;'. e. union with Sarasvati. Hence it is said—being

a mortal he created the immortals. In a figurati\e sense all work of art, (and Brahma's mental

creation was a work of art), is the creation of the immortal by the mental. The tjprs thought

out by Brahma live for all ages, while one Brahma may pass away and be succeeded by another

Brahma. The art is immoital, the artist mortal. The production of an artist is therefore an

atisrijti and so superior to the creation of a child by the father

Here ends the Prdjd^atya Brdhmana.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

In Mantra I. 2. .5 it was said " sa tayi vichi tena almanl idam sarvam asrijata", with

that Sarasvati and that BrahmS He created all this. In the present Biihmana it is shown how

Brahma and Sarasvat! created this universe.

Idam agre—.mean etasya agTe, prior to thia (that is, prior to

this creation). Before this creation the Supreme Self alone existed.

Prom Him arose Brahma like unto the Purusa (Nar&yana Himself).

Purusa is. Visnu, (and since Brahma was) like unto Visnu, Brahma

is called Purusavidha or Purus a-like.

But what is yout authority for this explanation' ? fSankara explains Purusa-vidha by "lie

was also bearing the shape of man, " which means, that he was endowed with head, hands, other

members. Where do you get that Purusa means Visnu and Brahma was a reflection of Visnu f

To this the Commentator answers by quoting the Brahma Tarka.

It is thus .in the Brahma Tarka:

—

The Supremo Narayana existed before the creation of this world.

He was one alone with Sri. Him they call Atman and Purusa also.

From that Lord arose Brahma like unto Purusa.

Why Brahma is called "like unto Visnu"? Because he like Visnu is superior to all

below him.

As Visnu in His attributes is always greater than Brahma and

the rest as well as greater than Sri, so Brahma himself is greater

in his qualities than Rndra and the rest. Therefore the nature of

being like Purusa , is spoken of as Brahma.
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Looking all round in all quarters, when that Grand Sire did not

see anything else, He exclaimed :—Aham asmi, I AM, in token of his

inevitableness (aheyatva).

This non-abandonableness does not refer to body, or senses or to son and possessions ?

The text explains it thus:

—

Since he was the sole born (and nothing else existed then), it

was possible for him to abandon all this, (but he could not abandon his

own nature) so ho thought on his own ossential nature, he as unabandon-

able (aheya) and so he got the name of Aharn, I AM. And Brahma also

is called Purusa, Purusa is He who from bofore (purva), has burnt (usa)

all sins, who is eternally sinless. (It is the epithet of Visnu). (It is

applied secondarily to Brahma also, who was created sinless from begin-

ning by Visnu).

Note.—'The syllable puru of I'urusa means from before, /'. e., it is equal to purva. And usa

hicans to butn.

Since through the grace of Niirayana all the sins of Brahma were

burnt up from before he is called Purusa.

He who knows this Purusa (and why he is so called), burns through

the grace of Brahma and Visnu and his indignation, his rival, who
wishes to get beforehand what he lias put his heart to obtain.

(2) Since Brahma himself was frightened when ho found that he

was alone, so even now the people get frightened through want of

discrimination when they are alone. Then Brahma reflected thus :

—

Since there is no one to oppose mo, or frustrate me, and since all else

is to be created by me, and since Hara himself is to come after me,

from whom am I afraid ? Thus reflecting his fear went away. Because

he is the most beloved of Visnu (there can be no fear from Visnu,

who is superior to Brahma), since ho has created all others and stands in

relation to them of a father (there can arise no fear from them also).

Prom whom should he be then afraid ? For fear arises either from an

equal adversary, or from a superior adversary, or from an inferior

adversary when that inferior is not under one's control.

Note:—There could be no fear from a supeiior, for only Visnu is his superior, and he is

his must loving father. There can be no fear from an equal, for there is no one his equal. All are

lower to him. The whole world is his inferior but theie may be fear from it. This is answered

by the next verse.

Since the entire inferior world is under his control even (and not

he under its control) (so there can be no fear from it). Moreover this

inferior world had not come into existence then, and the only superior

that existed was Hari alone (and there could be no fear from Him),

(3) Since he was single, Brahma did not feel any delight. There-

fore a single person feels no delight in his singleness. So he wished for
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a wife. He became stouter in size (containing Sarasvati within himself).

The size of the body was that of a husband and wife, the body of Brahma

was as big as that of Brahma and Sarasvati tnken together. Then he

divided this (double) body into two. Because he thus caused to fall

(pat) therefore the words pati (husband) and patni (wife) arose form

them. And therefore their pleasure is one as of a thing kept in two

halves of one vessel. Then in ber (Sarasvati) he begat all Devas lika

UmeSa and the rest, and all Manus as well. Those Devas and Manub are

called Manusya because they have mentality in pre-eminence in them.

Though that goddess Sarasvati is all knowing, and has full devotion

to Brahma, and understood well her duty as wife towards him as her

husband, and knew the eternal relation, between her and Brahma as

that of husband and wife, yet through natural feminine bashfulness she

acted as if it was against duty to have connection with Brahma (and so

she ran away from him). In order to create manifold creatures she assum-

ed the form of cow &c. while Brahma took the form of bull &c. Thus

they created all this.

(4) (5). Since ho created all this, he is called creation. He who

knows this gets his sonhood, in this creation in whatever state he may be,

from ant to the highest Rudra, according to his capacity.

(6) Thinking " let me create the food and the eater of food" (he

created fire, the digester of food). He churned his two lips with the palms

of his two hands. From that rubbing of the lips with the palms of the

hands there arose fire from inside his mouth and hands. (This was the

generation of the fire of digestion).

Thus because he is the cause of all, and because he is the master

of all, he is called by the knowers of the Vedas as the Sarve devas " the

All gods," showing that all are depondent upon him.

That the best knower of Brahman created that Soma from his seed.

Though he is superior to all in his capacity, yet as he created the

Devas and others who are his inferior, through the method of mortals,

namely, by intercourse with Sarasvati, it is said that the mortal created

the immortal, one having a shorter life created those who possessed

longer life.

I. Before this world appealed there was only the Lord NSriyana. He had &i
along with him. He is called Atmaii as well as Purusa. From him the mighty Brahma who
is everyway like Niiiyana, came all else into existence. The qualities of Visnu are always

more than and superior to those of Brahma and $ri So Brahma has more and
superior qualities than Rudra and other gods j in this point Biahmi is like the Purusa or

NSrayana and so he has been called J^fiM: or like Niriyana.

That Brahm3, the great father of all, looking on all sides and finding none else said

(I am), meaning there is a constant and unchangable consciousness of self (ego).
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TSecause he was all alone, he was conscious that this world that was to come out of him
could be given up, but not the consciousnenes of his own self; so the constant knowledge

ol his own self always presented itself before his mind. Hence Brahma passed by t!ie

name of Aham and he also passed by the name of Purusa. The first (of the boin)

is called Purusa, because he burnt (was free' from) the sin through the grace of Nirayana.

He who knows the Purusa destroys him (his lival) through the grace of Brahma and Visnu who

wishes to get (the object of his desire).

2. Since Brahma got suddenly afraid finding himself alone, it is therefore, even now,

people get afraid when alone, the reason of which they know not.

Brahini then thought thus withirt his mind. "Because I have none to oppose me. for.

everything is to be created by me afterwards, so why should I fear?" Fiom such a Consi-

deration his fear disappeared. Fear he had none from Visnu because he Was much

beloved of llari and fear he had none from no body else for, he was their creator, more-

over these were to be cieated by him afterwards. Why should he fear then? Fear

proceeds from an opponent, either superior or equal or inferior. The world was inferior

to him and it was completely under him and was not yet created
; and Lord Vi;nu was, on

the other hand, a loving superior.

3. Biahmi was not happy because he was single
;

therefore, people, now, when alone

do not find pleasure. Then he assumed a gross body and wished for a wife. The body of

Brahma consisted now of Biahmi and Sarasvati, the husband and wife united into one.

Then he divided his own body into two. Since the same body was divided into two, the

one got the name ifif husband , and the other 7f«fl wife. Therefoi e then pleasure is one

(common) like something contained in the two half portions of the same mp. Then in this

wife he gave birth to all the gods such as (Umesa) &c, all the Manus (jTj) &c. , and

these all are called Manusya "» account of their superiority in ihe capacity of

thinking.

<(. All knowing as the goddess Sarasvati was, and though she was devoted to

Viiincha, (fi(iV^) and though she knew full well that it was her duty to be the wife of

Brahma, and though she knew full well that their connection as husband and wife was

eternal, yet she looked upon this Union with Br.iham as an impious act, it was only to

show the bashful nature of a woman. In order to create various kinds of objects she

became cow Sc.

.5. Brahma is Sristi. the creator, because he created all this. Whoever knows this

becomes diieitlyhis son (his immediate descendant) and he has his place in this cleation

beginning with Rudra ('SSf) and ending with ants .ucoiding to his own capacity. (Wherever

he may be, he knows he is a son of Brahma).

f>. Then thinking " I should create food and eaters of food " he chnrned the two lips

and the inside of the palms of the two hands. By the help of the two hands fire was born

from inside the mouth. As he is the cause of the generation of all the Devas and is

their master as well, so the wisemen skilled in the Veda^ call him figuratively All the

gods (in fact he is neither all the gods, nor one with tnem). That Brahma, the best of all

of those that know Brahman (SW^) created food from his semen. Considering the merit

Brahma is superior to all the gods, but considering the mortal qualities he is inferior

to themj the gods that he created though inferior to Brahma in merit are superior to him

in this that their period of lifetime is more than his. So his creation of the gods

is his surpassing creation, (that is the creation of those that surpassed him in longevity).

The man who knows him has his birth in the world of gods through the grace of the Lord

Visnu; and there he has his pleasures and knowledge according to his real merit.

Here etidn the Bhdsya on the Prdjdpatya. Brdhmana.
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Fourth (a) (Avyakrita) Brahmanam.
MANTBA I. 4 (a). 1.

jnfti *T5rm i ^m*^^:*^^ later

qT#rTT5T VT5ff?rT ^rTcq^iftsR^ ****

ad Tat, that, the above-mentioned. Idam, this Lord (or world),

aff* Tarhi, then, in pralaya. WiJT^H Avyakritam, the change-less ; the

.Free from-modification, (1) the Supreme Brahman called N&rayana as well

as the goddess Laskmi, (2) not manifested. The word idam will then refer

to the " world " and avyakfita will mean " in the causal form or "undeve-

loped." W?ft?f Asit, was. aa Tat, that avyakta, that Supreme Brahman,

or that unmanifested world, aw 9<TT¥7T^ Nama-rupabhayara, through

name and form (and not by any-thing else). q$ Eva, only. W||fikt<|<t

Vyakriyate, is manifested (by Hari). vrgt-swrr Asau-nama, that-named,

having the name of Hiranyagarbha, Mahat, &c. It is a compound of

adaa nftma. «pf Ayam, this, all things, Hiranyagarbha, &c. and the

Mahat-tattva, &c. ldamrupah, this-formed, having this particular

form like the four-faces of Brahma, &c, as compared to Mahat &c, which

ha9 no particular form. The Lord manifested the world, with objects

in them, some having particular names only, such as the Mahat,

&c, and others having both particular names and particular forma, as the

Four-faoed Brahma, called Hiranyagarbha also.. The Four-faced Brahma,

&o., are more specialised than Mahat, Ahankara,&c. and therefore are

palled idam-rupah, i( this-formed." jfa Iti, thus. «a Tat, therefore,
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that is, since the Supreme Visnu in the beginning differentiated all things

by name and form only, the people now also differentiated things by

name and form. Thus they called some as Devadatta, the other as

Yajnadatta. One part is called head, the other is called hand, some bone,

the other muscles, &c ^ Idam, this
; every thing that we see in the

world, sift Api, even, qaff Etarhi, now ; at the present time. 5TT<T-

^Wim Namarupa-bhyum, by name and form, Eva, only, i^rf*^

Vyakriyate, is made manifest ; is. «pf Ayam, this thing, • pot '
;

or per-

son, Devadatta. toHttot Asaunama, of this name. Idatniupah,

of this form. Ifci, in this way. Sah, He (the creator, existing even

in Pralaya). ij*: Esah, this ; Hari the creator of the world, the Supreme

self. %f Iha, here ; in the body of every created thing beginning from

Brahma. WT A, up to ; or down to. sTCTlfc*?: Nakhagrebhyah, ends of his

nails, nfae: Pravistah, entered. qtlT Yatha, just as. §JT: Ksurah, a

razor. §J?v*T% Kshuradh&ne, in a razor case. f^f#»T?: Visvarnbharah, the

Vayu called Visvambhara ^r, V&, or. Rr^*r?-$W^ Visvambharakulaye,

in the dwelling of ViSvambhara, in the bodies of living beings, si^ffo:

Avahitah, contained. WT<J Sy&t, is. if Tam, Him ; the Lord though

present in the body, sr Na, not. PaSyanti, see. fa He, because.

Ht Sah, He ; the Lord. fflU^ Pranan, inspiring ;
existing as

breath. Eva, only. SHU: Pianah, tbe Piana Vayu. sn«f Naina, by

name. W$?*5T: Akritsnah, partial limited in quality, Vadan, speak-

ing. 9t*v Vak, Vak; speech, q**T*f. Pasyan, seeing. <5fg: Chaksuh,

the eye. »I«W( Srinvan, hearing. srtsf Srotram, the ear. VFZW. Manva-

nah, thinking. U«TO Manas, the mind. aifil Tani, those ; mentioned

before, ijclifsf Etani, these, such as Prana, Vak, &c. sj^Jj Asya, His
;

of the Lord present inside the body. SBJTfrWTfsf Karmanamani, the names

acoording to the functions performed. <g«r Eva, only and nothing more.

Wj: Atah, of these • among these Fi&na, Vak, &c, as Sah, well known.

H: Yah, who. «ji>*H Ekaikam, only one. 3<?R5l U paste, worships. f|: Sah,

He. if Na, not. ^ Veda, knows, ff Hi, because. Esah, this; wor-

shipper. «w: Atah, in these ; in breaths, speech, &c. «;$>3>«r Ekaikena,

(having worshipped) by one and one only. STgirM: Akritsnah, of limited

knowledge ;
ignorant of the glorious Sachchidananda form, the Lord.

vrafa Bhavati, is. «nf»TT Atma, Atman ; the Lord in His full glory. $f?r in

this way. m Eva, only. 3<watar Upasita, one should worship. sr«s Atra,

here ; in Atman in Bis full glory. q% Ete, these ;
knowledge, bliss,

Prana, &c. a? Sarve, all. «^ Ekam, one ; united into one. «wfs?r Bha-

vanti, are. irj Yat, that. *r«m Ayam, this, wmt Atma, Atman. »q

Tat, that. i$r?I Etat, this, Asya, of Him, the. Lord. ?pfet Sarvasya,

of all the qualities of Him who is termed Atman. l^sfhlH Padaniyara,
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basis : substratum, refuge, Hi, because. «^sf Anena, by the Lord;

the Atman thus worshipped, u^ Etat, this. Sarvam, all. Veda,

knows. H*IT Yatha, as. 5 Ha. t Vai, verily, q^si Padena, by the means

(adopted), wgfepfo Anuvindet, gets the result, Evam, similarly. «f«

Yah, who. Evam, this ; the Atman in His full glory, ifaf Veda,

knows; worships, ^tffr* Kirtim, fame. Sf^JtJCTf, Slokam, supreme felicity

and knowledge, bliss and knowledge.This word is a compound of $TH (Sam),

bliss and ssfa* (Lokam), knowledge. f^^% Vindato, may attain.

Then (at the time of Pialaya), (that 'Brahman) was in a condition when there was no

change of form or nature; which borne call the causal form of this world). It was by name

and form only that that Urahman (or the unmanifested woild as some call it) was made to

suffer a change. The change is of the nature that, this thing is of such and such name and

of such and such form. It K therefore that when the things of the woild undergo a change,

they change only in name and foim, (but not in their essence). The change consists in this

that it becomes of such and such form. It is the creator who entered into and pervaded every

body up to the end of the nails, just as a razor gets into a razor case 01 as the Viyu called

Visvambhara pervades the body which is (called) its dwelling place. Yet those that are dull,

do not see him. Limited in quality (and therefore partially known) is He, when He is called

I'rJna on account of exciting breath in the animals. Similarly limited in quality and therefore

not known in His full glory (is He) when He is called Vak in exciting speech, and when He is

the god of the eye by exciting sight, when He is the god of the ear by exciting hearing, when He is

the god of the mind by exciting thought. For these are only the designations of the Lord according

to the functions performed. He, who worships one and only one among these (PrSna, Vak, Sic),

does not know the Lord in His full glory, he knows a part only of all the qualities (glory) of

the Lord. Such a worshipper who worships Him by one of these names lias but an imperfect

knowledge (of the glorious Sachchidananda form) of the Lord. One should worship the Lord

with the full knowledge '' that this is Atman,—Atman in His full glory, Atman and nothing more or

nothing less. " Herein, in Atman do all these qualifications join into one. That which is

called Atman and (which ought to bv worshipped) is the basis of all the qualities mentioned

before. For, through II iin thus worshipped one knows (realises) all this. Ascertain it is,

that one may get the objects of his desire by adopting right means. So certain it is that

he who knows the Atman in His full glory may get good name, bliss and knowledge.

i. Then verily existed that Changeless (Brahman and
the undifferentiated Jiva-prakriti). That (unevolved) became
differentiated (by Brahman) through name and form (by his giving

to the Jivas) particular names; (and to the Prakritic matter) parti-

cular forms.

It is therefore now also that (people) differentiate (all

objects) by name and form ;—(saying) " he has that name, it

has this form."

He (Brahman) entered therein through and through, yea to

the very end of the ringer nails—as a razor fits into the razor case,

or as the. all-sustaining (Vayu) pervades fully the bodies of all

living beings which are its dwelling place.

11
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(But alas dull men) do not see him (though he is so near to

them all). Non-complete does he appear to them, for when

breathing he appears as breath ; when speaking, as speech ; when

seeing as sight ; when hearing, as ear ; when thinking, as mind.

But all these are names of his different activities only. (Those

who worship him under these names, verily worship him in part

only). For they worship him either, as one or the other, but do not

realise him in his entirety. Verily (such a worshipper) is imperfect,

for he worships him in part only.

Let men worship him as Atman only, for in the connotation

of this word Atman all those qualities of omniscience, omnipot-

ence, etc., and all activities of seeing, etc., are included, they

find their unity in this. For this what is called Atman is the

receptacle of all these qualities of him. For through the worship

of this Atman one knows everything. As surely as a man employ-

ing proper means attains the desired end so does he who knows this

Atman obtain glory as well as supreme felicity and perfect know-

ledge.-^.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

[In the preceding chapter, it was mentioned that the Atman (Brah-

man) alone existed in the beginning, and it was further mentioned

there that this Supreme Self should be worshipped, and no othor minor

Deity. The Sruti now describes in detail the method how the whole

creation came out of this Atman ]

[The word Visvambhara literally means " the support of the

universe."] Here it denotes the Vuyu. The text uses the word " Partial

is verilj he," (it does not mean that the Supreme self is not full or can be

divided into parts but it) means (that) the man who (does not worship

the Supreme in his aspect as the Supreme but) worships hiui in his

partial manifestations, (such as in lire or air, &c.) worships him imperfectly,

(and therefore it is said that the worship of such a man is imperfect).

[The word Visvambhara has been explained by some as meaning

fire or the gastric fire, for it is the tire in the stomachs of all, which

digests food, and thus supports all, But this explanation is not correct.

Though the gastric tire digests food, it cannot be said to be the support

of all." On the other hand, Vayu, by dividing itself into seven parts,

as the seven nerve currents, in all living beings, supports the universe

and the &ruti itself mentions " By the thread of Vayu, Oh Gautama I
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Kther, pervades the whole universe, and supports all the heavenly spheres,

in their motions round the suns, and of the suns round the central sun.

It is the all-powerful VAyu that sustains the globes in space, and there-

fore Vayu alone is entitled to the name of Visvambhara or the support

of all.]

[No doubt the word " Support of all " may be applied to the

Supreme Himself, but the Lord, though the" Support of all," is not

meant here ; but the reference here is to His first-born son Vtlyu, through

whom the world was croated and by whom it is maintained.]

[The words in the text " Partial is he" do not mean that the Lord

when pervading the bodies of all beings loses his perfection, or gets the

imperfection of the bodios which he pervades.]

[The word Akritsna, meaning not-full, does not refer to the Lord

at all. The Lord is infinite in his glory and always full, and it cannot

be conceivod that he may pervade any body not in his fullness and

entirety. It is against the very notion of God-head of the Lord, for

wherever he is present, he is present with all his fulness. Therefore,

he is present in deities like Fire, Air, etc., in all his fulness. But that does

not justify the worship of Fire, Air, etc., as tbeLord. Therefore the dmti

says, " Imperfect is the worship of that person who worships the Lord as

fire or air, etc., for they are mere aspects of him and do not express all his

qualities." Thus Agni or fire represents only one aspect of the Lord,

namely, his being the leader, for Agni means to lead, similarly Prithivi

or earth moans all-expanding, and represents only another aspect of the

Lord. Therefore, words like Agni, Prithivi, etc., though expressing the

Lord, do not oxpress all his attributes. Thus the Lord is called Pi-Ana

or life. This word expresses only one aspect of his activity, name] y,

breathing. Consequently the person who worships the Lord as Pr&iia

is an imperfect worshipper, not because the Lord is not present in all His

fulness in Prima, but beoauae the worshipper does not realise the fulness

of the Lord. In fact, all partial names, under which the Upanisads

sometimes teach the worship of tho Lord, as Breath, as Sight, as Hearing,

as Taste, etc., only describe a portion of the activities of the Lord and

consequently no worship of the Lord, under these aspects, can be com-

plete. It is only when the Lord is worshipped as Atman or the self that

he is worshipped in his fulness. For At man or the "I" is the highest-

expression of consciousness and therefore when the Lord is worshipped

as the very "I" of one's "I," then he is rightly worshipped. Moreover

the word Atman or I or self is a word, the etymology of which denotes

fulness. No other function of the human body can come up to the ful-

ness and the entirety of the conception of "1." Breathing, hearing,
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seeing, smelling, etc., do bat denote portions of human activity, but when

a man says "I" be uses a word which includes all the functions and

much more. Therefore " I " is a name which has the nearest approach

to the fulness and the perfection that we 6nd in God-head.]

It is therefore that in the Zoroastrian religion, among the .several names of God
Ahmi (I AM) and Ahmi Yad Ahmi (I AM THAT I AM) are two of the most secret names

of God. We find the same idea expressed in the Old Testament of the Jews where God
tells Moses to say to the Fharoah that "I am that I am" lias sent him; meaning thereby

that this most secret and sacied name will show to l'horoah that Moses came with the

highest credentials, from the Highest Divinity anil not from any minor divinity. The same idea

is expressed in the Upanisads whi n they say that " I " is the higheit name of God and that

the most perfect worship of God consists in meditating on him as the inmost centre of one's

own consciousness.

[If the words breath, sight, etc., do not denote the fullness of Atman
what is that word which denotes all the attributes of the God-head ? The

answer to this is that the word Aman is such a word.]

The words Prftna, etc. (are no doubt names of the Supreme God,

but thoy) do not express His fulness of all qualities. On the other hand,

they express only certain actions and agencies of the Lord, such as

breathing, (seeing), etc. The word Atman alone expresses the fulness

of all His attributes. This Atman verily is the receptacle or substratum

or basis of all qualities that we find in different objects in the universe.

(And because it is so) therefore, the God should be worshipped under

the name of Atman alone, because this is a word expressive of all quali-

ties. Through this worship one knows all this, becauso God alone is

the giver of all knowledge ; and therefore it is proper, that his worship

should be by such a word as will express the complete fulness of all His

qualities.

Since by merely worshipping God one gets qualities of all knowing-

ness, etc., how far more, therefore, must be the all knowingness, etc., of

the God himself.

The word Pada in the text signifies "appropriate means" (that

through which anything is attained—Padyate).

As by employing proper means, the appropriate fruit is obtained
;

so by worshipping the L>rd (with a right conception of His Goddiead,

namely) that He is possessed of all auspicious qualities, one obtains glory

and Sloka- (What is this Sloka ? Does it not mean fame ? If so, is it not

a repetition to say that one obtains glory and fame, as glory and fame are

not different ? The commentator therefore explains this word Sloka thus:

—

The word Sloka (does not mean here " Fame,") but it is a compound

of two words 6am meaning "joy," and Loka meaning " knowledge. "
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The word !§loka, therefore, means the supreme bliss and supreme

knowledge. The word Loka comes from the root ^/Tuk " to shine," and

means knowledge.

[The commentator having explained the above 6ruti in his own
words now, quotes an authority for the explanation that he has

given.]

It is thus written in the Adhyatma :

—

Before the creation there was only Lord Narayana and the

Goddess Narayani (Ilia creative energy) ; and the rest was unmanifested
;

the Lord Nraayana made the manifest. After creating this world and
after creating all the bodies therein, the Lord got into them from the

hair of the head upto the end of the nail of everything created, just

as a razor gets into the razor case or just as Vayu into the whole of

the body. Persons that are dull cannot see Him though He has got into

everything. Some though they know that the Lord is within everything do
not know Him in His full glory. To get into everything and to make
every body breathe and hear, &c., are but partial qualities of the

Lord ; so Prana, &c., are only the names of the Lord that indicate

the separate functions performed by Him. Therefore he who worships the
Lord as Prana, &c, do not worship Him in His full glory, (i. e., with
all His qualities), for those aro but partial qualities of Him, and
by these names the worshipper knows a part of His qualities. When
the great Lord has many qualities, to know but a part of His qualities

is only to have an incomplete knowledge of Him. He who knows or
worships the Lord as Atman * has a complete and perfect knowledge
of Him. The Lord H ari has the qualities like Chit and Ananda
(sJH^) &c, always present in Him. It is on account of the presence

of these qualities that He is to be known as Atma (WTttTT) (i. e., He
is to be realised while worshipped as Atma, one having all the qualities

like, sat, chit &c.) The word Atman includes the functions of making
one breathe &c, as well as the qualities of being Chit, Ananda
&c. Therefore Atma is the Lord on account of His possession (being

the basis) of all the qualities. The Lord has been called the

basis of all the qualities because whoever knows the Lord becomes

the knower of everything. When all-knowing becomes he who
knows the Lord, then need it be said that the Atman the Lord
has all the qualities in Him ? As well adapted means are always

followed by success, so it follows that a man attains Mukti, and
obtains fame, happiness and real knowledge when he knows Hari
who is the Lord of all the Jivas, and who is the basis of all the

qualities.
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HANTRA 1. 4 (a). 2.

itipmvmqi %is*m\Xrr\m fm gemnrjrarai fire**,

*r srtrqi^sr finigqf^ * *?resr ftni xwigrF mum irii

q?J Yat, which ; who. s??m Ayam, this. WTfm Atma, Atman. sfaTa?

Antarataram, the innermost, nearer than anything present in the heart

of hearts of all beings, insido the Jiva himself. 31 Tat, that; just

spoken. tJ5T^ Etat, this Atman ; thia form of Atman. g5H?f Putr&f
., than

a son. ifa: Prey ah, dearer ; because to some the Lord is an object of

love without any personal motive, and to others He is the moans of

attaining bliss; the former is superior to the latter. f%rU?f Vittat, wealth,

SW Prey ah, dearer. sr?q?r?T?^ Anyasmat, than othor. Sarvasmat,

than all things. sji|: Preyiih, dearer, m Yah, who. SlN Anyam, other

things. snfJTR: Atmanah, than the Atman, tho Supreme, fiff Priyam,

dearer. S£^T<rf Bruvanam, to tho speaker, to the person who knows or

thinks that any other thing is dearer than Atman. 5T«n?[ Brfiyat, may
say. fsrtf Priyam, tho thing whrch is dearer to you than Atman. itesrfa

Rotsyati, will destroy ; will deprive. The nominative of this verb is the

'•Lord," '* Visnu" understood. $fa" Iti. m Sah, Ho
;

that devotee of

Visnu. fyau tsvarah, strong or powerful, capable of. 5 11a, no doubt.

?f«lT Tatha, of that sort) iJW liva, just. Sjat, must (lie) be. WTfHRJ*

Atmanain, the Atman ; tho Lord Visnu. rr^ Eva, only. fifH^ Priyam,

dear; (dearer and dearest). Dear to some for no cause and dear to others

as an object of pleasure Ho is. 3<TNffla Upasita, (one) should worship.

W Sah, He. 1: Yah, who. a?T?HWJ Atmanam, Atman, the Lord Visnu

q& Eva, only. fjf«?^ Priyam, as a dear thing, 3qi^ U paste, worships.

mm Asya, His; of the worshipper. fsi?T Priyam, the thing that is dear.

Hfjl^TK Pramuy uktam, subject to destruction ; or this word may mean any

perishable object. 5f Na, not. Bhavati, is. 5 Ha, certainly.

2. This Atman, who is the nearest to us all is dearer

than son, dearer than wealth, dearer than one's own self, dearer

than everything else. If, therefore, any one were to say

" Some thing else is dearer to me than the Atman " let the true

devotee address him saying " The Lord will destroy your object

of love (if you hold anything else dearer than the Lord)." The
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word of such a devotee will come out to be true, for to him has

been given the power of destroying that Man's object of love.

Let one, therefore, worship the Atman alone as dear. He who

worships the Atman alone as dear, he who worships the Atman

alone with love, the object of love of that man will never be

destroyed.—46.

Not? :—This verse .shows thai God should be worshipped with love, and not thi ough fear,

for he is the dearest object of love, dearer than all the things of the world, dearer than even

one's own self.

MADMVA'S COMMKNTARV.
[Lest one should think that the highest object of love to every body is his own self, the

commentator explains this verse thus:—]

That Lord (who existed even in the great dissolution) and who

(after creating the universe of matter and spirits pervaded them

all), that Adorable Visnn ia naturally dearer than a son, dearer

than wealth, dearer than one's own self, yea, dearer than every

thing elBe.

[Says an objector :—Though a son or wealth is not naturally dearei to a man than Ids own

self, for one's own self is naturally the dearest object of love to every one, therefore this verse

really means that one's own self is dearer than all. How do you say that this verse

refers to God and that God is the most natural object of love to all, dearer than one's own self.

This question is thus answered by the commentator:—

The Lord himself has created in man the love for his own self.

[For a man is .sometimes seen doing works against his own welfare, woiks which lead him

into pain thus showing that one's own self is not always dear to everyone]. [Had not the

Xord implanted in the he-arts of every creature the love for one's own self, and had this love been

an un created object, then all would be found doing, at every lime, that which is good for their

self, and never doing that which is injurious to their self, for no one can act against his innate

nature; (as fire can never cease to burn, for that is its own nature). But the very fact

that a man can do things which he knows would give pain to his self proves, that the love for

one's own self is not an innate quality of man, but a quality implanted in him by the Lord,

and which the Lord, if he so wills it, can be turned into the hatred of the self],

[Says an objector :—We can admit that God has implanted in the heart of every man the

love for his own self, if we ever see that one's own self is ever hateful to any one. But the self

is never hateful to one, and so it is natural for man to love his own self, not because God has

created that love in him, but because it is the natural quality of the soul to love itself. Next this

objection is answered:—

]

Since a man is often seen doing acts against his own welfare, that

very fact proves that his self is not always dear to him.

[For whom the Lord wishes to punish, he makes him do evil deeds and thus that man works
evil against his highest enterests showing that even the love of self may be trampled under foot when
the Lord so wishes, and when the Karma of that man requires that he should be blinded into

evil course. But does not this imply that man is -not a free agent, but is impelled by God to per-

form evil acts, in order to qualify himself for the region of darkness ? The answer to this is

thus given :—

]
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[Some souls from very eternity are meant to go to hell, as the others, from very eternity,

are destined to go to heaven. The souls which are predestined to go to hell, are the souls whom

the Lord makes do evil deed, so that they may go to hell. As he makes the other class of souls

do good deeds so that they may go to heaven. A man is not a free agent, though he imagines

that he is soj.

Since when Visnu makes one hate one's own self even, then it

follows that the self oven is no longer an object of love.

Admitting that one's self is dear to one, simply because God has made it dear to him, and

not because it is naturally so, how does it follow that it is natural for man to love God, and that God

is naturally the most deal object to man ? For we see that there are atheists who hate God, and,

that there are worldlings, who love the objects of the world better than God. The answer to this

is next given :
—

[Atheists are those souls, which from eternity have been marked out as destined for hell,

and whotannot but hate God ; for that is the only way which would qualify them for that region;

while worldly souls are temporarily blinded by the pleasures and attractions of the world and are

destined for suffering to leain to love God.

Because when God becomes dear to one, everything elso becomes

dear to him, therefore the Supreme Lord is the only true object of love

to all.

It is a well-known fact that saints and holy nun, who abandoning all worldly loves, have loved

their God, with all their hearts, were in their turn loved by all creatures. So much so that

ferocious animals, like lions, and the rest, in the presence of such men, have forgotten their

natuial antipathy for man. To take an example from the Sacred Hooks of the East, we find that

l'rahalida was thrown before the wild elephants and venomus snakes, but they did not hurt him.

Daniel, who loved God above all things, was thrown into a lion's den and he was not killed.

Abraham, who loved God dearei than his own son, was thrown into the fire, and the fire did not

burn him. All these instances, and hundreds of smh instances which can be quoted from the

lives of the past and fiom those of the living saints, to prove that the love of God is above all

loves, and that it is the most natural thing for man to love God and tht most unnatural thing for

him to hate him, prove tne above statement.

T?ut the text has the word Atman, a word which is of doubtful import; it may mean one's

own self and it may mean the Supreme self. You have shown above that it cannot mean, in the

passage under discussion, one's own self; but how do you say that the word Atman means Visnu,

and not any other deity ? To this the commentator answer thus:

—

Visnu, the Supreme God, is indicated by the word Atman because

he has got (Apta) all qualities in him. Therefore that person who

thinks that his own petty self or any other worldly object is dearer

to him than Visnu should be addressed by every lover of Visnu thus:

—

" Thou art but doing harm to thy own self, Oh foolish man, and

destroying thy own future happiness by loving others better than God."

He has not only the right to admonish such men, but he has the power

given to him by God to destroy the object of that foolish man by

cursing him.
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Bat a man who docs not love God above everything else finds his own punishment, by being

sent to suffering. Why is it necessaiy that the devotee of God should admonish him, and even

go to the length of cursing him? The answer to this is next given :-»-

Though that unfortunate man who loves others higher than God is,

already a miserable creature, yet the pronouncing of the curse on him,, by

the lover of God is necessary to draw his attention to his evil course.

(It has always been the rule, rather than the exception, that before a soul or a nation was

condemned, God has sent His prophets and saints to wain such men or people, of the iniquity

of their deeds, and to draw them back to the path of righteousness. Such holy men come to the

world, and as representatives of God, with the delegated authority of God, to curse whole

nations or individuals, when theit message is not heard by them. The destruction of the Yadus

by the curse of Durvisa, the scattering of the whole nation of the Jews by the curse of the

Christ, are living examples of the power of such god-like men to punish as well as to admonish.

The evil-doer, no, doubt, by his evil deeds, draws on his head the imprecation of such

holy men. It is not the imprecation, which is the cause of his suffering, but his own evil deeds.

No more is the sentence passed by a magistrate on a criminal, the cause of the suffering of the

criminal ; but the crime committed by that offender against the laws of the sovereign. The

magistrate, in passing the sentence, merely speaks out the will of the king; and punishes, not by

any power inherent in him but by the power with which the royalty has invested him. Such ate

the holy men, when they curse and punish those who break the laws of God).

When a Vaisnava thus speaks out to a sinner he has' the power to

destroy the object of love of tho sinner. Though such a sinner is already

a sufferer yet the speech of the Vaisnava specifically gives him pain

(by drawing his attention to the cause of his pain).

Therefore Visnu is the dearest of all, and he who worships Him as

the dearest of all, the object of his lovo never becomes impermanent, and

his joy always subsists.

Therefore by constantly worshipping the All-beloved Visnu the

devotee draws the love of Visnu and that Eternal Unborn Visnu always

does what is pleasant to his devotee.

Thus it is in the Adhyatma.

mantea I. 4. (a). 3.

ngrfaraw Brakmavidyaya, through theknowledge of Brahman'. criTSar-

-vaiia, all ;
whole, perfect. Bhavi'syanttoh,' become, all get per-

fection- according to their capacity.-- Vt, -YaK,-- that ,' • what. •

' Wfjft Ahnb,

say ; that through Brahmavidya great ones attained wholeaess : 6t per-

fection according to their fitness, thef -natural purity of the soul (Jiva) is

brought out by ' -Brahma-ridyA. It was Ajfiana which hid' the inherent

splendour of the soul which is again brought out and made to shin*

12
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by Brahma-vidyA. m Tat, regarding that. «3«|T: ManusyAb, some

men. *T*T^ Many ante, think. fffH; Brahman, Brahman, HOTS YasmAt,

since. *flf Sarvam, all ;
full, perfect. WTOTI Abhavat, become. Tat,

that. Avet, did he know it. Had he Brahmavidya. fog Kimu,

Is it ?

3. When the wise say that " through Brahma-vidya they

attain fullness of perfection (according to their capacity)" some

people think " Since Brahman is Perfect, did he also attain

His perfection through Brahma-vidya ?"—47.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

It has been said above that by the knowledge of the adorable

Lord, one gets supreme happiness and perfect knowledge. This state-

ment is now being further strengthened, by removing certain objections

and misconceptions. The verse now under discussion ia one which is

the sheet anchor of the MAyavadius. It is from this verse that they draw

their theory that man is God and it is only when a man realises that he is

God, and the world is a mere illusion, that he becomes free-

According to Ankara this verse and the following one are thus tianslated by Max Muller :

—

Here they say :
" If men think that by knowledge of Brahman they will become everything,

what then did that Brahman know, from whence all this sprang ?
"

Verily in the beginning this was Brahman, that Brahman knew (its) Self only, " I am

Brahman." From it all this sprang. Thus, whatever Deva was awakened (so as to know

Brahman), he indeed became that (Brahman) ; and the same with Rifis and men. The RUi

Vimadeva saw and understood it, singing, " I was Manu (moon), I was the sun." Therefore

now also he who thus knows that he is Brahman, becomes all this, and even the Devas cannot

prevent it, for he himself is their self.

Now if a man worships another deity, thinking the deity is one and he another, he does

not know. He is like a beast for the Devas. For veiily, as many beasts nourish a man, thus

does every man nourish the Devas. If only one beast is taken away. it is not pleasant; how
much more when many arc taken ? Therefore it is not pleasant to the Devas that men should

know this.

But this explanation is wrong, as the commentator shows:

—

When the great ones say : " By Brahma-vidya men become all, and

attain fulness and perfection according to their capacity," they mean that

by Brahma vidyA, (which is the direct perception of God, as opposed

to the belief in God), men obtain everything, according to their fitness.

An objector may say: but in Mukti, there is a cessation of all acciden-

tal pleasure, etc., how is it said that in Mukti the soul gets all ? This

objection is thus met by our author :

—

The highest class of Jivas naturally possess from eternity a nature

in which there is no pain and which has perpetual bliss and intuitive

knowledge.
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[The essential nature of such Jivas is to be free from pain and to

have the foundation of bliss and wisdom in themselves. The experience

of pain and ignorance, through which such souls pass, is not in the nature

of these souls, but in the veil of ignorance, whioh temporarily covers

souls. The commentator however by using the words " highest

class " (fJManaa Jiva) indicates that class of souls, which are by nature

fitted to go to heaven, and excludes that class of Jivas, whe are Tamasic

and are fitted for the region of darkness.]

This natural form of the highest Jiva (consisting of innate free-

dom from pain and possession of perpetual bliss and intuitive knowledge)
is covered up by ignorance, and so the Jiva does not realise his true

nature and it is merely made manifest by Brahma-vidya alone (and not

created by it). (It is not something newly acquired by the soul, but is an

old thing, which the soul possessed from eternity, and which is made
manifest Brahma vidya alone has the power of removing the ignorance

that conceals the true nature of the soul and it reveals its real form).

The holy ones say :
—" This natural form of the Jiva is hidden by

ignorance, and the function of Brahma-vidyA is to remove this clond
of ignorance, which obscures the nature of the soul, and make manifest
the real form of the Jiva. Brahma-vidya alone (and not ritual worship
or sacrifices, can remove this obscuration. " Regarding this statement
some men entertain notions like these:—"If even souls' true nature
becomes manifest by Brahma-vidya, then when Brahman became every-
Jhing and full, did He also become so by knowing his true nature?"

The object of their question is this:—When men by Brahma-vidya
come to know' the true nature of their own self, does the Supreme
Brahman also pass through the same stages of acquiring Brahma vidya in

order to realise his own nature V

The question is rather unnecessary. Brahma-vidya or the
direct knowledge of God reveals to man the powers and perfections of
his own soul. It is rather absurd to say that God himself stands in need
of the knowledge of his own self in order to acquire the omniscience and
omnipotence that He possesses. The true answer however to tho question
is that God also has God knowledge, but His knowledge is never subject
to obscuration as is the case with man. Man is also essentially all-joy and
all-knowledge, but he does not always know himself, and therefore it is

necessary to have Brahma-vidya. But God is not only essentially all-joy
and all-knowledge, but He is eternally conscious that He is so. His
nature is never obscured by ignorance, so Brahma-vidya is always Hi*
hand-maiden and not his mistress.
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The commentator therefore says :

—

True, God even knows His own self, from eternity, by direct

knowledge, without any lapses in such knowledge. (Therefore, God is

from eternity all-perfect, while a freed soul becomes perfection in time.)

This is the answer to those who ask whether Brahman also stands in .need

of Brahma-vidya. God knows Himself from eternity and consequently

He is omniscient and all-powerful from eternity. (Man knows himself

through Brahma-vidya at a certain point of time, and becomes all-

knowing and powerful, after such Brahma-vidya. Horein lies the

difference between God and God-like men.

mantra I. 4(a). 4.

^c**>* %m*T «r«rt ^ I si^sr: v*3%\ ***** g^g^-
^sri^ vj^c^ftj*^ qajten^tasn^s-

mtf mm sip ercm^f <rer fjcr ^ci^h^t

Idam, of this world, sjji Agre, before the creation. sr^I Brahma,

Brahman. »HRfa( Asit, alone was. ^ Vai, Verily. Tat, it, that

Brahman. «?f Aham, that which cannot be deserted (heyam) or

abandoned on account of being constant, unavoidable. STiU Brahma, full;

whole. wftff Asmi, always present.. M^=ever existent, fi?= measure of

all. ffa Iti, thus. WTTCWaf Atmanam, the Atman, the Self. Eva,

only, nothing more or less. Avet, knew. vtWWl Asmat, therefore
;

since He was full. ei3 Tat, that Brahman, saf Sarvam, all; full.

WW^ Abhavat, was. ^nnt Devanaro, among the Devas. «ft«j: Yoyah,

whoever. Tat, that; that Brahman is Aheya, etc. srcqfsq? Pratya*
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budhyata, knew
;
comprehended, tfs Sah, he ; that Deva. Eva, only.

?RC Tat, it; fullness. Abhavat, got; attained. a«Tf Tatha,

similarly. sR^mt Risinam, among the Risis. a*rr Tatha, similarly.

Jigs^iul Manusyanam, among men. Tat, therefore. <5fJ3[ Etat,

this ; Brahman. q^T^ Pasyan, seeing, ^comprehending, ^fa: Riaih,

the sago ; the seer of the mantras. ^rJT^: Vatnadevah, Vamadeva by name.

«?^ Aham, that which cannot be abandoned. *Tg:Manuh, Man u. SWWJ[ Abha-

vam, was. ^T2 Suryah, the sun. ^ Oha, and. $fer Iti, thus, srfa^

Pratipede, knew. ?T5rv
Tat, that. Idam, this, Brahman, <$?rf|?

Etarhi, now, in this ago. Api, even, also. W. Yah, whoever. *fij£

Aham, that which cannot be abandoned. G(igt Brahma, full, sjftff Asmi,

is. ^fcT lti, thus. «j?f Evam, this ; that Brahman knew Himself

as what cannot be abandoned, is full. ^ Voda, knows ; realises,

?J: Sah, Ho ; tho knower. Idam, this, according to his

capacity. Sarvam, full, vf^fb Bhavati, is. a^l Tasya, of him;

of the knower. ^i: Dovah, the Devas. ^ Cha, even. «{ Na, not.

Abliutya, harm, obstruct the realisation of his knowledge, sj Na,

not. ^(T% tsate, are able, fg He, because ; the reason why the Devas cannot

do any harm to the wise, is that they are loved by the Lord and are under

his special care. Sah, he ; the Lord who loves the wise, qqf Esam,

of these Devas. s?Tr*TT Atma, the Lord ; tho master, because He sets the

Devas to work and because, He pervades them. *?^Rr Bhavati, is. WT
Atha, again, on tho other hand, q: Yah, who. *t«it Anyam, other

than this ; not of the form of Aham Brahma. %sraf Devatam, God. «r<n^

Up&ste, worships. a?«T: Anyah, other ; other god, i not he who is Aham
Brahma, wot Asau, this Visnu. WW?: Anyah, othor god, not Visnu.

sifJ^ Aham, that which cannot be abandoned. 8T%r Asmi, is. ^fa Iti.

a: Sah, he. sf Na, not. ^ Veda, knows, Yatha, as. qsg: Pafiuh,

animal ; domesticated animal (liked by men), a: Sah, he. DevAn&m,

of the Devas. qsi^ Evam, such, liked by the Devas as an animal so liked

by men. ?i*n Yatha, as. 9f^: Bahavah, many, q*HT: Pasavah, animals such

as cow. flg«P^ Manusyam, men. 33^3g: Bhufijyuh, feed with their milk.

The ordinary form is tfta^g:. 5 t Ha Vai, it is well-known, Evam,
similarly. Ekaikah, each. p"»i Purusah, man ; the wise man.

5^r^ Devan, the gods. gsifrF Bhuuakti, feeds; pleases. The ordinary

form is jftsiqffr. ^spfw^ Ekasmin, one. Eva, only. q*ft Pasau, animal.

«WfHTHT% Adiyamane, being given, Priyam, dear
;

giver of satis-

faction. W^fa Bhavati, is ; becomes. srg^ Bahusu, many animals (being

given). f%g Kimu, what ? Not to speak of. <TCOT<1 Tasmat, therefore
;

wisdom, being favourite of the Devas. tT«|«?m Manusyah, men. ?Ht Yat,

whatever ; that other gods have the quality of being Aheya (*T$3), etc.
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ffSJt Vidyuh, know. Tat, that. qqf Esam, of these Devas «f Na,

not. r$n?H Priyam, Dear ; liked.

4. (10) Before (the creation of) this (universe) there existed

verily Brahman. He indeed knew the nature of His Self as

Aham (Ever-present), Brahma (Ever-full), Asmi (Ever-existing

knowledge). Therefore, that Brahman is always Ever-full.

Therefore among the Devas, whoever awoke to this knowledge

(that Brahman is Ever-present, Ever-full, &c), he became that

(Full, according to his capacity), so also among the ltisis and

so also among the Men.

Seeing this Brahman, the Itisi Vamadeva understood

(the scriptural text regarding Brahman exclaiming) "
I was

Manu, I was the Sun."

Even now also, whoever knows Brahman, as Ever-present,

Ever-full, Ever-existing knowledge, he also becomes full,

(according to his capacity.) The devas even have no power

to obstruct the fruition of the knowledge of such a knower.

For He (Brahman) is the Atman (master) of the devas even (and

whom God loves, the devas also cannot but love).

But he who worships any other god (than Brahman), he

does not know. Similarly, who worships some other devata as

Ever-present, Ever-full, Ever-existing knowledge (thinking that

Brahman is devoid of qualities), he also does not know. (Such

men are like beasts).

(The true knower of Brahman is) also like a beast to the

devatas. As many beasts go to nourish a single man (by

supplying milk, &c), so even one single knowing man nourishes

many devas. (He is beloved of the devas). For as in this

world, when one beast is given to a man, he becomes pleased,

. what to say when many are given. (Therefore, greater the

number of the knowers of Brahman, greater the happiness of the

devas). Therefore, the devas do not like this that men should

know (worship) (any one else than Visnu as the Ever-present,

&c.).—48.
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MANTRA I. 4 (a). 5.

Idam, of this. Wir Agre, in the beginning, (he early part.

«£3f>H Ekam, only one. Eva, only. Off Brahma, Brahma ; the four-faced

God, the Brahmana by caate. WT?ftq[ Asit, there was. Tat, it, He.

«£3> Ekam, alone, Sat, being, sr Na, not. tq«rc<T. Vyabhavat, was sur-

rounded by family members, Tat, it, he. Indrah, the Garuda.

^SHi Varunah, Varuna, sftor: Somali, the god moon (as well as

the sun), <5Jf: Rudrah, Sadaliva. qsf*a: Parjanyah, Indra, the

rain-god, Sakra as well as Kama. «xo: Yam ah, Death, ijpij: Mritynh, Sesa.

Isanah, Vftyu. $tlf Iti. i$ait> Etftni, these, infir Yani, whioh.

$aj«n Devatra, among Gods, among Devas. Jfraifcj Ksatrani, the Ksatriyas.

Wl"t^«?»J Sieyorupam, best of all classes, sra^ Ksatram, the Ksatriya

class. W3J?J3iq[ Atyasrijata, created, qw\H Tasm&t, therefore, sinoe the

Ksatriyaa are best of all classes. $T9t*X Ksatr&t, than the Ksatriya caste.

Param, better, if Na, not. vfkn Asti, there is. mWlH Tasinftt, there*

fore, since the Ksatriyas are better than the rest. HUTU: Brahmanah,

a Brahmana. sWOTtf. Adhastat, from below. ?ni$% R&jasuye, in the Raja-

sftya sacrifice. ajRltf Ksatriyam, a Ksatriya ; the king (soma) a Ksatriya.

3<JT??T upaBte, worships
j
praises, gives homage to. m Tat, by that, by trat

worship, by the homage given by the Brahmana with his seat below. *T»jt

Yasah, the fame. tg$ Ksatre, to a Ksatriya. "J* Era, only.

Dadhati, gives, offers, qf^ Yadi, if, though. «ft Api, even, xvn Raja,

the king, a Ksatriya. qwnt Paramatam, superiority, iragfo Gachchhati,

gets, attains. q$ Yat, who (is). 119 Brahma, a Brahmana. flr Sa, she

;
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(He). m*\ Esa, this Brahmana. 8jf5W Ksatrasya, of a Ksatriya.

Yonih, source, a Guru. n^Kin Tasmat, therefore ; since a Brahmana is pre-

ceptor, «rf?t(|: Antatah, at the end of the Rajasuya sacrifice, ?rf Svani,

his. itfsf Yoniru, procept>r, teacher. STfT Brahma, a Brahmana, m% Eva,

only, wfsnwifa TJpanihsrayati, salutes, bows at the foot of. m Yah,

who. 5 U, only. Enam, him ; a Brahmana fflf^ Hinasti, kills,

does harm to, injures. %C. Sah, he 3ft Svaru, own. iftfif Yonim, father.

5»E?a% Richchhati, kills. 1*TT Yatha, as. SVeyamsarn, superior,

the father who is superior. fVfar^f Hinsitva, after killing, tf:

Sah, he, the Ksatriya. qnt«n^ Fapiyan, a sinner. *iqfer Bhavati, is

becomes.

5.(11). Verily there was Brahma (representing the Brah-

mana caste) alone in the beginning of this (creation), one alone.

(Representing a single class) he did not increase. He then

created the Ksatriyas, the • best of all castes ; the Deva

Ksatriyas, such as Indra (Garuda), Varuna, the moon (the sun

also), Rudra, Sakra as well as Kama, Yama (Death), Mrityu

(&esa) and tsana, (Vayu) etc. Therefore, there is none supetior to

the Ksatriyas. It is, therefore, that in the Rajasuya sacrifice, a

Brahmana sits below and honors (the Ksatriya). Thus a Brah-

mana supports the glory of a Ksatriya, (from his seat below the

king); yet a Brahmin is the origin of the Ksatriya. Therefore,

though the king attains precedence (in the Rajasuya over the

Brahmana), yet at the end of the sacrifice, a, Ksatriya bows at

the foot of a Brahmana, his preceptor, as he is. Whoever of the

.Ksatriyas again does harm to a Brahmana, he kills his own
origin (or in other words), he is as much guilty as one who kills

his own superior.—49.

MAN TEA 1. 4(a). 6.

parser stncstt^ sri^t sTif^cm ren^f^T

, . Sah, he ; the four-faced God, Brahma. !T Na, not. i$* Eva, even

now. Vyabhavat, increased, was surrounded by as much of his

family members as he desired. €J: Sah, BrahmA.. fiflUJ^ Visara, thB

Vaisya class. «H|5ra Asrijata, created. Y&ni, which. . ipifir Et&nj,
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these. ^Hi^rtfsf Devajatnni, the class of Devas. niTO« Ganasah, in a

group. stPWf^ Akhyayante, are mentioned ; are enumerated.

Vasavah, the Vasus. They are eight in number, but among these, Agni
(the fire-god) is Brahmana ; therefore the seven of the Vasus are Vaifiyas.

Rudrah, the Rudras. They are eleven in number. Of them, Sada

»§iva is Ksatriya ;
therefore, ten of the Rudras are Vaifiyas. snf^n:

Adityah, the Adityas, who are twelve in number. Of them, eight only are

Vaifiyas; Vivasvata Indra (^Sf), Varuna (TOO), and Vihnu (fsjroj)

being excepted ; for the first three of these are Ksatriyas, and Visnu be-

longs to no class. fe^^T: Vifivedevah, the Vifivedevas
; they are ten in

number. Marutah, they are forty-nine in number. Of them, Ifiana

is to be excepted, he being a Ksatriya.

6. (12). He (Brahma) even then did not increase. He
created the Vaisya class—those of the Deva-birth which are

mentioned in groups, such as, (the seven out of the eight)

Vasus, (ten out of the eleven) Rudras, (eight out of the twelve)

Adityas, (ten of the) Visvedevas, (and forty-eight out of the

forty-nine) Maruts.—50.

mantra I. 4 (a). 7.

^q&$5&>*$ gwifii *rf^ for* u ^ u

Sah, He; BrahmA. si Na, not. Eva, even now. iqq^ Vyabhavat,

increased, had his family wholly created. 9: Sah, He, Brahma, *fhf

Saudram, of the Sudras. qtif Varnam, class, jwf Pusanam, Pusana.

3I^3Rr Asrijata, created, jtf Iyatn, this; the earth. W Vai, verily. «j«rr

Pusa, pusa the Nourisher. % Hi, because. 5^ Iyam, the earth. ^
Idam, the world, Yat, whichever. Hpl^ Kim, whatever. 9 Cha, and.

g«Tfa Pusyati, nourishes.

7.(13). He (Brahma) did not even then increase. He
created Pusan of the class of the Sudras. This Earth is indeed

Pusan, for She nourishes this whole world, whatsoever exists

therein.—51.

MANTEA I. 4 (a). 8.

13
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5f: Sah, He ;
Brahma; the creator of the four castes. ^ Na, not.

Bva, even now. «l*re?f Vyabhavat, increased, had his creation full.

51^ Tat, that; Brahma in the form of Chaturrnukha. ?ifa*te;qn Sreyorupam,

(1) the best of all
; (2) the means of attaining Moksa or Perfection. si?f^

Dharmam, (I) Dharma ; the preserver of the world; (2) Bhakti, love of god.

This Dharma is a form of Vayu. Atyasrijata created- 1^ Yat,

because, wf: Dharmah, the preserver of the world. ^ Tat, therefore.

Etat, this; Vayu. $TCWT Ksatrasya, of a Ksatriya, such as

Sesa, etc. SjWPH Ksatraro, master. f^Hlfr Tasmat, therefore. «W?^

Dharm&t, than Dharma or Vayu. <flf Param, better; higher; of course

excluding Visnu. «T Na, not. srfe Asti, there is. %Kt Atha, now. 3T

TJ, therefore. WTOhn^ Avaliyan, the non-strong, the weaker person.

9SshTrt8?m Valiyamasam, the stronger; here Visnu.^ffifin Dharmena, through

Dharma or the Vayu, called Bhakti. tWPlH?^ Samasamsate, wishes for;

or wishes to attain. Yatha, as for example. ?isn Rajna, through the

prince who is heir-apparent. Evam, thus. The complete sentence

is—a weak person wishes to see the king, through the help of the heir-

apparent only. V Yah, which is. ^ Vai, indeed ; in reality, ?r: Sah, that;

wf: Dharmah, Dharma. Tat, that. Hctf Satyam, truth. $ Vai,

indeed; in reality. cRffra Tasmat, therefore ; because Dharma and Satya

are in reality one and the same. ?lr«f Satyam, truth. 3^?TC( Vadantam,

speaking; one who is speaking. vw*3( Dharmam, Dharma. Vadati,

(He) is speaking. Iti, this, wig: Ahuh, (They) say. m Va, or. <gfi

Dharmam, Dharma. ^31^ Vadantam, one who is speaking. H?*f Satyam,

truth. *$f?f Vadati, (He) speaks. g[F%T Iti. qarT Etat, this, Vayu. f Ha,

indeed. Eva, only, Etat, these. Ubhayam, both.

Bhavati, are.

8.(14). He (Brahma) even then did not increase. He
created Dharma (Vayu)—the best of all created forms. Therefore

this Dharma is the Master of all masters (like &esa, &c).
Therefore there is nothing (barring Visnu) higher than Dharma.
Therefore a weak (sinful man) aspires to approach the Strong

(sinless God) through (the mediation of) Dharma, as through

the mediation of the Prince Royal (one expects to reach the
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Royalty). That which is Dharma is verily Truth. Therefore

of him who speaks the truth, they say that he speaks the

dharma, and of him who speaks the dharma, they say he

speaks the truth. For it is verily both.—51.

mantra I. 4(a). 9.

a^apr^rgsr fire ag$: ^r?^ ^ja^rwara i

5TT^rftt $rfa*N ^rra^t ^hro: sg[|<T

^mwn»>f| wxppqt a^rwrai.i sto^t f art srcm^T-

«RC Tat, that, thus, ijaq; Etat, this, what has been mentioned above,

srijl Brahma, the Brahmana caste, the four-faced Brahma, who

considers himself to be Brahman*. The three words—"devesii, " " manus-

yesu" and "abhavatf'-are to be supplied everywhere to complete the sense.

Thus among the devas, Brahina became Brahmana, among men it became

of the Brahmana caste. 8jr?f Ksatrara, the Ksatriya, Vayn. Vayu among
the devas, along with Suparna, Sesa, &c, became Ksatriya. Among men the

king, &c, became Ksatriya. fkz Vit, the Vaisya, the nasal Vayu among the

devas, along with Vasus, &c.
;
among men, the Vaisya caste. SjJJf: Sudrah,

the !§udra. The Nirriti, ASvi, Prithivi among the devas, the Sudras

among men. The Chaturmukha is present in Agni among the devas and

in Brahmana among men. So the chief Vayu" among all Ksatriyas, divine

and human. So the Nasal Vayu among all Vaisyas, and Nirriti in the Sudr

as. Tat, among them. snjT Brahma, Brahma. Devesu, among the

Devas. wfiHI Agnina, along with Agni. Abhavat, was. *T«I«ta

Manuayesu, among men. ffnTU: Brahmanah, whoever is a Brahmana.

Sjfiw Ksatriyah, the Vayu called Ksatriya. rffttta Ksatriyena, with those

that are Ksatriyas among devas and men. aisyah ; the Vaisya
,

the nasal Vayu. Vaisyena, with the Vaisyas ; the Vaisyas among
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devas and Vaisyas among men, sjjjj Sudrah, the i§udra, Nirritih

( ffll^fer ). ^1 6udrena, with the SMras ; the f§udras among men and

Sudras auiong devas, such as Asvins, &o. ( wf*^ ). rRffTfl Tasmat, there-

fore ; since Brahma is in Fire as well as in Brahmanas. Devesu,

among the devas. WITT Agnau, in the fire, Eva, only. JTg««fc| Manus-

yesu, among men. OT&BI Bruhmane, in the Brahmana. Supply jpqi Hutva,

performing the sacrifice, which means after satisfying fire and Brahmanas.

Lokam, world support, Refuge. 5^3?% Ichchhante, wish to attain. f?[

Hi, because, qatflt Etabhyam, by these two. ^qi¥«?t Rupabhyain, forms. The

form of a Brahmana among men and the form of Fire among devas. HUT

Brahma, Brahma. Abhavat, was ; became manifest. WT Atha,

moreover, m Yah, who ; he who worships Agni and Brahmana.

Ila, it is said, t Vai, indeed, Svam, own. Lokam, world
;

support, Refuge, the Lord Hari, *l|[«aqT Adristva, not knowing, not

seeing. stWH Asmat, from this. %\^\rl Lokat, from the body or world,

dfar Praiti, goes out, departs, ijsm Enam, him ; the worshipper of Agni

and Brahmana. fts Sah, Ho ; Hari. wfqRfa: Aviditah, unknown. H Na,

not, JJffiE Bhunakti, preserves, protects. q«lT Yathtl, as. SH»Tjf>: Ananuk-

tah, unread. Vedah, the Vedas. m Va, or. Anyat, other.

Akritatn, not done. $tf Karma, work. sr^fefl Anevambit,

one who does not know this ; one who does not know the Lord. *T5^

Mahat, great, wfq Api, even. Jiqj^ Punyam, meritorious, holy. £ Ha,

it is well-known. ^ Vai, indeed, Karma, work ; sacrifices, such as

Asvamedha ( MWTVf ), &c. *»ftf?t Karoti, performs. Tat, that, srw Asya,

his; one who has the knowledge of Lord, the Asva ( *mj ). stag: Antatah,

in the end. $r*fcl3 Ksiyate, perishes. Eva, certainly. 5 Ha. STIfWf

Atmanam, called Atman, on account of fulfilment of desires, ij^ Eva,

only. $1=6^ Lokam, world ; Refuge, Lord Hari. aqisffa Upaaita,one should

meditate on. Sah, he. q: Yah, who. WTcHTsf Atmanam, atman, the

supreme Self. i^qf Eva, only. 5toBH Lokam, world ; support, Refuge.

3<IT*5T TJpaste, worships, meditates on. WST Asva, his ; of the worshipper.

$¥T Karma, the work accompanied with jnana. ( 5JR ) knowledge, 5T Na,

not. tffta^ Ksiyate, perishes, f Ha, varily. qfjqq Yat yat, whatever.

q>mq% Kamayate, he desires. aq^n Tat tat, the same ; those wished for

objects. »TWT Asmat, from this, ff Hi, indeed. <£| Eva, only. «Hr1CT:

Atmanah, from Atman ; from Lord Hari. ?J3RT Srijate, obtains.

9.(15). Thus there arose the four castes, the Brahmana,

the Ksatriya, the Vaisya, and the Sudra. Therefore, Brahma
became Brahmana, with Agni among the devas, and among
men, he (exists) among the Brahmanas. (Similarly, the chief
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Vayu is) the Ksatriya (and exists) among all the Ksatriyas

(divine and human). (Similarly, the Nasal Vayu is) Vaisya

(and exists) among Vaisyas (divine and human). (Similarly,

Nirriti is) Sudra (and exists) among Sudras (divine and

human). Therefore (by offering sacrifices) in Agni alone

among the (devas), (men) wish (to attain) the world (divine)

and (by offering gifts to) Brahmanas (wish to attain position)

among men. Vox Brahma exists in these two Forms (Agni

and Brahmana). Now, whoever goes out (dies) of this world

(though he be the worshipper of Agni and Brahmana), but does

not know his own world or Refuge (Hari), He (Hari) does not

nourish him, because he did not know (Him). (Such a person

is no better than) one who has not read the Vedas or who

has not done good works. If one, who does not know Him,

performs even the highest sacred sacrifices (like Asvamedha),

&c, verily the (fruit of) that (ultimately) becomes exhausted

even. Therefore, let him worship the Supreme Self alone

as the (true) Refuge. He, who worships the Supreme Self

alone as the Refuge has (the fruits of) his works never

exhausted. Whatever he desires, that even he gets from

That Self (Hari).—53.

MANTRA I. 4 (a). 10.

3?$T 3TT 3TTr*TT ^shcT *TcTTRT %T3F>: I * ?7^T-
©s ^9
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wft Atho, next. Ayarn, this
;
just spoken before. WrJTF Atma,

the Atman, the Lord Visnn who is the principal Refuge and from whom
one obtains all the objects of one's desires. The Lord exists amongst

all householders. This is one of His forms, tfifam Sarvesatn, of all. *jj*RP^

Bhutanam, of the beings ; of all the created things. Lokah, place
;

principal stay ;
Refuge. ^ Vai, verily, Yat, what. Every sacrifice

made by a householder is really made by the Lord through that

householder. ^JStfa Juhoti, offers oblataions to Visvedevas &c.

Yat, what. Yajate, saurilices (like Asvainedha, &c.) ^sr Tena, by

that
;
by the oblations and by the sacrifices. ^Tlt^ Devanam, of the

Devas. %w. Lokah, place ;
stay

;
support

; Refuge. sjqr Atha, more-

over ; further. H?I Yat, what, sigsr^ Anubrute, repeats what the teacher

says ; recites (the Vedas). ffil Tena, by that. SR^^m Risinam, of the

Risis. %pt Atha, further ; moreover. «T<J Yat, what. Pitribhyah,

to the Fathers ; ancestors fipganffl Nimrinati , offers a Pinda or cake. «f<l

Yat, that. snnq( Prajam, son, offspring. Ichchhate, wishes (to

produce). Tena, by that. faffUm Pitrinara, of the Fathers, wsj Atha,

moreover. «tq Yat, what. JT3«Tl^ Manusyan, men, guests, ^HEW^ V/isayate,

makes (men) live in a house by giving them shelter. Yafc, what.

Ebhyah, to those (men). Danam, gifts. Some read WWFH Aianam,
food. ^[rf?r Dadati, gives. $R Tena, by that JTSTsqunm Munusyanain, of

men. WT Atha, moreover; further. qq( Yat, what, q^pq: Pasubhyah,

to the cattle ; to the beasts. !jm"l^J3( Trinodakam, grass and water, faf^fif

Vindati, gives. Ufa Tena, by that. "MJfim Pasunam, of the beasts ; of the

cattle. q*l Yat, what. sfW Asya, his. »||q Grihesu, in the houses CTTI^T:

(Sviipadah, the beasts, the quadrupeds, like cats, &c. efltfa Vayamsi,

birds. MT A, up to ; down to. fqqtfe*!*??: Pipilikabhy uh, the ants
;
(all

the beings) down to the ants (worms). 3<l3fUfel Upajivanti, sustain their

lives, ifa Tena, by that, Tesam, their. Lokah, place
;
support

;

Refuge, qqi Yatha, as. f Ha, it is well known. $ Vai, indeed
;
verily.

Wl Svaya, for one's own. $T$R Lokaya, for the principal stay or sup-

port ; or Refuge, «?ftffen Aristim, absence of misfortune, non-injury or non-

destruction, lehchhet, wishes. Evam, thus ;
so. Evariivide,

to one who knows thus ; who knows that the Lord is the true Refuge.

Sarv&iji, all. ijjnfa Bhutani, beings, such as gods, &c.

wRffe^ Aristim, absence of misfortune ; welfare J*t*f*?l Ichchhanti. wish,

j Ha, indeed, Tat, that ; what has been just said, t Vai, indeed.

Etat, this ; that Visnu is the principal stay of all. faft[crar. Viditam,

has been declared or demonstrated in all the Vedas. iftjrtfafTJ^

Mimamsitam, has been discussed and decided by reason. $ Vai, indeed
;

verily.
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10.(16). Now verily this Supreme Self (Hari) is the Re-

fuge of all beings. When (the Lord as a pious grihastha) offers

an oblation or performs a sacrifice, thereby (He becomes) the

Refuge of the Devas
;
similarly, when He repeats the Vedas,

He becomes the Refuge of the llisis. Similarly, when He
gives obsequial cakes to the Fathers, and when He desires

children, He is the Refuge of the Fathers. Similarly, when
He offers lodging to guests and gives them food, He becomes

the Refuge of all men. Similarly, when He gives grass and

water to cattle, He becomes the Refuge of all cattle. Inas-

much as beasts, birds, yea the very ants even, find shelter

in His house, He is their Refuge thereby. As every one

wishes the welfare of his own world, so all creatures wish

the welfare of such a (God-indwelt and) knowing (householder).

Verily this has been declared (in the Vedas) and reasoned

out (in the philosophies).—54.

MANTRA I. 4 (a). 11.

*A ^tt?t t *njq qi^rFt iff: i qi^rp: q*j: i^tp:

q tjcf ^ li ^ ll

fftr «rg«? (q^q) mmm^ » « ll

/Vole—The Fourth Brihmana has been .split up by Madhva into two. He calls the latter

portion beginning with i. 4. 7, AvySkrita Brihmana; hence the sab-nambering.
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MT?<?T Atma, the Supremo Self, Hari. ij?r Eva, alone. |^ Idam,

of this (world), idain = asya, the noin, to be construed as Gen. si§ Agre,

before, at the time of Pralya. WTBta Asit, there was. Ekah, one;

(not separate from his wife: she was merged in Him). <j«r Eva, only. 9:

Sah, He ; the Atman, the Supreme Self or N&rayana. »T3>nT?T?T Akamayata,

wished, formulated a desire, it Me, my, to me. Jay a, wife. WTfl

Syat, let there bo. Though Rama, the consort of Narayaua, was co-

eternal with Him, and never separated from Him, the desiie \v»s to

realise her presence. s?sr Atha, next, aftei realising Her SHWta

Prajayeya, let me have progeny, let me have children. W| Atha, next.

Vittam, wealth, ft Me, my, to me. Syat, let there be. W| Atha,

afterwards. 3>*f Karma, work ; sacrifices , &<•. $«ffa Kurviya, let me
perforin, ffif Hi, thus, ^rei^ Et&van, this much ; the whole. $ Vai, in

deed; in fact. «PW Kamah, desire
;
objects of desire. «T Na, not. X^S^.

Ichchhan, wishing. "9 Cha, and. «T Na, not. Atah, than this.

^p: Bhuyah, more. fgp|f^ Vindet, he would get; he might have a^TP-r

Tasiuat, therefore ; since the Lord had so desired in the beginning of a

creation, or, since such is the extent of desire, ^fir* Etarhi, now. Sift Api,

even. C^t*i Ekaki, a man when alone. ¥UTtHt Karoayate, wishes, desires.

gri«ri Jaya, wife. $ Me, my ; to me. 9TT^ Syat, let there be. WH Atha,

moreover. WSfPN Prajayeya, let me get progeny: let me have offspring.

W«T Atha, and. fk^t Vittam, wealth, divine and human, it Me, my ; to

me. ?ti^ Syat, let there be. wr Atha, moreover. Karma, work;

sacrifices, &o. $3ff«T Kurviya, let me perform. ff?f Iti, thus, ?r: Sah,

he ; the man of the world, Yavat, when, as long, wfq Api, even.

1&W3( Etes&rn, among these. o^^JT Ekaikam, one at least: any one of

these, f Na, not. wrifc Prai'tioti, gets; obtains. aiqq Tavat, then,

so long. Akritsnah, not whole; not complete. Eva, only.

IRWnt Many ate, thinks
;

eonsideis. Tasya, his, of the incomplete

person. The uiau who has no wife, children or riches. 3 U, also, even,

prtsrai Kritsnata, fullness; completeness ; Supply " snpl$«n *mfa"

(is made up by the method hereinafter mentioned), or (TJchyate, is

being said.) Manah, mind. ^ Eva, (It is) even, or indeed
A

Asya, his. mmi Ataiua, Self, sr! Vak, speech ; the organ of speech.

srWTT Jaya, wife JTfS: Pianah,the Vayus
; energy . $rHT: Prajah, progeny.

Wgl Chaksuh, the eye. Manusam, earthly, human, faff Vittam,

wealth. ffc Hi, because. Chaksusa, by the eye. 3<l Tat, that; the

wealth of a man, such as gold, silver, &c. fas^d Vindate, (one) obtains.

8rhf ^rotratn, the ear. t«f Dai vam, belonging to the gods
,
heavenly.

knowledge. ^Ftf Srinoti, bears; \earn8 "by Seating, TO A.Bja, \l\ft
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who thinks thus. OTfJTT Attna, thinking ; meditation, mental activity. «jq

Eva, only, indeed. Karma, work, sacrifice, ff Hi, because. trrnreT

Atmana, by thinking, by mind. Karma, work, sacrifice, $T)f3r Karoti,

performs. «j Sah, that, well-known, i^s Esah, this. m$t Yajftah,

sacrifice, the physical well-known sacrifice. <n«TO: Panktah, fivefold,

to be performed by five means (such as 1. self, 2. wife, 3. son and 4.

worldly wealth, 5. learning, or divine wealth), qg: Pasuh, the animal. qfaK:

Panktah, fivefold, g«q: Purusah, the sacrificer. qfat Panktah, fivefold,

Idam, this, fnfij Sarvam, all ; whole, «W. Yat, what. %%H Idam, this. (g?T)

fifa (Yat) kificha, whatever, qfa> Paiiktam, produced by five. at{ Tat.

^f»^ Idam, this. fl€ Sarvam, all. srmtfji Apnoti, he obtains, q: Yah, who.

trtf Bvam, this. ^ Veda, knows ; realises.

11.(17). In the beginning (of this creation) there existed

the Supreme Self alone, one only. He wished " let me have a

wife, so that I may have progeny ; let me have wealth, so that

I may do (good) works." For so far extends the scope of

desire (and it sums up all desires). No one can wish for

more than these (wife, children, wealth of riches and wealth

of learning). And even if he were to wish for more, he would

not get it (for there is nothing more to get on this earth).

Therefore (since the Lord Himself in the beginning of

the present creation formulated these desires) now even every

solitary man desires, saying: " Let me have a wife, so that

I may have progeny, let me have wealth (worldly and divine),

so that I may do (good) works." And so long as he does

not get every one of these objects of desire, he considers

himself as not whole. (Even) of such (an incomplete person),

there may be wholeness (by the following method of medita-

tion). (Let him meditate that) his mind is his self, his speech

is his wife, the Pranic energies are his children, the sense of sight

is his worldly riches, for by sight he finds out worldly riches ; and

the sense of hearing his divine riches, for by the ear he acquires

knowledge which is the heavenly riches. His Atma (mind, this

mental meditation) is even (as if it were) his good deeds ; for by

this mental meditation, he performs good deeds (which others

perform with richest

(Thus this mental sacrifice consists of five parts : mind,

speech, vital energy, sight and hearing). That well-known

H
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worldly sacrifice is also fivefold, the sacrificial victim is also

fivefold, the sacrificer is also fivefold, yea all that exists

here is fivefold. He who knows this (mystery) obtains all

this.—55.
Here ends the Avydkfila Brdhmana.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

[It has been said that Brahman is always perfect and eternally pos-

sesses direct knowledge. Why then the text uses the words Avet " He
knew " and Abhavat " He became " showing that Brahman knew himself

to be perfect and became all-knowing? The past tense in the words

"knew" and " became " shows that Brahman was not omniscient or per-

fect before that time. This objection is next considered:—

]

The past tense in the sentences Tada Atmanani eva avet and Tasmat

tat sarvam abhavat (then he knew himself, and therefore he became full) is

similar to the past tense employed in other passages of the scripture

where it has the force of indicating a permanent fact. As the past tense

used in the first verse of the Ait. Up., I., 1., and in the Chh. Up.,

VI., 2., 1 :—

Atma va idam eka eva agra asit (the Atma verily was alone in the

beginning of the creation); Sad eva somyedam agra asit (Oh child! the

Ever-existent was in the beginning of this creation). The verb " was" in

both the passages does not mean strictly past tense, but the fact that God

was in the beginning and still exists. Therefore, the past tense employed

in the text under discussion, merely declares that the knowledge and per-

fection of God-head are eternal and do not arise in time.

The words Idam agre literally mean "This in the beginning," but

the nominative case "this " must be explained in the genitive case, that

is to say, Idam is equal to Asya "of this. " It means " in the beginning

of this.

"

The word Aham in the sentence ' Aham Brahma asmi', does

not mean "I, " and the sentence above given does not denote "lam
Brahman." On the other hand Aham means Aheyam " that which can-

not be neglected, cannot be avoided;" similarly, the word Brahma
means " all-full." Asmi does not mean "I am " but it is a compound of two

words "As" meaning existence and "Mi" meaning knowable. So
Asmi mean* ever-existing knowledge or He whose knowledge is ever-

existing and is never obscured. Brahman knew (always realises) the

nature of His self as being Aheyam (all pervading ruler of the world),

Brahma (all full) and Asmi (ever-existing knowledge). Had the word
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the employment of the word AtmAnam in the above sentence would be a

superfluity. For the sentence is, "he knew his self as I am Brahman."

The word " self " here has no force, for the simple sentence, " He knew

I am Brahman, " would have been enough.

Therefore the two words Aham and Asmi have the meaning of

" unavoidable '• and "ever-present knowledge."

The sense is that Brahman knows His self as existing even from the

beginning-less time, and this is the meaning of the word Agre (in the

beginning).

The force is that not only God exists from the beginning-less time,

but He knows that He exists so. The Jivas also exist from the beginning-

less time, but they are not conscious of their existence.

(If you explain the word Aham, as Aheyam, *' unavoidable, "

" inexorable ", then the question arises, is his own self unavoidable to

him, or is everything else unavoidable? Not the first. Because all

persons in general cann<>t say about their own self that it is unavoidable.

Nor is the second meaning possible, for there is no reason why every-

thing should be unavoidable to God. Therefore, the commentator

explains the word Aheyam thus) :

—

Brahman is unavoidable by all, because He is the ruler of all and

because He pervades all.

(A world-sovereign is also the ruler of all so far as his dominion

extends, but ho being limited in place cannot be said to be unavoidable.

Therefore, with regard to God, the further qualification has been added

that He is all-pervading. No human king can be all-pervading. But a

thing may be all-pervading still not be unavoidable, since there might

be no reason to avoid it. For instance space is all-pervading and time is

all-pervading. But no one ever tries to avoid space or time, for they

have no ruling power over man , and man therefore has no reason to avoid

these. But man can sin against God and may wish to avoid God, but

God is unavoidable as space; and over and above that, He punishes the

sinner which space cannot).

(Therefore, God is said to be the ruler of all; no one can escape

from his laws, no one can break his law and escape punishment, for He
is all-pervading. Thus God is the only true Aheya or the unavoidable).

(Had the other passages of the Upanisad established the unity

between the Jiva, and Isvara, then we might have taken the passage,

Aham Brahmaami, as declaring that unity also. But other passages
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of the Upanisad do not declare any such unity). Says an objector

—

" How do you say there are no other passsages in the Upanisad which

declare the unity of man and God ? How do you explain the

following ? :

—

(1) Tad Yo'ham so'sau ; Yo'sau, so'ham.

That which I am, that is he what is he that I am.

(2) Yo asau Asau Purusah, so'ham asmi.— (fsa. Up )

That person is that what I am.

In the above passages, the word Ahaui does not mean " I, " but it

denotes the inner ruler of all and consequently it means the unavoidable,

inevitable Lord.

(The first passage means that Visnu who is in the thousand-

petalled lotus, the sun, is the same Visnu who dwells in the souls

of men pervading the seventy-two rays of the Prana and controlling

the man from within. The appearance of the human soul to the eye

of a seer is very much like that of the sun. As the sun spreads his rays

throughout the world, so the soul spreads its rays throughout its world,

namely, the body of man. And as God rules the sun from within the

sun, so He rules the soul of man by being within it. Therefore Visnu is

called Aham in the above passage. He is Aham or unavoidable, bacauso

He dwells within the very soul of man, and do what he may, man cannot

get rid of God, but is always under His control. The above passage,

therefore, declares the identity of the Visnu within the solar logos with

the Visnu inside the souls of men. And it does not teach that man is

God. That Visnu verily dwells in the sun, also he pervades the sun

having seventy-two thousand forms. He is the inner controller of the

deities of the sun. And they cannot avoid him. Had this not been the

meaning, the one sentence Yo'ham, So'sau, would have been enough,

and would have expressed the identity of man with God, but there is

the next sentence, Yo'sau, so'ham, what was the necessity of it ? You
cannot say that the first sentence declares the identity of the sun with

man, but it does not establish the identity of man with the sun, and so

the second is necessary. For, when the identity of the sun with man is

declared, there would not arise any doubt as to the identity of man with

the sun. So under your explanation, the second sentence is superfluous.

Nor can you say that it is an example of Abhyasa or scriptural

repetition in order to impress the teaching. For the scrip-

tural repetition must always be a verbal repetition, but here we do not

find Buoh a verbal repetition. The first sentence is Yo'ham so'asau.

The second sentence is not a repetition of it, but is differently

worded as Yo'sau, so'ham. Under our explanation there is no such
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fault. The first sentence declares that the Lord is Aham or unavoidable

with regard to all men. The second sentence declares that the Lord

is Aham or unavoidable with regard to all Devas. Not only men, but

even the angels are under His sway ).

(As regards the second passage quoted above, it is to be

found in the fifth Chapter of this very Upani§ad. We shall explain it

there. See also S. B. H-, Vol. I, page 14. We give the following quota-

tion from it :

—

(He is called Aham, because he is not discardable (aheya). In

other words," Aham" means " the Supreme." He is called" Asmi,"

because He dwells in all beings and thus He is the measure (Ma) of

their existence (as). (Their existence or be-ness depends upon His being

in them. He is the standard of their existenco). But Uari.the Supreme

Lord, however, is apart from all His devotees (Jivas), though ensouling

all).

[Says an objector, admitting that these two passages can be ex-

plained in a dualistic sense, how do you explain the passages of the

Chh. Up. VI, 8. 7 ?:—

]

(3) Tat Satyam, Sa Atma, Tat Tvam Asi Svetaketo.

He is the true, he is the self, that thou art Oh Svetaketu !

[This assertion 'that thou art,' has been repeated in that Up. from

sections 7 to 16. This repeated declaration—-That thou art—shows that

unity is the real teaching of the Scriptures. The man called here " thou''

is declared as one with the Lord called here "that." What other passage

do you require for establishing the identity of man with God ? With the

help of this passage, we are justified in explaining the above two pas-

sages also in a monistic way, as declaring the unity of man with God.

Consequently, we should explain the passage of this Up :—(4) Aham
Brahmasmi, as declaring the same unity and identity. To this objection

the commentator replies :—

]

All the above passages quoted by you, namely (I) Tad Yo'ham
etc., (2) Asau Purusah, (3) Tat tvam asi and (4). Aham Brahmasmi,

have been wrongly understood by you. Through the non-understanding

of the right meaning of these passages, there has arisen the delusion

that the scriptures teach non-duality and unity. In order to remove this

wrong notion, which one might get from the passages like (I), (2) and

(4), the great Upanisad of the Chhandogas repeats nine times persistently,

the solemn declaration:—He is the Afman, thou art not that, Oh
Svetaketu 1
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[In order to understand this discussion properly, it is necessary that

the entire passage of the Chh. Up. referred to above be given here.

We do so bel jw :

—

(That highest God is) the Essence and Ruler (of all), the desired

(of all) and known only through the subtlest intellect. All this universe

is controlled by Him, He pervades it all, and is the Good. He is the

destroyer of all and full of perfect qualities. Thou, Oh $vetaketu, art

not that God
;
(why then this conceit ?).

"Please, Sir, instruct me still more" said the son. " Be it so, my
child," replied the father.

1. As the bees, my child, make honey by collecting the juice of

different trees and bring together and mix them in one place.

2. And as these juices have no discrimination, so, that they might

say, " I am the juice of this tree, I am the juice of that tree", in the

same manner, my child, all these creatures, when they get mixed in

the Sat, do not know that they have got mixed in the Sat.

3. Whatever these creatures are here, whether a tiger, or a lion,

or a wolf, or a boar, or a worm, or an insect, or a gnat, or a mosquito,

that they become again and again.

4. (That highest God is) the Essence and Ruler of all, the desired

of all, and known through the subtlest intellect. All this universe is

controlled by Him, He pervades it all, and is the Good. This Gad is the

destroyer of all and full of perfect qualities. Thou, Oh i§vetaketu, art not

that God
;
(Why then this conceit ?).

" Please, Sir, instruct me still more," said the son. " Be it so, my
Child," replied the father.

1. These rivers (Devat&s), my child, run, the Eastern towards the

east, the Western towards the west. They rise from the sea and go back

to the sea. But that sea even remains the sea (whether the rivers come

out of it or go back to it; nor does it become the river). And as

those river gods, when they are in the sea, do not know " I am this river,"

" I am that river" (cannot discriminate the waters that formed their

body).

2. In the same manner, my child, all these creatures when they

have come from the Sat (the good), know not that they have come from the

Sat. Whatever these creatures are here, whether a tiger, or a lion, or a

wolf, or a worm, or an insect, or a gnat, or a mosquito, that they become

again and again.
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3. (That highest God is) the Essence and Ruler of al), and known

through the subtlest intellect. All this universe is controlled by Him,

He pervades it all, and is the Good. This God is the destroyer of

all and full of perfect qualities. Thou, Oh Svetaketu, art not that God
;

(why then this conceit '?)

" Please, Sir, instruct me still more," said the son " Be it so, my

child," replied the father.

1. If some one were to strike at the root of this lare tree, it

would live, so long as the Jiva (the Lord Aniruddha) presides over it,

though it would bleed. If he were to strike at its middle, so long as the

Jiva (Aniruddha) is there, it would live, though it would bleed. If one

were to strike at its top, it would live, so long as the Jiva (Aniruddha) is

there, though it would bleed. That Jiva of the tree is pervaded by the

Jiva (living) Self, the lord called (Jiva Atman) ; and hence the body of

the tree stands firm, drinking in nourishment, and the juice of the tree

rejoices.

2. (But even when not struck by any one, still) when the Lord Ani-

ruddha leaves one of its branches, that branch withers, if he leaves the

third branch, that also withers, if he leaves the whole tree, the whole tree

withers. In exactly the same manner, my child, know this. Thus he

spoke.

3. This tree indeed withers and dies when the Lord, called Jiva,

has left it, but the Living Lord dies not. (That Highest God is) the

Essence and Ruler of all, the desired of all and known only through

the subtlest intellect. All this universe is controlled by Him, He per-

vades it all, and is the Good. This God is the destroyer of all and full

of perfect qualities. Thou, Oh Svetaketu, art not that God
;
(why then

this conceit ?).

" Please, Sir, instruct me still tnore," said the son. " Be it so, my
child," replied the father.

1. '• Bring a fruit of that Nyagrodha tree." " Here it is, Sir,"

" Break it. " 'It is broken, Sir." " What dost thou see there ?" "These
extremely small seeds, Sir." " Break one of these, my dear." " It is

broken, Sir." " What dost thou see there ? " " Nothing, Sir."

2. The father said, "My child that Atomic essence (Animan) which

tbou perceivest not, of that very essence, this Nyagrodha tree subsists.

Believe it so, my child."

3. (That highest God is) Essence and Ruler of all, the desired

of all, and known through the subtlest intellect, All thjs universe is
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controlled by Him , He pervades it all, and is the Good. The God is the

destroyer of all and full of perfect qualities. Thou, Oh Svetaketu, art

not that God
;
(why then this conceit ?).

" Please, Sir, instruct me still more," said the son. " Be it so,

my child," replied the father.

1. Put this salt in water and then come to me in the morning.

The son did so. The father said to him, "Take out the salt which yon

put in the water last night. " The son looked for it and did not find it,

for it had become dissolved.

2. The father said, " Child, taste it from the surface. "How does

it taste? " The son replied, " It is saltish." " Taste it from the middle,

how is it ? " The son replied, " It is saltish," "Taste it from the bottom

how is it ? " The son replied, " It is saltish. " The father said, ' Throw it

away and then come to me." The son did so. That salt exists for ever

in the water. Then the father said to him, " Here also, 0 child,

you do not perceivo the existing salt, though it is there certainly."

(That highest God is) the Essence and Kuler of all, the desired

of all, and known through the subtlest inlellect. All this universe is

controlled by Him, He pervades it all, and is the Good. This God is the

destroyer of all and full of perfect qualities. Thou, Oh Svetaketu, art

not that God
;
(why then this conceit?).

" Please, Sir, instruct me still more, " said the son. " Be it so, my
child," replied the father.

1. As a person (may be kidnapped and) brought from the country

of the Gandh&ras blindfolded, and then left in a place where there are

no human beings, cries out east and west, north and south', saying : " I

have been brought here blindfolded, I have been left here blindfolded. "

2. And as thereupon some (kind-hearted) person might loosen

his bandage and say, "Go in that direction, there is Gandhara, go in that

direction." Thereupon, being wise and retentive, he would ask his way

from village to village, am) arrive at last at Gandhara—in the same way

does a man, who finds the Teacher, obtains the knowledge. For him there

is delay only so long as his Pr&rabdha karras are not exhausted. Then

he reaches the perfect.

3. (That highest God is) the Essence and Ruler of all, the desired

of all, and known through the subtlest intellect. All this universe is con-

trolled by Him, He pervades it all, and is the Good. This God is the des-

troyer of all and full of perfect qualities. Thou, Oh Svetaketu, art not

that God
;
(why then this conceit ?).
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" Please, Sir, instruct me still more, " said the son. " Be it so, my
child, " replied the father.

1. As a man suffering from disease, and surrounded by his kins-

men, who ask : "Do you know me, do you know me ? " (goes on answer-

ing) so long as the speech (Uma) is not merged in the (Rudra), the Mind in

Breath (Chirst), the Breath in the Fire (Sri, the Holy Ghost), and the

Fire in the Highest God (Visnu) : he knows so long.

2. But when his speech is merged in the Mind, the Mind in Breath,

the Breath in Fire, the Fire in the highest God, then he knows them not.

(That highest God is) the Essence and Ruler of all, the desired of

all, and known through the subtlest intellect. All this universe

is controlled by Him, He pervades it all, and is the Good. This God 1 is the

destroyer of all and full of perfect qualities. Thou, Oh Svetaketu, art

not that God
;
(why then this conceit ?).

" Please, Sir, instruct me still more," said the son. " Be it so, my
child," replied the father.

1. My child, the king's officials bring a man handcuffed, saying

" He has robbed, he has committed a theft." When he denies,. the king

says, " Heat the axe for him." If he is the doer of the crime imputed to

him (by the fact of his commission of the offence and its denial), he makes

his soul a liar. That false-minded one, having covered his soul with false-

hood, grasps the heated axe, he is burnt, and then (his guilt being proved)

he is killed.

2. But if he is not the doer of the crime, by that alone he makes

his soul a speaker of truth. That true-minded one covers his soul

with truth and grasps the heated axe. He is not burnt, but is released.

3. As that innocent man is not burnt even slightly, by this ordeal,

(so he believes in God). All this universe is controlled by Him, He
pervades it all, and is the Good. He is the destroyer of all and full of

perfect qualities. Thou, Oh Svetaketu, art not that
; (why then this

conceit ?). Then he verily knew this.

Thus these nine repetitions of the Ghh&n. Up. strengthen the case

of the dnalist and not of the monist,

(Though there are clearer texts in the Up. to show the difference

between the Jiva an-d Brahman, yet the commentator has taken the doubt-

ful passage of the Ghh. Up. ' Atat tvam asi ' to disprove the contention

qf the non-dualist, by showing that the repetition of separation in those

15
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nine passages shows that the difference is the theme of the Up. and not

the establishment of the unity of man with God.

(Bat, says an objector, this passage of the Ghh. Up. might establish

your position if the Sandhi were to be resolved, as you have done. But

this is not a proper resolution of the Sandhi. The unity of Jiva and

tsvara not being known from any other source, it was not necessary for the

Up. to teach the difference between man and God, but to teach their unity.

The negation of a thing is only necessary when there is some doubt-

ful positive assertion. But, as a matter of fact, all men know that they

are not God
;
why then teach that they are not God ? To this, the com*

mentator answers I—

)

It was necessary to show by this negation, nine times repeated, that

man was not one with God, because passages like "That which I am, he is,

that which he is, I am" (Tad yo'ham so'sau), I am Brahma (Aham Brahma

asrni), etc., have a primd facie non-dualistic significance ; and, if not

rightly understood, their meaning may lead people to fall into the error of

thinking that the scriptures teach the unity of the human soul with God ;

hence the necessity of repeating nine times the declaration " thou art

not that."

(But, says an objector, how do you show that a misconception caused

by the wrong understanding of some scriptural passage is oorrected by

another scriptural passage explaining the previous ambiguous passage?

To this, the commentator replies by showing that there are several

passages of the scripture which apparently teach which was not correct,

and so they are explained in subsequent passages. As an illustration of

this, he quotes the well-known passage of the Tait. Up. (III. 7)

which declares that non-being existed in the beginning and all things

came out of that non-being (Asad va idam agre asit tato vai sad ajayata),

Asat verily was in the beginning of this. Prom it the Sat (being)

was produced.

If one understood the above declaration in its superficial sense, one

would have understood wrongly, and therefore the ^ruti itself in another

Up. corrects this primdfacie view. Thus the right interpretation is given

in the Ohh. (VI, 2, 1):—

I. The Sat (Good) alone, O child I existed in the beginning

(of this creation), one only without an equal. About this others say, the

Asat (Void) alone existed in the beginning of this'creation. One only

without a second, from that Void (Asat) was produced the Plenum
(Sat).
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2. " But, 0 child ! how could it be thus ?" said the father. "How

from the Void should be born the Plenum ? Therefore the Sat (the Good)

alone existed, 0 child ! in the beginning of this creation. One only,

without an equal.

Thus we see one Up. corrects the misconception caused by another

Upanisad.

Or the misconception might have been caused by the previous

sentence of this very Chli. Up., and hence the repetition of Atat tvam asi.

In the previous passage, the word Atrnd has been used ;
though the word

Atman is principally applied to the Supreme Self, yet it is liable to mis-

conception and may beapplied tothe human self also; therefore, to remove

this misconception, the Upanisad says ' thou art not that.'

In the previous passages, ' Sa ya eao'nimaitadatmyam idam

sarvam tat satyam sa atma'tat tvam asi,' are the words 'Aitad atmyam'

which are ambiguous and may mean that whose essence is this Sat. The

word Atma is the doubtful word, hence the necessity for correcting this

misconception.

The word 'atman' has several meanings, as given in the follow-

ing verse:

—

' Yachcha'pnoti yadidatte^achcha'tti visiyaniha

' Yachcha'sya aantato bhavas tasmad Stmeti bhanyate.'

Because He pervades all (Apnoti vyapnoti), he is oalled Atman
j

because he takes everything, he is called Atman ; because he takes

all as his own (Adatte—accepts everything as his own), he is called

Atman. Because he eats all (atti—eating) objects, here he is called

Atman. Because his essence, is eternal, he is called Atman,

(Thus Atman has four meanings, the all-pervading, the Lord of all,

the enjoyer of all, the ever eternal. Thus the word 'Atman' is a word of

several meanings, and it was therefore necessary to explain the word
1 Atman ' in the phrase, ' aitadatmyam idam sarvam.'

Doubts may arise whether all this world is this Atman ; the Atman,
the derivative meanings of which are given before. In order to avoid this,

it may be said that, besides these, there is another word 'Atman' of which

the meaning is whole or full. For example, in the sentence, Atma purnat*

vato barih—Hari is called Atman, on account of His fulness. Therefore

the meaning of the phrase 'Sa Atma' in the above verse of the Ghb. Up.
is 'He is the whole or full.'

Says an objector, your explanation that the teaching is " Thou
art not that " might be correct, only if it might be reconciled with the
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teaching given in the same Upanisad, Chapter III, section IV, beginning

with "Saravin khalv idam brahma" (all this is verily Brahman). By the

sentence—" All this is verily Brahman—" the whole universe is described

as having Brahman for its self. In answer to the question, how is the

universe Brahman : the Upanisad answers, " Taj-Jal&n ;
" because the

universe takes its birth (Ja—birth), has its dissolution (La-lay a) and has

its animation (An—living) from, in, and through Brahman. Hence every-

thing has Brahman for its substantial cause (Up&dana). The Brahman

is the substantial cause of the world, not in the sense as the clay is the

substantial cause of the pot ; for Brahman does not change himself into

the world by any modification or evolution (Parinama) of its substance,

for that would imply that Brahman is liable to change, which is against

all drutis, as they declare that Brahman is changeless. But Brahman is

the substantial caus*e of the world, in the sense of being the substrate of

the appearances which we call the world. It is like the rope which is

the substrate of the appearance of the snake in a dark night. The rope

undergoes no change, when it appears like a snake to the vision of the

passer-by ;
similarly , Brahman undergoes no change vvhen.it appears as

transformed into the universe in the eyes of the ignorant. To explain

this fact that the Brahman is the substantial cause of the universe,

the Upanisad, in the first half of the VI chapter, describes how the world

appears to come out of Brahman. The sections 1 to VII of the Vlth chapter

of the Ghh. Up. describe this appearance of the world in the Brahman,

by the method of Vivarta or super-imposition; as the snake appears in

the rope by super-imposition. The snake is in the fancy of the man and

not in the rope. So, this world is in the fanoy of the man, and not in

Brahman- It is absolutely non-existent but in the imagination of the

frightened passer-by.

A'ote :—-Thi: non-reality of the world it- not the peculLu doctrine of the monistic

Hindus, but is largely utilised by the modern sect of the Christian Scientists, who strongly

deny the existence of pain and illness in this «oild. They teach that the world being an

expression of God, cannot be evil. The so-called evil that we bee in it is our own fancy.

Wonderful cuies aie reported to have been elicited by this sect among its votaries by

their film belief that illness or disease has no existence,

Svetaketu is taught in this Chapter VI, in the first portion, the world-

process as a Vivarta in Brahman. Thus in the very first section of that

chapter, the father asks the son whether he has learnt that soience, by

knowing which everything else is known. The son replies that he

has not. Then the instruction is given. The very question implies

that by the knowledge of one Brahman alone, everything else is known.

We give the story below :

—
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1. There once lived f§vetaketu Aruneya. To him his father said,

"SVetaketu, goto the house of a teacher to study Vedas; for there

is none belonging to our family, 0 son, who has not studied (Vedas)

and is merely like a kinsman of Biahmanas. "

2. Having gone, when twelve years old, he came back, when he

was twenty-four years of age, having studied all the Vedas, greatly con-

ceited, considering himself well-read, and arrogant. His futher said to

him :" Svetaketu, since thou art so conceited, considering thyself well-

read, and arrogant, didst thou ask for that instruction

—

?"

3. "By hearing about which we hoar (learn about that which was

never heard before, by understanding which we understand what

was never understood before, by meditating on which we know

even that which was never known before." Svetaketu replied, "What
is that instruction, Sir ?

"

The above question thus indicates the identity of the world with

Brahman. For if the world were different from Brahman, the knowledge

of Brahman would not be the knowledge of the world, for the knowledge

of one thing cannot lead to a thing dissimilar from it. (As the knowledge

of gold does not lead to the knowledge of copper), therefore, Brahman

and the world must be held to be identical, for the knowledge of Brahman

is said to be the knowledge of the world. Now, the son did not under-

stand this, and therefore, at the ond of the third verse, he puts the ques-

tion : "What is that instruction, Sir? " Then Uddalaka answers this by

explaining that the effect is not different from its cause ; and he gives

three illustrations, that of the clod of earth, the nugget of gold, and the

nailclippers, in the following words :

—

4. The father replied : " My dear child, as by knowing one clod of

clay , all that is made of clay is known (by its similarity to clay), so is

that instruction : or as by knowing the true word Mrittika all other words

(like Mitti, mud, &c.) are known, for they are corruptions of it, (owing

to the difference of pronunciation) caused by the organ of speech.

5. As my child, by knowing one nugget of gold (as gold or metal)

all that is made of metal is made known (by its similarity), so is that

instruction ; or as by knowing the correct word Loha, (all other words

like Loha, &c.) are known, for they are corruptions of it, (owing to the

difference of pronunciation) caused by the organ of speech.

6. And as, dear child, by knowing one pair of nail-scissors all

that is made of black metal is known by its similarity with it, so is that

instruction , or as by knowing the correct word Karsnayasam one knows
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all other words, which are corruptions of it, (owing to the difference of

pronunciation) caused by the organ of speech.

The meaning of these illustrations is this. As by knowing thoroughly

the nature of clay, gold, etc., in their true form, one knows all objects

made of clay, gold, etc., so the world is false and unreal, the reality is

Brahman alone. This truth has been taught in the first half of the

sixth Chapter. The second half of the same Chapter, in which occurs

the fatuous aphorism—Tat tvura asi—cannot teach anything different from

the first half. For then there would be conflict of teachings. The second

half, therefore, does not teach that the word is different from Brahman.

In fact, it assert the same teaching of the unity of the world with

Brahman, as was taught before also in Chapter V, section XXIV, verse

IV, where it was said that if such a knower were to give the leavings of

his food to a Chandala even, it would really be offered to God.

Note.—This shows that, in the e\es of a real kowner, the lowest Chandala is even equal to

God. That verse dearly shows that the soul of the Chandala is the same as the soul of the highest

Brahmana. In order to firmly establish this proposition that all J Has are one with Brahman

the Up. Ueclaies by repeatetl illustrations that the Jiva is not different from Brahman and gives

nine illustrations in this second half of the Vlth chapter.

[To thin argument, the Commentator answer**.]

True, Brahman knows His own Belf and the knowledge is direct and

eternal, so He is always the whole (Full) ; such is the way in which the

argument of the former should be met with. Then it follows that the Brah-

man had the knowledge of self and it is therefore that He was whole (full).

In the following mantras, the eternal knowledge and the wholeness of

the Lord, is spoken «n?m 51 WHfaj " Verily Aman there was before

the creation of this," and S^qgtf^prafrrcOq '* Oh beautiful one, before the

creation there was only Sat." The word ' n ' 8 > n modern

Sanskrit arif—before the creation of this world; the second case

ending in has been used for the sixth. The word WfH means of$qq

—

unavoidable. The word STgr means '* Whole," " Full." vrftfT means pro-

ducing the knowledge that it always is; always existing. He was always

conscious of Himself by these three qualities. First, the quality of an-

avoidableness
;
secondly, the quality of wholeness or fullness

;
thirdly,

the quality of being always present or existing. If the word wy»^ meant

"I" and the meaning of the word wftfl were " Am," in this case the word

WTCTTWl in WWRTta «Kta[ would be useless and redundant means he

knew. He knew what ? The answer is vrgvinwlftt—That "I am Brahman"
;

here the word "I" satisfies the sense of Atman, for "1" is a pronoun and

refers to Atman. So the words wtf and wffcr cannot b% used in the sense
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of " I" and "Am". They must have been used in the sense of unavoidable

and always existing.

So the sense of the mantra is that before the creation that Brahman

knew Himself to be existing from time immemorial. He is aj^tj or unavoid-

able, because He is the ruler of all and present in every body.

So also in the mantras %T$g$TStft—That is. He who is Aham,

«hs#r frstf What is He that is Aham, ^T5$t W&lJCTi^rSfwfw—The

Purusa who is that, is Aham and Ashmi ; and in the mantras like

these the word means nothing but «nj«I, unavoidableness of the

Lord governing from within.

It is true in ?T sUfflT «t?pawfa—He is Atman and not That thou art, the

mode of recitation does not indicate difference, i.e., does not indicate

that there is one si, meaning not omitted
; yet the wrong notion of oneness

with Atman derived from the misinterpretation of iftsy'&is^r—That He
is what I am, MgggnftlT I am Brahman, cannot change the mode of

recitation if the reading is •nn^ffRr not That thou art. As the wrong

notion derived from misinterpretation of the mantra «rag3T $^flR wrcftq,

WfRf! Hffl*J?>—" Before the creation of this world, verily there was Asat

and from this Asat came to be the Sat"—can be removed by the mantra

" Strange it is that some say that before the creation there was only

Asat, One only without a second; but how can it be, Oh my child, how can
Sat be from what is Asat ?", so can this wrong motion 9 WTHTJiHTOfw—He
is Atman and That thou art—can be removed by reading (q HTfJTl)

erawrfe. not That thou ait, and by explaining WROT as He is the Lord
Atman.

Moreover it may be said that the word Atman though chiefly leads

one to think of Param&tman, the Great Lord, yet it may mislead one to

think of the Jiva. It is in order to avoid this confusion, it has been said

" Not That thou art," meaning He is not Jiva and thou art different from

Him. Because He pervades everything. He is called Atman, All-pervad-

ing ; because He takes everything for His own, He is called Atman, the

Master ; because He enjoys all the objects, He is called Atman, the En-

joyer of everything ; because He exists for ever He is called Atman , the

Ever-existing. Doubts may arise whether all this is denoted by the word
Atman. The answer is yes, Atman has four root-meanings as shown
above. Besides these, there is another word Atman, of which the meaning
is Whole or Full, for example MttOTJpfaKftfR:—Lord Hari ia called

Atman. on account of His Wholeness or Fullness. Therefore, the. meaning
of ?T WWT is He is the Whole or Fall,
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.In the story where it has been said hot $th)&t ?J?tfV3«T, &c, it has

been shown that knowledge of one thing produces the knowledge of an-

other thing similar to the former. The example of sil^JTRu—shows that

the knowledge of a chief of a class easily produces the knowledge of minor

things of the class, because the word flftl means prominent, chief and

best, &c.

Again, the example of a nail-pairer ^OT&U'I&'I TO^I^'^T *T<f

WOfltf fiwjRf W1— •' As, Oh my dear child, the knowledge of one nail-

pairer helps to produce the knowledge of all of black iron (steel)"—shows

the knowledge of a thing helps to produce the knowledge of another

thing similar to the former.

Had these examples all intended to speak of the material oneness

only, then it may be said that in that case the force of the adjective ij$«t

(by only one)—in f^T (lump) the first example, in Jrfawr in the second

example and again in the third example, would be useless. In that case

it would have been better to say Ij^r fgrSTRTIT—earth being known
, $nJ«T

farrita—by iron having been known, OT«ofa&rq f^rnfcr—on the black

iron being known, all is known. Moreover, all things that are made of

earth are not made from the same (lump of) earth, and there is no oneness

amongst all things. All things made of iron are not from the same iron
;

nor are they one with that piece of iron. Similarly, all things made of

steel are not made from the nailpairer. aTTOT^"/ fawO TW*«f 'jf^T3>T

flff I TO—means—by words only. WTflof—production ; creation of

names. fsr<f>r?»—variety ;
variety in object, i. e., various names that we give

to them originate in language only. Hr*f—The constant thing ; the thing

that is at the basis of all those varieties of objects which is real and cons-

tant. JWTVshf—the name. JJ%$T—earth : clay. Therefore the meaning of

the whole sentence is that the varieties in objects, i.e., the different names

that are given to them originate in words (language) only and the cons-

tant thing that is at the basis of all those varieties is nothing but the same

earth. These and the portions like these speak that the chief object being

known, the minor or dependant points are known of themselves. The

different names that are given are mere signs. They can be made as many

as one likes

However, who knows the chief names of those things (such as earth,

iron, &c.,)—knows those things by the chief names (earth, iron, &c.,) only,

but not the varieties of those thin js (pitcher, cup, &c). It is in this way

that a man is said to know all when he knows the Great Lord, who is

eternal, beyond thiB world and possessing all the qualities possible,
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As when only important persons in a province are known or are in-

vited, or arrived, or killed or protected (the people) of the whole province,

is said to be known, invited, come, killed and protected
;
again, when the

kings are killed, it is said the whole earth is killed (destroyed), or some

important person being protected, a king is said to protect the whole

earth with its forests or mountains j so the Great Lord only being known,

it is said everything in the world has almost been known. But it must be

borne in mind that one who knows all things made of earth to be earth only,

may not know the names of the varieties in the earthly things, for in that

case there would not have been a desire in that man to know what is a

pitcher and what is a cup.

Now we shall speak something of creation ; it will give the reader

a knowledge of objects that are chief as well as of the objects that are

minor or dependant. The Satya or constant things are three and three

only, and these are the presiding deities.

Brali rail is the presiding deity of the Tejas ( ftai: )— fire, heat, &c,

Vayfi is the presiding deity of Apas (water), and Kudra ii the presiding

deity of Prithivi (earth).

This world consists of these three only. These three presiding dei-

ties, with the three things over which they preside, were produced from

the Lord Visnu, and one after another, each from that which immediately

proceeds. The names of these gods are Tejas (fire), Apas (water) and
Anna (food), and these are the three forms of the gods and such are

their names, i. e., Brahma is the presiding deity of fire and is called

Tejas ; he was born of Visnu. Vftyu is the presiding deity of water and

is called Apas, he was born of Brahma, and Kudra is the presiding deity

of earth and is called Anna, he was borne of Vftyu. From these gods

Brahma, Vftyu and GiriSa this world was produced ; it is therefore that

gods Agni, Surya and Soma had their origin in these gods. So these

names Agni, Surya and Soma though applied to the gods fire, the sun, the

moon are in reality the names of these gods Brahma, Vaya and Kudra.

These three gods aro what is called Satya with respect to Agni, Surya

and Soma &c, for they it is that govern all; and the Lord Hari is the Satya

with respect to these three sods, because, it is He who governs them.

Again the Srutin apply this term Satya in the sense of chief. For

example Kanchana (gold) has been called chief of all irons. As

all things made of clay are equal with or resemble the lump of clay, or as

all things made of steel resemble the piece of steel (in the nailpairer), so

does the Lord Hari resemble all things in the world and He is the best or

chief thing amongst them. So whoever knows the Lord has, so to speak,

16
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the knowledge of all things in the world. The Lord Hari is the Creator,

the Destroyer, the Regulator and Protector of this world and pervades

through the world. It is therefore that, He has been called Atman of this

world. He is Atman of this world on account of His Fullness in quality.

He is in fire and every where, and He is Satya because He is the best or chief

thing. Those that are demoniac in spirit think Him to be one with Jiva

(human soul). Svetaketu was made to understand that He was not so, i. e.,

the Lord Hari and the Jiva were not one and the same ; but He was

quite different from the Jiva and God of the gods and Master

and Governor. Svetaketu was also made to understand that he,

Jiva, was quite different from Visnu, and his strength, knowledge,

pleasure, &c, were bat limited and far inferior to those of the Lord; by

such a knowledge, Svetaketu was told, he would get Moksa. When the

Lord is known as the best and the Chief Thing, He gives Moksa to the

knower, but in blinding darkness does He throw him who knows Him
to be one and the same with the Jiva (human soul). Moksa is to get to

the vicinity of the Lord with a full knowledge of being an obedient

servant of His; but Moksa is not to become Visnu, for never does a man
(who has attained Mukti) think that " lam the Lord Visnu." He always

believes or, in other words, his state of mind is that " 1 have got beyond

the high water mark of worldliness, so I am Mukta. " When such is the

state of the mind of a Mukta Purusa (of one who has attained Mukti) of

what use it is to say that to attain the knowledge of oneness with the

Lord is Mukti ? For what benefit (pleasure) does he derive from such a

knowledge? Honey (which is so sweet) and which the bees collect in

tbeir hives from various flowers, does it feel happy, does it derive any

pleasure because of its own sweetness? .So, can a man feel happy

because of his having become Visnu?

The rivers, mark you, all unite and become one with the ocean;

are they Mukta? A person in deep slumber also has no knowledge of

Self and is never conscious that "I am so and so," is he then to be called to

have attained Mukti ? Again, mark you, at the time of Pralaya all the

Jivas go back to Visnu, do you mean to call them to have attained

Mukti? Certainly not. It is because there is no consciousness of the

difference (between a Jiva—human soul, and Visnu—the universal soul)

in these states. So the Mukti must always be attended with the know-

ledge of a difference between the Lord and the Jiva (human soul).

Therefore a man that has a knowledge of such difference may be said to

have attained Mukti (otherwise not). This is the conclusion after all.

Such is the discussion given in the Brahmanda Pur&n. It has been said

in the Moksa Dharma what thing more miserable can be to the lot of a

man if he has ignorance regarding the Lord.
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It has been said in the Harivamsa—Visnu showed His own Loka

or world to Brahma, the world to which no world is higher and where

the Mukta Purusas are busy worshipping the Lord.

After this sloka of the Harivamsa there are two words if, | Here

the word qq means—«T^efT?X whence. For the words q?J and ^ may also

be taken with the sense of the fifth case ending. It is said fa«nmf»r

f*TC[rah«r:; fawr is knowledge or consciousness of difference with respect

to Atman, the great Lord. (Here follow a few extracts from the Bhaga.

vata and the Siva Purana, all in support of the above theory of Moksa.

From the Slokas quoted the author shows,) first, when one gets Mukti one

gets to the vicinity of the Lord. (2) One retains one's own separate

existence and does not become one with the Lord. (3) In Mukta condition

one's acts one has none, except tl ose that he does with the holy heart for

the worship of the Lord, for, in this alone he finds pleasure. (4) In the

following creations he goes to the Visnu Loka where he is not troubled by

the three Gunas—-Sattva, Rajas and Tarnas. All the Mukta Purusas are

in all respects such as pleasure, act, objects and their enjoyment, equal

to the Brahman, excepting in one, which is the government of the world.

They at the same time retain their individuality suitable to the condition.

The Mukta Purusas have no gross organs of sense which are the works of

Prakriti ;
they then regain their own pure form. Prakriti (whose form

consists of Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) ceases to extend her influence on the

Mukta Purusas ; for, it is her nature to go away from those Purusas

whom she helps to see the great Lord Paramatrnan, and she engages

herself with other Purusas, of whom there are many, and commences

the work o f creation with them. But while engaged in the work of

creation Prakriti lets all the Mukta Purusas alone. For, those Purusas

have got what is called Tattvajnana,—a knowledge of the difference

between what is Prakriti and what is the real self of the Purusa.

Prakriti has no capacity to bring those under her power that have attained

shch a Tattvajnana. As regards the cessation of miseries, the condition

of all the Mukta Purusas is all alike. The bliss enjoyed by a Mukta
Purusa, be he a man or Virinoha himself, is the same in nature ; so says

the Vayu Purana. Some there are that speak of Moksa to be one and

the same with the Lord. These are not versed in the Sastras. They

do not know the real spirit (sense) that pervades in them all. Wrangling

and false argument is their strength. They have haughtiness of spirit for

they have not learnt to control themselves. This does not let them
know the real sense of the dastras. These miserable wretches, may
be called Sastra pirates, for they rob Brahman out of the Sastras. Poor

fellows! very poor is the range of their mind. They only see the absence
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of qualities both in Brahman and Jiva; but they forget to see that these

have some inherent qualities in them (such as omniscience) These fellows

were chiefly made of Tamas ( aftrgUT: ) and to Tanias (a hell) must

they go.

Whilst those that are really wise know for certain that the Lord

is one and Jiva (the human soul) is another; there is always a line of

demarcation between the Lord and the Jiva. In Mutki there is always

a consciousness of the superiority in the Lord together with the con-

sciousness of His being other than the Jiva. From the Lord, the Jiva

(the human soul) is different in essence, in kind ( 3Jlf?r ), in its functions

( tpf ) and so do the Srutis say. So lmw can it be possible to say " 1

am he (the Lord)" when there is nothing common between the Jiva (indi-

cated by the term " 1 ") and the Lord Paramatman (indicated by the

term " He "). In the Moksaparvadhyaya this matter has been thus

discussed in the form of question and answer. " As regards Purusas are

they many or one ? And will you be good enough to tell us which of the

Purusas is the best, or in other words supreme 'i " In answer VaiS-

ampayana says—"the number of Purusas is not one but many-; such is

the conclusion of the wise. And of these One is the cause and therefore

supreme ; He pervades the world and He has more qualities than the

rest. So I shall tell you of Him."

It has been said in the G-ita also—"If the matter be taken fully

into consideration, it will be found that the Purusas there are of two

kinds,—One ST? and the other All the Bhfitas, that is all the

beings up to Brahma, are called Ksara because of their body which

decays; and the other the K&tastha ) or in other words Maha-

laksmi is the WJT (Aksara) Purusa. But the supreme t'urusa is another.

He is called Paramatman ; it is He who pervades all the three worlds, and

maintains them. He is Avyaya (sw? ) who suffers no change,

and he is Isivara ( ) who lords it »ver the world. People in general

as well as the Vedas call Me the Purusottatna, the best Purusa, because

I am beyond (surpassing) those that are Ksaras as well as those

that are Aksaras. He who knows me to be the Purusottama,— the best

Purusa, in the way described before, and makes no mistake in grasping

it,—he alone knows everything (regarding me) and he alone is devoted

to me in all the ways possible. This is the most secret part of the

5astras,—this that I tell you. He who knows it by realisation, acquires a

knowledge which is supernatural ( 3PKl$tSn*T ) and he at the same time is

said to be Mukta, because he has done in the world what one ought to do."

These and such like extracts that maybe given by hundreds, tell

that oneness with the Lord is not Mukti for the Jiva. Such never is the
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spirit of the f^astras. Nay,—there are courses on those that think so.

In the Paiagi Sruti it has been said :

—

Adharatamas ( ) or the lowest part of the dark hell

shall be the lot of him who thinks that Brahman, and its qualities are

different things or in other words Brahman, is Nirguna ( fsiarfm ). Middle

or interior part of that Tamas shall be residence for those who think

that the qualities, though separate from Brahman, yet appear

to be inherent in him ( ^r«^ ST?sff ). And tho upper part of the hell shall

bo the residence of those that think that qualities are partly separate from

and partly inherent in Brahman.

It must be known then that the qualities Brahman always has, and

that in higher degree j and it is not that those qualities are not inherent

in Him. All those qualities are full, full in both quality and quantity
;

and Para Brahman is Lie in whoso body those qualities are. To the darkest

hell (j^istf a«: ) shall they go who think that the Lord Visnu whose body

is the seat of the qualities such as bliss ( WHT^ ), knowledge ( 5T!^ ) and

energy ( ^rf^E ), etc., has no body or has a gross body, or has a body like

any one of ours or has a body which consists chiefly of works only. Mukti

therefore is near at hand to that best among the sons of man, oven who

knows that the Lord has a body which is all bliss and chit ( fa^), Ilishead

and face are all Ananda ( ari«f^ ) and all chit ( ), so also are His

two hands, the toes of His foot are capable of giving knowledge and

pleasure and His whole body from the top of tho hair of the head down

to the end of the nails of the foot consists of Chit and iSakti in the full

extent, and who knows at the same time oaoh and every one of His qua-

lities and that these qualities are as qualities only.

Those that know that the Lord is not different from the Jiva or from

the material world, shall go to the lowest hell, for they rob (deny)

Brahman. Those that know that Para Brahman though different from the

Jtva and the world yet is or appears one with them, go to the upper part

of the hell. Those that do not see the difference between Brahman and

Prakriti (Laksmi), or those that look upon Brahman different, at the

same time one with Prakriti, go to the deep and dark hell. If one is to

attain Mukti one should know the Lord Visnu as the best or Supreme
Purusa, in whom there are all the qualities fully developed and who
is separate from all things besides. Dense darkness shall they get into

that consider the Lord Visnu otherwise than of Sachchidananda form.

Such shall also be the fate of those that think Him to be partly so and

partly not. Dense darkness shall they go to that consider all incarnations

such as Matsya (6sh), etc., as well as the Lord who is present inside
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the soul of each being, not to be of Sachchidananda form or to be of partly

of that form and partly not. Nay, such shall be the fate of those who think

so of the limbs of the Lord. Those that consider other beings that are

not really incarnations of the Lord to be also the incarnations,—they too

shall go to the dark abode. All these that are sent to the dark abode shall

never get out of it. The real incarnations of the Lord are:—Matsya(the

fish) Kurma (the tortoise), Baraha (the Boar), Nrisimga (the Lord of the

form of partly man and partly lion), VAmana (the Dwarf), Bhargava,

Ramachandra, Krisna, Buddha, Kalki, Dattatreya, Hayagriva, Aitareyaka,

Vyasa, Kapila, Vaikuntha, Risabha, Yajna, Dhanvantari, Strirfipa, that

Manu whose name is Tapasa, Narayana, Uari, Krisna and Upendra. All

these are the direct incarnations of the Lord. Sri, Bhuh, Durga, Ambh-

rant, Sri, Mahalakstni, Daksina, Sita, Jayant ;

,
Satya, Rukmini are all the

Prakriti
;
they are guided or presided over by the Lord, and, therefore,

wholly under Him, and they are not the Lord Himself, nor is the Lord

Himself under them. This Prakriti is far far inferior to the Lord in

Her power, knowledge, bliss and in the qualities that she has ; but she

is through the grace of the Lord free from all sorts of bondage ; bliss and

knowledge are the constant qualities which she always manifests. All the

Hiranyagarbhas that were born, that will be born and that exist at pre-

sent,—the Hiranyagarbhas (like the presiding deities) of Prana, Sutra

(the thread of Karma), Mahan (the Mahattatva), Brahma (the creator),

Chitta (the internal world), Vayu (the wind), Valam fthe strength), Dhriti

(patience), Sthiti (the stay), Yoga (checking of the Vrittis of the mind),

Vairagya (renunciation), Jnanam (knowledge), Prajiia (insight), Stnriti

(remembrance), Suk ha (bliss), Medha (iutellect), Mukti (liberation). Visnu

Bhakti (Devotion to Visnu), the Adigopa, Riju, Samana, Vijnata, Maha-

dhyata, (the great meditator), Mahaguru (the great teacher), Hauninan,

Bhima, Ananda—these and many like these, all are directly under the

Lord though they have all attained Mukti. But Sri is always million and

million times superior in knowledge, bliss and capacity to all these Mukta

Purusas. The Brahmas are all similar, separate individuals, they all are

conscious of their individual existence, and the bliss they all enjoy is

common with Brahman the creator. They are always separate from the

Lord Hari as well as from Sri and othere. Visnu presides in them all

( ttfftc ) but is not in essence one with them. Because .they are all dear

to Visnu they are called W«<r9f " They are dear to the Lord Visnu, excep-

ting Sri." Of the rest that are other than the Lord they are most dear.

Even in their Mukta condition they are all far inferior to Sri in Visnu's

love for them, in their devotion to Visnu and in their knowledge of Visnu.

Sarasvati and Gayatri and the deities of SraddhA (love), Priti (delight),
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Bnddhi (the knowledge of all the Vedas), Anubhuti (perception that gives

pleasure, devotion to the preceptor, the devotion to Hari), Bhuji (the

mantras) and !§ivakanya, In<Jrasen&, Draupadi, K&sija and Chandra nre

far inferior to all those Brahm&s, after they have attained Mukti, in their

love and devotion to Visnu as well as in their knowledge, bliss, etc.

Sesa, Sadasiva, Urdva, Tapas, Ahmkara, Nara, Apata, Laksmana,
Rauhiney a, Suk a, newly born Vamadeva, Aghora, Durvasa, Drauni,

Aurva, Jaigisavya, these and many likes these, that were born, now exist

and will come to exist, are always in every way inferior to Sarasvati, etc.,

both past, present and future in the qualities mentioned before. Such also

is the case after when they have attained Mukti. The Suparnas (past,

present and future) are always equal to !§esas in those qualities, and their

wives—the wives of 6esa, Supaina and Sadasiva are hundred times

inferior. Even in their Mukti such is the cuse. It is said that the Indras

who pass by the name of Purandara, are hundrod times in-

ferior to them. Other Indras and other gods are far inferior to the

former- But these Indras and gods again are not equal ; some

twice, some three times and some five times higher than the other of their

own group. All the Sanat Kumaras are always equal to Purandara.

Sanaka and others as well as Narada, Daksa, Bhrigu, &c,—also are in-

ferior to Purandaras, so also are the Munus.

But among these there is inequality, some being three times, some four

times higher than the other. Vali, G-adhi, Vikuksi, Partha, lndra, Puran-

dara, Sudarsana, Pradynmna. Skanda, Sanat Kuinara and Kama, all these

are equal. Svayambhuva Manu, Daksn
( Vfiyu who is the presiding deity

of touch, Brihaspati and Aniruddha, these are higher than Sfiryas, the Sun.

Surya (the sun), Chandrama, (the moon) and Yama (Death), these three gods

are inferior to the gods mentioned above, but they are superior to many

other gods not enumerated. Kartavirya, Prithu, Bharata, the son of

Dusmanta, Sasavindu, Mandhata, Kakutsthaand muny others like these are

never Visnu Himself, they are always presided by (possessed by) Visnu.

They are hundred times inferior to the gods and they are known as men

of godly deeds The Gandharvas like Tumburu, &c, the Apsaras

like Urvali &c, and all the Risis excepting Visvamitra and the sons of

Brahma (Marichi, &c.) are inferior to the Suns and Manus and others of

their respective group Vaivasvata Manu who is possessed by Visnu

( wfae ) is always higher than the abave.

The servants of the gods are hundred times inferior to the kings

like Kartavirya, &c. These are called Ajandevas, i. e ,
bom in the family

of gods but not reckoned as such. The Pitris are again inferior to these

Ajanadevus, the servants of the gods. The seven only of the Pitris are
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equal to the Karmadevas like Kartavirya, &c. Visvamitra is said to hold

the same position with Maricha, &o., the sons of Brahma; but he is some-

times said to be equal to the Pitris because he is their preceptor. It

follows, therefore, that the Pitris excluding Viivamitra and the sons of

Brahma (eight in all) are all hundred times inferior than the Ajanadevas,

the inferior gods. Eight only of the Gandharvas are equal with the Kar-

madevas, the men of godly deeds ; and the hundred of the Gandharvas

after them hold an equal position with the Ajanadevas; and the group of

the Gandhai vas called Devagandharvas are hundred times inferior to the

Pitris; and these are called Devagandharvas because they receive orders

directly from the mouth of the gods themselves And the rest of the

Gandharvas that do not receive the orders directly from the month of the

gods themselves are called Manusas and their position is hundred times

inferior to that of the former. And the group of those that are best

among men are hundred times inferior to the former. In these

groups of the gods, &c, some are one-fifth, some are one-tenth inferior

to others of their own group. The wives of the gods are one-

tenth inferior to their own husbands; and the wives of the rest are

pne eighth less than their own husbands. But such is the relation of the

position of the husband and wife in Mukta condition only. Such a supe-

riority and inferiority as has been mentioned before is eternal and not

accidental. None among man has at any time and at any place been able

to set at naught this difference, and whoever wishes to bring a

change in it shall go to dark hell. Whoever think or tell that these

all from Brahma down to men among whom there is an eternal differ-

ence of position are equal, they too shall go to darkness. It is through

the grace of Lord.Visnu that a man first gets knowledge and Bhakti

and then he gets Mukli. Everyone has Bhakti, knowledge, &c, for ever

and these are etornal. Bhakti and Knowledge, &c, are developing from

time immemorial, and when these are fully developed as much as one has

capacity to undergo, it is then that the eye of Visnu falls on him.

As the filling up of the various water vessels such as pitcher, &c,
as well as of the rivers and the oceans vary according to their respective

capacities, some can be filled with small quantities of water, some with

large quantities, so does the tilling up of all beings from men up to Brah-

ma with S:\dhana and ever existing Bhakti, &c, vary according to the

capacity of ea?h of the beings; those having small capacity can be filled

with small quantity of SadhanA, Bhakti, &c, and those that have greater

capacity can be filled with greater amount of Sadhana, Bhakti &c. The
means of attaining Mukti which every one may have recourse to are :

—

hearing, thinking, meditation, devotion, seeingand knowing, Without these
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no one can ever expect to get Mukti. By the word Bhakti towards Visnu

means the attachment (of the heart towards Him) presided by a full

knowledge and belie! that He is the best thing; and Bhakti to other than

Visnu varies according to fitness or importance. Bhakti towards Visnu,

towards the gods, towards the Guru or preceptor varies according to their

importance ; and these all are the means of attaining Mukti. When one

has as much Bhakti as one is fit to have, i. e., one has got as much Bhakti

as one has the capacity to contain or when one's Bhakti has a full

development in him, and no more development is possible, it is then that

one can expect to get Mukti or liberation, otherwise not. Bhakti, Jnttn

a

(knowledge), and Dhyana (meditation)—these three, as a rule, never, leave

those that have got Mukti, for these only are the peculiar characteristics

pf a Mukta Purusa. All those that have been mentioned as Sadhanas help

us in enhancing our Bhakti and Jnana ( 5P1 ). Bhakti itself is not the

means or Sadhana. It is the consequent result that follows when one has

had recourse to Sadhanas.

It is an unavoidable law that to dark hell must he go who envies

those that are superior to him. To look down upon the merits (of ano-

ther), to bear an attachment for the women, and an unfavorable feeling

against those that are hostile, these tliree are called technically ^T(Dvesa).

The Bhakti that has not even a touch of the three kinds of Dvesa (men-

tioned above) leads certainly to Mukti. And Moksa is but permanent

and eternal bliss without any touch of misery or grief. The head, the

body, the hands and the legs all being of Chit and Ananda, and

they themselves being free from all Dosas ( ), those that pollute

a man, the Mukta Purusas lead a very happy life. It is a general

rule that the wives of the Mukta Purusas, even the gods like Brahmfi, &c,

keep their husband's company even in their husband's Mukti ; and it shall

be borne in mind that the wives are the wives of their respective husbands

even from the time immemorial and so they will continue to be even in

Mukti. The wife of one Mukta Purusa can never be that of another; in

Mukti there is no separation, no jealousy, no attachment. All the Muktas,

male and female, husband and wife, all together live a very happy life,

devoted to Visnu as they all are.

Now in the mantras

(1) i^BitaTffcfft'f—•One only without the second. (Ohh., VI. 2. 1).

(2) ^fJTRlffct f¥*1—Here is not anything several. (Katha., IV. 11.)

(3) ifjAli *»nftf?r *» TT%* From death he finds death

who regards as if there is severalty here. (Katha., IV. 10).

17
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(4) <{*$9T3VEnritoprft|f W.'WJC—Of one kind should one see (know )

this deathless and changeless (Being.) (Br. Ar., IV. 4. 20).

(5) igftl: 5PJ?if T^fa T %<S q?^fcr—Prom death he finds death

who regards as if there is severalty here. (Katha. IV. 11.)

(6) q^^tg^eKf^fsniTfefV^I—Of one kind should one see (know)

this deathless and changeless (Being.)..

(7) ^Tz « »jeg «n3*1S«rfa—From death he finds death

who regards as if there is severalty here.

(8) «**rct;itf jfff^ q*a* fi»*rafff i T** wtfmHtrfkmllh »

(turf** II (Katha. IV. 14.)

These and (such like) are the mantras that are quoted and put

forward as a proof of unity of the human soul (Jiva) with the Parainatman.

Now the real explanation of these are given below :

—

The word J? means in the forms of the Lord, in the various limbs

of His body, and in His qualities. So the texts mean in the forms of the

Lord, in the various limbs of His body and in His qualities, there is not

severalty, *'. e., distinction or variety. cr^jfaffsaH—There ia none equal

to or greater than or not under him;—such is the Lord. This mantra

prohibits the oneness of the Jiva with the Lord. The Lord Hari has been

described in the Vedas as one only and without a second , He is one and

without a second in the sacrifices called Asvamedha ; and among the

Sadhanas or the means, Visnubhakti is only one and without a second;

and this Pranava (WtJ^) is the only mantra and without a second.

These and such like are the instances where the words q$ and nf^fll

have been used in the sense equal to, greater than and not under.

When it is said of a man that he is the only man in the town and there

is none else, it is understood that there is none who is equal to or greater

than that man.

It has been said also in the Brahma Puriina—that the Lord Purusot-

tama is STfgtfta—because there is none who is not under Him or

who is equal to or greater than Him. The application of the word $g
would be useless if it had not been used to speak of the distinction of

variety in the (Person of) Lord Himself. The word snil avoids unity

and variety. For it has been said in the Sabdatattva that the term far

unites two ideas contrary to one another. So the mantra—usfr^tf grf,

Ac,—when explained in this way— means that as the rain that falls on the

tops of the mountains (TT?fa jif ) runs downwards, so does he run

downwards to the dark hell, who Bees or knows that there is variety or

distinction in the qualities of the Lord, This L<fantra has been explained
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in the Brahmanda Purina in this way: the moment a man begins to see a

difference or distinction or partly distinction and partly unity among

the qualities, forms, faces and limbs in the body of the Lord, that

very moment he goes down to the dark hell. In support of the explanation

given of the previous extracts the following also may be cited:—ig«af «T^T

q^?*THIJftOT9wff»TR»J «ftc!*fte: The substance of the above is

when the Jiva sees the glory of His, (of the Lord), then it is that he

becomes Mukta or liberated. S[t giuf^sr HUTTT—&c, very close there

are the two birds (one the Jiva, the other the Lord) residing in the tree

which is oar body. Of those two one (the Jiva) eats and realises the fruits

bitter though they are; and these fruits are the fruits of his actions;

and the other (the Lord) does not eat those fruits but shines in Bis full

glory. These two mantras certainly speak of the difference between the

Jiva and Paramatman (the Lord).

Moreover, %r ^ffsiftrf 3?rit itfr I $!SSfg% mH «mt^ *Tf | TOUT

falfsj&frlf I (Tait. Up.), He who knows him hid within his heart of

hearts, enjoys all the objects of his desire together with the Brahman.

qaw5f?flwr?J?RgT?f!B«TC*Tte&T*ra; «ranft *r»re:«!fg*N?!* i In those two

mantras of Tait. Up. the words ?Tf—together with—in the first,

and 3q*ta;**T—g°' n g to—in the second speak in our favour. When we say

together with somebody elsa, that body must be a different one. So Jiva

is different from Brahman. And when one goes to something else, that

thing cannot but be different from that one; for, motion in the one can

never take place unless the other be quite a separate body.

Again there is a chapter in Tait. Up. beginning with—WTT3 «Tptf?rW

jftfrfsam vftfa—" and hence the decision of the bliss is made. "

That chapter certainly speaks of the gradations of the happiness

existing in all the beings from men up to Brahma, and this gradation

of happiness again is in their Mukta condition ; this we can conclude from

the words—trlRlTO sirOTTfOTI—in the text : " Of the Srotriya, of the one

who is versed in the Vedas and who is at the same time sr^TJTfct—not

troubled by desires".

Now among the gods Brahma, &c„ none there are who are not ac-

quainted with the Vedas and their teachings ; nor do we ever hear that

such and such gods among Brahma, &c.,are troubled by desires and sucjb

and such are not so ; and proofs there are none to that effect. Therefore

the gods do not come under the signification of the term—-Wtftroff

WWTfaCT. Who can they be then those &rotriyas who are Akamahata,

—

those acquainted with the Vedas and their teaohings, and at the same

time not troubled by desires ?
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They are none but men that have learnt and realised the teachings

of the Vedas and are, therefore, not troubled by desires,—and these are

only the Mukta Purusas, In support of our conclusion we may quote the

Mahabharata, for in it, it has been said, " Srotriyas are those that have

attained Mukti; they are so called, since they have realised the teachings

of the Vedas
;
they are Akamahata—not troubled by desires, because they

have attained the object of a man's desire."

Moreover, even Brahma himself cannot be said Akamahata in the

true sense of the term, i.e., not in the least troubled by the desires, if he

be not Mukta, for he has momentary desires. The desires, though

Brahma has, yet he is not troubled by them; for he has no Abhim&na—no

knowledge of " 1 " and " mine." So it may be said that Brahma is not

at all troubled by desires.

On the other hand, a Srotriya that is not troubled by desires, or, in

other words, a person who has attained Mukti does not enjoy as much

bliss as is enjoyed by Brahma himself
;
though a $rotriya may enjoy a

greater degree of bliss than the rest on accouut of his knowledge,

Vairagya, Dharraa and AiSvarya—these being inherent in him.

It has been said that the happiness which one enjoys—one who does

not wish for the'high position of Indra,—is equal to that which is enjoyed

by Indra himself; or that the happiness which one enjoys,—one who does

not wish for the high position of Brahma,—is as much as enjoyed by

Brahma himself, &c.

These sentences do not speak of any scale or gradation of the

happiness enjoyed. It is true that men are found to enjoy a kind of

happiness in absence of the troubles and exhaustions consequent on their

Vairagya (want of hankering) for the worldly possessions. But no differ-

ence is ever known (experienceh) to exist between the happiness enjoyed

by one not hankering after the position of Indra, and that of his who does

not hanker after the position of Brahma. So it is contrary to actual

experience and therefore much value is not to be laid on such sayings.

Such an explanation may be justified by an extract .from the Harivamsa

which runs as follows:—" Of those that have attained Mukti, be they men

or Brahmas, the bliss that they enjoy though eternal vary in degree ; the

bliss of the gods being a hundred times more, and it has therefore been

said in the Taittiriy asruti that the bliss of a Srotriya is quite different."

True the same Up. in mantra—q^trffa lafopg^tfa? &c. speaks

of the woes that befall on him who sees any difference in Mukti. But it

must be borne in mind that there is an adjective qafcff^ (>n this, &c)

;

this adjective leads us to think of Prama to mean the Lord within each
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individual ; therefore the mantra forbids to see any difference among the

Lords that are within each individual and does not forbid us to see the

difference among the individuals themselves and in their bliss. We may
quote here an extract from the Bhavisyat Pur&iia in support of our

explanation. The Puranasays—The man whose mind is so pacified that he

can see no difference among the Lords prosent in all the individuals and

who finds a difference between the Lord within him and his own self (Jiv»)

is said to have attained Bhakti and he shall get Mukti or liberation.

Again in Ohh. Up., VIII. 12. 3, we read :—qtsqifostsfasr *%H^$«!JT-

fafawm^ 8 3^fls gw:—That Uttama Purusa having assumed the form of

a bright light goes out in his own form.

a ?ra qqf?r 3t«i^ tft*^ vmw. 'sftftrafattei? i—

There he comes back eating, playing and enjoying in the company

of women or by means of vehicles. The sum and substance of the above

extract is—He (the Jiva) after going to those worlds, gets back his own

natural form and goes back to the vicinity of the Lord Visnu whose grace

is at the root of all this, that Lord is none but Purusottam.

In the Rig Veda, X. 71. 7, we read :—<n8fr«rcr'a: ^iVfl: SUST^r *T%t3r^«*-

This mantra also supports the explanation given ; for the explana-

tion of it is as follows:—Then some go to the ocean of milk, some go to

the two sides of the Asvattha, some go to the lake of nectar and drink

there after bathing in those lakes, some see that Lord and some live in

His vicinity. So the whole mantra does not speak of the one and the

sameness of the Paramatman and the Jiva, though it is sometime

quoted specially the first part of it, in support of oneness.

Again Rig I. 35. 6 :-UiW 1 tcmqatfatTCg: ?5 »T^3 i 3sftr%3?l—

may be quoted in support of the argument for proving that the Jiva and

the Paramatman are not one and the same. All the Amritas or Mukta

Purusas up to Brahma depend upon the Lord, as all the parts of a chariot

depend upon the pin ; if any one Bees or thinks otherwise let him come

and speak before me.

The sum and substance of the above mantra is,—My salutations be

to the Lord Svayambhuva, the Great L>rd, on whom rest all the Purusas

that have attained Mukti
;
just as all the objects of a chariot do on the

pin. This certainly does nut speak of the one-and-the-sameness between

the Lord and the Jiva. It has been said that there is do proof < in the

Vedas which may lead one to think that the Jiva and the Lord Paramat-

man are not one and the same; for the mantra—tm*«lTO[Tftr: srSHWT
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wf^?^*ifa?J %fk—The Purusa who is formless and is called Prajfiatma

(sanOTT) in roan is the same and one with that one in the sun.

This at first may lead one to think so, bat there is another mantra a

part of which is &r IS —when those two leave. But the word ?b

—

They two—speaks of the two forms of the one and the same Paramfttman

(and not of Jiva and Paramfttrnan). The Lord who is within the body of

each individual does not think himself one with the physical body. (He

never thinks that this body is his); but it is the Jiva which has such an

trfifiTR (Abhirattna); the Jiva only thinks this body is his. The Lord

Jan&rdana is the guide or governor of this Jiva. That Lord Jan&rdana

who is in the sun is called Hamsa (t£(Ti) and it is He who is Aham

—

unavoidable or constant; He is Hamsa because He goes (from —Han

—

to go). And because He is Ahoya (wf)—unavoidable or constant, it is

therefore He isHf^Aham.

That Janardana is present in the eyes of a man in that form in which

He presides in the sun. He who is in the eye is separate from Him who

is in the sun. These two, the Janardana in the sun and he who is in the

eye of a man go away from the body of the dying man. When these two

gods,—the two Janftrdanas, one of the eye and one of the sun, leave the

dying man, it is then that he sees the symptoms that portend approaching

death. It is then that the Purusottama should be meditated on. This is

what has been said in the Harivajksa. (Hence it is that afr does not mean

the Lord and the Jiva, but the two forms of the Lord).

It has been said that the Parainfttman it is who directs the Jiva ; in

BUppport of this argument we may quote the 6loka from the Bhagavata,

—

" Pure is the Ksetrajfia (j$t%3!) and these pleasures and pains of the Jiva

are of Maya and therefore momentary and so they appearand disappear

and they are nothing but different varieties of the changes of the

mind. Ksetrajfia is Atman. He is Purusa the Old One within, He is

Himself the illuminating light. He has no birth and tie is the Lord of

all. He is Nar&yana (the prop of all human beings), He is Vasudeva

(the bright existing Lord), it is through His Maya that He appears

different. "

Moreover in Harivftmsa it has been Baid—The Lord Visnu is always

within the Jiva surrounding Himself by His Ichchha (f^SSf) or will (which

is another name for Maya).

It is He who directs the Jiva and it is He who is called Ksetrajfia.

Prajfiatma is Asarira (without body) ; this qualifying term " with-

out body" does not suit a Jiva; therefore Asarira Prajfiatma cannot hut

mean any one else other than the Parainfttman. " He is thy Atman,
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governor of thy inner-world and deathless. Anything other than Him
is touched by misery. " Here also we learn that none but the Jiva can be

subject to misery.

Moreover there is another {§ruti—" The .Atrnan is within the heart

of hearts of all the beings and He is all one; such should one know Him
&c. "

"Brahma and the others are all beings and Lord Hari is within them
all; He is equal in all the beings. He really knows who knows Him as

such." This extract from the Mahabharata speaks in our favour. In

proving oneness of the Jiva with the Paramatman some accept the terms

in their actual or literal sense, and some have recourse to Laksana (SHpn)

i. e., accept the secondary meaning of the terms. As far as the direct

meaning of the terms can be accepted one must not have recourse to

Laksana.

Should one say the terms can be taken in their literal sense, we may

obj ect by say ing it is quite ugainst actual experience
;
(the Jiva never

experiences oneness with the Paramatman). In support the following

Sruti may be recited :
—"Knowing Him to be so, (the Jiva) becomes death-

less in this world, no other path there is.

"

Here it has been said that the Jiva attains Moksa when he actually

knows the Paramatman to be thousand-headed, to be the governor of all

and to be the superior to all ; but the Sruti never says of becoming one

with the Lord. Though it has been said—i^^^ fT«f—-This is all

Purusa—it is to be understood thereby that it means to say of the over-

lordship of the Paramatman, but not of the oneness of the world with the

Paramatman ; for it is supplemented by 33UJ<ie3$WT:— He is the governor

in Moksa. Now one may object the oneness is apparent in the mantra

—

3$*:q^«f q?j—" This is all Purusa,—this what has been, this

what shall be and this what is at present. " In answer this Sloka of the

Mahabharata may be quoted as the explanation of the above mantra,

—

" All this is His (of the Paramatman) and not is one with Him. The

Paramatman is the master of what has been, of what shall be, and of what

is at present, as well as of those that have attained Mukti. It is therefore

Visnu who has been called, in the Sruti, the Purusottama,—the Purusa

who is the best or over-lord of all. "

Mukti can be attained by Bhakti only. Bhakti is the firm belief

( ufa ) attended with steady attachment towards the Paramatman,—the

belief that is the consequence of clear knowledge that He is the best

(over lord) of all. No other means there is for attaining Mukti. That

Bhakti is sure, to bring on Mukti, if she is fully developed according to
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one's capacity. She cannot be called fully developed if she is not attended

with a direct knowledge of the Lord. One must know that the direct

knowledge of the Lord must follow the instructions of the great teachers

who can instruct accoiding to the capacity of his disciples ; th is is also

necessary in attaining Mukti. The attainment of such a teacher or guru

cannot but bring Mukti. Dhyana (meditation, serving a great teacher,

performance of daily and occasional rites, seeing the holy shrines, giving

away gifts, repeating the mantras, the study of the Vedas, singing songB

in praise of the Lord Hari, the performance of the acts of religions devo-

tion ( ST6T ), etc., and worshipping with the Tulasl ( g«?ft ) leaves, all these

are intended for generating Bhakti ; but these go for nothing if there be

no Bhakti. Onewh>has got Bhakti is sure to attain Mukti ; but none

can ever expect to attain Mukti without Bhakti. The Sastras that do not

teach about Bhakti are like paths that lead astray. They speak for

misleading the people by generating in them a wrong notion,—who say

Mukti can be attained without Bhakti or love of the Lord, who say

that the Paramatman and the Jiva are one, and who say that the Lord

Hari is the same as f§iva or Brahma. Such teachings should not a wise

man accept. The Lord has been brought down to a lower level by such

teachings as the Jiva and the Paramatman ate one, or Lord Hari is the

same God as Siva or Brahma. The object of doing so is to produce a

wrong notion in the minds of the devils (Daityas). Visnu, Vayu, Girisa,

Indra, the Devas, the ltisis are all different, they have different capacities

and they have all different qualities. Visnu is inferior to none ; but He

is known to be the superior. Any of the Sastras that teach other doctrines

than this must be regarded, to be the Sastra for misleading the Asuras.

" Parainaloka ( <in^($ ) or Mukti may be attained, " it is said in the

Harivaiksa, " by one who comes to know the Lord Visnu to be the superioi

or governor of all." It has been said in the Padmapni-Ana—" By giving

away one's own weight of gold, silver, etc., (commonly known as Tulad&n

—fJSSt^H ), by performance of the sacrifices such as Asvatnedha, &c, by

bathing in such holy places as Kasi, Pray&ga, &c, by performing the

Sradhas of the forefathers at Gaya, by studying the Vedas, by repeating

the mantras, by austere penances, by checking the internal organs such

as mind, &c, by subduing the external organs, by kindness to all beings,

by serving the great teachers, by speaking what is true, by performing

the rites enjoined by the Sastras in different stages of life, by acquiring

knowledge by meditation a man cannot attain Mukti ( q^trttat ), if they

be performed without connection with a fully developed Bhakti." Again

the Nrisimha Purana says—"The term Bh&va (' ) means Bhakti and

the man who has attained Bhftva or Bhakti is called Bhabuka,

"
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Moreover it is written in the Bhagavata

—

" Among millions of the

Muktas that do not look upon their bodies as their own, and of the Siddhas

that have attained knowledge, hardly can be had snch a one who is

Naray snap ar&y ana—that is, who looks upon the Lord Nar&yana as the

best of his support and who enjoys therefore a real peace at heart." Here
the adjective Parayana clearly speaks that NarAyftna must be looked upon
as the chief support before one can expect to attain Mukti,

The Bhdsya on Abhydhrita Brdhmanam.

MANTEA 5.

The four-faced god Brahma was born a Brahmana from the Lord

Visnu, and this was before the world was created ; and out of Him, grew
those that are Ksatriya by caste. Vayu, Sadaiiva, Ananta, Garuda,

Sakra, Kama, Varuna, Soma, Surya and Yama, these were the Ksatriyas

among the gods that were first ereated by Brahma. The Gratis say

that the Ksatriyas are superior to all the castes. Nowhere is any oaste

superior to the Ksatriyas except the Brahmanas. In the Rajasuya saorifice

as well as in the Asvamedha sacrifice only, the Raja (Soma) becomes

superior to the Brahmannas. It is therefore that a Brahmana setting his

seat below, worships a Ksatriya (Soma) in the Rajasfiya sacrifice
;
inspite

of all that a Brahmana is of a higher class than of a Ksatriya. This is

why at the end of the Rajasuya, a Ksatriya should bow at the foot of a

Brahtnann. A Ksatriya who kills or does harm to a Brahmana is re-

garded as one who has killed his father. It has been said in the Vaman*
Parana " He who is injurious to Brahmana becomes a sinner (guilty)

amounting to having killed his own father." So also it has been said

in the Agni Purana—" A Ksatriya who has killed a Brahmana is as much

guilty as is he who has killed his own father possessed of higher

qualities." In the dictionary named Sabdatattva the words ts&na and

Vayu, Mrityu and Sesa, Indra and Garuda, Parjanya and Purandara or

Sakra have been given as synonymous words. It has been said in the

Pratyaya: though a Brahmana deserves respect, yet he himself sits below

and worships a Ksatriya. The object of doing so is to pay respect to a

Ksatriya in the Rajasuya sacrifice.

MANTBA 6.

All the sons of Diti ( f^fir ) excepting Vivasvan (Sun), Indra,

Varuna and Visnu, all the Rudras excepting Rudra, all the Vayus ex-

cepting the Vayu, all the Vasus excepting Agni, these all are oalled of

the Vaisya olass. Brahma who was alone born from the Lord Hari, after

creating the Ksatriyas such as Vayu, &c, thought his family insufficient.

18
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Since he had still a desire for a larger family, he created the class of the

Vaisyas ; even then he had a desire for a much more large family, so he

created the gods of the Sudra class, such as the twin Asvins, the earth,

Kala (time) and Mrityu (death). Though Sndras, they are no doubt gods.

Brahma himself was the creator and these were the Pftlaka gods, i. e.,

the Protectors. Now a thought crossed the mind of Brahma as to how the

oreated world should be maintained and how the world should attain a

higher condition. Then with the permission of the Lord Visnu, he

oreated Dharma ( OR ) called Haribhakti ( gft«tr% ), i. e., steady

attachment to the Lord Hari. He also created Dhairya ( ) in all

the living beings. This is only a different form of Vftyu. Superior to

Vftyu, therefore, there is none excepting the Ever- Lasting Lord Visnu.

Vftyu is the master of all the Ksatriyas, such as f§esa, &c. Since Vftyu

upholds the people, he is called Dharma, (Lit. the Upholder). He who
is weaker than this Vftyu of which the form is devotion towards the Lord

Visnu, may wish with the help of this Vftyu to attain the Lord, just as a

man expects to see the great king through the help of a prince. The Vftyu

who is Dharma (the Upholder) is the same that is Satya ( rsj )

Truth. This is why one who knows Dharma is said to know Satya also.

So it has been said also in the Naradiya Purftna—" One who knows Satya

is also said to know Dharma, because the same Vftyu is the presiding deity

of them both." Brfthmanas are so called because they are Brihat

or superior to all the classes. The Ksatriyaa are so called because they

defend from injury. The VaiSyas are called vit ( fkz ), the inferior,

beoause among the three classes, Brahmana, Ksatriya and Vaisya, they

are the inferior. The word Sudra consists of three words g (J§u), 3
(da) and * (ra). *J

(an) means 5J*T; the ¥ (u) of g (fiu) has been lengthened

intojij(su) to mean excess of g*» or welfare. The word 3 (da) means

S^IT (datta) given, and ? (ra) means one who takes delight. There-

fore Sudra is he who always takes delight in whatever is given by the

other three classes for his welfare.

Brahma who is Brahmana by caste is in Agni (Fire) among the

gods and with the Brfthmanas among men. Pavana ( 731 ) who is a

Ksatriya, is with Suparna, Sesa, Rudra,—they all being the kings among

men. The nasal Vftyu is a Vaisya and he is with the Vasus &c,

among the gods, as well as with the Vaisyas among men. Nirriti who

is a Sudra is with Nftsatyayah ( s»ra?1f: )
among the gods, in the earth

with the Sudras among men. Since, Agni is the special seat of Brahma,

so it has been ordained that ffsj: (Havih), clarified butter, should be

poured into the fire in order to satisfy the gods and then one should ask

for the worlds (that one desires).
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So also Brahma resides in the body of the Brahmanas among men.

Because Brahma who is of the highest caste resides in fire and in the

body of the Brahmanas, it is therefore, that one desirous of satisfying

Brahma, should satisfy the fire and the Brahmanas. When Brahma is

satis6ed, Visnu is satisfied, and then the latter is pleased to give the

worlds desired (to the one who satisfies Brahma). One who tries to satisfy

the fire and Brahmana but fails to know that Lord Hari is the great

support of all, is not allowed by Him to enjoy (the worlds). As the Vedas

will bear no fruit if they are not properly studied, as no action bears

fruit if it is not properly performed, so Visnu, the Lord of the world,

will give no fruit to one who does not know him rightly. So it is, that

if a man who has no real knowledge about the Lord Hari, performs suoh

great sacrifices as Asvamedha, &c, the fruits that He will reap will be

momentary and subject to decay. He who is Visnu is the Atma, because

He is Aptak&ma ( WSfttPT ), in Him all the objects of desire are attained.

He is the great support of all; a wise man should meditate on Him as

such. A man who checks the course of his restless mind and constantly

meditates on the Lord Visnu, so as to realize that He is the great support

of all, that man has the fruits of his good actions for ever by him. The
Brahmanda Purana also says just what has been said above, when that

Parana says that through worship a man becomes pure of all the evils,

attains Mukti and goes on constantly enjoying the fruits of his good deeds

residing in the vicinity of the Lord Visnu.

That one who directs all the Jivas residing in their heart of hearts,

is the Lord Visnu ; He is called the Atman or Aptakftma in whom or from

whom all the objects and desires are attained. He is the Loka or support

of all the beings, He is present in the heart of hearts of all the beings. It

is He who performs the Vaisvadeva Uoma and other sacrifises.

The Lord Hari has pity for the gods and it is therefore that He
is the support of them all. He is also the support of all the R-isis; which

is evident from the knowledge of the JjLisis that has been enjoined in the

mantras. He is the support of the Fitris because He who is present in

the Jivas, gives birth to the sons as well as their bodies. The Lord is

the support of all the beasts because it is He who maintains them with

food and drink; He is the support of the human beings because He
maintains them with their food and He is the support of all the animals

because He maintains them somehow or other. It was on the banks of the

tfffcatp? (Ksira-samudra) or the milky-ocean, that the Lord gave the

sacrifices to the gods as their food when Brahma asked him for it. All

these facts clearly show that none but the Lord is the support of all the
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worlds. All the beings wish for the eternal life of him who knows full

well how the Lord Visnu is the Great Support of all. As no one wishes

the destruction of his kings, &c, who are his own support, so do no beings

wish for the destruction of one who knows full well how the Lord is the

great support of all. It has rightly been said in the Bhavisyat Parvadh-
yaya that all the Vedas and all the philosophies unanimously speak of the

great suppoit of the Lord. It is not that the Lord Hari when he incarnated

as Rama, Krisna, &c, worshipped the gods simply because to do so has

been enjoined as the duty of all ; but formerly in the Satya Yuga
Brahma and the other gods worshipped the Lord Hari when they found

all attain purity after worshipping the Lord and become free from the

fear of hell and assume any position according to their own will; and
when they (the gods) found that they received no worship from the others

on that account. They worshipped the Lord because they were bid by the

Lord to do so, so that the others might follow their example. And I,

Rudra, too, worshipped Him with a proud heart that I might excel him.

Then the Lord of the world, who is all kindness and always favourable

towards the devotees, was pleased to worship these gods after when he

had incarnated as Rama, Krisna, &c. This very thing has been said in

the Padma Purftna—" The kind-hearted Lord worshipped the Pitris, the

Devas and the Brahmanas with £«J Havya and sb«t (KavyaJ (oblations

&c.) Hence it is that the gods are worshipped in the worlds by all the

beings.

First there was one Narayana. He wished for a wife ; this wish was

for vfol (Bhoga) or enjoyment ; for it is not that there was not &rt, for she

is ever existing. Though Narayana and Sri are both ever-existing, yet

when He is separated from Her, He is said to be alone. Joining with

Her the Lprd wished for a son, and Brahma was born and then were all the

Devas. The son having been born he wished for wealth, when the Egg

and various things came into existence ; and in the midst of this Egg
are all the worlds. Then that Superior Being wished to act and the

effect was He offered sacrifices to His own Self. That Eternal Great Lord

Visnu is called the Atman because He is full in Himself. Thus it is,

whenever a man desires even now, he desires this muoh, i.e., the four

things only, viz., the heavenly possessions, the (Sukha) or heavenly

bliss, the Vedas and the worldly friends which excludes such things as

gold, &o. Any man who is wanting in any of these four, regards himself

as not f uli. Hear now, how a man becomes full. That knowledge which

is not separate from the Atman is the Superior mind ; and one's own

Atman is what remains even when one has attained Mukti. The pure

and immaterial vak is the wife, the strength or energy that is pure is the
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progeny, the pure ear and the eye are the possessions, the first is the

heavenly and last is the earthly. The work is to meditate on the Atroan in

this way. These six should all be given over to Lord Hari. With the

help of these five, viz., the Atuaan, the wife, the son and the two kinds of

possessions, the sacrifice is performed ; and the Purusa only is the Pasu

( 19 )
(animal to be sacrificed), who again is the outcome of these five viz.,

the parents, their previous deeds, the food and the deed of the one born.

All the animals that are born, are born subject to the five above. He who

having the position of the Brahmana worships these five, gets through the

grace of the Lord Visnu mastery over this world. Those that are incapable

of attaining the position of the Brahmana may get to the position of the

gods or the Devas ; those again that are unable to get the position of the

gods may become dear to the people of all the worlds; and tbay all

may gradually attain Mukti; no one should entertain a doubt about this.

A man can never reap the fruits of his own meritorious deeds, if

he does not realise within himself that his parents are the great support

and are superior to all in their real worth. He who is fully conscious

of the value of his parents, infinitely great is the result when he wor-

ships the Lord and performs the duties enjoined ; also he gets whatever

he desires to get. It has been said in the Narayana {§ruti which we quote

here in support of what has been just said. The Paramatman may be

called the Support of all the worlds, because He is in the heart of hearts

of a householder (a grihasfcha) on whom depend all the worlds. Visnu

is the great support of the gods in the sacrifice because He is in the heart

of hearts of the householder (be he wise or not). The Lord is the support

of the Risis because they all are called on (remembered) in the study of

the Vodas (performed by the householder). The house-holder who is

thus conscious of the presence of Visnu within his heart, in his study of

the Vedas, in performing Sraddha of his forefathers, in giving food

to all beings and in worshipping the gods, may that householder live

long, such is the desire of the gods, for he is their support. Such is

the only conclusion arrived at by all the Risis, in all the Sastras written

by them. But that Narayana Sruti goes on to say that the gods are the

support of the human beings, but human beings must not be known to

be the support of the gods. Narayana again is the support of both men
and the gods. Moreover that Purana says: "Brahma is the Atma
or soul of the world, and H»ri is the soul of that Brahma."

From the Lord Vasudova was first born the four-faced god Ohatur-

mukha. He wished for a wife, then for progeny, then for wealth and

then to work for Hari. With such desires in his mind he did not think
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himself full; in ordor to make himself full he took to wife the goddess

Vak, he got Prana for his son, the eye both internal and external and

hearing (a form of knowledge) for his wealth, and Atroan (i, e., the wor-

ship of Atman) for his work. In this way he worshipped the Lord Kesava

by his mental sacrifice. Then from Vak appeared Sarasvati for his

wife, and from Prana sprang up Vayu for his son, and from quarters the

Lokas or the worlds bright as gold. Then the Lord Purusottama dis-

appeared from her direct vision or sight. She produced varieties of

knowledge which the Lord accepted with the help of tho ear and he

devoted as he was to the great Lord, did various acts by meditation.

He had raanas ( JPTCT ) or mental sacrifice also owing to which, it is said,

that he had five or he is five-fold; because from the five (such as Yak,

Prana, Chaksu, Srotra and Deha) he got the five beginning with wife and

ending in Karma (thinking). So even now, the wise man who worships

the five or looks upon those five as a means of worshipping the Lord

Visnu does not fail to get everything. That man is sure to attain

Mukti in the ond who meditates on the gods of those five viz., Hari,

Narayana, Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. The five

sacrifices are—the three Savans ( ) together with the one preceding

and the one following; the five of the Purusas as well as of the animals

are the middle part, the head, the two sides and the tail ; the four quarters

together with the middle these are the five everywhere.

Here ends the Bhdsya an the Avydkfita Bdhman&m.

Fifth (Saptanna) Brahmanam.

MANTRA I. 5. I.
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q?X Yat, which. ftaT PitA, (Lord Visnu who is the common) father

(of all). WJWrfir SaptAnn&ni, seven kinds of food or objects of enjoyment.

They are called Anna, ( «fV ) since they all give satisfaction. These

are:— 1. What is eaten by all animals. 2. Vaisvedeva, i. e„ offerings

made to the Vaisvedevas. 3. Valiharana ( qfe5?<n ), offerings made to

the gods. 4. The mind of the animals. 5. Their speech- 6. Their

five VAyus. 7. Payas ( 1TO ) milk. ita«TT Medhaya, by his own will.

Tspasa, by karmas of the creatures. «TCT<T33 Ajanayat, made ; crea-

ted, ftf Ekam, one, out of these seven. One kind of food. Asya, of

this world. SlWf Sadharanam, common. £ Dve, the two, Vaiivadeva

and Valiharana. ^fr^ DevAn, to the gods. spfttSPtfl AbhAjayat, assigned,

gave. tftf%H Trini, the three, mind, speech, and five VAyus. VTTfn^

Atraane, for his own self. Akuruta, made. T§J*i: Pasubhyah, to

the animals. Ekam, one
;
Fay as

( ). Stm^H PrAyachchhat, gave.

afw^Tasmin, in that payas. Sarvam, all ; the whole world. srfofetf

Pratisthitam, is dependant. «T?i Yat, whatever. *f Cha. srrfqfa PrAniti,

breathes ; is alive. «W Yat, whatever. ^ Cha, and. «l Na, not ; does not

breathe. KasmAt, from (Hari called) Ka. aif«r TAni, these (foods).

CTT^T SarvadA, always. «t«UTT1lfir AdyamanAni, being eaten. !f Na, not.

qrfrr3 Ksiyante, are consumed ; are exhausted. T: Yah, who. ^ Vai,

verily. an3( Tarn, that. wftftfrP^ Aksitim, inexhaustible; the Lord Hari

who is the constant source of food to all. £^ Veda, knows. ?j: Sah, he;

the knower. *r«f Annam, food ; this word has been used to indicate all

the objects of enjoyment. STcft%«T Pratikena, tending towards himself;

without any effort «rf% Atti, eats; enjoys, tf: Sah, he; the knower.

^9Tl^ DevAn, to the gods
;
among the gods. «rfq Api, even. *l«gf$r Gach-

chhati, goes. 8: Sah, he. 3^ frrjam, the food that gods eat. gqafHrffr

Upajlvati, lives on. lti, these. Sf&t^T: SlokAh, the verses
; that need

the explanation.

i. Of the seven kinds of food which were created by
our Father (Visnu) by His own will and according to the works
(of the Jivas), one is common of all; two He gave to the

devas ; three He made for His own self ; and one He gave to

the animals, on which depend all,—all that breathe and all

that do not. (Because they proceed) from Ka (Hari) they are

not exhausted, though they are always being consumed. One
who knows that Lord Inexhaustible eats the food easily.

He goes even to (the level of) the devas. He lives on the

foods of the gods. Such is the Vedic mantra (which needs
the following explanation).—56,
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MANTEA I. 5. 2.

p- n|rf ^ rrwf^T sjgm ^sre ist^t

«n|^s3rgji*iWTBrl& i

ijsr fafi^ai^ ^v^rs^n^T usurer i

1«l Yat, which, fail Pita, Lord Visnu who is the common father to

all, H^nwifa Saptann&ni, seven kinds of food, frpn Medhaya, by His
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own will. Tapasa, according to the deeds of the Jivas. W3Rq?r

Ajanayat, created. ^fa Iti, this; such is the mantra, ff Hi, certainly
;

indeed. RfflT Pita, the father. ihwr Medhaya, by His own will. *rror

Tapasa, according to doeds. sr3R?rq[ Ajanayat, created. ^ Ekam, one.

Asya, of this. S&dharanam, common. f% Iti , this ; such is

the mantra. Idara, this ; it. <£ef Eva, only. ar^T Asya, of this; of

mankind. ^ Tat, that. HTSTT'if Sadhai anam, common. Annam, food.

JR[ Yat, that. Idatn, which. 3T?I^ Adyato, is eaten, a: Sah, He. m
Yah, who. i^ft Etat, this food. ?i Upa, near at hand. His own. (This

word is to be supplied). Upaste, thinks. Sah, he. qfSffsj:

Fapmanah, from sin. sr Na, not. ««U^?|^ Vy&vartate, turns, fff

Hi, because. ^1 Etat, this food, flTSif Misram, mixed, common to the

Devas and Brtthmanas. ^ Vai, truly ; in fact. £ Dve, the two.

Devan, to the gods. swt5T1fI Abhajayat, (He) assigned; gave, ffer Iti,

this ; such is the mantra. gtf Hutain, offerings poured into the fire for

Visvedeva ( fe^f^sr ) ; this is done at the time of receiving guests. It is

called Visvedeva. ^ Cha. srgff Prahutam, offerings or oblations made to

the gods, m Cha, and. freTt^ Tasmat, therefore : because Visvedova and

Valiharana are two foods of the Devas. Devebhyah, for the gods.

3jff% Juhvati, (offerings) are poured into the fire. ^ Cha, and. H^jgfa

Prajuhvati, the offerings are made. The nominative of these two verbs

is sntRMt: Adyatanah, men of the present day. WH Atha, on the other

hand. ^ftJ<jfiRT?h Darsapurnaraasau, ceremony at the new moon ( )
and the ceremony at the full moon ( goiWCT ) WTg: Ahuh, say. 5%.

JPSFTtfJ Tasmat, therefore ; because Vaisvedova and Valiharana are foods

of the gods ir^K: Yajukah, the sacrificer. ^fez Istih, kiimya offering.

«» Na, not. Syat, should be. Pasubhyah, to the animals. qjq£

Ekam, one. SH^l Prayaohchhat, gave. ffir Iti, this. %n Tat, that; that

food. <T1: Payah, milk and such other like liquid food. aiif Agre, in the

beginning ; in infancy. JTgwrr: Manuay&h, men. =ar Cha q^: Pasavah,

the animals. ^ Cha, and. q«f: Payah, milk. aqaft^fg' Upnjivanti, live on.

ft Hi. 3*HI^ Tasmat, therefore; since milk is the food in infancy. an<f

Jatam, new born, fifTI?' Kumaram, child, ^cf Ghritam, ghee; melted

butter, Va, or j or butter. ?W Agio, first, srfe&ftffft Pratilehayanti,

make it lick. ^ Vai, it is well-known. Stanam, breast, wgsnq^fa

Anudhapayanti, make it suck. § Vai, it is well-known. WH Atha, on

the other hand. Slta Jatam, new born, aretf Vatsam, young one (of

animals). w*i'!Jt^: Atrinadah, non-eater of grass, ffy Iti, this, wig:

Ahuh, they say; they call. Tasmin, in it. Sarvam, all. srfaftstt

Pratisthitam, depend. US, Yat, whichever. * Cha, and. JTrftlRj Praniti.

breathes. 1 Cha, and. «Rj Yat, whichever, n Na, not. f% Iti, this;

19
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such is the mantra, ft Hi, because, qqfa Payasi, on milk. «sf Sarvatn,

all. irfilfacf Pratisthitatn, depend, irq Yat, whichever. "9 Cha, and.

mfoft Praniti, breathes. «H Yat, whichever. <g Cha, and. »T Na, not.

qqgi Payasft, with milk, {fatal Samvatsaram, the whole year.

Juhvat, after liaving performed homa. 3«T^r*pi Punarmrityum, repeated

death ; tho world ;
ignorance. Wl3(q% Apajayati, conquers

; attains Mukti

or Knowledge, ^fa lti. q?T, Yat, as
;
which. Idatn, this. 3Tig: Ahuh,

(The wise) say. Tat, that, wtt Tatha, in that sense; in literal sense,

sr Na, not. ftrtlTI Vidyat, should know. t$ Evam, this ; the oreation of

seven kinds of food, fq^TT, Vidvan, one who knows. «jf[ Yat, the very,

sflf: Ahah, the day. q«WT Payasa, with milk, vggtfo Juhoti, performs

the homa ( 5>H ). *T?T. Tat, that very. Mf: Ahoh, day. Sfj'fg^

Punarmrityum, repeated death. UTJiqfa A pajayati , overcomes. (Supply

—ItT: Yatah, bocausejand W3s Atah, hence), ft Hi, because. ^q«T:

Devebhyab, to the gods. ««f Sarvam, all. wm' Annadyam, food, &c.

srq^sfa 1'rayachchhati, gives. (Supply—qqitfrfrr Payol omena, performing

the homa ( jtu ) with milk). ^WRJ Kasmat, owing to ^ (a name of

Hari). mfsr Tani, these foods. aq??r Sarvada, always. sraJTRrfsf Adyama-

n&ni, being eaten. «T Na, not. qfttfft Kstyante, are exhausted, ^fa lti,

this ; such is the mantra, gsqi Purusah, Visnu. f Vai, indeed ; in fact,

wfttfa: Aksitih, (Food) inexhaustible, a: Sah, He. Idam, this, wsf

Annam, food. g«f: J«f: Puriah«punah, again and again. 3Rq^ Janayate,

produces, q: Yah, who. f Vai, verily. Tarn, that. srf$rfan Aksitim,

inexhaustible. q?f Veda, knows. Idam, this. gsqt I'urusah, Visnu.

^ Vai, indoed ; in fact, wfajfir: Aksitih, inexhaustible. CT: Sah, Ho.

Idam, this. Wsf Annam, food of seven kinds, faqifair Dhiyadhiya,

through His own will, cfwfas Karmabhih, by His acts, jpprif Janayate,

produces. q?T Yat, if. ^ Vai, indeed. q?r<I Etat, this
;

repeated pro-

duction of food. 5f Na, not. $qf?I, Kury&t, should do. ?R[ Tat, then, $ftq^

Ksiyate, becomes exhausted, f Ha, it is certain. ST: Sah, he. Annam,
food, flfa Atti, eats. q?ft%q Pratikena, without any effort. $f?r lti, this

;

such is the mantra. Jpq' Mukham, the mouth, srefhtf Pratikam, the word
Pratika Mukhena, by the mouth jrR| lti. qjaq[ Etat, this; the

eating of food, tf: Sah, He $qr*T, Devan, to the gods. *rfa Api, even.

H«3f?r Gachchhati, goes, tf: Sah, He. Orjam, the food that gods eat.

aqsrWrf Upajivati, lives on. lti, this ; such is the mantra, stfm
Prasamsa, praise ; a word of praise.

2. (When the mantra that says) "our Father created

seven kinds of food by His own will and deed" (it recites

a true fact for) the Father created them by His will and
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according to the deeds (of the creatures). (When the mantra

says) " One is common to all;" (it means) the thing that is

common to all, is what is (the) food which is eaten (by them

all). He who thinks this food as exclusively his own does

not turn from sin, for, it is common,—common to all creatures.

When the mantra says "two of them lie gave to the gods"

(it means) these two are Vaisvedeva Karma, and Valiharana

Karma. Therefore, it is even now, that offerings are poured

into the fire (at the time of receiving guests) and oblations

are made (to the gods). But on the other hand, some say

that these two are Oars a and Purnamasa. Therefore, a sacrificer

should not look to the fruits (of the sacrifices). (In the mantra

it has been said) " to the animals one He gave." (It means)

what I Ie gave was Payas,—milk. For, men and animals in their

infancy live on milk only. This is why a newly born child is

made to lick Ghrita (clarified butter) or it is made to suck the

breast (of his mother). Therefore all newly-born young ones

of animals are called Atrinada (non-eaters of grass). In

the mantra it has been said
—

" on it depend all that breathe

and that do not." (Such has been said) because it is on milk

only that all depend, all that breathe and all that do not. It

is said by some that one overcomes repeated death by performing

the sactifice, for a year with milk. This is not to be understood

(as literally correct. On the contrary) he who has a knowledge

of these (seven kinds of food) gets rid of repeated death,

the very day that he performs the sacrifice with milk, because

(on performing the homa with milk) he supplies the gods

with everything (such as food, &c.) The mantra says

—

"owing to the Ka, the All Blissful Hari, they are not exhausted

though they are always being consumed." It is so said because

the Purusa (the Lord) is, in fact, Inexhaustible. It is He
who produces food again and again. It has been said in the

mantra—" one who knows that Lord Inexhaustible." It means'

that the Purusa (the Lord) is Inexhaustible. It is He who
by His own will and according to the deeds of the creatures

produces these foods. If He had not made food grow again
and again, then it would have, indeed, been wholly exhausted.
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In the mantra it is said
—"He eats the food (Pratikena) easily."

The word Pratika means mouth. The sense of the sentence

is—He eats by the face. "He goes even to (the level) of

the gods. He lives on the food of the gods." This is a

sentence expressive of praise.—57.

mantea I. 5. 3.

mm fpr <^t% ^%Tm 1

ff ^: \ urishs^T sm?T ^r: ^rt^ts?i

A

5firm'frini, the three. aitflTn Atniano, for Himself; for His own

satisfaction. 5t$S3 Akuruta, made, ^ft Iti, this ; such has been said

in the mantra, usr: Man ah, mind, 31^1 Vacham, the speech, mm
PrAnam, the Pi-Ana Vavu. mfa TAni, these threo WTtJT^ Atniano, for

His own satisfaction. WJ^f Akuruta, Ho did; He made. V15WTT:
Anyatiamanah, with my mind directod to another thing, unmindful.

SD^raT, Abhuvam, I was. si Na, not. W^S[fn Adarfiam, I saw. W*z(?ww.

Any atraman&h, with my mind attached to another thing. 3t)£3q(

Abhuvam, I was. Jf Na, not. srsfta^ Ainiusam, I heard, Iti, these;

these two are the indirect proofs, ff Hi, becauso ; the reason why a man
says on being asked that I did not see, or did not hear, my mind being

directed towards other things. The reason, why a man does not see

or hoar when ho is unmindful. KTm Manasa, by the help of the

mind, Eva, only. 1$"«rf?r I'asyati, a man sees. JPTtfr Manasa, by the

help of the mind. JSnftfcT Srinoti, (a man) hears. q>m: KAmah, a desire

for one thing only. <ffo?<?: Samkalpah, determination. fef%f*5J5rr Vichi-

kitsA, a desire for things more than one; curiosity, sugrr !§raddha,
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faith ; confidence. srsr^fT Asraddba, unbelief ; want of faith, tjfa: Dhritih,

steadiness ; fortitude. W^fa: Adhritih, want of steadiness
;
impatience ;

intoleration. jfh Hrih, modesty ; bashfalness (in giving away things.)

vft: Dlrih, intellect. *ftr Bhih, fear. 5% Iti. Etat, these. q# Sarvain,

all. JR: Manah, mind.' Eva, only; these are positive proofs.

?fOTIfl Tasmat, therefore ; on account of the superiority of the mind to the

organs of the senses. srRf Api, it is. 2«3E3: Pristhatah, on the back. fRJB:

Upaspristah, touched. JTTOI Manas'l, by the help of the mind finnsflFa

Vijanati, knows; is aware, i: Yah, that, ^pf^q Kaschit, whatever.

&abdah, a significant sound ; a word. Vak, vak or speech.

Eva, indeed, ff Hi, becauso. f?T S&, that
;
just meutioned. i£qr Esa,

tins; Vak. sfrf Antatn, the Eud, the Final, namely, Visnu. **XW%\

AyaMa, traceable to. Every term speaks of Visnu, because every term

iH the name of the Lord. 5T: Nah, our, of the Risis who are the seers

of mantras crqf Esft, she; the Vak. f$ Hi, it is well-known. Supply

afaJTPmr ^Antamayatta). JTI<a: Pranah, the Prana Vayu ; the vital air

that makes us work. sfqR: Apanah, the A pan a Vayu ; the vital air

whose function it is to stop. STR: Vyatiah, the VyA,na Vayu
; the vital

air that makes us perform deeds of strength. 3^H: Udtlnah, the Ud&na
Vayu that performs the function of union with God. swi^T: Sam&nah,

8amana Vayu; the vital air whose function it is to direct the body, the

organs and the mind, ^tk Iti. cr^ni Etat, these. ?l€ Sarvam, all. JTflU:

Pranah, the Prana Vayu. qsr Eva, only. Ayam, this, srictrr Atma,

jiva. «53*JTi: Etanmayah, has thoso prevailing as chief. ^ Vai, truly,

indeed, ^raqi: Vaumayah, having speech prevailing as chief, rr^TfCT:

Manomayah, having mind prevailing as chief. STTUIW Pranamayah,

having PrAna or vital airs prevailing as chief.

3. " The three lie made for His own self"—(so says the

mantra\ (By it, it is to be understood, that) the mind, the speech,

and Prana are the three which He made for Himself. By
the help of the mind only one sees, and by the help of the

mind only one hears, (because one is heard to say)—"I did

not see it because my mind was directed towards something

else," " I did not hear it because I was absent-minded."

Desire, determination, curiosity, faith, unbelief, steadiness,

intoleration, modesty, intellect, fear, these all are but mind

only. It is therefore, that when one is touched on the back,

he becomes aware of it by his mind. Whatever ijs a significant

sound is but speech. This Speech, depends on the Final

(Lord Visnu). Certainly our speech is such,—(we who are
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llisis)—our Prana, our Apana, our Vyana, our Udana, our

Samana, these Vayus (our vital airs) are all nothing but

Prana. This Atma or Jiva has, indeed all (of these three)

prevailing as chief,—in him the mind prevails, the speech

prevails, and the Prana Vayus prevail.—58.

mantra I. 5 4.

1*% Ete, these. ^Eva, only ; these—mind, speech nnd 1'rftna. ?R:
Trayah, three. Lokah, worlds; the presiding gods of the worlds,

^rei Vak, Vak
; Sarasvati. a*?f Ayam, thi«. %\&. Lokah, world

; Bhuloka

;

the presiding deity of the world, Eva, only, wsf: .\ranah, the presid-

ing doity of the mind, Brahma. atfcrftsr^Ni: Antariksaloknh, the presiding

deity of the heavens, stiw. i'ranah, Vayu ; the presiding deity of the

Prana. «i^r Asau, this Lokah, Svargaloka (Wifsfto:).

4. These only are the presiding gods of the three

worlds. Sarasvati is the presiding deity of this Bhuloka.

Manas or Brahma is of the heavens ; and Vayu is of that

world (the heaven).—59.

MANTRA I. 5. 5.

91 1 Trayah, the throe. %3frs Vedah, th» Vedasjtho presiding doity

thereof. ^ Ete, these, Eva, only. Vak, Vak; Sarasvati.

Eva, indued. Rigvedah, the presiding deity of the Rijrveda. Jfsi:

Manah, mind
;
Urahma. 1^^: Yajurvedah, the presiding deity of the

Yujurvedn, aw. 1'ianah, the Prana Vayus. *WT%^: Saniavedah, the

presiding deity of tho SAmaveda.

5. These only arc the presiding deities of the Vedas.

Sarasvati is the presiding deity of the Jligveda, Biahma of

the Yajurvea, and Vayu of the Samaveda.—60.
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MANTUA I. 5. 6.

t^T: Devah, the gods, ffa*: Pita. rah, Pitris. ngcqr: ManusyaL, the

presiding deities of men. ISte, these. «^ Eva, indeed. St«I» Vak, Vak;
Sarasvati. Eva, indeed. %%V. Devah, the presiding deity of the gods.

*W: Mansih, Brahma, fkmi Pitarah, tho presiding deity of the Pitris.

am: PrAnah, the Prana V&yus. «g«*iT: Manusyah, the presiding deities

of men.

6. The presiding deities of the Devas, the Fathers and
men are indeed these three. Sarasvati is the presiding deity

of the devas, Brahma of the Fathers and Vayu of men.—6i.

MANTRA I. 5. 7.

tott srraT sr^-tT ^ «r ttst fam arretnar am;
upjit u * u

fan Pita, the father. TOn M.ita, the mother. JT3>r Praja, children.

Eto, these. t& Eva, indeed, w. Manah, Brahma. farr Pita, the father.^ Vak, Vak ; Sarasvati. tTRTT MAta, the mother. JTW PrAnah., the Prana
VAyus. 5T3TT: Prajah, children.

7. These are, indeed, the presiding deities in father,

mother and children. Brahma is the presiding deity in the
father, Sarasvati in the mother and Vayu in children.—62.

mantea T. 5. 8.

f^ajTW^ Vijflatam, what is known ; the presiding deity thereof.

fwfifSnwH Vijijiiasyam, what is desired to be known
; every object of

knowledge; the presiding deities thereof, wfasyran Avijfiatam, what
remains unknown, tj^ Bte, these. 15* Eva, indeed. «?( Yat, anything,

fate Kificha, whatever. ftCTaq Vijfiatam, known. brj Tat, that.

Vnohah of SarasvatJ. ^qij Rupam, image or representative form. ft Hi,
because. WW Vak, vak

;
Sarasvat!, ft^wr Vijfiata, knower ; the presiding
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deity thereof, grar Vak, Sarasvati. Enara, him, who knows her

greatness. a<T Tat, that ; the presiding deity of the thing known. ?J?3T

Bhutva, being. W^f?r Avati, protects.

8. These three are the presiding deities of what is

Known, what is desired to be known (Knowable) and what is

Unknown. The Known is the image of Sarasvati ; because

Sarasvati is the presiding deity in the knower. Vak, indeed,

protects the knower (of her greatness) after having assumed

the form of that which is Known.—63.

Mantra I. 5. 9.

qfj Yat, anything. f%>J Kmoha, whatever. feBrgircqn Vijijnasyatn,

what is desired to be known; object of knowlodgo. nw. Manasah, of

Brahma, <n Tat, that. ^:<f llupaiii, image, or representative form. ff

Hi, because. Manah, Brahma. fqfsrSHTJ^ Vijijnasyatn, the presiding

deity in what is wished to be known. JT«r: Manah, Brahma. i^sf Enam,

him who knows his greatness. a?I Tat, that ; the presiding deity of the

thing which is wished to be known. \gm Bhutva, being. arcfa Avati,

protects.

9. That verily is the image of Brahma which is the

Knowable ; because Brahma is the presiding deity of what

is Knowable. Brahma having assumed the form of that protects

him (who knows his greatness).—64.

MANTRA I. 5. 10.

srf^^Tfirfntf hits* unfit ^ffirfnrf: urn

q$ Yat, anything, fttf^ Kifich, whatever. wfatfnm Avijfiatam, un-

known. JrUS** Pranasya, of the V&yu. Tat, that. ^I^Rupam, image or

representative form, fir Hi, because. JTfll: Pranah, the Vayu. wfMjW
Avijfiatah, unknown, trim: 1'ranah, the Vayu. «£^Enaiu, him who knows his

greatness. ?R[ Tat, that ; the presidiug deity of the thing unknown.

Bhutva, being. Avati, protects.

10. Whatever is Unknown is the image of Vayu ; because

Vayu is the deity of the thing unknown. Vayu protects him
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who knows his greatness (after having assumed the form of

the presiding deity of the thing unknown).—65. -'

'

MANTKA I. 5. 11.

a$Tasyai,of that; the ordinary form ia a?9T: (Tasyah). m%\
Vachah, of Sarasvati. ^Rraft Prithivi, the earth. s$jtf iSarirara, body.

3*ftfa: Jyotih, light, ^qjj Rilpam, image. WT^ Ayam, this. wfir: Agnih,

fire. 15^ Eva, indeed, a<I Tat, therefore ; because both the earth and fire

are V"ak. JJT^al Yavati, as far extending. Eva, only, 9195 Vak, speech.

at^Hl Tavati, so far oxtonding. sfqsft Prithivi, the earth. Of*ftt Tavan,

so far. extending. wai^ Ayam, this wfrrs Agnih, fire.
'

11. Of that Sarasvati the earth is the body; this light,

(the light that is fire) is the image. Therefore as far as speech

extends, so far extends the earth, so far fire.—66.

MANTRA I. 5.12. , •• '• '. >.

ffrft^T % <sre«^r *R«*t *rsmi * xtf^ u ^ n

«»j Atha, next', HHW Etasya, this. Mana'sah,- of Brahrait. ift:

Dyauh, heaven. stfhf gariram, body, suffer: Jyotih,, . .light, Rupara,

image. q§r Asau, this, wrf^: Adityah, the Bunk fT^ Tat, therefore.

9195* Yavat, as far extending. ijar Eva, only. Hf: Manah, Brahma.

ai»?ft Tavati,*o far extending, ifh Dyauh, heaven; aw^ .T»van; .90, far

extending. w§r Asau, thi§. «rrf^?7t Adityah,. the sun. & Tan, the two.

Vak and Manas, i, e., Brahma and hjs wi fe Brahmunl or Sarasvati. f*T<g<f,

Mithunam,. union as husband and wile. ?tifclt .
Sanietarti,

. got. a*l: Tatah,

then j after their union as husband- and wife. .spvj: Pr&gah, Va£tt. (in a

different form). W3Tr«ra Ajayata, was born. Sah, he; the Vayu.

Indrah, supreme; having divine perfection and attributes such as Anima,

Laghima, &c. w Sah, he. «J9: Esah, this ; Prftna. stq<l?H: Asapatnah,

without rival or enemy. TRalT Dvitlyah, a second, Who is equally strong.

$ Vai, indeed, ^m: Sapatnah, rival, m Yah, who. itf Evam, this, that

30
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Prana is without rival. %jf Veda, knows ; realises, on Aaya, his. crapsr

Sapatnah, rival; enemy. «r Na, not. W^fil Bhavati, is.

12. Next, of this Brahma the heaven is the body; this

light, that is Aditya, is his image. Therefore as far as Brahma

extends, so far extends the heaven and so far that Aditya. Those

two got united as husband and wife. From this union Prana was

born. He is supreme. This Prana, just mentioned, is without

a rival, for a second equally strong is regarded as a rival.

Whoever realises this (that Prana is without a rival) has no

rival to meet.—67.

MANTRA I. 5. 13.

Sfa snnrefTSR* 3TTq*riraR%T I ^ T*H (Jcf ^rt:

W» Atha.next. t[?RT Etasya, this, stto^i Pr&nasya, of VAyu. wi:
Apah, waters, sjfltf Sarlram, body. stfrfot Jyotih, light. Rupam, form.

W^T, Asau, this, sfjf: Chandrah, the moon. *m Tat, therefore. qj^T^

Yav&n, as far extending. Eva, in fact, indeed. HVQ: Pr&nab, Prana
;

Vayu. OPm: T&vatyah, so far extending. «m« Apah, waters.

Tavan, so far extending, w&r Asau, this, "gjr: Chandrah, the moon. #
Te, those, Ete, Vak, mind and Prana, i. e., Sarasvati, Brahma and

Vayu. Sarva, all. Eva, indeod. wrr: Samah, alike. «jj Sarve,

all. wfal: Anantah, possessed of infinito qualities. ^: Sah, he. q: Yah,

who. nat'J Etan, these (there), sfaaj^ Antavat, as finite (like Jiva). &tt&

Upaste, worships, w: Sah, he. sfd^aH. Antavantam, finite or limited.

&T*I> Lnkam, world. 3T«jfw Jayati, conquers, gets the mastery over. jHa,
indeed. W Atha, on the other hand, q: Yah, who. njaf^ Etan, these

(three). wfar5* AnantAn, possessed of infinite qualities, gqttt TJpaste,

worships, *?« Sah, he. wfan Anantam, infinite. Lokam, world

;

Visnuloka. arafw Jayati, conquers, f Ha, indeed.

13. Next, of this Vayu waters are the body, the light

which is called the moon, is his form. Therefore as far as

Vayu extends, so far extend the waters and so far extends that

moon. They are, in fact, all alike, all infinite. Whoever
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worships them as finite, conquers a finite world ; on the other

hand, he who worships them as infinite, conquers an infinite

world.—68.

mantra T. 5. 14

rT^IT ^rfTOT 3RT%c^ II ^ II

W Sah, he. Esah, this, sraTlfo: Praj&patih, Vayu. tfTOTC:

Samvatsarah, named Samvatsara. <rtw<C7> Jjlodasakalah, consisting of

sixteen parts ; is especially in the moon that has sixteen phases,

Tasya, his ; of the Vayu present in the moon. qgHSTOSn: pafichadasakalah,

fifteen parts. ?IWs Batrayah, called nights , the parts are called nights,

because they increase by the bright fortnight and decrease by the dark

fortnight, "^r Eva, certainly. Asya, his ; of the Vayu present in the

moon, q&itfi §odasl, the sixteenth. Kala, part. KflT Dhruva, fixed;

constant. q^Eva, certainly. tf: Sah, the Vayu in the moon. TlRlf*T: RAtribhih,

by the nights ; by the fifteen of the bright fortnights, vrrjpfo Apfiryate,

becomes full. ^ Cha. BWqftqft Apaksiyate, wanes by the fifteen of the

dark fortnight. Cha, and. «J«r Eva, certainly. R: Sah, he
; deprived of

fifteen parts. SKTRWrt AroavAsyam, new moon. *ifsf R&trim, in the night.

<5?lJrr Ktaya, this ; by this part. «rte$ran Sodasyft, the sixteenth, q>5RlT Kalayft,

with the part. S^T. Sarvatn, all Idam, this. STTU>J^ Pranabhrit,

having beings, wgufsryi Anupravisya, entering. fffft Tatah, then.

HW- Pratah, in the morning; in the day after new-moon. Jayate, is

born ; is increased by the second part. aCTRt Tasra&t, therefore ; because

the Vayu in the moon is with the living beings in the night of the new-

moon. H?ft Etam, this. Ttfii R&trim, in the night. m<Q*Z$i Pranabhritah,

of the living beings, sriof Pranam, the life, sr Na, not. fqfcgViq Vich-

chhindyat, should cut off. trft Api, even. 74>&n3(3 Krikalflsasya, of alizard
;

of a chameleon, qa^rrt Etasy&h, this, ^fli: Devat&y&h, of the go'1. tjw

Eva, even. «nf*f$ Apachityai, in honour of.
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I4. This Prajapati (the Vayu that is in the moon), named
Samvatsara, consists of sixteen parts. The nights, (the nights of

the dark fortnight as well as of the bright fortnight) are his fifteen

parts. Certainly constant is his sixteenth part. It is by the

nights (of the bright fortnight) that he becomes full, and by the

nights (of the dark fortnight) that he wanes. In the night of the

new-moon, entering with this sixteenth part all that is endowed
with life, he is then born the next day in the morning. Therefore,

in that night, no one should cut off the life of any living beings,

not even of the lizard. It is, indeed, in honour of this god
(Vayu).—69.

mantra I. 5. 15.

3TITOIT %^5ft3Tm JTf^5fT»TT%^5rT|: n ^ 11

Sah, He ; that, tfratt: Samvatsarah, named Samvatsara. asmfa:

Prajapotih, Prajapati. q: Yah, who. «U5?rci3K Sodasakalah, consisting of

sixteen parts. g: Sah, he. sc^H Ayam, this. tf* Eva, in fact ; indeed.

W Yah, who. Ayam, such. ^F%<f Evaiiivit, one who knows the

creation of sovon kinds of food, g^: i'urusah, man
;

person. ^ Vai,

indeed. a<51 Tasya, his ; of the Vayu present in him who knows the

Creation of seven kinds of food. fk<^ Vittam, wealth such as gold, &c.

f$ Eva, only. «fa^r*srr: Panchadasakalah, tifteon parts. Sl»?j Asya, of

this Vayu. srimr Atma, tho body of the wise men in whom he is. qtaoi

Sodasi, sixteenth. ^?IT Kala, part. tf: Sah, the Vayu in the wise men.

fMfar Vittena, by the wealth. Eva, only. Apuryate, becomes full.

^ Cha,' and. wqjjffa^ Apaksiyate, diminishes, q Cha, and. <^R[ Etat, that.

Yafc, which, Ayam, this. *rtr»TT Atma, body, Tat, that, snwf

Nabhyam, the nave of a wheel, fatf Vittam, wealth, nfir: Pradhih,

the periphery. Tasmat, therefore; siuce the body is like

the nave, of a wheel and wealth its periphery. q«rfq Yadyapi, if. OT3qrf£f

Sarvajyjunm, all the wealth, tftitfl Ksiyate, is stolen by others j is lost..

m\mw Atmana, by the body.. sfMa Jivati, (He) lives. %^ Ohet, if. jtBrt
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Pradhina, by the periphery; by the wealth. wwi Agafc, is gone, jferlti,

this. Eva, only, wig: Ahuh, (they) say.

15. He, the Prajapati named Samvatsara that has sixteen

parts, is, indeed, such a one as knows this (creation of seven kinds

of food). The wealth is his fifteen parts and the body is the

sixteenth part. By the wealth (when accumulated) he becomes

full, (and by the wealth when lost) he is reduced. That which is

the body (of the wise) is like the nave of a wheel and (his) wealth

is like its periphery. Therefore, when a man lives with his body

only when all the wealth is gone, they say that he is gone by

periphery.—70.

mantra I. 5. 16.

v3TS| 5(^T 3CT5I %T35T *T?T^%T^: fa<S%T$T

W Atha, again, Trayah, three. stoi: Lokah, worlds, Vava,

Verily; truly. JT^fJ^T^: Manusyalokah, the world of man. fafshq;:

Pitrilokah, the world of the Pitris or Fathers. Devalokah, the

world of the Devas. ^fa Iti. a: Sah, that
;
just spoken, wf Ayani,

this. Manusyalokah, the world of man. g^»!J Putrena, by a

true begotten son or by a disciple, m Eva, only, iftxi: Jayyuh, can be

coquered or attained. «f Na, not. SRrSfa Anyena, other. ^TTUT Kannantl,

by work, «E?f»0T Karmana, by work; by the sacrifices- such as Jyotistonia,

etc. fatJ&T*: Pitrilokah, the world of the fore-fathers. fsruqi Vidyaya, by

knowledge. ^F&f*: Devalokah, the world of the gods, ^3$r$: Devalokah,

the world of the gods, t Vai, indeed. $ra>Prf Lokanam, of the three

worlds. Sresthah, the best. TOTT<I Tasmat, therefore. firtTH3( Vidyam,

tattva-jflana ( ateHCTT* ). JT^Wffl Prasaiusanti, (they) praise. .

16. Again, there are verily three worlds, the world of Man,

the world of the Fathers and the world of the Devas. This world

of man, just mentioned, can be attained by sons -or " disciples,' but

not by any other, work
;
by works (such as . Jyotijtoma, etc.),. the

world of the Fathers can be attained, whilst that of the Devas by

knowledge. Of the three worlds, the best is, indeed, the world of
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the Devas. It is, therefore, knowledge is so highly spoken

of.—71.

mantra I. 5. 17.

^ % % t| qfTT^T^ ^S^T STfTfc^rTT ^ ^

N» >3 si 5 *

3T«N^ f5TT: UTTT 3T*jm SCTmscrfcrT II V® 11

W Atha, and, now. »W: Atah, hence. Because by a wise son this

world can be conquered. tfsrfa: Samprattih, gift, i.e., the instruction ; the

instructions of a father to his son. i^T Yada. when. Praisyan-

inanyate, ^the father) thinks that " I shall die." SJU Atha, then. fstf

Tvain, thou. ggT Brahma, Veda, Tvatu, thou. Yajfiah, sacrifice.

^ Tvam, thou. &nr. Lokah, world, ffh Iti, sucli. g?f Putram, to the son.

•Of Aha, says. Sah, that. 33: Put rah, son. STpn? Pratyaha, says in

reply. w£ Ahain, I. VgT Brahma, Brahma. w£ Ahain, I. «l5f: Yajntth, sacrifice.

Wtf Ahatn, 1. Lokah, world, jfer lti. Yat, anything. f=|»^

Kificha, whatever. W$fj> An&ktum, what is read from the preceptor.

Tasya, that. Sarvasya, of all. ffgT Brahma, Brahman, with the

word Brahman, jfsr Iti. «J*ar Ekata oneness ;
identity. $ Vai, verily

;

indeed, it Ye, those. Keeha, that are. Yajn&h, sacrifices.

H^t flarvesam, all. ftat Tesarn, of them. tOf: Yajfiah, with the word

Yjfia ( «»5t ). jfa Iti. ^ar BkatA, oneness
;
identity. ^ Vai, indeed. ^ Ye,

those, ife* Kocha, that are. %tw L>k&h, worlds. cHNt SarvesAm, all.
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Tesam, of them. §ppt Lokah, with the Loka. ^fer Iti. H*ai Ekata,

oneness; identity, t Vai, indeed. jgp^Idam, this. Sarvam, all ; that

have been mentioned as a duty to a son. <^TT3?t Et&vat, so much; np to this

extent. (Read the Vedas, perform the sacrifices, and make me attain all

the Lokas or worlds up to Moksa). $ Vai, only. snpfSannayam, treading

in the right path ; dutiful. (Supply 35I Putram after it). Itah, having

obtained
;
having got. Etasmat, from this dutiful son. 5rf Sarvam,

all ; the result of the son's study of the Vedas and the performance of the

sacrifices, wgsniq Abhunajat, gets ; obtains (the father). %fk Iti.

Tasmat, for this reason. wgfifrsa' Anusistam, who has received instruc-

tions from his father. 39" Putram, son. &\w*i Lokyam, lokya, i.e., the means

of attaining all the worlds up to Mukti. wrgi Ahuh, (They) say. 39TT<T

Tasmat, therefore ; because the son is the means of attaining all the

Lokas. i£5f Enam, him ; the Son. 8?g*rrflfrT Anusasati, instructs (the

father). i^efftfcT Evaiiivit, one who is Saptannavit, i.e., who has the

knowledge of the seven kinds of food. Sah, he. l^T Yada, when.

W3Tr?I Asmftt, this. sfteRT Lokat, from the world, ff^r Praiti, departs

;

dies, am Atha, then, yjfti: Ebhih, by these. Jntf: Pranaih, prana (Vayu),

Manas (Brahma) and Vak (Sarasvati). ^ Eva, certainly, fff Saha,

with. 3?f Putram, the son. unfirofflT AviSati, enters
;

gets into, ar^sr

Anena, by him
j
by the father, qfif Yadi, if ; at any time. WSUir

Aksnaya, through weakness, faff%?r Kinchit, any; a simple act.

Kritara, committed. *|5rf?T Bhavati, is. ?reTi^ Tasmat, from that, qafana

Sarvasmat, all. iff Enam, him; the father. Sah, that; instructed,

ga: Putrah, the son. ri^RlT MufSchati, releases. ?TOTt^ Tasmat, therefore
;

since he releases the father from sins committed through weakness. 39:

Putrah, the son ; so called, because he releases the father from his sin.

(3^ Put, sin, 9 from at tra, to save or release). m Sah, he; tho father.

3^«0 Putrena, by means of a dutiful son. ^ Eva, only, wftff^ Asmin,

this. Like, in the world. Jrf5ff?r«sf?r Pratitisthati, remains; continues.

au*I Atha, then ; when the father has got the world Mukti. irtft^ Enam,
him. <J[^ Ete, these. Pranah, Sarasvati, Brahnri and Vayu, the

presiding deities of speech, mind and prana. Devah, the gods. WJcTr:

Amritah, released in their natural and pure form. wf%»tfa Avisanti,

enter.

17. And, hence is the instruction of a father (to his son).

When the father becomes aware that he is going to depart from

this world, then he says to his son—" Thou art the Vedas, thou

art the sacrifice, and thou art the world
;
(meaning thereby, study

the Vedas, perform the sacrifices strictly according to the injunc
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tions of the Vedas and thereby make me attain all the Lokas or

worlds up to Moksa). " The son says in return
—"I am the

Vedas, I am the sacrifice and I am the world. " (Thus the son

promises to follow the father's instructions). Whatever lesson (the

son may receive in the Vedas) theirs oneness, indeed, is with

the word Brahman (in the father's instruction and the son's

promise, /. e., is implied in one word Brahman in the instruction

and promise). All the sacrifices (the son is to perform) theirs

indeed, is the identity with the word Yajfia or sacrifice (in the

above instruction and promise, /. e., the word Yajna implies all the

sacrifices the son is to perform). All the worlds that are indeed

to be attained, theirs is the indentity with word Loka (world) (both

in the instruction and the promise, L e., the word Loka in the

instruction and promise above include all the worlds to be attained).

All these instructions amount to this. Having obtained a son

treading in right path, a father obtains (all the results of

the study and sacrifice) from him. Therefore a son who has

received instructions from his father is called Lokya or means of

attaining all the worlds. It is, therefore, that the father instructs.

When he who has a thorough knowledge of this Saptanna departs

from this world, then, he enters into his son with these, Prana

(Vayu), Manas (Brahma) and Vak (Sarasvati). Should the father

commit something (wrong) through his weakness, from all such

sins docs such a son release him. Hence, a son is Putra—deliverer

from sin. A father continues (to remain) in, this world by his son

only., Then when the father gets Mukti, the gods Prana, etc.,

having assumed their pure and natural form enter into him, the

son.t7:2.

MANTRA I. 6. 18. •

Ijfsjiif Prithivyai, the earth ; here it has been used in the sense of

giving up the earth. * Gha, and, w^: Agneh, the fire
; leaving the fire.

* Cha, and. fsft Daivt, divine j free from all the evils. W£ Vak, speech;

Sarasvatt «£f Enara, this ; one that is the Saptannavit. trrf^srfa Avifiatr,

enters- lir YayA, by whom. Yadyat, whatever. «$* Eva, only.
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^fcT Vadati, (He) says, Tattat, that. «rafar Bbavati, comes to pass.

HI S&, she. fa Daivi, divine. Vak, speech ; the goddess Sarasvatt

$ Vai, indeed; verily.

18. Giving up the forms of the deities of earth and fire and

assuming a pure divine form, the goddess Sarasvati gets into this

Saptannavit. She is, indeed, the divine Vak, through whom
everything that he utters actually comes to pass.—73.

MANTEA I. 5. 19.

f^: Divah, the sky
;
illuming the form of the deity of the sky. <v

Cha, and. MTf^rlT^ Adityat, the sun
;
illuming the form of the deity of

the sun. q Cha, and. ftf Daivam, divine ; free from evils. jth« Manah,

mind
;

Prajapati. ^sf Enam, this one, i.e., the Saptannavit, Wlfipflfa

AviSati, enters. a^T Tat, that. ^ Vai, indeed. Daivam, divine. »r:

Manah, mind, ihr Yena, by whom, wisf^ Anandi, joyful, Eva, only.

Bhavati, becomes. W«I Atha, and. 3 U, surely, sr Na. not. jn^fer

Sochati, grieves.

19. Giving up the forms of the deities of the sky and

the sun, and assuming a pure divine form, Manas (Brahma) gets

into this Saptannavit. He is, indeed, the divine Manas, through

whom the Saptannavit becomes joyful and he does not grieve.—74.

MANTRA I. 5. 20.

«Tg*3: Adbhyah, waters
;
illuming the form of the deity of waters.

* Cha, and. •JcfW- Chandramasah, the moon
;
illuming the form of the

deity of the moon, f Cha, and Daivah, divine. srra: Pranah, Vayn.

21
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Bff Enam, this one, i. e. the Saptannavit. Wifawfa Avifiati, enters. W- Sah,

that. Daivah, divine. JTfl: Pranah.Vayu t Vai, indeed, m Yah, through

whose influence. The ordinary form isq?i, Yat. ti^Vf, Snficharan, moving

to and fro. Asancharan, not moving. ^ Cha, and. JT Na, not.

«1*ra Vyathate, feels pain. Beings like men feel pain on moving and

those like horses feel pain when they cannot move, wft Atho, therefore.

H Na, not. ft«qft Risyati, dies. W- Sah, he. ?J: Yah, who. Evamvit,

one who has the knowledge of these seven kinds of food. *t3M Sarvesam,

all. *J3Ht Bhutanam, of the beings. «n?m Atma, that which pervades.

*rafa Bhavati, becomes. q«n Yatba, as. nm Esa, this(Vayu). ^<jt Devata,

the god. m Sah, that ; the example. ^ Evam, such. ?tot Yatha, as.

H3t Etam, this, $gr?it Devatatn, the god. Sarv&ni all. *j<nf??

Bhutani, beings, sj^fa Avanti, preserve, Evam, such, f Ha, it is.

qjtfkf Evamvidam, him who knows this. gqffoiSarvani, all. *jaTfa Bhfitani,

beings. *r^fa Avanti, protect. Iraah, these, jrsrr: Prajah, people.

Yat, anything, Kificha, whatever. 9-U. tfHfa Sochanti, grieve,

aa Tat, that; grief. «WT Arna, with the Daityas that regulate or govern

the body. W?rt Asam, of these, (people). ^ Eva, only. *rafa Bhavati, is.

jwf Punyam, good deeds ; what is holy, ijf Eva, only. «TJ| Atnum, to him,

». e., to the worshipper of the seven kinds of food, nsgfa Gachchhati,

goes, ^affiT, Dev&n, gods. qj«f Papam, sin. a Na, not. qxgfa Gachchhati,

goes, f Ha. a Vai, indeed.

20. Giving up the forms of the deities of the waters and of

the moon, and assuming a pure divine form, Prana gets into this

Saptannavit. He is, indeed, the divine Prana through whom one

does not feel pain while moving, and while not moving, therefore

one does not die. He who knows this becomes the pervader of

all beings, just like this god (Vayu). Such is his case. Just as

all the beings protect this Deva (Prana), so indeed, all beings

protect a person who thus knows. Whenever any people suffer

grief their suffering is with the Daityas that regulate or govern the

body. Whatever is holy goes to the worshipper of the seven

kinds of food ; for sin does not approach those that are divine.—75.

Note:—The Saptannavit, after Mukti, becomes all -pervading. He can enter the body

of any creature he likes. Hut he does not surfer with the sufferings of those creatures

—

the sufferings go to those demons in the human body that cause evil deeds. Good only

approaches the devas that regulate the body.
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MANTKA I. 5. 21.

cTTH ^BF^T^WJ^cT I orf^rTS^rTfSim

m<n: i cm* 1113 ^ft*^ i araf % *: ^st «r:

srs? Atha, next. *RT: Atah, therefore, srenftm *HT Vratamimamsa, the

discussion of observances, JTjfrqfa: Prajapatih, Vasudeva. wffa Karmani,

means of performing the actions, Sasrije, created, f Ha, verily.

Sift Tan i, these. ^BTfa Sristani, on being created, tmRsnhf Anyonyena,

with one another. swsfa Aspardhanta, vied. «flf Aham, I. qR[««Jlfif

Vadisyami, will speak on. <J3 Eva, certainly, ^fo Hi. m\ Vak, speech
;

the fire named Vak. ^gf Dadhre, made up his mind. 9l£ Aham. I. Jftfjrfif

Draksyami, will see. ^far Iti. «§J:
Ohaksuh, eye ; the deity of the eye.

Aham, I. Htarft! Srosyami, will hear, ^fa Iti. «ttgq( Srotram, the ear;

the moon, the deity of the ear. «J3f Evam, thus, «if^tfsT Anyani, other,

^flffbl Karmani, organs of actions, qtn$ff Yathakarma, according to their

functions, arfa Tani, these
;
(gods such as Vak, &c). Mrityuh, death;

sin ; negligence in performance of duty imposed by the gods, wbt:

Sramah, laborious ; tiresome. »J?3t Bhutva, becoming. 5W*fa Upayeme, got;

obtained, aifa Tani, these
;
(gods such as Vak, &c). mjftt Apnof, exten-

ded his superiority over. arHl Tani, these (gods). «TIW<rT Aptva, having

obtained; having got the mastery over, ^jf^i Mrityuh, death; sin.

W5ire'«ie^ Avarundhat, obstruoted ; stood in the way of performing their
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respective duties, sren^ Taamat, therefore ; since Death stood in the way

of performing their own duties, srrnrfa Srainyati, becomes tired ; fails to

perform their duty. «j«r Eva, cannot but. Vak, speech. STTOlfa

6ramyati, becomes tired. <ag: Chaksuh, the eye. SHwrfa &ramyati,

becomes tired ; becomes exhausted, sftsn^ Srotram, the ear. %psi Atha,

next; but, fJT^ Imam, him ; this god. Eva, only. !f Na, not. wr^fta

Apnot, got superrnacy over, q: Yah, who. antf Ayam, this. fftun?:

Madhyaraah, central ; here in the sense of the chief, srif: Pranah, Vayu.

atffl Tani, these ; those gocis over whom death got the mastery. 3ng*J

Jfiatum, to know; to know the chief Vayu. ^ftf? Dadhrire, made up their

minds, wf Ayam, this ; the cheif Vayu. ^ Vai, indeed, si: Nah, among

us. Sresthah, best ; superior, n: Yah, because he. tf^VH. Saficharan,

moving to and fro. ^ Gha, and. SRfarc^ Asaiicharan, not moving. <E| Cha,

and. 1 Na, not. Vyathute, feels pain, wifr Atho, and. «T Na, not.

fiwifa Hisyati, dies. fa Hanta, Oh! Asya, his ; of this Vayu.

Eva, only. ^:<?^ Rupam, form. Sai ve, all of us. vraffY Asama, let us

ussutne. ^fa Hi. 3 Te, they, i^arctr Etasya, of this god Vayu. tg( Eva,

only. <$TO( Rupam, form. Rsf Sarve, all of them. 8W3»^ Abhavan,

became; assumed, fTOTrat Tasinat, therefore. Because all of them

assumed the form of Prana or Vayu. Ete, these gods. ^1 Etena, by

this (name), by the name of Prana. WSTflf^ Akhyayante, are called.

Hiotr: Pranah, Pranas. ^Rf Iti. qfaff^ Yasmin, which. 5% Kule, in the

family. 1: Yah, who is the be8t. ^Jf Tena, by that
;
by his name. ^

Tat, that. ^S^Kulam, family. SfTCtiHt Achaksate, is spoken ; is called,

f Ha, verily. JfUl Vava, it is well-known, q: Yah, who. ^ Evam, this;

greatness or superiority of Prana. #5 Veda, knows this, c^fa^r Evaravida,

with him who knows this, q: Yah, whoever, fjvfa Spardhate, vies. 5

U. ( Ha, verily. wggwj Anususya, after having wasted. Eva,

certainly. affRl: Antatah, in the ond, faq^ Mriyate, dies. % Ha.

Iti, this. srvqirWJt Adhyatmam, superiority of Vayu as found by the gods
that preside in the body.

21. Next, therefore, an exposition of observances. Praja-

pati, in fact, created (the organs of) the actions. After being

created these vied with one another. The (fire that passes by the

name of) Vak made up his mind (saying) " I will speak on ;
" the

eye (saying) " I will see, " the ear, "I will hear on." Thus did

all the organs of actions (resolve) according to their respective

functions. Death assuming the form of exhaustion (and conse-

quent negligence) seized them and conquered them. Having got
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the mastery over them, Death obstructed them (from performing

their functions). Therefore, it is that Vak becomes tired, eyes

become tired and ears become tired. But he could not get

superiority over him only who is the chief VSyu. Those whom
Death (made his own) made up their minds to know (this chief

Vayu)
; (and they knew) that "This Vayu is the senior among

us ; because he does not feel exhaustion, whether he moves or

not, and therefore he does not die. O ! let us all assume the

form of this Vayu only." All of these then assumed the

form of this Vayu. Therefore, they are called Prana, following

the name of this Vayu. For, it is well-known that a family

passess by the the name of him only who is the best in that

family. Whoever opposes such a Saptannavit, wastes away and

ultimately dies. Thus the superiority of Vayu was found by the

gods that pervade the body.—76.

MANTUA I. 5. 22.

%&l Atha, now. *rfvf^Tfll Adhidaivatam, superiority of the god Vayu.

Aham, I. s^fewjrfa Jvalisyami, will barn on. <£i Eva, only. jf?r Iti,

so. wfift Agnih, fire, ^st Dadhre, resolved, Aham, I. ac3ftftr

Tapsyami, will heat. Iti, thus. auf^cT Adityah, the sun. «i£ Aham,
I. %N«nffr Bh&syarai, will shine. jfir Iti, so. ^fm: Chandramah, moon.

<£jf Evam, similarly. %PW Anyah. other. |«rar: Devatah, gods. «K?T$3a^

Yath&daivatam, according to their respective functions; according to

their divine nature. tf: Sah, the example. <WT Yatha, such ; as follow*. <5*t

Esam, these, trramt Prananain, among the gods called Prana just before.

fTWT: Madhyamah, central ; chief. ttlWi Pianah, Vayu. ijf Eva, only.

«5«iwm Etasain, these. Devatanflm, among gods, dtgt Vayuh, Vayn,

ff Hi, because. v?*tt Anyah, other. $*an Devatah, gods. fffjjWfa Nim-
lochanti, decline ; become pale. «f Na, act. sjrgt Vayuh, Vayu; chief
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Prana. m Sa, she ; it was «j«?r Bsa, this. f<TT Devata, god. * Na, not.

«resffnrr Astamita, become pale or less bright. «m Yat, who. qrgi Vayuh,

Vayu.

22. And, now regarding the superiority among the cosmic

deities. Fire made up his mind that " I will continue to burn

on," the sun resolved that " I will continue to give heat," the

moon made up his mind that " I will continue to shine." Similarly

did the other deities, according to their respective divine

natures. As however the central Prana was found superior to

all the other deities of the senses (Pranas), such was the

Vayu among these cosmic devas. Because all other deities have

their fading but not the Vayu. It is this deity who never sets

who is Vayu.—77.

MANTRA I. 5. 23.

^t%T WR! \ Slrl^ftr ^TS^rf W

tot ^rg^gsrf^ra i *§*pTc*mmfti^i i

tfer tsstr arrsnnn ll 4 ll

«ra Atha, hence
,

therefore. Esah, This. 6lokah, verse.

Vftfa Bhavati, is . g*f: Suryah, the sun. Here tins word stands for the

sun as well as the other gods, qa: Yatah, whence, g^fer Udeti, arises;

comes into existence. 39 Yatra, where; STCcfrl^fo Astaiiigachohhati, sets;

disappears. ^ Gha, and. Iti. SWORl Pr&nat, from Prana Vayu : from

chief of the Vayu?. $ Vai, indeed. (£7: Esah, this; the sun as well as

the other gods. Udeti, arises ; comes into existence, auft Prane, in the

Prana, w^litfer Astamefci, disappears, Devah, the gods. ?t Tarn, him
;

Prana. qlf Dharmam, religious duty
;
worship of Haasa (^), the sun.

wfafr Ohakrire, made. «: Sah, he; that Dharma. Eva, only. WW Adya,

to-day; at the present time. W- Sah, he. » U, again. V: J§vah, to-
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morrow; in future. $fa Iti. i$ Ete, these; gods, wig Amum, him;

Prana. Yat, what ; as means of worshpping the lord, *rf£pf?f Adhri-

yanta, held; settled, fy Hi, certainly. «tfj Yat, that ; means of worship-

ping the Lord, ijsr Eva, only. «TO Adya, to day; at present time. «rP?

Api, even ; even in future, gprfa Kurvanti, observe; adapt. ^Yai,itis

well known. aWH Tasmat, therefore , since Prana is superior to all. in Ma,

me. qnm P&pma, evil. 3?g Mfityub, death. %Z Net, never.

Apnuvat, get ; seize. Iti, so thinking, Ekam, one.^ Eva, only.

jrimnH Pr&nyat, belonging to the Prana V&yu, that is of breath. * Cha.

Apanyat, belonging to the Ap&na Vayu or the Vayu that expels.

^ Cha, and. arat Vratam, observance ; the mode of worshipping the Lord.

Charet, should adapt. ?rf^Yadi,if 5 U, again. Charet, (should

he) have recourse to. ftHifqtfq^ft Satnapipayiset, (he) should wish to

bring it to a close ; he should try it to the last, fa Tena, by that means;

by that method of worship. 3 U, again ; on the other hand, ijaw Etasyai,

this. faa\$ Devatayai, of the devas. The ordinary form is <$rcn^9ffrar:

Etasyadevatayah. OTg3I*f Sayujyam, union. {retail Salokatam, dwelling

in the same world. 5fl?Rr Jayati, conquers; attains.

23. To this effect is the following verse: "Whence
the sun (as well as the other gods) takes his rise and where

he does disappear." (This verse means) from Prana, does

the sun rise and in the Prana does he disappear. (The

remaining portion of the verse is)
—"Him did the devas

make their Duty or the means of worshipping the Lord ; he

verily is even to-day and so he will be to-morrow." What
the devas settled before, even that they perform now (and

will continue to do so in future). Therefore a man should

perform one vow only that of Prana and Apana (with a belief)

—

"Let the sinful Death never seize me." When a man has recourse

to this vow he should continue it till he bring it to a close.

By that means alone a man gains union with and dwelling

in the same world with that god Vayu. (Or should a man
worship any god other than this, he should continue it to the

close. By the worship of that god alone, a man gains union with

that god and dwells in the same world with whom he worships.—78.

Here ends the Saptdnna Jirdhmana,
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The word "Father " in the first mantra refers to Visnu. The

word "yat" in the same verso is eqnal to "yada," when. "Tapasa"

—with tapas or austerity. Bnt tapas here means Karma. The Lord
created the seven kinds of food according to the past Karmas of the

Jivas. "Medhaya"—"with intelligence." It means "by His own Will."

[The creation therefore of the sevenfold universe is according to the will

of the Lord, and the acts of the Jivas.] The word " tapas '* here must

mean " Karma," because in this very Bramana, in a subsequent mantra,

it is said that the creation is according to the Will of the Lord and the

Karma of the Jivas ( ogtyrKf fa*IT f^m 3TSTT# CTrfc ). When the great

all-pervading Lord Visnu created the seven kinds of food, He kept three

for Himself. These three are Manas or mind, Vak or speech and Prftna.

It is through these that He gets satisfaction. It is, therefore, one should

be always desirous (Kama) of attaining His Bhakti j one should always

make up his mind (sankalpa) to do His work; one should always have a

onriosity to know (viohikitsa) Him; one should have a Sraddhft ( VF^m )

or faith in the glorifying of His merit; one should have Asraddlm ( srw^qf

)

or hatred when His equality or superiority of others to Him is

spoken of or when His identity with anything earthly is talked of; one

should have Dhriti (^f?f) or patience when one hears utterances derogatory

to the Lord ; one should have Adhriti ( sp^fa ) or impatience in giving up

the opinions of such men; one should feel shame (hri), in giving up bis

love or Bhakti for the Lord; one should devote his whole intellect (dhi)

for knowing Him ; and one should always feel fear (bhi) in one's

ignorance of the Lord ; one should employ his own speech in speaking of

the glories of the Lord. One should have one's Prima Vuyu in doing

aots for the Lord. One should engage his Apana Vayu in giving up those acts

that do not belong to the Lord; one should keep his Vyana Vayu engaged

in checking those that stand in the way of the acts for the Lord; and one

should have his Udana Vayu in maintaining the Voga or communion with

the Lord and the Sainana Vayu one should keep engaged in setting right

one's own mind, speech and the organs. Of Bhakti, etc., spoken before,

a man should always make his mind, etc., the Anna ( «mr ) or food to

Visnu. The difference between Kama or desire, and VichikitsA or

onriosity is this; the desire or K«ma relates to one object, while curiosity

to many. The Praua Vayu makes one work; the Apana Vayu makes him

stop from work; the Vyana Vayu engages him in acts that reqnire strong

energy ; the Udana Vayu helps him in communion ; and the Sam&na

Vayu leads his body, mind, and organs and it helps him in attaining

$tf% (sthiti) or Mukti, The superiority of the Jiva consists in this—
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—that it is very near to the (presiding deities of) mind, Vak and Prftna;

and the Great Lord Purusottama has also forms consisting of Manas, Vak

and Prana. The presiding deities like Brahma, Sarasvati and Vayu,

and many other presiding deities have their origin from the Manas

(mind), Vak (speech) and Prana of the Lord, Visnu. Our Vak or speech,-

indeed, speaks because the Lord is in the heart of hearts of all. All

speeches and sounds arc, therefore, the names of the Lord. They that

know that all the words are the names of Hari reap the fruit of that

knowledge, and those that havo no such knowledge do n'ot reap that fruit.

Our knowledge is derived from all the external senses, and it is said to be

produced by the help of the mind ; for a man is conscious when touched

on the back by some body, but if his mind is restless and is engaged in

something else he cannot be so conscious.

Bhdsya on the mantras 10— 13.—The presiding deities of the Lokas

(or the worlds), etc., of the Vedas, of the Suras, of the Jnatas (Sfra), of the,

Pitris, etc., and the presiding deities of Dyan (the space), of Prithivi (the

earth), of the fire, of the snn, of waters and of the moon, all it is lie.

He is Indra on account of His great glories ; He lias no enemy because

He has no rival. Vayu and the two gods : BrahmA, and Sarasvati are

equal as far as their extension is concerned; but the two gods Vayu and
Sarasvati are of higher attribute ; for in comparison with the attributes

of the other Jivas theirs is such as may be called infinite. Again the

attributes of the Lord Visnu are still more infinite in comparison with

these. So the worshipper of those that have infinite attributes (of Brahma
Sarasvati and Vayu) enjoy infinite bliss ; and opposite is the case with

the worshippers of those whose attributes are not infinite.

Bhdsya on the mantra 14.—Vayu is the protector of the boings and
hence called Prajapati. He it is in the moon at night and he is called

Ratra or night, because at night he wanes and at night he becomes
full. The phases are said to be fifteen in number, but the sixteenth is

constant. Though the Vayu has no phases by himself
. yet he is said to

have the phases, owing to the phases of the moon (which is his Beat).

In the night of the new mjon, he enters into the life of all the beings;

it is, therefore, the killing even of a lizard at that night becomes greatly

sinful though there is a very small amount. of sin in taking away the life

of a lizard,.because it is the seat of Kali, - Vayu is called Samvat-

sara, beoause he is the child of Visnu, and as such, he greatly enjoys

bliss. Saiivatsara consists of three words (Sam)— greatly; sj??T (Vatsa)—

•

a child and % (ra)—one who enjoys (from (W-v)
Bhdsya on mantra 16 —Such Vayu .is always present, in him who'

knows this that Lord Hari is the .eatar of seven foods. As the. fifteen

22
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jSHtWS't!" of tHe n%6n are subject t'o oharige, and as the wealtHof the Vayn-

\H tne'knftwer i's subject to iricrease' and decrease, so it is said, that His'

b6dy is littd the DhYuvakalft (h,*4&t) of the constant phase. Thd body

is'Hlfe''the nave of a' Wheel wherein all the peripheries meet ; it is tHettk

fo^eywhert' everything is lost one goes to tHe" periphery'. No onto is move
dear to' Vifenu" than the ifaan who' krtows" these gods to be possessed1

' of

shtJH gVe&t merits;

Th8 fourth is the fodd Whi'ch is' eaten. It is regarded to be drith-

mutrtfo'ajlV. He who thinks of the great nearness of the- food td himself,

( who' amasses food* without giving toothers), commits a sin Prom whi6n

hV rifcVer get's free; for he robs gods and Brfthrtianas of their property.

That food the Lord' Visnu gave in two ways to the gods together

with some mantras, and these two ways are (*ftf) Val i and' ftor (Homa)
;

tn'ereTore a man ought not to look for the fruits when performing the

ttfo a«cVideos called Vaisvadeva karma fn^^JT and Valiharana

(^fa^tW). Should a man perform these sacrifices with the object of get-

ting their fruits he in fact robs the gods of the foods offered up. The man
wn'o' makes use of the things of the gods for his own interest does, in fact,

gfiVe tne property of* another in exchange of the goods, for himself, in total

n'eglfgence of the owner of the things, he gives in exchange. To the

quadrupeds as well as t!o the bipeds was given milk which is the seventh

fto'd ; arid* the' mffk 6f the cow' is the chief of this food', fhat milk has'

feeM tfid'd
1

for offering sacrifices to the Atmair as well as to the g'o'd's. It

\£ f!n'eV<$fore» when' art oblation of milk is offered to the Lord Hari for a

wnofe year in a' sacrifice, the' sacrificer g6t's the real knowledge of the

Lord and thence lie gets Alnkti ; one should not entertain arty doubt

afjouf if. And" such a Horna is the cause of a mart's seeing the Lord?
;
and

wtten he has' seen Him and become pure, he easily gets /Jvfukt'i without

perfdi'mi'no any Homa or sacrifice. On the other hand, one wft'O krioWs'

tne' seven foods of tho Lord becomes Mukta by one sacrifice only, because'

lie has a special knowledge,—the knowledge of the Lord's Tattva (?t&)

Lord &a (*.) ».e., the Lord Visnu Whose real self is all bliss, creaieB

again and again tho seven kinds of food according to Karma Of previous'

deeds o'f the beings and according to His own Will ; and therefore these'

foods never uonVe to an end. Hence it is, the Lord* I'ut'uaottama passes

by tits name of Aksiti (Jifs^fK)—the giver of food that will never come

(b tin' end. Whoever knows this eternal Lord Aksiti, to him do such of

these foodfi, as he likes, always come of themselves. This SaptSn'ria

( TOT* ^ worship is the best of the sacrifices that can be bffered up to

tne gods, and by the means of this sacrifice, a worshipper may become
a' god such as he deserves fo be. All the above has been said in the'
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N&r&yani Sruti. The food-god is said to be higher, and higher are his

qualities; the men that are fit for the worship of these gods do not them-

selves become these gods; but they approach the vicinity of these gods

by their knowledge of them.

Mantra 17.—To act again and again is to conquer or to attain this

world of man ; and that can be done without the work of other .births.

One can conquer or attain this world either through his son only, or . only

through VidyA or learning (i.e., through the disciple). It is therefore

.useless. to say that he is sure to attain the world through both of them.

A.man gets one-eighth through the son and half through VidyA or learning

and the whole through the knowledge of SaptAnna. Getting into the

son a man gets free from his weak deeds, because the words WJjIW (Aksna),

33 (Put) and (Chhidr;i) have the same meaning—weak deeds; there-

fore a S?T (Putra) is one who delivers from 3?Tv (Put) or weak deed.

Mantra 20.—Sarasvati and other three gods existing ,in P.rithivi

(the earth) manifest themselves in a groater degree in the go,4,s ; ,and

this is what makes the gods as gods. It is Goddess jSaraavafi wJio.se

entrance (Wl^T) into it makes everything real. It is the, presence

(<Ri|*l) of the godly mind which makes the Mukta npt.to feel jnipery

but to feel bliss. It is the godly Prana which makes the Mukta feel no

exhaustion in all his works, lie acquires the capacity of .doing

everything and he does never die. Thus does Saptannavit or the k.n,o,w.er

of the.seven kinds of food, who is a Mukta, becomes inspired.by.tho th|;ee

gods; he then peivades all beings but does not participate in their

griefs. Since those that are the worshippers of %}w seven kinds, of food

acquire godhood, and since no sins touch the gods, therefore, a SaptAnna.y/t

is never touched by sin. Tho3e gods that, have partly .become men, it is

they, who derive benefit from their sons till they become Muktas ; but

the Mukta gods do not derive at all any benefit from their sons. ,Jt js said

that tbe divine V&k, &o., get into the .Muktas only ; but how do M>ey

preserve the Prana the real nature ( *r^<?) and the knowledge wjbereof

> a something mysterious. In the gods, Prana is the best after

theL'^rd Hari ; and there is no speciality in the Pr&na of .BrabmA.

Therefore a man should have observances (worship) of. tbe kor<d

Visnu first and then be should keep the observances ofiPrsna.

The worship of Hamsa (£«) through breath is the worship of both

Visnu and Prana. because both Visnu and PrAna are of the forms of Ham.sa,

the two gods that preside in the inhalation an I exhalation of breath, so one

should always meditate on these two gods, whilst taking in or giving out

his breath. Araan should not worship any other god- but these two and
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should serve none but tlieae two gods. The Lord Praj&patL who is none

but the Lord Vasudev a, created first the Indriyas,— their deities; and

the Indriyas are called Adhyatmans (3t«n?fl)und their deities are the

Adhidai vatas.

Agni named Vuk is the Adhyatman (W«IT?IT) of speech; Adhyatman

of the eye is named Aditya , and the Adhyatman of the ear is

Chun drama by name; the Adhyatman of the sjross mind is Vasava (*f*ra);

the Adhyattnans of the finer mind are S^sa, Rudra and Vipa (firqT).

Rudra is the Adhyatman of thinking, Gaiuda is the Adhyatman of

Dhy&na (meditation) and Prana is the Adhyatman of Vayu who keeps

all in check.

Mantras 21—23. These gods of the Adhyattnans quarelled amonc
themselves. The Adhidai va Vahni (^fjj ) began to burn ; the Adhidaiva

Surya began to give heat, S una began to illuminate ; Vasava began to

give rain ; Rudra became engaged in performing the works enjoined in

in the Pafioharatra which is the worship of tho Lord Visnu. Vayu it was

who set every one to work and who gave knowlodgo and Moksa. Vindra

(qf? ) set every one in tho path of the Vedas. These gods vied with one

another in Adhyatman as well as in Adhidaiva. The Lord Hari then

Bpoke to them all " I am the best, 1 am the best, superior to you all

;

amongst you he who always performs his duties incessantly is to be

regarded as the best." On hearing this the gods then began to do their

raspective works incessantly . l'rajapati, the Brahma, got into them in

the shape of exhaustion. All the godb could not perform their respective

duties on account of their exhaustion. But Brahma could not make Vayu
exhausted because Vayu is of unabated energy ; so Vayu did not fail to

perform his duties. Exhaustion made tho other gods stop from perform-

ing their respective duties, and the perlormancu of their respective duties

was their Bhagavat-Karma (*PM?l9tT)—the moans of worshipping the

Lord. The non-poriortiianoo of their dutios was followed by sin or

death ; so the gods became subject to the Death. But death oould not

get mastery over that Vayu ; for he never stopped from the performance

of his duty. The gods thus came to know that Vayu was superior to

them all and then they wished to know this V&yu. When they came to

know the superiority of this Vayu. they all became possessed (airf^B) by

hiui, and obedient to him. So they also got tho names uroi (Prana) and

fTC^(Marut), the one is the Adhyatinik («JT«*ttf?JT* ) name and the other

is the Adhidai vik ( wtfa^Rl*) name. Hence it is that those gods have

$heir origin in Vayu and they all disappear in Vayu. So these gods are
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the constant worshippers of this V&yu. Hence it is that a man should be a

constant worshipper of this Vayu. It is owing to this that the

worship of the other gods one mast finish; bat the worship of V&yu never

comes to an end. It has also been said in the Narayna »3ruti—" One
should always worship the Lord Visnu together with or simultaneously

with the Vayu."

Here ends the Bhdsya on the Saptdnna Brdhmanam.

Tine Sixth Brahmana.

MANTHA 1. fl. 1.

^cifa HTOTTH TWT*T U \ ll

5^ Idam, this ; this world, sf r?T Naraa, name. ^"TJ^ Rupatn, form.

Karma, work. ff?C Iti, this word is to be supplied, Trayam, of three

kinds, m Va, indeed. ?W Tesam, among them
;
among name, form and work.

1T*lt Namnam, of the names. 3!^ Vak, speech ; Bharati. Iti.

Ktat, this ; this deity, tj^t Esam, of these names 38j>if Uktham, founda-

tion, ff Hi, because. «nr: Atah, from this deity. 93?im Sarvani, all.

ITJTT^I Namani, name?. afWfa Uttisthanti, spring forth ; take their rise,

iji^r Ktat, this , this deity, viz., Bharati o^t fcJsim, of these (names).

Sama sama. ff Hi, because. Etat, this deity. «f : Sarvaih, all. htrFW:

Namabhih, with the names, fnt Samam, one who together with others

knows. One who together with sounds knows all the forms and work*.

(9T Saha, together with, fll Ma, from m MA, to measure or to know). t£iW

Etat, this deity; Bharati. ij^t Es.un, of these names, agr Brahma,

Biahman. ff Hi, because, Etat, this deity, namely, Bhirati. H^ffa]

Sarvani, all. N&mat.i, the names, fwfei Bi bharti, upholds.

i. This (world) is verily a triplicity, viz.,— name, form

and work. Amongst them Vak or Bharat! is the deity of

names. This deity is the foundation of all names; for

from Her all names spring forth. This deity is the Sama (co-

measurer) with the names ; because She measures (or knows)
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all the forms and works together with the names. This deity

is the Brahman (upholder) of these names ; for She upholds

all the names.—79.
MANTRA I. 6. 2.

vm Atha, next, ^qiut Rupanam, of the forms, ^§j: Chaksuh, the eye
;

Rudra. j[fer It i. «5£(<f Etat, this deity, qqi Esarn, of these forms. 3¥*f

Uktham, foundation, fif Hi, because. Wfl: Atah, from this deity, Rudra.

Hftffol Sarvani, all. ^<?lf«I Rupani, forms, 3fa«^fs Uttisthanti, spring

forth ; take their rise. "ja^Etat, this ; this deity Rudra. «jst Es&tn, of

theseiforms. ffr<? Sfima, SAma ; co-nioasurer. ff Hi, because. «j*!^r Etat,

this; this deity Rudra. 9$': Sarvaih, all. Rupaih, with the forms.

Rfli^ Samam, one who together with other knows, one who together with

forms knows all the names and works. Etat, this ; this deity Rudra.

tjqf E?am, of these forms. STQT Brahma, Brahman ;
upholder ffc Hi,

'because. Etat, this deity ; Rudra. ST*ff»!I Sai vaiji, all. ^qrfa

Rupani, forms, faidf?? Bibharti, upholds.

2. Next, of the forms, chaksus or Rudra is the Deity.

This Deity is the foundation of the forms; for, from Him all

the forms spring forth. This deity is the Sama (cormeasure^)

with the forms ; because He measures or knows all the names

and works together with the forms. This Deity is the Brah-

man or upholder of these forms ; because He upholds all the

forms.—80.
MANTRA I. 6. 3.
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sflf Atbft, next qfcf*!tra( Karmanam, of the works. STTWT Atma, prana.

jfif'Iti. B«at, tllis Deity, Piana «t*lt Esam, of these works, aqr*^

UktHam, ftaridatfiori. ffc Hi, because. «3: Atfah, from this Deity, Prana.

frtfR* SaWflnt, all. *trff^n Karraani, works. sfaWfa Uttisthanti, spring*

forlm. «tcW( Btat, this'Doity, Prana. i^q? Esam, of these- woiks. at* Sartia,

oo measured f«*Hi, because, igpt Etat, this deity, oft Sarvaih, all!

aftffti: Karmabhih, with tlie Works. Samatn, one who together

with others knows. One who together with works knows all the-

names and forms. qaq Etat, this Deity, Prana. <&fc Esam, of

these works. snu Brahma, Brahman
;

upholder, ffc Hi, because,

ijrtf* Etat, this Deity, Prana. tH?f<!I Sarvani, all. apmfm Karmani, works,

faflftf Bibharti, upholds. Tat, therefore, qaa; Etat, this; each of Vak,

Rudra and Vayu. »*f Trayam, of three kinds. W?T Sat, being. flflf Ekam,

one; two of them being under the one (Prana). 3T?f Ayatn, this one 3TT7HT

Atma, Prana. 7 U, again. i^>: Ekah, superior. fR[ San, being. qaw;

Etat, this. 3«f Tray am, three, Tat, that
;

just mentioned t^aa; Etat,

this Deity. WJJff Ainritam, deathless ; immortal. Satyena, by what

is called satya. jjWH Chhannam, hidden. JTI10: Pranah, Prana. § Vai,

indeed. WJff Amritam, ainrita or immortal. rftJnF^ NAmardpe, name and

form. Retf Satyam, what is meant by the word satya. aiwrf Tabhyam, by

those two. «fl/ Ayam, this; this Deity namely Ararita or Immortal, flrrn:

Pranah, Prana. 3Wi Ohhannah, hidden.

3. Next, of the works Atma or Prana is the Deity.

This Deity is the foundation of the wotks
;

for, from Him all

the works spring forth. This Deity is the Sama (co-measurer)

with the works ; because He measures or knows all the names

and forms together with the works. This Deity is the

Brahman or upholder of these works, because He upholds

all these works. Therefore this Deity though a triplicity

is but one ; He is this Prana. He is again, though one,

a triplicity. This Deity called Atma is hidden by what is

called Satya. Indeed Prana is what is called Amrita or the

Immortal, and name and form are called Satya; by these two is

this Immortal (Prana) hidden.—81.

litre ends &&stra.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The word Sama (SW ) means co measurer. «?? Saba, together

with, and m (Ma), to measure, to know.' The word W|?HT (Atma) means

Prana ; because the name and the form are both subject to Pr&na, hence
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they are all said to be as one nnd the same. Prana is the Vayu; his wife

is Bharati called also N&ma or Name and his son is Rupa or form,

that passes by the name of Rudra. Both of these are under the Prana.

Vayu is called the Immortal because he is essentially permanent know-

ledge. Bharati and her son Rudra have been called Satya, truth, because

they speak of the things as they actually are. Pi ana gets into Rudra or

into the Veda or Bharati, and is thus always covered or limited by them

both, this is why Vayu is sometimes called Satya, but his real self is

Amrita or Immortal.

Here ends the Bhdsya on this lirdhmana.



SECOND ADHYAYA.

First (AjAtsatru) BrXhmanam.

mantra ii. 1. 1.

^f^S^T 5fTT% 3^ 5^35 fRT %
s^ra u ^ H

STSJrfe: Balakih, the son of Balaka. nr«f: Gargyah, born in the

family of Garga. flf3H: Anuehanah, who has studied the Vedas ; versed

in the Vedas. Driptah, proud. «TTW Asa, there was. f Ha, very

strange it is. Sah, he; Balaki «Bt5f«f Kasyam, of Kasi. *nH?T*T3[H

Ajatasatrura, Ajatasatru. ^ Te, to thee. Brahma, Brahman. S^Tf55

Bravftni, let tne say or explain. Iti.tr: Sah, that. WHKTCT9: Ajata6atruh,

Ajatasatru. a^r^T Uvacha, said. jt Ha. "JfT^rt Ktasyam, on this, grfaf

Vachi, on thy promise to explain Brahman. tTf^r' Sahasrain, thousand

(either of cows or of gold coins), qgff Dadma, (I) will give, said ironically.

5T>r3»: Jankah, Janaka. Janakah, Janaka. %fo Iti. 3WT: Janah,

people, ^rarfer Dhavanti, run. ^ Vai, indeed. i$f?r Iti.

i. Balaki, one of the descendants of Garga, because he

had studied the Vedas, had become very proud. " I shall

explain Brahman to thee " said he to Ajatasatru of Kasi.
" I shall give to thee a thousand on (the mere strength

of) this speech of thine" ; said that Ajatasatru, "for the

people, indeed, run to Janaka (to acquire the knowledge of

Brahman) crying, 'to Janaka, to Janaka, let us go."—82.

Note.—The reply of Ajitaiatru is ironical. ' All are running to Janaka, a Kjatriya, for

BrahmavidyJ. Hadst thou really possessed it, they would have preferentially gone to the*, for
thou art a Btihmana. and so better than a Kjatriya teacher. "

33
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mantra II. 1. 2.

m Sah, that. ni"Tt Gargyah, a descendant of Garga. 3*19 Uvacha,

said, f Ha. W&T Asau, he. JOT: Purusah, Puru»a, Visnu. qj Yah, who.

«{9 Bva, only. wf^f'fc Aditye, in the sun. Etam, Him. 153 Eva,

alone. Aharo, I. »W Brahma, as Brahman. 3<?T& Upase, worship.

fRflti. «: Sah, that. «RTI^nj: Ajatasatruh, Ajataiatru. 3319 Uvacha,

said. % Ha, strangely, unexpectedly. «£fff5FTC[ Eta9min, on this subject ; on

the worship of Visnu in the sun. JTt Ma, to tne. m Ma, not. ?faf^«ST:

Samvadisthah, speak. «nf?r«5T: Atiajhah, above all ; far beyond this world,

because there is nothing of the world in Him. ?T?fa Sarvesam, all. *JyTRt

Bhutanam, of the beings. »^qf Murdha, head. ?iht Baja, bright ifa Iti.

$ Vai, indeed ; truly. %tff Ahatn, I. Etam, him. 3<U& Up&se,

worship, ffalti. 9: Sah, he. *r: Yah, who. Etam, Him. ^ Evam,

thus. 3qi# Upaste, worships. wf?f«5Tt Atiathah, above all. ftiNt Sarvesam,

all. »Jjrts)t Bhutanam, of the beings. Jfsrf Murdha, head. TCP Raja,

bright. «nfff Bhavati, becomes.

2. That descendant of Garga said,
—

" I worship Him
alone as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in the sun."

Then Ajatasatru said
—" Do not tell me this (for I know it

already). Indeed He is far beyond this world, is at the

head of all beings and is bright. Him do I worship." He
who thus worships Him goes far beyond this world, becomes

the head of all the beings and bright.—83.

MANTRA II. 1.3.

* Itstt^ *Ti^f * Thrift g^r ^rrferrf

3fr<*nrf

*

3ct*t: %t^t sr^ngror ;m i
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qfrvfo II \ H

?T: Sah, that.. m«f: Gargyah, born in the family of Garga. 3»m
Uvacha, said. % Ha. Asau, He.g^q: Purusnh, purusa, Visnu. Ht Yah,

wh". ^ Eva, only. ^sj^ Ohandre, in the moon. q^Etain, Him. <rj Eva,

alone. %f$ Aham, I. srif Brahma, as Brahman, Up&se, worship,

ffif Iti. Sah, that. Ajatasatruh, Ajatasatru 3«n Uvacha,

said. ^ Ha. qafaff^ Etasmin, on this subject , on the worship of Visnu

in the moon. WT Ma, to me 3TT Ma, not. ?jsif3r«5T: Samvadisth&h, speak.

tWrtft^tHt: Brihatpandnrvasah, clothed in a long white dress, ^tu: Somah,

the moon. Raja, bright, ff^ Iti. # Vai, indeed; truly Aham, 1.

Etam. Him. 3qr& Upase, worship. $f?r Iti. «j Sah, he. U:

Yah, who. Etam, him. «£3f Evam, thus. Aharahah, every day.

3<Tt^ Upaste, worships, g^s irga; Sutah prasutah, the soma sacrifice.

Bhavati, is. V*t Asya, his. arwtf Annam, objects of enjoyment.

•T Na, not. Sfftq^ Ksiyate, decrease.

3. That descendant of Garga said
—

"I worship Him
alone as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in the

moon." Then Ajatasatru said
—" Do not tell me that, (for

I know him already). He is clothed in a long white dress

;

He is in the moon and He is all bright. Him do I wor-

ship." He who thus worships Him, every day (in his house)

soma sacrifice takes place and his objects of enjoyment do

not decrease.—84.

MANTRA II. 1. 4.

* frare tt^t q iTcrc^ft fsr^gm j^«r ^^nf

wra *ta%5ft fi^r JT3TT wrarfrf ii & h

m Sah, that, ninf: Gar«yah, a descendant of Garga. wrsr Uvacha,

said, t Ha. Asau, that. J^r: Puiusah, Purusa, Visnu. Yah, who.

Eva, only, fkv % Vidyuti, in the lightning, Etam, Him. cpr Eva,

alone. Wtf Aham, I. »W Brahma, as Brahman, gqr^ Upase, worship,

^firlti. 3: Sah, that wafTcTO^: Ajatasatruh, Aj&taSatru. fft« Uvacha,
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said, f Ha. cjafiw^ Etasmin, on this subject ; on the worship of Visnu

in the lightning, m Ma, to me. in MA, not. tfafysr: Samvadisthah,

say ; tell, tsrcrft Tejasvi, bright; luminous. jfir Iti. t Vai, indeed.

w£ Aharo, I. Etam, Him. gqi^ Upase, worship. $fc( Iti. W.

Sah, he. «r: Yah, who. tJ^H Etam, Him. Evam, thus.

U paste, worships, ^if^ft Tejasvi, glorious, «nflr Bhavati, becomes,

f Ha. itafosit Tejasvini, glorious. %t& Asya, his. JT3TT: Prajah,

offspring
; progeny. *I*f?f Bhavati, is. f Ha.

4. That descendant of (iarga said
—

"I worship Him
alone as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in the

lightning." That Ajatasatru said
—"Do not tell me this

(for I know him already). He is luminous; Him do I

worship." He who thus worships Him becomes glorious

(in this world) and glorious becomes his offspring.—85.

MANRA II. 1. 5.

^f: Sah, that, Tfl"f: Gargyah, born in the family of Garga.

Uvacha, said, f Ha. wqJ^ Ayam, this. 337: Purusah, Purusa ; Visnu.

qj Yah, who. ^ Eva, only. 3tt$T$ Ak&so, in the sky. Etam, him.

flpl Eva, alone. %wf Aliam, 1 flgf Brahma, as Brahman. 3<JT$ Upnse,

worship, ffk Iti. Sah, that. M5Ticli{T5I : AjataSatruh, Ajatasatru 33T^

Uvacha, said. 5 Ha. «?afer^ Etasmin, on this subject ; on the worship

of V»?nu in the sky. w Ma, to me. *n Ma, not. ?faf^«ST: Saaivadisjhah,

tell. goi^Puinam, full, WtTffcf Apravarti, immovable. ff=r Iti. t Vai,

indeed. W< Aha in, I. Etam, Him. 3«ird Upase, worship. jffc Iti.

Sah, ho. «l: Yah, who. Etam, Him. tjsf Evam, thus. 3<n^ Upaste,

worships. «r«f% Pfiryate, i» full of ; has enough of. ff3T1T Prajaya, by

offspring. qgjfil: Pafiubhih, by cattle. STCRTg[ Asmat, this. 5fcT3 LokAt,

from the world. WW Asya, his. «3IT: Prajah, offspring ; line of his fniily,

s| Na, not. Udvartate, is removed ; breaks.

5. That descendant of Garga said
—

"I worship Him
alone as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in the sky."
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Then Ajatasatru said
—

" Do not tell me in this way about this

(worship of the Purusa in the sky). He is full and immove-

able ; Him do I worship." He who thus worships Him has

enough of offspring and cattle, and in this world the line of

his family does not break.—86.

MANTUA II. 1. 6.

^ fTsirsr jtt^t mrsmr srnft wc^itaTf si^n-

ifirSiswfacn stt arf&ag<rm %m * q xjq-

S;ih, that. HT«f: Gargyah, a descendant of Gargn. 3^1g Uvacha,

said. { Ha. w?m Ay am, thi». g?5^: Purusah, Purusa; Visnu. «T; Yah,

who. Eva, only. Vayau, in the wind. ^?PJ( Etam, him. ^ Eva.

alone. 3t£ Ahaiu, I. ET3I Brahma, as Brahman. Upase, worship.

$f?f !ti. 3: Sab., that. a?jUi=r<T3: Ajatasatruh, Ajatasatru. Uvacha,

said, f Ha. "?STW^ Etasmin, on this subject '; on the worship of Visnu

in the wind. JTT Ma, to me. JTT Ma, not. rf^fi[«5t: Sjiihvadisthah, tell.

Indrah, possessed of all the Aisvaryas. Vaiknnthoh, the

Invincible. liqttfsrar Aparajita. unconquerable. $sif Send, army
;
host,

a great number of multitude, ^fa Hi. § Vai, indeed w^f Aham, I.

Etam, Him. 3TT& Upase, worship. 5% Iti. m S»h, lie. ?J: Yah,

who. Etam, Him. Kvam, thus, 3qT*fl Upaste, worships,

farwt: Jisnuh, superior. | H f
. WWTf3T or: Aparajisnuh, not capable of

being defeated, ft Tu, and. ai-ia: Anyatah, from the others, smiqt

Ajayi, not subject to defeat; conqueror of others. *mfh Bhavati, becomes.

6. That descendant of Garga said
—

"I worship Him
alone as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in the wind."

That Ajatasatru said
—"Do not tell me in this way about

this (worship of the Purusa in the wind). He is, indeed,

Indra, possessed of all the lordly powers, the invincible and

the unconquerable host, as such do I worship Him." He who
worships Him as such, becomes superior, invincible and

unconquered of.—87.

MANTRA II. 1. 7.
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m Sah, that. qwi: Gargyah, a descendant of Garga. Uvaclia,

said. % Ha. V. Yah, who. ^ Eva, only, ajq^ Ajam, this. 3$«j:

Purusivh, Purusa ;
Visnu. Asjnau, in the fire. Etam, Him.

i^f Eva, alone. Aham, 1. Rgr Brahma, as Brahman. Upase,

worship. %fk Hi. Sah, that. «JjII?WJ5|: Ajatafiatruh, Ajatasatiu. ^i^r

Uv&cha, said. » Ha. <$afw^ Etasmin, on this subject ; on worship

of Visnu in the fire. TR Ma, to me. m Ma, not tf^fysr: Saihvadisthah,

tell. fawrff: Visasahih, the destroyer, so called because the enemy

cannot bear Him. %fk Hi. ^ Vai, indeed; verily. Aham, 1.

Etam, him. WI^ Upase, worship. %fk Hi. ?f: Sah, he. n: Yah, who.

ttfmEtam, Hun Evam, thus. 3<T(^ Upaste, worships fa<»raffr:

Visasahih, the destroyer ; unbearable. «nfcT Bhavati, becomes £ Ha.

WW Asya, his. ITSTt: Prajah, progeny
; descendants, fWnsfy: Visasahih,

the destroyer
;
unbearable, Bhavati, becomes, jr Ha.

7. That descendant of Garga said
—

"I worship Him
alone as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in the fire."

That Ajatasatru said
—"Do not tell me in this way about this

(worship of the Purusa in the fire). He is, indeed, the Destroyer
;

Him do I worship." A destroyer (of the enemies) becomes he

who worships Him thus (as the destroyer), and the destroyer,

indeed, becomes his offspring.—88.

MANTRA II. 1. 8.

^ lisn^ tth^t q <73Tsm<*| q^q ^aiten? 5t$tt-

qro ^ |i3N^T5iTrTsrem UrTftsF^sn^issT: xrm-

^q sit srf^rT^qT^ fm q T*a^3f*jqT^ qfa-

q% II c 11

S: Sah, that. Uinf: Gargyah, a descendant of Garga. s*tt Uvacha,

said.f Ha. «|: Yah. who *WH Ayam, thi«. Purusah, purusa ; Visnu.
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tg3 Eva, only. Apsu, in waters. qftH. Etam, Him. Eva, alone-

Ahain, I. WP Brahma, as Brahman, 3qt& Upase, worship. jfa

Iti. W- Sal>, that. s?3TT?TST5: Ajatasatruh, Ajatasatru. Uv&cha,

said, f Ha. qafin^ Etasmin, on this subject ; on worship of Visnu in

waters, m Ma, to me. Wl Ma, not. ^fifqft: Samvadisthah, tell. sfa^CT:

Pratirupah., favourable. ^fa Iti. t Vai, indeed
; verily. m$ Aham, I.

Etam, Him. 31T$ Upase, worship, ^fg Iti. Sah, he. m Yah,

who. Etam, Him. Evam, thus. 3«m% Upaste, worship?, nfa^f

Pratiiupam, favourable. ^ Eva, only. qiTH Enam, Him. 3<?n.«gfa

Upagachchhati, goes to; attains, f Ha, verily. H Na, not. awfc^q^
Apratirupam, unfavourable, Wtft Atho, besides. srfa^q: Pratirupah,

favourable (son). WWT Aaraat, from him who worships. 3TR# Jayate,

is born.

8. That descendant of Garga said
—

"I worship Him alone

as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in waters."

That Ajatasatru said
—"Do not tell me in this way about this

(worship of the Purusa in waters), He is, indeed, the Favourable,

Him do I worship. " The favourable only and not the

unfavourable go to Him who meditates on Him thus ; besides a

favourable son is born to him.—89.

MANTEA II. 1.9.

W. Sah, that. ITI«?: Gftrgy ah, a descendant of Garga. Uvftcha,

said, f Ha. wnj Ayam, this. 35*: Purusah, Purasa ; Visnu. *T:

Yah, who. WKf$f Adarfie, in the looking-glass ; in the mirror, tpi Eva,

only, mutf, Etam, Him. ^ Eva, alone. *H»^ Aham, I. ffjr Brahma,

as Brahman. »<mfr Upase, worship, ffk Iti. ?T: Sah, that. %?ssrratr9:

Ajataiatruh, Ajatasatru. «r*i^ Uvacha, said, f Ha. tjafw^ Etasmin,

on this subject ; on worship of Visnu in the mirror, m Ma, to me. m
Mft, not. *faf^«<ST: Samvadisthah, speak. ftftw: Roohisnnh, bright;

resplendent, jffc Ifi, $ Vai, indeed; verily. W$ Aham, I. ijimr.
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Etara, Him. Upase, worship. %fk Iti. Sah, he. if: Yah, who.

«[?pjt
Etam, Him. i;^n Evatn, thus. 3?Tt# Upaste, worships.

Rochif.nuh, bright
,

resplendent, *wf?T Bhavati, becomes. f[ Ha, it is

well known. *TOAs)a, his. JTStT: Prajah, progeny; offspring-, ^fa*<JT:

Roohisnuh, bright; resplendent, vtlfh Bhavati, becomes, wft Atho,

besides. Yaih, with those (wise men). wfwn^Rf Sannigachchhati,

comes in contact Tan, those. cnf^Sai-vtn, all. wfaCter^ Ati roc hate,

surpasses in splendour.

9. That descendant of Garga said
—

"I worship Him alone

as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in the mirror." That

Ajatasatru said
—"Do not tell me in this way about this (worship

of the Purusa in the mirror). He is, indeed, the Resplendent.

Him do I worship. " Very resplendent does he, indeed, become,

he who worships Him thus. His offspring does become resplen-

dent. Besides he surpasses them all in splendour with whom he

comes in contact.—90.

MANTRA II. 1. 10.

Sah, that. Tft«f: Gargy ah. a descendant of Garga. Uv.lcha,

said, f Ha. W«m Ayam, this, <r^ Eva, only. *T53[: S\ibdah, sound.

«T: Yah, which. Yantam, one who is going. Anu, close to. q«R(

PBsohnt, on the back. 3^fff TJdeti, rises Etam, him ; the Purusa

present in the sound behind the back of a man when in motion. ^
Eva, alone. «rtf Aham, I. *W Brahma, as Brahman. Upase,

worship, ^fa Iti. «: Sah, that wmwg: Ajatasatruh, Ajatasatru.

Uvacha, said. 5 Ha. ^afor^ Etasinin, on this subject ; on worship

of Visnu in the sound. «TT Ma, to me. m Ma, not. tfcf^tsr: Saiiivadiethfth,

tell. «t?J: Asuh, life
;
life-giving. ^ Fer Iti. # Vai, indeed; verily,

Aham, I. Etam, Him. Upase, worship %fk Iti. ff: Sah, he.

q: Yah, who. cjm Etam, Him. Evam, thus. Upaste, wor-

ships. MT9ti; Asmin, this. ^% lioke, in the world. ffflf Saryam, full,
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«ng: Aynh life, ijfe Eti, get3 ; attains. t[* Eva, only. J Ha, it is well-

known. Kalat, appointed time. jTr Pura, before. H«f Bnam,

him. JTrU: Pranah, life sr Na, not. ST^iffr Jahati, leaves.

10. That descendant of Garga said
—

"I worship him alone

as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in the sound that arises

at the back close to the man when he is going." That Ajatasatru

said
—"Do not tell me in this way about this (worship of the

Purusa in the sound). He is indeed Life ; Him do I worship. "

A full period of life gains he who worships Him thus. His life

does not leave him before the (appointed) time.—91.

MANTRA II. 1. 11.

f|rft^TS5TO*T ffa sn sr^cmqrs ffa * * <T^snj-

W. Sah, that. nwf: Gargyah, a descendant of Garga. B^T^l Uvaoha,

said. 5 Ha. W«f Ayam, this. JOT: Purusah, Purusa ; Vianu. «r: Yah, who.

far§f Diksu, on all sides, Eva, only, i^rtnEtam, Him. Eva, alone.

Aham, I. «T3T Brahma, as Brahman. 3qi*T Upase, worship. fti.

9: Sah, that. srcnaQ^: Ajatsatruh, Ajatasatru. Uvacha, said, f Ha.

i^rfo*^ Etasmin, on this subject; on worship of Visnu on all sides. HT Ma,

to me. *TT MA, not. *faf^«3r: Saihvadisthah, tell. fsferhr: Dvittyah, having

a second; double. sisfW: Anapagah, inseparable, jfa Iti. W Vai,

indeed. w£ Aham, I. t$an Etam, Him. *qr& Upase, worship. %Tn

Iti. a: Sah, he. rt: Yah, who. Etam, Him. t£^n Evam, thus.

3W5f Upa9te, worships. fjaUwT^ Dvitiyavan, doable. «l^Rf Bhavati,

becomes. 5 Ha. 3»5^rq Asraat, from this ; from such a worshipper. ITU:

Ganah, follower. «f Na, not. few! Ohhidyate, are separated.

11. That descendant of Garga said
—

"I worship Him alone

as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa (abiding) in all quar-

ters." That Ajatasatru said—" Do not tell me in this way about

this (the Purusa in all quarters). He is, indeed, the Double and

Inseparable. Him do I worship. " He who worships Him thus

has always a second and never do his followers part from

him.—92.

34
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MANTRA II. 2. 12.

(ft Sah, that. nmf: G&rgyah, a descendant of Garga. Uvacha,

said, t Ha. «T«m Ayam, this. gs*C: Parusah, Purusa; Visnu. «r: Yah,

who. Chhayatuayah, shadowy
;
abiding in the shadow, Eva,

only, Btam, Him. Eva, alone. Aham, I. HIT Brahma, as

Brahman. STOfr TJpAse, worship. Iti. *f: Sah, that. WHTrWa: AjAta-

fiatru. TJvaoha, said. K Ha. q^far^ Etaamin, on this subject ; on

worship of Visnu abiding in the shadow, m '.Ma, to me. (TT Ma, not.

sfwf^ST: Saravadigthah, tell. Mrityuh, death. $f?r Iti. Vai, indeed.

«rtf Aham, 1. «J?Wv Btam, Him. Upase, worship, ^ffi Iti. w. Sah,

he. *f: Yah, who. tjflf^ Btam, Him. Evam, thu«. Upaste,

worships. wfor^ Asmin, this. ?it3> Loke, in the world. ?nf Sarvara,

fall. »rrg: Ayah, life. «jfct Eti, gets; attains. Eva, only, ft Ha.

Kalat, appointed time, Jtt Para, before. <jsm Enara, him.

Mjityuh, death. «T Na, not. vnnwsfft Agachchhati, comes.

12. That descendant of Garga said
—

" I worship Him

alone as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa abiding

in the shadow." That Ajatasatru said
—

" Do not tell me

in this way about this (worship of the Purusa abiding in the

shadow). He is, indeed, Death. Him do I worship." A full

period of life attains he who worships Him thus. Death doe?

not come upon him before the appointed time.—93.

mantbaH. 1. 13.
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Sah, that. TJinf: Gargyah, a descendant of Garga. Uvacha,

said. £ Ha. *WH Ayam.this 35^: Purusah Purusa ; Visau. Yah, who.

Bpr Eva, only. WrfJT^T Atraani, in Hiranyagarbha: in the mind. <J?TH Etam,

Him. «£aj Eva, alone. «nf Ahara, I. fffr Brahma, as Brahman. &tt$t

Upase, worship, ffb Iti. a: Sah, that, snrrercnj: Ajatsatruh, Ajatasatru.

3fltF8J Uvacha, said, f Ha. <£afar^ Etasmin, on this subject ; on worship of

Visnu in the mind, nr MA, to me. HI Ma, not *faff[*3T: Saavadisthah,

tell. Wcfl'^I Atmanvi, having Virifiohii, who 13 the presiding deity of

Chitta. 5% Iti- t Vai, indeed, sjp^ Aham, 1. q^i^ Etam, him.

Upase, worship. Iti. as Sah, he. «?: Yah, who. Etam, Him.

t[Sfl^ Evam, thus. 31Tt% Upaste, worships. vnw*ft Atmanvi, strong in

mind. *?^frT Bhavati, becomes, f Ha. «WT Asya, his. JT3fr: Prajah,

offspring. «T?RfM«ft Atmanvini, strong in mind. »?^f3 Bhavati, becomes,

f Ha. 9: Sah, that. »nrcf: Gargyah, a descendant of Garga. ftcqfh^

Tusnim, silent. sura Asa, was. f Ha.

13. That descendant of Garga said—" I worship Him
alone as Brahman,—Him only who is the Purusa in Hiranya-

garbha (or mind)." That Ajatasatru said
—

" Do not tell me
in this way about this (worship of Purusa in Hiranyagarbha).

He has indeed Hiranyagabha in Him. Him do I worship."

He who worships Him thus becomes strong in mind and his

progeny also becomes strong in mind. Then the descendant

of Garga became silent.—94.

mantra II. I. 14.

Sah, that, «in?T?T3: Ajatasatruh, Ajatasatru. ««JW Uvacha,

said, t; Ha. Eta vat, this much ; so far. 3 N.u, only. ^% . Iti,

here ends the speech, i
frgnajq Etavat, thus much ; so far. f% Hi, to be

sure. Iti, here ends the answer of Balaki. qsrsraT Etavata, by this

much. BtRfrf Viditam, kuown, comprehended. *r Na, not. *wrfir Bhavati,

is. 3% Iti, here ends the assertion of Ajatasatru. m Sah. that, mnf:

Gargyah, a descendant of Garga. 3«n« Uvacha, said. 5 Ha. MTT Tva,

thee. 3<?«nft Upayani, I approach as a disciple, ffjg Iti.

14. That Ajatasatru said—"Thus far only?" "Thus
far only and no farther," (replied Balaki). " Brahman is not
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comprehended by (this poor knowledge) which extends so far

and no farther," (said Ajatasatru). Then the descendant of

Garga said—" May I accept thee as my preceptor' ?"—95.

MANTRA II. 1. 15.

If: Sah, that. «*3ftcW5|: Ajatasatruh, Ajatasatru, 3ef!^ UvAcha,

Said, f Ha. Ifffi Etat, it, i.e., that a ksatriya should teach a Brahmana.

srf?TS5taf Pratilomani, contrary to the custom. ^ Vai, indeed; verily.

«m Yat, that. STftrm: Brahraanah, a Brahmana. grfiliq; Ksatriyam,

one Ksatriya by caste. «J<f!TR[ UpeyAt, should approach as a disciple,

if Me, to me. Wff Brahtna, about Brahman. 5SlffJ Vaksyati, will speak;

Will instruct. ffcl Hi. m TvA, to thee, fa^rqfasmfir VijMpayisyami,

I will inform. <{S Eva, only. Iti. sf Tam, him. ir«0T Fanau, by

the hand. Sft^lf Adaya, taking. 3^T$fl Uttasthau, rose ; stood up. gft

Tau, they both; B&laki and Ajatasatru. Suptatn, sleeping. g*jtf

Purusam, a man. WTjHTTjT: Ajagmatuh, went to. f Ha. 3 Tam, Him. Hari

within the man in deep slumber, fff<l<Ti*t9T3: Brihatp&nduravasah, Oh!

Thou of long white clothes. r1»T Sorua, Oh I Soma. ?rsr^ Rajan, Oh 1

bright, ^fk Iti. 1$: Etaih, these, sniffa: Namabhih, by the names.

Wlfaifajfe Ainantrayanchakre, called, Bah, He; the Lord Hari in

the heart of the person in deep slumber. ^ Na, not. 3^r*4l Uttasthau,

rose. # Tam, him. irfuiT Panina, with the hand. <W Pesam, pressing;

squeezing, vhnfovit Bodhynflchakara, awoke. |f: Sah, He; Hari in the

sleeping man. a^t?«ft Uttasthau, arose, y Ha, strange it is.

15. That Ajatasatru said :
—

"It is contrary to ajl

custom that a Brahmana should approach a Ksatriya (with

the request) that the Ksatriya will teach him about Brahman.

However I shall simply tell you about Brahman, (but not

instruct you as a teacher does)." Taking him by the hand he
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rose. They both went together to a man in deep slumber
;

then (Ajatasatru) called Him, (Lord Hari in the sleeping

man, by these names) " Oh ! Thou of long white clothes,

Oh ! Soma, Oh ! Bright one." But He rose not. Then he

pressed the man with his hand and awoke Him. And lo !

he arose.—96.

M ANTRA II. 1. 16.

Sf: Sah, that. WHcW?: Aj&tasatruh, Ajatasatru. 331^9 CJvacha,

said, (Ha Esah , this Jiva. ijpq Etat, in this; in this body.

Yatra, where; in Hari. gjf: Suptah
,
sleeping. Abhut, was. Hi Yah,

who. Esah, this ; that which contains the sleeping Jiva. fajrtWT!

Vijnanamayah, of the form of pure intelligence ; of the form of pure

knowledge. 3',' : Hurusah, purusa. a^t Tada, then
; while asleep. g> Kva.

where, q^: Esah, He. sr^Jjl Abhut, was. Kutah, whence, tja£ Etad, at

this time ; while awake. WT*TI^ Agat, came ^f?f Iti. Tat, that ; where did

Hari reside at the time of slumber and whence did He come while awake.

HT«f: Gargyah, the descendant of Garga. a Na, not. 3 TJ, ever. ft%

Mene, knew.

16. That Ajatasatru said :
—"Where was He at the

time of slumber,—He the Purusa of the form of pure know-

ledge, in whom did this Jiva lay asleep within this body?

Whence did he come at the time of waking ?" But the

descendant of Garga never knew that.—97.

MANTRA II. 1. 17.

^rRrm *m a^fta ^ aidi wr% tot

^fljtffta w lifter m: « x* u

9: Sah, that. tHTTHQ^: Ajatas'atruh, Ajatasatru. 3*T« Uv&oha, said.

(Ha. 15*1 Esah, this Jiva. Etat, in this; in this body. <* Yatra,
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where, in Hari. 351 Suptah, sleeping. Wijqt Abhut, was. tf: Yah, who.

Esah, this. fegriJTTT'T: Vijnanatnayah, of the form of pure intellect ; of

the form of pure knowledge. 3^: Pnruaah, Purusa. TadA, then
;

at the time of slumber, Ks&tn, these. jrr<!JRTH Pran&nam, of these

indriyas ; of the organs of senses. fsrSTR* Vijfianam, knowledge of the

senses. fasft^H Vijfianena, knowingly ;
wilfully. WT^fl Adaya, taking.

Esah, this. WHERt: Akfisah sky; ethereal sky. «f: Yah, which. sfjTf'^

Antarhridaye, within the heart, af^T. Tasmin, there, $ta" Sete, lies.

rJlfifTani, these; the senses with their capacities, q^r Yada, when, *J$rfa

Grihnati, takes ; makes inactive, siq Atha, then, ijflfl Etat, in this Hari.

Putusah, Purusa. ^fqfa Svapiti, sleeps. Sfm Nama, it is well-

known, f Ha. SHU: Franah, the organ of smell, a^lfla: Tadgrihitiih,

taking by him; made dormant by hiro. Eva, only. Wife Bhavati,

becomes; is. *[5fcn Grihita, taken : made dormant, Vak, the organ

of speech, ^{tfrf Grihitam, taken
; made inactive, Chaksuh, the eye

;

the organ of sight. ^ffl<t Grihitam, taken
; made inactive. Srotram,

the ear; the organ of hearing, ^tcf Grihitam, taken; made dormant,

jfa: Manah, mind.

17. That Ajatasatru said :
—"This Purusa who is of

the form of pure knowledge, in whom did this Jiva lay asleep

within this body, taking consciously at the time of deep

slumber the knowledge (capacity) of these Indriyas (organs)

lies there in the ether that is inside the heart. It is well known

that when He makes these Indriyas (organs) inactive, it is

said that the Purusa sleeps. The organ of smell is made

dormant by Him only. The organ of speech is made dormant ;

the organ of sight is made dormant ; the organ of hearing is

made dormant ; the mind is made dormant.—98.

MANTUA II. 1. 18.

*t$t viorrj^oi *TfT5n^<n s^t^jtsfst ft*i^3fir
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a: Sah, he ; Hari. *J?I Yatra, when. Etat, in tin's body.

Svapnaya, through the nadis or nerves. Charati, moves, f Ha,

because. ^ Te, these ; these nerves, Asya, his. Lok&h, world
;

kingdom. ?Pl Tat, then. flfr??3T: Maharajah, a great king. %^ Iva, like.

vmfk Bhavati, becomes, m Uta, or. JTfWWJJ: Mahabrahmaniih, a great

Brahmana. Iva, like. 33 Uta, or. 3ajT3^ Uchchavacham, high or

low, such as elephants or cats, Iva, like. 3?f Uta, or. fftn^gfa Niga-

chchhati, seeB ^himself), fl: Sah, he, the example, nn Yatha, as. JTSTHnr:

Maharajah, a great king. 3jr«\"?^T^ Janapadan, people of the kingdom.

^^?^T Gfihitva, collecting; summoning. 5% Sve, his own. 5PTO^ Janapade,

in kingdom. q*U$T*T* Yathakamam, a3 he likes it. ifi^f^ Parivartate,

moves. q^J^Evam, in this way. Eva, only. Esah, this Purusa.

i&fl Etat, his ; of the Jiva. snoifiT, Pranan, the external organs. >Jift?3T

Grihitva, taking with him. ^ Sve, his own, of which he is the master,

irfl? Suire, in the body. qqupTrf Yathakamam, according to His own will.

<rffc^r% Parivartate, moves ; walks.

1 8. His worlds (possessions or proper sphere) are those

where he moves through the Nadis or nerves. Then He
becomes either like a great king or like a great Brahmana or

He sees Himself big (like an elephant) or small (like a cat).

For example, as a great king travels through his own king-

dom, according to his own will, taking his subjects along

with him, so does He move, wherever He likes, through the

body of which He is the master, taking along with him all

the Indriyas.—99.

MANTRA II, 1. 19.

cnf«: xreici^sr *r tot j stt

W*l Atha, again ; moreover. «TfT Yada, when. V^TSTT Kasyachana,

anything of the external world. Jf Na, not. Veda, knows. Nominative
of this verb is sfhf Jiva. a^T Tada, then 3*8: Sosuptah, in deep slumber.

Wlfer Bhavati, becomes, JT5njf?iaf^ifqj Dv&saptatisahasr&ni, seventytwo
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thousands. ff?n Hitft, hits. «mr N&ma, by name. •TTVT: Nadyah, nadis

or nerves. £3<TT3 Hridayat, from the heart, stffnt Purftetam, that Madt

( «frfl ) which extends up to the head. Tin's Nadi is called gr*1T (Su-

sumna)—it extends from the heart up to what is called srgTJC f Brahmapura)

within "the head. *»fir Abhi, towards. irf?rfa«3?^ Pratitisthante, goto;
spread. ?rrf*!s Tabhih, by those Nadis. sic^TJ^T Pratyavasripya, moving

to and fro. jfteffa Puritati, in the Nadi called Puritat because it extends

up to the Brahmapura in the head. The modern Yogis called it Susumna

(S?*5" )• It is to be understood in Lord Hari who is present in this

Nadi. &ete, lies, m Sal), he, the example. TtJT Yatha, as. $7TT?;

Kumarah, Rudra. m Va, or. irgftnr: Maharajah, Vtiyu. V Va, or.

WfWmH! Mahabralimanah, Virificha. Va, or. STRICT Anandasya, of

Hari who is all bliss. srfa«ftn Atighntm, neighbourhood; vicinity, it?IT

Gatva, going. ureter 6ayita, lie down happily. Evarn, in this manner.

Eva, just. «j«r: Es»h, he ; the Jiva. Q^jj Etat, in Him ; in Lord Hari,

who is in the Susumna ( §^*TT )• !§ete, lies down happily.

19. When the Jiva knows nothing (of the external

world) he is then called to have fallen asleep. The Nadis

called Hita (the Good) numbering seventytwo thousands

spread from the heart towards the Puritat or Susumna. The

Jiva moves to and fro through those Nadis and finally rests

in Puritat, i.e., (in Lord Hari who is in that Nadi), just as

Rudra or Vayu or Brahma rests happily reaching the Vicinity

of Hari who is all bliss. Just, in the same way does Jiva

lie happily in the Lord Hari in Puritat.— 100.

mantra II. 1. 20.

m Sah, he, the example. «WT Yatha, as. W<nf«Ti tirnanabhih, the

spider. ffgsTT Tantuna, the thread which the spider produces from the

food that it eats. Uoheharet, brings out; produces. «T*n Yatha, as.

IJJFT: Ksudrah, little- fqre$fo"Tn Visphulingah, sparks, «n^: Agneh,
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from fire, ig^lf^ Vyuchcharanti, come out. t^sf Evam, in this way. ^
Eva, just, wwn Asmat, this. srr?7R: Atmanah, from Atman

;

from Hari. ffif Sarve, all STUUT: Pranah, the lndriyas ; the organs.

Sarve, all. 5tr?i: Lokah, the worlds. «W Sarve, all. %m: Devah, the

gods such as Brahma, &c. Gl}fw Sarvani, all. Bhutani, the living

beings, the created things, t^ftfftf Vyuchcharanti, come out; are pro-

duced. rfWTasya, His; of Hari who is in tho heart. 3^f»Wl Upanisat,

mystery ; secret knowledge. «?«THf Satyasya, of Satya. *T3rn Satyam,

Satya. ^fg1

Iti. UXUV. Pranah, everything that has life or more correctly

everything that is the outcome of Prana Vayu, such as all the lndriyas,

all the worlds, all the gods and all the gross bodies. ^ Vai, indeed.

Satyam, what is to be understood by the word Satya. Tesam, theirs.

Esah, this Hari. m&i Satyam, the giver of birth, existence, destruc-

tion, and salvation, (frq Sat, birth, existence, destruction and salvation
;

and T from ?Tt, one who gives).

20. As a spider brings out the thread or as little

sparks come out of tire, just in the same way all the

lndriyas, all the worlds, all the Devas, all the gross bodies

come out of this Atman (who is Lord Hari). This is His

secret teaching. He is Satya of the Satya. The Pranas

(everything that is the outcome of Prana Vayu) are indeed

to be understood by the word Satya and He is the giver of

Sat, i.e., birth, existence, destruction and salvation to them

all.— 101.

Here ends the Ajdta&atru Brdhmanam.

The Bhdsya on the AjdtaSatru Brdhmanam. Mantra 2.

Atistha is He who is beyond this world ; or, in other words,

He who has none of the qualities that belong to the things of which this

world of ours is composed. He is called murdha ( JJV|f ) or head because

He is the best.

Bhdsya on Mantra 6.

The word SWlfsTcfT $siT (Aparajita senaj means the Lord Bhagavan,

because He is invincible and of innumerable forms. The word fiiwg

(Jisnu) means the best. ' He conquers all but His conquests are not

due to somebody else.

The Bhdsya on the Mantra 1 4.

The word fa^raffc (Visasahi) means unbearable. The word WWTfa
means in the H' rany agarDh». The word WTWft (Atmanvl) means

25
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having the chitfca ( ftwr) or heart because Virificha is the presiding

deity thereof. Moksa follows when one worships the Lord who is in the

heart and who governs therefrom. This mantr-i means to say, it is not that

one should first worship the gods and through them worship the Lord

and see or get to Kim by their worship, and then again worship the

Lord in the heart and then attain Mukti. In reality, the only means

of attaining Mukti is to worship the Lord in the heart.

The Bhdsya on the Mantra 15.

Wt^WW (Brihatpanduravasa), &c, have been used in order to

show that the meditati >n of the Lord within the heart is the only means

of getting Mukti. It has been said that the Lord raised the Jiva by

means of the hand ; this shows that there is a special reference to the

locality of the heart, though names and forms are of tittle importance.

The worship of the Lord in the heart is still of some importance to those

that hold that the worship of the Lord outside of the heart may bring

about Mukti.

The Bhdsya on the Mantra 16.

The sentences q?hr gjfts^I &<., (Yatraisa etat suptobhfit), &c,
where he lies asleep, &c., indicates that Moksa has special connection

with the Lord residing inside the heart. «l«r (Yatra) where, i.e., in the Lord,

q*: EsHh.He ; the Jiva j the Vijfianamaya Purusa. |pj: snjjj Supathabhut.

Lay asleep.

The Bhdsya on the Mantra 18.

When the Paramatman takes away these vijnanas or varieties of

knowledge, it is then the Jiva falls asleep. When the Paramatman walks

in the <EWTrfl (Svapna nadi) it is then the Jiva gets, as it were, higher

'and lower stages.

The Bhdsya on the Mantra 19.

The Paramatman moves here and there taking the Pranas along

with him, just as a king does with his retinue. In the dreamy condition

the Jiva sometimes sees himself as a king, sometimes as a Brahman*,

sometimes as a dog and sometimes as a cat. The word STtsftftq (Anandasya)

means of the Paramatman, and the word wfofft Atighni means close

vicinity ; the word jqr? (Kiim&ra) stands for Rudra. tTfltnr (Maharaja)

stands for Vayu and the word fTgitrnjri!] (Mahabrahmana) stands for

Brahma. It is not that the Jiva takes away the Vijnana of the Pranas,

nor is he creator of the gods or of the beings.

The Bhdsya on the Mantra 20.

One attains Mukti on worshipping the Lord in the heart after wor-

shipping and going near Him, in the sun, in the moon, in the lightning,
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in the beings, •« the mirror, in the sound that follows a man when going,

in the image of the eye and in the Hiranyagarbha ; and even to those

who hold that Mukti can be attained by worshipping the Lord Visnu

outside, the worship of the Lord in the heart is of some importance before

the attainment of Mukti. The names Surya or the sun, &c, are no doubt

the names of the Lord Visnu ; and from the Lord Visnu who presides in

them those names have been figuratively applied to the sun, the moon,

&c. The Lord Visnu who is in the heart has a special connection with

Mukti. So it would be better for a Jtva not to call the Lord Hari by

such names as Soma, Ac, (if he should wish for Mukti). When the Lord

Visnu makes the Jiva travel through the Svapnanadi (.SWTTfl), whilst lie

Hitriael f moves through it, it is the Jiva dreams dream; and when he

comes to the Lord Visnu called the Vijnanamaya Fuiusa in the Susnmna,

( 93^f ) ne ^a" 8 as 'ee P- Fi'ora the L »rd Visnu of whom the form is pure

knowledge, the Jiva gets a higher stage. The Lord Visnu is the creator,

protector, destroyer and the giver of Mukti of all the Pranas (Indriy as),

of all the worlds, of all the gods and all the living beings. It is truly

the instruction of all tho Upanisads and so says the N&r&yana Sruti.

Here ends the Bhdsya on the AjdtaJatru Brdhmanam.

Second (6isu) Brahmanam.
MANTRA II. 2. l.

H: Yah, whoever, grant Sadhanami=Sa+ adhaiiam, with its abode

or shed. wrOTTWf Sapratyadhanam, with its pen or fold ; with the en-

closure within a cowshed where young ones of cows are pent up
,
outer-

abode. 9«4J<rf Sasthunam, with its pillar or peg. xj^nf Sadamam, with

its rope fflrf&sum, the young animal; the young one of a cow. The

Infant. ^ Veda, knows; worships, t Vai, verily, f Ha. 9: Sah, he.

fyw. Dvisatah, inimical; not favourably disposed because they take the

mind away to the external world. W«J«W^ BhrAtriyy&n, enemies; relatives.

99 Sapta, the seven ;
mind, intellect and the five organs of senses, viz.,

the ear, the eye, the nose, the tongue and touch which are also called

seven Asuras. WWHf^ Avrunaddhih. pens; keeps in check. Keeps off.
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f Ha, verily. «HJH Ayairi, this, if: Yah, who rjsiJT.' Madhyaraah, central,

inner. JrtH: I'r&nah, Prana, Vayu. Life wf Aysm, it. feg: f§i£uh, the

young one of an animal; calf. The Infant. W Vava, indeed. ?W Tasya,

his or its. Idntn, this
; the subtle body. anislPf JLdhanara, abode or

shed or place, ijsr Eva, only. Idatn, this ; the gross body. !T?Jn«IPf

PratyAdhanaui, the pen ; the enclosure in a shed, a chamber. STflj: Pr&nah,

the Life, the Lord Hari. ?g"tt Sthuna, the pillar or post. %pg' Annam,
food ; &ritattvam. %m Dam a, rope.

I. He who knows this Infant together with its shed,

the pen, the peg and the rope, checks the seven inimical

relatives, (viz., the Mind, Buddhi and the Indriyas). This

central Prana is the Infant, this (pointing to the finer body

01 Suksmasarira) is its abode ; this (pointing to the gross body)

is its outer abode ; the Prana or the Lord Hari is its peg and

(Sri represented by) food is its rope.— 102.

MANTRA II. 2. 2.

35 w ^ 11

a* Tarn, Him; the Vayu in the eye. wf^tfJ: Aksitayah, strong in

mind and intellect. Imperishable ones i£3r: Etah, these ; the following

gods, Hudra, &c. ?HJ Sapta, the seven Devas. 3<jfa«^ TJpatisthante,

worship. n<l Tat, among them
;
among those seven gods. 37: Rudrah,

lludra. «rtj^ Aksan, in the eye. sjt: Yah, well-known. Imah, these.

Slfgnp Lohinyah, red. WoWi ltajayah, lines
; retina. The arteries of the

retina, mfitt T&bhih, by those lines or arteries. «$sf Enam, Him. n^Pif
Anv&yattah, is subordinate; follows, worships. WH Atha, again, qf. Yah,

those. WJfFJ Aksan, in the eye. strn: Apah, waters, the humours, aqueous

and vitreous. 3lf*l: Tabhih, by them. TOT Parjanyah, Parjahya. ^|

Ya, that. qsqtTOT Kaninuka, the pupil of the eye. ff4T Taya, by it. Mlfiffq:

Adityah, the sun. ift, Yat, that, fraf Krisnam, the black of the eye; the
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iris, Tena, by it. wfa: Agnih, fire, Yat, that. 3pf5T Suklntii, white

part: the eyeball. %q Tena, by it. $*Jf: Indrah, Indra. 8WIT Adharaya,

with the lower (eyelash.) «nfcn Vartanyfi, the road ; the way through

which tears. &c, drop down ; the eye-lash. t$^* Enam, Him. ^jfiwl I'rithivi,

the earth. aus^PWf Anvayatta, is subordinate; worships. v\: Dyauh, the

heaven. 3tr*9T Uttaraya, the upper (eye-lash;. a?W Asya, His. WW*

Annam, food. «I Na, not. Ksiyate, is diminished, q: Yah, who.

Bvam, this. Veda, knows.

2. These seven Imperishables worship him (who is the

Vayu in the eye). Rudra worships him through the red arteries

(of the retina). Parjanya (worships him) by the waters (aqueous

and vitreous humours) of the eye. Aditya worships him through

the pupil of the eye. Agni worships him through the black iris.

Indra worships him through the white (part fo the eye or cornea).

The earth worships him by the lower eye-lashes, and the heaven

by the upper eye-lashes. His food is never exhausted who knows

this.— 103.

MANTRA II. 2. 3.

^rf^^T faffrr fira^r i crem^a *yro

I rT^TOrr ^JTtfa ffa ITTWT 9TT

iu<JTfa^T$ t srm^ ^rfa^i^fa ^i^^jft

Tat, to that effect ; to show that Rudra, &<:., worship Pr&na in

the eye. t£|: Esah, this; the following. 6lokah, the verse. *?*fa

Bhavati, there is mttw. Chamasah, the cup; like the cup. ^farfiPS:

Arva^bilah, with the mouth (cavity) down wards. 3><:^5IT: ftrdhvabudhnah,

having the bottom upwards, aftff^ Tasniin, in it. RrTO<f Visvarupam,

full in form : manifold. tqr: Yasah, YaSas, glory, faffctf Nihitam
, put

;

placed, aw Tasya, its. Tire, on the margin. 99 Sapta, seven.
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HVl: Risayah, Risis. WrfW Asata, worship, n&Qtt Brahinana, with

Brahman. tffa^fsiT Samvidana, communicating, VAk, Saras vati.

Wffft Astami, the eighth. J% Iti UTO: Oharaasah, like the

cup. a»^rfnftw: Arva<*biUh, with the mouth (cavity) downwards.

SK^glT: Or.lhvabudhnah, having the foot or bottom upwards.

lti, such is the mantra. ftjn Idam, this thing, i.e., like the cup that

has the face downwards and bottom upwards. 33 Tat, well-known to all.

%C: f§irah, the head. Esah, this; it. ftf Hi, certainly; indoed.

Wffj^firsi: Arvagbilah, having the cavity downwards". 35MT5ST: frrdhva-

budhnah, with bottom upwards. $r«m: Ohamasah, like the cup. afa^

Tasiuin, in it. far^jstf VisvarApam, full in form Wit: Yasah Yasas. fs-fftt

Nihitam, is put, is placed, ffif Iti, such is the second part of the mantra.

ni'DT: Pranah, the Pninas ; Visnu, Kama and Vayu. "TO: Yasah, what is to

be understood by the word Yasas $ Vai, it is well-known, far^^cf

Visvarfipam, full in form. JrnaWT, Pranan, the Pranas* Visnu, Rama and

Vayu, because Visnu is full in all the qualities, Rama is full among all

the women and Vayu is full in all the living beings. Etat, this, i.e.,

Yasas, full in form, sir? Aha, they call, aw Tasya, of it. i-fft Tire, on

the margin ;
viz., in the red streaks, pupil, &o. fltf Sapta, seven *ld«r:

Risayah, Risi a
. wisra Asata, these are

;
worship, ^fir Iti, this is the third

part of the mantra. OlfJf: Pianah the Pranas. *t Vai, indeed. ^CTO:

Risayah, the Risis, viz., STU^fff: (Jatnadagnih), *lCJT5f: (Bharad vajah),

(Bhriguh), tfatu: (Gautamah), HW. (Kasyapah), ft^vrftr*: (Visvamitrah)

and «ftl<*5: *,Vasi»thah). JlfUT^ Pi anan , the Pranas ; the Pranetris

VgH tStat, this. *»m Aha, say. -fl^Vak, Sarasvati. %fV*0 Astami, the

eighth. WHTf Brahinana, by Brahman. tffarrw Samvidana, known, ^fa

lti, this is the last, part of the mantra. Vak, Sarasvati. snjcft Astami,

the eight worshipper. % Hi, indeed, Wir Brahman*!, by the Vayu

called Brahman, tfftw Sauivitta, known.

3. To that effect is the following verse. " There is the

cup with the mouth downwards and bottom upwards ; in it is

put Yasas full in form. Him the seven liisis worship on the

margin. The eighth is the Vak known by Brahman." "There

is the cup with the mouth downwards and bottom upwards."

This is the first part of the mantra. It is well-known that

this (cup) is the head ; for, it is like the cup that has its face

downwards and bottom upwards. The second part of the

mantra is
—

" in it is put Yasas full in form." The Pranas—

{viz,,—Visnu, Rama and Vayu) are what is meant by the word
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Yasas, because they are full in form. The Pranas are so

called, (because Visnu, is full in all the qualities, Rama is full

among all women and Vayu is full am^ng all the living

beings). "On the margin the seven Risis worship Him."

Such is the third part of the mantra. The Pranas are in fact

the Risis, it speaks of the Pranas (or Vital airs). " The
eighth is the Vak known by Brahman "—such is the last part

of the mantra ;
for, Sarasvati is the eighth worshipper known

by the Vayu named Brahman.—-104.

MANTRA II. 2. 4.

wK£T5i: 1 5miterf^nfa^R^ srofo fsnsnmfTStr

tffr factft'r sms^ 11 * n

%t!l Imau, these two of the seven worshippers, Rudra, &c. 1^ Eva,

certainly. iff?r«T*tt5l3ft Gautama-Bharadvajau, the two Risis Gautama
and Bharadvaja. W«m A} am, this god

;
pointing to Rudra. Eva, to

be sure, tltaff Gautama, Gautama Risi ; because both Rudra and Gautama

have superior knowledge. VIH Ayam, this god", pointing to Parjanya.

W^tsi: Bharadvajah, Bharadvaja Risi, beoause they both nourish the food

with rain. «K3 Bharat, one who nourishes and *!5T (vaja, food). Jlft

Imau, these two of the seven Risis. «pr Eva, certainly, favifoq sw^wft

Viivamitra-Jamadagni, the two Risis Visvauiitra and Jatnadagni.

Ayam, He, pointing to Aditya, the sun. opj Eva, to be sure, fanffl*:

Visvamitrah, Viivamitra Risi, because Visvamitra and Aditya are both

themselves luminous and both illuminate the world. «t«m Ayam, this god,

pointing to Agni. 3W?ftr: Jainadngnih, Jainadagni Risi ; this word
consists of three words qf, f)pf and wfitr: 3T, means one who is born (from

5W, to appear ; and the affix Mj, fii^ what is measured (from iff to

measure and the affix <T and «rfi«T: the eater (from w^to eat and the affix f5r)
;

when compounded fi|5J has been changed into and ^ of w% has been
changed into ff ; therefore the meaning of the word STfl^fof is one who
eats what is born and limited or known, fift Imau, these two. ipr Eva,
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certainly. *fep5*Sf<i<ft Vasistha-Kasyapan, Vasistha and Kasyapa winj

Ayam, He; pointing to Indra. qpr Eva, to be sure. srfg«5: Vasisthah,

Vasistha Risi This word menus the best among those that dwell.

WltgwiMiq «Pf A yam, he
;
pointing to the earth.

Eafiyapah, the Risi Kasyapa ,
one who drinks water while lying down.

This word is compounded of % water
, SfJTTf (contracted into %q ),

meaning she that lies down ;
and <T, one who drinks, from TT to drink.

*W5 Vak, Dyau, the heaven. «[* Eva, certainly. mTn: Atrih, the Risi

Atri. This word is derived from «^ to eat and the affix fa meaning

one who eats, the affix fii of aifa having been changed into ft ffc

Hi, because, Star VachA, by Vak or Uma. nsf Annam, food, that

is offered into the sacrifice by those that are in the heaven,

Adyate, is eaten. stfili Atrih, one whose name is Atri. f Ha, it is

well-known. | Vai, certainly. Hm Naroa, by name. Ktat, it,

she. m Yat, who. safei Attih, the eater by name, ffa Iti.

Sarvasya, of everything. «Rtf Atta, the eater, one having the capacity

of eating or enjoying. *raf?r Bhavati, becomes. «gf Sarvam, everything.

1R?T Asya, his. fjsjf Annam, food
;
object of enjoyment. *rcfa Bhavati.

becomes. Jfi Yah, who. Evam, this. ^ veda, knows; realises.

4. These two are certainly Gautama and Bharadvaja.

He (pointing to Rudra) is indeed Gautama, superior in know-

ledge ;
he (pointing to Parjanya) is Bharadvaja, one who nourishes

the food with rain. These two are certainly Visvamitra and

Jamadagni ; he (pointing to Aditya the sun) is surely Visva-

mitra, the luminous and illuminator of the world. He (pointing

to fire) is Jamadagni, (because he eats everything that is

born and measured). These two are certainly Vasistha and

Kasyapa. He (pointing to Indra) is certainly Vasistha, best

among those thr.t dwell. She (pointing to earth) is indeed

Kasyapa, because she drinks the water while lying down.

Vak is, indeed, Atri, the eater ; for by Vak is eaten the

food that is offered into the sacrifice. It is well-known that

whoever is Atri is indeed who is called Atti. He who
realises this becomes the eater of all and everything becomes

his food.— 105.

Here ends the Si&u Jirdhmanam,
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The Vayu resides in all beings; assuming, as it were, the form of

the calf of a cow. The subtle body (suksma sarira) is the cowshed, the.

dense body (sthula) is said to be its cow-pen, the food is its rope and the

Great Lord H&ri is its peg. A man who meditates on Vayu, in this way,

can check the seven great asuras (demoniac) enemies of his, which are

none but the five organs of bearing, &c, together with the mind and the

Buddhi; all of whom are always going outside towards the external

objects. He then can know the Great Lord N&rayana. The Vayu
residing in the right eye is always worshipped by the seven gods such as

H^rf^TO (Sad&siva) <fcc, whose knowledge and mind never fail them. A
man who wishes to get Moksa should know this Vayu thus worshipped by

the gods, together with the Lord Visnu as the peg. He who knows this,

enjoys food (Sri). When he attains eternal Mukti he gets released from

all sorts of misery.

Bhdsya on mantra 3.

In the right eye of all, live the following gods:—Lord Vifnu called

the Visvarupa and Yasas ( qsj ), Rama and Vayu. Lord Visnu is, iv,\\

in all qualities amongst all ; Kama is full among the women,—by women is

to be understood Chetana, consciousness, which is dependent ; and Vayu
is full among all the living beings. Yasas is knowledge and bliss

combined. The Pranas are the leaders or guides; these all are the Risis

such as Rudra, etc.

The Bhdsya on the mantra 4.

Rudra is Gautama Risi ; he is so called because he is all-knowing

(gauh=knowledge). Parjanya is Bharadvaja Risi, he is so called because

he gives nourishment, KVS (Bharat), one who supports, and Vaja, (with)

food. It is rain verily. Aditya, the sun, is the Risi Visvamitra who by

his light illuminates always the whole world. Agni or fire is the Risi

Jamadagni because he consumes whatever is born and measured.

V&sava is the Risi Vasistha because he is the best of all that dwell;

and ?<:sft (Prithvi) or the earth is the Risi Kasyapa because she drinks or

absorbs from below, whilst lying down, the water that comes in the

shape of rain from the clouds. Dyau <ft or the space is the Risi Atri,

because the oblations offered in the sacrifices are eaten or accepted by

those that live in the space. The ear, the directions, the nose, the speech,

etc., these all, i.e., their deities diva, etc., dwell in the right-eye in their second

form. Thus whoever knows these names and their significations becqme.1

the eater of everything. The eighth is Sarasvati who dwells chiefly in

speech; she worships only the Vayu together with Narayana (represented
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as the post), and she herself is known by the name Brahman. It has

been said in the Nar&yani Sruti:—"That the V&yu who passes by the

name of Brahman knows chiefly this goddess Sarasvati ; that wise man

who knows her thus, becomes the eater of all."

Here ends the &iiu Brdhmanam.

Third (Murta-amOrta) Brahmanam.

MANTRA H. 3. I.

fem ^ *r^r rn^^r n \ n

JT^Murtam, with form ; what has a form. * Cha. snyn^ Amurtam,

what has no form. * Cha, and. flgrm Brahmanah, of Brahman.

Dve, two. 5$ Rflpe, images, resemblances, ejsr Eva, only and not the

real forms. *T* Vava, it is well-known. »lc?f Martyam, changeable;

mortal. * Cha. Wjtf Amritam, immortal; changeless. * Cha, and.

ftqtf Sthitam, finite or under the beings that are other than Visnu. ^

Cha. «W Yat, infinite. * Cha, and. Wf_ Sat, such as comes to an end

and decays. * Cha, and. Tyat, beyond decay. ^ Cba, and.

1. Two indeed are the forms (as it were) of Brahman,

that which is pure, and which is impure ; the mortal and the

immortal, the finite and the infinite ; the decaying and the

undecaying.—106.

MANTRA II. 3. 2.

^a?*^ I rf*$rl**T tj^ta** *c*f*%|^T

ri^r *a t%t * tj*c <tqra *i^t ^p? u ^ u

qftlt Vayoh. form Vayu.«J Cha. sfafc«iTH Antariksat, from heaven,

».e., from Sri. f Cha, and. mt Yat, whatever. %P^H Anyat, other,

different such as Rudra, etc. Tat, that, Etat, this. «r3 Murtam,

with form ; embodied. This word also means, touched by sin. WT by

sin and taken ; touched, tr^j Etat, it. JT?*f Martyam, mortal; having

the capacity of giving np its own body. 153*1 Etat, this, that has form,

fwtf Sthitam, subject to or under beings that are other than Visnu. ija^

Etat, it. cm Sat, suoh as comes to an end or decays, af? Tasya,

aforesaid. Etasya, this, wfaf Murtasya, of what has a form or
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body- Etasya, this. Rtzfct Marty asya, of that which is mortal and

capable of change. i^W Etasya, this, fctfW Sthitasya, of what is

subject to or under beings that are other than Visnu. V^TCT Etasya, this.

H9: Satah, of that which comes to an end and decays. «$ls Esah, he.

W- Rasah, essence, q: Yah, that. q<*: Esah, this; the one in the sun.

gqfjf Tapati, shines. % Hi, certainly, qq: Esah, the Ghaturmukha in

the sun. Satah, of that which comes to an end and dacays. W:
Rasah, the essence.

2. Verily that is the Impure which is other than Vayu

and Space (Sri). It is mortal, it is finite, it is decaying. Of

that which is the impure, which is the mortal, which is the

finite, and which is the decaying, He is the essence Who
shines there (in the Sun i. the Ghaturmukha. For He is the

essence of all that is decaying.—107.

MANTKA II. 3. 3.

vm Atha, next, qrg: Vayuh, the chief of the Vayus. * Oha. stafttf

Antariksam, Sri, she who always depends on the L'jrd. wrafffN 131 RjRrr

feigrr I ^ Oha, and wjaf Araurtara, not touched by sin. vpfH Etat,

this ; both Vayu and &vi. <H>jtf Amritara, immortal; eternal; &ri is

Amrita because she is eternal and Vayu is Amrita because of his want

of wftnrffl (Abhiinana) in the body. Etat, this ; what is not touched

by sin. Yat, subject to the Lord only. Q,?rg Etat, this; what is not

touched by sin. ?q" Tyam, extensive and all-knowing. WW Tasya, of the

aforesaid. tcTCH Etasya, this. WJJ?T?1 Arourtasya, of that which is not

touched by ain. njrci Etasya, this. Amntasya, of that which is

eternal. Etasya, this, q?t: Yatah, of that which is under the Lord

only. Etasya, this, yi^q Tyasya, of that which is extensive and

all-knowing. «5*h Esah, he. W: Rasah, essence, m Yah, who. q^: Esah,

that. ijaftfl^ Etasmin, this. tfv$ Mandale, in the disc ; in the disc of

the sun. 35*: Purusah, Lord Hari having the six qualities in full. ft

Hi, certainly. Tasya, his. Esah, he. «|: Rasah, the essence,

t^Rr Iti, this. wfiffqaH Adhidaivatam, regarding the Devas ascertaining

what is Murta and what is Amurta.
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3. But Vayu and are Pure, they are Immortal,

Infinite and undecaying (Omniscient). Of that which is the

Pure, which is the Immortal, which is the Infinite, which is

the Omniscieht-Undecaying, He is the essence who is the

Person in that Orb (of the sun). For He is the essence of

the Omniscient-Undecaying. So far with regard to the cosmic

deities.— 108.

mantra II. 3. 4.

fp* TO M & U

*TO Atha, next. WWTlctf Adhyatmam, in the body, ^cf Idarn, this.

1* Eva, only. 33 Yat, whatever. srPQTfl Pran&t, from life. WW Anyat,

different ; other. 1^ Mfirtam, touched by sin. g Cha, again; and. 1:

Yah, whatever. WlnAyam, that. sn$TStT: Akasah, the sky; the space.

•Jat Antar, inside, snw^ Atuian, of the body. P^RC Btat, this. J??^

Martyam, mortal
; having the capacity of giving up its own body, xr

Oha, and. «J?^r Etat, this. fera«5[ Sthitam, under the beings that are

other than Visnu. Etat, this, ff^ Bat, such as comes to an end or

decays, aw Tasya, aforesaid. i^RI Etasya, this, tnfal Murtasya, of

whatever is touched by sin. Etasya, this. JjTjfw Mnrtyasya, of

what is mortal ; of what can undergo a change. I^ftl Etasya, this.

fHrcrei Sthitasya, of that which is under beings that are other than Vifnu.

Etasya, this. Wi: Satah, of that which comes to ait end or

decays. Esah, he. <RT: Kasah, the essence. ^ Yat, which, ^§J:

Chaksuh, the eye
;

Virificha, who is in the eye. f$ Hi, because.

Esah, he; ViriBcha. ^r: Satah, of such as comes to an end and decays.

W. Rasah, the essence.

4. Now as regards the microcosmic deities. Everything

other than the Vayu and the Space inside the body (&ritattva)

is Impure. It is mortal, it is finite, it is decaying. Of this

which is impure, which is mortal, which is finite, which is

decaying, He is the essence who is (Virincha) in the eye for

He is the essence of all which is decaying.—109.
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mantra II. 3. 5.

WT Atha, next, «n^rf<( Amflrtam, not touche 1 by sin. mm: Pr&nah,

the chief Vayu. ^ Oha, and. Yah, whatever, sr«jj^ Ayam, that.

wr^TO: Akasah, the 8ky, the space; &ri. sfcrc Antar, idside. «lr«^

Atman, of the body. ^?f^ Etat, this. «r^f Amritam, immortal ; etornal.

Etat, this. qt( Yat, under the Lord only, i^fj Etat, this, wf

Tyam, extensive and all-knowing. Tasya, of the aforesaid. cr^TST

Etasya, this. WTrfcT Amiirtasya, of that which is not touched by sip.

ija^l Etasya, this. Amritasya, of that which is etornal. «£rTW

Etasya, this. q?f! Yatah, of that which is under the Lord only, qa^q

Etasya, this. Tyasya, of that which is extensive and all-knowing.

<?T: Esah, he. Rasah, the essence, q: Yah, who. sw^ Ayam, this,

^fajro? Daksine, right. aWJ^ Aksan, in the eye. g^: Purusah, the

Purnsa; Lord Hari having the six qualities in full, ffc Hi, because.

rlW Tasya, his. i^: Esah, lie. W: Rasah, the essence.

5. Next what is not touched by sin is the chief Vayu and

the Space (Sri) inside the body. This what is not touched

by sin is eternal, under the Lord only, extensive and all-knowing.

Of this that is not touched by sin, of this that is infinite, of this

that is under the Lord only, of this that is extensive and all-know-

ing, He is the essence who is the Purusa in the right eye, because

of it He is the essence.— 1 10.

MANTRA II. 3. 6.

^£§3^ 5 *r ***** whJaifir *r
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aw Tasya, of that, just spoken. Etaaya, of this. gsTOl

Purusasya, of the Purusa ; of the Lord Visnu. Rupatn, form.

<nn Yatha, just as. tTffftsrf Maharajanain, dyed with either turmeric

or Mafijistha (lt*f«l«ST) the Bengal madder. Vftsah, cloth, f Ha.

Vtt Yatha, just as. Panidu, prey ash-colour. wiFg^i Avikam, fine

woolen cloth, qqr Yatha, just as
;

like, ^iftq: Indragopah, a worm

of red colour generally found in the rainy season, *p?r Yatha, just;

like. wwwiPit Agnyarchih, the flame of the fire. q*tr Yatha, just as.

$*fft Ptmdarikain, white lotus. «r«n Yatha, just like, tf^fasg^

Sakrit-Vidyuttam, simultaneous lightning. m Yah, who. ot?' Evara,

this. §1 Veda, knows, mw Asya, his. «$<jfa5g<err Sakrit-Vidyntta,

simultaneous lightning. ^ Iva, like, aft: 6rih, prosperity. *r^f?f

Bhavati, is. % Ha. $ Vai, certainly, trq Atha, next. Atah, of

the Lord, w^t: Adesah, instruction, ^fa lti, thus; such as has body

or is touched by sin. if Na, not. $%Iti, thus ; such as has no body or

is not touched by sin. ^ Na, not. ^a5tt<X Etasmat, other than this.

vi Na, not. ffr Hi, certainly, jrfa Iti. *W1 Anyat, other form. <Hf

Param, better than or superior to this. Sffia Asti, there is. ^Fa Iti. a
Na, not. wij Atha, next, nm^sf Namadheyam, the name of the Lord.

B?«J«T Satyasya, of what is called Satya. q&l Satyara, the sriver of birth,

existence, destruction and salvation. %fh Iti. WOT: Pranah, ail that

are kept alive by Prana Vayu ; all that are Murta and all that are

not. ^ Vai, indeed, a??/ Satyaua, the meaning of the word Satya.

?taT Tesam, of them all. Q^r: Esah, this Lord. ¥lff Satyam, the giver

of birth, existence, destruction and salvation- (fl?f.—faW!JTf^», decay

&c. and «t from «IH to give).

6. And of this Purusa the form is as of the cloth dyed with

turmeric, as of grey fine woolen cloth, as of the red insect Indra-

gopa, as of the flame of fire, as of the white lotus and as of simul-

taneous lightning. He who knows this gets prosperity just like

simultaneous lightning. Next is the instruction regarding the Lord

thus:—(anything like Murta) He is not; thus (anything like

Amurta) He is not. No form has He other than this. No form

has the Lord better than or superior to this. And His name is

Satya of Satya. All that are kept alive by Prana Vayu are indeed

termed Satya. He is the giver of birth, existence, destruction

and salvation to them all.— 1 1 1.

Here ends the M&rtdmtirta Brdhmanam.
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Madhva's Bhasya on the Murtamurta Brahmanam.

Those that have forma and those that have not, these two are the

symbols of the Brahman ; but none of them is His real form, for He is

superior to (beyond) them all. All except Sri, Vayu and Virifioha are

called MArta (^ ) by the word MArta is meant possessed by sin, the

word (Mur) meaning Sin. Since everything decays and loses its cons-

ciousness in Pralaya, therefore it is called Sat ). And it is called

(Sthita) because it is subject to or under beings that are other

than Visnu. Its essence is Viriflcha whose nature is opposite to it. Sri

as well as Vayu are not MArtas because theirs is the nature opposite to

that of a Mflrta. They both are all-knowing and they are not governed by

anybody else except the Lord Hari. The Lord Hari again is the essence

of them both. And He is present both in the Sun as well as in the eye.

There too is present Brahma who is the essence of the Mflrta. Visnu is

the great essence and He has various forms like the cloth dyed with

raafijistha (the Bengal madder), or fine woollen cloth of grey colour, or

like lightning, or lotus, or the red insect called Indragopa and like bright

fire. Lord Visnu is neither like anything Mflrta or its essence, nor is He

Amflrta (*W?r) He is superior to them both. This, is just what has been

said in the Narayana Sruti. Everything else is different from the Lord;

He is truth of the truth; He is the only one Lord. The Frana, &c„ are

Mflrta and Amflrta, but the Lord Visnu is inside of them all.

Here ends the Bhdsya on MUrtdmArta Br&hmanam.

Fourth (Maitreyi) BrAhmanam.

mantra ii. 4. 1.

«TlSJ35Wi Yajflavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. WW Uvacha, said, f Ha.

Are, oh. »hlf*l Maitreyi, oh I Maitreyi ; the name of one of the two

wives of Yajfiavalka. {fa It i. wtf Aham, 1. WffRl Asmat, this. WTKJ
Sthanat, from the place ; from the life of a house-holder. 3^ Ut, to the

superior place, to the life of Vanaprastha. <nt*P^ Yasyan, about to go.

wfiff Asmi, am. 3 Vai, certainly, {ft Iti. $r Hanta, well. % Te, for

thee ; for you. Anaya, this. «T?m<P«H Katyayanya, with KAtyayan!.

This is the name of the other wife of Yajfiavalkya. Antam, settle-

ment. VTOTftj Karavani, let me do. {fa lti.
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1. Yajnavalkya once said—"Oh ! Maitreyi, I am about

to go from this life of a householder to a superior one. Well,

let me make settlement with thee and this Katyayam."—112.

mantiia U. 4. 2.

^WT 5RTr^«f ffriffgaT ^iftm I f^TO

m S&, that. iKhft Maitreyi, Maitreyi. Uvacha, said. * Ha,

strange it is. wit: tthagoh, oh, my lord. «IiT Yat, when. lyara, this.

Sarva, all. gfqtf) Prithivi, the earth, ft Me, my. fsr^sf Vittena, with

possessions, giaf Purnu. full ; stocked with. CTT^ Syat, (if) be. Tena,

by my possessions though they should fill the whole earth. Amrita,

saved ; free from misery. W^Syam, may I be ? setf Kathatn, is it ? g
Nu, whether. QVSti&fec Yajfinvalkyah, Yajnavalkya. Uv&oha, said.

V Ha. «T Na, no ; not so. ?far Iti. «rer Yatha, as
j as it is found in the

world. 3q^T»n^at Upakaranavatam, of those having possessions such as

furniture, eto. 5ftff5T Jivitam, life ; a life of pleasure, Eva, only. 5Wf

Tatha, so ; such, tgt Kva, only. ^ Te, your. sftfof Jivitam, life, win
Syat, may be. 5 Tu, on the other hand. fa'tN Vittena, from possessions.

fl^flWtl Atnritatvaaya, of immortal bliss. WTtfr Asa, hope. 1 Na, not.

wffcl Asti, is. Iti.

2. Maitreyi said :
—"My lord, is it that I shall get immor-

tality when the whole earth may be filled with my possessions?"

"No"—replied Yajnavalkya, "Yours shall then be the life like

that of one having earthly possessions like furniture, etc. ; from

possessions there is no hope of immortal bliss."— 1 13.

MANTRA 11. 4. $

ST |iair* f^sft 3T*TT^ TTJJ5TT **TT fi5H^ tta J3TT

9T Sa, that. jHht Maitreyi, Maitreyi. WW Uvaoha, said. 5 Ha.

ifa Yena, by which; by the worldly possessions, wf Ahain, I. W£$\

Amrita, immoital. sf Na, not. Syftm, may be, $R Tena, by that ;
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by anoh a possession, Ahara, I. fitf Kim, what. Kuryatn,

should do. Bhagav&n, my dear Lord; my dear husband.

Yat, whatever. ijpr Eva, only. #5 Veda, knows; knows to be the means

of attaining immortality, Tat, that, qgr Eva, only. ^ Me, to me.

S^ff Bruhi, speak; tell. Iti.

3. Maitreyi said :
—"What should I do (with such posses-

sions) by which I may not become immortal ? Let my Lord !

tell me that only which he knows (to be the means of attaining

Mukti or perfection.)—114.

MANTRA II. 4. 4.

^ llSTT^r STTf^TCcR: fjRT sirTT^ ^ TITO

?C: Sah, that. 3T?9S4tr: Yajfiavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. 3*rre Uvacha,

said. 5 Ha. Are, oh ; a term of endearment, weft Sati, devoted to

thy husband ; a faithful wife. Brir Priya, dear. JRT Bata, a term ex-

pressive of gladness of the speaker, sr: Nah, to me. firtf Priyam, what

is pleasing. «rra$ Bh&sase, speakest. <tffc Ehi, come. wrer Asva, sit

down. ^ Te, to thee ; to you. WttSatsBrrFu Vyakhyasyfimi, I shall explain

the means of attaining Mukti. g Tu, but. <«lRS7r<a^I Vyachaksanasya,

while explaining it. if Me, to me. f5rf?[«?n*re^ Nididhyttsasva, pay heed ;

be all attentive, ^far Iti.

4. Yajflavalkya said
—"Very well, you are a faithful wife,

and dear to me, so you speak what is pleasing to me. Come, take

your seat here ; I shall explain to you (the means of attaining

Mukti)
; pay heed to me while I explain it to you."—115.

MANTRA II. 4. 5.

*rsrcmc*R*cr ?EmTO qfir: ram irera i * «n st^

strait mm* 5N*rT ram «T5ic?TT^5T^r

mm ram vrsrm i * m ^ j^ttwt ^mm 5^1:

ram vm*rmr*im& witm w: mm *rm% i i
27
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f5Trf fW *TST% I 5T 3TT 3rtf jT^T^T: 5&H7TO 5T^flHT

ftnr warfri i * sit 37^ st^t^t ssmTSf ster: mm

|5fi: TJRl OTT^a I ?f ofT 37^ IfrfT^f ePWT^f ^rTlfil

Tirmfnr wsfcsttcsr^ ^thtst *TrTTT5T romfamf^ i

* an 37^ *ofcg SBTOTtT ^isr fir*? *75fr3rTc*Wrr

^S>* TIHT *73fi% { 37Tc5RT SfT 37^ ^H3*
3m «Fcf3^t faT3p^T%cl3Sfl ft^Bncftft ofT 37* ^9j-

tf: ShIi, he
;
Y&jflavalkya mf Uva ha, said. £ Ha. w| Are, Oh.

q?*|: Patvuh, of the husband *tJTT<T Katn.lva, by the desire; the fourth

case ending should be taken in the sense of the third. May I be dear to

her, from su<"h a desire on the part of the husband. 1%: Patih, the

husband, fir*: Priyah, dear to the wife si Na, not. vrcrfrt Bhavati,

becomes. $ Vai, indeed ; in faet. § Tu but; on the other hand.

<BT?JT!T: Atraanah of the Paramatman ; of the Lord Hari. 3>T?rra K&maya,

by the desire, by the love, qfif: Patih, the husband fifH: Priyah, dear

to the wife. *f*fa Bhavati, becomes, jtf Are, Oh 3T«T$ Jay&yai, of the

wife ; the fourth case ending for the sixth. 3»riWT Katnaya, by the desire.

*T«t Jay ft, the wife. fjRT Priya dear to the husband, H Na, not. wrf?r

Bhavati, becomes. $ Vai, indeed; in fact. 3 Tu, but; on the other

hand. WTO: Atmanah, of Paramatman ; of the Lord Hari. $mr<r

K&miiya, by the desire
, by the love. 3tT«»T Java, the wife. RrTT Priya, dear

to the husband. Xftffh Bhavati, becomes. «?t Are. Oh! my dear wife. JST'Jjf

Putranam, of sons. IMtW Kamaya, by the desire. 59?: Putrah, the

sons, fifm: Priyah, dear to the parents jj Na, not. qjfk Bhavanti,
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1

become, t Vai, indeed ; in fact, g Tu, but;o.n the other hand. w?r«i:

At'oanah, of the Paramatman ; of the Lord Hari. qsmrT Kamaya, by the

desire ;
by the love, jar: Putrah, the sons, firnr: Priyah, dear to the

parents. *?«T% Bhavanti, become. Are, Oh, my dear wife, fiww
Vittasya, of Kuvera, the presiding deity of wealth. *WT*T Kamaya,

by the desire, fa^f Vittam, wealth ; Kuvera. fipf Priyam, dear to the

people. «T Na, not. vraf?f Bhavati, becomes. ^ Vai, indeed ; in fact,

g Tu, but; on the tther hand. srtWf: Atmanah, of the Paramatman, of

the Lord Hari. Kamaya by the desire
,
by the love, tVtf Y' tttt '»»

wealth ; Kuvera. firtf Priyam, dear to the people. Bhxvati, becomes,

stf Are, Oh. STgfig: Brahmanah, of Vinfiiha, of Ohatu -mukha who is Brah-

mana by caste. $TRTO Kama>a, by the desire. 9gr Brahma, VinS-ha;

Chaturiiiukha. fj|jf Prn am, dear to the pe >, le. if Na, not. «wf?T Bhavati,

becomes. ^ Vai, indeed, in fa-t.g Tu, but . on the other hand STIciq:

Atiii:mnh. of Paramatman, of .the L -rd Hari. qMJTPT Knuav a, bv the desite,

by the love WfT Brahma, V ii 'fi ha , Oliaturmuklia. fW P' r a n, dear to the

people. *wffl Bhavati, bec ine*. si? Aie Oh. 111 \ dear wi e. JjTSW K.^an as . 1 of

Va\ u who is Ksatriya by caHie. Kau.aya, by the desire. 8jT5f K.
?
atram,

Vayu. fsr«f Priyam, dem- to the people. H Na. not.^fa Bhavati, becomes. #

Vai, indeed ; in fact, g Tu, but , on the other hand. STTcJTH: Atumnah,

of Paramatman ; of the Lord Hari. ^mtl Kamaya by the desire by the

love SISf Ksatram, Va\ u. filif Priy.-nn. dear t the peo le. qqfft Bhavati,

becociPS. A.re, Oh, my dear wi e. $T$r*T Li >kan» n. o the deities

the worlds *wri Kioidya, by the desm. 35?*f: L-kah, the
.
resid nj

deities >f the worlds. fsrTt: Priyah. dear to the people. «f Na, not, W#fff

Bhavanti become, g I'u but, on the other hand 3Tl?«f: Atoiaimh, of

Paramatman , of the Lord Uait. ^StflfJ Ka nay a, by the desire by the

love. sffaiT: Lokah, the presiding deities of the worlds, fifcm Pnvafa,

dear to the people. Bhavanti, become. Are, Oh.^prt Devanam.

of the Devas. *tfltq Kaiu&va, by the desire. ^<«l: Dev&h the D.-vas

fspjl: Priyah, dear to the people, «T Na, not. Vl#f% Bhavanti, become.

$ Vai, indeed, in fact, g Tu, but, on the other ha-d. WrlTl: Atmanah,

of Paramatman , of the Lord Hari. Kamaya. by the desire
,
by 'he

love. Devah, the gods. fff4t: fny&h, dear to the peo.de. *tffir Bhavanti,

become. *ft Are, Oh, my dear wi'e. ^flt Bnfiianatu, oi the presiding

deities of the five elements—earth, water, tire, Vay u and sky, $wr<T

Kamaya, by the desire. igjBlft Bliutsm, the presiding deities ot the live

elemements. Orotfin Priyani, dear to the people, if Na, not. H«f*r% Bhavanti,

become. $ Vai, indeed ; in fact, g Tu, bat ; on the other hand. WRJH:

Atmanah, of Paramatman ; of the Lord Hari. <CUTW Kamaya, by the desire,-

by the love. »JcTrts| Bhutini, the piesiding deities of the five elements fsraffil
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Priyani, dear to the people. *tff?r Bhavanti, become. »rt Are, Oh.

Sarvasya, of the presiding deity of everything i.e., Mula-Prakriti or

Laksmi. $HTPT Kamaya, by the desire. Sarvani, the presiding deity

of everything , Laksmi or Mula-Prakriti. faq Priyam, dear to the. people.

siNa, not. Vtofk Bhavati, becomes. $ Vai, indeed ; in fact, jj Tu, but;

on the other hand. MfrHf: Atmanuh, of Paratnatman ; of the Lord Hari.

Kamaya, by the desire; by the love. *?sf Sarvam, the presiding

deity of everything ; Lakstn or Mula-prakriti. fiwf Priyatn, dear to the

people. *prfar Bhavati, becomes, fit Are, Oh, my dear wife, Maitreyi.

t Vai, certainly. WW Anna, Paramftttnan , Lord Han. {rgsif: Drastavyah,

should be seen ; should be known by direct knowledge. 8Tta*3: Srotavyah,

should be (first) heard. tfa<W Mantavyah, should be (secondly) thought

over and over ; should be revolved in the mind again and again in order

to form a clear knowledge of Him. faft[eqrfis?f«i: Nididhyasitavyah, should

be (lastly) meditated on and on. Are, Oh. »NfDf Maitreyi, Oh, Maitreyi.

ft Vai, indeed. SIfcJTf: Attnanah, of Paratnatman ; of the Lord Hari.

^T^ST DarSanena, by seeing. «T3of«T 6ravanena, by hearing. H?TI Matya,

by revolving in the mind. feiJT^T Vijfianena, by meditating. %g Idam,

this. «r€ Sarvam, all
; everything in the world, fkfttf Viditam, known;

comprehended.

5. He replied :—O verily, not by the mere wishing of the

husband does a husband become dear to his wife, but through the

Will of the Supreme Self dpes the husband become dear to the

wife.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of the wife does a wife

become dear to her husband, but by the Will of the Supreme .Self

does the wife become dear to the husband.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of the sons do the sons

become dear to their parents, but by the Will of the Supreme
Self do the sons become dear to the parents.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of the Wealth-lord does

the Wealth-lord become dear to men, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self does the Wealth-lord become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of (Wisdom-lord) Brahma
does the Brahma become dear to men, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self does (the Wisdom-lord) Brahma become dear to

men.
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O verily, not by the mere wish of (Vayu) the Power-lord

does the Power-lord become dear to men, but by the Will of

the Supreme Self does the Power-lord become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of the World-lords do the

World-lords become dear to men, but by the Will of the Supreme
Self do the World-lords become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of the Shining ones do the

Shining ones become dear to men, but by the Will of the Supreme
Self do the Shining ones become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of the Elemental-lords do

the Elemental-lords become dear to men, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self do the Elemental -lords become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of the All-lady (Laksmi)

does the All-lady become dear to men, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self does the All-lady become dear to men.

Verily, the Supreme Self must be seen, must be heard, must

be revolved upon in mind, and must be meditated on. All this

is known by seeing, hearing, mentally revolving on and meditating

upon the Supreme Self, O Maitreyi.— 116.

MANTRA II. 4. 6.

<j TO^f^ts^rairUsi: qt'zwft

%T^T ?*CTR ^Tift^^d? ^UTrHT II ^ II

Yah, whoever, trgr Brahma, Virificha who is Bruhtnana by caste

WTcJT*: Atmanah, from the Lord Nftrayana. «l?a;q Anyatra, at a different

place ; 'at a place different from the Lord Nar&yana' means not directly

under the Lord, but under somebody different from the Lord. %^ Veda,

knows, Tam, Him ; who knows that Brahma is not under the Lord

Narayana. *V Brahma, Virificha. TOTC Paradat, throws him beyond

the Para or the Great Beyond ; throws him in the terrible world of deep
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darkness called Andhatamas
( Wi>TCT*m). V. Yah, whoever. $11' Ksatrah,

A
Vayu. iTfrfll: Atmanab, from the Lord Narayana. vpqq Anyatra, far

from; under somebody different from the Lord. ^Veda, knows. $ Tarn,

him ; who knows that Vayu is not under the Lord. Kfatrara, Vayu.

flT^II ParadAt, disowns
;
gives him place neither here nor there, tj: Yah,

whoever. 5^*1^ Lokan, the deities of the worlds. WTO?: Atmanab,

from the Lord Nar&yana. wwm Anyatra, far away frorn ; not under the

Lord. Veda, knows, ct Tain, him who knows that the deities of all

the worlds are not under the Lord. 3ft«6T: Lokah, the deities of all the

worlds. HIJ: Paraduh, give him place neither here nor there; throw him

in the dark Andhatamis.-a (sffiHtftTCf) 1: Yah, whoever, fa\^ Devan ; the

Devas; the gods. «Tffl«f: Afnatmh, from the Lord N&iayana. stwj!t Anyntia,

far away from ; not under the Lord. Veda, knows. ?f Tarn, him who

knows that the Devas are not under the Lord, fax: Devah, the gods
;

the Deva». 11TJ: Pai&dub, give u,' ; throw him in the blinding darkness,

a: Yah, whoever. Unf*T Bhutam, the deities of the five gross elements.

WT?JTi:, Atmanah, from the Lord Nai ayana. Anyatra, tar away from;

not under the Lord. ^ Veda, knows. ?f Tarn, him who knows that the

deities of the five gross elements ate not under the Lord. I^fa Bliutam,

the deities of the elements. Hrj: Karaduh, give up , throw him in the

blinding darkness called Andhatamas m Yah, whoever. Sarvam,

the presiding deity of every thing ; Laksmi WWT: Atmanuh, from the

Lord Nar&yana. siwj* Anyatra, far away from ; not under the Lord.

Veda, knows. <f Tarn, him who knows that Laksmi is not under the

Lord. Satvam, the presiding deity of everything
; Laksmi. q^T^Il

L»aradat, gives up. wf. Ayam, this. Xixmx At ma, Paramatman
. L»rd

Narayana. mi Yat, where. f$ Idam, this, mg Brahma, Virifii-ha.

ldam, this, qnf Ksatram, Vayu. ^ Ime, these. Lokah, the

presiding deities of all the worlds ^ Ime, these, fax: Devah, the j*ods

;

the Devas. ^JTtfa Imani, the.*e. ^Ilfn Bhutani, the deities of all the

five gross elements, iclam, this. fr€ Harvam. Laksmi.

6. Brahma the Wisdom-lord will throw him beyond the

Great Beyond who knows Brahma the Wisdom-lord as away from

(and not under the sway of the/ Supreme Self. (Vayu) the Power-

lord will throw him beyond the Great Beyond who knows the

Power-lord as away from (and not under the sway of the) the

Supreme Self. The World-lords will throw him beyond the

Great Beyond who knows the World-lords as away from (and not

under the sway of) the Supreme Self. The Shining Ones will

throw him beyond the Great Beyond who knows the Shining Ones
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as away from (and not under the sway of the) Supreme Self. The
Elemental-lords will throw him beyond the Great Beyond who

knows the Elemental-lords as away from (and not under the sway

of) the Supreme Self. The All-lady (Laksmi) will throw him

beyond the Great Beyond who knows the All-lady as away from

and not under the Supreme Self. This Brahma the Wisdom-lord,

this Vayu the Power-lord, these (lords of the) worlds, these Shin-

ing-Ones, these (lords of the) Elements, this All-lady, verily all

these exist (there only) where (abides) this Supreme Self.—117.

MANTRA II. 4. 7.

VgoTOT l^f^J Vi%^ |?|vqi^TrT^ «fT srjS^T

Sal;, he, the example, qtff Yatha, just as. fsqjnW Hanyamanasya,

beaten. ^*TS Dundubheh, of the dram. QS^T^ Sabdan, the sounds (com-

ing out of the drum of itself; angrffiT, Bah) an, sounds proceeding from

instruments other than the di urn such as those of Muraja, chimes. &c.

HfHll Grahanaya, in order to catch or perceive. !f Na, not. ^W3!'"I»

iSaknuyat, is capable, may be able. 3 Tu, on the other hand.

Dundubheh, of the drum. Grahanena, by the perception. 91 Va,

or. DundubhyaghAtasya, of the beating of tho drum. ^T*^:

Sabdnh, the sound. <{|hf: Gfihitah, is caught; is perceived.

7. As, for instance, a person who sees a drum being

beaten can never mistake its sounds for those of some other external

instrument, but takes them to belong to the drum or takes them to

be caused by the person striking the drum.— 118.

MANTBA II. 4. 8.

u c 11

Sah, he, the example. *«n Yatha, just as. tWITTOV Dhtnftya-

manasya, blown. tfWf Sankhasya, of the shell; of the conch. Vjc^nf;

§abd4n, the sounds (coming out of the shell). WTPjmT, BohyAn, sound*
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proceeding from something other than the shell. afOTT Grahanftya, in

order to catch or percieve. sf Na, not. W^KI Saknuyat, is capable

;

may be able. rjTu, on the other hand. »TOt7, Sankhasya, of the conch.

ngofcT Grahanena, by the perception or the knowledge, Va, or.

*fer>flCT, Sankhadhmasya, of the man blowing the shell. *T*^« Sabdah,

the sound of the conch, ^tefi Grihitah, is caught; is perceived.

8. As, for instance, a person who sees a conch being

blown can never mistake its sounds for those of some other

external instrument, but takes them to belong to the conch

or takes them to be caused by the person blowing the

conch.— 1 19.

MANTE A 1 1. 4. 9.

m Sab, he, the example. WIT Yatha, just as. 3TtrcrT3I$ Vadya-

man&yai, played. Vinayai, of the lute. (The fourth case ending

for the sixth). Sfls^T'jr, ^abdan, the sounds (coming out of the lute). 1HTT«^

Bhahyan, sounds proceeding from the instruments other than the lute.

HfHtl Grahan&ya, in order to catch or perceive, if Na, not. WT^H?!

Saknuyat, is capable
;
may bo able. 3 Tu, on the other hand. ^tw^

Vinayai, of the lute, ngofa Grahanena, by the perception or the knowledge.

*T Va, or. 5ft«TJt^l^«I Vin'Wadasya, of the man playing on the lute,

Sabdah, the sound of the lute. >JCt3: Grihitah, is perceived.

9. As, for instance, a person who sees a lute being

played upon, can never mistake its sounds for those of some
other external instrument but takes them to belong to the

lute or takes them to be caused by the player on the

lute.— 120.

NOTE.—The construction of these three mantras may be thus, for some of the

editions read instead of VT1TH( The well-known instance is : as <W)
from the sound ( tyt^l^ ) that has come out "f it ( SIHTT. ) one is not able to perceive or know,

( HCUrf H ) of the drum when beaten( ^gfr ^'HTPfW )» out the sound is recog-

nised ( %I*|(CII(lfT: ) from the knowledge either of the drum or of its beater. (

«WWW W } So in the other two,
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M ANTRA II. 4. 10.

217

m Sah, it is. ?WT Yatha, as. Sfrf'm^? Ardraidhagneh, from fire

made of damp wood. wrwnffRTrq Abhy&hitat, greatly burning. *pn^

Prithak, of various kinds. ^J»W Dhuni&h, smokes as well as sparks.

faPlSf^fer Vinischaranti, came out. i£af Evam, thus; so. $ Vai, indeed,

stf Are, Oh, uiy dear wife. Asya, this. ?T5?U Mahatah, great.

ijjreiBhutasya, of (from) Ilayagriva who is eternal. fsi:$[3rfiT3J3t Nihsvasi-

tam, come out; proceeded. <jfi«I Etat, the following. ifH Yat,

which. IPT^: Rigvedah, the Rigveda. Yajurvedah, the

Yajurveda. WUtI^: Samavedah, the Samaveda. WT^flfrrW: Athar-

vangirasah, the Atharv&ngirasa. $fafr?l: Itihasah, the history; the

Pancharatra, the Mahabharata, and the Ramayana, these pass by the

name of Ititulsa, though Pancharatra has again been enumerated by

sloka. 3TT"f PurAnam, the Puranas; these are eighteen in number, fgrur

Vidya, the science (ff^gfa:). 3«|Rr^s Upanisadali, the Upanisads. 5f^t*r:

Slokah, Pafieharatrasaiuhita. gstfhl Sutrani, the aphorisms such as Brahma-

Sutras. m^b^i^mtRi Anuvyakhyanani, the elaborate explanations
; notes.

WWTWtfa Vyakhyan&ni, the explanations of the Vedas. q^nfa Etani, these

worlds such as Mahah (JTf:), &c. Sarvani, all. SWT Asya, his. H*Eva,

only. f^r:^f«TfcTcfrf^r NihSvtisitani, creations,^made as easily as one breatheB.

10. As from a blazing fire made of damp wood various

kinds of smokes, arise, so indeed, my dear, come out as easily

as breath from this great Hayagriva the Rigveda, the Yajurveda,

the Samaveda, the Atharvangirasa, the Itihasas, the Puranas,

the science, the Upanisads, the Pancharatra Samhita, the aphorisms,

the elaborate explanations and the explanations (of Vedas).

All these worlds (such as Mahah) have proceeded from Him only

as easily as breath.—121.

28
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M ANTEA II. 4 11.

^hfT*. VGm filfOTRifcr* ^hlT* ^imrf ^T^^T-

q^^or^ *rsbn^ scrsgpf^fT^ ^^^m^itor^ wire

^ n \\ n

9t Sah, it is. IWI Yatha, just as. W^TWT^ Sarvasam, of all. serf

Apam, of the waters. Samudrah, Varunah ; ocean, t^rq;^

Ekayanam, the only receptacle. «£«f Evam, so. *fifat Sarvesam, of all.

WV?«H*t Sparfian&m, touches ; the presiding doitios of various kinds of

touches. ?9S Tvak, the skin ; the organ of touch ; the Ijord behind

the organ of touch, q^wf Ekayanam, the only receptacle. ^ Evam,

so; similarly. ???7t Sarvesam, of all. Wilt Rasanarn, tastes; the

presiding deities of tastes, fsi^r Jihva, the tongue; the Lord Hari

behind the tongue, <5*T*l5f EkAyanam, the only receptacle. q# Evam,

so. aifat Sarvesam, all. ifqRt Grandhanara, of smells ; of the deities of

smells. !!Tfff*T Nasikfl, the noso ; the Lord behind the organ of smell.

qq»I<H* Ekayanam, the only receptacle. t[4 Evam, s». ^nf^i Sarvesam,

of all. <5WQt Rupanaui, colours; the presiding deities of the colours.

*§J: Chaksuh, the eye ; the Lord Hari behind the eye. q^Tqrf

Ekayanam, the only receptacle, qtf Evam, so. wtfat Sarvesam, of

all. nx^ret Sabdan&m, sounds ; the deities of the sounds, srtat^

Srotram, the ear; the Lord Hari behind the ear. <£WT«f EkAyanara,

the only receptacle. tg( Evam, so. ?Hfat Sarvesam, of, all. <f)<f>tyMHt

Sankalpanatn, determination ; of the presiding deities of determination.

fR: Manah, the mind ; the Lord behind the mind, spsflpf Ekayanam,

the only receptacle, ijt Evam, so. <re?at Sarvasam, of all. ftwqt Vidya-

nam, the knowledges ; the presiding deities thereof. Hridayam, the

heart; the Lord Hari presiding behind the heart, qvnrf Ekayauam,

the only receptacle, <gt Evam, so. wifqt Sarves&m, of all. (Effort
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Karmanam, acts; the presiding deities thereof. Hastau, two

hands : the Lord behind the two hands. i£«f!pf Ekayanam, the only

receptacle. trsf Evatn, so. Sarvesam, of all. WPf^Tlt Anandanam,

of the pleasures; the presiding deities thereof. 3*K«t: TJpasfchah, the

organ of generation ; the Lord presiding behind the organs of

generation. ^ri«f Ekayanam, the only receptacle. Evam, so.

oifci Sarvesam, of all. fagnfort Visarganam, of evacuations; the

presiding deities of them all. qrj: P&yuh, the anus , the Lord llari behind

the anus. i£$Pl*f Ekayanam, the only receptacle, Evam, so. Clifat

Sarvesam, of all. vpnnf Adhvanam, of motions; the presiding deities

thereof. Padau, the two legs; the Lord behind the two legs,

i^>r*CT Ekayanam, the only receptacle. Evam, so. nifat Sarvesam,

of all. Vedanam, of the Vedas ; the presiding deities thereof.

3T^5 V&k, the speech ; the Lord behind the speech, cr^mrf Ekayanam,

the only receptacle.

1 1. As the ocean is the sole receptacle of all the waters ; as

the organ of touch is the sole receptacle of all kinds of

touch ; as the tongue is the sole receptacle of all tastes

;

as the nose is the sole receptacle of all the smells; as the

eye is the sole receptacle of colours ; as the ear is the sole recep-

tacle of all the sounds ; as the mind is the sole receptacle of all

determinations ; as the heatt is the sole receptacle of all know-

ledges ; as the two hands are the sole receptacle of all acts ; as

the organ of generation is the sole receptacle of all the pleasures;

as the anus is the sole receptacle of all the evacuations ; as the two

legs are the sole receptacle of all motions ; as the speech is the

sole receptacle of all the Vedas.— 122.

MANTRA II. 4. 12.

m Sah, it is. wn Yatha, as. #<*=if^T: SaindhavakJiilyah, a~piece

of salt. 9^% Udake, iti the water of the ocoan. JTrar: Prastah, thrown.
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34
[<Wj( Udakam, the water. 8tg Anu, in. fsrafacT Viliyeta, disappear.

Eva, indeed. *??«t Asya, of it; of the piece of salt disappeared in the

water. 1^ Eva, only. TgSTgqrq Udgrahanaya, to take ; to separate from

the water. ?T Na, not. Syat, is able, f Ha, certainly, <J Tu, on the

other hand. qata<?: Yatoyatah, from whatever part (of the mixed water.)

wnrtfol Adadita, (one) may take (it), and (taste it for the sake of examin-

ing it.) 99HI1J( Lavanatn, salt ; brackish. Eva, only, and no other

taste. Evam, thus, Are, Oh, Maitreyi. fsfSTRETf: V ijfianaghanah,

Jiva. Eva, only. Btebhyah, these. 10m: Bhutebhyah, from

the live gross elements, such as earth, water, &c. yJJrW? Samutthaya,

growing
;
making his appearance ;

coining in contact with the material

body. ?rrRl Tani, those olemeuts ; the body consisting of those elements.

«3 Anu, following. f^HSfofer Vinasyati, gets free; gets rid of the gross

body. Eva, in fact. ^ Idarn, this. WSfrt Anantam, infinite, swrf

Ap&ram, boundless. Wfq Mahat, great. *Jjn3( Bhutam, being ; the Lord

Hayagriva. (Object of the verb—snjftfa Attains— understood), jffl

Pretya, when one has got rid of his material b idy. ?T5tT Samjfia, name or

term for one who has got rid of the material body. ;| Na,not. vrfcft Asti,

there is. Iti, this. «tf Are, Oh, my dear wife, sratfff Bravimi, (1)

tell (you). Iti. Yajfiavalkyah, Y&jfiavalkya. 331^1 Uvacha,

said, f Ha.

12. As a piece of salt thrown in the water disappears (in

the water); no one is able to separate or distinguish it from the

water ; from whatever part (of the water) one may take it, it is

nothing but salt. So is, Oh, my dear, the Jiva rising from (i. c.

making his appearance after having come in contact with) these

gross elements, disappears together with (or after) them ; and goes

to the infinite, boundless Great Iieing, the Lord Hayagriva.

When one has attained Mukti by getting rid of his gross body, no

name there is (by which we can call him). This is what I have

to say to you,—so said Yajriavalkya.—123.

MANTRA II. 4. 13.

5TT W T^fTHTO It \\ U

«T 6&, that. IKWt Maitreyi, Maitreyi. Uvasha, said, f Ha.

WWI^ Bhagavan, venerable husband, ant Atra, here; where I should
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have a definite knowledge. Eva, only. ITT MA, to me. *HTg£<T Arafl-

inuhafc, made confused. ST>«T Pretya, when one has got rid of his material

body. tfSH Saiajfia, name or term for one who has got rid of his material

body. !f Na, not. *?f??T Asti, there is. ffa Iti. 5J: Sah, that. qi3T3$33T:

Yajnavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. Uvacha, said. ?" Ha. stf Are, Oh, my
dear wife, aqf Aham, 1. ^ Vai, certainly, ifttf Moham, anything that is

bewildering. «| Na, not. srsftfir Bravimi, say. W$ Are, Oh, my dear

wife. Idam, one that has attained Mnkti. fqqFttt Vijiianaya, in order

to know fully the nature of Paramatman. «J5T^ Alam, capable. ^ Vai,

indeed.

13. Maitreyi said
—"Herein, the venerable Sir causes

bewilderment in me when he says—na pretya saiiijna. asti, after

Mukti is no consciousness." Thus said, Yajfiavalkya answered :

—

"No my dear, I never spoke anything that is bewildering
;

for,

only he that has attained Mukti, is able to know (the Paramatman

and I lis nature, &c.)"— 124.

MANTRA II. 4. 14.

to f| fara* *rsrm af^rc f*mfa af^ra

SIT 3T^C ^5fqTr^sri^TTr%R ^fT T^tTc^*^ q^rTcsM

«f!l Yatra, when. fsnJT, Dvaitam, different thing (ff3T Separatedness

or difference between things, and the things themselves in which there is

this difference are called Dvaita. fjSTT Separatedness + w?T—those that

have). ^ Iva, as if ; this word indicates the dependence of one (the objects

of perception) upon the other. *refa Bhavati, is; becomes, at* Tat, then.

%W. Itarah, the one; a man. ^jdt Itaratn, the other; the objects ; the

objects of perception, such as pitcher, &c. firH% Jighrati, smells. a*I

Tat, then, {pff: Itarah, the one ; a man. $?flf Itaram, the other
; the object

of perception. Hf«rf« Pasyati, sees. 33 Tat, then, jat: Itarah, the one;
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a man. fjrf Itaraua, the other ; an object. &rinoti, hears, gfj Tat,

then. Itarah, the one ; a man. Itaratn, the other; an object,

nfira^fer Abhivudati, says; speaks. ?R[ Tat, then. Itarah, the one

;

a man. Sfa? ltaram, the other ; an object. J?g% Manute, thinks, Tat,

then, ^a?: Itarah, the one
; a man. ltaram, the other; an object.

fasTPUfll VijAnati, knows
;

perceives. list Vatra, where; in such a Mukti

which is cessation of Avidya only. s^qAsya, his ; of the knower ; of a

sentiont being, Sarvam, all; all the organ of perception. WTfUT Atma,

pure self or soul. «^ Eva, only. *t*f$. Abhut, became. Tat, then.

%iT Kena, by which
;
by which organ or Indriya. 3> Kara, what; what

object of perception. RrsTa Jighret, can smell ; is there the possibility of

smelling? Tat, that. 3>flr Kena, by which
;
by which organ. $ Kam,

what; what object. q^?j Pasyet, can see
;
may he be able to see?

aq[ Tat, then. %if Kena, by which
;
by which organ. sj> Kam, what ; what

object, sfcojirac Srinuyat, can hear ; is there possibility of hearing??!^

Tat, then. %H Kena, by which
;
by which organ. q> Kam, what ; what

object. *lf*rat^ Abhivadet, can speak. a?f Tat, then. 3>«J Kena, by

which; by which organ. ^ Kam, what; what object, tn^tf Manvita,

can think. ?Rt Tat, then. 3>st Kena, by which
;
by which organ. ?' Kara,

what; what object. fWrsfhTl^ Vijaniyat, can know, fa Yena, by whom;

through the grace of which Isvara, the Master. %^t^ Idam, this. ?w

Sarvam, all. fs|5HS»tfa Vijanati, knows • the nominative of this verb is 3fte.

a* Tain, him ; the Paramatman. Kena, how. fWrsftin^r Vijaniyat, should

know, sj? Are, Oh, my dear wife. fesfPJI?^ Vijfiataram, the knower;

one's own self. $!f Kena, how. fesnTlfflsT Vijaniyat, should know,

tfa Iti.

14. When there is a different thing, a dependent one, so to

speak, then (it is) that one smells the other ; then (it is) that one

sees the other ; then (it is) that one hears the other ; then (it is)

that one speaks the other ; then (it is) that one thinks the other

;

then (it is) that one knows or perceives the other. But when (as

some say it is the case in Mukti which is the cessation of Avidya

only) everything of the sentient Jiva becomes Atman only, then by

which organ can the sentient Jiva smell and what would he smell ?

Then by which organ can the sentient Jiva see and what would he

see? Then by which organ can the sentient Jiva hear and what

would he hear? Then by which organ can the sentient Jiva speak

and what would he speak ? Then by which organ can the

sentient Jiva think and what would he think ? Then by which
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organ can the sentient Jiva perceive and what would he perceive ?

How can the Jiva know Him—the Paramatman through whose

grace he knows or perceives all this ? (In short), Oh, my dear

wife, how should the Jiva perceive his own self—the rerd

knower ?—125.

Here ends the Maitreyt Brdhmanam.

MADIIVA'S COMMENTARY.

( According to f§ankara, the verses 11 a va are patyuh kAmaya patih

priyo bhavati, atmanastu kamaya patih priyo bhavati, &c. mean :
—"not

for the sake of the husband is the husband dear, but for the sake of the

self the husband is dear, " &c. In other words, the husband is not dear to

the wife because he is the husband, but because he is useful to the wife

and subserves some purpose of the wife. So on in other verses also..

This explanation makes the wife, &c, come out in a very ugly character.

Their love for the husband, &c, is purely selfish. Our author combats

this by explaining the word atmanah which has led to all this difficulty).

The word attnan (in atmanastu kamaya) means the Lord Nar&yana.

Through His will alone does the husband, Ac, become dear to the wife,

&c. The husband by his mere willing " let me become loved by my wife"

will not make the wife love the husband (for then there would be no

wife in the world who would hate her husband) ; nor on the contrary the

wife by her mere willing ''let my husband love me" will become loved

by her husband. It is by the will of the Lord alone that the wife

loves her husband or the husband loves the wife. If He willed otherwise,

there would be no such love. Moreover had the other meaning been

the right one, then the text would have used the words "Jayarthe

patih priyo bhavati " and not the words atmanastu kamaya patih priyo

bhavati &c.

(In the text occur the wards " atmano va are darsanena sravanena,

inatya vijfianenedaiii sarvam viditam." According to Sankara school they

mean:—" When we see, hear, perceive, and know the Self, then all thia

is kiiowp," They say that since nothing else exists but the Self , so by

knowing the Self, everything else is known, for there is nothing else

existing. This view is contradicted by our author. Ho says) :

—

" All this is known " means everything else is known generioally.

When the principal thiug is known, the subordinate things are known

ihferentially. Because the Lord is the cause of all, He is the Principal'

or Chief and so by knowing Him, every thing, created by Him, and thus

subordinate to Him, is known. For he is the Cause even of the subordi-
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nation of one to the other, one being the principal and the other subordi-

nate. All the gradation among gods is also created by the Lord.

(In the text occur the words:—"Brahma tain parad&d yo anyatra

Atmano Brahma veda, Kgatram tatn parAdAd yo anyatra Attn an a Ksatratn

veda, &c. According to Sankara they mean :
—"The Brahman-class aban-

doned him who looked for the Brahman-class elsewhere than in the Self,

the Ksatra-class abandoned hiin who looked for the Ksatra-class any-

where else than in the Self," &c. Since nothing else exists than the Self,

so there are no Brahman or Ksatra-classes, &c. This view our author

controverts) :—

-

The words "anyatra Atmano Brahma veda" mean who think of the

Brahma or Wisdom-lord as anywhere else than in the Self, namely as not

under the control of the Lord, (who think that Brahma is not subordinate

to the Lord, but independent of Him), &c. Namely, who think that

Brahma is not under the protection of the Lord, and is in a separate

place from the Lord. The word paradat in the above means "He throws

into the place called para—namely beyond the Lokaloka mountain, i.e.

into the Blinding Darkness or the Great Beyond. "

(In the text occur the words :—idam Brahma, idara Ksatra, ime

loktl, ime devu, imani, bhutani, idam sarvam yad ayatn atmA. According

to Sankara they mean :—This Brahman-class, this Ksatra-class, these

worlds, these creatures, this every thing, all is that Self. Our author

oontroverts this view :—

)

The words yad ayatn Atma are equal to yatra ayatn atma. The

sentence means this Brahma the Wisdom-lord &c„ exists there only

where is that Self or Lord. (It does not mean that there is nothing

else than the Self, but on the contrary it showa the dependence of

everything on the Self or Lord).

(But the words yad ayam atma may also be explained as

"yas cha asav ayam cha iti ywd ayam." It would mean then the

identity of the Self with everything. This view is also wrong as shown

by the author):

—

The text does not prove identity, for it shows the evil that

accrues on the wrong knowledge (for the man goes to hell if he sees

Brahma anywhere else than in Brahman). On the contrary, the text

insists on getting the right knowledge of Self (as separate from one's

own self and as its Buler. In fact the text uses the word anyatra" in

something else'' and not anyat. Had it meant identity, the words would

have been " anyad atmano Brahma veda, &c." and not anyatra

Atmano, &o. The very fact that anyatra, in the looative case, is used,
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shows that yad ayam atraa must alsobe explained in the locative case, as

yatra ayam atma. The word yat being an avyaya or indeclinable may be
used in all cases without change of form. It is here in the locative case

and is equal to yatra. It is similar to the ablative use of «rq. The word

yat is often used with ablative sense and has then the meaning of yasmat.

In fact, in the case of the indeclinables the first case is to be construed lin

all the seven cases according to context. Therefore yat is here equal to

yatra. Moreover, the illustrations of the striking of the drum, the conch

shell, the lute show that everything is subordinate to the self that the

Self is the cause of everything, and not that everything is the Self. For

the sound of the drum is not the drum. Nor is the drum the material

with which the sound is formed, for the sound is perceived as separate

from the drum and in a place where the drum does not exist. Had the

drum been the material cause of sound, it would have been everywhere

where the sound tmvelled, for the substance can never be separate from

the thing made out of it. But the sound does travel to another place and

may be heard or resound there, though the drum, its cause, may not be

there. In fact, these threo illustrations of the striking of the drum, &c,

show that they are illustrations of the will of the Lord. (The Lord is the

cause of the universe, in the same way as the musician is the cause of the

sound of drum, &c). A man who seos the drum, and sees it struck, never

mistakes the sound as that of a trumpet. Similarly a man who sees the

Lord, understands at once that the world is not governed by any one else

but by the Lord, and that the world is subordinate to Him. He knows

that the world is under the will of the Lord, as the sound of the

drum is under the will of the musician that strikes the drum.

The same fact that the Lord is the cause of the world and
that it is under His control, is shown by the further illustrations of

the fire and smoke, the ocean and the lump of salt, &c. For the

fire is certainly not the smoke though the cause of smoke, nor is

Ocean the water though it is the receptacle of all waters. Nor are

waters the receptacle of other waters, but it is Varuna or a tank,

(fee, which are the receptacle of waters. Such is the Ocean, a big

tank, the receptacle of waters and separate from waters.

In the same way when a lump of salt is dissolved in the water
of the ocean, it gets the name of ocean or Varuna or tank, &c.,

because now its container is the Ocean, &c. The Adorable Lord is

infinite and shoreless like the Ocean or Varuna or the big tank.

Similarly a jlva called Vijnanaghana and produced from the concourse

of elements attains dissolution, like the lump of salt, in the Lord.

The released Jivas stand in the place of the waters of the Ocean,

29
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They are many in number, bat all having one characteristic, just

like the molecules of the water of the Ocean. They are infinite in

number, bat all have one receptacle the Ocean and all constitute the

water of the Ocean,

(The text sayB " na pretya samjfia asti." According to ordinary

explanation it is translated as meaning that after death there remains

no consciousness. The word saihjna is translated as consciousness. Onr

author combats this view).

The very name (sainjna) °f the Muktas is not known to the

non-muktas, or their condition is not known to the non-muktas, except

through the S&stra. (The saying of Yajfiavalkya is no doubt dark,

but he clearly could not have meant that the dead lose all

consciousness).

For having said that there is no samjfia, he next says"alamva

are idam vijfian&ya," " this is enough that the Muktas know the

Lord." There is little wisdom or knowledge in knowing that the dead

have no consciousness. Yajfiavalkya was trying to illumine Maitreyi,

so he could not have given this doctrine of non-consciousness. Moreover,

the attainment of complete Nescience is not the aim of life. It is

rather the attainment of all-knowledge. So also Yajfiavalkya could

not have taught the doctrine of annihilation of consciousness. What
thing can be more painful than the condition of a drowned unconscious

person? That the Muktas retain consciousness is proved. The Muktas

have no contact again with Prakriti, for they have seon the truth.

When a new Creation starts, Prakriti has no power over those Muktas,

and cannot bring them back into the world-cycle. All the Muktas

are equal to Brahman in the matter of enjoyment and the objects of

enjoyment, they are inferior to Him only in the matter of World-

business. They cannot create, &c, a world as appears from the

following quotation of Vayu Purana also :—In that condition of Mukti

they have diversity of relations, enjoying diversity of pleasures.

Though the Muktas are like Brahman in their enjoyment, &c,
yet they are subordinate to and dependent upon Brahman. This is

indicated by the use of the word Jtva in the above quotation.

Therefore, the words samjfia nasti in the text mean the condition

of the muktas is not known to the non-muktas,—it is a transcendent state.

(The author now explains the phrase atinanastu kamaya patih

priyo bhavati, &c.)

A husband by his own will cannot make himself loved by his wife,

mot similarly the wife by her husband. It is through the will of the
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Lord Visnu alone that they become beloved of one another. Yea,

it is tbe will of the Lord that makes a man love his own self even.

If the Lord wills otherwise, a man becomes so disgusted with his

own self, that he commits even suicide. Nay, worse than that, he

commits such sins as he knows would take him to regions of pain.

Thus through atman (self) he injures the self (atman).

(The author next explains the text brahma tam par&d&t, &c, and

sarvam viditam):—

-

Hari being the Highest, one who knows Him knows inferentially

everything else, for the knowledge of the principal includes as it

were the knowledge of the subordinate. Everything else does not

really become known, but as if, they were known.

He who does not know that the Brahman-class represented by

Brahma is undor the control of Visnu is cast out by Brahmft himself

into the darkness called Para. Similarly, he who does not know that

Vayu, representing the Ksatra class, is also under the control of Hari,

is thrown by Vayu into darkness. Similarly, the lord of wealth

representing wealths. Similarly all the devas presiding over the

Planes and the five elements and over every other thing throw out such

a man. (By the word bhutani in the text is meant the devas presiding

over elements, for dead elements have no power to send any one to

hell. So must also be explained the word loka as meaning the

presiding deity of the lokas. The word sarvam in sarvam tam paradat

also moans the presiding deity of sarva or everything namely the

goddess Mula-Prakriti.

(The author now explains the words idam brahma, idam ksatratn

&c).

Everything exists in Brahman or Visnu, is born from Visnu and

is always under the control of Visnu.

As the sound of the conch is under the control of the devata of the

conch, so everything is under the control of Visnu.

From the Lord Visnu came out the Vedas, the Srutis called

Vidya, all the Upanisads, the Paflcharatra-Samhita, the Brahma-Sutras

and various explanations of the Vedas. All these and the world came

out of the Lord Hayagriva. As the waters of the ocean are under

Varuna its presiding deity, so also all beings, be they Mukta or not,

according to their merits or demerits, are under the Lord and obedient

to His will. If a Mukta has no knowledge of the objects of perception,

such as scent, &c, and also if he has no distinct knowledge,, that of

the Lord Param&tman as well as of himself, who is there who will
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look for such a Mukti which is nothing but stupor? It has, therefore,

been said iu the Hayagriva Samhita " The Brahma and other

Beings, when they get Mukti according to their respective capacities,

are under the Lord and obedient to the great Lord Visnu and enjoy

the objects as likes them best." By Sruti it is to be understood that

collection of words of which the sense and words will never vary in every

creation, whilst Itihasa ^frTfW or history, &c, will never vary in their

senses, though they may vary in words. The Vedas have always

their origin in the Lord Visnu, but when they are seen by Brahma
and others it is said Brahma, &c, are the Risis. The Vedas are

simply the words of the Lord Visnu, whilst Brahma and others must
first practise austereties in order to see them.

Here ends the Bhflsya on the Maitreyi Br&hmanam.

Fifth (madhu) Braiimanam.

MANTRA U. 5. ].

§sr ^fasft ^bri wttrt ^ras^ ^far

V^nfa TO l 1?|1TOT <?TO3*CT 3%W^TS*JrlTO:

Iyaoi, this. ifsral Prithivi, the earth; the presiding deity thereof.

«ifat Sarvesam, of all. >£*rat Bhutanam, of the bodies; of beings. JTjg

Madhu, honey-like, sweet, because of her protection. Asyai, this,

^fatd Frithivyai, of the earth. The fourth case-ending for the sixth.

ST3?f«0 Sarvani, all. ^Jyllfa Bhutani, bodies ;
beings, wjg Madhu, sweet for

the service they render. WHJ Ayam, this, ^flffi: Tejomayah, luminous.

MlgftVPt- Amritamay ah, immortal ; eternal. 35^: Purusah, Purusa. «T: Yah,

who. W>t Asy&m, this. sfasqt Ppithivyam, in the earth, Oha, and.

m Yah, who. * Cha, again. Aya.11, this. W«Trejtf Adhyatmam,

abiding in the body and therefore limited by it. *rftfe: 6arirah, present

in the deity of the body. Tejomayah, luminous. WPWi: Amrita-

mayah, immortal; eternal. JW: Purusah, Purnsa. Sah, He.

Ayam, be who is in the body of the deity of the earth; Hayagriva. q:

Yah, who. arai£ Ayam, this. «U?JTI Aoma, he who is in the body of the

presiding deity of the earth. Idam, it. vnpf Amritam, eternal.
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ldam, it. «W Brahma, possessing all the qualities. Idam, if. fljf

Sarvara, all-pervading.

r. This earth is sweet to all the beings; and of this earth

all the beings are sweet. Again the Luminous, eternal Purusa

who is in the deity of this earth, who abides in the body of that

deity (and therefore limited by it), who is present inside the deity,

who is Luminous, Eternnl Purusa, that is He who is this Atman

(Hayagriva). He is Eternal ; He possesses all the qualities and

He is all-pervading.—125.

MANTRA II. 5. 2.

fm srro: vtttrt tresTrcrraw^ wfivn

^HT: Imah, these. Apah, waters; the presiding deities thereof,

gifat Sarvesam, all. iJJTRT Bhutanam, of the bodies ; of beings, jqg Madhu,

honey ; sweet. *U9P3t Asam, these, anqf A para, of the waters. *ra?fin

Sarvani, all. *J^Tfa Bhutani, bodies
;
beings. H% Madhu, honey-like

;

sweet. Ayam, this. ?fcftnq: Tejomayah, luminous. Amrita-

mnyah, immortal; eternal. g*5<?« Puru.sah, Purusa; the being, q: Yah,

who. Wig Asu, these. Apsu, in the waters, q: Yah, who. m Cha,

again. sr*m Ayam, this. *T«Hrlf Adhyatinani, abiding in the body. f?rc?:

ltaitasah, present in the body of the deity of the Semen. $3rtaTi: Tejoma-

yah, luminous. WJWT: Amritamayah ;
immortal, eternal. JST: Puru.sah,

Purusa. r: Sah, he. *t*m Ayam, he who is in the body of the deity of

Semen. q«r Eva, only, q: Yah, who. «r«m Ayam, this. MIfJTT AtmA he

who is in the body of the deity of Semen. Idam, it. vatf Araritam,

eternal. ^ Idam, it. srgt Brahma, possessing all the qualities, ftf Idam,

it. 5l«n^ Sarvam, all-pervading.

2 . These waters are honey to all the beings ; and of these

waters all the beings are honey. Again the Luminous, Eternal

Purusa who is in these waters, who abides in the body, who is

present in the body of the deity of Semen, who is Luminous,

Eternal Purusa, that is He who is this Atman (Hayagriva).

He is Eternal ; He possesses all the qualities and He is

all-pervading.— 1 26.
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mantra II. 5. 3.

Ayam, this. wflT: Agnih, fire. W?Nt Sarvesam, all. 5£jST*lt

Bhutanam, of the bodies; of beings. HQ Madhu, honey; sweet, v&f Asya,

this. »Ji^: Agneh, of fire. fl??P<!I Sarvani, all. igatfk Bhfitani, bodies

;

beings. I?g Madhu, honey-like
;
sweet. WF>3( Ayam, this. ^sfhrTi Tejo-

mayah, luminous. «TOf4T<i: Amritamayah, immortal j eternal, jw: Purusah,

purusa; the being. Yah, who. SlfijT^ Asmin, this, wjft Agnau, in fire.

Yah, who. * Oha, again. Ayam, this. W<9Tc4 Adhyatmam,

abiding in the hody. ^T^flT: Vaninayah, present in the body of vak, i.e.,

in the body of the deity of speech. ftatiW Tejomayah, luminous. WJWTT:

Amritamayah, immortal ; eternal. 3^: Purusah, purusa. ff: Sah, he.

Ayam, he who is is in the body of the deity of Vak (Hayagriva).

Eva, only. H; Yah, who. sj«m Ayam, this. WTrJTT Atma, he who is in

the body of the deity of Vak. ^gp^ Idam, it. 8HJ?f Amritam, eternal. ^
Idam, it. fffr Brahma, possessing all the qualities. f$ Idam, it.

Sarvam, all-pervading.

3. This fire is honey-like to all the beings ; and to this

fire all the beings are honey. Again the Luminous, Eternal

Purusa who is in this fire, who abides in the body, who is

present in the body of the deity of fire, who is Luminous,

Eternal Purusa, that is He who is this Atman (Hayagriva).

He is Eternal; He possesses all the qualities and He is all-

pervading.— 127.

MANTRA II. 5. 4.

srtr oim: ^rt *m*T **?a(&t *n§v. ^sriftr
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«nmAyara, this. qjj; Vayuh, wind; v&yu. «^*rf SarveB&m, all.

aj^tstf Bhutan&m, of the bodies; of beings. Wg Madhu, honey-like ; sweet.

Asya, this, sjiqr: Vayoh, of the wind; of Vayu. *H?fij SarvAni, all.

ig^Ttft Bhutani, bodies
; beings, ifg Madhu, honey; sweet. IWJt. Ayara,

this. ^sfori: Tejomayah, luminous, WJfmi: Amritamayah, immortal.

3^?: Psrusah, Purusa ; being. q< Yah, who. srfan* Asmin, this, sjitt

Vayau, in the wind ; in Vayu. q: Yah, who. ^ Cha, again. w»j
Ayam, this. W«IT?IT^ Adhy&tmam, abiding in the body, qnn: Pranah,

present in the organ of touch, i.e., in the body of the deity thereof, ^sibra:

Tejomayah, luminous. wtJJHJTT: Amritamayah, immortal; eternal. g?q:

Purusah, Purusa. Sah, he. wq^ Ayam, he who is in the body of

the deity of the organ of touch (Hayagriva). Eva, only, q: Yah, who.

WTH Ayam, this. WlfHl Atma, he who is in the body of the deity of touch.

B^q Idam, it. WJftf Amritam, immortal; eternal. Idam, it. qajr Brahma,
possessing all the qualities. 5^ Idam, it. aq Sarvam, all-pervading.

4. This Vayu is sweet to all the beings ; and to this

Vayu the beings are sweet. Again the Luminous, Eternal

Purusa who is in this Vayu, who abides in the body, who is

present in the body of the deity of the organ of touch, who is

Luminous, Eternal Purusa, that is He who is this Atman

(Hayagriva). He is Eternal; He possesses all the qualities

and He is all-pervading.—128.

MANTBA II. 5. 5.

<qqH Ayam, this. «tR[W: Adityah, tho sun. «q"qi SarvesAm, all.

vgrm\ Bhut&n&m, of the bodies ; of the beings, qg Madhu, honey ; sweet.

WW Asya, this. «tfi[?19l Adityasya, of the sun. aqfftl Sarvani, all. igflrfq

Bhutani, bodies; beings, ng Madhu, honey-like. ««m Ayam, this,

^sftqq: Tejomayah, luminous. wiaqq: Amritamayah, immortal ; eternal.

JW: Purusah, Purusa ; the Being, q: Yah, who. wfqi^ Asmin, this, wfq&

Aditye, in the Bun. q: Yah, who. «q Cha, again. ««m "Ayam, this.

**qiOTH Adhyatmam, abiding in the body. qtfjq: Chaksusab, present

in the organ of the eye ; that is, present in the body of the deity thereof.
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^sftiTI: Tejomayah, luminous, otpwi: Amritamayah, immortal ; eternal.

<gW. Purusah, Purusa. Sah, he Ayam, this ; he who is present

in the body of the deity of the eye. <^ Eva, only. 1: Yah, who. w^n
Ayam, this. WTJJTT Atma, he who is in the body of the deity of the eye.

Idam, it. snTrFf^ Amritam, Immortal; eternal, Idam, it. HIT

Brahoia, possessing all the qualities. Idam, it. Sarvam, all-

pervading.

5. This sun is honey to all the beings ; and of this sun

all the beings are honey. Again the Luminous, Eternal Purusa

who is in this sun, who abides in the body, who is present

in the body of the deity of the eye, who is Luminous, Eter-

nal Purusa, that is He who is this Atman (Hayagriva). He
is Eternal

; He possesses all the qualities ; He is all-per-

vading.— 129.

MANTRA II. 5. 6.

%m fifsor: ^staf *Trn*ri terror t^sjts*> *n*Tro

^W: Iniah, these, fapir: Difiah, the quarters, tfifat Sarvesam, all.

*ijST!>t. Bhutanam, of the bodies ; of the beings n*j Madhu, honey-like.

«trot Asana, these, fifflt Disam, of the quarters. cratHa Sarvani, all. VJtrfk

Bhutan!, beings; bodies. Jflj Madhu, honey; sweet. s?«l^ Ayam, this.

&ffon: Tejomaynh, luminous. Amritamnyah, immortal; eternal.

3^: Purusah, Purusa; the Being. Hi Yah who. «rg Asu, these, fajg;

Diksu, in the quarters. H: Ynh, who. *r Cha, again. Hfnn Ayam, this.

WWJTWH Adhyatmam, abiding in the body, sftsr: ^rautrah, present in

the organ of the ear, i.e., present in the body of the deity thereof,

Jn%W3<E: Pratisrutkah, Pratisrutka by name. ftaftiPT: Tejomayah, luminous.

«pgfttw: Amritamayah, immortal ; eternal. JCT: Purusah, Purusa. Suh,

he. Ayam, this ; he who is present in the body of the deity of the

ear. Eva, only. *j Yah, who. %mn Ayam, this. WIWT Atma, he who

is in the body of the deity of the ear. jsjpj Idam, it. mvm. Amritam,

eternal, f^t^ Idam, it. mr Brahma, possessing ell the qualities.

Idam, it. Sarvam, all-pervading.
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6. These quarters are sweet to all the beings; and to

these quarters all the beings are sweet. Again the Luminous,

Eternal Purusa who is in these quarters, who abides in this

body, who is present in the body of the deity of the ear,

whose name is Pratisrutka, who is Luminous, Eternal Purusa,

that is He who is this Atman (Hayagriva). He is Eternal
;

He possesses all the qualities; He is - all-pervading.—130,

mantha II. 5. 7.

3Ttf 'SF?: ^f«fT *TcTRT 5R^^ ^^T^srffor

Ayam, this. ^Jf: Chandrah, the moon, wsM Sarvesam, all.

want Bhfitanam, of the bodies ; of the beings.
»?!J Madhu, honey ; sweet.

Asya, this. "tf^rChandrasya, of the moon. aqifq Sarv&nl, all. vfmfit

Bhutan!, beings ; bodies. »Tf Madhu, honey; sweet. *PH3[ Ayam, this,

tftnra: Tejomayah, luminous. OTTrTOq: Amritamayah, immortal; eternal.

g^T: Purusah, Purusa; the Being, m Yah, who. *rfa^ Asmin, this.

Chandre, in the moon. «T: Yah, who. ^ Oha, again. SRH Ayam, this'.

WWJTfW^ Adhyatmam, abiding in the body. mTO: Manasah," present in

the mind ; i.e., present in the body of the deity thereof. fhftfTq : Tejomayah,

luminous «W»WPT: Amritamayah, immortal; eternal. Purusah,

Purusa. fr: Sah, he. Ayam, this ; who is present in the body of the

deity of the mind, Eva, only. «|: Yah, who. wujj Ayam, this. WVfttl

Atraa, he who is present in the body of the deity of the mind. Idam,

it. «W3*3( Amritam, eternal, Immortal. Idam, it. srp Brahma,
possessing all the qualities. 5^ Idam, it. isnf Sanram, all-pervading.

7. This moon is honeylike to all the beings ; and to this

moon the beings are honey. Again the Luminous, Eternal

Purusa who is in this moon, who abides in the body, who
is present in the body of the deity of the mind, who is Lumi-
nous, Eternal Purusa, that is He who is this Atmsn (Haya-
griva). He is Eternal ; He possesses all the qualities and
He is all-pervading.— 131.

30
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MANTEA II. 5. 8.

fsisgr^sbrf ^jn^f ft^gr: ^scifa

Iyam, this. fk*tj% Vidyufc, lightning. «q*qt Sarvosani, all. *Tjnit

Bhutan&m, of the bodies ; of the beings, ujj Madhu, honey-like, sr^
Asyai, this. fqtr^i Vidyutah, of the lightning, craffti Sarvani, all. VTSTfq

Bhutani, beings ; bodies, Madhu, honey, sjqq Ayam, this. &3>mq:

Tejoraayah, luminous. Wgaqq: Amritamayah, eternal j immortal, g^q:
Purusah, Purusa; the Being, q: Yah, who. w^qf Asyam, this. fswfa
Vidyuti. in the lightning, q: Yah, who. ^ Cha, again. wqij Ayam, this.

WWHWl* Adhyafcinam, abiding in the body. Taijasah, light;

present in the light, i.e., present in the body of the deity of the light.

^3>wq: Tejomayah, luminous. W£<Krq: Amritamayah, immortal ; eternal.

JW: Purusah, Purusa. Sah, he. atqjj Ayam, this ; who is present in

the body of the deity of the light, qjq Eva, only, q: Yah, who.

Ayam, this. fir?m Atma, he who is present in the body of the deity of

light. J^jjldam, it. tn£3<3( Amritara, eternal ; immortal. 5^ Idam, it.

HIT Brahma, possessing all the qualities, Idam, it. wq* Sarvam, all-

pervading.

8. This lightning is sweet to all the beings ; and to this

lightning all the beings are honey. Again, the Luminous, Eternal

Purusa who is in this lightning, who abides in the body, who is

present in the body of the deity of light, who is Luminous, Eternal

Purusa, that is He who is this Atman (Hayagriva). He is Eternal,

He possesses all the qualities, and He is all-pervading.—132.

MANTRA II. 5. 9.

®WX ^^RmrH: ^afoi *T3T5rf *TS^*f ^tRfo^T:
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WT»j Ayam, this. *?Rfq?g: Stanayitnuh, Vayu. "Thunder" is a

name of Vayu. srefat Sarvesara, all. »JflRt Bhutan&m, of the bodies; of

the beings, njj Madhu, honey ; sweet. WET Asya, this. iRPrFia^T: Stana-

yitnoh, of the thander. tf^fftj Sarvani, all. Vglfa Bhutani, bodies; beings.

Madhu, honey; sweet, win Ayam, this. jHfrJTT: Tejomayah, luminous.

WJcTJTT: Amritamayah, immortal ; eternal. gsi: Purusah, Purusa, the

being. T: Yah, who. wftfl^ Asmin, this. Scnfacsfr Stanayitnau, in the

thunder, Yah, who. <9 Cha, again, wqj^ Ayam, this. W3l?fl*3[

Adhyatmara, abiding in the body. RIF55[: Sabdah, the deity present in the

sound. Sauvarah, the deity present in the musical note, ^SUJTTt

Tejomayah, luminous. WJcWf: Amritamayah, immortal; eternal. J^f:

Purusah, Purusa. ?f: Sah, he. Ayam, this ; who is present in the

body of the deity of sound and musical note, qi Eva, only, Yah, who.

«WH Ayam, this StTrJTt Atuaa, he who is present in the bodies of the

deities of sound and musical note. 5^ Idam, it. *T15»H Amritam, eternal,

^ff Idam, it. et&J Brahma, possessing all the qualities. Idam, it.

tfs? Sarvam, all-pervading.

9. This Vayu (called "Thunder") is sweet to all the beings;

and to this Vayu all the beings are sweet. Again, the Luminous,

Eternal Purusa who is in this Vayu, who abides in the body, who is

present in the bodies of both the deities of sound and musical note,

who is Luminous, Eternal Purusa, that is He who is this Atman

(Hayagriva). He is Eternal, He possesses all the qualities and

He is all-pervading.—133.

MANTEA II. 5. 10.

Ayam, this, sttcw: Akasah, the space. siqfat Sarvesam, all.

Bhutan&m, of the bodies; of the beings, jt^ Madhu, honey-like.

WW Asya, this, «rT$r*T*9 Akasasya, of the space, craffit! Sarvani, all.

*jmfsr Bhutan i, bodies; beings, Madhu, honey; sweet. WWJ Ayam,

this, faftw. Tejomayah, luminous «?$<PT3: Amritamayah, immortal; eternal,

gtf?: Purusah, Purusa ; the Being, q: Yah, who. wftfl^ Asmin, this <*TCT<t

Akase, in the space, q: Yah, who. ft Gha, again. WJl^ Ayam, this, ttiqwf
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Adhy&ttnatu, abiding in the body $«n$TO: Hridyakasah, the space within

the heart; the presiding deity of this space. ^sftfff: Tejomayah, Luminous.

W|3«f: Amritamayah, immortal; eternal. $W- Purusah, Purusa. <s: Sah,

he. Ay am, this; who is present in the body of the deity of the space

within the heart. i£8j Eva, only, «j: Yah, who. Ayam, this.

Atina, he who is present in the body of the deity of. the space. f^n Idam,

it. w»J?T5^ Amritam, immortal, Idam, it. ffgr Brahma, possessing all

the qualities, Idam, it. Sarvam, all-pervading.

10. This space is honey to all the beings ; and to the space

all the beings are honey. Again the Luminous, Eternal Purusa

who is in this space, who abides in the body, who is present in the

body of the deity of the space within the heart, who is Luminous,

Eternal Purusa, that is He who is this Atman (Hayagriva). He
is Eternal ; He possesses all the qualities ; He is all-pervad-

ing.—134.

MANTUA II. 5. 11.

are sitf: ^hrf vrrTT^i

W)^ Ayam, this, qjf: Dharmah, the presiding deity of justice.

This term also implies Yama. ggf^t Sarves&na, all. *T3Rt Bhutanam,

of the bodies; of the beings, Madhu, honey; sweet. WJ Asya.

this. Dharinasya, of the presiding deity of justice; of Yama.

W*fftj Sarvani, all *jaifsr Bhutan i, bodies; beings, Madhu, honey.

W«m Ayam, this, ^sflui: Tejomayah, luminous. ajJJcWq: Amritamayah,

immoital; eternal. JW: Purusah, Purusa; the Being, Yah, who.

«rf^T^ Asmin, this, qif Dharme, in the presiding deity of justice.

H: Yah, who. « Oha, again. «WJ Ayum, this. w«1I?Jn^ Adhyfttmam,

abiding in the body. «lr*f 1 Dharmah, present in the body of the deity

of justice. $sfi*?i: Tejomayah, luminous, smgffq: Amritamayah, immortal

;

eternal. Purusah, purusa. ff: Sab., he: sjqs^ Ayam, this; who is

present in the body of the deity of justice. Eva, only. 1* Yah, who.

*WT£ Ayam, this. W?in Attna, he who is present in the body of justice,

f^pgldam, it. snger^ Amritam, immortal, p^j*^ Idam, it. crgr Brahma,

possessing all the qualities. ^IT Idam, it. Sarvam, all-pervading.
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11. This presiding deity of justice (Yama) is honey-like to

all the beings ; and to the presiding deity of justice all the beings

are honey-like. Again the Luminous, Eternal Purusa who is in

the presiding deity of justice, who abides in the body, who is

present in the body of the presiding deity of justice, who is

Luminous, Eternal Purusa, that is He who is this Atman (Haya-

griva). He is Eternal ; He possesses all the qualities ; and He is

all-pervading.— 1 35.

mantra II. 5. 12.

s» *w *shrf vraraT *t^sc ^srffa

^TSWTc^SHJ^m^ II ^ II

fffi
Idam, this, flpf Satyam, true. It is also a name of Vayu. trifat

Sarvesam, all. vrant Bhutanam, of the bodies ; of tho beings. Madhu,

sweet. Asya, this. Satyasya, of Vayu, the presiding deity of

what is called Satya or truth, H^fftl Sarvani, all. ^rfif Bhutani, bodies;

beings, nig Madhu, honey. shij^ Ayam, this, fortaq: Tejomayah, luminous.

3T*T?W«»: Ainritamayah. immortal ; eternal, g^r: Purusah, Purusa ; the

Being, «r: Yah, who. srfw^ Asmin, this, Satye, in the presiding

deity of what is called Satya or truth, m Yah, who. Cha, again, wqj^

Ayam, this. WHrflJ^ Adhyfttmam, abiding in the body. ?n?t: Satyah,

present in the body of the presiding deity of Satya. ^iftui: Tejomayah,

luminous. Amritamayah, immortal ; eternal, g^q: Purusah,

Purusa. m Sah, he. vim^ Ayam, this ; who is present in the body of the

deity of Satya or truth. «jq Eva, only. q: Yah, who. 3W£ Ayam, this.

tn?OT Atni'i, he who is present in the body of Satya. Idam, it. W|?TI^

Amritarn, eternal; immortal. ^ Idam, it. srgr Brahma, possessi ng all the

qualities. ^ Idam, it. fl^ Sarvarn, all-pervading.

12. This Vayu, the presiding deity of truth, is sweet to

all beings ; and to this presiding deity of Satya or truth all beings

are sweet. Again, the Luminous, Eternal Purusa who is in the

presiding deity of Satya, who abides in the body, who is present in

the body of the presiding deity of Satya or truth, who is Luminous,

Eternal Purusa, that is He who is this Atman (Hayagriva). He
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is Eternal ; He possesses all the qualities; and He is all-pervad-

ing.—136.

MANTRA II. 5. 13.

j?j Idain, this. HT3^ Manusam, Svayambhuva Mann, the presiding

deity of every body, qifai Sarvesam, all. *T3Tlt Bhutanara, of the bodies;

of the beings, rpg Mndhu, honey; sweet. vtW Asya, tliis. JTTg^T

Manusasya, of Svayambhuva Manu, the presiding deity of every body,

a^fffll Sarv&ni, all. *^fif^ Bhutani , bodies
,
beings. *r§ Madhu, honey;

sweet. *HW Ayatn, this ^^JTIs Tejomayah, luminous. SWfWT: Amrita-

uaayah, immortal ; etornal. g^: Puiusah, Purusa ; the Being. «|: Yah,

who! «jftu^ As ruin, this. tftgifr Manuse, in Svayambhuva Manu. q: Yah,

who. n Cha, again, wn^ Ayam, this. WUcWT, Adhyatmam, abiding in

the body. mg^T: Manusah, present in the body of the deity of Svayam-

bhuva Manu. dsfttra: Tejomayah, luminous. amvWT: Amritamayah,

immortal ; eternal, Purusah, Purusa ; the Being. Sah, he. e??rjj[

Ayatn, this ; who is present in the body of Svayambhuva Manu. ij* Eva,

only, Yah, who. SR^ Ay am, this. sjtcflT Atuia.. he who is present in

the body of Svayambhuva Manu. Idam, it. WT3JT Atnritam, eternal;

immortal. ^ ldam, it. srsi Brahma, possessing all the qualities,

Idam, it. «sf Sarvam, all-pervading.

13. This Svayambhuva Manu, the presiding deity of

every body, is honey to all beings ; and to Svayambhuva Manu,

the presiding deity of every body, all beings are honey. Again

the Luminous, Eternal Purusa who is in Svayambhuva Manu,

who abides in the body ; who is present in the body of the deity

of Svayambhuva Manu, who is Luminous, Eternal Purusa, that is

He who is this Atman (Hayagriva). He is Eternal, He possesses

all the qualities, and He is all-pervading.—137.

MANTRA II. 5. 14.
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rfW^ *NN[ II ^ u

Ayam, this WOTT Atma, Virificha. SarvesAra, all. ^JfTirt

Bhut&nam, of the bodies; of the beings. Madhu, honey-

like
; sweet. Wi Asya, this. Wfffn: Atmanah, of Virricha. SarvAni,

all. ijj-nfa Bhutiui, bodies; beings, Madhu, honey; sweet.

Ayam, this, ^arhrq: Tejomayah, luminous. WOrtnq: Amritamayah, immor-
tal

, eternal. 3?W: Purusah, Purusa ; the being. *r: Yah, who wftR^
Asmin, this, sncflfa Atmani, in Virificha. *r: Yah, who. q Cha, again.

WUT Ayam, this, spsqirfln Adhyatmam, abiding in the body. «n?OT AtmA,
present in the body of every body. #3rtaR: Tejomayah, luminous. WTOtWi
Amritamayah, eternal

;
immortal, g^: Purusah, Purusa. Sah, he.

Ayam, this ; who is present in the body of every body, tjsr Eva, only.

Yah, who. sur^ Ayam, this. "TOI Atma he who is present in the body
of every body, Idam, it.wtf Amritara, eternal. Idara.it. sr^r Brahma,
possessing all the qualities, Idam, it. «f Sarvam, all-pervading.

14. This Virincha is honey-like to all the beings ; and
to Virincha all beings are honey. Again, the Luminous, Eternal

Purusa who is in this yirificha, who abides in the body, who
is present in the body of every Jiva, who is Luminous, Eternal

Purusa, that is He who is this Atman (Hayagriva). He is

Eternal ; He possesses all the qualities and He is all-pervad-

ing.—138.

MANTRA II. 5. 15.

a: Sah, that; just spoken, fpm Ayam, this. m«TT Atma Atman.
Sai vesftm, all. sprat Bhutanftm, of the Jivas, 1 t well as of the

Vjrifichas. vfinfa: Adhipatih, overlord, because He it- superior as well

as because maintaining. a?Nt Sarvesam, all. )£tTlt Bhutanam, of the

Jftvasaswell as of the Virifichas. Xim Raja, king; master.' $ Vai,

indeed. Tat, it is, qt(T Yatha, as. ttpmft Rathanabhau, in the nave
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of the wheel. "3 Cha. W^jft Hathanomau, in the circumference of wheel. «»

Cha, and.8? Sarve, 'all. w*j: A rah, spokes. WRpfrfT: Samarpitah, are fastened;

a:e attached. tJsn^Evam, thus. Eva, just. Asmin, this. WIl?rtf?r

Atmani, in the Great Atman. Rgfftl Sarvani, all. «r?uftr Bhutani, Jivas.

?wT Sarve, all. ^i: Devah, the gods. Serve, all. §TOT: Lokah, worlds.

«if Sarve, all. JTTUH Prnnah, those that are kept alive by Prana VAyo.

«^ Sarve, all. Ete, these. sitWRJ Atm&nah, VirifSchaa. tmffifors

Samarpitah, are fastened.

- 15. Indeed, this Paramatman is the overlord of all the

Jivas and He is the King of all the Jivas. It is as all the

spokes are fastened in the nave and the circumference of the

wheel, just so are all the Jivas, all the gods, all the worlds, all

those that are kept alive by the Prana Vayu, and all these

Virinchas fastened (rest on) in that Atman.— 139.

NOTE:—The glory and the greatness of the I.oid Atman is spoken here. Tli two

examples of the nave and the circumference of the wheel show that the Jivas Sc., wholly

depend upon the Paramatman both internally and externally.

MANTRA II. 5. 16*.

^wi^ Dadhyan, Dadhyan by name. vrisnfcl: Atharvanah, born in the

family of Atharvan. tH" Tat, jnst spoken. Idani, this. Madhu,

the Madhu Vidya. sfifWim Asvibhyam, to the twins called Asvins.

3*1* Uvacha, spoke. ^ Vai, it is well known. <Hf*Wt, Pasyan, the seer of

the mantras. ^T.fa: Risih, the risi. Tat, that; jnst spoken O/jq Etat,

this fact , the giving out of Madhu Vidya by Dadhyan. «K)t«3 Avochat,

said. flRr Nara, Oh two leaders ; oh two heroes (Asvins). Vam, of

you both. *M| Yat, that, atf Ugram, terrible. «ftf: Dam*ah, work ;
act>

cutting off the head of the Risi Dadhicha and attaching the head of a

horse instead, a terrible act done by the Ajsvins. <m Yat, that.

Dadhyan, the Risi Dadhyan. *IW$<&» Atharvannh, born in the family of

Atharvan. WB&t Asvasva, of the horse. Sirsna, by the head.

1m, like. w^Vam, to. you both, tfg Madhu, the Madhu Vidya. storm

Prov&cha, said, ffa Ifci. 9*{ Tat, both of these, tfflft Sanaye, for gain
;
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i.e., getting Moksa. % Ha, certainly. wrfasfJtftfiT Aviskrinomi, tell;

give out. Tanyatuh, thunder, ffts* Vristim, rain, sr Na, like.

1 6. This is verily that Honey (vidya) which Dadhyah
Atharvana told to the two Asvins. A Risi seeing this

spoke out :

—

" O Leaders ! that mighty deed of yours which you

performed for the sake of (eternal) gain, I shall (as loudly)

proclaim (to all), as the thunder publishes the rain, when

through horse's head Dadhyah Atharvana taught to you

the Honey (science)" (Rig Veda I. 1 16.12).—140.

MANTBA II. 5. 17.

Dadhyan, Dadhyan by name. am-JWU: Atharvanah, born in the

family of Atharvan. ?fq Tat, that; just spoken. ^ Idam, this. HQ Madhu,

the Madhu Vidya ; the Science of Madhu arfwsqm Asvibhyam, the twins

called Asvins. 3*1* Uvacha, spoke, t Vai, it is well-known. <ftf<H(

PaSyan, the seer of the mantras, mft: Risih, the Risi. ?R[ Tat, that;

just spoken. Efcat, this fact; the giving out of Madhu Vidya by
Dadhyan. aral^?l Avochat, said, ^sft Dasrau, oh, killers of the enemies,

fcrfoift Asvinau, twin Asvins. WT^um Atharvanaya, born in the family

of Atharvan. Dadhiche, to Dadhlchi. ST$f«f Asvyain, of the horse.

%?i Sirah, the head. JTf^Cltf Pratyairayatam, attached; placed. $f: Sah,

he, Dadhyan on whose head that of a horse was placed. ^RfTI^ Ritayan,

to keep his promise. *t Vam, to you both. fTg Madhu, the knowledge of

Madhu' «R[ Yat, which. f^T?' TvJ^tram, spoken by (Visvarupa) the son

of Tvastri to Indra. ^8f«f Kaksyam, Narayana Kavacha, (which is to be

concealed). «fP? Api, even that. sKfr^ Pravochat, said. The usual

from is sn^WT Pravochat. Iti.

17. It was, indeed, that honey (the Science of Madhu),

which the Risi Dadhyah of the family of Atharvan taught

the two Asvins. A Risi seeing this (Mantra, Rig Veda,

I. 117. 22) sang:
—"Oh, Asvins, killers of enemies I you

placed a horse's head on Dadhyah the son of Atharvan. In

order to keep his promise, he said to you the Science of

31
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Madhu (Madhu Vidya) which was spoken by Visvarupa,

the son of Tvastri, to Indra, and even the secret Narayana

Kavacha."—141.

MANTUA II. 5. 18.

^<VPP Dadhyan, Dadhayan by name. «n*l$l: Atharvan.ah, born in the

family of Atharvan. Tat, just spoken Idam, this, Madhu,

the science of Madhu ; the Madhu Vidya. SifVvwT A svibhyarn, the twins

oalled Asvins. 3*T* Uvacha, spoke. $ Vai, it is well-known. "HftRT,

Pasyan, the seer of the mantras, ytfkt Risih, the risi. <f«i Tat, that;

just spoken, igtfl Etat, this fact; the giving out of Madhu Vidya by

Dadhyan. wtr^ Avochat, said. as Sah, that. 55^: Purusah, the Purusa.

f^lfs Dvipadah, of the bipeds. gT: Purah, the bodies. Ohakre,

oreated. ^r|Wf^: Chatuspadah, of the quadrupeds. JTs Purah, the bodies

.

qtft Paksi, a bird. Bhutva, being
;
becoming. g*s Purah, the bodies

of the bipeds. JT: Purah, the bodies of the qua irupeds. «nfe*RI Avisat,

got into ; entered. ^Rr Iti. Sah, that; Paramatman. t Vai, indeed.

«Ttf Ayam, this. 35^: Purusah, Purusa. Sai vasu, all. 3^ Pursu.in the

bodies. jft Puri, within the heart, ^w: 6ayah, one who sleeps ; one who

lies. l{s|sf Enena, by this Atman. Kifiolwa, anything. «T Na, not.

WTTftf Anavritam, not pervaded. IJ^«T Enena, by this Atman. fifosi

Kinchana, anything. <T Na, not. w?ffcf Asamvritarn, not covered.

18. It was, indeed, that Madhuvidya (the Science of

Madhu) which the Risi Dadhyan of the family of Atharvan said to

two Asvins. A Risi who was the seer of the mantra said of that

fact thus:
—"That Purusa created the bodies of the bipeds, He

created the bodies of the quadrupeds and becoming a bird got into

the bodies of the bipeds as well as of the quadrupeds. He is,

verily, the Purusa who is in all the bodies as well as in all the

hearts. Nothing there is which is not pervaded by Him, nothing

there is which is not covered by Him, "—142.
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NOTE :—This mantra is in support of the previous mantras where it has been said that

it is the Lord who is in the body of all the beings and who is in the body of the presiding

deities. Lest one should think that the Lord and the J!va ale one, so it has been said

—

" It is, indeed, this l'aramitman who is in everybody and in every heart." This mantra

also says it is not that the Lord is in the heart of heai ts> only of all beings, but lie pervades

and covers all things ; He is in and out everywhere.

MANTRA II. 5. 19.

OT^$<TTO T *TOTW: 2^<T gr^T ^fFI

3CRTT § f^IS** % ^ 3gR

3«u^f Dadhyan, Dadhyan by name. *wn<U: Atharvanah, born in

the family of Atharvan. afl Tat, that; just spoken, fcf Idam, this. »ry|

Madhu, the Science of Madhu; the Madhu Vidya. <ffftr*Tll^ ASvibhyara,

the twins called Asvins. UvScha, spoke. $ Vai, it is well-known.

q^Jj^ Pasyan, the seer of the mantras, fftfk: llisih. the risi. WI Tat, th»t;ju8t

spoken. Eiat, this fact ; the giving out of Madhu Vidya. vrataq

Avochat, said. ^fatf Rupam Kfipam ; in each and every one of His

forms. srfo^T: Pratirupah, an image (of the Lord). Babhuva,

became ; was (the nominative of this verb is aft* jiva). an Tat, that, f^f

Hupaui.the image of the Lord. Asya, of this jiva. srftnMrTqrq

Pratichaksanaya, for directly seeing. So that the jiva may see the Lord,

fcjf: In d rah, the Great Lord, ffratfa: M&yabhih, by His Maya; or inherent

capacity, g^npr. Pururupah, of various forms (of the jivas). lyate,

is known
;
appears. WW Asya, his ; of the great Lord Indra. fltf: Harayah,

•the forms that pass by the name of Hari. ^[*T Dafia, ten. *rtrr: AatSft',

hundreds. The ordinary form is ymfa Satan i. Yuktah, atta'elretf.

% Hi, it is well-known *W[ Ayam, he ;the Great Lord, w Das'a; titi';

the ten incarnations such as lfH%t Fish, &o. * Vai, indeed, m Cha, and'; as

well as, (Tfttrftl Sahasrani, the thousands. Such as Vis'va (faf*)i <8o.,

who are also called Hari. srfTJJT Bahfini, many other forms of Hairi ; s'ucrn

as Para ( ), &<•. * Cha, as well as, wf?nPT AnantAni, innumerable

forms of Hari j such as Ajita ( wfiwr ), &c. * Oha, also. W| Tat, Hr; -'^Hfl

Btat, this ; Paramatman. irv Brahma, full in qualities. STJ^ AptrrVam,
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haying none to precede ;
eternal, Anaparam, having none to

follow
;
everlasting. wf?RJ^ Anantarara, besides whom there is nothing.

Abah) am, without or outside whom there is none. ?T?TJT Ayam, this.

«n?ar Atma, Atinan. tag Brahma, Brahman. Sftfgw: Sarvanubhuh, the

perceiver of all. Iti, such. «!3%TT<R«n^ Anusfisanam, the doctrine of

the Vedas.

19. It was, indeed, that honey (the Science of Madhu),

which the Jiisi Dadhyah of the family of Atharvan said to the

Asvins. A ftisi seeing this said :

—"A Jlva is in each and everyone

of his forms the image of the Lord. That form (image) is for the

Jiva to see. The Great Lord appears to be of various forms

through His Maya,—peculiar capacity of I lis. It is well-known

that ten hundred of forms that pass by the name of Hari are His.

Indeed, this Paramatman is those Haris; He is the ten (Avataras,

such as Matsya, &c), as well as the thousand (Avataras such as

Visva, &c), also many (such as Para, &c), and numerous others

(such as Ajita, &c). It is He who is full in all qualities, who is

from eternity, who will be up to eternity, besides whom there is

nothing, and outside whom there is nothing. This Paramatman

who is called Brahman perceives all. Such is the doctrine of the

Vedas."—143.

NOTE:—This mantra speaks of the absence of difference in all the forms of the Lold

Paramatman. One may doubt, how can the Lord, though one, have variety of images

eaOh in each Jiva? To remove (his doubt, it is said that it is through His Mayl that

the Lord appears to be so. It is, in order to avoid the confusion of the meaning of the

Word Hari, which also means the horses of the Sun's chariot, the mention of the ten Avataras

such as Matsya Sc., and very many minor Avatlras in their different groups have been

mentioned. There is no mention of the hundred Haris such as Nirayana, &c. ; this is to be

collected from the sense of the xvoul SI cha in ^SfTg (Dasacha). ^ means as well.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In the last verse of this Brahmana occurs the Vedic mantra
"rupam rupam prati rupam babhuva." Others have explained this to

mean that the Lord became like unto every form, and so there is no
difference between the Lord and the Jiva But our author explains

it saying :—

)

For every form of the Lord, the jiva got a similar name which
was a reflection of that form.

(Not only man was created in the image of the Lord, but every
creature is created in the image of some form of the Lord which He
had assumed in some of His various Avataras.)
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The word "babhuva" is in the past tense, but has the force of

declaring a permanent fact of nature: as in the sentence "sad eva

saumya idain agre asid " in the Chhandogya Upanisad.

The earth is called honey or like honey, because it gives

pleasure to men, just as the eating of honey gives pleasure.

Similarly all creatures are said to be the honey of the earth, for

they give pleasure to the Earth-deva. So all the deva's presiding

over earth, &c, or over the various parts of the human body,

give pleasure to man, and in their turn receive pleasure from

man. For one Lord, the Supreme Visn.u, assuming the form of

Dayagriva, has infinite energy and is the all-pervading Brahman.

Ho is called Brahman, because he has all attributes, or lie is the

fullness of all attributes, and so called Brahman the full. The

word " sarva" means " all," that is to say, " perfect." The Lord is

inside all and is full and perfect. He is called atman, for He,

the supreme Visnu, is all-pervading, and under the form of Hayagriva

He exists in all the presiding deities of the various elements, &c.

(The various terms brahman, sarva, attnan do not apply to the

jivas, but to the Supreme Lord.

J

The Supreme Visnu is the abode and support of all creatures,

both from outside and inside of them, as the nave and the circumferenco

of the wheel protect the spokes of the wheel, both from outside

and inside.

The same Lord Visnu is said to be ten-fold, when He assumes

the ten avataras, like those of Fish, &c. In the avataras like

Narayana, &c„ He is hundred-fold, and in the avataras of Visva, &c,

He is thousand-fold, and so on. He is the one Sovereign King over

all Jivas called bhutas (in thi3 Brahmana) and over all Solar Logoi

or Brahmas or Virifiohas called Atman in this section. He is called

Raja, for He is the Lord of all, He is called adhipati or Sovereign,

for He is the Supreme Protector of all, He exists in every spirit

(purusa) as its Ruler. The Lord is called Purusa, because He exists

(sat) in the bodies (pura) of all, for " body " is called " pura."

Or He is called Purusa, because He exists (sat) in the hearts of

all, for 'heart is also called "pura." There is nothing which is not

pervaded by Him, there is nothing which is not covered by Him,

there is nothing which existed before Him, there is nothing which

will exist after Him. He is outside of everything, yea He is inside

of every thing. He is called Atman because He pervades (vy&pta)

all; Be is called Brahman, because He is Full of all attributes. He
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knows the hearts of all and is an object of direct intuition to all,

for such is the teaching of all the Vedas.

The word " atman " used in verse 14, does not mean the snpreme

self, but means the solar logos Virificha. The word mannsa used in

verse 13, does not mean " man," but means the Manu or the head of

a Human race. The words " satyarn " as used in verse 12, and

atanayitnu in verse 9, do not mean Truth and thunder, but are both

names of the deity Vayu, for they are his different forms.

These (the two forms of Vayu called the Truth and Thunder

and the Virificha) exist in sound or thunder, in truth and in Jivas (Virifiuhas)

as their adhyatma, while the Supreme Visrm is even their controller

in all those forms. Existing in the jivas He is named atman, dwelling

in sound He gets the name Sauvara, dwelling in Truth He gets

the name of Satya and dwelling in yama He gets the name of Dhartsa.

The word Manusa is the name of Svayambhuva Manu. for he dwells

in all men. For Visnu dwells both inside and outside of all men
also. The Lord Visnu dwelling outside is the presiding deity of all the

lower presiding deities, and that is His adhidaivata form; while

dwelling in man, He is adhyatma.

Dwelling in the hearing, the Lord gets the name of pratisrutka

(as in verse 6); while dwelling in lightning, He gets the name
(Taijasa as in verse 8), thus Visnu, is adored under all these various

names. (Thus He is called Sarira, Raitasa, Vanmaya, Hridyakiisa,

Piana, Chaksusa, Mftnasa, &c, as dwelling in the body, in the semen,

in the speech, in the ether of the heart, in the breath, in the eye,

in the mind, &c.)

In ancient times, Dadhyan Atharvana taught this Madhu Vidya

to the two Aivins. Krotn them others learnt it. This is called Hayagriva

Brahmavidya also and it was learnt by Brahma and otheis also.

(The words "pratyairayatam, ritayan, kaksyaro, tvasfram, and

sanaye are then explained by the commentator. Their meanings have

'already been given in the text, and are not repeated hero.)

" If thou wilt teach this Vidya to any one else, I shall cut off

thy head" thus s u'd I ndra to Dadhicha Risi. So Dadhlcha was under

this pledge. Therefore when Asvins asked him to teach them this

vidya, true to his pledge, Dadhicha refused at first, reminding them

of the penalty which he would incur. Thereupon Asvins, who were

great surgeons, said ''we will protect thy head" and then they cut off the

head of Dadhicha and placed on his trunk the head of a horse

keeping the human head in a safe place, and through this horse's
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head, Dadhicha taught the Asvins the Secret Science of Madhu.

When Indra learnt that Dadhicha had done so, he cut off the head

(horse's head) of Dadhicha, and the Aivins, then replaced the human

head and thus Dadhicha became whole again.

Though Indra already knew this Madhu Vidya, for he had

taught it to Dadhicha, yet in the Upanisad, he is represented as

having learnt it from Visvaifipa, son ofTvastri. There is, however,

no contradiction in this, for Indra wanted to renew or reproclaim

this teaching.

Sixth (Vamsa) Brahmanam.

The introduction of the Vamia Brdhmanam.

Not only was this Brahma Vidya taught by Dadhyan to the twin

Asins, but that was studied and taught by Virificha and many others.

A family is of two kinds ; a family of the sons and descendants, and

a family of disciples. Here the family of the disciples who studied the

previous Brahma Vidyft from the teachers is given ; for a knowledge of

the Kisis and preachers of the Vidya is of great help to one who
wishes to know and realise that Vidyd.

MANTRA II. 6. 1.

m^n *hrw: n \ ii

$'frHn*T. Pautimasyah. ftrq^sTH Gaupavanat, (learnt Brahma Vidya)

from Gaupavana. ^<TW« Gaupavana. 9tRwt«lt?I Pautirnasyat, from

Pautiinasya. $rf5CTT«I: Pautimftsya. ^r<?^ni From Ganpavana. $193*:

Gaupavanah. 3>T%$ft[ Kausik&t, from Kansika &t%^: Kausikah.

%fft»1Tq[ Kaundinyat, from Kaundinya. tftfcq: Kaundiriyah. fltfipW*!

&andily&t, from Sandilya. tff%9«i: $andi)yah. %T%$T*l Kausikat, from

Kausika. * Oha. jfowtft Gautam&t, from Gautama. V Cha, and. »W*f:

Gautainah.

i. Now follows the genealogy :

—

i. Pautimasya from Gaupavana (learnt this Madhu vidya),

?. Gaupavana from Pautimlsya,
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3. Pautimasya from Gaupavana,

4. Gaupavana from Kausika,

5. Kausika from Kaundinya,

6. " Kaundinya from Sandilya,

7. Sandilya from Kausika and Gautama,

8. Gautama, (from Agnivesya).

mantra IT. 6. 2.

11 ^ u

Wtftr^^T^ From Agnivesya. wrfir^-q: Agnivefiyah. tatffc5*n?x

SAndilyat, from Sandilya. Cha . STSff^gwi^ Anabhiml&tat, from

Anabhiiul&ta. "9 Cha, and. Sfflfogia: Anabhimlatah. siHfiqjraffit BVom
Anabhimlata. Misirwgra: Anabhimlatah. WlRlgHtqr Anabhiml&tat, from

Anabhimlata. MlflfijgicT: Anabhimlatah. Erom Gautama.

Gautamah. ?hTW^to%f«n*irH From Saitava and Prachinayogya.

^fcHft*$r Saitava and Prachinayogya. ircTSffzqfa From P&rasaryya. qiTOPHT:

Faiasaryyuh. Wt5t5U?J Bharadvajfit, from Bliaradvaja. *|Wfi3|: Bharad-

vajah VIHfrsrrq From Bha.-advaja. ^ Cha, and. *rTCWTq[ From Gautama

^ Cha, and. ^RW: Gautamah. WTgTSWI Bharadvajat, from Bharadvaja.

WTjrsr: Bharadvajah. WWWlfft Paiasaryyat, from Par&saryya. qrcmref:

ParaSaryyo. ^5Wrri«Itq VaijavA pAyanat, from Vaijav&payana. $5T3t<rra«T:

Vaijav&payanah. fjffifliCTq^: From Kau.sikayani. %rf^T*T^f%: Kausik&yanih.

2. From Agnivesya.

9. Agnivesya from Sandilya and Anabhimlata,

10. Sandilya and Anabhimlata from Anabhimlata,

11. Anabhimlata from Anabhimlata,

12. Anabhimlata from Gautama,

13. Gautama from Saitava and Prachinayogya,

14. Saitava and Prachinayogya from ParSsarya,
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15. Parasarya from Bharadvaja,

16. Bharadvaja from Bharadvaja and Gautama,
17. Gautama from Bharadvaja,

18. Bharadvaja from Parasarya,

19. Parasarya from Vaijavapayana,

20. Vaijavapayana from Kausikayani,

21. Kausikayani, (from Ghritakausika).

MANTRA II. 6. 3.

flffe^T^m^ ?ftcmT§ *ffa^T SfTc^TfTcTO:

ajTft^^n^TR^^: %scrtqfr^i^TTc%aih^: war. mm-

Tfir sfigiq^ 11 * ntf?r faafarswrw n * II

^t^rftnprq Ghritakausikat, from Ghritakaufiika, ^a%ff^W Uhfita-
kaasikafc. qrcwwfomTq Prar&laryy&yanat, from Parasaryyayaga.qTCUffWfl'n:

Paras aryyayanah. qfflWttlfa Paraiaryyat, from ParMaryya. qmqrof:

32
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Parasaryyah. 3n?R5«"lfcl From Jatukarnya. 3n^5«nf: Jatukarnyah.

wgwim Asnr&yanat, from Asurayana. ^ Cha. tnt$T<T Yask&t, from

Yask. * Cha, Bnd. HigtWI Asurayanah. ^gwf: Traivaneh, from

Traivani. §«rf^I." Traivanih. wfa^fa^: Aupajandhaneh, from Aupajandhani.

wfrrsfafa: Aupajandhani. «TTg^: Asureh, from Asuri. Wigf?: Asurih.

*Hl5[TirW Bbaradvajat, from Bharadv&ja. *m?T3T.- Bhftradvajah

Atreyat, from Atreya. sirs}*: Atreyah. ntt: Manteh, from Maati. lfi
r
z:

Mantih. ftraram Gautamat, from Gautama, ftrttfT: Gautamah, ^RTH!^

Gautamat, from Gautama, fan?: Gautamah. 9T33Tr?t Vatsyat, from V&tsya.

Iim- Vatsyah. wtf^rq; Sandilyat, from S&ndilya. ^tfesT: SAndilyah.

«Mtl«1^r «6T«*W KaiBoryyat Kapyftt, from Kaifioryya Kapya. $J(h«Ts w«r:

Kaisoryya Kapyah $UT*?lffm?T Kumarahftritat. from Kumaraharita.

fWrifrfiff: Kum&raharitah. m^TcT Galavat, from Galava. Galavah.

ft^*ff%tft'«IW( Vidarbhikaundinyat, from Vidarbhi Kaundinya. fg^JffliiiferSJ:

Vidarbhikaundinyah. SWWntolSWRT Vatsanapatovabhravat, from

Vataanap&fc vabhrava. ^aOTll^lWsrs Va.tsanapadvabhravah. w &T«m^

Pathahsaubharat, from Patba Saubhara. <f«TT: &r*T?: Panthah, Saubharab.

PTOntffhwn^ Ayasyadftdangirasat, fromAyasya angirasa. aw^IwtfWwi

Ayasya aiigirasah. *TI*niNc*T£T^ From Abhutistvastra. VWTfa^Tg:

Abhutistv&strah. Pw5«ira?*J51^ From VisvarupattvAftra. few^qmig:

ViBvarupaatyftftrah.. wfasurH From Asvins. sjfa^r Asvinau, the Asvins.

^sftwiwriff Dadhicha Atharvanat, from Dahicha Atharvana. ^ttj^HT^ur;

Dadhyafinatharvanab. WTO&ifTt^T^ Atharvanodaivat, from Atharvandaiv.

WT*pf$*: Atharvadaivah. JJ^T: JTHretafTH From Mrityu Pradhvaritsana.

Igg: iric#(nr: Mrityuh Prftdhvaihsanah. Jn^WIT?^ From Priidhvamsana.

Pradhvaaaanah. q^HC^: From Ekarisih. q^cfa: Ekarisih. fairfa>$:

From Vipracbitti. fesrfVf%: Viprachittih. Vyasteh, from Vyasti.

wrft: Vyastih qnfoi Sanaroh, from San&ru. Sanaruh. ?RT?pri<j

From Sanatana. treio*: Sanatanah. *PI»n^ Sanag&t, from Sanaga.

Sanagah. QfWcf: From Paramesthi. Parameathi. ff^rnr Brahmano,

from Brahma. Kfr Brahma. ^^vrsr^rdJ Svay ambhubrahraane, to Svayam-

bhubrahman. srw: Naraah, salutation.

3. From Ghritakausika :

—

22. Ghritakausika from Parasaryayana,

23. Parasaryayana from Parasarya,

24. Parasarya from Jatukarnya,

25. Jatukarnya from Asurayana and Yaska,

26. Asurayana and Yaska from Traivani,

27. Traivani from Aupajandhani,
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28. Aupajandhani from Asuri,

29. Asuri from Bharadvaja,

30. Bharadvaja from Atreya,

31. Atreya from Manfi,

32. Man^i from Gautama,

33. Gautama from Gautama,

34. Gautama from Vatsya,

35. Vatsya from &andilya,

36. Sandilya from Kaisorya Kapya,

37. Kaisorya Kapya from Kumara Harita,

38. Kumara Harita from Galava,

39. Galava from Vidarbhi Kaundinya,

40. Vidarbhi Kaundinya from Vatsanapat Babhrava,

41. Vatsanapat Babhrava from Pathi Saubhara,

42. Pathi Saubhara from Ayasya Ahgirasa,

43. Ayasya Ahgirasa from Abhuti Tvastra,

44. Abhuti Tvastra from Visvarupa Tvastra,

45. Visvarupa Tvastra from the Asvins,

46. Asvins from Dadhyach Atharvana,

47. Dadhyach Atharvana from Atharvana Daiva,

48. Atharvana Daiva from Mrityu Pradhvaihsana,

49. Mrityu Paradhvaiiisana from Pradhvaihsana,

50. Pradhvaihsana from Ekarsi,

51. Ekarsi from Viprachitti,

52. Viprachitti from Vyasti,

53. Vyasti from Sanaru,

54. Sanaru from Sanatana,

55. Sanatana from Sanaga,

56. Sanaga from Paramesthin,

57. Paramesthin from Brahma,

58. Brahma is Svayambhu, (self-existent).

Adoration to Brahman.

Here ends the Vamia Br&hmana.
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The Bdsya on the Vamia Brdhmanam.

It has been said in the Brahm&nda Purana, that Par&sarya and

Jatfikarnya are the two sons of Parasaraj and they were born of a

Brahmana wife of his. So the word Par&sarya in the mantra is a different

person from Krisna Dvaipayana Veda Vyasa ( qi9«T )• It has

been said in the Garuda Purana that Brahma studied this Brahmavidya

from Hayagriva who is no other than the supreme Brahman Visnu; and

Sanaka got it from Brahma. So it is not that q^gj fkv^ (Paramesthi

Virat) got this vidya from Brahma, the Hiranyagarbha.

Here endu the Bhdsya on the Vaihxa Brdhmanam.



THIRD ADHYAYA.

First (Asvala) Brahmanam.

mantea iii. 1. 1.

*t^5: Vaidehah, born in tho family of Videha; king of Videha. 5PT3»:

Janakah, Janaka. ^g^faf^f Bahudaksinena, called Bahudakgina ; suoh us

requires a large amount of sum to be given to tho priests at

the end of the sacrifice. Yajflena, by a sacrifice. j^St Ije, performed

the sacrifice, f Ha, formerly. asTatra there ; in the sacrifice. $slNl3CTlt

Kurupanchalanarn, of the countries of the Kurus and the Pauobalas.

STTfTUr: Brahmanah, the Bralunanas ; the wise men. wfijqfcn: Abhisametah,

assembled. fl'Jg: Babliuvuh, became. £ Ha. aST Tasya, that. t$(K<l

Vaidehasya, born in the family of Videha ; the king of Videha. SR^a
Janakasya, of Janaku. fefsTSfreTT Vijijflasa, great desire to know

;
curiousity

to know. Babhuva, was. ? Ha. 9:f*33 Kahsvit, which. ^v?| Esani,

these. ErrfrtQHt BiahmanAnam, among the Bralunanas. W^fflrafl: Anucha-

natamah, versed in the Vedas in the highest degree. ^fa Iti. ¥T: Sah,

ho ; the king. *rat Gavain, of the cows. *tg$r' Sahasrarn, a thousand.

•Wftel Avarurodha, pent in a fold. t: Ekaikasyah, of each (of the

cows). JZjpfr: ^ringayoh, in the two horns, dpirspil Dasadasa, ten; five in

each horn. It^r: Padah, Padajone fourth part of a pala of gold, ani^t:

Abaddh&h, attached.
3*J||:

Babhuvuh, were, f Ha.

i. Janaka of the dynasty of Videhas once performed

a sacrifice,, called Bahudaksina. Thither congregated the

Brahmanas from the land of Kurus and the Parichalas.

Thereupon Janaka Vaideha desired to know which of these
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Brahmanas was the most learned in sacred lore. (So) he

pent up in a fold (colse to the sacrificial ground) a thousand cows

and had ten padas of gold attached in the two horns of each

of the cows.— 147.

MANTRA III. 1. 2.

rf«*> f ciri ijar 3$ tiaras: 11 ^ 11

afi( Tan, to these (Brahmanas). Uvacha, told, f wraJrt: Ha Bha-

gavantah, venerable ones. SJT5IHT: Brahmanah, Oh, Brahmanas. tl Yah,

who. m V ah, amongst you all. flfgTg: Brahmisthah, versed in the Vedas in

the highest degree. *C: Sah, He. msr. Et&h, these, mt Gah, cows.

Udajatam, shall drive home, ^fa Iti. 3 Te, these. sJWDT: Brahmanah,

the Brahmanas. s» Na, not. ^2^8 Dadhrisuh, had patience. All became

impatient to show off their learning. 5 Ha. %Pt Atha, now ; then. 319955?:

Yajuavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. sn^Svam, his own. f^S( Eva, only, iTU^fcnm
Brahmacharinam, pupil • student, 39ra Uvacha, said. g Ha. %\vt

Souaya, gentle. 9T<1%TOT S&masrava; one who is studying the Sama Veda
and its application. <?an Btah, these (cows). I^IT Udaja, drive home,

jfij Iti. »JT: Tah, these cows. 3^T3$T? Udachakara, collected (the

disciple): drove (to the home of the Teacher), f Ha. a Te, those;

rest of the assembled Brahmanas. flTfPQT: Brahmanah, the Brahmanas.

ftgg: Chakrudhuh, became angry. Katham, how. sf: Nah, amongst

us. vr/flTO Brahmisthah, the best versed in the Vedas. tf^lfir Braviti,

calls (himself), f% Iti. M«r Atha, now
;
then. Vaidehasya, born

in the dynasty of Videha, or the kings of Videha. STTWT Jankasya, of

Janaka. ftarr Hota, hotri priest; one who pours the offerings in the

sacrificial fire, m Asvalah, named Asvala. Babhuva, there was.

( Ha, 3: Sah, he. q«m Enam, him. Vt*5 Paprachha, asked. J Ha.
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«J!93«W Yajfiavalkya, oh Yajfiavalkya. g Nu, it is. Khalu, indeed.

I'vam, thou. »C: Nah, amongst us. fffipjj: Biahmisthah, versed in the

Vedas in the highest degree, weft Asf, art ; the last vowel g of being

pronounced in a long tone indicates that these words were spoken loudly

in order to censure or insult Yajflavalky a. This insult again indicates

that the speaker Asvala was not versed in the Vedas , for those that are

versed in the Vedas are always respectful and polite. ^Rj Iti. «: Sah,

he
;
Yajfivalkya. Uvacha, said. * Ha. vrf Vayam, we ; I. srfagrq

Brahmiftihy a, to one who has highest knowledge in the Vedas. hit: Nauiah

salutations. Jjf: Kannah, make. Vayam, we ; I. ftr^mi: Gokamah,

desirous of having the cows, Eva, only. &f Stna, are. ffa Iti. a?l:

Tatah, then. <^ Eva, only ; it was. Hota, the Hotri priest. WUSS:

Aivalah, Asvala. *f Tam, him ; Yajfiavalkya. JT«8* Praftum, to ask. ^sT

Dadhre, made up his mind ; determined.

2. To these Brahmanas Janaka said :
—

" Oh, venetable

Brahmanas ! whoever amongst you is the most learned in

sacred lore, can drive these cows home." All those Brah-

manas became impatient (to show off their learning.) Then

Yajfiavalkya said to one of his pupils
—

" Drive them home,

O gentle Samasrava." The pupil then drove them home.

The other Brahmanas angrily said
—

" How is it that he calls

himself most learned in sacred lore among us ?" Now,

there was Asvala, the hotri priest of Janaka Vaideha. He
asked Yajfiavalkya (in an insulting tone)

—"Is it, indeed,

Yajfiavalkya, that thou art the most learned in sacred lore

among us all?" He answered (politely)
—

" I salute him

who is the most learned in sacred lore. I but desire to

possess the cows (for myself)." Asvala, the hota, then

determined to put questions to him.— 148.

mantra III. I. 3.

IraresNTTjpT 3w m& *jfr*sr |tst rr#r* m\
%tsot% * frm * gffp: ^nra n ^ u

m« Uvacha, (Asvwla) said; asked, f Ha. tfw Iti, thus, mnvm
Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya, ^ Idam, this, wf Sarvam, all ; all the
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beings, Yat, by whom. JJ?giT MrityunA, by death. «rr«cf Aptam, got;

seized, tfef Sarvam, all. *T?g*>T Mrity una, by death, wfinjwf Abhipannan,

devoured
;
subject to. Kena, by what means; by the aid of which

Purusa. 35HTP>I: YajaraAtiah, the saerificer. ff?^f: Mrityoh, of death,

snfan Aptim, grasp ; seizure. wfag^J^1 Atiniuchy ate, gets himself

liberated from
;
gets rid of. ^Fa Iti IcfNur RitvijA, by the priest. ijtelT

Hotra, by hotri, the Lord VAsudeva who is in Hotri priest. wfa«TT AgninA,

by fires, by the Lord Vasudeva who is in fire. Vacha, by speech
;
by

Lord Vasudeva who is in sneech. VAk,(Lord Vftsudeva who is in)

speech. ^ Vai, indeed. Yajnasya, of the sacrifice star HotA,

(Lord Vasudeva who is in) Hotri, sacrifices fj$*Tr TadyA, (she) who is so

well-known lyatn, this, ^R! Vak, speech ;
Lord Vasudeva who is in

speech. ?T. Sah, he. *t*f Ayain, this. «ffn: Agnih, fire ; Lord VA.sudeva

who is in the fire, fl: Sah, he. ffcn HotA, the sacrirtcer. Sah, he.

gf%>: Muktih, tlie giver of Mukti ; the means of attaining Mukti. From Jj'g

Much, to get released and fa>: kti, the moans, tn SA, she. sjfrTgfffi:

Afcimuktih, the giver of absolute liberation ;
the giver of more bliss to

the gods than to the man.

3. He asked then:
—"Oh, Yajnavalkya, since everything

here is grasped by Denth, yea swallowed by Death, by what

means is a pious man freedfrom the grasp of Death ? " (Yajnavalkya

replied)
—

"It is through the (Lord Vasudeva in the) Hotri priest,

in the fire and in speech
;
(that one gets salvation). It is indeed,

the (Lord Vasudeva in) speech, that is (in) the Hotri of the

sacrifice. lie who is (in) the speech is verily (in) fire and (in)

Hotri as well. I le (it is) who gives Mukti and Atimukti (to the

Devas).— 149.

.VOTE'—The aiiswei that Yajn.ivaikvi ga\ e is this. A saeiifiicr gets lid of the

death if he worships Vasudcwi who is i ailed Hotri, Agm (the fire) ami Vak (the speech).

He is so called ln-i iiuse He is within each of them. It is lie, there-foie who is said to

be perfoiminj» Iheii respective fum tions. Tn oilier to remove the doubt that Vasudeva

who is in different individuals (Hotri, Aj»ni and Vak) may be different gods, it has been

.said that Vasudeva who is in speei h is the same Vasudeva who is in the Hotri
; and Vasudeva

who is in speech is none but He who is in Agni (fire) and Vlsudev.i who is in Agni (the

fire) is the same as He who is in the Hotri.

MANTRA III. 1. 4.
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ii ? ii

9*r* Uva^ha, (Asvala) said; asked, f Ha. Iti, thus. «rTSTSJ5W

Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Idam, this. *r^f Sarvara, all ; all the

beings, Yat, by whom. «TftlT?H¥srt Ahoratrabhyam, by day and night.

W«?f Aptam, got ; seized, grasped. ?Ht Sarvam, all. *r$t*T!l|Wlt Ahoratra-

bhyam, by day and night. arf*T^" Abhi pannam, devoured ;
subject to :

swallowed, ft? Kena, by which means, by the aid of which Purusa. q3WR:

Yajamauah, the sacrificer ; a pious man. amjtTTsSfrt: Ahoratrayoh, of day

and night, anfttf Aptira, seizure, grasp, stf^g^^ Atimuchyate, gets

himself liberated from
;
gets rid of. ^ffc Iti. «R;p5|3lf Ritvija, the priest.

wuq?fatT Adhvaryuni, by the Adhvaryu; the priest proficient in

Adhvaryu; Sankarsana who is in Adhvaryu. ^{J^TT Chakfusa, by the

eye ; Loid Saiikarsana who is in the eye. attf^cqsT Adityena, by the

sun. Lord Sankarsana who is in the sun. Chuksuh, the

eye ; the Lord Sankarsana in it. ^ Vai, indeed. ISJtT Yajfiasya,

of the sacrifice. *ps*«f: Adhvaryuh, Adhvaryu j Lord Sankarsana

in him. Tadyat, (He) who is so well-known. ^ Idam,

this. ^5J: Ohaksnh. the eye ; the Lord Sankarsana in it. V Sah, he. wdfc

Asau, this. wif^rT: Adityah, the sun ; Lord Sankarsana in the sun.

Sah, he. sns^f: Adhvaryuh, the priest ; Lord Sankarsana in him. r:

Sah, he. gf%: Muktih, the giver of Mukti-, the liberator. W Sa, she.

wfrig%: Atnnnktih, the giver of obsolute liberation ; the giver of more
bliss to the gods than to man.

4. (Asvala asked again):
—"Oh, Yajnavalkya, since every-

thing here is grasped by day and night (time), yea everything is

swallowed by day and night, by what means is a pious man freed

from the grasp of day and night (time) ?"

Yajnavalkya replied:
—

"It is by (means of the Lord
Sankarsana in the) Adhvaryu, priest ; in the eye and in the

sun." It is indeed, the (Lord Sankarsana in the) eye that is the

Adhvaryu of the sacrifice. He who is (in) the eye is verily who
is (in) the sun and who is (in the) Adhvaryu. He (it is) who gives

Mukti (to men), and Atimukti (to the Devas.)—150.

MENTHA III. 1. 5.

83
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WW Uvacha, (Asvala) said . asked, f Ha. ^fff jlti, thus. *n3pfWil

Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Idana, this. n$ Sarvam, all ; all the

beinirs.qq Yat, by whom. g#79UnTf«T5irr«TrH Pflrvapaksaparapaksabhyara, by

thelitfht and dark halves of the lunar month
; by bright fortnight and dark

fortnight. Wit Aptam, got; seized. *Hf Sarvam, all. g^TSjrnwajTfTm

Purvapaksaparapaksabhyam, by the light and the dark halves of the

lunar month. wfinusf Abhipannam, devoured
;
subject to. %<r Kena, by

which means ; by the aid of which Purusa. Yajamanah, the

sacrificer. r^'qsiWTJfr^r: Pfirvapaksaparapaksayoh, of the light and the

dark halves of the lunar month ; of the bright fortnight and the dark

fortnight. Wtft?f Aptim, seizure
;

grasp. wfag*^ Atimuchyate, gets

himself liberated from
;
gets rid of. $f?l Iti. sR^m Ritvija, the priest.

H^nmr Udgatra, by the chanter of hymns; Lord Pradyumna who is in

Udgatri. qrcpn Vayuna, by the wind; Lord Pradyumna in the vital air.

sn<fa Pranena, by Prana V&yu ; Lord Pradyumna in it. Jnn: Pranah,

prana; Lord Pradyumna in it. k Vai. indeed. JT!?^ Yajfiaoya, of the

sacrifice, agmsr Udgatra, the chanter of hymns ; Lord Pradyumna in him.

Tadyah, (He) who is so well-known, spf Ayam, this, mm Pranah,

prana; Pradyumna in it. «: Sah, he. arrj: Vayuh, the vital air; Prad-

yumna in it. fj: Sah, he. Udgata, chanter of hymns; Pradyumna
in Him. *?: Sah, he. Jjfttf: Muktih, the giver of mukti or liberation to

men. Ut Sa, she. wftgfifji: Atimuktih, the giver of absolute liberation
;

the giver of more bliss to the Deyas than to man.

5. (Asvala) spoke thus :
—"Oh, Yajfiavalkya, since

everything here is grasped by the light and dark halves of

the lunar month, yea swallowed by the light and dark halves

of the lunar month, by what means is a pious man freed from

the grasp of the light and dark fortnights ?" (To him thus

answered Yajfiavalkya):
—

" It is (through the Lord Pradyumna

in the) Udgatri priest ; in the Vayu and in Prana. It is

indeed, (the Lord in) the Prana that is (in) the Udgatri of

the sacrifice, and He who is (in) the Prana is indeed (in)
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the Vayu in the Udgatri. He (it is) who is the giver of

Mukti to men and of Atimukti (to the Devas)."—151.

MANTRA III. 1. 6.

3*rg TTvacha, (Asvala^ said ; asked, f Ha. jfa Hi, thus. qUfplQTO

Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya. Vat, since. Idara, this, staftftf

Antariksam, the sky ; the space. 9HtW<»f Anaramvanam, without any

stay ; without any foundation, without any stair-oase. ^ Iva, as if. %!f

Kena, which; what sort of. 3?T3>itoi Akramena, by the pillar; by the means.

ISWTl: Yajamanah, the sacrifieor. %%if Svargatu, the heaven, ssfa

Lokaui, the world. Here it means Moksa. *n$<T^ Akratnate, approaches
;

gets. Iti. ^jff33H Ritvija, the priest. jrjjOH Brahmana, by Brahma;

by the Lord Aniruddha who is in the priest called Brahma. Manasa,

by the mind; Lord Aniruddha in it. Chandrena, by the moon. Lord

Aniruddha in it. Hi: Man ah, the mind; Lord Aniruddha in it. ^ Vai,

indeed. «J5J«?T Yajuasya, of the sacrifice srgTT Brahma, Brahma; Lord

Aniruddha in it. ait% Tadyat, (It) who is so well-known. ^ Idain,

this. *R: Manah, the mini! ; Lord Aniruddha in it. W: S*h, he. W&T
Asau, this. ^Jf: Chandrah, the moon ; the Lord Aniruddha in it. <Sah,

he. ftgn Brahma, the priest called Brahma; the L<>rd Aniruddha in him.

S>ih, he. gfiBi Muktih, the giver of Mukti or liberation Sir SA, she.

wfagftR: Atimuktih, the giver of absolute liberation; the sriver of more

bliss to the gods than to man. %fk Iti. arfitftftp: Atimoksah, the chapter

on the means of attaining Moksa.

6. (Asvala) questioned thus :
—" Oh, Yajnavalkya, this

sky is as if without any support ; by what ladder then does

a pious man get to that heaven world?" (Yajnavalkya re-

plied):—-" It is by (the help of the Lord Aniruddha in the)

priest called Brahma, by (the same Lord in) the mind and by

(Him in) the moon. It is indeed, the (Lord Aniruddha in)

mind who is (in) the Brahma of the* sacrifice, and He who
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is in the mind is verily the same who is in the moon and

in the Brahma priest. He (it is) who is the giver of Mukti

to men and of Atimukti (to the Devas)."— 152.

Here ends the chapter on the means of attaining Mohaa.

MANTRA III. 1. 7.

ffcnfwq^ 5Bfrssr<ftr% f^wT^ra ^wt^tt%t^

6

WT Atha, next. Sampadah, on the means of attaining wealth or

prosperity, or achievements, a^r^r ITvaoha, (Afivala) said; asked. 5 Ha.

jf?f Iti, thus. iTSfreM Yajn ivalkya, Oh. Yajnavalkya. qsfoftr: Katibhih,

how many. *H^6|: Rigbhik, by the J.ik mantras. *f*f Ayara, this.

Hota, Hotri ; the priest called Hotri. TO Ad y a, to-day. arftfT'J Asnnn,

in this, itf Yajfle, in the sacrifice. 3>ft«qfa Karisyati, will perform the

praise, ^fa lti. f?CS[fa: Tisribhih, by three (oE the Riks). ffer Iti. «tffTT:

Katamah, which, mi Tah, those. fa?j: Tisrah, three. 5% lti. g?tSjpra*lT

Puronuvakya, those Riks which are to be chanted before the sacrifice. ST

Cha. qrWT YajyA, those Riks which are to be chanted for the sacrifice.

'% Oha, and. ^TCIt jSasya, thoso Riks which are to be chanted for the sake

of praiBe. Eva, only, gtffclf Tritiya, the third. fa> Kim, what, arif*?:

Tabhili, by those Riks ; by the Lord Vasudeva who presides in these

Riks. Jayati, obtains
;
gets. Iti. q^f^ Yatkificha, everything,

whatever. Idam, this, ffUJPjq I'raiiabhrit, bears life; animated with

life, (ft Iti.

7. Next is on the means of attaining prosperity. (Asvala)

asked thus:—" Oh, Yajnavalkya, by how many Riks must

this Hotri priest perform the praise to-day in this sacrifice ?

"

(He replied) :—" By three." "What are those three?"
" Those called Puronuvakya, Yajya, and thirdly the group of

Riks called Sasya,-—these only." "What does he conquer by

them? " (Yajnavalkya answered)—" Everything whatever of this

world that has life."—153.
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MANTRA III. 1. 8.

ffscirftfti fii^ ffir eBrrei^mfere fra m |ctt3^^-

^Sfcftra «TT JrlT S^srefcc! cttw^tRt

Uvacha, (AsvaK) said ; asked. 5 Ha Iti, thus. ifii^W

Yajfiavalkya, Oh. Yajfiavalkya. W«f Ayara, thi*. sps^tf: Adhvary uh, the

priest called Adhvaryu. srj A.dya, to-day. s»for^ Asmin, this, its'

Yajfie, in the sacrifice. Kali, how many. WTjpft: Ahutih, oblations.

$Tcqfc! Hosyati, will o&tv ; will throw into the fire. lti. fgrec: Tisrah,

three. %fk Iti. Kataiufth, which, ar: Tah, these. fa^T: Tisrah,

three ^fff lti. ?W Yah, those consisting of samit and ghee, gai: Hutah,

being offered; when poured into the fire. 3533^13 Ujjvalanti, burn

upwards ; fiauie up. IT: Yah, those consisting cf flesh, gar: Hut*h, being

offered into the fire, sifer^t^ Atinedanto, make groat noise. Tr: Yah,

those consisting of milk, soma, &<;. gar: Hutah being offered into the

fire. ajfq^tTd Adhiserate, go downwards : flow down. IV Kim, what, atftl:

Tabhih by thorn. qpjfa Jayati, conquers (the sacrifieer) lti. m: Yah,

those oblations, gar: Hutah, being offered
;

being poured into the fire.

335e|5?Rr Ujjvalanti, burn upwards ; flame up. fufij: Tabhih, by them.

t^5St^H Devalokam, the world of Devas. l£va, only. 3jqf?f Jayati,

conquers, ff Hi, because. ^3$T$: Devalokah, the world of Devas. ^TttRt

Dipyate. shines. (The root fa^ means to shine also). Iva, as it were.

mi Yah, those oblatiuns. g*i: Hutah, offered
;
being poured into the fire,

wfa^d Atinedante, make great noise, mfi?: Tabhih, by them. fa^Sl^n
Pitrilokam, the world of the Pitris. ^ Eva, only. srRi Jayati, conquers,

ft Hi, because. fl^T*: Pitrilokah, the world of the Pitris (Fathers),

wfei Ati, noisy. Iva, as it were, qi: Yah, those oblations. gfir: Hutah,

being offered. 3tf«Wl?% Adhiserate, flow downwards to the earth. ?nfa:

Tabhih, by them. Manusyalokain, the world of man. Eva,

only, 3wfa Jayati, conquers. ffr Hi, because. wg«I&T*: Manusyalokah,

the world of man. *w Adhah, down; below. "Below" in comparison
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with the worlds of the Gods and Fathers ; but yet higher than hell, &c.

^ Iva, as it were.

8. (Asvala) asked thus :
—" Oh, Yajnavalkya, how many

will be the number of oblations that the Adhvaryu will

offer to-day in this sacrifice? " " Three." " Which are these

three?" "Those which on being offered flame upwards;

those which on being offered make a great noise; and those

which when offered, flow downwards "—(replied Yajnavalkya).

"What is conquered by them?" "The Shining World does

he conquer by those oblations which on being thrown into

the fire flame upwards; for the world of the Devas is as it

were always shining. The world of the Pitris (Fathers) does

he conquer by those oblations which on being thrown into

the fire make a great noise ;
for, the world of the Pitris is

as it were full of great noise. The world of man does he

conquer by those oblations which on being thrown into the

fire flow down to the earth ; for the world of man is

comparatively below (lower than the two former)"—replied

Yajnavalkya.— 1 54.

NOTE:—The world of the Fathers is said to b<- noisy; othei manti.is there are such as

MANTRA III. 1. 9.

tjiirsiR^f % *%TS*?m fire^T ^i^^sr ita

%T3T Wtth
Uvacha, (Asvala) said

;
asked, f Ha. \[k Ifci, thus. ITirT^SW

YajHavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya. wf Ayam, this. ST9TT Brahma, the priest

called Brahma. ^%orfl: Daksinatah, on the right side; on his seat to the

rifl[ht. «f?ff»T: Kutibhih, by how many, ^ffflfir: Davat&bhih, by the deities.

W«J Adya, to day. iRf YajiUra, the sacrifice, fitqrqffl Gropayati, will

protect. Iti. Ekaya, by one. jfa Iti. TORT Katamti, which.

m Sa, that. <^r Eka, one. Iti. W. Manah, the mind ; Chaturmukha,

the presiding deity of the mind. Eva, only, gfff Iti. 9T<ftt Anantam,
infinite. $ Vai, indeed. JTIi Manah, the mind; Chaturmukha, the presi-
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ding deity of the mind. *Pf-*T: Anantah, infinite ; numberless fasfi^9T:

Visvedevah, Visvedevas ; world-rulers in each of whom there is a Chatur-

mukha to preside. Each Deva being in charge of a Visva or universe.

The logos of a world system. %*{ Tena, by it; by him
;
by the mind ; i.e., by

Chaturmukha, i.e., by Pradyumna who is in Chaturmukha. W: Sah, he ;

the priest Brahma, vrefct Anantam, of Ananta which is one of the names of

the Lord Visnu. l.okam, world. Eva, certainly. sprfcf Jayati,

conquers.

9. (Asvala) asked thus :—"Oh, Yajnavalkya, by how many
deities will this priest who is called Brahma and who is seated on

the right side, protect this sacrifice to-day ?" " By only one."

" And which is that one ? " " It is the mind only. " "Infinite is

indeed the mind ; for numberless are the Visvedevas. It is through

him, the mind ( i.e., through Pradyumna), that he (the priest

Brahma) certainly conquers the Anantaloka,—the world of the

Lord Visnu."— 155.

MANTRA III. 1. 10.

r^mm JUT qdS5T5rT^TTS^T%Tm^TTW:i:S(r'RT-
* s©

II \° II

3*T^I TJvacha, (Asvala) said
;
asked. V Ha. ^fif Iti, thus. «n3>55S*r

Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Ayam, this. 3^nRfT CJdgata, the priest who

chant* the hymns. Kati, how many. t^TftWT StotriyA, hymns of

praise ; the Riks that are set apart for being chanted. WW Adya, to-day.

«jfar^ Asmin, in this. qtsjT Yajfie, in the sacrifioe. talwtfa Stosyati, will

chant by way of praising, ffa Iti. fall: Tisrah, three. f% Iti. IWt:

Katamah, which. WsTah, these. far: Tisrah, three, jfil Iti. ^SJflTIWT

Puronuvakya, those to be recited before the sacrifice called Puronuvakya,.
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* Gha. Yajya, those which are to be chanted for the sacrifice. <a

Gha, and. SCT9II i^asya, those which are to be chanted for the sake of

praise. «J* Eva >
on, y- ^m Tritiy & i *h o third. «Bimr: Katamah, which,

m: Tah, those, mi Yah, those. «r«n?tf Adhyatmara, the presiding deities,

^fev Iti. srrm: Pranah, the Praija Vayu : Lord Anirnddha who is in the

Prana. <5* Eva, only, gtlsgmwf Puronuvakya, the group of Riks which are

to be chanted befoio the sacrifice «<?R: Apanah, the Apana V&yu ; Lord

Aniruddha who is in Apana. 3T3i|T Yajya, the group of riks which are to

be chanted for the sacrifice, wmi: V) anah, the Vyana VAyu ; Lord Ani-

ruddha who is in Vyana. OTTT: iSasyah, the group of riks which are to be

chanted for the pra ise arlV: Tabhih, by those gods. fitf Kim, what. 3wfcT

Jayati, conquers, Iti. gtfsgWHT Puronuvaky aya, by the group of

Satnas called Puronuvakya
;
by the deity thereof. "J^faften Prithivi-

lokatn, the world of tho earth. STlfa Jyati. conquers. 3TT5«1«?T Yajyaya, by

the group of Satnas called Yajya
;

by the deity thereof. 3fflft8trefa>^

An tariksalokatn, the world of the sky. ^R^W Sasyaya by the group of

Satnas called !§asy&
;
by the deity thereof, listen Dyulokam, the world

of heavens. a?f: Tatah, then. fUff Hota, the Hotri of the king, wa®:

Asvalah, Asvala by name. 31T?TJT Uparararaa, stopped
;

stopped from

putting further questions.

10. (Asvala) risked this :—Oh, Yajnavalkya, how many
are the hymns of praise that the priest Udgata of this sacrifice

will set to music to-day ?" "Three,"—was the reply. "Which

those throe?" (asked Asvala). "Those that are called Puronu-

vakya, those that are called Yajya, and the third those that are

called Sasya," (said Yajnavalkya in reply). "Which ore the pre-

siding deities of these?" (asked Asvala). "It is Prana (the Lord

Aniruddha in Prana) who is in Puronuvakya; it is Apana (Aniruddha

in it) who is in Yajya ; it is Vyana (Lord Aniruddha in it) who is in

oasya," (such was the reply). "What does he the Udgata con-

quer by them ?"—asked Asvala. "He conquers the world of the

earth by Puronuvakya, the world of the sky by Yajya and the

world of heavens by oasya"—(replied Yajnavalkya). Then did

Asvala, the Hotri, stop from putting further questions.—156.

Here ends the ASvala Brfthmanam.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The sacrificer who worships the Lord Visnu, the giver of Mukti,

in the Hotri, in the sacrificial fire, and in speech, or in the sun, in

Adhvaryu, and in the eye, is sure to attain Mukti. Suoh a worshipper is

higher than the others who do not worship the Lord in this way, even

though they be Mukta Purusas. He who worships the Lord in TTdgfttri,

in Vayu and in Prftna, always sees Visnu before his eyes as a Pull

Moon showering greater and greater bliss. Easily does he go to the world

of Visnu, without doubt—he who worships the Lord in the Manas, in the

priest called Brahma and in f§esa. The terms Hotri, Agni, &e., are all pri-

marily the names of Visnu ; and secondarily they have come to mean the

priest sailed Hotri, the sacred fire, &c, by their relationship to the Lord: for

it is Visnu Himself who performs the functions of the Hotri, <fec„ through

them- Therefore, it has been said in the Sruti (Upanisad) that Hotri,

Agni (fire) and Vak (speech) are all one and the same. But in the four

different groups each consisting of three, Visnu is to be worshipped in

the four different]forms such as Vasudeva, &c. That is to say in the

first group consisting of Hotri, Agni and Vak, Visnu is worshipped in

the form of Vasudeva ; and in the second group consisting of Adhvaryu,

Chaksu and Aditya, He is worshipped in the form of Sankarsana. In the

third group consisting of Udg&tri, V&yu and Pr&na, He is worshipped

in the form of Pradyumna, and in the fourth group consisting of Brahma,

Mind and Chandra, He is worshipped in the form of Aniruddha.

He who worships Visnu in this way, prescribed in the Srutis, finds no

delay in attaining Mukti. As the Great Lord Visnu gives Makti He
is also said to be Mukti (the saviour). He is also called Atimukti

because He gives greater amount of bliss to the Mukta Devas than to

Mukta men. This form of worship is meant for the Devas, and not

primarily for men, (it is too high for them). The, Devas and yogins

.only are fit to worship the Lord in this way, because, the Lord is

Ati-Mukti., the Giver of higher bliss to Devas and yogins. He, who

worships the Lord in the Riks Puronuvaky£ (3fr«[*W1?), YajyA (TOff)

and Sasya (TOTT), gets mastery undoubtedly over all that have life.

He who worships the Lord in the. Ahutis (Wjfa) or . oblations that

barn upwards, or that make noise or that melt downwards on being

thrown into the fire, gets through the favonr of Purusottama mastery

over all the worlds. Brahma who is the presiding deity of mind, is

present in all the devas. To the Ananta-loka or to the Eternal World
of Visnu does he go who. worships the one Lord Visnu in the, priest

called Brahma, in .the Mind and in the Devas. Visvedevas are called

Ananta, because they possess knowledge of infinite (anantaj worlds,;
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and because they enjoy the infinite bliss of Moksa. They are called

Ananta also, because they worship the Lord Visnu under His designa-

tion of Ananta. He who worships the one and the same Lord Hari

through the Puronuvakya, Yajya and Sasya hytnns obtains pervasion

in all worlds. Piana, ApAna and Vyana are the respective deities of

these three kinds of hymns. By so worshipping one obtains the Lord

Hari who pervades all the worlds. The four forms of Visnu, namely

Vasudevn, Sankarsana, Pradyurana and Aniruddha are also included

in this worship. This form of worship is called Sampat (staft) because

it gives the devas their deva-hood ; as well as because it gives a special

form of enjoyment in Mukta condition. It has been said that this form

of worship is fit for the devas only, men are not entitled to it. The only

result that men can derive from the knowledge of this form of worship

ib that their merit or intrinsic worth will be a little more enhanced.

This it is in Parama Sruti.

Here ends the Aavala Brdhmanam,

Second (Artabhaga) Brahmanam

mantba iii. 2. 1.

ttsft ajfi 37^Tsrm3jft: rr ffir u \ n

«m Atha, then. *tm*?m: Artabhagah, Artabhaga by name or the son

of Ritabh&ga. 3ITTO<ETT*: Jaratkaravah, born from the family of JaratkAru.

irsf Bnam, him. Paprachchha, asked, f Ha. gajre Uvacha,

(Artabhaga) said, f Ha. jfil Iti, thus. QTSHgw Yajfiavalkya, Oh,

Yajfiavalkya. aj>rcT Kati, how many BIT: Grahfthj organs or senses. Those
that take or carry the objects of sense. (From grab, take or carry

+

W affix—those who), ajfs Kati, how many. srfaiTffT: Atigrahah, objects of

perception. Those that bind the lndriyas towards their own selves, jffcr

Iti. wrfl Astau, eight in number. uff: Grahah. the organs of sense

;

lndriyas. m4\ Astau, eight. vrfaiw: Atigrahah, the objects of sense,

f% Iti. <T Ye, those. % Te, just mentioned. «rei Astau, eight, jjfr:

Grahah, the lndriyas ; the organs. «TCT Astau, eight, wfanff: Atigrahah,

the objects of sense. ?! Te, they, ^mft K.atame, which
;
what, ffif Iti.
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1. Then the son of llitabhaga, born in the family of

Jaratkaru, asked him. " Yajnavalkya," said he, " How many

are the organs and how many their objects?" "There are

eight organs and eight are their objects " replied Yajna*

valkya. " What are those eight organs and those eight

objects?"—157.

MANTRA III. 2. 2.

7T<a: Pranah, the smell; the organ of smell, t Vai, indeed. q$:

Grahah, an organ ; or graBper. W: Sah, he. «?<TT%* Apanena, by smell

which thinks itself one with scent. wfani^'O Atigrfthena, by the object

or the grasped. "jtffa: Grihitah, (is) captured; is drawn towards the

scent its object, ff Hi, because. «rqr%«T Apanena, owing to the smell

(scent), ifaflt, Gandhan, various kinds of scent, firafa Jighrati, (a man)

smells.

2. Smell is an organ. It is drawn by the Apana

(or scent) its object. (A man) smells various kinds of scents

by the organ of smell (when it thinks itself one with

scent).— 158.

MANTRA III. 2. 3.

^fasr^rer 11 ^ u

*T8(5 Vak, speech, t Vai, indeed, gf: Grahah, an organ ^: Sah,

he. m$tt Namna, by the names ; by the words. wPHTrfcu Atigrahena, the

object, ijftcf: Grihitah, (is) captured; is drawn toward' the words its

objects, ffc Hi, it is well-known. Vacha, by the organ of speech.

ITfllfa Nainani, various kinds of names or words wf*m% Abhivadati,

(a man) speaks.

3. Speech is an organ. It is drawn by names or words

its objects. ( A man) speaks various kinds of names (or words)

by the organ of speech.
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maktea III. 2. 4.

ftp £w « ^'nrngtlnr %<n if

<^iiw<i)Htra u » it

Rjjf Jihva, the tongue. ^ Vai, indeed. R£: Grahah, an organ. m
Sah, he. Rasena, by taste. «jfain£>!I Atigrahena, the object.

Grihltah, (is) captured ; ia drawn towards the taste, ff Hi, it is well-

kpown. fsfffH Jihvaya, by the tongue. Rasan, various kinds of tastes,

fanirfa Vijan&ti, (a man) knows.

4. The tongue is an organ. It is drawn by taste to

its object. (A man) knows various kinds of tastes by the

tongue.—159.

MANTRA III. 2. 5.

^§J: Chaksuh. ^ Vai, indeed. fl(: Grahah, an organ, a: Sah, he.

1$4B Rflpena, by sight, by colour. auRmifai Atigrahena, by the object.

tjjfai: Grihltah, (is) captured ; is drawn towards the sight. Rj Hi, it is

well-known. ^g^T Chaksusa, by the eye spirfia Rup&ni, various kinds

of sights j the colours. «??[«lfa Pasyati, (a man) sees.

5. The eye is an organ. It is drawn by the sight

its object. It is well-known that a man sees various kinds

of sights or colours by the eye.—160.

MANTBA III. 2. 6.

«faf Srotratn, the ear. ^ Vai. indeed, qf: Grahah, an organ. tf:

Sah, he. QS^T Sabdena, by the sound wfrTO^'U Atigrahena, the object.

3sfef: Gfihitah, (is) captured ; is drawn towards the sound, ff Hi, it is

well-known, WT#>!J Srotrena, by the ear. gre^i^ Sabdan, various kinds of

sounds. »T<D^f% Srinoti, (a man) hears.

6. The ear is an object. It is drawn by the sound

its object. It is well-known that (a man) hears various kinds

of sound by the ear.— 161.
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MANTRA III. 2. 7.

cpWT^^WET^ II *

«

jr: Manah, the mind. § Vai, indeed, uf: Grahah, an organ. S:

Sah, it. Katnena, by desire, sifanifn Atigrahena, the object. »J^a:

Grihitah, (is) captured ; is drawn towards the desire, ffc Hi, it is well-

known. JWHI Manasa, by the mind, Vnffi( Oman, various kinds of

desires. $TtT3% Kamay ate, desires.

7. The mind is an organ. It is drawn by desire its

object. It is well-known that (a man) evolves various kinds

of desires by the mind.— 162.

MANTBA III. 2. 3.

f| 95*tfif 11 c 11

Hastau, the two hands. 9 Vai, indeed. : Grahah, an organ.

9: Sah, he ; it. *£tfalT Karmana, by action. sjffunfH Atigrahena, by the

object. <2fhl: Grihitah, (is) captured ; is drawn towards the action, ff

Hi, it is well-known. f^Pdl Hastabhyam, by two hands. «BlJ Karma,

various kinds of actions. JBitffl Karoti, performs.

8. The two hands are an organ. It is drawn by the

action its object. It is well-known that (a man) performs

various kinds of actions by the two hands.—163.

MANTUA III. 2. 9.

m fc^S# 3JfT STOT^fT II < II

eq^Tvak, the skin, t Vai, indeed, «f: Grahah, an organ. 9:

Sah, he; it. wfa Sparfiena, by touch. m%hi^1 Atigrahena, the object,

aj^ta: Grihitah, (is) captured ; is drawn towards the touch, fy Hi, it is

well-known. Tvacha, by the skin. Sparsan, various kinds of

touches. Vedayate, knows ; feels, J% Iti. ^ Ete, these. »nft

Afton, eight. Rfr: Grahah, organs, ufa As|au, eight. frfamfT: Atigrahafc,

the objecrts of sense.
*
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9. The skin is an organ. It is drawn by the touch

its object. It is well-known that (a man) feels various kinds

of touches by the skin. These are the eight organs and

their eight objects.—164.

MANTRA III. 2. 10.

5iqm II \° 11

Uvaeha, (Aitabhaga) asked, f Ha. %fk Iti, thus. m3T3€?q

Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya. ^ Yat, it is. Idatn, (!) this
; (2)

just said. ThiB mantra has two interpretations; they are marked by '1)

and (2). Sarvam, (1) all that we see, hear, &c, (2) all the Indriyas

and the objects. 53ft: Mrityuh, of death. «t5if An nam, food q>TFc?q

Kasvit, which, m Sa, that. t^5TT Devata, God. «W1T: Yasyfth, whose.

JJ?g: Mrityuh, death. *t«f Annam, food. Iti. wfij: Agnih, (1) fire;

(2) the Cliatarinukha who is in fire. 9 Vai, indeed. Mrityuh, death.

«: Sah, he; (1) Agni
; (2) Chaturmukha. A pain, (1) of the sun,

because *PT is the term which is applied to all the gods; or because like

Varuna the sun is also wfHJTrfa^^t of the waters; for the inferiors

sometimes think themselves to be superiors. (2) Of the Lord Visnu who

protects all. From «U+ <?T, to protect. W«f Annam, food, gsjj Punah,

repeated. Mrityum, death. erqaiqfgf Apajayati, conquers; avoids

10. (Artabhaga) asked thus: —" Oh, Yajnavalkya, it is a

fact that all this (world) is food to death, which is that god

whose food is Death ? " (Yajnavalkya replied) :
—"Agni

(fire) is indeed, Death ; he is food to the sun. Repeated

death does he conquer who knows this. "-—165.

Oil

10. " Oh, Yajnavalkya, it is a fact that the senses and

their objects are all subject to death ; which is that god to

whom death is subject?" "The Chaturmukha who is in fire is

indeed death ; he is subject to Visnu, the protector. Repeated

death does he avoid who knows this."—-165.

MANTRA III. 2. 11.
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WW TJvaoha, (Artabhaga) asked, f Ha. ffa Iti , thus. qT9Wf
Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya. «m Yatra, when- Ayam, this. 3^:
Purusah, the man ; the man who has got Brahinajriana by the

worship of Atman ; a Makta Purusa. fgr^ Mriyate, dies, srwt^ Asraat,

from this man ; from the body of the man who has got Brahmajnana.

jn«tfJ Pr'tnah, the Indriyas, such as speech, &c. ^JBrnffr Utkrftmanti,

ascend ;
leave. Wfl Aho, or. !J Na, not; do n»t. $f?r Iti. ?c Na, not

;

do n<>t. Tti. ht^5W: Yajfiavalkyah, Yajnavalkya. 351^ TJvacha,

said. I Ha. Atra, in the body. «5» Eva, certainly. «H!|rfhf&

Samavaniyante, remain. ?f: Sah. he; the man who acquired Brahraajfrmn.

3^S«fft TJchchhayati, swells. srrsintrffl Adhmayati, is filled with external

wind. W«lTT3i Adhmatah, being filled with external wind, qa: Mritah,

motionless. f§ete, lies
;
sleeps.

11. (Artabhaga) asked thus:—"Oh, Yajnavalkya, when
this man,—(the man who has got Brahmajnana by the

worship of Atman)—dies, do his Indriyas like Prana, &c.,

go out of his body ? or do they not ? " Yajnavalkya replied

—

" No, they certainly remain in it. He swells, is filled with

external wind, becomes motionless and lies (unconscious)."

—

166.

NOTE:—The question is whether a wise man,—the man who has got 1'rahmajnina

—

leaves his body through the Brahmanadi, 01 lives here till the dissolution of his body.

The answer that Yajnavalkya gave, amounts to this—The wise man does not, immediately

after his acquiring Brahmajnana, leave the body through the Brahmanadi ; but retains

his body in ordei to reap the fruits of his past actions, and expeiiences all sorts of

changes that his body is subject to as the consequence of his former deeds. This done

he leaves it. But in Khandartha it has been thus explained
—"No" said Yljfiavalkya

;

meaning theieby that the wise man together with his Indriyas. &c, does not go out through

the Brahmanadi, but he goes out by one of the doors—such as the eye, the ear, &c The

sentence Nil has been explained, in the Khandartha. in three ways.

(1) <l?l-3ftt'?IVin'BlRT When the Lord takes the Jiva of the wise man and goes

away. STWfW& g^lt-cOT-pH^T the Prinas. &c, leave the body and follow Him. This

part of the answer speaks of the Indriyas such as speech, &c. These Indriyas follow the Lord

Visnu when He takes the Jiva (soul) of the wise man along with Him.

(2) Sm-HSfaBy Him; by Vijnu. 8II*(fcf&«f *fWft—Ale taken along with the

Lord Himself; so the sentence means : the Lord Vijnu takes the Indriyas along with Him

when He takes away the Jiva (soul) of the wise man.

(3) wra-W^WSWI^ 1* To Agni, &c. that are the origin of the Indriyas. CTTqiftlf^

ttg'tflW tTT^srf^n^fo Leave the body and go towards them. The meaning of the sentence
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is this : The Indriyas leave the body of the wise man and go back to Agni, &c, in whom they

had their origin.

MANTRA III. 2. 12.

3[^m ?H^rSRirT % 5fWFRn feet %Q1 ST^Fafo

Uv&cha, asked, f Ha ffa Iti, thus. q[3Tq«<Hi Yajfiavalkya,

Oh, Yajfiavalkya. «r* Yatra, when. %P( Ayam, this. 3^: Purusah, the

man who has the knowledge of Brahman, fcp&t Mriyate, dies and there-

fore becomes Mnkta or liberated. Kim, what, i^f Enam, him. st

Na, not. Sfglfa Jahati, leaves $fr» Iti. Sim Nam a, the names. 5% Iti.

wfaH Anantam, infinite ; without end. $ Yai, indeed. Nama, the

name. wsfm: Anantah, infinite. fa$T%^T: Visvedevah, Visvedevas. *pr?f

Anantatn, infinite ; of Visnu, whose name is Ananta. %m> Lokam, the

world, ijs Eva, certainly. fT: Sah, he. fcl Tena, by that
;
by that name.

3PTR| Jayati, conquers.

12. (Artabhaga) asked thus:—"Oh, Yajfiavalkya, when

this man (the man who has attained Mukti) dies, what is it

that does not leave him?" "It is the name," (answered

Yajfiavalkya). " Infinite is indeed the name, infinite are the

Visvedevas, it is the world of the Lord Ananta that he conquers

by that name."—167.

MANTEA III. 2. 13.

mire^ftr |Tsrre ^re*r wt**t tj^ttt^t «nir-
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mr^T § vrsrRi qrc: *n^%ft ?i%t s

Uvacha, (Artabhaga) asked. % Ha. ^ft Iti, thus. HSJiwiW

Yajfiavalkya, O, Yajfiavalkya. «re Yatra, when. WPt Asya, this. ignw

Mritasya, dead. g^T^T Purusasya, of the man who has attained Mukti.

Vak, the organ of speech, wfnf Agnim, the fire ; the god of fire, wft

Api, even. tjRr Bti, goes to. srno: Fran ah, the vital airs, mil Vatam, to

the V&yu. Ohaksuh, the eye. wrfafW Adityam, to the sun. Iff: Manah,

the mind. Chandram, to the moon. *rt*H Srotrara, the ear. ffjffr

Disah, to the quarters, mftt Sarirara, the body, ifaff PrHhivim, to the

earth. SttrtTT Atmft, the Paratnatman within the heart of hearts, vreitf

Akasarn, to the Paramatman spread outside. ^THlfsf Lomani, the hairs of

the body. sftisfh Ausadhih, to the annual herbs. Kesah, the hairs of

the head. ^IFftft^ Vanaspatin, to the trees. Lohitam, the blood.

« Cha. fcf: Retah, the semen. ^ Oha, and. W«g Apsn, to the waters.

f*tv:ftl^ Nidhlyate, gets to; becomes one with; goes back and becomes one

with that from which it originated, <flf Ayam, this; the Mukta or

liberated. Purusah, the man. V Kva, where. Vtofll Bhavati, is;

remains, ^far Iti. Somya, gentle one. £?*»3( Hastam, your hand.

smjT Ahara, give me «?ra*nn Artabhaga, O, Artabhaga. *TT*T»J( Avam, we

two. Eva, only. q?RU Etasya, this. %ff«3T9i Vedisyavah, shall

know; shall talk to each other, sft Nau, from us two. «J*KT, Etat, this

matter (mysterious knowledge as it is), *T 5W: Sa janah, un6t person. !f

Na, not
;
(shall not know). $f?r Iti. ift Tau, they both

; Yajfiavalkya and

Artabhaga. 3W» Utkramya, going out. iHrataUST^ Mantray&fichakrate,

spoke to each other ; made the discussion. 5 Ha. (ft Tau, they both. tf{T

Yat, what. Ochatuh, said to one another. J Ha. Karma, it is

karma, the Lord action ; the Lord so called because He gives the Jivas

the fruit of the actions they perform. <pr Eva, only. J Ha. ||?rTat,

that ; Him. frchatuh, they said. «w Atha, and. iR£ Yat, what.

HWtfJsJ: Prasasumsatuh, they praised. <5lf Karma, the Lord Karma. iJBJ

Eva, only. «; Ha. a?t Tat, that; Him. OT09fct$: Prafiasamsatuh, they

praised. Punyena, by holy ; meritorious. dTQTT Karmana, by-

actions; by deeds. 3**: Punyab, holy; meritorious, wffc Bhavati,

becomes. $ Vai, certainly. luN Papena, by unholy. P4p«h,

unholy, ^fir Iti. Wf: Tatah, then. VTTOCTt*: Jaratkaravah, born in th«

family of Jaratkaru. Wlfum: Artabhagah, Artabhaga by name. ?1tlOT

Upararama, stopped from putting questions. • •

35
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13. (Artabhaga) asked thus :
—"Oh, Yajnavalkya, when the

organ of speech of this dead (Mukta Purusa) goes to and becomes

one with its source Agni, his vital air to Vayu, his eye to the sun,

his mind to the moon, his ear to the quarters, hisbody to the earth,

the Paramatman (within his body) to the Paramatman spreading

outside in the sky, the hairs of his body to the annual herbs, the

hairs of his head to the trees, his blood and semen to the waters,

where does this man remain then ?" " Well friend, " said Yajna-

valkya, "Give me your hands and we two only, O Artabhaga, shall

know of it; and the unfit persons shall not know it." Going

out they two discussed it. What they said was" It is karma

only." What they praised was—" It is karma only," and him

they praised. By holy deeds a man becomes holy; and by

unholy deeds a man becomes unholy. Then stopped Artabhaga

who was born in the family of Jaratkaru.—168.

NOTE :—The question was where does the Mukta Purusa go after death when his gross body

is dissolved and its ingredients go back and unite with those from whom they came. The answer we

receive is—to "karma do they go." What are we to understand from it? We understand that when

an ordinary man dies he goes to karma, i.e., to Lord Visnu who is in His actions. Therefore, it

comes to this that when a man dies, the Lord Visnu who is in his actions, takes him to heaven or

hell according as his actions are holy or unholy. And in the case of the wise man, the Lord takes

him to the world of Mukti.

Here ends the Artabh&ya Brdhmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

In the text occur the words "ak&sam atma "—the atman enters

the akas'a. It has been explained by the Sankara school thus :—atma

means the ether of the heart, for it is the place where the atman

manifests itself. This ether of the heart enters into the great ether

outside and whioh is called MahAk&sa. Our author combats this view.

The Akasa here means the Supreme Self, and Atma means the

Supreme Self in the Jtva. That Self which regulated the Jiva goes

to the Supreme Self. It does not mean that the cardiao ether goes

to the oosmio ether. It rather means that the Lord in the heart

then goes to the Lord that is in spaoe.

(Next to the question of Artabh&ga as to the going out of the

prftnas, Yajnavalkya says that the pranas of the sage do not go out

at death. Is it not opposed to the texts which say that when the

Jtva goes out, the pranas follow it ? This is thus explained by our
author).
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Some men, very few in number, worshipping only the Atman,

though attaining raukti, do not go out of the body (through the Brahma-

nadi), but through eye, &c. They suffer at death all the bodily

pains, such as the swelling of the body, &c, owing to the non-exhaustion

of the prarabdha karmas. On the exhaustion of the pr&rabdha karmas,

they go to ViBnnloka and having seen Him remain there. They remain

there verily enjoying eternal bliss. The devas of the senses, however,

leave the body at the time of death, and go back to the ancient

and eternal Visnu. These devas, however, do not go back entirely

to their cosmic originals. They go there in part only, while a portion

of them follows the outgoing Jiva. The Lord Visnu dwelling in the

heart of the Jiva goes out to the original called the Akasa. He follows

the outgoing devas als;) in part. Hari gives mukti to the devas

through that form of His which exists in wisdom. He carries pious

souls to Heaven through that form of His which exists in Holy deeds.

He takes sinful souls to hell through that form of His which exists

in sinful deeds.

Very few of the people worship the Lord as Atman. Those

few do not loave their gross body, but experience various sufferings,

death, swelling of their body, &c, as the consequence of their former

deeds, and having attained the finer body and seeing the Lord

Vi?nu face to face get Mukti through his favour. But they live here

enjoying eternal bliss; but the presiding gods when they leave this

body get to the L ud Visnu. The presiding deities of the Jivas who

are giving up this body, go to their respective Adhidaivas (Agni, Vak,

&c), assuming a different form and these deities follow the Jivas in

their changed form when they give up the body. Vi§nu who is in

the heart of those Jivas assumes the form of Akasa, but the Lord

Janardana follows them from one changed form to another, the Lord

Hari remains present within the knowledge of the gods in the form

of that knowledge when He gives Mukti to them. The Lord follows

men to heaven or hell in the form of Punya (holy deeds) or in the

form of Papa (sin). This is the mystery known among the gods, but

men know it to be their own Karma, i.e., men think that they go to

heaven or hell as a result of their own deeds. Therefore, it should

not be revealed to the ordinary people. Lord Bhagav&n is called

Karma because it is He who gives their frnit. It has been said in

the Mahabharata that Lord Bhagavan is called Papa because he sends

down or patana and He is called Punya because He it is who makes

holy. ....
Here ends the lihdfya on the Artabhdga Brdhman,a.
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w 3*3 anF^H 1

Third (Bhujyu) Brahmanam.

mantea iii. 3. 1.

n^j qags^ sprare* ^tto

«W Atha, then ; when Artabhaga ceased. ST^mfsn Lahyayanih,

born in the family of Lahya. gsji Bhujyuh, Bhujyu by name. t$sf

Enam.him; Yajfiavalkya. «W83f Paprachehha, asked, f Ha. S^r* Uv&cha,

asked, f Ha. Iti, thus. 419*3*? Yajfiavalkya, O Yajfiavalkya. <*w.

Charakah, as pilgrims, as student wanderers. fn?!| Mudresu, in the

country called Madra.q«f«r3im Paryavrajama, we travelled. ?TTe, we. sffc^

Kipyasya, born in the family of Kapi. la'sr-f^*)-^??!, Patanja(cha)lasya.

of Patanj (cha)la. qft^ Grihan, to the house. $IT Aima, arrived. Tasya,

his; of Patanja(cha)la. jff?TT Duhita, daughter. Jf«r^q^terr Gandliarva-grihita,

possessed by a Gandharva. wrcft^ Asit, was. Tam, him; the Gandharva
by whom she was possessed. W^«SHT Aprichchhama, we asked. Kah,

Who. wffc Asi, thou art. ffa Iti. w: Sah, he. wrsftrT Abravit, said
j

replied. |p*»*T Sudhanva, I am Sudhanva. vrtfirTO: Angirasali, born in

the family of Angira9a. ff?r Iti. Yada, when. ?f Tam, him; Sudhanva.

ttaffitt Lokftnam, of the worlds, star'J Antan, the ends; the final condition.

m*yiW Aprichchh&ma, we asked. «n? Atha, then. «f«f Enam, him; the

Gandharva. WlfjR Abruma, we told. W Kva, where. qrftfamJ Pariksitah,

Kamadevas, who were and will be the sons of Visnu. (irfitVa Visnu,

from on all sides, and for to look ; one who looks on all sides). vm<&i

Abhavan, went Iti. Sah, that; I, the same person who received

the instructions from the Gandharva. V Kva, where. »?t#P$rm: Pariksitah,

Kamadevas, the sons of Visnu. WT93( Abhavan, were gone. WT Tva,

yoti. 1*gifk Prichehhami, (I) ask. «rfJJ«rsw Yajfiavalkya, 0 Yajfiavalkya.

V Kva, where. H<tfi(Cms Pariksitah, Kiwrjadevas, the sons of Visnu. SPR»W(

Abhavan, were gone, ffs Iti.
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i. Then Bhujyu, the son of Lahya, asked him. He said

thus
—"O, Yajnavalkya, while we wandered as pilgrims in

the country of Madras, we arrived at the house of Patanjala

(or Patanchala), the son of Kapi. He had a daughter possessed

by a Gandharva. Him we asked, "Who art thou?" He
replied

—
" I am Sudhanva, the son of Ahgirasa." While we

asked him about the size of the world, we said, " To what

world did the Pariksitas (Kamadevas) go?" I ask you (the

same question whose answer the Gandharva had given to me),

"Where did the Pariksitas go ?" " Let me, Yajnavalkya, repeat

the question, where did the Pariksitas go?"-— 171.

Note—Hhujyu as-ks whether Vajnavlakya knows the answei which the Gandhaiva had shell.

MANTRA. III. 3. 2.

S: Sah, be ;
Yajfiavalkya. ?W Uv4ch», replied; said, V Ha. g:

Sah, he ; the Gandharva. k V ai, indeed, of course. 3«TW Uvacha, said

(to you). ^ Te, the Pariksitas. «H Tat, there. «rn«3^ Affaohchhan,

were gone. ^ Vai, indeed. q«r Yatra, where. Vttf^jtTOrftre: ASvame-

dhayajinah, those who perform the Asvamedha sacrifice. Hare it means

the Mukta-Indras. both past and future, who did get as well as will get, the

high position of an Indra by the performance of one hundred Asvatnedha

sacrifices. n^f% Gachchhanti, go. jffc Iti. Kva, where, g No.

•WpW^lrfiw: AsvamedhayAjinah, the 'Indras. «V*rffa Gachchhanti, go.
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jfif Iti. jrfsfsOff Dvatrimsatam, thirtytwo. The modem form isjrr^rj. ^ Vai,

indeed. ^WfTffa Devarath&nhyani, divine chariot-muhurtus. Deva-

ratha, means the deva-chariot or sun. Ahan here does not mean "day, "

bat a muhurta or 45 minutes. 32 tnuhurtas are equal to 24 hours. As
many Yojanas as is covered by the sun, by its revolution during a whole

day of thirty two muhurtas. wf Ay am, this ; which is illumined by the

rays of the sun. %w. Lokah, loka ; world, ^Risft Prithivi, the earth.

The earth that is called Tamas, owing to its hardness. Htftf Samantam,
on all sides. The ordinary word is *nfar<J I <t Tam.it; that world or

Loka illumined by the sun. Dvih, twice. T&vat, as far. <jiff?|

Paryeti, surrounds. R»J?: Sainudrah, the ocean called Ghnnodak (of thick

water). cnftf Samantam, on all sides, at Tarn, that. ^RrsTf Prithivtm,

the earth, fjf: Dvih, twice, flWI Tavat, as far. qiffa Paryeti, surrounds.

IWlt Y&vati, as much as. Ksurasya, of the razor. SfiTr Dh&ra, the

sharp end. m Va, nr. «U*^ Yavat, as much as ?rf$ppr^r: Maksiksiyah,

of the fly. qsf Patratn, wing. Tavan, so much. ?m Tat, there; in

the golden egg. afa^m Antarena, inside,- in the midst. sn^W Akaiah,

the sky ; the space ^?jf: Indrnh, Garuda who passes by the name of

Indra. gqofj Suparnah, Suparna, the real form of Garuda. *ff«n Bhutva,

being. SRC Tan, those Pariksitf.8. nwk Vayave, to the wind. lf\H*%ft.

Prayachchhat, gave. srg: Vayuh, the wind, aHT. Tan thoso Pariksitas.

WTfnfsi Attnani, in his own body. ft|?^T Dhitva, holding, <ra Tatra, there.

*HWJ^f Agamayat, took; led. *I?f Yatra, where; to the Lord Pradyumna.

Wf3ifc«l1Tf3R« Asvamedhayajinah, the performers of the Asvamedha

sacrifice. Abhavan, were. J[ffl Iti. Evam, in this way.

m lva, just. J? Vai, verily; indeed. ¥T: Sah, he; the Gandharva. 5Tg^

Vayum, the wind. i{W Eva, only. 5T3T?fa PraSasariisa, praised. ?TW^

Tasmat, therefore ; because the Vayu led the Pariksitas to Mukti. *rg:

Vayuh, vayu. Eva, only. »qf%: Vyastih, deliverer of individuals

consisting of the eight classes of the devas, risia, &o. ^tg: Vayuh, vayu
;

the wind. CTrfe: Samastih, deliverer of groups consisting of the eight

classes, Suparna, &o. 4ft Yah, who. 10 Evam, this. ^ Veda, knows;

realises. JJJ: I'nn ah, repeated. Mrityurn, death. *M5P?F«J Apajayati,

he conquers. KH- Tatah, then. SPJ* Bhujyuh, Bhujyu by name. SSTHMjfsT:

Lahyayanih, the son of Lahya. Upararama, stopped from putt-

ing further questions, f Ma.

2. Yajnavalkya said in reply
—

" He certainly told you

that they went there where the Indras go, who perform a hundred

Asvamedha sacrifices." Bhujyu asked, "Where do those Indras

go who perform a hundred Asvamedha sacrifices ?"
vYajnavalkya
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said) "This world (earth) is as many Yojanas as is illumined by the
sun's rays during the whole day of thirty-two muhurtas. The
"earth" (Darkness) surrounds it, twice as many Yojanas as the for-

mer. The ocean surrounds the "earth" (Daikness) twice as many
Yojanas as the " earth " itself. There, so fine ns the edge of a
razor, or the wing of a fly, (extends) the space that separates the
spheres in the midst. Garuda, assuming the form of a bird makes
them (Pariksitas) over to Vayu. The Vayu, again, holding
them in his own body, takes them there to Pradyumna, where
dwell the Indras who had performed a hundred Asvamedha
sacrifices. Just in this way, certainly did he praise the Vayu.
Therefore, it is that Vayu is the deliverer of individual souls,

as well as of group souls, etc. Repeated death does he conquer,
who knows it." Then Bhujyu, the son of Lahya, stopped from
putting further questions.— 172.

Here ends the Rhnjyn Br&hmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Pariksitas are Pradyumnas. It is Pradyumna whose name is

Kama. It is he who has been termed Pariksita (qrflRira)- Lord Visnu is

called Pariksita, becsuso it is He who sees all; and Pariksita means the

son of Pariksita, i.e
,
Kamadeva. Indras are called Asvaraedhins, because

it is they who performed a hundred sacrifices each. It has lieen said in

the Vedas that one and the same is the place of residence of all the

Kamadevas, and all the Indras, that existed in the past and who will

flourish in the future. As the terms Indra and Garuda are synonymous,

therefore, the term Indra, in the Mantra, stands for Garuda and not for

Indra (the performer of hundred sacrifices). Garuda has two forms, one

of a bird, and the other of a Purusa (man). Garuda, though of the form

of a Purusa, assumes the form of a bird and carries the Kamadevas and

makes them over to Vayu for their Mukti. Vayu accepts them in his

own body and takes them to Lord Visnu, named Pradyumna, in whom
there are all the Indras that have attained Mukti by performing

Asvamedha sacrifices. It is in this way, that Vayu gives Mukti. Thus
the Almighty Vayu is Superior to all, because lie leads up (1) the Devas,

(2 J the Risis, (3) the Pitris, (4) the -Yaksas, (5) the Gandharvas, (6) men,

(7) snakes and (8) the Asuras to Mukti. It is this Vayu who leads up
all the (I) Snparnas, (2) fsas, (3) Sesas and (4) Indras and (5— 8) their

Wives to Mukti. V&yu is, therefore, called Vyasti (wrfit), the Deliverer
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of the eight classes of devas, etc., and He is called Samasti ) the

Deliverer of the eight classes of Suparnas, etc.

Whoever knows this Vayu, how he is Vya§ti and how he is Samasti,

and that the Lord Hari only in superior to him, gets Mukti. Thus in

Paraina Samhita. By the word Charaka ( ) it is to be understood one

who travels as a pilgrim
;
(but others explain it—one who is travelling as

a Brahmachftrin, a student). The word Ahan (an?*^ ) has many meanings,

—such as a Muhurta, a month, a day, illumination or shining, knowledge,

strength, etc. But here it is to be taken in the sense of a Muhurta, which

is a short space of time, oie and seven-eighth of a Grhatika. It is

generally one-thirtysecond (1/32; part of a day. The sun's car travels

71428805 5/7 Yojanas a day in the sky; and the wheel of his car goes

over that distance and a third more. This measurement is according to

the men of Kartayuga. It is all light on both sides of the suu, wherever

he may be at day or night. Up to this Loka, there is twice as many

Yojanas, the world of darkness called Tamasloka. It is also called

Prithivi, because of its hardness. Beyond that, there is the ocean,

called Mandodaka, which is twice as extensive as the Tamoloka. Thus

the extremity of the egg is fifty krors of Yojanas wide. Then is the

golden egg split up by the Lord Hari ; there is this cut in the sphere

fine like the edge of a razor. Thus has been said in the Tattvasamhita

—

that Suparna gives over the Kamadevas to Vayu, who gives them Mukti.

Here ends the Bhdsycfon the Bhujyu Br&hmanam.

Fourth (Usasta) Brahmanam.

MANTUA III. 4. 1.

G goffer*: tt§T *TTfra^T ^STT^dil
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sm Atha, then, xtf En am, him. wcrtrai: Chakrayanah, the son of

Chakra. 3<T?at: Usa^Uh, Usasta by name. <TST«3 Paprachchha, asked, f Ha.

3*r* Uvacha, said, f Ha. ffei Iti, thus, qi^rew Yajnavalkya , 0 Yajnavalkya.

HI5?T^r Saksat, visible, direct, not through the grace of another. WlfrsnS

Aparoksad, eater of aparoksa. It is not the fifth case of aparoksa, but it

is a compound of two words aparoksa (intuition) and ad "to eat. " The
eater or enjoyer of aparoksa or intuition is aparoksad. i^r Yat, which

is. vqr Brahma, one full in all the qualities, q: Yah, who. MTWf
Atma, ruler or director of all. 9<ftrft: Sarvantarah, one who has

all the capacities within oneself; one who has all the strength of

what one is fit for within him. ?f Tarn, him; Visnu. if Me, to me.

•iraeR Vyachaksva, clearly explain. Iti. % Te, thy; your. [This

word indicates that there is a difference between Jiva and Atman.]

3Tf?m Atma, the ruler ; the director. ?JWtaT: Sarvantarah, having

all the strength of what he is fit for within him. i^: Esah,

he. jffir Iti. ?n^5^r Yajnavalkya, O Yajnavalkya. 3>?w: Katamah,

who. Q^fal: Sarvantarah, he who has all the strength of what he is fit

for within him. m Yah, who. sn<n«l Pranena, through the prana; the

chief of the prana v&yus, or vital airs. nrfiofa' Praniti, performs the

function of the prana vayu of the world. This function is to inhale, Hs

Sah, he. ^ Te, thy. 3H?m Atma, Atman • the governor. Otffaf: Sarvantarah,

the possessor of all the strength of what he is tit for. «T: Yah, who. WtFta

Apanena, through the ap&na v&yu. stqtf?l% Apaniti, makes the world

exhale. O: Sah, he. ^ Te, thy. WTfJTT Atma, Atman
;
regulator. tf^fa*:

Sarvantarah, the possessor of all the strength that one is fit for. m Yah,

who. i*fr%«T Vyanena, by vyana vayu. •qifsjfa' Vyaniti, performs the

function of vyana vayu in the world which is to go everywhere of the

body, m Sah, he. ^ Te, thy. «U?m Atma, atman
; governor. fl^fcK:

Sarvantarah, the possessor of all the strength that one is fit for. «j: Yah,

who. 3?r^!T Ud&nena, through the udana vayu. 3qpfsrfa Udaniti, performs

the function of udana vayu in the world which is to go out or ascend,

ft: Sah, he. 3 Te, thy. Atma, Atman ; the ruler. 3«rto(: Sarvan-

tarah, the possessor of all the strength that one is fit for. ^Te, thy.

WOTT Atma, Atman
;
the regulator. cNfott Sarvantarah, the possessor of

all the strength that one is fit for. Esah, he ; this one who makes the

five Prana Vayus perform their respective duties.

i. Then Usasta Chakrayana asked him :" Yajnavalkya,"

he said, " tell me about him whose knowledge is direct (not

indebted to another's favour), who knows intuitively (himself

as well as everything else), who is All-full, who is All-ruler,

36
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who has within him all powers."

Yajfiavalkya replied :

—
" This thy Ruler is He who has

all powers within himself."

"Who is He who has all powers within himself?" asked

Usasta. Yajfiavalkya replied:
—"He who makes the praiia

Vayu breathe is thy Ruler, possessed of all powers in Himself,

he who makes the apana Vayu exhale is thy ruler, possessed

of all powers in himself, hewho makes the vyana Vayu breathe

through every pore of thy body is thy Ruler, possessed of all

powers within himself. He who through udana Vayu takes

thee out of thy body is thy Ruler, possessed of all powers

within himself. This thy Ruler, Self-possessed."— 173.

mantba III. 4. 2.

Hi Sah, that. WltWTi ChakrAy anah, the son of Chakra.

Usastah, Usasta by name, UvScha, said ; asked. ? Ha. «w Yatha,

as. w^r Asau, this fa quadrupled). »ft: Gauh, a cow. Asau, this;

(a quadruped). Asvah, a horse, jfa Iti, in this way; thus vaguely,

ftar^rq Vibrflyat, says; describes, Bvam, in this way. Eva,

just. IJOT Etat, this. «q«lf^«^ Vyapadistam, what has been described by
thee. *?*f?| Bhavati, is. q^rYat, which is. fffr Brahma, one full in all

the qualities. WHjJT^tTlfrKT Saksadaparoksat, one who knows without the

help of another, and who is the eater or enjoyer of intuitive perception.

W Brahma, one full in all the qaalities. <T: Yah, who. VTHHT Atma, ruler

or direotor of all. H^tat; Sarvantarah, the possessor of all the strength of
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what one is fit for. ?pj Tana, him. ft Me, to me. «iresR Vyachaksva,

describe ; define. %fhl Iti. 3 Tey, thy.WcffT Atma, At in an; thedirector. wfav.

Sarvantarah, the possessor of the strentjth of all the capacities of a

being, <J«li Esah, he. jrfa Iti. Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya.

Katama, who. CT^fai: Sarvantarah, the possessor of the strength of

all the capacities of a being. ^gft^ Drastaram, the beholder; the seer.

g«Z : Dristeh, from the eye that sees everything visible (but not anything

invisible). sf Na, not, q^ifc Pasyeh, couldst see. vfcnt Srotarara, the

hearer. Sruteh, of the ear ; that hears everything audible,

but not anything inaudible. «T Na, not. »2<31T: Srinuyah, couldst hear.

Mantarara, the minder ; the thinker. »T^: Mateh, from the mind. «t

Na, not. JT**hir: Man vithah, couldst mind or think. fiteTfarf Vijfiataram,

the knower. feafr^: Vijfiateh, from buddhi ; from intellect, sr Na, not,

f%3n*ft«»T: Vijaniyah, couldst know. & Te, thy. Wlfm Atma, Atwan ; the

ruler. OTt?R: Sarvantarah, the possessor of the strength of all the

capacities of a being. <^f: Esah, he. Atah, than Visnu, ( «l meaning

Visnu). «|5«l^ Any at, other things, wnl Artam, miserable; subject

to misery. a?r: Tatah, then. W9: Chakr&yanuh, the son of Ohakra.

3^<r: Usastah, named Usasta. Upararama, stopped from putting

further questions, f Ha.

2. Then Usasta Chakrayana said :—"As one might say

vaguely, " this cow or this horse is a quadruped " (which would

convey no specific information about the cow or the horse,

being too general), so is that what has been explained by

thee. Explain to me specifically that whose knowledge is

direct, who knows intuitively, who is All-full, who is All-ruler,

who is Self-contained."

Yajnavalkya said :—"This thy rulet is the Self-contained."

"Who, O Yajnavalkya, is the Self-contained?"

Yajnavalkya replied :
—"Thou canst not see through

thine eyes the intuitive seer of sight, thou canst not hear

through thine ears the intuitive hearer of all sounds, thou

canst not perceive through thy mind the intuitive knower of

all mental functions, thou canst not understand through thy

Higher Reason the intuitive Reasoner of all Higher Reason.

This is thy Ruler, the Self-contained. His name is • Alpha

(«f). Everything else than this A (Sf) is incomplete, hence

miserable." Then Usasta ceased from questioning.—174.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In the text, the question asked by Usasta is, "Tell me about that

who is Brahman, who is saksat, who is aparoksat, who is atinan and

sarviintara." These live attributes have generally been explained as:

—

"Tell me the Brahman who is visible (saksat), not invisible (aparoksat),

the self (atman), who is within all (sarvantara). All these words are in

the nominative case, except the word aparoksat, which is in the fifth case,

according to the ordinary commentators. Madhva removes this anomaly

by saying:—)

The word aparoksat is not the fifth case of aparoksa, but it is a

compouud word, made up of aparoksa plus ad (to eat). He who eats or

enjoys aparoksa, is called the aparokaad, or the eater of aparoksa, or the

peroeiver of things intuitively. He who knows himself as well as others

directly is called saksat and aparoksat, that is, who being visible, as if,

eats or experiences directly not only his own self, but all others also.

Others (muktas) also have intuitive (aparoksa) perception, but

their perception is through the grace of God, while the aparoksa percep-

tion of Brahman is not through the grace or favour of anybody else,

hence the word saksat is used in the text, namely, he whose intuitive

perception ia direct (not through the grace of anybody else).

But a being may have direct intuitive perception, but need not

bo full or absolute. Hence, the third attribute used is Brahman, or full.

The fourth attribute used is atman, showing that the being about

whom the question is put, is atman, or the controller of otheis.

But a being may be the controller or director of another, and still

require the help of another. But the being about whom the question is

put, does not stand in need of the help of another. Hence the fifth

attribute used, is sarvantara or who is inside of all, that is, who possesses

all powers independently of others.

In reply to this question, Yajfiavalkya says :—esha te atma sarv&n-

tarah. This shows that the jiva and Brahman are different, and not one
;

for it means :—-this thy Ruler (atman) is the sarvantarah or possessed of

all powers within himself. (No jiva can be self-contained).

Though the difference between jiva and Brahman was established

even by the use of the words saksat-aparoksat, yet it might be said that,

admitted that the jiva and isvara are different empirically, yet trans-

cendentally they are the same. To remove this objection and to show
that this difference is absolute (paramartha), Yajfiavalkya says :—te atma,
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thy ruler. (Brahman is ruler of the muktas even, for Usasta was a mukta).

The repetition of this teaching about difference, is to show that the

highest truth declared in all the Sastras is to insist on this difference.

The first answer given by Yajnavalkya does not satisfy Usasta, for

te &tma or the ruler may apply to secondary gods also, who also control

humanity. The qualities mentioned by Yajnavalkya are found in other

devas also, therefore Usasta says, ' yatha vibruyat,&e. If one were to ask

what is a cow or what is a horse, and were to get the answer the cow or

the horse is a quadruped, the answer would not be sufficient, for the attri-

bute of four-footedness is common to both cow and horse and other animals

also. So the attributes of saksat aparoksat fa,, are common to Ista devatas

of every sectarian. For these sectarians say that their particular god

is all-powerful, &c. Therefore, Usasta asks for that particular attribute

which is applicable only to Visnu, and no other deity. Yajnavalkya

says, the particular name of that deity is A (w), " A" is a name of Visnu

and of Visnu only. Everything other than this A or Visnu is arta or

misernble. The word "atah," used in the second verse, means " than A"
and it is not a preposition. The attributes of supremacy are given to

Visnu in verses of the Vedas, like " na te Visnor, " &c. This is further

strengthened by Yajnavalkya by using the phrase, " thou couldst not see

the seer of sight, &c."

(The Commentator then quotes the authority of Brihat Sruti for

the explanation that he has given).

*n«ftr5<tfl«irT^r Sakaadaparoksat means OTSn^Tlfrwfa W^^fa **3qfl»T-

fW*Jl*lRl ^Rr. Directly, not with the help of another. Had He to

know with the help of another then He could not have been called Brahma
or full in all the qualities; for, help means incompleteness or insu-

fficiency on the part of the receiver. «nTT8if Aparoksam means «fq%T«f

*WI WEf«Tf In a manner not beyond the reach of the senses; as if

with the senses themselves, therefore, face to face. «n Ada, one who eats or

enjoys; when the three words are compounded, they mean one who

knows one's own self, without the help of others and face to face,

as if with the senses themselves. It is found that, though one may
not depend upon another, yet one may not be full in all the qualities.

In order to avoid this objection, the word Brahman has been used

in the text. Moreover, He has the overlordship over others; He governs

and directs them. The adjective affcft: Sarvantarah indicates that He has

not to depend upon anybody else in directing others, because He has all

the strength within Himself. The words & Te and fWfm Atma indicate two

different things,—one is meant by the word "Thy "and the other is meant
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by " Atma. " The thing meant by ' Thy ' is the Jiva, and the thing

meant by 'Atma' is the Lord; hence these two words speak unmistakably

that the Lord and the Jiva are two different and separate things. Now,

one may say that by the adjectives tfrfijt^flsjrgt etc., the different presid-

ing gods of the Indriyas may have been meant, and not the Lord Visnu,

as the adjective " quadruped " is insufficient in defining either a

cow or a horse, for both these animals are quadrupeds. If when one

asks, "What is the cow?" the answer be given— " We can not form

a correct idea of a cow, for, on seeing a horse, which is also a quadruped,

we may mistake it for a cow. " So also the adjectives gitjn^TCtaRl et0 «>

are insufficient in defining Visnu; for these adjectives may be applied

to the lndriya-gods also. It is, therefore, Usasta presses Yajfiavalkya to

tell something more of Visnu which may separate Him from the other

gods; and, finally, Yajfiavalkya answers—SJH: W^H? Atah Anyadarttam,

any body or any thing other than « (A) Visnu is subject to misery. By

misery alone all the gods may be separatod from Visnu
;
misery Visnu

has none and while the gods are all, more or less, subject to it. The

Lord Visnu knows His ownself to be full in all qualities, without the

grace of another, and as if seeing it with His own eyes; because He
sees without the intervention of another, everything,—matter or spirit,

—therefore it is, that Visnu is called OTSiTr^rcteirni Saksadaparoksat.

The word Saksat speaks of the independence in eating or enjoying •

and Aparokfa intervention or medium ; and the root Ada, means to

enjoy,—hence to perceive, or to know. It is, therefore, the Lord has

got that title, which means independent and mediumless knower. He is

called Brahman, because He is full in all the qualities, and He is Atman,
because He is the director of all, but He is never directed or governed

by anybody, which is the reason why He is called Sarv&ntara ( aifcl? ).

Every body in the world is upheld by the five Vayus, Prana, etc.;

but He it is, again, who always makes these Vayus perform their

respective functions. Eyes cannot see Him, mind and intellect cannot

reach Him, because He is infinite; it is, therefore, tliat Maha
Visnu is inaudible and unspeakable.

Those qualities do, indeed, belong to the Lord Visnu only, and

not to anybody else, yet the ignorant people say that the other gods

also, like Siva, etc., have these qualities. Visnu is called " A " (u) in

the Vedas, on account of His faultlessness. The Lord Himself is called

" A " («) ("without, " because He is without the fault, i.e., He is

not subject to misery), and in this quality, He is superior to other gods;

and He is "A" 'without,' because He is without the reach of mind,

intellect, etc. Hudra and other gods and the animated beings are all
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miserable, subject to misery, but' not the Lord. It is through Hia grace,

that they all get rid of this misery and get back their natural and

eternal bliss. Lord Visnu is the regulator of the bliss that the Mukta

Pnrsas enjoy. The Muktas do always enjoy bliss which has gradation in

it, and the bliss enjoyed by Brahma is greatest of all. As all the stars

and the shining bodies other than the moon, are not equal, so all the Jivas

up to Brahma, who are other than Visnu, are not equal. The Brihat sVuti

(ffl Ba7 a a '90 *kat the Great Lord, Who is like the ocean of all the

qualities fully developed, is the ruler of all, and it is the Lord Visnu

alone who is said to be ruled by none. It is also said that Artti (srrftf)

means misery, i.e., every being subject to misery passos by the name of

Arti, and the Lord Visnu is He Who may be called Anart («Mt*f) not

at all subject to any soi-t of misery. It has also been said in that 6ruti

—

Since Prakriti or Lakshmi lives very close to the Lord Visnu, she has not

been separately mentioned as not to be subject to misery
;
for, she is tho

consort of the Lord and the consorts are not separately spoken of, as in

the case of thirty-three gods.

Here ends the Bhdsya on the Usasta Br&hmanam.

Fifth (Kahola) Brahmanam.

mantra III. 5. l.

^ H&$*$tfa I I cWTcHTO faf^T sct^t:
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WJ Atha, then . Kaholah, Kahola by name. «Wfcf$3: Kausi-

takeyah, the son of Kusttaka. q?f Enam, him ; to Yajfiavalkya. UP3
Paprachchha, asked. 3^isr Uvacha, said, f Ha. Iti, thus. Mimn&W

Yajfiavalkya, O, Yajfiavalkya. «J3[ Yat, which. wefrnj^SSTT^ Sftksa-

daparoksAt, the independent, and mediumless knower. Direct and

self-contained intuiter. BT5T Brahma, one full in all the qualities.

<pf Eva, only, Yah, who. W?m Atma, Atman; the Ruler. R^RT?:

Sarvantarah, the possessor of all the strength of what one is fit

for. All-contained within one's self. ?f Tam, hiro. ^ Me, to me. tqra&*

Vy&chaksva, explain ;
describe, so that the difference between a Mukta

and Paramatman may be known, ^fil Iti. % Te, thy. WTfflT Atma,

Atman ; the Governor. Sarvantarah, the possessor of the strength

of all the capacities of a being. irsjcRf* Yajfiavalkya, 0 Yajfiavalkya.

t^m: Katamah, who. H^TcR: Sarvantarah, the possessor of the strength of

all the capacities of a being. 1: Yah, who. «HtHT3Tf<nT& AsanayftpipAse,

hunger and thirst. Sokam, grief, iftf Moham, delusion. Jar&m,

old age. Mrity urn, death. Atyeti, goes beyond; surpasses.

?f Tam, that. WIcJTIH' Atmanain, Atraan ; one that governs. ijtf Etam, such

as has been described before. Rrf^?*T Viditva, knowing; making him as

if not without the reach of the senses, jfqmrir: Putraisanayah, from

desire for a son. * Cha, and. fiWTOWT: Vittaisana) Ah, from desire

for wealth. ^ Cha, and. ^T%<TVT<irt Lokaisan&yeh, from desire for worlds,

higher heaven-worlds. "3 Cha, and. «g«H«l Vyutthaya, having raised

himself above
;
getting rid of. KTVTOT: Brahmanfth, the knowers of the

Brahman
;

Muktas. Brahma and ana (gone)= Brahmareached. aw

Atha, then ; on becoming Brahmana or Muktas or Brahma-reached,

fatpmif Bhikaacharyam, the practice of begging. Begging the Lord for

a fragment of His bliss. <Qtf$l Charanti, carry on ; become the beggars

of and seekers after the immortal bliss. * Vai, indeed, ff H», certainly,

ill Ya, which (is). Eva, only. JsN'DT Putraisana, desire for the son.

m Sa, that. Bl^QT Vittaisana, desire for wealth. at Sa, that. qt&rar

Lokaisana, desire for the worlds. 3%tUbhe, both: the desire for visibles,

like wealth and son, and invisibles like the higher worlds, Ete, these
;
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the subjects of this world as well as of the next. n*if Esane, two kinds of

Desires, Eva, only. *ra?r: Bhavatah, are. 5PSTr<t Tasmat, therefore.

maTH: Brahmanah, Brahrnaaaa ; the seekers of niukfci. RtfttWf Pandityam,

learning, knowledge derived from the study of the Vedaa. fsfflr*!

Nirvidya, having obtained. SIS^T Balyena, with strength, i.e., with

reasoning; (for the strength of reasoning is very great). fall^T Tisthaset,

should wish to remain, m&t Valyam.the strength of reasoning. itfetf

Pandityam, learning, knowledge derived from the study of the Vedas.

q Oha, and. fsjflfa Nirvidya, obtaining. «m Atha, then, gfsu Munih,

a thinker ; a meditator, *tef Maunam, the knowledge obtained from

meditation. Oha, and. f«ff%*l Nirvidya, having obtained. ^ Oha, and.

«rjh*f Amaunam, the direct knowledge of the Lord, mq Atha, then, ffrgm:

Brahmanah, Mukta or Liberated. 9: Sah.that; such. srr^TQlt Brahmanah,

Mukta or Liberated. Ken a, by what means. WrfT Syat, one may be.

Yenatena, by anything whatever; by living any sort of life. f$$t'-

fdrisah, such a beggar; a beggar of the objects of desire, whilst a man of

the world, and the beggar of the Immortal bliss in a Mukta condi-

tion. Syat, one may be. D3i Atah, than this ; than this Visnu,

Atman, called w, or Alpha, wwi^t Anyat, other, Artam, subject to

misery. n?lt Tatah, then. Kausitakeyah, the son of Kusitaka.

$$tsr: Kaholah, Kahola by name. Upararama, stopped from putting

further questions.

i. Then, Kahola, the descendant of Kusitaka, ques-

tioned him.

" Yajnavalkya," he asked, " tell me about Him, verily,

who is indeed Brahman, the Full, the Knower directly of

everything (as if face to face and) intuitively, who is Atman,

the Ruler, containing all (powers) within (Him)."

Yajnavalkya replied :
" This is thy Atman (the Ruler),

who contains all powers within (Him)."

" What Ruler, O Yajnavalkya, contains all powers within

(Himself)?"

(Yajnavalkya said :—) " He who transcends hunger and

thirst, grief, delusion, old age> and death (is verily thy Ruler).

Having known that Atman (the Ruler), the Muktas (Brahmanas)

get rid of the desire for sons, the desire for wealth and the

desire for (higher) worlds, and move about as Beggars (for

the grace of God), Verily that which is the desire for sons

37
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is the desire for wealth, and that which is the desire for

wealth is the desire for worlds.

(The desire for wealth and !tons is desire for visible objects, and constitutes one class

of desires; while the desire for worlds is for invisible objects and forms the second class).

Both theseare indeed but desires ( and rooted in sorrow ).

Therefore, the Seeker of Mukti (Brahmana) having, first,

acquired (sacred) learning, should wish to establish himself

in strength - (of reasoning). Having fully acquired the

strength of reason and learning, he should become a muni

(one devoted to prayer and meditation). Then, having acquired

fully the stage of meditation (mauna) and non-meditation or intui-

tion (amauna), he becomes either an Aparoksa-Jnani or Mukta

(Brahmana)."

" How does that Mukta (Brahmana) conduct himself ?"

or " how can one become such a Mukta ?"

" In whatever condition he may be, he should remain as

such a beggar (of God) always. All, excepting the Supreme

Visnu, are indeed miserable (and so beggars).
"

Then Kahola Kausitakeya became silent.— 179.

Note.—The word BrJhmana ( BfUtH: ) has been used four times in this mantra. The first

mpQ): means Brahman—reached (Brahma+8|«B )• The second means Brahma

—

seeker

(Brahma+WfU^H). In the third and fourth cases, it means a Mukta as well as one who

is on the threshold of Mukti, whose aparoksa or intuition has opened, or an Amauna.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The question asked by Kahola in this Br&hmanam is apparently

the same as asked by TJsasta. The answer to it was already given by

Yajftavalkya in open assembly, and Kahola must have heard it. Why then

this repetition ? The true significance, however, of the question j>ut by

Kahola is different from that of TJsasta.

The answer to TJsasta ended by showing that the Lord was the Ruler

of men, and ineffable and unknowable in His entirety by any. Kahola
asks, whether the Mnktas are also nnder the away of the Lord, or are they

absolutely uncontrolled by Him, as the word Mukta or free shows. To
this, the Commentator says:—

>)

The repetition of the same question by Kahola is to indicate that

here is difference even between (he Mnktas and the Lord.
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(Some say that the repetition is in order to learn something more

about the Lord, and not to show that there is difference between the Lord

and the Muktas even. This explanation is thns set aside by our

author. But how do you get this meaning? To this, we say that this

question of Kahola is not exactly put in the same words as that of Usasta,

for it has two words more in it, namely, the exclusive word "eva" is twioe

used in this question, which was not the case in the question put by

Usasta. This shows that the question put by Kahola was different from

that of Usasta in some material point. The Commentator, therefore,

explains the force of these two " evas " as used in this question :—

)

The force of "eva" in "yad eva saksat aparokjat Brahma" is to

indicate that the Muktas, like Brahma and others, even can never become

that Brahman. (I ask you even of that Brahman, which no Muktas even

can ever become.) The force of the second " eva " in "tarn eva mo

vy&chaksva" is to indicate that the question asked is, "show mo that

in which a Mukta jiva differs from the essential nature of the Supreme

—

show me their essential difference".

(The answer of Yajfiavalkya is to show that the Lord is above

hunger, thirst, &c. But Muktas are also above hunger, thirst, &c. The

answer of Yajfiavalkya is, therefore, irrelevant. To this, the Commentator

says s—

)

But the Lord is free from hunger, thirst, &c„ by His essential nature,

and not through the grace of anybody else. He is free from all these in

all the three times—'past, present and future, while the Muktas, like

Brahma and the rest, become free from hunger, thirst, &c», after

getting knowledge of Brahman, and only through His grace and after

Him in time. (In this lies the difference between the Lord and the

Muktas).

(The text uses two words, tarn and etam, in the sentence "tarn etam

viditva," &c. One of these words is apparently redundant. To this, the

Commentator answers :—

)

The force of these two words, etam vai tarn, is to show that by know-

ing Him as possessed of these attributes of being saksat, aparoksat, &c,

as differing from the Jivas one becomes mukta.

(The text uses the words "bhiksacharyauj charanti. " it ba# been

explained by others as meaning, "they wander about at mendicants".

This explanation is set aside by oar author:—)

The phrase "bhtksacbaryam charanti" means that the

Muktas, like Brahma, ask, as beggars, fr.wn the Lord Snprestettw
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dole of happiness, to which they are entitled according to their capacity.

(This is the mendicancy of the Muktas, and not of ordinary men.)

(The text uses the words "Br&hmanah putraisanayasch." The word

Brahmana, as used here, does not mean the caste Brahmana, for sannyasa

is not confined to Brahnianas only, bat it means he who has reached

Brahman, as explained by our author:—

)

The Muktas are called Brahtnanas, because they have gone to or re-

ached ('ana,' in Brahmana, means 'to go') Brahman. (The word Brahmana

is here compounded of two words—Brahma plus aiia. The root ana

means to go). It cannot mean the caste Brahmana, for then the

sentence would mean that after knowing Brahman the Lord, men

become mendicants or take to sannyasa. Now sannyasa is taken in

order to attain Brahman, and not that it comes after one has attained

Knowledge, for nowhere is sannyasa ordained to come after the

acquisition of Brahma-knowledge.

(But we see that sages like Sanaka, &c, followed the sannyasa-

asrama even after attaining Brahma-knowledge. To this, the author

says :—

)

Even those who are. entitled to follow sannyasa after attaining

Knowledge, they did so in the beginning, in order to attain

Knowledge, and after attaining it they simply continued to remain

in that asrama, not thinking it worth their while to renounce it.

Moreover, if they continued to remain in sannyasa stage, after

attaining knowledge, they might have done so, in order to

obtain some more specific knowledge.

(What is the difference between the Lord and the Muktas
which is taught in the sentence, " bhiksacharyaro charanti"? To this,

the author answers :—

)

The Lord whom the Muktas even beg for bliss, must be possessed,

therefore, of infinite, inexhaustible bliss. This constitutes another

difference between the Lord and the Muktas :—the bliss of the

Muktas is limited, that of the Lord is infinite. And further, the

Muktas like Brahma and the rest, have to ask, like beggars, the

quantity of bliss they are entitled to, from the Supreme Lord.

(Though the Muktas even are beggars of the Lord, yet they have
no sorrows like ordinary beggars, for) none of them has got any
sorrow or pain, for all of them have transcended the three esanas

or desires. These three desires are (1) for sons, (2) for the sake of

wealth and (3) for the sake of heaven-worlds. The two. desires, namely,
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for sods and for wealth, are for (he sake of heaven-world; there-

fore, the desire for the heaven world includes the other two desires.

(Thus either the desires are three-fold, taken separately, or all

are iucluded in one desire. Why does the !§ruti say that the

desires are thus two-fold ? The Commentator answers:—

)

The sons and wealth are desired for the sake of gaining heavenly

worlds, so the son-and-wealth-desires may be said to be included in the

desire for worlds. The wealth is also desired generally for the sake of

the son, so wealth-desire may be considered as included in son-desire.

The desire for heaven-woilds is also a form of pain, really, and so the

Muktas have not even that desire also. Therefore, the Sruti says both

these are desires even. The word "ubhe" (both) refers to the desires

for visible objects, like sons and wealth ; and invisible objects, like

the worlds of heaven. Both these sorts of desires are forms of pain.

The desire for son and the desire for wealth, being desires for visible

objects, may be considered as within the first category of desire,

while the desire for the Heaven-worlds forms the second category.

Hence, the Bruti a^yB "both desires," and uses the word " ubhe."

The mantra uses the word Brahrnana four times. The first

word " Brahrnana " (tarn atmauam viditva Brahmanah, &c.) means

Muktas, or those who have already reached Brahman. The second

"Brahrnana (tasmad Brahmanah pandityam, &c.) means seeker of Brahman,

aspirants. It means brahtna-anitum-yogy a, who is fit to reach Brahman,

but who has not yet reached Him.

The word ' pandityam ' means the knowledge derived from the

study of sacred scriptures, or sacred learning.

The word ' balyam' means the condition of strength (bala); namely,

the learning accompanied by argument, authority enforced by reason.

Strength, therefore, refers to the strength of argument.

The word "maunam" means the condition of being a muni, or the

knowledge obtained from prayers and worship.

The word "araaunarn" means the knowledge obtained by direct and
intuitive perception of truth.

The word " nirvidya " means fully obtained or acquired: for the

root^/vid has the meaning of acquiring also.

The word " Brahrnana, " used for the third time, occurs in " amau-
nam cha maunam cha nirvidya atha Brahrnana." Here the word, " Brah-
rnana, " means mukta. The word < bhavati ' must be supplied here to

complete the sentence.
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The next sentence is " sa Brahmagah kena syat? Yena syAt ten a

idrisa eva." Here, again, the word 'Brabmana ' means mukta. That Mukta
living in whatever condition he may like, must remain as such, namely,

as a bhiksu or mendicant, for the grace of the Lord. He can never be

independent of the Lord. All others, Brahma and the rest, get only

a fragment of the bliss from the Lord : a drop (viplut) from that ocean.

(Whence do you get this idea that the Muktas, like Brahma and

others, get their bliss from the Lord ? The Commentator answers this by

quoting this very Upanisad).

The Sruti itself will mention later on (IV. 3.32) " etasyaiva anan-

dasya anyani bhutani matram npajivanti. (" All other beings subsist on a

fragment of His bliss ").

(Bat how do you show that this refers to Muktas and not to bound

souls? To this, the anthor says :—

)

This passage refers to Muktas, for the context there is about Muktas,

as the preceding and succeeding verses show it. The preceding verse (IV.

3. 22.) ' atra pita apita bhavati, &c, shows it. (There a father is not a

father, a mother is not a mother, the worlds not worlds, the gods not

gods, &c.) It is in connection with this passage, describing the condition of

snsupti, and comparing it with mukti, that Yajiiavalkya says : **etasyaiva

anandasya, &c." Not only the preceding passage, but the succeeding

passage also, shows that the context there is about muktas. For there

the bliss enjoyed by the various grades of the muktas is described, in the

passage beginning with "sa yo manusyanam rftddham," &c. 19". 3. 33. ("If

a man is healthy, wealthy and lord of others, surrounded by all human

enjoyments, that is the highest blessing of men. Now a hundred of these

human blessings make one blessing of the Pitris, &c. A hundred blessings

of the devas, make one blessiug of Praj&pati, and also of a srotriya, who

is avrijina and not overcome by desire). The phrase 'srotriya, avrijina'

and 'akamahata' employs three attributes. These attributes are primarily

attributes of muktas.

(But may not the word srotriya be here used in the ordinary sense

of a learned man only, and not a mukta? The Commentator meets this

objection by saying :—

)

The repetition of the word srotriya used in IV. 3. 33 shows that the

ordinary srotriya is not meant. Moreover, the non-muktas are not

avrijina and akamahata. Moreover, srotriya means one who has fully

got the frait of sruti. An ordinary learned man or srotriya is so called

<n a secondary sense only, for a true srotriya is one who has obtained the

fruit of firuti, namely, liberation. Thus, in the Bhayavata Parana occurs
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the verse :
—"sarve vimohita dhiyas tava mfiyaya imo brahmadayas

tanubhrito bahir artha bhavat" :— "These all, Brahma add others, are

endowed with body, through Thy will (toaya) only; consequently , they are

of deluded intelligence, because they are attracted to external object* "

(The bahir artha is that which is not helpful for uaukti.)

All beings connected with a body are subject to delusion, ignorance,

&c. All who are subject to delusion, &<*., cannot have srotriya-hood or the

non-sorrow-fu'neas or absence of desires.

The word vrijinam, as used in the sruti, means jjrief, sorrow, obs-

truction, for such is its meaning, as given in the lexicons.

(Says an objector, this sruti about the grades of anandas, really

means that he who is srotriya, and untouched by sorrow and not over-

come by desire for the position of Indra-hood or Prajapati-hood &e.,

enjoys, by the mere fact of such want of desire, the same degree of bliss

as Indra, &c, have. The sruti does not refer to muktas at all. This
objection is not valid. For, had the sruti meant this, then it would have
said that a Srotriya not desiring the succeeding position of Praj&pati-
hood, say, would have hundred times the bliss of the srotriya who does
not desire the preceding status of the ajana-devas. But it does not do so.

Tho sruti does not say that a srotriya has hnndred times suoh bliss.

Therefore, the Commentator says :—

)

There is seen no difference in the status of those who do not desire
the position of devaa, &c, from the status of those who do not desire the
position of Indra, &c. Therefore, the phrase 'srotriya avrijina akatnahata'
refers to Muktas, and not to mere arotriyas only having no desires.

The following four quotations also establish the same position :

( 2 ) STjT SJHTf^faft*fa!TI«*#* SJS5R* I

( 3 ) gtRPtt "WHT nfe: i

( 4 ) s*uiig*|rw# a/hf^jft I

The first extract is, from Rig Veda. VII. 99. I., and shows that the
bliss of the Lord is super-excellent, unattainable by any. It means:
" Men come not nigh Thy majesty who growest beyond all bound, and
measure with Thy body."

"Both Thy two regions of the Earth, O Vienu, we know s Thou, Ood,
knowest the highest also."

The second extract also shows the same fact, that the bliss of Dari
transcends the bliss of all other devas, Ac, It says:—"That which the
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devas, like Brahma or Ifi&na, &c cannot attain, that is thine, O Hari, the

natural condition of blissfulness. "

These two extracts thus show that the bliss of the Lord transcends

all, and so Jivas are separate from the Lord, even in the state of mukti.

The third and fourth extracts mean :
—"The Muktas have highest

state. " And " Krisna is adored by the muktas even, who have surpassed

all delusion. " They show that it is through the grace of the Lord that

the Muktas get their bliss ; but they can never reach to the extent of the

bliss of the Lord.

(Having explained this Kahola Brahmanam in his own words, the

Commentator now quotes the verses of Brahma Tarka, which also explain

the same mantra metrically, as his authority for this explanation.)

The words " Te Atina " have been repeated several times in the

preceding Brahmanam. This is done in order to show that there is

difference between the Jiva and the Lord, even in the highest state of

Mukti. (This sets aside the doctrine that in Paramartha there is identity

of Jiva and Isvara. A repetition is always done, in order to indicate

what constitutes the main topic of discourse), for always the main topic

of a subject is indicated by the fact of its repetition, with respect, in a

book. Therefore, it is to be understood that the repetition of " te Atma"
shows that there is distinction between the Lord and the Jiva, even in the

highest state of Mukti of the Jiva. The difference is a real one, and

not merely empirical. There are various anomalies apparently in the

scriptures, but they disappear when the texts are read in the above

light. All srutis and smritis, apparently, look contradictory, but when

they are taken as showing the difference between the Jiva and the

tsvara, the contradiction disappears. This is why the words "Te Atma"

have been repeated so respectfully in the Mantras of the previous

Brahmanam.

Though there are to be found such expressions as jut *TTf*TT Mama
atma—(my Atman) coming out of the lips of the Lord Himself

;
yet in such

cases one must not take that there is a differenoe between the Lord and

the Atman. But they should be taken to mean the whole body of the

Lord Neither. a word, nor a syllable, nor the accent in the mantras of

the Vedas is redundant: everything has its importance. So vm sn?m

(Mama Atma) can have no other importance than to mean the whole body

of the Lord, Since no other explanation of the words ^ «!?m Te Atma

(Thy Atman) can satisfy the srutis, so we must conclude that ^ WWT
Te Atma (Thy Atmari) have been used with ^ Te in the possessive case :

with' this object in yievy that there is always a difference between the Jiva
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(who is addressed by the word "Thou") and the Lord (the Atrnan), and
that difference is eternal and exists even when the Jiva attains Mukti.

Because the Jiva and the Atman are never one, it is, therefore, the Vedas

say, that the Makta Jivas eat of the alms that they receive from the Lord

Visnu, alms in the form of reflected bliss from the Lord. But such a

reflected bliss of the Muktas is partial and is therefore inferior to the

supreme bliss of the Lord Visnu Himself,

The Vipluta Ananda ( fccfgft ) spoken of in all the Vedas is

nothing but the drop-like bliss from the Ocean of bliss, or reflected bliss
;

that is, the bliss of the Lord which is reflected in the pure heart of the

Mukta Jivas. But such a reflected bliss is sometimes called Purna Ananda
or supreme bliss, (though it is inferior to the bliss of the Lord Himself) when

it is compared with the bliss enjoyed by the worldly Jivas,—the Jivas that

have not attained Mukti. No miseries ever give trouble to the Muktas,

because they have no desire for anything, either earthly or heavenly.

Now, it is generally found that the Mukta Jivas are spoken of as Para-

brahman : the Jivas become Parabrahinan when they attain Mukti. It is

because the term Brahman is applied to all the Jivas (in the Vedas); and

the adjective Para (l?) is added before the word Brahman (meaning the

Jivas) when they attain Mukti, since the word Para ( 1? ) means higher.

So the word Parabrahraan means higher Jivas, higher in comparison

with the Jivas that have not attained Mukti. The knowledge that a

Brahmana (i.e., a Mukta Purusa) attains is higher than that of one that

has not attained Mukti : the reason is that the Brahmana (the Mukta)

gets it from the Lord. As it has been said that the Brahmana lives on

the alms that he gets from begging of the Lord Visnu. Panditya ( itfo^ )
is the realization of the knowledge of the Vedas Balya ( ) is to be

strong with the help of reasoning or arguments. Mauna ( iftsr ) is to

attain success in meditation, and Amauna ( Wftta ) is to see the Lord
directly, or face to face.

Before one gets Mukti, one must be master of all these: Panditya,

Balya, Mauna and Amauna. When Mukti has already been acquired, one

becomes a beggar,— a beggar of the reflected bliss of the Lord Visnu.

Vignu does not give them what is generally asked or prayed for by those

that have not attained Mukti. But the Lord gives them everything what

the Muktas pray for, that is, He gives them Biplut Ananda
( Rr^fWPf?? ),

the borrowed or reflected bliss. It does not become the Muktas to ask

for anything, which is beneath their dignity. However high though the

object of their begging may be, yet the Muktas are not above the level of

the beggars
;
they cannot avoid begging. The word Brahmana has been

used several times in the Mantra. The first Brahmana has been used in

38
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the sense of one that has attained Mukti, the second Brahmana has been

used in the sense of one deserving Mukti, and the third in the sense of

one who has Aparoksa or intuitive knowledge, as well as a Mukta Purusa.

A Jiva can never be Svatantra ( WRta ) or independent, be he liberated or

not. The only one who is Svataotra ( ) or independent is the Lord

Purusottama. Thus in Brahma Tarka. So speaks the Glta also in the

slokas beginning with 8[rff*ft —Dv&vimau Purusau loke, &o. (Gtia

XV. 16—17).

Here ends the Bhdsya on the Kahola Brdhmanam.

Sixth (Gargi) Br\hmanam.

mantra iii. 6- 1.

3T«r |?t iTuff 3n^ra?5ft i zn^rc^Stfft frare

*4m^ft?f ^ ifr^f ^ ^T%T?5 ?3^sriq STtrTl^f
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w*I Atha, then ; when Kahola had ceased, £ Ha <£T Enam, him; to

YajSavalkya. mnf Gargi, born in the family of Garga. 9r*R!l9ft Vachak-

navi, the daughter of Vachaknu qsr^g Paprachchha, asked, nm^
Uvaeha, said. *lT5t3SSJ5I Yajfiavalkya, 0 Yajfiavalkya. *; Ha. ffif Iti,

thus. q?T Yafc, that. Idam, this. ?nr Sarvam, all ; all the best of men

that have attained Mukti. 3»<^J Apsu, in Chakravartins, or the best of

world rulers, who have attained Mukti. The Chakravartins are called

Apas, for they have attained (apnoti) mukti. *ft<T Otam, resting; depend-

ing, wovon as warp. ^ Cha. site" Protatn, tied; set; inlaid; woveh as

woof. ^ Cha, and. j|Nu, a word used to introduce an interrogative

sentence. *fgrq; Kasmin, on what, m§ Khalu, indeed. 8»r«T: Apah, the

World-Rulers who are tnuktas. sftat: Otab, depending* sftert: Protah, set;

inlaid. <a Oha, and. ffa Iti. TTifrf Gaigi, Oh, Gargi. V&yau, in the

Vayu ; here the word Vayu stands for Chakra, the son of the chief of the

V&yu. fjn Iti. *fer^ Kasmin, on what, g Nu, an interrogative word.

*i<5 Khalu, indeed mg: Vayu h, the Vayu; Chakra, the son of the chief

Vayu. *fta: Otah, depending ; woven as warp. ^ Cha. rffcr. Protah, set

;

inlaid as woof. ^ Cha, and. wfif Gargi, Oh, Gargi sfafteff^T^J Antarik-

salokesu, on the world of Antariksa; in the bliss of Marut -a Mukta or

liberated son of Vayu, technically called Antariksa. The word loka here

means the bliss inherent in one's svarupa. The innate bliss. The sphere

of expanded consciousness of bliss, which a Mukta possesses.

Kasmin, on which, g Nu, an interrogative word. 3t|§ Khalu, indeed.

3ftjf*!?&r$f: Antariksalokah, the spheres of bliss-consciousness of An-

tariksa. «ftar: Ot.'di, woven; depending, Cha. ritar: Prot&h, set;

inlaid. >g Cha, and. %fo Iti. nrftf G4rgi, Oh, Gargi. lfaf&T%J Gandhar-

valokesu, on the worlds of Gandharvas ; in the bliss' of the liberated son

of Vayu, technically called Gandharva. He is also a Marut. £% Iti.

Kastntn, dn which, g Nu, an interrogative word «g Khalu,

indeed. rf«T^<£taBr: Gandharvalok&h, the world of Gandharvas. HraT: Utah,

woven ;
depending. ^ Cha, and. sfrtfr: Protah, set; inlaid. V Oha, and.

%f& Iti. mfif GAigi, Oh, Gargi. «nfv»5ft$^ Adityaloke?u, in the worlds
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of the Aditya; in the bliss of Mukta or liberated suns. Iti. *fw^
Kasmin, on what, g Nu, an interrogative word. Khalu, indeed.

«Ilfi[?'W5t*t: Adityalokah, the worlds of the Aditva. sftai: Otah, woven;

depending. ^ Cha, and. stall: Protah, set; inlaid. H Cba, and. 5% Iti.

Htftf Gargi, Oh, Gargi . sf^gftsfe^ Chandralokesu, in the spheres of bliss-

consciousness of the moon ; in the bliss of the Mukta or liberated Aniru-

dhas. ^fa Iti. ^Pw^ Kasmin, on what, ft Nu, an interrogative word,

^ig Khalu, indeed. ^3TCT: Chaudralokah, the worlds of the moon, sftafi:

Otah, woven ;
depending. "9 Cha, and. stall: Protah, set; inlaid. ^ Cha,

and. Iti. nrfif Gargi, Oh, Gargi. Naksatralokesu, on bliss

spheres of the Nak^atras; on the bliss of the Mukta Indras, (j?=not, 5fT5=

protector, lndra has no one ebove him as his protector in the Triloki.

Above Triloki, there are Beings higher than lndra). $for^ Kasmin, on

what. 5 Nu, an interrogativo word. Khalu, indeed. stajsisrfaBT:

Nakjatralokah, the bliss spheres of the Naksatras. sftarT: Otah, woven;

depending. * Cha, and. staff : Protah, sot ; inlaid. *r Cha, and. $Rf Iti.

Hlfif Gargi, Oh, Gargi. ^35~t%^ Devalokesu, on the bliss spheres of the

Devas ; on the bliss of liberated Sesa or lludra. ^f?f Iti. ^faff^ Kasmin,

on what. Nu, an interrogative word. ^Cjg Khalu, indeed. ^3&i$t:

Devalokah, the bliss-spheres of the Devas. aitan: Otah, woven ; depending.

* Cha, and. Star: Protah, set; inlaid. ^ Cha, and. %fk Iti. mfif Gargi,

Oh Gargi. ^T3&ift Indralokesu, on the bliss-spheres of the goddess

Indr»; on the bliss of the Mukta or liberated Sarasvati. 5% Iti. %fw«^

Kasmin, on what, g Nu an interrogativo word- <3g Khalu, indeed.

OTStVTi Indralokah, the bliss-spheres of India, aitacr: Otah, woven;

depending. *l Cha, and. s"taff: Protah, set; inlaid. ^ Cha, and. ffa

Iti. mfn Gargi, Oh, Gargi. S5Ttqf?T5sl^ Prajapatilokesu, on the bliss spheres

of Prajapati; on the bliss of the Mukta or liberated Brahinas. ^% Iti. $fef^

Kasmin, on what.
«J
Nu, an interrogative word. »slg Khalu, indeed. SSTrqfasfrsTt

Prajapatilokah, the bliss spheres of Prajapati. «ftat: OtAh, woven
; depend-

ing, * Cha, and. sleft: Protah, set; inlaid. ^ Chu, and. $t?f Iti. mtif Gargi,

Oh, Gargi. ffgl3&3 Brahmalokesu, on the worlds of Brahman ; on the

bliss of Para-Brahman. Iti. nfwt, Kasmin, on what. 5 Nu, an

interrogative word. ST§J Khalu, indeed, srgretor: Brahinalokah, the bliss

Bpheres of Brahman, wiai: Otah, woven
; defending, * Cha, and. sffCTI:

Protub, set; inlaid. ^ Cha, and. ^ffl Iti. 91 Sah, he
; Yajnavalkya. nt?

Uvaoha, said, f Ha. ntfn Gargi, Oh, Gargi. Jft Ma, do not. wfasitfh

Atiprakfih, ask an improper or absurd question. 3 Te, thy. Wis? Murdha,

head. tn Ma, may not. Vyapaptat, drop down: be crushed in

Hell by stones. fffltlfS?'?! Anatiprasuyatn, beyond which no question

should be asked. $ Vai, indeed
;

truly. $ejat Devatam, the deity.
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<rfai«3% Atiprichchhasi, askest beyond, Gargi, Oh, Gargi. m
Ma, do not. sifajnefft: Atiprakslh, ask beyond the proper limit. ff?f Iti.

5RT: Tatah, then. ili*f} Gargi, born in the family of Garga. «r*T3ril

Vachaknavi, the daughter of Vaohaknu. TOIJJ Upararama, stopped

from putting questions.

Note.—Girgi. the questioner in this Brihmanam, is the wife of Yijiiavalkya, In fact, she

questions her own husband, and is silenced, not by reason, but by threat of hell-stones. She,

however, reverts to her questioning.! in the Eighth Tlrihmanam.

i. Then Gargi, descendant of Vachaknu, put this question

to him. She said :
—

" O Vajnavalkya, as all this (humanity)

is woven and interwoven in the Waters (of Royalty—the

Mukta World -Rulers), in what then are the Waters (of World-

sovrans) woven and interwoven?"

" The Mukta World Rulers (Waters) are supported by

the Mukta deva, called Chakra, the son of Vayu. O Gargi."

" In what is (Chakra, the son of) Vayu woven and

interwoven ?"

" In the spheres (of the bliss of self-realisation) of Antariksa

(a name of Marut, one of the sons of Vayu), O Gargi."

" In what are the spheres of bliss of Antariksa woven

and interwoven ?"

" In the spheres of blissful self-realisation of Gandharvas

(another Marut, son of Vayu), O Gargi."

" In what are the spheres of bliss-consciousness of Gan-

dharvas woven and interwoven?"

"In the spheres of bliss-consciousness of the Solar deity,

O Gargi."

" In what are the spheres of bliss of the Solar deity woven
and interwoven?"

41
In the spheres of bliss-consciousness of the deity of Mooo

(called Aniruddha), O Gargi."

" In what are the spheres of bliss-consciousness of Moon
woven and interwoven ?"

" In the spheres of bliss-consciousness of Naksatras, O
argi.
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Note.—(Na—not, ksatra=protector. It is a name of Indra, for he lias no one in the

triioki as his protector, he being the protector of all).

" In what are the spheres of self-consciousness of Nak-

satras woven and interwoven?"

" In the spheres of self-consciousness of Devas (Rudras)."

" In what are the spheres of Devas woven and inter-

woven?"

" In the spheres of bliss-consciousness of the Goddess

Indra (Sarasvati), O Gargi."

" In what are the spheres of bliss-consciousness of the

Goddess Indra woven and interwoven ?"

" In the spheres of bliss-consciousness of Prajapati

(the four-faced Brahma), O Gargi."

" In what are the spheres of bliss-consciousness of Prajapati

woven and interwoven?"

" In the sphere of bliss-consciousness of the Supreme

Brahman, O Gargi."

" In what is the sphere of bliss-consciousness of the

Supreme Brahman woven and interwoven?"

Yajnavalkya said :
—

" O Gargi, do not ask too much,

so that thy head may not be crushed, in nether world, by the

rocks of Hell. Thou askest an improper question about that

Deity (who has no one above Him) and about whom no further

question should be asked (than what the Revelation teaches).

Do not ask too much, O Gargi."

Then Gargi Vachaknavi ceased questioning.—181.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

In the present Brahmanam, called the Uargt Biahmanam, is

shown the difference that exists even between the Muktas. (Not

only are Muktas different from the Lord, but they are different

among themselves also, for there are various grades of Muktas).

The word ' Loka ' occurs in the passages, " Antariksa Lokesu etc."

It does not mean " world " here, but it means the bliss enjoyed by

the Muktas and which constitutes the very essence of Muktas. The

word' Loka' is to be so interpreted in this Brahmanam by reason of the
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context. If we look to the opening passage and to the concluding

passage of this Brahmanam, we shall find that they mention various

Devas, and not various worlds or Lokas in the sense of sphere. Thus

in the opening passage, we find " Apas," and " Vayu " mentioned

without the adjunct Lokas with them. So there can be no doubt that

when Gargi says " Sarvam Apsu Otatn Oha Protain," or when she

says " Kasmin nu Khalu Vayur Otah," she does not use the word

'Loka 'in connection with these words, Apas and Vayu. So there

Apas and Vayu must mean the deities or Devas of water and Vayu.

Similarly, in the concluding passage of this Brahmanam we find

Y&jfiavalkya telling Gargi that Brahma Loka, used in the above

passage, means really not the world of Brahman, but the very Self

of Brahman. For, when Gargi asked in what is Brahma Loka Ota

and Prota, he rebukes her by saying, thou askest questions about

the highest Devata or God, for he says. " Atiprasny&m vai Devatdm

Ati prichchhasi." This shows that the word " Loka," as used in the

question about Brahma Loka, does not mean the world of Brahman,

but the essence of Brahman. Therefore, whenever the word Loka

occurs in this Brahmanam, it must be taken to mean, not the world

of that deity, but the very Svarupa of that deity.

(The question of Gargi is not relating to worlds, she does not

ask how the world of Antarikfa is interwoven in some higher

world, but her question is, how the Deva of Antariksa is supported

by his higher deity). Moreover, we do not find that the higher

worlds are supported by other worlds still more high, nor do we
see that the lower worlds are supported by the higher worlds. Nor

is it a fact that the world of Vayu is supported by the world of

Gandharva, as taught in this Brahmanam, (as it says that Gandharva
Loka is the support of the Vayu Loka). For all the Srutis declare

that all worlds or Lokas are supported by the world of Vayu, such as

in the passage, " Vftyuna hi sarve lokah neniyante," etc., which mean
that" all the worlds are supported by Vayu and move therein, and
are moved by Vayu." So also in the Hariv&ms'a we find," all the

seven worlds are supported by that mighty powerful Vayu." Moreover,

in the concluding passage Yajfiavalkya says :" 0 Gargi, do not ask

too much, lest thy head should fall off. Thou askest too much about

a deity about whom we are not to ask too much." Now, . had the

question of Gargi been about the' world of Brahman, Yajfiavalkaya

would not have said, " Thou askest too mush." For a question about

"on what is Brahma Loka-supported" cannot be said to be a too mttch

asking. (As a matter of fact, some books teacb'that there are worlds
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higher than that of Brahma, such as Vaikuntha and Goloka). Therefore,

the word 'Loka' does not mean the well-known Loka or World here.

Had it meant so, then the question about Brahma Loka could not be

said to be an Atiprasna.)

Not only are the lower worlds not supported by the higher worlds,

but, on the contrary, we find the higher supported by the lower (aa

certainly the world of air is supported by earth).

(In the Br&hmanara Vayu Loka is said to be supported by Gan-
dharva Loka. An objector Rays that the word ' Vayu 'there does not
mean the highest God Vayu, but one of the fortynine Maruts, who
are also called Vayu, and so the teaching of this Upanisad is not
in conflict with other scriptures. Similarly, an objector Isays, "Nor
the word 'Devata'used by Yajfiavalkya in the last sentence mean
"deity " but '* Loka" or Worlds, for worlds also called Devatas." This
objection is answered by the commentator by saying :—

)

There can be, moreover, no asking of too much questions regarding

mere worlds (or Lokas, in the sense of worlds). Nor do we find that

any one of the Maruts is supported by Gandharva Loka, for the

position of no Marnt is inferiorto that of Gandharva.

(The word " Loka," as used in this Brahmana, does not mean
world, but it means experiencing the bliss of one's Svarupa Ananda,
the bliss of self-realization. This explanation is supported by others

also.)

As it has been said in the Brahmanda Parana. The word " Apas,"

as used in this Br&hmanatn, means the world-rulers, or Chakravartins;

because they enjoy (apivanti) all pleasures. The enjoyments or

Bhogas it is that is meant by the word 'Loka.' These Chakravartins are

Muktas or freed souls, and they are so called, because they rest (varta)

on Chakra. These Mukta Chakravartins or freed world-emperors are called

Apas in this Brahmanam. They rest on Chakra, the son of Vayu, and so

«Apas" is said to be supported by Vayu. The "Vayu" who supports"Apas"
is not the supreme " Vilyu, " but the son of " Vayu," called Chakra. This

Chakra is also a freed soul or Mukta. This Mukta Chakra in his turn is

supported by a Mukta Marut, called Gandharva. (Thus^Xpas" means a

Mukta Chakravarti, "Vayu" means Mukta Chakra, Gandharva means a

Mukta Marut.) Tie blessings enjoyed by the various classes of Muktas,

called "Apia", '"V&yu", "Gandharva," are included in or surpassed by the

bliss enjoyed by the Mukta Jiva, called Antariksa. This Antariksa is also

a son of "Vayu'' and \ono of the Maruts. Their bliss is surpassed

by the bliss enjoyed by the Muktas, called Sfiryas, The bliss enjoyed
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by the Muktas, called Suryas, is surpassed by the bliss enjoyed by the

Muktas, called Chandra, Chandra is the name of Aniruddha, because he'

gives joy (Chandra means joy). Aniruddha is called also Chandra;

because he dwells in the moon-world.

The Muktas, enjoying tho blessings of Aniruddha, are

surpassed by the blessing enjoyed by the Muktas, called Indra. The

word Naksatra means Indra. He is called Naksatra, because he has not

(ma) Ksatra or protector above him. (In the three worlds, Indra is the

highest deity, and has got no one above him to protect him, for he pro-

tects all within the three worlds. Therefore, he is called na-ksatra, or

no-protector).

(But how do you say that there is no higher being than Indra ?

Are not Brahma and others higher than Indra ? To this, the author

replies :—

)

No protector of Indra exists in the three worlds; Brahma and

others are higher than India, but they are in worlds above the three

worlds.

The beatitude of the Mukta Indras depends upon the beatitude

of Deva. (The bliss of Indras who have attained Mukti, is a drop or

reflection from the bliss of the being, called Deva. Who is this Deva?)

The " Deva " is a name given to the Lingatma. Rudra is called

Lingatma. Indras depend upon him.

The bliss enjoyed by the Muktas who have gone to Siva, is also

in its turn a drop of the bliss enjoyed by the Goddess, called Indra The

Siva bliss is a reflection of the bliss of this Goddess.- Indra is the name
of the Goddess Sarasvati. Siva is called tsvara, and Sarasvatt is

called Paramesvwri or higher than Isvara, (for Siva), and so she is called

Indra-

The Muktas that have reached the bliss of Indra or Sarasvati are in

their turn but enjoyers of the reflected bliss of Brahma or the Pourfaced'

One.

The blessings enjoyed by the Muktas that have gone to Brahma,

the Fourfaced One, are a reflection or drop from the blessing or Ananda
enjoyed by the Muktas, who have gone to the supreme Brahman. Brah-

man is higher than all.

Thus, in this universe, there is the above gradation of bliss, the

bliss of one Mukta who is lower in order, is a reflection of the bliss of a

Mukta higher in order. The Suprome Brahman is self-supported, and,

therefore, His bliss is not the reflection of any one' higher than Bim«In
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fact, all the beatitudes of the world, from the highest Prajapati down

to the Mukta human being, are but reflections, fainter and fainter, as

they go down, of the bliss of the Supreme Lord.

When Gftrgi asked whether the bliss of the Supreme Brahman is

a reflection of the bliss of some one higher, then Yajfiavalkya says that

the head of such a questioner is always crushed by the punitive Devas,

when the questioner is thrown into the Hell, called Blinding Darkness.

(It is sinful to ask questions about Supreme Brahman, for we can know

n-othing about him by reasoning, and must depend upon revelation only).

Therefore, Brahman is the Supreme and Eternal, and must be known as

existing without any one to support Him, for he is the Full.

Thus it is related in the Brahmanda Purana.

In the Bharata also, we find the following :

—

" All Devas are supported by Rudra, Rudra is refuged in the Four-

faced Brahma. The Fonrfaced Brahma is always supported by Me, but I

am not supported by any one else."

This gradation of bliss is found in other Upanisads also ; such as

in the Taittirfya Upanisad, in the passage beginning with "Atha Ata

Auandasya Mim&iasa Bhavati."

The word 1 Loka ' has been explained as the " bliss-consciousness of

the Muktas. " It is derived from the two words " Lu " and " Ka, " namely,

those who have become Lu or effaced from the transmigratory world,

that is, who have become Mukta. Thus Lu means vanished or gone from

this world. Ka means pleasure. The pleasure enjoyed by the Lu or the

Mukta is called Loka. These Lokas, therefore, are pleasant places also,

where the Muktas enjoy their bliss. The word 1 Loka' may also be

derived from Lu and Ka, meaning where the worldly pleasures have

become vanished or Lu, and the latent bliss or Ka of the Self becomes

manifest. Muktas are thus beings in whom worldly pleasures are

destroyed, and in whom the higher spiritual pleasures become manifested.

Here ends the Commentary on Gdrgl Brdhmanam.

Sevknth (AntaryamJ) Braiimanam.

mantra iii. 7. i.
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^Ittf 5TTf|r^TW>^ "tr'Ef g rSf SET** tW'rntfWff *T

^t^ra *tot #c«c 3«ct u ^ u

«U Atha, then, f Ha. i£f Enam, him; to Yapavalkya. 333189s

Uddalakah, Uddalaka by name. Wl^fhi: Arunih, the son of Aruna.

<Iff*3 Paprachchha, asked, $fgr lti, thus. 3*1* Uvacha, said, f Ha.

iT^iSSftT Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Madresu, in the country of

Madras. Kaiiyasya, born in the family of Kapi. <T<fa3W Patafi-

chalasya, of Patafichala. Grihesu, in the house, Yajnam, the

science of offering the sacrifices. srtftaRT: Adhiyan»h, for the purpose of

studying;, wsm Asaraa, (we) resided. flW Tasya, his ; of Patafichala.

«nqf Bharya, wife. tfc^jtftlT Gandharvajirihita, possessed by a Gandharya.

Vttftq Asit, was. vf Tam, him ; the Gandharva wgtgw Apfichohhama, we

asked ; we, the students, together with Patafichala, asked. «: Kah, who.

wfi? Asi, thou art. lti. 91 Sah, he ; the Gandharva. wir*1<l Abrayit,

said apfaj Kabandhnh, Kabandha by name, WTO^ni: Atharvanab, born

in the family of Atharvan. %fa lti. «: Sah, he ; the Gandharva. mriUl
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Abravit, said. q?faref Patafichalam, to Patanchala. ^}ns[ Kapyain, born

in the family of Kapi. ilTfsWJt Yajfiikan, the students of the science of

sacrifice. * Cha, and. ^T«? Kapya, Oh, Kapya. & Tvam, thou, g Nu,

an interrogative word. %?«T Vettha, knowest. <frj Tat, that. Sutrain,

thread, Yen a, by which, wf Ayam, this. $tq»: Lokah, world. *
Oha, and. <W: Parab., the other, $r$i Lokah, the world ; such as the

sky, etc. <r Oha, and. *mW<Q Sarvani, all. S|fllf«r Bhutani, beings, n

Cha, and. tfjssrtfa Sandribdhani, joined ; bound together. *Nfei Bhavanti,

are. \fa Lti. «: Sah, that. 1?f^T5f: Patafichalah, Patanchala. ^rsqj

Kapyah, born in the family of Kapi. swsffa Abravit, said. VJWt^i

Bhagavan, Oh, venerable Sir. *q? Aham, I. Tat, that, sr Na, not.

Veda, know, ffh lti. W Sah, he; the Gandharva. ItNsf Patafichalain.

to Patanchala. H5T«f Kapyam, born in the family of Kapi. «n%5r^
Yajfiikan, the students of the science of sacrifice. 9 Oha, and. srqraftq

Abravit, said. Wl Kapya, Oh, Kapya. g Nu, an interrogative word.

f# Tvam, thou, k&l Vettha, knowest. ?f Tam, that. sfalffajf AntaryA-

minam, the Inner ruler, it: Yah, who. ff^i Imam, this. Lokam,

world such as g:, 3g*:, etc. ^ Cha. Param, the other. $s\q» Lokam,

the world, suoh as sky, etc. ^ Oha, and. W3?r*3j Saiv&ni, all. »£arfff

Bhutani, the beings. SI Uha, and. n: Vah, who. sfa?: Antarah, within :

independently. Yamayati, rules, ^ftr lti. *Ts Sah, that, q^hr^:

Patafichalah, Patanchala. ^T«i: Kapyah, born in the family of Kapi.

tttftftl Abravit, said. Bhagavan, Oh, venerable Sir. V$ Aham, I.

# Tam, him. n Na, not. ^ Veda, know, lti. sr: Sah, he ; the

Gandharva. qtfalQf Patafichalam, to Patanchala. q>r«f Kapyam,

born in the family of Kapi. qr%$ft( Yajfiikan, the students of

the science of sacrifice, anfftftti Abravit, said. $r«| Kapya, Oh, Kapya.

Hi Yah., whoever. $ Vai, indeed. ?m Tat, that, gsf Sutram, the thread.

<f Tam, that. sf<l*?fffl<T* Antaryaminam, the Inner ruler. <3 Oha, and.

favni Vidyat, knows, ffo lti, sr: Sa|i, he , the knower. BTipfV^ Brahmavit,

the knower of Brahman, the full, a: Sah, he ; the knower. gire>f%q[ Lokavit,

the knower of the world ; because he knows Him, who made the world. H:

Sah, he. $<jtVj Devavit, the knower of the gods, because he knows the

God of the gods, ffj Sah, he. ^ftq Vedavit, the knower of the Vedas,

because he realises the teachings of the Vedas. <|: Sah, he. ^Jjifift

Bhutavit, the knower of the elements or beings, because he knows Him
who governs them, w: Sah, he. *n?flfii?i Atmavit, the knower of Atman
or Aptas or saved souls or souls that have reached the Lord. «j Sah, he.

f|«fftr<t Sarvavit, the knower of all, because he knows the Lord who is the

essence of all, lti. ?r»^r 'Febhyah, to them ; to Patanchala, and others.

Wrifet Abravit, said, Tat, that; the teaching of the . Gandharva,
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regarding the thread and regarding the Inner Ruler. Slg Aham, I.

Veda, know. «JT5J*5*iT Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya. %q[ Cbet, if.

Tat, that, gsf Sutram, the thread, Tam, that. afeiqfftR Antaryilminam,

the Ruler of the inner-world. ^ Oha, and. nfagHT. Avidvan, not knowing;

ignorant of. r4 Tvam, thou, inpnil: Biahmaxavih, Brahma-cows ; the

cowa that are to be the property of one who knows the Brahman. 3^3T&

Udajase, takest away. ^ Te, thy. Murdha, head, faqfawifa Vipa-

tisyati, shall drop >iown. Iti. ifran Gautama, Oh, Gautama. «?j Tat,

that. Sutratn, the thread, Tam, that, afalffajf Anfcaryaminatn,

the Ruler of the Inner world. ^ Cha, and. 8?£ Aham, I. Veda, know.

^ Vai, certainly, ^ffi Iti. ij: Yah, whoever. «6f$fq«I Kaschit, any person.

ldam, this, swrq Bruyat, may say. Veda, I know, Veda. I

kuow. t Vai, indeed. 5% Iti. q«jr Yacha, in which way. Vettha,

thou knowest. mi Tatha, in that way. »jff Bruhi, tell, Iti.

i. Then asked him Uddalaka, the son of Aruna. He
said—-" Yajnavalkya, in the country of the Madras, we resided

in the house of Patanchala, of the family of Kapi, for studying

the science of offering sacrifices. His wife was possessed by

a Gandharva. We asked him (the Gandharva)—" Who art

thou ?" " I am Kabandha " said he,
u
the son of Atharvan." He

said to Patanchala, of the family of Kapi, and to us who were the

students of the science, of sacrifice
—

" O Kapyn, knowest thou that

Thread by which this world, and the other world and all beings are

joined together? " Patanchala, of the family of Kapi, said, " I do

not know it, Oh, venerable Sir/' He said to Patanchala, of the

family of Kapi, and to us who were the students of the science

of sacrifice—" Dost thou know, Oh, Kapya, that Inner Ruler

who within rules this world and the other world and all

beings?" Patanchala, of the family of Kapi, said—" I do not

know this, Oh, venerable Sir." He said to Patanchala, of the

family of Kapi, and to us who were the students of the science of

sacrifice—" Oh, Kapya, whoever knows the Thread and the Inner

Ruler knows Brahman, knows the worlds, knows the gods,

knows the Vedas, knows the elements, knows the freed souls,

and knows all." (Then the Gandharva) said (all about the

Thread and the Inner Ruler) to them. Therefore, do I know

this. If thou, Oh, Yajnavalkya, ignorant of the Thread and

the Ruler of the inner world, takest away the cows that are
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to be the property of one who knows the Brahman, thy head

shall certainly drop down." " I know, rest assured, Oh,

Gautama, the Thread and the Inner Ruler." " Any one may

say this, ' I know,' ' I know' ; but tell the manner in which thou

knowest."—175.

MANTEA III. 7. 2.

* ftare sriqf Arm rfr^f I % Trfa*

W. S*h, he, Y&jfiavalkya. 3*T* Uvacha, replied. 5 Ha. iffcwT Gau-

tama, Oh, Gautama. *rg: Vayuh, the Vayu. t Vai, indeed. Tat, that,

gsf Sutram, the thread, nhw Gautama, Oh, Gautama, gtgsTT Vdyuna, in

the form of Vayu ; which is Vayu. gsi>!J Sutrena, by the thread. % Vai,

indeed; to be sure, wf Ayam, this. Lokah, the world. ^ Cha, and.

m: Parah, the other. Lokah, the world. Cha, and. qqffqi Sarvani,

all. ^Jfttftt Bhut&ni, elements ,
beings. =3 Cha, and. tfgsqrfir Sandrib-

dhaiii, joined ; bound together. *?^f?r Bhavanti, are. Tasmftt,

therefore. ifhnT Gautama, Oh, Gautama. JStf Purusam, a man. Sftff

Pretam, dead ; when he is given up by the Vayu. «JTJ: Ahuh, they say.

$ Vai. indeed. «OT Asya, of the dead man. »fwft Angani, the linibs
;

the members of the body «TC*'Ffl lW Vyasramsisata, are relaxed ; become

putrid, ffff Iti. ff Hi, it is therefore. »ft<iW Gautama, Oh, Gautama.

*Tg*i V&yunn, in the form of Vayu; of Vayu. Sutrena, by the thread,

tfjs^lfsr Sandribdhani, jrined. *ltffer Bhavanti, (all) are. ffe Iti. x^m

Etat, this. q*H Evam. so. Eva, to be sure. qrSKK^T YAjnavalkya, Oh,

Yajfiavalkya. stalffaof Antary&ininam, of the Gove rnor of the inner

world, l^ffc Bruhi, speak, jffi Iti.

2. He (Yajfiavalkya) replied—" The Vayu, Oh, Gau-

tama, is the thread. It is, indeed, by the thread of Vayu,

Oh, Gautama, this world and the other world and all the

beings, are joined together. Therefore, it is, Oh, Gautama,

said of a man when dead (and given up by the Vayu) that

the members of his body become putrid. Therefore, by the
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thread of Vayu, Oh, Gautama, are (all things) joined." " It

is so, to be sure, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. (Now) speak of the

Governor of the inner world."—176.

MANTRA III. 7. 3.

«T: Yah, who. £fqs9i Prithivyam, in Garuda, as well as in his wife.

[?$ Prithu, the Lord Narftyana, and, 31 Va, to go. jtf HKtuof ^rfa

TJ*3fa %fa He who goes, carrying the Lord Narftyana.] fi«S«^ Tisthan,

dwelling,being present. $Rl«Tr: I'rithivyah, from the Garuda. Of the Garuda,

as others explain it. afaft: Antarah, separate ; very dear, according to

the second interpretation *f Yam, whom. $firft Prithivi, the Garuda. «|

Na, not. Veda, knows, m Yasya, whose, sRi^t Prithivi, Garuda.

IfiW Sarirmm, body, like the external body, being under H''s control, jj:

Yah, who. 3fer?» Antarah, one who delights within, without any connection

with anything external. One who is very dear. ^Rrsflf Prithiviui, Garuda.

IJTlfef Yamayati, governs, q^: Esah, this one. ^ Te, thy. «TlcOT Atma,

governor; master; lord, afa^fjft Antaryami, independent governor;

(af3? Antar, independent, and *nfiT^ Y&min, one who governs).

Amritah, eternal; deathless.

3. He who, though dwelling in Prithivi (Garuda), is

yet distinct from Prithivi, whom Prithivi does not know,

whose body is Prithivi, He is that Visnu, the well of inner

joy to Prithivi, who controls this Prithivi, He is thy Ruler

also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.—177.

mantra III. 7. 4.

U Yah, who. Apsu, in Varuna. fcr«s^ Tisthan, dwelling;

being present Adbhyah, from Varuna; of Varnna.as others explain

it. sfsT: Antarah, separate ;
very dear, according to the second

interpretation, Yam, whom. «TTT: 4-pah, Varuna. qtftt Sariram, like

the external body, 11 Yah, who, ipse; Antarah. one who delights
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within, without any connection with anything externa]. One who is very

dear. «JT«T: Apah, Varuna. qqqfe Yamayati, governs. t[^: Esah, this one.

^ Te, thy. Atma, governor;, master ; Lord. St?aq??ft Antaryami,

independent governor. sr^Jfr: Amritah, eternal ; deathless.

4. He who, though dwelling in Apas (Varuna), is yet

distinct from Varuna, whom Varuna does not know, whose

body is Varuna, He is that Visnu, the well of inner joy to

Varuna, who controls this Varuna, He is thy Ruler also, the

Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.—178.

MANTRA III. 7. 5.

q: Yah, who. «wl Agnau, in Agni, the fire-god. f^V^ Tisthan,

dwelling ;
being present. Agneh, from Agni, the fiie-god. Of Agni,

as others explain it. WeK: Antarah, separate
;

very dear, according to

the second interpretation, Yam, whom wfe: Agnih, Agni, the fire-god.

sf Na, not. %f Veda, knows. *far Yasya, whose, wfif: Agnih, Agni, the

fire-god. m(it $ariram, like the external body. «r: Yah, who. sParl:

Antarah, one who delights within, without any connection with anything

external. One who is very dear. The inner fount of joy. wfff' Agnim,

Agni, the fire-god. «HT<lf5r Yamayati, governs, Esah, this one. ^ Te,

thy. MIWI Atma, governor ; master ; Lord. W?<piTjft Antaryi'imt, indepen-

dent Governor. Wja: Amritah, eternal , deathless.

5. He who, though dwelling in Agni (Fire-God), is

distinct from Agni, whom Agni does not know, whose body

is Agni, He is that Visnu, the well of inner joy to Agni, who
controls this Agni, He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, 'Inner

Governor, the Immortal.—179.

MANTRA III. 7. 6.

yaqfanjs: u ^ u

«j: Yah, who. Wlfttf Antarikse, in Hara. Antar, what is

within one's ownself
; ^ I, wilfully, and V Ksa, \o giye up. The full
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meaning is : One who wilfully gives up what is within one's mind). fa«5^

Tisthan, dwelling
;
being present. «rnrfh?ra[ Antariksat, fromHara;of

Hara, as others explain it. «?3T: Antarah, separate ; very dear, acoording
to the second interpretation. *t Yam, whom, wsafttf Antariksam, Hara.

T Na, not. k% Veda, knows. TO Yasya, whose. Wf^FW Antariksam,
Hara. Slftf Sariram, liko the external body, m Yah, who. WtR: Antarah,

one who delights within, without any connection with anything external.

One who is very dear. «r?<rftc$f Antariksam, Hara. tmqfo Yamayati,
governs. Egah, this one. % Te, thy. W?JTT Atma, governor ; master

;

lord. CTitrffft Antaryami, independent governor. WJ<T: Amritah, eternal
;

deathless.

6. He who, though dwelling in Antariksa (Hara), is

yet distinct from Hara, whom Hara, does not know, whose
body is Hara, He is that Visnu, the well of inner joy to

Hara, who controls this Hara, He is thy Ruler also, the

Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.— 180.

MANTRA III. 7. 7.

swft Ts^sri^rid *r «mM % **** snsr:

Hi Yah, who. n&t V&yau, in the chief of the Vayus. fa«5^ Tisthan,

dwelling; being present. «n^i: V&yoh, from the chief of the V&yus.

Of the Vayu, as others explain it. ws^T: Antarah, separate; very

dear, according to the second interpretation, «f Yam, whom, iffj:

V&yuh, the chief of the Vayus. sr Na, not. ^ Veda, knows. «rar

Yasya, whose, V&yuh, the chief of the Vayus. vitt Sariram, like

the external body, *r. Yah, who. Antarah, one who delights
within, without any connection with anything external; one who is

very dear. V&yum, the chief of the Vfiyns. qtrafff Yamayati,
governs. Esah, this one. # Te, thy. wmt Atma, governor;
master ; lord. spa«Tfrfl Antaryami, independent governor. WgHI: Amritah,
eternal ; deathless.

7. He who, though dwelling, in Vayu, is yet distinct

from Vayu, whom Vayu does not know, whose body is V3yu.
He is that Visnu, the well of inner joy to Vayu, who
controls this Vayu, He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner
Governor, the Immortal.—181.

4Q
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MANTRA III. 7. 8.

m Yah, who. fi{f?r Divi, in Sarasvati who like lightning flashes, in

order to remove the darkness (of ignorance). This word also means Uma or

Durga. ffl«J^ Tisthan, dwelling
;

being present, fiph Divah, from

Sarasvati ; of Sarasvati, as others explain it.'. MS'cR: Antarah, separate
;

very dear, according to the second interpretation. *f Yam, whom.
Dyauh, Sarasvati. if Na, not. ^ Veda, knows, Yasya, whose, th:

Dyauh, Sarasvati. uftf 3aiirara, like the external body, if: Yah, who.

Antarah, one who delights within, without any connection with

anything external. One who is very dear. Dyauh, Sarasvati. wrafo
Yamayati, governs. Esah, this one. ^ Te, thy. WWT Itma, governor;

master, lord, vrorcfrft Antaryftmi, independent governor. WJT: Ampitah,
eternal ; deathless.

8. He who, though dwelling in Dyu (Sarasvati), is

yet distinct from Sarasvati, whom Sarasvati does not know,
whose body is Sarasvati, He is that Visnu, the well of

inner joy to Sarasvati, who controls this Sarasvati, He is

thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.

—

182.

MANTRA HI. 7. 9.

«t: Yah, who. MtF^ Aditye, in the sun. This word, though also

means tnpffrf Sadasiva, yet it means the sun here, for «l*aft$r has been
used for !§iva. fa«S«J Tisthan, dwolling

;
being present Wtfi^t^ Adityat,

from the sun ; of the sun, as others explain it. «Tsgr: Antarah, separate
;

very dear, according to the second interpretation. *f Yam, whom.
Wff^Wi Adityah, the sun. sr Na, not. Veda, knows, Yasya, whose.

vnf^St: Adityah, the sun. Sariram, like the external body, q: Yah,
who. Wit: Antarah, one who delights within, without any connection

with anything external. One who is very dear. Wlfiptf Adityam, the

sun. TOlRj Yamayati, governs. Esah, this one. ft Te, thy. «fw*rr
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Atma, governor j master ; lord. W^riffft Antary&mt, independent

governor. Wga: Amritah, eternal; deathless.

9. He who, though dwelling in the Sun, is yet distinct

from the Sun, whom the Sun does not know, whose body is the

Sun. He is that Visnu, the well of inner joy to the Sun,

who controls this Sun, He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner

Governor, the Immortal.—183.

MANTRA III. 7. 10.

q: Yah, who. f^§J : Diksuh, in the deities of all the directions.

fa«5^ Tisthan, dwelling
;
being present. fipf*q: Digbhyah, from the

deities of all the directions. Of the deities of all the directions, as others

explain it. «J??t?: Antarah, separate
;
very dear, according to the second

interpretation, «f Yam, whom, fiptr: Disah, the deities of all the directions.

ST Na, not. fef : Viduh, know. q?T Yaaya, whose. T3[Sf: Disah, the deities

of all the directions, srfrf Sarirani, like the external body. «»: Yah, who.

%F*aV- Antarah, one who delights within, without any connection with

anything external. One who is very dear. f^&: Disah, the deities of all

the directions, inqfa Yamayati, governs. ijq: Esah, this one. ?> Te, thy.

«H?OT Atma, governor ;
master, lord. vrewfcO Antaryami, independent

governor. Amritah, eternal; deathless.

10. He who, though dwelling in Dik (Quarters), is yet

distinct from Dik, whom Dik does not know, whose body is Dik, He
is that Visnu, the well of inner joy to Dik, who controls thifl

Dik, He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the

Immortal.— 184.

MANTRA III. 7. I 1.

q: Yah, who. ^TBT?% Chandrat&rake, in Kama as well as in Indra.

The word Chandra is used for Kama, and the word Taraka is used for

Indra. ta«S^ Tisthan, dwelling ;
being present. tfaaftvrac Chandratarakati
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from Kama as well as from Indra. Of Kama as well as of Indra, as others

explain it. <HMt: Antarah, separate
;
very dear, according to the second

interpretation. Yam, whom. ^<nt3> C hand rata rakain, Kama as well

as Indra. S| Na, not. Veda, know. W Yaaya, whose. ^f5fflS»

Chandratarakam, Kama as well as Indra. SeT^fhf Sariram, like the external

body, q: Yah, who. Antarah, one who delights within, without any

connection with anything external. One who is very dear. ^3f5TT^

Ghandratarakam, Kama as well as Indra. q»T«if?r Yamayati, governs, i^:

Bsah, this one. $ Te, thy. STtfTTr Atma, governor ; master, lord, sjfrrifift

Antaryami, independent governor. WJfT: Amritah, eternal ; deathless.

n. He who, though dwelling in Kama and Indra, is yet

distinct from Kama and Indra, whom Kama and Indra do not

know, whose body is Kama and Indra, He is that Visnii, the

well of inner joy to Kama and Indra, who controls the Kama
and Indra, He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner

Governor, the Immortal.—185.

mantra III. 7. 12.

H: Yah, who. vm$ Akase, in Vighnesa (ftt^tf). Fg«S^ Tisthan,

dwelling ;
being present, wrewnt Akasat, from Vighnesa; of Vighnesa,

as others explain it, sfaT: Antarah, separate
; very dear, according to

the second interpretation . if Yam, whom, snspUd: Akasah, VighneSa. h

Na, not. ifaf Veda, knows, Yasya, whose. Akasah, Vighnesa.

Wtf? Sariram, like the external body q: Yah, who. sfa*: Antarah, one

who delights within, without any connection with anything external,

one who is very dear. m$T%T^ Akasarn, Vighnesa. zprtrfo Yamayati,

governs, n*: Esah, this one. ^ Te, thy. wtwr Atma, governor ; master,

lord. VTOqfat Antaryami, independent governor. Wj?f: Amritah, eternal;

deathless.

12. He who, though dwelling in Ether (Vighnesa), is yet

distinct from Vighnesa, whom Vighnesa does not know, whose

body is Vighnesa, He is that Visnu, the well of inner joy to

Vighnesa, who controls this Vighnesa, He is thy Ruler also,

the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.—-1 86.
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MANTRA III. 7. 13.

Yah, who. anfa Tatnasi, in Durga. (aUT^ffl »3Sl<wfa «TH:—She

who makes foul or darkness). Tisthan, dwelling
;
being present.

?NTO: Tatnasah, from Durga ; of Durga, as others explain it. «>5aT: Antarah,

separate ;
very dear, according to the other interpretation. «f Yam,

whom, air: Tamah, Durga. «T Na, not. ihy Veda, knows. Yasya,

whose. a?T. Tamah, Durga. jrffaf Sariram, like the external body. 1:

Yah, who. sjsaT: Antarah, one who delights within, without any connec-

tion with anything external. One who is very dear. <wi Tamah, Durga.

qtrqfa Yamayati, governs, ijq: Esah, this one. % Te, thy. sffiW Atroa,

governor ; master ;
lord, Antary&mi, independent governor. SHJct:

Amritah, eternal ; deathless.

13. He who, though dwelling in Darkness (Durga), is yet

distinct from Darkness, whom Darkness does not know,

whose body is Darkness, He is that Visnu, the well of inner

joy to Durga, who controls this Durga, He is thy Ruler also,

the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.—187.

MANTRA III. 7. 14.

W: Yah, who. Tejasi, in Light, in Sri. fa«S^ Tisthan, dwelling;

being present. ^3fBj Tejaaab, from Sri ; of Sri. as others explain it. WiJ*:

Antarah, separate
;
very dear, according to the second interpretation,

Yam, whom. *tar: Tejah, Sri. «T Na, not. Veda, knows, Yasya,

whose. ^3f: Tejah, Sri. Sariram, like the external body, if: Yah,

who. ws^r. Antarah, one who delights within, without any connection

with anything external. One who is very dear. ^H: Tejah, Sri. tnrafa

Yamayati, governs. Esah, this one. <| Te, thy. WTOTT AtmA, governor,

master ; lord. s>s?WT»ft Antaryami, independent governor. «ngar: Amritah,

eternal ; deathless. 5% Iti. *rfv|f«MH Adhidai vatarn, thus are explained

the worlds and their governing deities. WT Atha, now. wfa^frH^ Adhi-

bhutam, an explanation about the jivas (living beings) and their inner

ruler.
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14. He who, though dwelling in Light (Sri), is yet distinct

from Sri, whom Sri does not know, whose body is Sri, He is

that Visnu, the well of inner joy to Sri, who controls this

Sri, He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the

Immortal. So far has been explained with respect to the Devas

or cosmic agents. Now with respect to the Beings or the

Jivas.— 188.

MANTRA III. 7. 15.

^

STOl^Tr*^ II ^ II

it: Yah, who. fj^g Sarvesu, all. Bhfitesu, in tho living beings or

Jivas such as men &c. fa*S^ Tisthan, dwelling
;

being present.

g£fv9: Sarvebhyah, all. ^J^T: Bhfltebhyah, from the living beings or

Jivas. Antarah, separate
;
very dear, according to the second

interpretation. «f Yam, whom. STwfftj Saivani, all. ^jarfsr Bhfltani, the

living beings or Jivas. Jf Na, not. fsff: Viduh, know. q(q Yasya, whose.

trVTfal Saivani, all. *J3Tf*f Bhfltani, the living beings or Jivas. STtkn

iWirara, like the external body, n: Yah, who. m?zR: Antarah, one who

delights within, without any connection with anything external. One

who is very dear. frafPn Sarvani, all. ijarfsf Bhutani, the living beings or

Jivas. *W*jfet Yamayati, geverns. q**: Esah, this one. ^ Te, thy. WT?flT

jLtma, governor ; master, lord. wga?»ft Antaryami, independent gover-

nor. «*J?r:
Ainritah, eternal ; deathless. %fk Hi. «fa»JjS»J Adhibhutam,

thus are explained all the Jivas (living beings) and their inner ruler, wf

Atha, now. W^Wf Adhy&tinam, are being explained the Indriyas that

reside in the bodies of the living beings and the inner ruler of those

Indriyas.

15. He who, though dwelling in All the Jivas, is yet

distinct from all the Jivas, whom all the Jivas do not know,

whose body is all the Jivas, He is that Vijnu, the well of

inner joy to the Jivas, who controls all the Jivas, He is thy

Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.

Thus are explained all the Jivas (living beings) and their

Inner Ruler. Now are being explained the devas of Indriyas
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that reside in the bodies of the living beings, and the Inner

Ruler of those devas of Indriyas.—189.

MANTRA III. 7. 16.

if: Yah, who. STtof Prane, in Prana who ia the presiding deity of the

organ of amell. fa«5^ Tis^han, dwelling ;
being present, vmm Pranat,

from Prana ; of Prana, as others explain it. «?a?f Antarah, separate
;

very dear, accordingto the second interpretation, if Yam, whom, ifm:

l'ranah, Prflna ; the presiding deity of the or^an of smell, si Na, not.

Veda, knows. if*!f Yasya, whose. STTH: l'ranah, Prana, the presiding

deity of the organ of smell. SfltfaH Sariram, like the external body, if:

Yah, who. sfrrR: Antarah, one who delights within; without any connec.

tion with anything external. One who is very dear. Sfr<Q^ Pranam, Prana.

Wtfif Yamayati, governs. <^: Bsah, this one. f> Te, thy. WT?flf Atma,

governor -, master; lord. ar'flnfjTf Antaryami, independent governor,

sflja: Amritah, eternal; deathless.

16. He who, though dwelling in Prana (Smell-deva), is

yet distinct from Smell-god, whom Smell-god does not know,

whose body is Smell-god, He is that Visnu, the well of inner

joy to Smell-god, who controls this Smell-god, He is thy Ruler

also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.—190.

MANTRA III. 7. 17.

§T Sift fil^T^TS^^T sf ^\\ * WW SITcF

if; Yah, who. srfa Vachi, in the organ of speech. fagsT, Tisthan,

dwelling ;
being present, m: Vachah, from the organ of speech ; of the

organ of speech, as othera explain it. M$1t Antarah, separate; very

dear, according to the second interpretation, if Yam, whom. Vak,

the organ of speech. «! Na, not S^. Veda, knows. W Yasya, whose.

flfHB Vak, the organ of speech. *T?hf Sariram, like the external body,

if: Yah, who. Antarah, one who delights within, without any connec-

tion with anything external. One who is very dear. *t^f Vak, the organ

of speech, inwftf Yamayati, governs. W. Esah, this one. ft Te, thy.

XTfffT Atrna, governor; master; lord, Vfcfifflft Antaryami, independent

governor. W$Sft Atnfitah, eternal j deathless,
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17. He who, though dwelling in the deva of speech,

is yet distinct from Speech-god, whom Speech-god does not

know, whose body is Speech-god, He is that Visnu, the well

of inner joy to Speech-god, who controls this Speech-god,

He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the

Immortal.—191

.

mantba III. 7. 18.

a: Yah, who. «§jftr ChaksuBi, in the organ of sight. faB!J Tisjhan,

dwelling
;
being present, "agi: Chaksusah, from the organ of sight ; of

the organ of sight, as others explain it. 3f«j?: Antarah, separate
;
very

dear, according to the second interpretation, tf Yam, whom.
<*|J:

Ohaksuh, the organ of sight. ST Na, not. %^ Veda, knows. Yasya,

whose, Ohaksuh, the organ of sight. $T?taf fSariram, like the external

body. Yah, who. atfa?: Antarah, one who delights within ; without any

connection with anything external. One who is very dear. s*§jj Ohaksuh,

the organ of sight, iwfa Yamayati, governs. Esah, this one. ^ Te,

thy. STT?W Atina, governor ; master ; lord- afaqhft Antaryamt, independent

governor. (Wgft: Amritah, eternal ; deathless. (He is) thy governor, and

(He is) deathless.

18. He who, though dwelling in the deva of the Eye, is yet

distinct from the Kye-god, whom the Eye-god does not know,

whose body is the Eye-god, He is that Visnu, the well of

inner joy to the Eye-god, who controls this Eye-god, He is

thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.— 192 .

MANTRA III. 7. 19.

H: Yah, who. «tel Srotre, in the organ of hearing. f?re^ Tisthan,

dwelling
;
being present, sftwj Srotrat, from the organ of hearing ; of

the organ of hearing, aa others explain it. w*at: Antarah, separate

;

very dear, according to the second interpretation, if Yam, whom, sftef

Srotram, the organ of hearing. «| Na, not. ^ Veda, knows, mpi Yasya,

whose. «fW $rotrara, the organ of hearing. t(rfW f§arirara, like the external
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body. V Yah, who, «Rf?: Antarah, one who delights within ; without any

connection with anything external. One who is very dear, sftef £rotram,

the or gan of hearing, qqqfc Yamayati, governs <{m Esah, this one. #

Te, thy. WT?W Atma, governor ; master ; lord. WWjfjft Antaryami,

independent governor, sUJcl: Amritab, eternal • deathless.

19. He who, though dwelling in the Ear-god, is yet

distinct from Ear-god, whom Ear-god does not know, whose

body is Ear-god, He is that Visnu, the well of inner joy to

Ear-god, who controls this Ear-god, He is thy Ruler also, the

Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.— 193.

MANTRA III. 7. 20.

%\ *rer% m^?ir^%rs?rfft *r *r^T ^%n& *r :sjft*

«T: Yah, who. Manasi, in the mind. f?»B* Tisthan, dwelling
;

being present. WTO: Manasah, from the mind ; of the mind, as others

explain it. sfa?: Antarah separate
;
very dear, according to the second

interpretation. ?f Yam, whom. *W Manah, the mind, «T Na, not. %f
Veda, knows. Yasya, whose. *W Manah, the mind. Sartrara,

like the external body. T: Yah, who. vfat: Antarah, one who delights

within ; without any connection with anything external. One who is

very dear. WT: Manah, the mind. tmqfo Yamayati, governs, fl^: Ksah,

this one. ^ Te thy. STI?JTr Atma, governor ; master ; lord, vfaqffift

Antary&inf, independent governor. WJiJ: Amritah, eternal • deathless.

20. He who, though dwelling in the Mind-god, is yet

distinct from the Mind-god, whom the Mind-god does not

know, whose body is the Mind-god, He is that Visnu, the

well of inner joy to the Mind-god, who controls this Mind-god,
He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the

Immortal.—194.

mantra III. 7. 21.

41
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m Yah, who. ?grfa Tvachi, in the skin. %B^T Tisthan, dwelling ;

being present. ?q<9: Tvachah, from the skin ; of the skin, as others

explain it. sfa?: Antarah, separate
; very dear, according to the second

interpretation, zt Yam, whom. ?*t^ Tvak, the skin, sr Na, not. Veda,

knows. *M Yasya, whose. Tvak, the skin. vtl^H. Sariraro, like the

external body, m Yah, who. afaf: Antarah, one who delights within
;

without any connection with anything external. One who is very dear.

!WN Tvak, the skin, traqftf Yamayati, governs. n*: Esah, this one. ^ Te,

thy. «n?RT Atraa, governor ; master
;
lord. VPaqfift AntaryArni, indepen-

dent governor. SRJfr: A.mritah, eternal ; deathless.

21. He who, though dwelling in the Skin-god, is yet

distinct from the Skin-god, whom the Skin-god does not know,

whose body is the Skin-god, He is that Visnu, the well of

inner joy to the Skin-god, who controls this Skin-god, He is

thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal.— 195.

mantea III. 7. 22.

«T: Yah, who. fasn^ VijfiAne, in Chatnrraukha, the presiding deity

of all the beings. Tisthan, dwelling ; being present. fir^TR!^

Vijfian&t, from Ohaturmukha ; of Chaturmukha, as others explain it. W^n:

Antarah, separate
; very dear, according to the second interpretation. *f

Yam, whom, fasfrflf Vigfiftnam, Chaturmukha, the presiding deity of all

the beings, if Na, not. Veda, knows. «JCT Yasya, whose, fasftf

Vijflanain, Chaturmukha. HtfUn Sariram, like the external body, q:

Yah, who. Antarah, one who delights within ; without any connec-

tion with anything external. One who is very dear, fcaffflf Vijfianam,

Ohaturmukha. qmfij Yamayati, governs, i^r: Esah, thi3 one. ^ Te, thy.

«n?UT Atma, governor ; master ; lord, usaifnl Antaryami, independent

governor. WJfj: Amritah, eternal ; deathless.

22. He who, though dwelling in Intelligence (Chatur-

mukha), is yet distinct from Chaturmukha, whom Chatur-

mukha does not know, whose body is Chaturmukha, He is

that Visnu, the well of inner joy to Chaturmukha, who controls
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this Chaturmukha, He is thy Ruler also, the Absolute, Inner

Governor, the Immortal.—196.

MANTRA III. 7. 23.

eft *rati aigrcraji » n

«ls Yah, who. faffT Retasi, in semen or in seed. fa«5^ Tisthan,

dwelling
;
being present. faff: Retaaah, from the semen. Of the semen,

as others explain it. «P3T> Antarah, separate
j
very dear, according to

the second interpretation. ?i Yam, whom, fa: Retah, the semen or the

seed. ?l Na, not. %^ Veda, knows. Yasya , whose. fa: Retail, the semen ; the

aeed. q[RHf Sariram, like the external body, q: Yah, who. Antarah,

one who delighta within ; without any connection with anything external.

One who is very dear, fa: Retah, the semen ; the aeed. «Wmt Ifamayati,

governs. lisah, this one. f> Te, thy. «iem Atma, governor
; master j

lord. Antaryami, independent governor. W|a: Amritab, eternal
;

deathless. «l|[f: Adfistah, beyond the reach of sight, unseen, ^gt Drasta,

one who directly sees everything. WSJ3: Asrutah, unheared
; beyond the

reach of hearing. srVjl 6rota, one who himself hears everything. «mai

Ainatah, beyond the reach of the mind, tfat Manta, one who thinks

everything. ^faajRT: Avijnatah, unknown
;
beyond the reach of comprehen-

sion, fasftat Vijfiata, one who knows. «nri Atah, than Him. yfim Anyah,

other. ^Ht Drasta, seer ; one who aees. T Na, not. ftlffa Asti, there is.

Atah, than Him. WT: Anyah, other. Sffctr $rota, hearer, if Na, not.

wffa Asti, there ia. Mrf: Atah, than Him. Anyah, other, rfirr Manta,

thinker ; one who minda. sf Na, not. *rfer Aati ; there is. «R|: Atah,

than Him. KtH: Anyah ; other. f*f5JT3T Vijnata, knovver. if Na, not. wfw
Aati, there is. nm Esah.this one. a Te, thy. WT?JTI Atma, Atman

;
master;

lord. W?cT1T*ft Antaryami independent governor. W|a: Amritah, eternal
;

deathless, ira: Atah, than Him. ws^fj Anyat, anything other. nrrif

Artam, subject to misery or death. 5RT: Tatah, then. 3^(9$: Uddalaka,
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by name, wsfa: Aruuih, the son of Aruna. 3q??rcT Upararama, stopped

(from putting questions). ( Ha,

23. He who, though dwelling in the Semen, yet is separate

from the Semen, whom the Semen does not know, whose

body is the Semen, He is that Visnu, the well of Inner joy

to Semen, who governs the Semen, (He is) thy Ruler also,

the Absolute, Inner Governor, the Immortal. Himself fully

not seen by any
;
yet He fully sees all, Himself beyond the

reach of full hearing of any, yet He fully hears all, Himself

beyond the complete reach of the mind of any, yet He fully

feels all ; Himself beyond the reach of complete comprehension,

yet He comprehends completely all ; there is no other independent

seer but He, no other independent hearer but He, there is

no other independent thinker but He, there is no other

independent knower but He. This is thy Atman who is deathless

and everything else other than Him is subject to death. Then
Uddalaka, the son of Aruna, stopped from putting further

questions.—197.

Here ends the Antary&mi Brdhmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(According to some this Antaryamin Brahraanam teaches that Pra-

kriti is the Antaryamin to the various Devas, and that it teaches about

this Prakriti and Devas. The words Prithivi (Earth) and Sarira (body)

are more appropriate to Prakriti than to Brahman. The word Sarira is

employed also in denoting one's essential Self or Svarflpa, Prakriti is

the essence of earth etc. Nor is it open to the objection, how can Prakriti

exist in the earth. The cause exists in the effect, the earth is

the effect of Prakriti ; and so Prakriti is said to exist in earth. The text

also Bays that it rules the earth. It is merely figurative and should not

betaken in its literal sense, for insentient Prakriti cannot rule any one.

This explanation, generally given by othersj is set aside by our Author ;—

)

The Upanisad mentions the all-gevornorship of the Lord in this

Brahmanam. (He who has been mentioned as the refuge of all the Muktas

in the world of Brahman is no other than the Supreme Visnu ; and not

Prakriti or the Devas in Prakriti).
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The word " Ya " used for the second time in the phrase " Yon-

taroyamayati " is the name of Visnu. w A, f K&,il Ya, Pra, ft Vi,

Sam, *£Bhu, vt Ma, g Sa, ^ Kha, ( Ha, are syllables which all denote

Visnu. The one syllable A («) is a negative particle and denotes the

Supreme Lord, because he has no faults, it negates all faults. The syllable

Ka means bliss, or pleasure, because he is all bliss. The syllable Ya
donotes fullness, because he is all full.

These are the meaning given to these syllables in the Dictionary

called Sabda-Nirnaya.

(The word •« Iti " in the Mantra "Yo Vai Tat Kapya Sutram Vidyat,

Tarn Cha Antaryaminam Iti" appears to be redundant. Our author

answers this objection :—).

The force of " iti" is to indicate " manner, " namely, he who knows

Brahman and the Sutram, in the manner as enunciated by the question,

that is, as the sustainer of this world and of the other worlds, etc.

In the Brahma Tarka it is thus explained :
—"One is said to be

Brahmavit, when one knows the fullness of Vayu and Antaryamin (the

fullness of Vayu consists in knowing that Vayu is the sustainer of all,

and the fullness of the Lord consists in knowing that the Antaryamin ia

the ruler of all.

Note.—The attributes Brahmavit, Lokavit, etc., in the Upanifad apply to that man

who knows the Sutra or Vayu as having all powers of sustaining, and who knows the

Antaryamin as the Governor or Ruler of all, including "VSyu". In other words, his

knowledge is said to be complete, who knows both the "VJyu" and the "Antaryimin, " or

in Christian phraseology, who knows both the ''Father" (Antaryimin) and the Son ("Viyu").

" He is said to be Lokavit who knows "Vayu" as the sustainer of

the worlds, and the Antaryamin as the Governor of the worlds, and their

creator
;
(that is, who knows that the Thread is the supporting and the

active agent in the world, and the Antaryamin is the Governor of the

world. Such a knowledge cannot arise without a knowledge of the

Lokas).

"He is said to be Devavit, who knows the Devas in the same
manner, that ia that the Thread is the sustainer of all Devas, while the

Antaryamin is the Governor of the Devas, for He is the God of gods.

"He is said to be Vedavit, who knows the true purpose of the Vedaa,

namely that the Thread is the sustainer of all, and the Antaryamin is the

ruler of all. (This cannot be without a full knowledge of the Vedasj.

" He is said to be Bhutavit who knows similarly that the

Thread is the sustainer of all, and the Antaryamin is the Governor of all,
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" He ia said to be Atmavit, who knows that all go to them,

namely who have reached the Goal or who know the reaching or

Mukti. Atman here means becoming Mukta. Atmavit therefore means

he who knows the Apta, or one who has reached; for an Apta

knows that Vayu is the sastainer of all, and the Antaryamin is the

ruler of all. (In other words Atmavit means he who knows the

Aptas or Muktas).

" He is Sarvavit who knows " Vayu " and Antaryamin to be the

essence of all. (The knowledge of essence consists in the same way

in knowing that " Vayu " is the sustainer of all, and the Antaryamin

is the ruler of all). Ho is Sarvavit who knows these two Purusottamas,

the highest Persons. " Vayu " is a Purusottama or the highest Person,

because he sustains all. (The word Purusa here means Officer, for

" Vayu" is the highest official in the Divine hierarchy). Visnu is

called Purusottama, because He is the highest Person in His own essence.

"As «, person is asid to be the knower of a country, if he knows

the ruler of that country, similarly one is said to know all, if he

knows Hari to be the Supreme Lord. (Man can never be Sarvavit

or " all-knowing", in its literal sense, for God alone is Sarvavit or

" all-knowing." A man is " all-knowing" figuratively only, namely,

when he knows the God). In fact this is the meaning of the Vaidik

text when it says that a man becomes" all-knowing."

Similarly it is mentioned in Brahma Tarka :

—

"Because this world is sewn (Syutam) in him, therefore," Vayu",

is called Sutram or Thread. Han is said to be the Antaryamin or

the ruler of the Innermost or highest, because he rules even

this Sutram or "Vayu." (Though " V&yu " is the highest Person or Official,

yet he also is governed by the Supreme God).

"The words Prithivi and the rest, mentioned in this section,

denote various Devatas. (They do not mean the inanimate earth etc.)"

"Prithivi etc., are said to be the "Body " of the Lord, not literally,

but metaphorically only. For the real body of the Lord consists of fqq

or intelligence only. Prithivi, etc., are said to be the body of the Lord,

because they are controlled by the Lord, in the same way as a man controls

his body. Since they are under the control of the Lord, they are said to

be the body of that Great Soul, Lord Visnu. Prithivi, etc., are said to be

the body of the Lord in this sense also, that the Lord is the indweller of

these Devatas. As the soul of a man dwells in the body of the man, so

the Lord Hari dwells in the spirit of these Devatas, and so the Devatas

are called the body of Hari.
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"Though the Lord is in the very heart of these Devatas, yet these

Devatas do not know the Lord.

" The Lord has pervaded or entered into or dwells in the Devatas.

"The Lord is said to be "Antara" in the text, because He is

controller of all, by his own power, He is self-sufficient and so he is

called Antara. He who delights in himself, without depending upon

anything external to hiin, is called Antara (inner-delighter). Hari is

also called Antara, because he is the highest (Anta) object of clearness

(ra) to all. (But the highest object of love to a man is his own self. How
do you say that Visnu is the highest object of love to every one ? To

this it is answered). The very self-love of the Jivas is so ordained by

Visnu. (A Jiva commits suicide when the Lord so wills it. So the self of

a man is not his highest object of love to him). The love of man for

himself is ordained by Visnu and by no other Deva. The Lord is most

dear to the Jivas, and because the Lord has so ordained it, therefore, the

Jivas love their ownself.

«' The word Antaryamin means governor independent of all.

Antar means independent, and Yamin means Governor. He is called

Yami or Governor, because he has created both the nature and the

essential form (Svarupa of all Devatas). Essence and attributes of

all the Devatas are always under the control of the Lord, therefore

the Lord Vasudeva is called Yami. He is Antaryamin or Absolute

Ruler, since he gives the very Svabh&va or nature or attribute, and

the satta or existence to all these, so he is the real Yamin." Thus

it is in Brahma Tarka.

All the beings, such as men &c, have been called Adhibhuta

(wfil^) >n this Brahmanam; and the gods present in the beings,

i.e., in their Indriyas &c, have been called Adhyatman (WJIW^)

;

the presiding deities of the Indriyas &c„ in their real self have been

called Adhidaiva (srfafsf). The presiding deities of the gods in their

real form have been called Adhilokas. The gods presiding in the sacri-

fices have been called Adhiyajfias («fa33f). Adhibhuta is He who presides

in beings or things when they come into existence.

Note.—The adhiyajna form does not occur in this Upanisad, but in the Midhyandina Sikh!.

It has been thus said in the Maha Mimansa that Prithivi ( ifittl)

is the name of Garuda, the king of birds, because he carries ( *l ) Prithu

(l? ) the Narayana.

Antariksa is the god Hara because He destroys at His will, every*

thing within Himself ; *ftr. (Antah) everything within, $ (i) at will, and

$ (k'sa) one who causes to decay, or, destroys.
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Dyau (tft) is the goddess lightning; She is none but the goddess

Sarasvati, because she illumes or brings everything to light.

« Tamas (SW) is the goddess Burga (jnf), because she abuses

or makes foul everything.

" Tejas (^3TR) is the goddess Sri.

The word Ak&sa is used for god Vighnesa

"The word Apa (WW) means Varuna (ssm) he who protects (l)

this western quarter.

'« The word Vijfiana (fasfro) has been used to mean Afcman or

Brahma who is the presiding deity of the Jivas.

" All the gods that have been mentioned in this Brahmanam,

and all the gods whose names have not been mentioned and all the

beings such as men, &c„ all are governed by the Lord Visnu. When
it has been said that the Lord governs the gods and sentient beings, it

is useless to say that He also governs the inanimate world
;

for, it is a

very simple thing to understand thi* ; because the Lord is the knower

of all, and because He is higher than all those that are higher,

therefore, no other god there is who may be said to be independent

knower of all the Jivas (though they are intelligent beings) but they

are subject to misery. All the Jivas are not independent or Svatantra

(Wtl) ; had they bean independent they would never have been subject

to any sort of misery. It is, therefore, the Lord Visnu who allots misery

to the miserable beings and Mukti to the Mukta beings. The great

Lord Visnu is always superior to all and He is independent and the

only sovereign." Thus in the Mahdmtmdihsd.

Here ends the Antaryamt Br&hmanam

««J *HfTC BlWWt, I

Eighth (Aksara)Brahmanam.

mantba iii. 8. 1.

gST^a^Tl^T I T%3 JTTjffT% II ^ II

W Atha, then. qr^Oftl VAchaknavi, the daughter of Vachaknu.

Vv&cha, said, f Ha. WUtap Bhagavantah, venerable. ffrqrar:
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Brahmanah. Oh, Brahmanas. tf?r Hanta, an interjection meaning; "mark

you" Ahani, I. Jjf Imam, him; (to Yajfiavalky a ). jfl Dvuu, two.

jr^jft Piasnau, questions. ST^^lfw I niksjftmi, shall ask. Chet, if.

Tan, those two. i} Vie, to me. q¥7r% V'aksyati, could answer. 3TTg Jatu, at

all. Yusmakam, amongst, you. ^fV<arq Kasohit, any. fjtf Imam,

him; Yajfirivnltya. srgTt^I* Brsih tioJv am, ar^ame nt concern i n« Brahman.

IT Na, not. Eva, ever. 3>?|t Jeta, v\ ill defeat, ^ff Iti. Prichehha,

ask, ask him the two questions. fit!*! Gargi, Oh, G&rgi. ^Rl lti.

i. Then the daughter of Vachaknu said,
—" Mark, ye

venerable Brahmanas, I would ask him two questions. If he

could give me the answers to them, then indeed, no one

among you will ever be able to defeat him in argument con-

cerning Brahman."
" Ask him, Oh, Gargi," permitted the Brahmanas.— 198.

MANTRA III. 8. 2.

m Sh, she; Gftrgi. 3BfT^ Uvacha, said. f Ha. QTlXl&H Y&jflavalkya,

Oh, Yajnavalkya. Aham, I. ^ v"ai, indeed. pit Tva, to yo. ((Supply,

shall ask again). Yatha, just as. TOJB: Ugraputrah, the terrible son.

s6r?«l: Kasyah, of the king of K&si. *T Va, or. f^f: Vaidehah, of the

king of Videhaa. Va, or. 333«f* TJjjyam, of which the string has been

slackened, vjg: Dhanuh, bow. wftntf Adhijyara, stringed ; with string

fastened. $?*T Kritva, having made. gfi Dvau, two. <nwf#T Banavantan,

having pointed heads of steel. a^fTrRniff^I Sapatnativyadhinan, foe-

piercing (arrows). Haste, in hand. $?4T Kritva, taking. T^ftatq
TJpottisthet, presents himself before the enemy. <J«f Evam, in this way.

q;w Eva, just. «uf Aham, I. Tva, to you. jriwt bv&bhyam, two.

STynwrf Prasnabhy&m, with questions. 8*jr^qf Upodastham, come
;
pre-

sent myself, it Me, to me. $t Tau, those two (questions), irffc Bruhi,

answer. Iti. Hlfif Gargi, Oh, G&rgt. «p9 Pfichchha, ask (me).

%fk Iti.

2. She said,
—" I shall ask you again, Yajfiavalkya. As

a terrible son either of the king of Kali, or of the king of

42
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Videha, presents himself before the enemy, having stringed

his bow slackened before, taking two arrows in hand—the

arrows that have pointed iron-heads and that are capable of

piercing right through the heart of the enemy ; so do I come

to you (armed) with two questions ; tell me the answer to

those two." " Ask, Oh, Gargi "—said Yajnavalkya.—199.

MANTEA III. 8. 3.

^tt fiacre «rgj33f snfpre^ f^t sr^sfe ^msqi

W Sa, she
;
Gftrgt. swre Uvacha, said. 5 Ha. irfSJ^sspr Yajfiavalkya,

Oh, Yajfiavalkya. f^^: Divah, heaven ; Vaikuntha. 3flref Urdhvam, above.

*H Yat, whatever, (is) ; the world of Maha, Jana, Tapa, Satya, &c„ or

the outer shell of the egg of Brahma. $f*I«»T: Pn'thivyah, the earth.

Wqf^ Arvak, below. *nj Yat, whatever, (is). The seven worlds such as

Atala, &o. WfcWT Antara, between ; between what is above the heaven or

vaikuntha and what is below the earth, mi Yat, whatever, (is). Jjifr Ime,

these two. wm^fc^ft Dyavaprithivi, the svarga and the earth, Yat,

whatever, iji-f Bhutam, past. ^ Oha, and. *T**I Bhavat, present ; exist-

ing. « Cha, wfsrwr^ Bhavisyat, future. <z Cha, and. %fh Iti. fitti^

Achaksate, (They) call it. ?T«J Tat, ajl those worlds. Kasmin, in

which, «rtaf Otam, woven, q Oha. jjttf Protam, interwoven. ^ Cha, and.

tferlti.

3. She said :—-" Whatever (world there is) above the

Svarga and whatever (there is) below the earth, and whatever

(there is) between (those worlds) and these two worlds, namely

the Svarga and the earth
;
upon what are all those worlds

woven and interwoven, in past, present or future ? Tell that

to me."—200.

MANTEA III. 8. 4.
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«: Sah, that
;
Y&jfiavalkya S^T* Uv&cha, said, f Ha. ntRf G&rgi, Oh,

G&rgi- f?3: Divah, heaven ; vaikuntha. 3»wf frrdhvarn, above, Yat, what

ever is ; the world of Maha, Jana, Ac, or the outer shell of egg of Brahma.

gftTt>U: Prithivy&h, the earth. *nf^ Arvak, below. Yat, whatever is.

The seven worlds such as Atala, &c. Watt Antara, between ; between

what is above the heaven or vaikuntha, and what is below the earth. Wi

Yat, whatever is. Ime, those two. WWrftnl Dyav&prithivi, the Svarga

and the earth. q<j Yat, whatever. 10 Bhutam, past. qCha, and. *ran

Bhavat, present; existing. ^ Oha. Bhavisyat, future.^ Cha,

and. ?fif Iti. WTOjrd Achaksate, (They) call it. 3tt«T$ Akafie, $ri (Mula-

Prakriti). (srt *wf*ffi[ $'*T^ She that shines on all sides). a?l Tat, all

those worlds, sfttf Otam, woven. "«r Cha, and. Protatn, interwoven,

* Oha, and. ffo. Iti.

4. He said
—" In Akasa or the All-luminous Sri are woven

and interwoven all those worlds,—the world that is above the

Svarga or Vaikuntha, the world that is below the earth and

the world that is between, as well as these two, via., the

heaven and the earth, all these worlds, that were, that are,

and that shall be, as they say."—201.

MANTRA III. 8. 5.

S&, she ;
Gargi. 3srw Uv&cha, said. 5 Ha. itfSfSfEr Y&jfiavalkya,

Oh, Y&jfiavalkya. ^ Te, to thee. W Namah, salutations. «KJJ Astu, be.

m Y»h, because thou, ft Me, ray. qtf Etam, this; this difficult question,

iq^tsr: Vyavochah, hast answered. WT Atha, now. Aparasmai, for

the other. Dh&rayasva, be attentive; prepare thy mind. {ft Iti.

mf»f G&rgi, Oh, G&rgi. 1*3 Prichchha, ask. jfa Iti.

5. " My salutations be to thee," said she, " because thou

hast answered this difficult question of mine. Prepare your

mind for the other." "Ask me," said Yajnavalkya.—-202.

MANTEA III. 8. 6.

*u severer ^T^fasft & ^ «rft^f-
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¥»f Sa, she
;
Gargi. 391* Uvacha, said, f Ha. qr^r^ra' Yajnavalkya,

Oh, Yajfiavalkya. fir*: Divah, heaven ; Vaikuntha. frrdhvam, above.

*H Yat, whatever (is). The world of Maha, Jana, &c. <|f*T«n: Prithivjah,

the earth, wtfq^ Arvak, below, Yat, whatever (is). The seven worlds

such as Atala, &c. *t*5Tff Antara, between ; between what is above the

heaven or Vaikuntha and what is below the earth, Yat, whatever is.

{ft Ime, these two. nrai^ftral Dyavaprithivi, the svarga and the earth.

«RX Yat, whatever, v^t Bhntam, past. ^ Cha, and. Bhavat, present ;

existing. * Oha, and. *tfa«ffi[ Bhavisyat, future. ^ Cha, and.

lti. WT*W^ Achaksate, they call it. Tat, all those worlds, vfeftt

Kasmin, in which. «ft?f Otara, woven. ^ Oha, and. sftrf Protam,

interwoven "9 Oha, and. {% Iti.

6. She said
—" Whatever (world there is) above the Svarga

Or Vaikuntha and whatever (there is) below the earth and

whatever (there is) between those worlds and these two worlds,

viz., the Svarga or Vaikuntha and the earth, in and upon

what are all those worlds woven and interwoven—those worlds

that were, that are, and that shall be, as they say ?"—203.

MANTRA III. 8. 7.

m Sah he, Yajfiavalkya. Uvacha, said, f Ha. mfif Gargi,

Oh, Garet. fiff: Divah, heaven ; Vaikuntha. 3>«r Urdhvam, above. «Hj

Yat, whatever is. lfil«ir: Prithivyah, the earth, w*!^ Arvak, below. «m

Yat, whatever is. *fiff Antara, between ; between what is above the

heaven and what is below the earth, Yat,, whatever is. {ft line, these

two. fH^TlRw't D, av 4>rit.hivi, the Svrtfaand the earth IR[ Yat what-

ever, Blifkta.n, past, Chi, >ind. Bhavat, present; existing.

* Cha, and. «f*«!iq Bhavisyat, future ^| Cha, and. %f(X Hi. W^?fr^

A>haksate, they call it. 4tr<£T^t Akaae. m AktUa in S>i. ^ Eva. indeed.

li9 Tat, all those worlds Ota u, w.-ven ^ Cha, and. srtttf Protam,

interwoven. * Cha, and. {f=i It;.

^ Nu, an interrogative word. 5>fw* Kasmin, in which mig Khxln,

indeed. wt<BT*T» Akisalj, &<•', wla: Otah, woven. *i Oh,, and.lfar: Protah,

interwoven, {fir lti, ^
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7. He said—" In the All-huminous &ri are woven and

interwoven all those worlds,—the world that is above the Svarga

or Vaikuntha, the world that is below the earth, and the world

that is between, as well as these two,

—

vis.—the heaven and the

earth, all these worlds that were, that are, and that shall be

as they say." " In what is Sri herself woven and interwoven?"—

(asked Gargi).—204.

mantra III. 8. 8.

^tRt m c 11

Sah, he; Yajfiavalkya. Uvacha, said. 5 Ha. mfif Gargi,

Oh, Gargi. Etat, this ; that in which the Akasa is woven and

interwoven, f Vai, indeed, g?! Tat, that well-known, anjjtf Aksaram, the

indestructible Brahman ; or «r (a) not, and tff? (ksara) which wastes or is

subject to change, ^igrmr: Brahinanah, the Brahmanas; those who know

the Brahman, ajfir^fa Abhivadanti, say. WgSSH Asthulam, not gross.

3PI«2 Ananu, not fine. Not subtible. w%tf Ahrasvam, not small. M$5?

Adirgham, not long. sralfftf Alohitam, not red. Asneham, not

viscid. Auhohhayam, having no shadow. «ca«: Atmah, having no

darkness. «^Tg Avayu, having no respiration. 8WT*T*t Anakasam,

having no Akasa, or ether ;
having none of the five elements. STfftf

Asamgam, not adhesive, sflKf Arasam, having no taste. Wttf Agandham,

having no scent. Kfgql Achaksuskam, having no material eye like

ours. Asrotram, having no material organ of hearing like ours.

Avak, having no speeuh. WflU Ainanah, having no mind.

Aiejaskam, having no energy as a material thing has. WTlof Apranam,

having no organs or Indriyas for perception and work, Amukham,

having no face ;
having no particular shape, wJT!5f Amatram, having no

measurement. *Pf?KH Anantaram, having no within or inside, wnfj'

Ab&hyam, having no outside. an Tat, that ; Aksara. fifa* Kiflchana,

any thing whatever. «f Na, not. st^trF^ Asnati, eats. ^ Tat, that

;

Aksara. Kaichana, any one. if Not. Wfsrrffl Asn&ti, eats.
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8. He said :
" Oh, Gargl, the knowers of Brahman des-

cribe Him as the Aksara,—the Indestructible. He is not gross,

He is not subtile, He is not short, He is not long, He is neither

red, nor is He viscid ; He has no shadow, He has no darkness,

He has no respiration, He has none of the elements, He is not

adhesive, He has no taste, He has no scent, He has no material

eye, He has no material ears, He has no material speech, He
has no material mind, He has no energy of a material thing, He
has no Indriyas for perception and work, He has no material

shape, He has no measurement, He has no inside, He has no

outside, He does not eat anything and no one eats Him."

mantra III. 8. 9.

Tftsft fetf fasrf: sri«^ otto* mftf

m^TSWTT ^r^^ ^«t: qsHte*: svSt^n^a

sri *i i m sr^r^r srscrre^ ttttjt-

mfW G&rgi, Oh, (Jiirgf. <£|?J Etasya, this, waiW Aksarasya, of the

Indestructible. nwr?f% Prasasane, owing to the bidding or command.

^ifajpT&t Sury&chandramasau, the sun and the moon ; here these words

atand for Brahma and ltudra. favj^r Vidhritau, upheld. Sisthatah,

remain. $ Vat, indeed, nrfif Gargi.Oh, Glrgi. ijfTW Etasya, this. Sf$rft<T

Aksarasya, of the Indestructible JWrcf^ Prasasane, owing to the

bidding or command. W5Tjfil«^r Dyavaprithivyau, the heaven and the

earth. Here these words stand for Sri and the earth-God. f«P2% Vidhrite,

upheld. f«l«Si7: Tisthatah, remain. ^ Vai, indeed, mfif Garpji, Oh G&rgt.

t^RI Etasya, this. VtgTttV Aksarasya, of the Indestructible. JTtrra^

Prasaaane, by reason of the bidding, fMWn Nimesah, the God of the
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time taken by the twinkling; of an 'eye. 3|[<j!: Muhurtah, the gods of the

moments. *r|T*f?ltftl Ahoratrani, the gods of the day and night. VTCfTTHT:

Ardhamasah, tho gods of the half months or fortnights, mm: Masah, the

gods of the months. TOT^: Ritavah, the gods of the seasons.

Saiavatsarah, the gods of the years. Iti, these, f^^at: Vidbritah,

upheld. fa«tff?f Tisthanti, remain. ^ Vai, indeed, nifif Gargi, Oh, Gargi.

itflW Etasya, this. wSjrTtT Aksarasya, of the Indestructible. sjstt?T%

Prasasane, by reason of the bidding, awrr: Anyiih, some. OTtq: Prachyah,

those that flow eastward, ifJIi Nadyah, the rivers. ^vetobhyah,

white. qw^T*1: Parvatebhyah, from the mountains, wt^t Syandante,

rise ; flow. <r;3T: Any&h, some. n^Nl: Pratichyah, flowing westward,

itlt Yam yam, several. f^*m Disam, quarter; direction ^ Cha, and.

«3 Anu, towards, ntfn Gargi, Oh, Gargi qnsr Etasya, this. W$CW
Aksarasya, of the Indestructible. OTHCTt Prasasane, by the reason of

the bidding. JTS'T Manusyah, men. Dadatah, give away ; the

distributers of gold and silver, &c. H*T¥f% Prasamsanti, praise. ^ Vai,

indeed. %grt: Devah, the gods, qsnrff Ynjamanam, the sacrifioer. fktit:

Pitarah, the Pitris ; the fore-fathers. ?fsflf" Darvlm, the oblation. ST^TT^n

Anvayattah, follow.

9. " It is, indeed, owing to the bidding of this Aksara, the

Indestructible, Oh, Gargi, that Brahma and Rudra remain upheld

(in their respective places). It is, indeed, owing to the bidding

of this Aksara, Oh, Gargi, that Sri and the god of earth remain

upheld (in their respective places). It is, indeed, through the

bidding of this Aksara, Oh, Gargi, that the gods of the periods

of time taken in the twinkling of the eye, of the moments, of

the days and nights, of half-months, of months, of the seasons,

of the years all remain upheld (in their respective positions).

It is, on account of the bidding of this Aksara, Oh, Gargi,

that some of the rivers flow to the East from the white (snowy)

mountains and some rivers flow to the west in their respective

directions It is, through the bidding of this Aksara, Oh, Gargi,

that men praise those that give alms, that gods follow the

sacrificer, and the Pitris or Fathers follow the oblations."—206.

mantba III. 8. 10.
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SfT^TC II \° II

mf»f Gargi, Oh, Gar^i. «T: Yah, whoever
;
any one. § Vai, to be

sure. «5«!T Etat, this. %Wfi Aksaram, Indestructible, aifefqp^r Aviditva,

not knowing. ^ftl^Astnin, this. Loke, in the world, gftfff Juhoti,

performs sacrifices, mt^ Yajato, worships or adores the gods, atf: Tapah,

austereties ;
penances. Tapyato, practises. V^ff Bihuni, many

^WCSjrfrl Varsasahasrani, thousands of years, a?^ Asya, his. Tat,

that ;
every deed together with its result, ztnmq. Antavat, limited; having

end. *j?rfa Bhavati, becomes. nrfn Gargi, Oh, Gargi. q: Yah, whoever.

^ Vai, to be sure. Etat, this. 8»8jTT: Aksarah, indestructible. «rf^F^?3T

Aviditva, ignorant. Asinat, this. 3ft«5T<| Lokat, from the world.

jHcT Praiti, goes away ; dies. W:Sab, he. spqm; Kfipanah, an object of

pity. WI Atha, on the other hand, ifi Yah, whoever. urRf Gargi, Oh,

Gargi. ^flt^ Etat, this. WSjrf Aksaram, indestructible. fef^?*T Viditva,

knowing. stWT^ Asmat, this. 5ftet?T Lokat, from the world, slfk Praiti,

departs ; dies. ff: Sah, he. <rnjr<0: Brahtnanah, the Mukta • free from all

bondage.

io. " Whosoever not seeing (knowing) this Aksara, Oh,

Gargi, performs sacrifices, offers prayers to gods, or practises

austereties for thousands of years, all that work of his, is sure

to come to an end. An object of pity is surely he, who

departs from this world, Oh, Gargi, having no knowledge of

this Aksara. But he, Oh, Gargi who departs from this world

having seen (known) this Aksara, becomes indeed a Mukta

(Brahmana)."—207.
MANTRA III. 8. 11.

^nwl^Tsj &tW% iftrTC%ra II \\ II

mRf G&rgi, Oh, Gargi. ?m Tat, that. & Vai, indeed. «njft Etat,

this. WJ< Aksaram, indestructible. Adristam, invisible.
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Drastri, that sees, wgtf Asrutam, inaudible (Himself). WT^ Srotri, that
which hears, trwtf Amatara, beyond the reach of thought. Mantri, one
that thinks. «rfiRft?f AvijfiAtam, unknown, foynj Vijfiatri, one that
knows. «w: Atah, than this. wr*HT Anyat, other. ^ Drastri, one that
sees. *Na,not. wffet Asti, there is. wa: Atah, than this. Anyat,
other. whj Srotri, one that hears, if Na, not. wfe Asti, there is. *rsj
Atah, than this. Sjwrs Anyat, other. jf!j Mantri, one that thinks, q Na,
not. wfaAsti, there is. «T5i: Atah, than this, Anyat, other.

faST*? Vijfiatri, one that knows. * Na, not. srfel Asti, there
is. 3 Nu, certainly. ^ Khalu, to be sure. nrfif Gargi, Oh, Gargi.

twR* 4* Btasmin, this, wgft Aksare, in the Indestructible. WTOTW Akasah,
Sri. wfo Otah, woven. « Oha, and. sffa: Protah, interwoven. Oha,
and. ^tlr Iti.

11. "It is, indeed, this Aksara, Oh, Gargi, that, although

Invisible, is one that sees, although Inaudible, is one that hears,

although beyond the reach of the Manas, is one that feels, although

Unknown, is one that knows. No one there is other than this

that sees, no one there is other than this that hears, no one there

is other than this that feels, no one there is other than this that

knows. It is, indeed, only in this Aksara that the Akasa or Sri

is woven and interwoven."—208.

mantba III. 8. 12.

tffc sua:** wgwh. 11 c 11

m SA. she
; Gars:! WW Uv&oha, said, f Ha. WTtfa: Bhagavantah,

venerable. tfTWOrt Brahnianah, Oh, ye Brahmenas. gr^ Tat, that, t[*

Eva, only. «rfH»«r«^ Bahuraanyadhvam, you should think hi«h)y of.

Tat, that. WRTCT^Asraat, from this YAjfiavalkya. STOW^m Namaskareua,
with salutations. Muchyadhvain, (you all) are let go. gvflTOi

Yusmakara, among you. «BT5f^[ Kafohit, any $ Vai, certainly. f*f Imam,
this ; Yttjfiavalkya. ntfv* Brahmodyam, in argument concerning

Brahma, w Na, not. 3Ttg JAtu, ever, Srm Jeta, will conquer, {fa Iti. Wit

Tatah, then, imt) Vachaknavi, the daughter of Vachaknn. «<fflRi|

UpararAina, ceased j
stooped from putting queetions.

43
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12. She said
—"You should think yourself fortunate. Oh,

venerable, Brahmanas, that you are all let go from this (Yajna-

valkya), with mere bowing. No one of you will ever conquer

him in argument concerning the Brahman." Then Vachaknavi

held her peace.—209.

Here ends the Akaara Brdhmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

[In the sixth Br&hmanatn of this Adhyaya, Gargi had already put

questions to Yajfiavalkya and was silenced by him. In this Br&hmanam,

she again asks questions from YajHavalkya. As a rule, no one is allowed

to question twice, when he is defeated. According to the rule of Indian

logic, a person once defeated in a controversy, is not allowed to question

a second time, unless the controversy or disputation be of the nature of

Vftda or "discussion." To understand this, it is necessary to know some

thing of the various kinds of disputations recognised by Indian logic.

We give the following quotations from the Nyayasutras, Book One,

Chapter I, page 19 of S. B. H., Vol. VIII (Second Edition).

A dialogue or disputation (kathft) is the adoption of a side by a

disputant and its opposite by his opponent. It is of three kinds, viz.,

VAda or discussion which aims at ascertaining the truth, jalpa or wrang-

ling which aims at gaining victory, and vitanda or cavil which aims at

finding mere faults. A discutient is one who engages himself in a dis-

putation as a means of seeking the truth.

A Vftda is thus defined in the same book:—Vada or discussion is

the adoption of one of two opposing sides. What is adopted is analysed

in the form of five members, and defended by the aid of any of the means

of right knowledge, while its opposite is assailed by confutation, without

deviation from the established tenets.

A Jalpa is thus defined in the same :—Wrangling which aims at

gaining victory, is the defence or attack of a proposition in the manner
aforesaid by quibbles, futilities, and other processes which deserve

rebuke.

A Vitanda is defined thus:—-Cavil is a kind of wrangling, which

consists in mere attacks on the opposite side.

It is in Vada or discussion that a person is generally allowed to ask

farther questions. The sole object in a Vada is the ascertainment of

truth ; and so one is never, prevented, even if he is defeated, from putting
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further questions, to remove his doubts. In Jalpa, the sole aim of the

parties is to win victory. There, if one is defeated, he is generally not

allowed to put fresh questions. Now the discussion which was held in

the Court of Janaka, was of the nature of Jalpa, for it was not so much

for the ascertainment of truth, as for the sake of victory, and winning of

the cows that YajSavalkya engaged in the disputation. The question,

therefore, arises: why was Gargi allowed this second opportunity ? To this

the commentator says :—

]

Gargi was told previously of the various successive supports of all

the Jivas, as well as of the Lord being the final support of them all.

But she was not told any thing therein, about the Mulaprakriti ; what

object she supported, and by whom was she supported in her turn.

Therefore, Gargi asks again (her object being to know something about

the Mulaprakriti).

[Why did Gargi ask the permission of the Brahmanas to put this

question ? Why was such permission necessary ? To this the common*
tator answers :—

]

The disputation (carried on in the Court of Janaka) aimed at gain*

ing victory. In such a -disputation, a person once defeated, oannot again

put fresh questions, without the permission of the audience. Hence the

necessity of obtaining the permission of the assembled Brahmanas.

[But Gargi was the wife of YajSavalkya, there could be no desire

in her to obtain victory over him ; for if he was defeated in argument,

the loss would be, not only to him, but to her as well for the oows would

be lost. This point is thus met by the commentator.]

Though Gargi knew well the strength of learning of her husband,

yet she put the question in order to prove to the assembled Brahmanas,

that it was beyond their power to defeat him. She puts these questions

to him, not with the object of defeating him, but with the object of extract-

ing something from him in the form of answer by which she herself, as

well as the assembled Brahmanas, might be benefited.

The second reason why Gargi was allowed to ask again, was that

on the first occasion, strictly speaking, she was not defeated by force of

any argument. (When in the sixth Br&hmanam she asks YajSavalkya :

what is the support of Brahman ? He does not give any convincing answer

to it, but silences her by threats of hell-fire.) She being his wife, sub-

mits to bis dogmatic assertion when he says, "You must not imagine that

the Lord has got any one to support Him." So she kept quiet then

through fear (but now she asks whether the Lord is the support of Mula-
prakriti also, and when he answers in the affirmative, she is now finally
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silenced by arguments and not by threat). For when the Lord is the

support of the Mulaprakriti also, who is the support of everything else,

it then logically follows that there can be no support of the Lord. For

the Mulaprakriti being the support of everything that exists in this

universe, could have been the support of the L tJ, but when she herself

is supported by the Lord, it follows that the Lord is self-supported.

(This is first argument). The second argument given in this Bruhmanam
is the statement that "there is no one else than the Lord who is the real

Seer. " That further proves the same point that the Lord is the self-

supported and requires no one else to support Him.

The third argument given by Y&jfiavalkya is the statement in this

Brahmanam regarding the nature of the Lord, when he describes Him as

being not coarse, nor fine, neither short nor long, etc. These attributes

of the Lord show also that the Lord requires no support.

(Thus Gargi who was silenced by threats of hell-fire in the sixth

Brahmanam, reverts to her same question in the present Brahmanam,

and this time she is silenced, not by threats, but by three-fold arguments

by Yajfiavalkya. The first argument is that everything in this universe

is supported by Mulaprakriti—the Root-matter. The Lord is the sup-

port of this Root-matter herself, so He can have no support. The second

argument is, that the Lord is the only independent Seer, there is no other

independent Seer in the World. So there can be no other being who can

support the Lord. If there were any such being, he would be a higher Seer

than the Lord. The third argument adduced by Yajfiavalkya is that the

Lord is possessed of qualities which are not material, he is neither coarse

nor fine, &c. Therefore no being having a material body can be the

support of the Lord who is immaterial.)

(The Commentator next enters into a logical discussion regarding

the nature of Katha or disputation and its three-fold division into Vada,

Jalpa and V itanda, in order to show, mnder what circumstances, G&rgi

was allowed a second opportunity of putting these questions).

The Katha (disputation) of the wise men is of three kinds

!

Vada (discussion) Jalpa (wrangling) and Vitanda (cavil). A Vada is a

discussion, either between a teacher and a pupil, or between two persons

or among many persona, in whom theie is no mental unfairness,

and which is carried on solely with the object of arriving at what is

truth. The gaining of victory is a secondary object, not a necessary

object, in such a discussion. In a Vada the persons defeated become

the disciples of him who wins, and the victor always commands respect

and honour from all. In a Vada the winner is in duty bound to remove the
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doubts of those who are inferior to him, and unable to remove their owu
doubts, though he may let those that are superior to him alone. But

in a Vada carried on amicably, with the object of finding which view is

true, all are said to be Sabrahmacharins or fellow students. Here there is

no relationship of teacher and student between them.

On being asked by the opponent for his proofs the V&di (disputant)

should put forth the 'good proofs' first. By good proofs are to be

understood the Vedas, the Itihasas, the Puranas, the Pancharatras, the

MimamsA, and the Smritis. Any other proofs besides these are to be

looked upon as 'bad proof, and should be avoided in all discussions.

Should there arise any difference in the interpretation of the Vedas,

(fee., i-iven by the two parties, then Aksa or the organ of sense or

perception and Anumana or inference must both be resorted to, in order

to find out the real sense of the Vedio texts.

Aksa or the organs of sense are the indriyas that will not produce

incorrect or imperfect perceptions. Inference is the correct reasoning.

Abhava (non-existence), arthapatti (presumption) and upama (analogy)

(though they are varieties of proofs according to some) all fall

under the category of Anumana or Inference (and are not separately

mentioned). Because non-existence, &c, are only different modes of

inference. In fact, the vedic text (vakya) ia the only faultless proof, for

the Vakya or the vedic text is called the best agatna or the most faultless

verbal testimony.

(The various schools of philosophy admit different kinds of proofs.

Thus the Charvakas admit only one means of right knowledge, viz.,

perception (partyaksa), the Vaiseeikas and Baudhas admit two, viz.,

perception and inference (anumana), the Sankby&s admit three, viz.,

preception, inference and verbal testimony (agatna or sabda), while the

Naiyayikas, whose fundamental work is the Nyaya-sutra, admit four,

viz., preception, inference, verbal testimony and comparison (upamana).

The Prabh&karas admit a fifth means of right knowledge called presump-

tion (arthapatti), the Bhattas and Vedantins admit a sixth, viz., non-exis-

tence (abhava), and the Paur&nikas recognise a seventh and eighth means

of right knowledge, named probability (sambhava) and rumour (aitihya).

(S. B. H- Ny&ya Sutras, page 3.)

(Then arises the question when is a person to be considered as

defeated in argument ? About this the following is the rule :—

)

It is said to be a defeat, when there takes place an inversion of

ascertainment of truth (in the case of a vada), or when the disputant snb-

mits to the position taken up by his opponent (in the case of Jalpa and
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Vitanda). This is the rale in all forms of debate, whether it be a dis-

cussion or wrangling or cavilling.

(An inversion of ascertainment of truth takes place when instead of

establishing the truth songht to be ascertained by the parties, the argu-

ments load to the opposite conclusion.)

In the case of wrangling and cavilling, the person is defeated when

he assents to the proposition of his opponent.

(What is to be dune to the persons who are defeated in an argu-

ment?)

When there takes place an inversion of the ascertainment of truth,

and the party defeated does not assent (through pride or through false

reasoning) to his defeat, then he is to be punished, even though the debate

be of the nature of vada, more so if it be a Jalpa or a Vitanda debate.

(Who is to award the punishment and what should be the penalty ?)

(The preceptor should award punishment), but in the case of pupils

not under the control of the preceptor, the king should award punish-

ment. The punishment by the preceptor is by rebuke or word of mouth.

The punishment by the king may be by fine or by corporal punishment

also. The punishment by the preceptor may also be by fine, if the student

assents to it. It may be also by inflicting a penance on the student such

as to undergo fasting, &c. (A teacher, however, cannot inflict a fine on

the student, if the latter demurs to it. Not so in the case of the fine

inflicted by the king.) The punishment awarded by the king may be

carried out by force, the amount being regulated by the gravity

or lightness of the offence.

(What should be done if there takes place an inversion of ascer-

tainment of truth, &c, and the defeated person acknowledge his defeat?

Is he to be punished then also? In the case of assenting to the posi-

tion of the opponent, by acknowledging his defeat, there is no punishment,

even in wrangling and cavilling, much less so in the case of vada or

discussion.

(What is the penalty when a disputant is defeated in cavilling

(vitanda), and after assenting and thus evading punishment, he goes

about preaching his refuted doctrines? What is to be done with

such a destroyer of truth, tattva-viplava-kart ?) When a person defeated

by the good people in argument, in a public assembly, persists in

destroying the truth by again preaching his refuted doctrines, which

he had recanted, he should be taken to the king, who should cut off

his tongue, and branding him with a crow's mark (on bis forehead)

exile him from his kingdom.
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(What are the doctrines the preaching of which is considered a
destruction of truth or heresy ?)

Tattva-Viplava or the preaching against the true-tattva is of
five kinds:

—

(1) to preach that Lord Vienu is equal to some other God ;

(2) to preach that Lord Visnu is no other than one of the Gods
;

(3) to preach that the Lord Visnu is inferior to some of the God
or Gods

;

(4) to preach upsetting the prevailing order of Sri and other

tattvas, giving importance to the merits and demerits of those tattvas

according to his own fancy
;

(5) to preach that some other form of religion is superior to

Visnu Bbakti. If the preacher of revolutionary ideas in religion be a

Ksatriya, or a Vaisya, or a Sudra, the king should put him, then

and there, without hesitation, to death ; whilst in the case of a Hrahmana
he should have his tongue cut off.

In Vada (discussion) as well as in Jalpa (wrangling) one should

adduce proofs in support of his own conclusions ; and at the same time,

he should have recourse to such arguments as may show the faultiness

of the view of his opponent. This is the honest way of carrying on

discussions, if the proof adduced by the opponent be not of the

nature of a text (Vakya), such as a quotation from the Vedas &c, a

good reaaoner should find out some fallacy therein ; and if it be of the

nature of a Vakya or text, he should give an explanation, different

from that of the opponent. A good reasoner must establish his

conclusions from the Vedas, and in order to convince the opponent

with the truth of his own explanation, he should quote othec extracts,

in order to suit the explanation given by him; and here he should have

free scope in resorting to various modes of reasoning. Varieties in

the modes of reasoning must not be used, however, from the very

beginning.

Jalpa (wrangling) is that form of Katha, the arguments in which
are carried on, with a spirit of emulation or combativeness, between
two rival, but honest, persons, simply with the object of showing or
establishing one's superiority in learning over another ; or simply with
the object of gaining some object such as fame, etc. In such a disputa-
tion, the king should examine the extent of . learning of the competitors.
In Jalpa (wrangling) the extent of learning of the two rivals must bo
examined, first, before they begin the combat. Therefore, the umpires
that are engaged should all be Visnu BhaVtaB or religious persons. They
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should be versed in all the sciences, in order to be able to grasp

thoroughly, or understand the words of the two opponents. Their number

should be five or seven, or more if available. The umpires engaged

should have the consent of both the opponents as such. These umpires

should weigh thoroughly the questions put and the answers given. The

umpires ate also called the 'questioners,' because they may also put ques-

tions to both the opponents. Where the umpires or the questioners can-

not be had, both the opponents would have to show their learning before

the common people, where there is no possibility of their learning being

judged. Disputation of the nature of Jalpa (wrangling) is fruitful, when

both the parties are equally matched. Otherwise, the defeat of one of

them will inevitably follow. The one who proves inferior in

learning, should acknowledge himself as a disciple of one who proves his

superiority. Failing to do so, he brings on himself rightly deserved

punishment, similar to the one sp.)ken of in the case of the discussions »f

the nature of Vada. (Such is what is called Jalpa disputation; it is

between two opponents, who are almost equally matohed in learning).

Since in Vada discussions, the objects in view is to ascertain

what is the real troth aud to convince the other side, so the person

defeated may put questions again and again, till he becomes fully

convinced. But in Jalpa disputations, no questions can be put a

second time after the defeat, without the permission of the members

of the assembly.

The disputation that the good and orthodox people carry on in

a spirit of emulation with those that preach revolutionary and heretical

doctrines is what is called Vitanda. It is said by those that are skilful

in the science of debate that in Vitanda, the disputant is not bound

to establish his own view, but he seeks merely to demolish the position

of his opponent. Those that are good and (orthodox) carry on the

Vitanda-disputation, with the above object of refuting the views of their

opponent: whilst the opponents of the good people carry on the disputa-

tion of the nature of Jalpa, i.e., they try to establish their own views

and to refute the views of the good people. So the whole disputation,

between the good people and their opponents (the heretics), though it

passes by the name of Vitanda, is yet in reality of two-fold nature

—

the disputation is Vitanda on the part of the orthodox, and Jalpa

on the aide of the heretic. Before such wicked opponents, the wise

should keep their own views concealed ;
and ought not to try to establish

their own points. On the contrary they ought to try to prove the

weakness of their opponent's view, by force of seer reasoning (and
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not on the strength of the Vedas). This is the means that a wise

disputant should adopt, in meeting their wicked opponents, the

preachers of the revolutionary doctrines, the heretios. It has been

said that the wise and good people need not establish their own
views, but demolish those of their opponents, for the wicked heretics,

when defeated, are in duty bound to accept the views of their opposite

party, for their own views become prohibited and unorthodox.

By heretical religion is to be understood any religion other than

Vifnu Bhakti or steady attachment to the Lord Visnu. The views of

all the Bauddhas, the views of all the atheists, free-thinkers &<;., are to be

known as heretical and revolutionary, and they should be refuted by their

own words, by the force of reasoning only.

If one is arguing with a heretic, who does not believe in the autho-

ritati veness of saored scriptures, it is useless to quote texts from the

Vedas, before such an opponent. Suoh a person should be addressed by

the orthodox disputant who believes in the authority of the Vedass

thua :
—"O friend ! the side that yon have taken up, i9 "it for the

"purpose of establishing Dharma or is it purposeless ? If you say, that,

"it is for the sake of Dharma. then you admit the authority of the Vedas,
A.

"and give u,» your position of a non-believer in Agama. For Dharma oan-

"not be ascertained without the knowledge conveyed by the sacred scriptures

"(Agaraas) If you say that Dharmas like Himsa or the killing of animal

"life can be proved to be sinful, without having recourse to Revela-

"tion, and by reason only ; we reply that we can also prove by reason,

"that Himsa or the killing of animal is the cause of Dharma, when such

"animals are killed in sacrifice. But if you say that 'I have taken up

"this side without any purpose,' then what will be your answer, if I beat

"you .and tell you 'I am beating you without any purpose.' " This is how

a non-believer in Revelation should be met by believers in Revelation.

If in a Vitanda disputation, the orthodox party is unable to main-

tain his position in argument with the heretic, then all the good people

present in the assembly, should combine together, in preventing the

heretic from winning a victory over the orthodox.

(Who are to be considered as orthodox or good people ?) By the

word Sat ( ) i. e., good and honest people, are to be understood those

who do not believe that there is any body either equal or snperior to the

Lord Vifuu, who know the Lord Visnu is neither that Aksara ( wjjrt ) nor

Ksai a who know that there are gradations among the Jivas, and in

the works of Prakriti, and those whose religion is the worship of the

Bhagavan Visnu.

44
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"When the heretics (Asat people) are defeated in argument, tbe

King should oause pnnishment to be meted out to such persons. If on

the contrary, the orthodox or Sat party be defeated by the heretic, then

the King should remain neutral, and wait till the combined party of the

orthodox defeat the heretic. When the heretic is thus defeated, then the

King should punish such a heretic

All this is from the book called Brahmatarka.

COMMENTARY ON MANTRA 2.

The word bana ( mm ) in the mantra, does not mean the piece of

bamboo pinned at the head of a shaft ; but it means the arrow-head

which is made of steel. It has been said in the Padma Parana:—"The
black-smith did not show the King the sharp arrowhead (bana) which

was fixed at the extremity of a shaft."

COMMENTARY ON MANTRA 3.

(It is not proper to say that the Lord is the support of Mulaprakriti

who supports everything. The epithet Aksara which means indestruc-

tible is applicable to Mftlnprakriti also For she is also Aksara, indestruc-

tible. Similarly the attributes 'neither gross nor tine,' &c, are also not

confined to the Lord, but may be applied to Mulaprakriti also. The

commentator therefore gives authority for his explanation) :

—

In this Skanda Purftna it is said that "Sri is to be understood by

"the word Akasa, because she is all-luminous (kasa means light). This

"$ri is understood to be the support of all. The supreme Visnu is the

"support of Sri herself, and the qualities of "neither gross nor fine," etc.,

"are applied to the Lord only."

(Gargt twice puts the same question to Yajfiavalkya in the same

words in this Brahmana. It is a rule of logic that a person who repeats

his questions must be rebuked. Thus among the occasions for rebuke,

repetition is one. Thus in book fifth, chapter 2, Sutra I, of the Nyaya

Sutras, we find twenty-two occasions for rebuking (Nigraha.)

The occasions for rebuke are the following :—

(1. Hurting the proposition, 2. Shifting the proposition, 3. Oppos-

ing the proposition, 4. Renouncing the proposition, 5. Shifting the reason,

6. Shifting the topic, 7. The meaningless, 8. The unintelligible, 9. The

incoherent, 10. The inopportune, 11. Saying too little, 12. Saying too

muoh, 13. Repetition, 14. Silence, 15. Ignorance. 16. Non-ingenuity,

17. Evasion, 18. Admission of an opinion, 19. Overlooking the censur-

able, 20. Censuring the non-censurable, 21. Deviating from a tenet, and

22. The semblance of a reason.

(According to the rules of Logic, therefore, Gargi commits a repeti-

tion, in putting the same question. In Mantra 3 of this Brahmana she

puts the question: 'O Yajfiavalkya, that of which they say that it is
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above the heaven, beneath the earth, embracing heaven and earth, past,

present, and future ; tell me in what is it woven, like warp and woo'?"

And she again asks the very same question in Mantra 6 : *0 Yftjfia-

valkya, that of which they say, that it is above the heaven, beneath the

earth, embracing heaven and earth, past, present, and future, tell me in

what is it woven, like warp and woof ?' Why is she allowed to put the

same question twice, against the rules of logic ? To this the author

answers :—

)

The same question is put a second time, in order to get ansvver from

Yajfiavalkya, not in a figurative language, but in a positive assertion, that

the Mula Prakriti is the support of all. The answer given by Yajfia-

valkya on the second occasion, is differently worded, from the answer

which he gave to the first question. On the first occasion he said
;

"Akase Tad Otam Cha" On the second occasion he says. "Akasa Eva

Tad Otam Cha Frotam Cha. " Thus he uses the emphatically limiting

particle "Eva" in his second answer, showing thereby, that the Akasa
(the Mulaprakriti) was not the support, in a figurative sense, but in the

true sense of the word. Therefore, there was no repetition in the question

put by Gargi.

Thus in the Brahmanda Purana we find:—"Even in a disputation

(Katha) of the nature of Cavil (Jalpa) where the parties seek victory

over each other, a repetition, or the use of a wrong word or

saying too much or too little, etc., is not considered a cause of defeat,

much less so should it be considered a cause of defeat, in a disputation of

the nature of Yada (discussion)."

jVttt.—According to this opinion, the discussion between Gtrgl and YijfiavaHcya was

of the nature of Vida and not Jalpa, and hence the repetition in Such a case is not

reprehensible.

Minor faults mentioned above, oanuot be regarded as causes of a

man's defeat in a discussion, for, these may be possible even in a man
who is greatly learned.

(Where must we then consider a fault to be an occasion of defeat ?

To this the author answers:—

)

"When there is an inversion of the ascertainment of truth (when the

conclusion arrived at is contrary to the proposition Bought to be estab-

lished, or when there is any fault in employment of terras, or when there

is irrelevancy) or where there is delay even for a moment, that shows the

weakness of learning of the party and consequently such a party must

be considered as defeated." This is in the BrahmAq^a Parana.
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Therefore, only that repetition, etc., is to be considered as on occasion

for defeat (and rebuke), which is a repetition of a proposition opposed

to the truth sought to be ascertained, etc.

Note.—¥ot example, where a party goes on repeating a proposition which has

already been refuted. Such a repetition is a cause of defeat, and not every repetition.

COMMENTARY ON MANTRA 8.

(The Akgara has been described ''as neither coarse, nor, fine, neither

short nor long, neither red (like fire) nor fluid (like water) ; it is without

shadow, without darkness, without air, without ether, without attach-

ment, without taste, without smell, without eyes, without ears, without

speech, without mind, without light (vigour), without breath, without a

mouth (or door), without measure, having no within and no without, it

devours nothing, and no one devours it.")

(This might mean that the Lord is not a substance at all and has

no Svabhava or existence of his own. To remove this doubt the author

says :—

)

The Lord Jan&rdana i» said to be not coarse nor fine, etc., in the

sense that he is not coarse nbr fine etc., in the worldly, well-known ordinary

significance of these words ; and not that the Lord has no body of his

own, etc. The Mantra does not describe the non-existence of all kinds

of Sthulata, etc.

(But the MUntra also says the Lord has no Tainas or darkness. Does

it also mean, that the Lord has no physical darkness, but that Lie lias some

darkness of His own which is unworldly. To this the author replies:—

)

The Lord has no Tainas absolutely, for His knowledge is never

darkened by any obscuration, as is the case with other beings. There is

nothing which can obstruct the knowledge of the Lord. It is the nature

of Tainas to hide knowledge, but the Lord is all knowledge.

(It has been said above that the Lord devours nothing and no one

devours him. This is a doubtful phrase and the author explains it

thus :—

)

Since the Lord is independent, he is not devoured or killed by any

body. Had the Lord been killed by any body, then the killer would be

superior to the Lord.

MANTEAS 9 to 11,

(In Mantra 9 it is mentioned that "by the command of that Aksara

"(the imperishable), 0 Gargi, sun and moon stand apart. By the com-

"mini of. that Aksara, 0 Qbrgt, heaven and earth stand apart. By the

"command of that Aksara, O Grargt, what are called moments (nimesa),
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"boars (muhurta), days and nights, half-months, months, seasons, years, all

"stand apart. By the command of that Aksara, O Gargi, some rivers flow

"to the east from the white mountains, others to the west, or to any

"other quarter. By the command of that Aksara, 0 Gargi, men praise

"those who give, the gods follow the sacrificer, the fathers the Darvi-

" offering.")

(These words Dyava-Prithivyau, &c, used in the Mantra are generally

translated as heaven and earth, &c. They, however, do not mean so.

The author explains them thus :

—

In the Mah&mim&rfisa, it is said, that the word Dyava-Prithivyau

mean Sri and the presiding deity of the earth. The words Surya and

Chandrama as used in the Mantra, mean Brahma and Hudra respectively.

The word Dyau literally means luminous, and as Sri is all light, there-

fore Dyava means Sri. Prithivi comes from the root Prithu or extended.

Surya literally means the giver of knowledge or knowledge, and hence

it means Brahma Chandra literally means the giver of joy, and hence

it means Rudra, because He ordains all joy.

The Lord Hari is the support of all these and He is the ruler of

them from eternity and independent of any one else. No doubt Sri is the

support of everything in the universe, but she gets this power of support-

ing everything from the Lord. It is under the command of Visnu that

she supports all, and not because she has any power independent of him.

She is always under the control of Visnu. The only independent being

is the Lord Hari alone from all eternity.

COMMENTARY ON MANTRA 8- {continued)

.

In Mantra 8 it was mentioned that the Lord has no mouth. It

does not mean that the Lord has no body. The author explains thus by

an authority.)

It is thus written in Varaha Purana:—The Lord has no Prakfitic

body (material body) consisting of flesh, fat and bones, etc., because there

are no parts in Him. The Lord by the very fact of his lordliness, shows

that He is not a composite being, but His form is truth and He is change-

less and constant existence.

(It has been explained above that the Srutis deny only a Material

form to the Lord, and that the Lord has a form of His own. An objector

says:—"Is it not possible that the Srufcis deny absolutely every form

to the Lord ?" The Commentator therefore, quotes a Sruti to show
that they ascribe a non -material form to the Lord :—

)

Aditva yarnam fcamasasfcnpare (Vajasaneyi Samhita 81. 18.) "Of

8 an like lastre beyond darkness (of matter)." So a/so texts like "agor
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aniyao, mahato mahiy&n," "smaller than the smallest, and bigger tban

the biggBBt," "Sahasra-sirsa purnsa", "The purusa with thousand

heads," &c, show that the Lord has a form, though not material.

(You have explained the text 'asthulain' by saying that the Lord
has no material thickness, but He has a thickness of His own. How is

this explanation valid ? To this the Commentator answers:—

;

There is nothing strange in this explanation. Such explanations

occur other passages also. Thus in the Gita (13. 12) occurs " na sat

tan nasad uchyate" :
—" He is called neither being nor non-being."

Here absolute existence is not denied to the Lord, but only relative

material existence; that is, the Lord is not a Sat or gross material

existence, nor Asat or subtle material body, but He is immaterial.

An objector says:—."In the same sentence occur " asthulam

ahrasvam, &c," as well as " atama9, &c." You explain the first epithet

by saying that the Lord has got no material grossness, &c, but you

explain the other epithets like atamas, by saying that He has got

no darkness absolutely. To be consistent you ought to say, that He
has g»t no material darkness, but he has some non-malerial darkness."

To this the Commentator says:

—

There is nothing out of the way in such an explanation. Thus

in the text aduhkham asukham samam:—" He is painless, He is

pleasureless, He is equable," there is absolute denial of pain, but

relative denial of joy. There is joy or sukham in the Lord, but it

is not material pleasure.

Similarly in the text na prajiiam, naprajfiam " He is neither

knowledge nor ignorance." The ignorance is absolutely denied

regarding the Lord, but the denial of Knowledge is only relative,

namely, the knowledge of the Lord is not like the brain knowledge

of ordinary beings.

Ninth (Sakalya) Brahmanam.

MANTRA III. 9. I.

Snfnre^frT I * |r?*ta RTSRfT S*ft^ *W#t
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fr*ftwfs flSTT'sr ^»r^cr fart STTfT3r^T% I fTfirr^t-

mra ftare tester fen mff^r^rq^i ?r*ftfara

W Atha, then. fw^H«rs Vidagdhah, Vidagdha by name. vr$$9i

^akalyah, born in the family of Sakala. o^f Enam.him; Yajfiavalkya.

W«B Paprachchha. asked, f Ha. mn^&m Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya.

Kati, how many, Devah, gods. fRl Iti. a: Sah, he; Yftjfiavalkya.

qaiT EtayA, this. ftfo^T Nivida, by the mantra called Nivit. §$f«f$TST

VaiSvadevasya, of Vaisvadeva $astra. fafaffaf, Nivid i, in the mantra known

as Nivit. «mfa: Yavantah, as many. 3«T^ Uohyante, have been said,

ofir^ Pratipede, knew- Trayah, three. % Oha. ?ft Tri, three ; three

times, mffl. Satah, hundred. ^ Oha, and. «rat Trayah, three, n Cha,

and. ?ft Tri, three times. Sahasra, thousands, q Cha, and. %fy

Iti. Orix, yes
;
just so. ff?r Iti. m« Uv&cha, said (Vidagdha).

Kati, how. «£* Eva, only ; the superior to them all. $31 Devah, the Devas
;

the gods. JllSf^Sfir Vajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. ^fir Iti. wqfef^TH

Trayastrimsat, thirty-three, ^fa Iti. W Om, yes; just spoken. ffa Iti.

WW Uvacha, said (Vidagdha) Kati, how many. «{sr Eva, only
;

superior even among thetn. $*T: Devah, the gods. <>t??5W Yajfiavalkya,

Oh, Yajnavalkya. Sat, six. ffe Iti. «it OA, yes
;

just so. ^fir Iti.

WW Uvacha, said, f Ha. fpfa Kati , how many. Eva, only
;
superior

even among them. $qt: Devah, the gods. YajSavalkya, Oh,

Yajfiavalkya. ffir Iti *q: Trayah, three. Iti. Oa, yea; just

so. %T* Iti. Uvacha, said (Vidagdha). * Ha. «fa Kati, how many,

qq Eva, only, superior among them. §mt Devah, the gods. 9T5r3Pf*T

Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. $f?T Hi. Dvau, two. ffei Iti. «ft OA,

yes; just so. ff?l Iti. W« Uvacha, said (Vidagdha). f Ha. qsftl Kati,

how many. t& Eva, superior among them. $8JT: Devah, the gods. qfSJSjSjW

Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Iti. iWt? Adhyardha, one and a half,

^fer Iti. «ft OA, yes ;
just so. ffir Iti. Uvacha, said (Vidagdha). f

Hat Kati, how many, qj* Eva, superior among them. Devah,
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the gods. <n93«?tr Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. jfir Iti. Ekah, one.

^fw Iti. «ft Om, yos
;
just bo. Iti. $*n» Uvacha, said, f Ha. ^aif

K atame, which. ^ Te, those. ?h|j Trayah, three, w Oha, and. eft Tri,

three times. {RRi Satah, hundred. « Cha, and- m: Trayah, three. * Oha.

9ft Trl, three times. «f« Sahasra, thousand, si Cha, and. ffa Iti.

i. Then asked him Vidagdha, the son of Sakala,

—

" How many devas are there, Yajfiavalkya ?"

He (answered)—" This can be learnt from the Nivit;

as many (devas) as are mentioned in the Nivit of the Vaisvadeva

(&astra), (so many are there),

—

viz., three and three hundred

and three and three thousand."

" Yes," said Vidagdha, "and how many devas are there,

Yajfiavalkya ?"

" Thirty-three," he answered.

"Yes," said Vidagdha, "and how many devas are there,

Yajfiavalkya?"

" Six," he answered.

"Yes," said Sakalya, " and how many devas are there,

Yajfiavalkya ?"

" Three," he answered.

"Yes," said Vidagdha, " and how many devas are there,

Yajfiavalkya ?"

" Two," said he.

"Yes," said Sakalya, "and how many devas are there,

Yajfiavalkya ?"—" Adhyardhya," answered he.

"Yes," said he, "and how many devas are there,

Yajfiavalkya ?"

" One," he answered.

" Yes," said he, "and which are these three and three

hundred, and three and three thousand?"—210.

MANTRA III. 9. 2.
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CT: Sah, he
;
Yajfiavalkya. Uvacha, said, f Ha. Ete, those

that thou askest. t^rf Esam, these ; of the thirty-three. JrffTTf: MahimAnah,

glories ; inferiors or subordinates ; members of the family. Eva, only.

Tu, on the other hand, fwfetol Trayastriiasat, thirty-three. Eva,

only ; in reality. %m: Dev&h, gods. Iti. ^aft Katame, which. %

Te, those. ?nf«5f ^Tei Trayastri&sat, thirty-three, fffa Iti. wgfr Astau,

eight. TO^: Vasavah, Vasus. H*l$!lf Bkadasa, eleven. 5!ft: Rudrah, Rudraa.

fl^CT Dvadasa, twelve. «»lfin^ : Adityah, Adityaa. ^ Te, these. <$SBBfarci

Ekatrimsat, thirty -one. ^jj: Indrah, son of Vayu. ^gr Eva, only. 9 Cha,

and. JTHIlfa: Prajapatih, Jayanta son of Indra. % Cha. SCTffcfyh

Trayastrimsau, thirty three, ^fa Iti.

2. Yajfiavalkya replied, " All these three and three hundred

devas are partial glories, of (the following) thirty-three, whilst

thirty three only are in reality the chief Devas.

" Which arc these thirty three ?" (asked Vidagdha.)

"Eight Vasus, eleven Rudras, twelve Adityas, these are

thirty one ; and together with Indra (the son of Vayu) and

Prajapati (Jayanta, the son of Indra) these are thirty-three,"

—

said Yajfiavalkya.—21 1.

MANTRA III. 9. 3.

W^tit Katame, which, Vasavah, the Vasus. jffc Iti.

»ffi?: Agnih, Suparna ; Garuda. n Cha, and. ^ftftft Prithivt, the wife

of Garuda. ^ Cha. *rg: V&yuh, Sutr&tman. n Cha, and. afafttff Antari-

ksam, Sraddha, the wife of Sutratman. * Cha. wrf^T: Adityah, Siva.

* Cha, and. fft Dyau, Uma the wife of Siva, m Cha, and. UifJTT: Chan-

draraah, Kama. 9 Cha, and. sfsprrfio Naksatrani, Indra. The plnral

number indicates that Indra assumes many forms. V Cha, and. Ete,

these. TOC Vasavah, the Vasus. ff : Hi, because. Etesu, in these

eight, Idam, this. trif Sarvam, whole. ^5 Vasu, world, fjpj Hjtam,

founded. Iti. ^RmT Tasmat, therefore. Vasavah, the Vasns.

|fr Iti.

3. "Which are the Vasus?" asked Vidagdha.

45
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"Agni (or Garuda), Prithivi (or Garuda's wife), Vayu
(or Sutratma), Antariksa (or SVaddha, the wife of Sutratma),

Aditya (or Siva), Dyau (or Uma, the wife of &iva), Chandra-

ma (or Kama), Naksatra (or Indra),—these are the Vasus. In

them this whole world is founded ; therefore, they are called

Vasus."—212.

MANTRA III. 9. 4.

33ait 3fir ^ftft STTr^^aj^

rf^ipt ?fir U $ II

Vftft Katame, which. 5fT: Rudrah, the Rudras. Iti. g$%

Puruse, in the J!va. m<QTt Pran&h, the Pranas, th<^e that regulate the

five organs of perception and the five organs of action. ^ Itne, these,

the ten sons of Vayu, such as Daksa, &c. Dasa, ten. WWr Atma
Brihaspati ; the presiding deity of Buddhi. q^r^cr: Ekadasah, the eleventh.

% Te, those eleven. Yada, when, greffil Asmat, this. Hf^fa MartyAt,

from the dying man. WftTTCl Sarirat, from the body. SWSnffa Utkramanti,

leave ; go out. wg Atha, then. fluffs Kodayanti, (make the relatives of

the dying man) weep or shed tears, Yat, because. ?iq Tat, then.

T^fftT Rodayanti, (make the relatives of the dying man) weep. <!Wt
Tasm&t, therefore, ^fn Rudrah, the Rudras ; those that make weep.

4. "Which are the Rudras ?" asked Vidagdha.

" These ten devas of Pranas in a man and Brihaspati, the

deva of Buddhi as the eleventh, when these presiding devas

go out of the body of a dying man, then they make the

relatives weep. They are called Rudras, because they make
them weep."—213.

MANTRA III. 9. 5.

sn%m ffir 513* I mm: ^?^f
3m^r*T IpT ft^WU^RT *firT t *T^**>^faT-

SftTRT ^ficT ^fWT^lfi[rm fTO II H II

Katame, which. wif^Jt: Adityah, Adityas. Iti. tfTOTTO

Sa&vatsarasya, of the year. I Vai, indeed. gt^T Dvada&a, twelve
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presiding dev&s. mm: M&sah, (of) the months. Kte, these. wrf^Wt:

Adity&h, Adityas. ff Hi, because, fl^ Ete, these ; these twelve presid-

ing devas of the months, namely. I. Dhata, 2. Aryaina, 3. Vivasvftn,

4 Pusa. 5. Tvasta. 6. Savitn. 7. Bhaga, 8. Parjanya, 9. Varuna,

10. Mitra, 11. Yama. 12. Indra. ldatn, this. at Sarvam, all;

such as Ayu, &c, of the living beings. srr^RT Adadana, taking. iffilr

Yanti, go away. ^ Te, they ; the twelve months. «W[ Yat, because, ftf

Idain, this, mi Sarvam, all, i.e , Ayu, &o., of all the living beings.

Wr^r«Tr Adadana, taking. *ff?f Yanti, go away, <r9TI3 Tasmat, therefore.

Wlf^n: Adityah, the Adityas. %fk lti.

5. "Which are the Adityas?" asked Vidagdha.

"The presiding devas of the twelve months of the year

are the Adityas ; for, these take away all this as they pass.

Since, as they pass, they take away all this, therefore they

are called Adityas."—214.

MANTRA III. 9. 6.

33rw JrgfTqfaftfif i ^rRroor^srt

qgcftr H|T TO* ^Rf II \ II

Katamah, which. ^Jj: Indrah, lndra, son of Vayu. VStt:

Katamah, which. JT3ir<?f?r: Praj&patih, Prajapati (Jayanta). jfif lti.

SPrfaijg: Stanayitnuh, the presiding deva of thunder. «pr Eva, only, tyt

Indrah, Tndra, son of V&yu. 15f: Yajfiah, the presiding deva of sacrifice,

nsmfa: Prajapatih, Prajapati. ffHti. mm Katamah, which. «srf*»?g: Stana-

yitnuh, the presiding dava of thunder, jfo lti. wfai Asanih, the deva

of thunder bolt or Vajra. lti. ^?jjt: Katamah which. 357: Yajfiah,

the deva of sacrifice, ^fft lti. <W9: Pasavah, the presiding deva of

animals.

6. "Who is Indra, and who is Prajapati?" asked

Vidagdha.

Yajfiavalkya said: " The deva of thunder is Vajra (Indra,

a son of Vayu), the deva of sacrifice is Prajapati."

"Which is the deva of thunder?" asked Vidagdha.

"The deva of thunder bolt," said Yajfiavalkya.

"Which is the deva of sacrifice ?" asked Vidagdha.

"The deva of animals," replied Yajfiavalkya.—215.
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MANTRA III. 9. 7.

Wfft Katame, which. ^ Sat, six. $f?r lti. wfii: Agnih, Suparna
;

Garuda. 1 Oha, and. $fir?ft Prithivi, the wife of Garuda. <9 Oha, and.

*ig« V&yuh, Sutratma. n Cha. and. sfafoff Antariksam, Sraddha, the

wife of Sutratma. * Cha, and. «nf^TO Adit yah, Siva, wh: Dyaufc,

Uina, the wife of Siva, g Oha, and. ij^r Etesu, these, §at, Six. ffc

Hi, since. Idam, this, igeta Etesu, in these. Idam, this; Jfiana,

Vijflana, Aisvarya, Virya, Sri and Yasa. §at, six. Sarvam, full
;

fttlly developed, ffb lti.

7.
41 Which are the six ?" (asked Vidagdha).

" Agni (Garuda), Prithivi (Garuda's wife), Vayu (Sutratma),

Antariksa (Sraddha, the wife of Sutratma), Aditya (Siva), Dyau

(Uma, the wife of Siva)—these are the six devas. Because in

these six, the six qualities, vis., Jnana, Vijnana, Aisvarya,

Virya, Sri and Yasa are fully developed."—216.

Note.—These are the six powers of godhead.

MANTRA III. 9. 8.

^gifr Katame, which. $ Te, those, Trayah, three. $*r: DevnH,

the Gods. \fy lti. Ime, these, namely, Agni, Vayu, Aditya, i.e.,

Vindra or Garuda, Vayu and Mahesvara or Siva, ew Trayah, three.

$Tf>U Lok&h, the worlds, or supports of their consorts : Intelligences. «J«r

Eva, only, ff Hi, since, Esu, in these, in these, in the three Intel-

ligences, Vayu, Vindra and Mahesvara. ^ Ime, these. Sarve, all.

Devah, the Gods. jf% lti. Katamau, which. «fr Tau, those,

jft Dvau, two. $<ft Devau, the Gods. ^% lti. *l*f Annatn, food, namely,

Sraddhfc. It is composed of two words «jq surpassing and !T leader.

Excellent Leader. H» Eva, only, the well-known. Win: Pr&nah, the

chief of the Vayus. jfa lti. Katamah, which. «l«qvf: Adhyardhah,

Adhyardha, %fy lti. n: Yah, which. Wf Ayam, this. W?> Pavate,

purifies or blows. %fk lti.
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8. " Which are the three devas ? " (asked Vidagdha).

" The three Intelligences, named Vayu, Vindra (Garuda)
and Mahesvara Siva," said Yajnavalkya, " for within them all

other devas are (comprehended)."

"Which are the two devas ?" (asked Vidagdha). " Sraddha

(Annam) and her spouse, the Chief of the Vayus," said

Yajnavalkya.

"Which is the Adhyatdha ?" (asked Vidagdha).

" He who purifies," said Yajnavalkya.—217.

MANTRA III. 9. 9.

Katamah, which. SR««T«f : Adhyardhah, Adhyardha. ^fe Iti.

m Yah, who, being the support of all. aiq Ayam, this. Pavate,pu rifles,

jfcf It'. 5R[ Tat, therein, i.e., about Vayu being Adhyardha- Wlj: Afiuh,

they questioned, the assembly asked. q<l Yat, that. wtf Ayam, this.

Ekah, one. jjsr Iva, like, qjl Eva, only. Pavate, purifies. Wl Atna,

then. ««f Katham, how. Vt^: Adhyardhah, Adhyardha or one and a

half, lj. ^fir Iti. mi Yat, because. Sffw^ Asmin, in him. ^ Idam,

this. «if Sarvam, all ; such as Jfiana, Vijfiana, Ac. w«TT«^f«l Adhyardhnot,

increased ; obtains increase. Iti. *em: Katamah, which. ij*: Bkah,

one, fa Deva, god. $f?r Iti. mu: Pranah, Visou ; the Supreme God.

^Rr Iti. Sah, he ; the Prana or Vifnu. srff Brahma, full in all the

qualities. ?*T3 Tyat, that which never decays
;

ever-lasting, 3 eW and

always existing as such «l^t^ JLchaksate, they say. %fa Iti.

9. ["Which is the Adhyardha? " (asked Vidagdha).

" He who purines," said Yajnavalkya.]

" Here it is objected," said the assembly, " he who purines,

is one even ; how then is he Adhyardha or ih (one-and-a-half)?"

" Because all obtain increase in him, therefore is he

Adhyardha," said Yajnavalkya.

Note.—He, Vlyu, the most beloved son of God, cannot be said to be separate

fro n God, and so he is not second : nor can he be said to be God himself, so he cannot

be said one. Therefore, from his unique position, he is said to be one-and-a-half.
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" Which is the One God ? " (asked Vidagdha).

"Prana, namely, Visnu," said Vajnavalkya, " and He is

Brahman or full, and He is called Tyat or that which never

decays but always exists as such".—-218.

mantra III. 9. 10.

i*5 sit sre wmrx qmrn ^

«Tr9^tr Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. q^i Yasya, whose. fjUpft

Prithivi, the earth. ^ Eva, only. W«J?pf Ayatanam, abode
;

support,

wfi?: Agnih, Rama, the presiding deity of Vak. %w. Lkoah, the outward

manifestation, w. Vanah, the mind
; Rama, presiding in the mind.

3«frifif: Jyotih, light ; inward manifestation, rt Tain, that. ST^S Sarvasya,

of all. WWW Atmanah, all the Jivas. qfr^of Parayanam, the best support.

5^ Purusain, the Purusu.. «t: Yah, whoever, ikvv%. Vidyat, may know,

may realise. ^ Vai, indeed. *r. Sah, he. tf^BT Vedita, a wise man. WT«t

Syiit, may be. ^ Vai, indeed. &akaly a, Oh, Sakalya. ?f Yam, which.

^9(7 Sarvasya, of all. WRICT: Atmanah, all the beings ; all the Jivas.

Illfrf Parayanara, the best support 3$^ Purusam, the Purusa. a»T?*T

Attha, thou spoakest of. 3f]£ Aham, I. ^ Veda, know. ^Vai, indeed. V.

Yah, that. Wfffa: S&rirah, present in the body of all the beings. 55^:

Pui usab, Sv&yaiubhuva or Jivatma. n: Sah he. <5^: Bsah , this, Vada,

ask. ^ Eva, again. ?R1 Tasya, his. mi Ka, which, Devata, ruler;

regulator. ff?r Iti. Atnfitam, the Vayu. ^fei Iti. Uvacha,

said, f Ha

10. " Oh, Yajfiavalkya, he who knows him, whose abode

is the earth, whose external manifestation is Agni, (the deity

of Vak or Speech), whose inward manifestation is the mind,

to be the best support of all the beings or Jivas, he is really

a wise man."

" I know Him, indeed, Oh, Sakalya, to be the best support

of all the beings or Jivas, Him whom thou speakest of and
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who is this Purusa in the body (Jivatma). It is He. Ask,

again Oh, &akalya."

(Sakalya asked) " Who is the presiding god or governor

of Him ?
"

Yajfiavalkya replied, " Amrita or Vayu."—219.

mantra III. 9. 1 1.

murv q *ww: wr: * ^ aires* i

*JT55«fil Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Yasya, whose.

K&mah, desire. Eva, only. W[«J?T«f Ayatanam, abode
;
support, fp^f

Hridayam, heart ; llama, whose seat is in the heart. Lokah, out-

ward manifestation. flR: Manah, the mind
;
Rama, presiding in the mind.

S^lfsT: Jyotih, light, inward manifestation. ?f Tarn, that. Sarvasyu,

of all. W?lTtt jLtraanah, all the Jivaa or beings, mnvf Par&yanam, the

best support. g*tf Purusarn, the Purusa. q: Yah whoever, fawq Vid ykt,

may know
;
may realise. % Vai, indeed, fft '.Sah, he. tfifnT Vedita, a

wise man. WR[ Syat, may be. t Vai, indeed, 3TT¥$7 Sakalya, Oh, Sakalya.

*f Yam, which. Sarvasya, of all. WrWqj Atmanah, all the beings.

inT"f Parflyanam, the best support. 5^ Purusara, the Purusa. WTO
Attaha, thou speakest of. siy Aham, I. q^ Veda, know, q Vai, indeed,

q: Yah, that, «nq* Ay am, this. CTqqq: Kamamayah., of the desires, pre-

siding in the desires. J^T: Purusah, the being
;
Pradyumna, the deity of

the desires. ff: Sah, he. tjq: Bsah this. 9^ Vada, ask. <jq Eva, again,

g^r Tasya his. *T Ka, which. $**tr Devatft, ruler
; regulator. ^%

Iti. f?qq: Striyah, the women
;.

&ri, Sarasvati and Utnft. Iti. 3qTq

U vaoha, said.

11. "Oh, Yajfiavalkya, he who knows Him, whose

abode is the desires, whose external manifestation is Rama,

whose seat is in the heart, whose inward manifestation is the

mind, to be the best support of all the beings or Jivas, he is

really the wise man."
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" I know Him, indeed, to be the best support of all the

beings, or Jivas,—Him whom thou speakest of and who is the

Purusa,—Pradyumna, who is the presiding deity of desires.

It is He. Ask again, Oh Sakalya."

(Sakalya asked)—" Who is the presiding god pr gover-

nor of Him."

Yajnavalkya replied, " Rama, Sarasvati and Uma, these

three female devas."—220.

mantba III. g. )2.

^qT^cr toto* vwtet I *

«nsy«5W Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya. «JW Yasya, whose. ^<nfni

RupAni, colours. Eva, only. *nifl«f Ayatanam, abode
; sapport.

Ghaksnh, the eye; Rama, presiding in the eye. Lokah, outward

manifestation. SR: Mannh, the mind ;
Kama, presiding in the mind.

9%t%: Jyotih, light ; inward manifestation, Tam, that, tnfal Sarvasya,

of all. WTWi: Atmanah, all the Jivas or Beings. WTUf ParAyanam,

the best support, gs^ Purusam, the Parnsa. «l: Yah, whoever. fa«ir^

Vidyat. may know; may realise. ^ Vai, indeed. 8ah, he. %firqr

VeditA, a wise mun. W?l SyAt, may be. t Vai, indeed. Sakalya,

Oh, Sakalya. »f Yam, which. Barvasya, of all. *n?JT»f: Atujanah,

all the beings. <KWf Parayana.n, the best support. gstf Purusam, the

Purusa. WI?U Attaha, thou speakest of. %tf Aham, I. Veda, know

4 Vai, indeed. Yah. that. w$r Asau, this. «ttf^ Aditye, in the son.

t'urusah, being ; Rudra. Eva. 9: Sah, he. Esah, this. 97
Vada, ask. «pi Eva, again ?fc?r Tasya, his. Ka, which. $*ST DevatA,

ruler; regulator, ffa Iti. Satyam, Ohaturnaukha. frf^T Iti

TJyAcha, said. C Ha.

13. " Oh, Yajnavalkya, he who knows Him, whose abode

is the colours, whose external manifestation is Rama, whose

seat is in the eye, whose inward manifestation is the mind, to
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be the best support of all the beings or Jivas, he is really

the wise man."

" I know Him, indeed, to be the best support of all the

beings or Jivas,—Him whom thou speakest of and whois the

Purusa (Rudra) in the sun. It is He. Ask, again, Oh,

6akalya."

(^akalya) asked—"Who is the presiding god or governor

of Him?"
" Chaturmukha," replied Yajnavalkya.—221.

MANTRA III. 9. 13.

«n5T35f5r Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Yasya, whose. «n$TO:

Akasah, the sky. Eva, only, srroasf Ayafcanam, abode • support.

Vt\i( Srotram, the ears
;
Rama, presiding in the ears. Lokah, the

outward manifestation. JTJT: Manah, mind
;
Rama, presiding in the mind.

S^rfet: Jyotih, light ; inward manifestation. ?f Tam, that. Sarvasya,

of all. WI?«R: Atmanah, all the Jivas ; all the Beings. «Hj*»of Prtrayaijain,

the best support. g««f PuruSiim, the Purusa.. T:. Yah,, whoever, fwfff^

Vidyat, may know; may realise., t Vai, indeed, m Sah, he. %firjrr

Vedita, a wise man. WWt SyAt, may be. t Vai/, indeed. HWfSl Sakajya,,

Oh, iSakalya, *f Yam, which. «sfc«r Sarvasya, of all. WJOT?r: t
.itaiAoah,,

all the beings. W?nrf Parayanaro, the best support. 3^ Pu rasa n», the

Purusa WW Attha, thou speakest of. wtf Ah a,re, . I. Veda,: know.

$ Vai, indeed. «r: Yah, which. «>tf Ayam, this. Srautrah, h>ving

entered into the ear. n?Rrgc^: Pratisrutkah, he who hears. 3s* Parusafc,

Purusa; the moon, qt Sah; he. nn: Bsah, this. Vada, ask* ,<W Eya,

again, Tasya, his. «BT Ka, which. " ^ar.Devata, the God.; the RaJer;

ihe Regulator; jfa Iti. flfqr: Disah, Gaxndaj Se^a and .Daksa, these,, gods,

fft Iti. > -
"

. . . 7...

• .13. " Oh Yajnavalkyi, he ^irho . knows Him-, whose abode

is in the sky, whose external manifestation is * Rami, ' whose

46
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seat is in the ears, whose inward manifestation is the mind,

to be the best support of all the beings or Jivas, he is really

the wise man."

" I know Him, indeed, to be the best support of all the

beings or Jivas,—Him whom thou speakest of and who is this

Purusa,—Chandra, who hears, remaining inside the ears. It is

He. Ask again, Oh, Sakalya."

("&akalya asked)
—"Who is the presiding god or governor

of Him?"

"Garuda, Sesa and Daksa, called Disah or Directions,"

replied Yajtiavalkya.—-222.

MANTEA III. 9. 14.

1Wf*WU Yajfiavalkya. Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Yasya, whose, fpti

Tamah, darkness, Q,ar Eva, only. W«wtf Ayatanam, abode; support,

f^fif Hridayatn, heart ;
Rama, whose seat is in the heart. Lokah, the

outward manifestation, <Hf: Man ah, the mind
;
Rama, presiding in the

mind. S^lRf: Jyotih, light ; the inward manifestation. ?f Tam, that.

Sarvasya, of all. vrftRf: Atmanah, all the Jivas or Beings, wqof Para-

yanam, the best support. J*«f Purusatn, the I'urusa. m Yah, whoever.

fkvat Vidyat, may know
;
may realise. I Vai, indeed. 9: Salt. he.

Vedita, a wise man. Syat, may be. $ Vai, indeed. *TT«WT Sakalya,

Oh, Sakalya. if Yam, which. «4w Sarvasya, of all. urmre: Atmanah,
all the beings. qfwrf Par&yanatn, the best support- 55^ Purusam, the

Pnrnsa. WT?*f Attn a, thou speakest of. «n£ Aham, I. $3 Veda, know. $
Vai, indeed. V Yah, which, uraf Ayam, this. 9ranru: Chhay&mayah,
shadowy. 35*: Purusah, Purusa

;
Nirriti. «: Sah, he. ij*: Esah, this.

Vada, ask. »$* Eva, again. «*<r Tasya, his. *T K&, which. Devata,
the tuler ; the governor, jffc Iti. *pg: Mrityuh, death

; Tama, jftl Iti.

«TMI Uvacha, said, f Ha,
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14. " Oh, Yajnavalkya, he who knows Him, whose abode

is in darkness, whose external manifestation is Rama, whose

seat is in the heart, whose inward manifestation is the mind,

to be the best support of all the beings or Jivas ; he is really

the wise man."
11

I know Him, indeed, to be the best support of all the

beings,—Him whom thou speakest of and who is the Purusa,

—Nirriti, whose nature is shadow. It is He. Ask again,

Oh, Sakalya."

(Sakalya asked)—" Who is the presiding god or governor

of Him?"
*' Death (Yama)," replied Yajnavalkya.—223.

MANTRA III. 9. 15.

^qiir^r treroKR ^gsrMt ^^i^tm^ff %

«H3fS5W Yajflavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Tasya, whose. «Vffo

Rupani, colours. «pf Eva, only. WWf Ayatanam, abode; support. ^J:
Ohaksuh, the eye ; Rama, presiding in the eye. sffop: Lokah, outward

manifestation. tpf: Manah, the mind ; RamA, whose seat is in the mind.

Surfer: Jyotih, light ; inward manifestation. # Tam, that. wf**T Sarvasya,

of all. WTWi: Atmanah, all the Jivas or Beings- ITflHif Parftyanam, the

best support. IJ^f Purusatn, the Purusa. m Yah, whoever. ftltlRf Vidyat,

may know
;
may roalise. t Vai, indeed, ff: Sah, he. tfiffir Vedita, a wise

man. Syftt, may be. $ Vai, indeed, ^tawf Sakalya, Oh, Sakalya. ^
Yam, which. «sfa Sarvasya, of all. HRiffl: Atrnanah, all the beings. <mT»f

Parayanam, the best support. 35^ Purus&m, the Purusa. WW Attha. thou

speakest of. %f$ Aham, I. Veda, know. $ Vai, indeed, a: Yah, which.

«rf Ayam, this. «H$f Adarse, in the mirror. %W. Purujah, the Purusa;

the sun. mi Sah, he. Esah, this, Vada, ask. ^* Eva, again.

Tasya, his. «T Kft, which. $*1T DevaM, ruler
;

regulator. Iti. «t|:

Asuh, Asu ; the internal Vayu. ^fa Iti.
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15. " Oh, Yajnavalkya, he who knows Him, whose abode

is the colours, whose external manifestation is Rama, "whose

seat is in the eye, whose inward manifestation is the mind

to be the best support of all the beings or Jivas ; he is really

the wise man."

"I know Him. indeed, to be the best support of all the

beings or Jivas,—Him whom thou speakest of and who is the

Purusa (the sun) in in the mirror. It is He. Ask again,

Oh, Sakalya."

(Sakalya replied)
—

" Who is the presiding god or regulator

of Him?"
" Asu (the internal Vayu), " replied Yajnavalkya.—224-

MANTRA III. 9. 16.

^n^iifTs^r i §5 m ^ rf g*q&>

cet i mm ffir fta*^ » «

jr".- Y&jfiavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya. Yasya, whose. %nq:

Apah, .the waters. 13 Eva, only. WNRR* Ayatanam, abode ; support, ppf
JJridayam, the heart ;

Rama, whose seat is in the heart. 9)$: Lokah

outward manifestation. JW Mauah, the mind ;
Rama, whose seat is in the

rnin^, .5^rRl« Jyotih, the light ; the inward manifestation, Tam, that.

OSS* Sarvasy.a, of all. *uefH: Atmanah, all the Jivas or Beings, qireaf

Parayauam, the best support. gstf Purusam, the Purusa. q: Yah, whoever,

fonrac Vidyat, may know
;
may realise. # Vai, indeed. «: Salt, he, #fir<n

•Ved^a, a wise man. *WfSyat, may. I Vai, indeed. Sakalya, Oh,

Sakalya.. Yam, which gtfa Sarvasya, of all. suffer: Atmanah, all the

Jivas. wqot Parayanam, the best support. g$tf I'urusam, the Puruaa.

WW Aitha, thou speakest of. «uf Aham, I. Vexla, know. | Vai, indeed.

51 Yah, which, «uf Ayam, . this. u«§ Apsu, in the waterB. g*j<|: Purnsafe

Ahe Purusa; Parjanya. Sab., he. 15*: Bsah, this ^ Vada, ask. Eva,

again,. .^TaBya, his. $1 Ka, which. f?G Oevata, ruler; regulator, {fa

lti. TOK Varunah, Varuna. {% Iti.
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16.
4< Oh, Yajnavalkya, he who knows Him. whose abode

is the waters, whose external manifestation is Rama, whose

seat is in the heart, whose inward manifestation is the mind,

to be the best support of all the beings or Jivas ; he is really

the wise man."

" I know Him, indeed, to be the best support, of all the

beings or Jivas,—Him whom thou speakest of and who is the

Purusa (the Parjanya) in the waters. It is He. Ask again,

Oh, Sakalya."

(Sakalya asked)—" Who is the presiding god or regula-

tor of Him?

"

" Varuna," replied Yajnavalkya.—225.

MANTRA III. 9. 17.

sr^sr i $53T3Tf #355^ *atancw:

q ^siT^r j*nw: j^r: *r 71 srfef sjt^^t i s»t

: Tr?9f5^«r Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajnavalkya. Yasya, whoso, fa:

Retah, somen. ^ Eva, only. WTSa'f Ayatanam, abode
; support. $?r*|

Hridayam, the heart ;
Rama, whose seat is in the heart, ssfa: Lokah, the

outward manifestation. JW Manah, the mind. 3^r%: Jyotih, the light
;

the inward manifestation. ?t Tarn, that. Sarvasya, of all. VTTdWU

Atraanah, all the Jivas or Beings. Farayanam, the best support.

3?tf Purusam, the Purusa. m Yah, whoever. ftw^ Vidyat,

may know
;
may realise, t Vai, indeed. ?Tf Sah, he. tfirql Vedita, a wise

man. WI?T Syat, may be. % Vai, indeed. *TT*5*: Sakalyah, Oh, Sakalya.

«f Yam, which. Sarvasya, of all. wrTOH: Atmanah, all the beings.

'WWf Parayanara, the best support. Purusam, the Purusa. wtW
Attha, thou speakest of. Aham, I. Veda, know, if Vai, indeed. «i:

Yah, which. Eva, only. «pf Ayam, this. JWi: Putramaynh, , of Che

progeny. JCT: Purusah, the Purusa
;
Sakra, the presiding, deity of the

progeny; 49: Sah, he. Esiih, this *f Vada, ask. iprEva, again. trr$?q

Sakalya, di, Sakalya. 4JW Xasya,. his. w Ka, ' Which. $*3T Devata,
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god; the regulator ; the governor. jftr Tti. !T3OT%: PrajApatih, Brahma;
for be nourishes or protects all. ^fa Iti. Uvacha, said. f Ha.

17.
lt Oh Yajnavalkya, he who knows Him, whose abode

is in the Semen, whose external manifestation is Rama, whose

seat is in the heart, whose inward manifestation is the mind,

to be the best support of all the Beings or Jivas, he is really

the wise mart."

'*
I know Him, indeed, to be the best support of all the

beings or Jivas,—Him whom thou speakest of and who is the

Purusa (Sakra), the presiding deity of the progeny. It is He.

Ask again, Oh, Sakalya."

(Sakalya asked)
—

" Who is the presiding god or governor

of Him?"

"Brahma," replied Yajnavalkya.—226.

mantba III. 9. 18.

3KWg*<l: Yajfiavalkytih, Yajfiavalkya. W« Uvacha, said. * Ha. ffer

Iti, thus. srreST Sakalya, Oh, Sakalya. fisra Svit, is it. ^ line, these.

WurnJT: Brahmanah, the Brahmanas. ?grt Tv&m, thee, affimwasiof Angara-

vakrayanatn, a piece of wood for throwing cinders, to and fro. WRfT

Akrata, have made. It is the Vedic form of «t$<TO Akrisata ; and the

pluta W indicates pity on the part of the peaker. ffif Iti.

18. Yajnavalkya said with pity,—" Is it, Sakalya, that

these Brahmanas have made a cinder-moving-wood (cat's-paw)

of you ?"—227.

MANTBA III. 0. I!)

Sakalyah, Sakalya. i*r* Uvacha, said. % Ha. %fk Iti, thus.

YAjfiavalkya, Oh, Yajflavalkya. q^T Yat, that. ^ Idaui, H
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amounts to this. $3qNtCT*ii KurupaBohalanam, of the countries of the

Kurus and the Pafichals. mnHT^ Brahmanan, the Br&hamanas WSWjh
Atyavadih, thou speakest lightly, Kim, it is. ffgrfagi^C Brahmavid van,

knowing the Brahman. ff»" Iti. Sadevah, with their presiding

deities. *wf9«3r: Sapratisthah, with their support, fipff: Disah, tl.e

quarters ; the directions, Veda, I know, fftl Iti.

19. Sakalya said.—" Oh, Yajnavalkya, since thou speakest

so lightly of the Brahmanas of the countries of the Kurus

and of the Pafichals, is this knowing Brahman ? (It is thy

conceit only that thou thinkest that thou knowest Brahman)."

Yajnavalkya replied, "Yes, I know all the directions together

•with the deities that preside in them and with those on which

they rest."—228.

MANTEA 111. 9. 20.

T^q^cSTT^J^cf I ^ STTT^cSi: cERSR

*I?T Tat, if. a^9T: Sadevah, with their presiding deities. wr^PSt:

Sapratisthah, with their support. f^Qt Disah, the directions.

Vettha, (Thou) knowest. Asyatn, this. $rr«lf Pracyham, eastern, firfqir

Di si, in the direction, fitf^sra: Kimdevatah, of what god, of what deity.

Asi, (Thou) art. ^Rr Iti. WTfipo^V*: Adity adevatah, of the god,

Aditya. ff?| Iti. *T: Sah, that, «n%?*« Adityah, the sun. «finq( Kasmin,

on which. srfaftwr: Pratisthitah, supported; rests, ffei Iti. «rgft

Chaksusi, on the eye, on the Svayambhuva Mann, whose function it is to

make the eye see. Iti. 3 Nu, an interrogative word, vfonr. Kasmin.

on which. *gj: Chaksuh, the eye ; SvAyambhuva. nfofetf Pratisthi-

tam, supported ; rests. Iti. Rupesu, on colours ; on Indra,

deity of the colours, ffh Iti. ff
k
Hi, for ; because. *TCJ«rt Chaksusa,

with the eye
;
through the favour of Svftyambhuva Mann. Vfflftl Rdpani,
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the colours
;
Indra, the presiding deity of the colours. *T?<lfc Palyati,

saeiT. g Nu, an interrogative word. Kasmin, on which. «wfHl

Rfipani, the colours ; Indra, the presiding deity of colours. srfaFt&ttRf

Pratifthitani, rest
;
depend, ffsr Iti. Hridaye, on the heart ; on

Uma, presiding deity of the heart or cognition, ffa Iti. Uvacha,

said, f Ha. ft Hi, because. Hridayena, by the heart; through

the favour of Uma, the presiding deity of cognition. ^qiRv Rupani, the

colours ; Indra, the presiding deity of the colours. 3IT«nft Jannfci, knows,

ft Si, because. 5^ Hridaye, on the heart ; on Uraa, the deity of cogni-

tion. Eva, only. ??<ltfai Rup&ni the colours
; Indra, the presiding

deity of colours. srf3f<S3tf<t Pratiath.it "mi, supported, sjsffg Bhavanti, are.

jfer Iti. *jf^5T>? Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Etat. It is what has

been said by you. Evam, so. ^ Eva, just.

20. ''If thou dost know the directions with their deities

and support, of what deity art thou (or which is thy deity)

in the eastern direction ? " (asked Sakalya).

" Of the god Aditya," (replied Yajfiavalkya).

'* On which does that Aditya rest ? " (asked Vidagdha).

" On the eye (i.e., on Svayambhuva Manu), whose

function it is to make the eye see" (said Yajfiavalkya).

" On which does the eye (or the Svayambhuva Manu)

depend ? " (asked Sakalya).

" On colour, i.e., on Indra, because (one) sees the colours

through the eye (or, in other words, it is through the favour

of the Svayambhuva Manu that one sees Indra)," (replied

Yajfiavalkya).

" On which do the colours (i.e., Indra) depend ?"

-
" On the heart (cognition), (or, in other words, on Uma,

the presiding deity of cognition^ for it is through the heart

(cognition) one knows the colours, therefore do the colours

rest on the heart (or, in other words, as it is through the

favour of Uma that one sees Indra, it is certain, therefore, that

Indra depends on Uma)", (replied Yajfiavalkya).

"It is, just so. Yajfiavalkya," (said Sakalya).—229.
MANTRA 111. 9. 21.

^ v&x m^pi nfa%r mf ?m 1 m*&*
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nmf%rf ?f?r i 3%irwTmmi 95fapg 5%<nt

^p^f^wrm%f^fa i ^tW«j **§t nrfiro-

w^rt Asyam, this. ^fefCBTqt Daksin*\yam, southern. f^fijrDisi, in the

direction. f*f»%4«l: Kiiiadevatah, of what god ; of what deity, wftr Asi,

(thou) art. lti. Yamadevatah, of the god Yama. fRr lti. W:

Sah; that. Yarnah, the god Yama. sfifisT^ Kasmin, on which. ST%ftsq:

Pratisthitah, supported. ff?| Iti. q£ Yajfie, on the sacrifice; Aniruddha,

the presiding deity of the sacrifice, ff?T Iti. g Nu, an interrogative

particle. *figr^ Kasmin, on which. Yajfiah, the sacrifice
; Aniruddha,

the presiding deity of the sacrifice. srf?rf«aw: Pratijthitah, supported
;

rests, ffs Iti. ^fsjriQT^t Daksinayam, on the bestowal of gifts j on Rati,

the presiding deity of Daksina. $fer Iti. g Nu, an interrogative word.

3>fi|p£ Kasmin, on which. ffejTOT Daksina, bestowal of gifts j Rati. sfijfissn

Pratifthita, rests ; depends. fFa Iti. *^I«»m Sraddhayam, on faith
; pn

Kama, the presiding deity of faith. ffij lti. ff Hi, because, jj^t Yada,

when. fg( Eva, only. Wg^t Sraddhatte, have faith, w Atha, then.

5{F«jf«nt Dasinatn, the bestowal of gifts ; Rati, f^lfa Dadati, gives ff Hi,

because. sr^Tlt iSraddhayam, on faith (desire) ; on Kama, the presiding

deity of faith, Eva, only. ^fwni Daksini, bestowal of gifts; Rati,

srfefear Pratifthita, rests , depends, lti. g Nu, an interrogative word,

^ftffsj Kasmin, on which. V^l Sraddhft, faith; Kama, the presiding deity of

faith, sfaftsm PratisthitA, rests ;
depends. ffa Iti. Hfidaye, on the

heart ; on Uii>a, the presiding deity of the heart, ffit Iti. Uvftoha,

said. f Ha. ff, Because. ff*fr Hridayena, by the heart
;
through the

favour of U<na, the presiding deity of cognition, wgtf Sraddham, faith;

Kama, the presiding deity of faith. SfTllffT J&n&tj, knows, ff Hi. there-

fore, f^ Hridaye, on the heart ; Uma, the presiding deity of the heart.

«$* Eva, only. «Rfj &r.iddha, faith ; Kama, ufrffar PKfttisthftA,

supported. «nf<| Bhavati, is. msrsrew YAjflayalkya, Oh, Y&jnayalkya.

Etat, it ; what has been said by you. Evam, so. «{«; Eva, just

21. "Of what deity art thou in the southern direction.?"

(asked Sakalya).

" Of the god Yama (I am)," (replied Yajnavalkya).

47
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" On which does that Yama rest ? " (asked Vidagdha).

" On sacrifice {i.e ., on Aniruddha, the presiding deity of

sacrifice," (said Yajfiavalkya).

" On which does sacrifice or Aniruddha rest ? " (asked

Sakalya).

" On the bestowal of gifts, i.e., on Rati, the presiding

deity of Daksina" (said Yajfiavalkya).

" On which does the bestowal of gifts or Rati depend?"

(asked Sakalya).

" On faith or on Kama," said Yajfiavalkya ;
" for, when

a man has faith, it is then, that he bestows gifts ; it is therefore,

that the bestowal of gifts, (Rati), depends on faith or

Kama."

" On which does faith or Kama rest ? " (asked Sakalya).

" On the heart (cognition), or in other words, on Uma,
the presiding deity of cognition ; for it is through the heart

(cognition) one knows faith or Kama; therefore does faith

(Kama) rest on the heart." (replied Yajfiavalkya).

" It is just so, Yajfiavalkya," (said Sakalya).—230.

MANTRA III. 9. 22.

^^t%3t farifcr ffir^ nrafer ^arcfTc^-

^^rRfnfrsc^^ » ^ 11

MWt Asyam, this. JTntat Pratichyam, western, f^fib Disi, in the

direction. PK^a: Kiradevatah, of what god ; of what deity, wfa Asi,

(thou) art. ffa Iti. ^H^Kf: Varunadevatah, of the ffod Varnna. ^fif Iti.

W. Sah, that, m: Varunah, the goi Varuna. scfiw^ Kasmin, on which.

*firf%a: Pratisthitah, supported. fffc Iti. <R«g Apsu, in the waters
; on the

moon, the presiding deity of the waters. jfar Hi. g Nu, an interrogative
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word. $far^ Kascnin, on whiuh. «rr<l: Apah, the waters, the moon. srfafW:

Pratisthitah, supported ; rest, jfa Iti. ?<fft| Retasi, on Semen ; on

Brihaspati, the presiding deity of Semen. J[fsr Iti. g Nu, an interrogative

word. Kasmin, on which, fa", lletah, the Semen
;
Brihaspati, the

presiding deity of Setnon. srRrf%^ Pratisthitam, supported
;
depend.

f% Iti. Hfidaye, on the heart ; on Uma, the presiding deity of the

heart. %fa Iti. aWI TaBmat, therefore, siPl Api, it ia. 5ir?f Jatam,

born. srf^T^*f Pratirupatn, the son. *rcj« Ahuh, they say. f?rqrq[ Hridayat,

from the heart of the father, Iva, as if. iff'. Sriptah, come out.

Hridayat, from the heart of the father, Iva, as if. faftfa:

Nirmitah, made. Iti. ff Hi, therefore. Hpidaye, on the heart ;

on Uma. Kva, only. &f: Retah, Semen
;
Brihaspati. Jfflrfatf Pratisthitam,

supported. *wf?| Bhavati, is. Iti. qr^^ftT Yajfiavalkya, Oh,

Yajfiavalkya. Etat, this ; what has been said by you. Bvatn, so.

Eva, just.

22.
14 Of what deity art thou in the western direction ?"

(asked Sakalya).

" Of the god Varuna (I am)," (replied Yajfiavalkya).

" On which does that Varuna depend ?" (asked Vidagdha).

" On the waters (moon)," (replied Yajfiavalkya).

" On which do the waters (the moon) depend ?" (asked

Sakalya).

" On the Semen (Brihaspati)," (replied Yajfiavalkya).

"On which does the Semen (Brihaspati) rest ?" (asked
Vidagdha).

" In the heart (on Uma)
; therefore, it is when the son

is born, people say, he is come out of the heart as it were,

he is made of (his) heart as it were. Semen (Brihaspati)

therefore in the heart (Uma)," (replied Yajfiavalkya).

*• It is just so, Yajfiavalkya," (said Sakalya).—231.

MANTRA III. 9. 23.

%w:^ft^srmf^rTfmicfr^rTmmfpri sbtwj ^hpri
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mwfc -Asyam, this. 3^*lf Udichyam, northern, f^fifl Disi, in the

direction, fttifctf: Kimdevatuh, of what god ; of what deity. wf?t Asi,

(thou) art. \ffi Iti. ^HT^ai Sotaadovatah, of tho o 0d Soma. 5% Iti.

Sah, that. $Ws Somah, the god Soma. $foT3( Kasmin, on which. JTfafoT:

Pratisjhitah, supported ; rests, ffa Iti. ^f^r^m Dtksayam, in the initia-

tion ; on SatarAjift. ffa Iti. g Nu, an iterrogative particle, ^fe?^ Kasmin,

on which, tftgt Diksa, the initiation ;
Satarupa. srfrl%3T Pratisthita, sup-

ported, ffh Iti. Satye, on truth ; on the Svayambhuva Manu. <T?WTg[

Tasmat, therefore, nfo Api, it is. ^fifRTH Diksitam, the initiated one
;

a disciple. wrrg: Ahuh, they say. Wf*f Satyam, truth. Vada, speak.

%fk Iti. ff Hi, because. Satye, on truth, Eva, only. sfhfTT Diksa,

initiation
;
Satarupa. JTRrfgrrr Pratisthita, supported

.
rests, Iti. g Nu,

an interrogative particle. «ft«T^ Kasmin, on which. W?*f Satyam, truth
;

the Svayambhuva manu. jrfafrraf Pratifthitarn, supported
;
depends.

Iti. Hridaye, in the heart, on TJma, the deity of cognition. 5% Iti.

nn TJvacha, said. 5 Ha. ff Hi, because. f^<T Hridayena, by the heart;

through the favour of TJma. H?«f Satyam, the truth. SlPTlfo Janati, knows,

fa Hi, therefore. 52$ Hridaye, in the heart ; in Uma. i$B( Eva, only.

Satyam, truth ; the Svayambhuva Manu. RRfftstf Pratisthitam, supported.

*T*fa Bhavati, is. ffel Iti. «n3f*5fT Yajnavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. igan

Etat, this ; what has been said by you. q^nEvam, so. t£9r Eva, just

33. " Of what deity art thou in the northern direction ?"

—(asked Sakalya).

" Of the God Soma (I am)," (replied Yajnavalkya).

" On which does that Soma depend ?" (asked Vidagdha).
" On Initiation (on Satarupa)," (replied Yajnavalkya).

" On which does the initiatory rite (Satarupa) depend ?"

" On truth (on the Svayambhuva Manu) ; it is therefore,

the initiated one is instructed to speak the truth ; therefore it is

that the initiatory rite (Satarupa) depends upon the truth (on

the Svayambhuva Manu)," (replied Yajnavalkya).

'* On which does truth (the Svayambhuva Manu) rest ?"

(asked &akalya).
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" On the heart (on Uma) ; it is through the heart (Uma)

that one knows the truth (the Svayambhuva Manu) ; there-

fore, does the truth (the Svayambhuva Manu) rest on the

heart (on Uma), M (replied Yajnavalkya).

" It is just so, Yajnavalkya," (said Sakalya).—232.

mantra HI. 9. 24

qsft^fjrfifT^ 1 arra>% i spfwg arras »rafs-

«rt?jt Asy&tn, this. H^Wt Dhruvayaiu, the south east corner, f^ftr

DiSi, in the direction. faf^?T?»: KiAdevatah, of what nod • of what deity.

Sffa Asi, (thou) art. jfa Iti. wrfl^W Agn idevatah, of the god Agni.

Iti. W Sah, that, wftr: Agnih, the god Agni. ^foft; Kasmin, on, which,

afapssi: Pratisthitah, supported. Hi. mfk Vachi, on vAk or speech;

on Brihaspati. Iti. g Nu, an interrogative word. Sifar^ Kasmin, on

which, Vak, vak
;

speeoli
;

Brihaspati. irfflfesrr PratisthitA, sup-

ported
;
depends. ^Rr Iti. Uridaye, on the heart; on Uma. ffa

Iti. 3 Nu, an interrogative word. H»f?JT*T, Kasmin, on which. jppr Hrida-

yam, the heart ; Utah, srfaftstf Pratisthitam, supported ; rests. jfa
1

Iti.

24. *• Of what deity art thou in the south-east corner ?"

(asked Sakalya).

" Of the God Agni (I am)," (replied Yajnavalkya).

" On which does that Agni depend ?" (asked Vidagdha).

" On Vak or speech (Brihaspati)," (replied Yajnavalkya)

" On which does Vak (Brihaspati) depend ?" (asked

Vidagdha).

" On the heart (Uma)," (replied Yajnavalkya).
41 On which does the heart (Uma) rest ? " (asked

Sakalya).—233.

MANTRA til. 9. 25.
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W'Sfl&fr. Yajfiavalkyah. sir* Uvftoha, said, g Ha. lti, thus.

«Tg%« Ahallika, dull of intellect. (*nj: Ahiih, intellect
; knowledge.

Li, undeveloped ; and « affix—one who has his intellect in a dull or

dormant condition), i* Yatra, because. <&n. Etat, this heart; Uma.
Asmat, than I-ness ; than this Itudra, the deity of Ahasakara. «r»m

Anyatra, at some other place. *T;9T§ Manyasai, (thou) knowest, (thou)

thinkest. It Yat, if. fl^H Etafc, this; heart; Uma. vrdTt Asmat, other

than I ness, the deity of Ahamk&ra. WW Anyatia, at any place else.

WW Sy&t, had been, sfiTi: $vanah, dogs, tj;j?j Enat, this (pointing to the

body). W^: Adyuh, might have eaten, it Va, either. I^tfa Vayaiksi,

birds flpm Enat, this
;
body. firawflT^ Vimathniran, might have torn to

pieces, ir Va, or. ffa lti.

25. Yajnnvalkya said :
—" Oh, thou dull of intellect, (I

call thee so), for thou knowest that this heart (Uma) is

somewhere else other than in this Ahauikara (Rudra). If it— the

heart (Uma)—had been somewhere else other than in Ahamkara

(Rudra), either the dogs might have eaten this (our body)

up, or the birds might have torn this (our body) to pieces.

(I mean to say, it would be very difficult for us to live).—234.

MANTRA III. 9. 26.

m^i: wfato ffirth fft i sFT^f^rcra:

uilito 1 *it* ?ra » ssfe^g nrato pj-

*[ft H% *TOflte"5Rto ?! «r^% f T^Tc^cTT^T5TT?T-
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5 Nn, an interrogative word. scfisn^ Kasmin, on which. Tvam,
Ahaihkara, personified Rudra. Cha. «ff?W Ltmk, Buddhi

; cognition

(personified), Um4, ^ Cha, and. ffftfa^r Pratisthitau, supported. W
Sthah, are. ^f?T lti. STT^T Prane, on Prdna; on Sesa. fffT Iti. ?j Nu, an

interrogative word. ^f?JT^ Kasmin, on which. STTQI: Pranah, Prana ;

Sesa. JlfafsSiTS Pratisthitah, located, ffa Iti. «qr% Apane, on Bharatf.

lti. s| Nu. fffenH Kasmin, on which. 8fqt*f: Apanah, apnna
; Bharatf,

afaf«55r: Pratisthitah, located. ^% Iti. «?n% Vy&ne, Vyana Vayu. tfk Iti.

5 Nu. <p%T^ Kasmin, on which, MT*r: Vy&nah, the Vayu called Vyana.

qffjfeffcr: Pratisthitah, located. ffa Iti. Udsne, on Udana Vayu ; on

Sridevi, who passes also by the name of Udana. 5| Nu. Siftse* Kasmin,

on which. 3^R: Udanah, Sri who is called Udana. sfafaw: Pratisthitah,

located. Iti. ftJ?r^ Samane, on Hari who passes by the name of

Satnana. %$h Iti. a: Sah, that, q^: Esnh, Visnu, named Samana. jfff

Iti, such ; untouched with misery like Brahma, q Na, not. ^ffjf Iti, such,

untouched by misery, like Mukta Rama. «T Na, not. UlcHF Atma,

Visnu. M«Hr: Agrihyah, incapable of being grasped as a whole ;

(incomprehensible), ff Hi, because. •! Na, not i;ir& Grihyate, has

ever been grasped or comprehended, wrffcf: Asiryah, incapable of wearing

out. ff Hi, because. 51 Na, not. tfhf?} 6iryate, has ever worn out. wtfn:

Asangah, such as does not come in contact (with anything foul), ff Hi,

because. «T Na, not. 8393$ Sajjyate, has ever come in contact, wforj:

Asitah, free from bondage, sf Na, not. cqtRt Vyathate, is subject to pain.

51 Na, not. foqfa Risyati, is subject to destruction. QftlfH Etani, these,

spoken of in the mantras, e.g. sftttta^WWrf Astau, eight. HTTOfttft

Ayatanani, seats
;

abodes. Astau, eight. 5SteT: Lokah, outward

manifestations, such as Agni, etc. Astau, eight. ^stu Devah, gods
;

presiding deities, such as Amrita, etc., spoken of in the previous mantras.

Astau, eight. 3?W. Purusah, Purusas, such as Slfl?, etc., spoken of in

the previous mantras. «: Sah, He. u: Yah, who. Tan, those. JS^TCT,

Puruf&n, the Purusas and other Devas, Lokas and Ayatanas. focfr

Niruhya, beiny or remaining outside the eight seats, etc Itf^fr Pratyuhya,

being as their Antatyam! or in ward governor. «lr4$nn Atyakamat, sur-

passes, fj Tam, H<m. iftafsi^ Aupanisadam, who can be known only

from the Upanisad. § Tu. 3*^ Purufam, the Purnsa. l«8lfiT PrichchhAmi,

(I) ask. §H Ohet, if. <tf Tam, Him. if Me, to me. «r. Na, not.

Vaksyasi, will speak ; will explain. f> Te, thy. lygft Mflrdha, head,

ftlfawjfif Vipatisyati, will fall of. ffa Iti. CT^WT S&kalya, Sakalya.

Tam, Him ; the Purusa. ?f Na, not. ift Mene, knew, f Ha ?RT Tasya,
his

;
of Sakalya. Murdba, the head. fiTTlW Vipapata, fell off. f Ha.

«rf> Api, moreover. Asya, his, of Sakalya. sf*tftfr Asthtni, the bones.
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"rfVifrfaqn Pariraoainah, the robbers. Anyat, something else. JTS^lTRr:

Manyamanah, thinking. awstgs Apajahuh, took away.

26. " On which are Ahaihkara (Rudra) and Buddhi

(Uma) located ? " (asked Sakalya).

" On Prana (Sesa)," (replied Yajnavalkya).

" On which is Prana (Sesa) located ?" (asked Vidagdha).

"On Apana (Bharati)," (replied Yajfiavalkya).

" On which does Apana (BharratJ) rest? " (asked Sakalya).

" On Vyana Vayu," (replied Yajnavalkya).

" On which is Vyana Vayu located ?" (asked Sakalya).

" On Udana (Sri)," (replied Yajfiavalkya).

" On which does Udana (Sri) depend ?"

" On Samana (Hari)," (replied Yajfiavalkya).

" This (Hari) is," continued Yajnavalkya, " neither, like

Brahma, touched with misery, nor is He like Mukta Rama,

untouched by misery. This Atman is incapable of being

grasped as a whole, for no one has ever been able to grasp

Him. This Atman is incapable of wearing out, for He
never is worn out. This Atman does not come in contact (with

anything foul), for He has not ever come in contact (with

anything foul). It is the nature of this Atman that He is ever

free from bondage ; that never feels miserable ; and that He
is never destroyed."

" These are the eight seats
;
(these are) the eight outward

manifestations ; (these are) the eight presiding deities ; and

(these are) the eight Purusas,—(these that I told you before).

I ask (thee, now, Sakalya) of that Purusa, Who can be known

solely from the Upanisad, (I mean) of that Purusa Who surpasses

(these eight Purusas, these deities, these outward manifestations,

and these seats), for He, though in them, is outside them and

governs them as their Antaryamin or inward Governor. If thou

canst not tell me of Him, thy head will fall down (will kiss the

ground)."

Sakalya, on the other hand, knew Him not ; so his head

fell to the ground
;
nay,-—the robbers stole his bones away,

thinking them something else,'—335.
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MANTRA III. 9. 27.

era ftam 5n^T<w ww*fh sr.- mmvft * *n

^^5rr i *n t5*^ §t sr: enroll a sr: ^^5tm

«*T Atha, then ; when the head of Sakalya had fallen off to the

ground. 9*T* Uv*cha, (Yajfi ivalkya) said
;
addressed. if Ha. *TO?N:

Bhagavantah, venerable. 3TITUT: Brahmanah, Oh Brahmanas. «f: Vah,

amongst you all 1: Yah, whoever. ?mit Kamayate, wishes Sah,

he mM&, tome. Prichchhatu, may ask
;
may put questions. IT

V&, or. Sarve, you all together. ITT Ma. to me. 1^33 Prichchhata, may
put questions. Vah, amongst you all. n: Yah, whoever. CTtn^

Kamayate, wishes. rf Tam, him. m Vah, among you. «T/sgifir Pirchchharai,

(I) ask, let me ask. 3T Va, or. Sarvan, all. V»h, of you. ^ffir

Prichchhami. (I) ask ; let me ask. Iti. % Te, those. STrgrur: Brahmanah,

the Brahmanas. «T Na, not. ^J^: Dadhrisuh, had their courage or pride.

27. Then (Yajnavalkya) said,
—" Oh ye venerable Brah-

manas, any one of you who wishes it, may put questions to me
singly, or all of you together may put questions to me. Let

me question any one among you, if he desires it ; or let me put

questions to you all together." The Brahmanas had no courage

(to accept the challenge).—236.

MANTRA III. 9. 28.

flTT'Sr.TAn, those Brahmanas. Etaih, those. sf$T%: 6lokaih, by the

verses. qsr«3 Paprachchha, asked. 5 Ha. Tbem Y&jfiavalkya asked

in the following verses :—(1) 1»Tf Yatha, as. 3«WTT?r: Vanaspatih, in a

tree
;
(lit) the Lord of the trees. A large tree (such as banian, &c.) that

bears fruit, apparently without any blossoms. Here the first case ending

stands for the seventh, ffij: Vriksah, the term vriksa, which means that

which grows again, even after being out down. ( a^ET Vrasch, to cat

down, and cj affix, that which can be cut down), eflgw Ararisa, r6al

;

literal, «r*H Tatha, in that way. Eva, just. 33^; Purusah, the term

48
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Purusa which means (1) a Jiva ; a being ; and (2) that which lives in a

time. 3W Tasya, his ; of the body of the Purusa. ^unfa Lomani, the hairs,

qofrft Paruani, %he leaves ; like the leaves'of a tree, Asya, his ; of the

body of the Jiva. ?V5Tvak, skin, qffc: Bahib, external, im^i Utpa{ika,

bark ; like the bark of a tree.

28. Yajfiavalkya questioned them with the follwing verses.

28 (1) As the term vriksa is rightly applicable to a tree

from the literal meaning of that term (which means that

which can be cut down), so the term Purusa is rightly applied

to Jiva, which is also called Purusa,—(Purusa meaning—he

who lives in time). The hairs of his body are like the

leaves of a tree, and the skin of his body is like the external

bark of a tree.

MANTRA III. 9. 28 (2).

«TO Asjw, his ; of the Jiva. 5W Tvachah, from the akin. ^fq<

Rndhiram, blood. srefRf Prasyandi, flows, Eva, certainly,

Tvachah, from the bark of a tree. Utpatah, sap ; like the sap.

Tat, therefore ; since there is a olose resemblance between the Purusa

and the tree. TOTR! Tasraat, that. srrfeiR[ Ahatat, wounded, fefrrq Vriksat,

from the tree, Rasah, sap. jrer Iva, like. Atrinat, from the

wonnded body, ifot Rndhiram, blood. S(fh Praiti, comes out.

28. (2) Blood comes out of the skin of the Purusa, just like

the sap from the bark of a tree. Therefore, from the wounded body

of a Purusa blood comes out, like the sap from the bark of a

tree when struck with something.

mantra III. 9. 28 (3).

3T^fteT?a*st ^T^m *F3=3TT 5RS^qHT ^rlT II ^ II

WW Asya, his; of the Purusa. fltarft Mamsani, flesh, ^trftl

Sarkar&ni, the interior portions texture of the bark of a tree. Like the

interior layers of the bark of a tree. CTTOf: Snavatah, in the tendons,

fotf Sthiram, the hard portion, ten?? Kinatam, the fibres of a tree
; like

the fibres. «reftfir Asthfni, the bones of a Purusa. vfottr: Antaratah,

interior, tp^foi Daruni, wood ; like the substance of a wood. spin Majjft,
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marrow. WnfaWT Majjopama, like the pith of a tree. fW Kritft,

compare ; said.

28. (3) The flesh in the body of the Purusa is like the

texture of the bark of a tree. The stiff tendons are like the

fibres of a tree. The bones of the Purusa are like the woody

substance of a tree. Marrow in the Purusa is compared to

the pith of a tree.

mantba HI. 9. 28 (4).

Yat, just as. f^nj: Vfiknah, cut down. Vriksah, the tree.

I^TOl Mulat, from the root. «T*?W Navatarah, afresh ; more vigorously

than before. g«r: Punah, again, tnjfsf Rohati, grows. 'JrtJHT Mrityuna,

by death. f$W- Vriknah, cut down. W?f: Martyah, mortal being, fwj
Svit, also. ^flirX Kasraat, which, JT3H*r Mulat, from the cause. JT^Tffa

Prarobati, (tree) grows, and (a mortal being) is born.

28. (4) Just as - a tree when cut down grows again

from the root more vigorously, so does a mortal being when

cut down by death. What is the cause from which does

each so grow ?

MANTRA III. 9. 28 (5).

^rtcs ^ ^ ^%Tsg^T iterator: 11 h 11

faq: Ketasah, from the semen, ^fa Iti, such an answer, vn Ma, not-.

^T'SM Vochata, say. sftftf: Jivatah, from a living being ; from the parents.

«5 Tat, that semen, JT3>T1% Praj&yate, is produced. sfSTOT Anjasa,

actually ;
really. sf?T, Pretya, having gone or died ; that which

has died (actually), this is the case only in Mahapralaya. tf*T9i Sam-

bhavah, He from whom something grows j the producer. $$c: Vriksah,

the tree. qTtref: Dhanarnhah, such as grows from the seeds. Iva,

apparently, but not really. ^ Vai, indeed.

28. (5) You cannot say that from, the Semen (is a

being born again), for Semen is produced from beings (such

as parents). (I ask) from whom is a being bora again (after
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Mahapralaya), when the beings have actually died ? (As for

the tree), it is only apparent, that it grows from the seed.

MANTEA III. 9. 28 (6).

«m Yat, when. ?rff?f Samulam, together with its roots. fSff Vrikfam,

the tree. WTffcg: Avriheyuh, uprooted. 1 Na, not. gs|: Punah, again.

WT A, actually. Bhavet, does grow. ij£?zr^r Mrityuna, by death.

Vriknah, cut down. f^Rf. Svit, also. ic?*f: Maratyah, mortal. $WT*T Kasmat,

which. tr&Kl M&lat, from the cause. Jftl^fa Prarohati, grows again.

38. (6) When a tree is uprooted together with its roots,

does it not grow again afresh ? Is not a mortal when cut down by

death born again ? What is the cause from which does each

grow ?

mantba III. 9. 28 (7).

rfff^ II * II

tflr irsni won N i H

tfa 3?ftatsswK II * ll

Brahma, the Brahman, fasfpf Vijnanam, all knowledge. srfTftf

Anandam, all bliss o^f Enam, Him ; the Paramatman. «j Nu, now ; at

the beginning of creation. Ji: Punah, again. ^: Kah, who. SPfifa Janayet,

can give birth to ; can produce. 3fr^: Jatah, ever born ; ever existent.

«JW Eva only, indeed. * Na not. Jayate, is born, ^rg: D&tuh, to the

giver ; to the sacrifices ?rfa: Ratih, aim. afjjsp Tadvida^, to the knower
of H>ui. ICITn* Parayanam, highly beloved

j very dear. fa«S)flsr^r

Tisthamanasya, to one who abides in (Him.) «TCTO<if Parayanam, the sup-

port in moksa. (This word is to be supplied here.) $f?f Iti.

28. (7) (The Brahmanas failed to answer this question.

Yajfiavaklya himself gave the reply) :—"Brahmanas, it is He who
created everything. (He is ) all knowledge, (otherwise He could

not have created all these varieties of objects). All bliss (He is),

(which has moved Him towards creation.) Him again who can
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give birth to ? Born He is forever, He is never born. He is

the Highest aim (or swmmum Souuttt) of life. He is very dear to

the generous sacrificer. He is dearer still to him who knows Him.

He is the dearest of all to him who is solely devoted to Him.—237.

Here ends the tidkalya Brdhmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

MAKTBA III. 9. 1.

(In the Mantra occurs the word Mahim&nah. It is generally trans-

lated as glories. It is the plural number of the word Mahima

—

'glory,' "power ". The Commentator explains this word by showing that

it is a compound word) :

—

In this Mantra, those Devas that are inferior have been said to be

the Mahimans of those that are superior; for, the word Mahima consists

of two words jrfsT Mahi and Ma. "Mahi" meaning greatness, and " Ma"
meaning measure; so the real meaning of the word Mahima is the

"measure of greatnees "; and so the word comes to mean the " indicator

of greatness". Whatever measures the greatness of another, cannot but

be less than that; so the word Mahima means less or inferior, and

therefore subordinate, or one who is under the control of his superior.

But in some places (as in Yatra Satyah so Asya Mahima, etc ) the

word Mahima does not mean inferior, but it means greatness or glory,

in other words, in those places it means M&hatmya.

In the Mantra it is said that various Devas 333 and 3333,

are inferior to the 33 Devas. It means those Devas are Pariv&ras —fami-

lies or dependents of the 33 Devas.

Note.—The number of Devas is innumerable. The mention 333 or 3333 is merely

illustrative. The superior Devas are 33.

Among these 33 Devas, 27 again are dependents of or constitute the

Parivara or family of 6 higher Devas amongst them. Ai<ain among these

6 higher Devas, 3 are dependents or constitute the family of 3 higher

amongst them. Again, amongst these 3, one is dependent on the other

two. Amongst these two even, one is subordinate to the other. In this

order, gradually, the highest God is reached, who is one. He with

the next lower Deva, constitutes a family of two Devas, (these two Devas

with the one subordinate to them, constitute a family of three Devas

;

these three Devas with three other Devas under them, constitutes family

of six ; these six Devas with 27 subordinate Devas, constitute a family of

33 Devas ; these 33 Devas with 300 subordinate to them, constitute a
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family of 333 Devas ; theae 333 Devas vrith 3000 subordinate to them,

constitute a family of 3333 Devas, and so on.)

In fact, the subordinate Devas are dependent upon the superior

Devas. They are subordinate in their strength and subordinate in their

activities. All Devas thus are subordinate to some other Devas hig-

her to them. The only Deva who is independent and not subordinate to

any, is the Supreme Person, the Lord God Himself, called The Puruso-

ttamah, literally " the Highest Person or Spirit."

mantba 3.

(It has been mentioned above that the 33 Devas form a family, of

which six are superior and 27 are inferior. Now, these six, as mentioned

in the Mantra seven, are Agni, Prithivi, Vayu, Antariksa, Aditya, Dyu.

Th e33 Devas are 8 Vasus, 1 lRudras 12 Adityas, and Indra and Prajapati.

Now, in enumerating the 8 Vasus, these very six words, Agni, Prithivi,

Vayu, Antariksa, Aditya, and Dyn, are mentioned there also. So the

Commentator explains these words, not in their ordinary sense of fire,

earth, air, sky, sun, and heaven, but in their special sense, or, in the

ordinary sense, Agni or fire, etc., are not superior to Chan drama , etc.,

therefore, the author explains the words Agni, etc., as used in Mantra 3

in the following terms :—

)

Suparna or Garuda is called " Agni," because he carries (Ni)

the Supreme Lord Visnu called the Foremost or Agra ; therefore, the

carrier of Agra or Visnu is called '* Agni".

The word Prithivi means the wife of Garuda, because the word is

derived from the term Prathiva, meaning Garuda, by adding theeminine

affix !. This Prathiva in its turn is derived from two words, Prathita

meaning the great Lord Hari and Va meaning to carry. He who carr-

ies Prathita or Visnu is Prathiva or Garuda. Prithivi, the wife of Prath-

hiva, is thus the wife of Garuda. She is always under the control of her

husband, and, in fact, her will and her consort's are one and the

same.

The word Vayu means the Sutra Atma, because the word Va means
11 all knowledge " and Ayu means ' life'. The Sutra Atma is all-knowing,

and is the life of all, and s<> he is called Vayu, " the all-knowing life
"

The word Antariksa means Srftddh&'or the goddess of faith.

She is the wife of Vayu. The woi'd comes from two words, Aqtkra mean-

ing * inside and Aksan meaning 1 to see'.< - She sees inside the -hearts

of all, even of the high Devas, like Sesa,.etc.; so she. is called Antarikfa

or the '« Seer of Hearts". She' can seel more than any other Devas.: (for

Faith is the Searcher of Heart?.)
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The word Aditya does not mean the sun, but it means the God

Mabesvara or Sad&siva. It comes from two words, Adi '.in the beginning

of time' and Tya meaning « existing from'. He who exists from the

beginning of time, is Aditya or Siva.

The word Dyu does not mean heaven, but it means Uma, the

wife of Siva, because Uma, in her form of speech and through speech,

brings to light (Dyu or light) everything in this world.

Note.—Thus these six superior Devas are the three Devas—Garuda, Viyu, and Siva—

with their respective wives oj consorts, called Prithiv!, Sraddhi and Umi.

These six Devas are specially superior to the rest of the Devas,

who are under their control.

(These six Devas, with Chandramas and Naksatra, constitute the

eight Vasus. The words Naksatras and Chandrama do not mean the

'stars ' and ' moon', but are explained thus by the author :—

)

The word Naksatra means Indra, because he does not (No meaning
' not

')
protect (Ksatra meaning 'to protect') the sun and moon, when

they are attacked by the Rahu.

The word Chandrama means Kama, the God of love, because E&ma
is the giver of joy, and the word Chandra is derived from the root, Chand,

to give joy.

These eight Devas are called Vasus, because the whole universe

dwells (Vas ' to dwell') in them. So they are called Vasus.

Suparna is called Agni, because he carries the Lord Visnu, the one who is from

before. The word Agni has been derived by compounding the two words STW (Agra),

the one who is from before and sft (n!), who cairies. ^Ruft (Prithiv!) is the wife of JtRt^

(Prathiva), Garuda Garuda is called Prathiva, because he cairies on his back the

well-known Lord Hari, The word nf*TS (Prathiva) has been derived from flfilfl Prathita)

the Great Lord Hari-f *T (Vi) to carry+JR (ka) one who. The W (Ta) of Prathita being

omitted. The wife of Prathiva is Prithiv! (and not Prathiv!) ; the S[ (ra) of Sffiff (Prathiva)

has been changed into Hf_ (ri). This indicates that she acts not according to her own will,

but under the will of her lord. Viyu is he who is Jf (Va), all-knowing, and tUTJJ (Ayu), the

giver of life- 9f (Va) is derived from ^| (Vi), a verb of motion +*> (ka) one who, because

all the verbs of motion may also mean attainment or knowing

So W (Va)- means one who knows all j so Viyn is the Sutrltmi. His wife is WgVT (&ad-

dhi). She rests, in the hearts of all, so she is called Antarikja. She can see more

into the heart* of all than the gods (Jeja, &c , can do. The word Wtfiflfl (Aditya) in the

mantra means ?l?[rfitni (Sadisiva). he who has been from the very beginning (Wlf\ Adi begin-

ning and W Tyaaflix). The word fft Dyau means Uml, for hers is the form of speech, by

which she brings everything to light. These are the gods who' are superior, and the

rest are their subordinates. •
. .
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Indra is called Naksatra—one who does not protect, and Jffff (Kama) is the Chandra-

one who pleases all. These eight gods are called Vasus, i.e., the gods that make others

dwell.

(Vasa), to cause to dwell and ? (u), one who.

MANTBA 6.

(In asking the question, " who are the six?" the answer is given

by naming the very six Devas who had already been mentioned in

the list of Vasus. Thus these six are superior not only to the rest of

the 33 Devas, but they are superior among the 8 Vasus also. In what

does their excellence and superiority consist ? This is thus answered by

the Commentator :—

)

The six attributes Jfinna, &c„ (knowledge, power, bliss, &c.) are

possessed by these six Devas in larger quantity than the remaining (27

Devas), nay, even among the Vasus, these sis are superior, namely, Vindra
(Garuda, vi-bird, indra king, the king of birds, or Garuda) and the

rest.

MANTRA 4.

(Now the Commentator explains the verse " daseme puruse prana

atmaikadasa ") :

—

The ten pranas are the ten sons of Vayu, while fttma, the

eleventh, is Buddhi, or rather the presiding deity of Buddhi, namely,

Brihaspati. These 1 1 are said to be the Rudras.

A'ote. Namely, the Devas of five senses of perception and the Devas of the five senses
of action, together with Brihaspati. the presiding Deva of Buddhi. are the n Rudras.

MANTBA 5.

(The Commentator now explains the twelve Adityas :—

)

The twelve presiding Devas of the months (excluding Indra
and Vianu, and substituting in their place Yaraa and Chandra) are
the twelve Adityas. They begin with Dhata (namely, 1. Dhatft. 2.

Mittra, 3. Aryamft, 4. Rudra, 5. Varuaa, 6. Surya, 7. Bhaga, 8. Vivasvan,
9. Pusft, 10. Savita, 11. Tvastft and 12. Visnu).

MANTBA 0.

(The mantra says « Stanayitnur eva indra.' PrimA facie, it would
mean that the Stanayitnu and Indra were one and the same. To
remove this misconception, the author says:

)

A son of Vayu, presiding over thunder, is called Indra here : (and
it does not mean the well-known Deva Indra).

This Stanayitnu is the presiding Deva of vajra or thunder-bolt
of the big INDRA. He is also called Asani or the destroyer of

enemies (asanat areh).
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(Thus Stanayitnu, Indra and Asani are different names of one and

the same Deva, who is a son of Vayu, and who constitutes the thunder-

bolt of INDRA, the big Deva of that name).

The author now explains the word Prajapati and Yajfia and

Pasu.):— Yajfia is the name of the son of Indra, the same who is called

Jayanta. This very Jayanta, called also Yajfia, is the presiding Deva

of animals, and so is called Pain.

mantra 3 to 6-

In this way, the principal Devas are said to be 33 in number.

(Now, the question arises, why the Devas like Daksa, etc., have

not been mentioned among the 33 ? To this, the Commentator replies

that they have also been mentioned:—

)

The Devas, with Agni at their head, as mentioned above, contain

Daksa and the rest. They are sons of Vayu, and are presiding deities

of the senses, Pranas even.

(It may be asked, though Siva has been included among the six

principal Devas, why the other Rudraa have not been mentioned among

the 33 Devas ? To this, the author replies :—

)

The Rudras also being possessed (Avefia) by Siva, being in faot

his part, have not been separately mentioned in this place, but are

included in the term Siva,

(The Commentator now gives a reason why Aniruddba has not

been mentioned separately among the 33 Devas :—).

As Aniruddba is possessed by Kama, so he is included in the

term Kama. Therefore, he has not been separately mentioned.

Note.—Klma is the father of Aniruddha, and so the latter is included in the tern* Kima.

(Now, Jayanta, who is an inferior deity, has been mentioned among
the 33, while more important Devas have been omitted. Why so ? To

this, the Commentator replies ;—

)

Since Jayanta, the son of Indra, is possessed by Mann, so be has

been enumerated among the 33 Devas.

A at*.—So the mention of Jayanta shows that Manu also has been included among the 33
Devas.

(Now, there are other Devas, like Aavins, etc. Why have the; not

been included in the list ? To this, the author replies :

—

)

The two Asvins, Nirriti, and Kuvera, and Vinayaka are included

among the Adity as : namely, among the Aryamana and Aftsa and those

that follow them, because they are specially possessed by these Devas;
.

49
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' . Not4.—Thus the , two Atvins, Nirriti, Kuvera and Viniyaka are included among the

Aryamana, AiHa and the three other Devas after Aftia. An Sa is a name of one of the twelve

Aciityas.

No doubt, the spouses of Indra, KJma, etc., have not been separately mentioned, because,

a* a1

general rule, themention of the husband includes the wife also. ' -

- 'Most of the Devas" mentioned in this Brihmanam, were mentioned also In the previous

5rihrt)anam. Thus there were mentioned in that Prithivi, Agni, Antarikia. Viyu, Aditya, Chandra

and Tiraka. And these words were explained there as meaning Garuda, f3iva, the Lord of

elements—Viyu, Sarasvati. Sun and Moon, etc. Not only this, but in that Antaryimin

Brihmanam the word Pjithivt. Antaiiksa, VSyuv Dyu Chandra-Tiraka were slightly differently

explained from what they are explained here. Here Prithivi means Sauparni (the wife of

GarudaJ j Antarikja has been explained as &addhi ; Viyu has been explained as the principal

Viyu or Sutra Atmi ; Dyu has been explained as Umi, ud Chandra has been explained as

Kima, and.Tiraki has been explained as Indra.. Thus the same Devas. mentioned in Antaryimin

Brihmamam, are mentioned here also. Why is it so ? To this , the author answers :—

Though, the Devas Pfithivt etc, mentioned here, have also been

mentioned in Antaryimin Brahmanam, yet it is so because in that

Brahmanam also it was necessary to mention them.

(To the question, " who are these three Devas?" the answer is

"these three Lokas." Who are the Lokas or Dovas denoted by the

term Loka ? The answer given, if taken in its literal sense, would mean the

three worlds are the three Devas. Thus the three worlds would be included

among the six mentioned before it. Bat this is impossible, for then

the number six would be increased to nine and, instead of 33 devas,

we shall get 36. Therefore, the word Loka must mean, not worlds, but

some of the Devas out of the six mentioned before. Therefore, the author

now enumerates these three Lokas :—

)

(Among the six Devas, three are superior namely Vayu, Garuda, or

Vindra (Vi meaning bird, and Indra meaning King, so Garuda is called

Vtndra also) and &va (oalled also Mahesvara).

(How are these three Gods to be understood by the word Loka?

T"b this the author replies:—

)

Because these three Devas are the abodes of their respective

spouses, they are Lokas or refuge to them (namely, to their spouses).

They are also called Loka, because they have knowledge for their

form, or they are all Intelligences (the root 'Lnk' means knowledge also).

(Why Brahma and 6esa, with their wives, have not been mentioned

among the three ? If it is said that they have not been mentioned,

because they were not mentioned among the six, or among the 33, then

that is no answer. For then the further question would arise, why were

they not mentioned either among the six or among the 33? - To this, the

author answers :-*-) - . .. . . t!;
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Because Brahma and Vayu have the same status or grade, and

because Siva has the same grade as Sesa, therefore, Brahma and Sesa

have not been separately mentioned.

Thus Brahmi with his wife, Sarasvatt, is included in Viyu and his wife Sraddhi.

because the grade of Viyu and Brahmi is the same. Similarly Gaiuda and his wife, Sauparni,

belong to the same grade as Viyu and Brahmi. Similarly, Sesa is included in !§iva. The sense is,

that Brahmi and Viyu, together with their respective wives, and 6esa and &va, together with ffieir

respective wives have the same grade ; so also Garuda and &ssa have the same grade together

with theii respective wives. Thus the mention of Viyu includes Brahmi. the mention of £raddh!

includes Sarasvat!. The mention of Siva or Garuda includes $esa. The mention of Um! or

Sauparni (wife of Garuda) includes Vlruni (wife, of f§esa). Therefore, neither Brahmi with

his wife, Sarasvati, nor $esa with his wife Vlruni, has been separately mentioned, either in the

list of 33 or in the list of six or in the list of three.

MANTBA 8.

(To the question, 'Who are the two Devas ?' the answer is ^nnam
and Prana, which, ordinarily , mean food and breath. But Annam and

Prana must mean here some of the Deyas denoted by the previously

mentioned three, namely, either Siva, Vayu, or Garuda. Out of these

three, who are the two Devas indicated by the terms Annam and Prana ?

To this, the author answers :—

)

Sraddha and Vayu are the two Devas denoted here by the. terra,

Annam and Prana. Annam denotes Sraddha and Prana denotes Vayu.

Annam is derived from two words At+nam. At means Atita or sur-

passing or superior ; and Nam means Netri or leader; thus Annam means

the most excellent leader, so it means Siaddha the wife "of Vayu', because

she is the leader, even of the Devas, like Sesa, etc., also, arid superior

try-the'nl. '

'"' J

(Why in enumerating the two, Sraddha and Vayii have been taken';

for Sraddha has not been included in the three ? "In 'answer tV'the

preceding question, the three Devas mentioned therein' are' Aiva** VlLyvL,

and Garuda: Sraddha is not among these three. How ..can thejj she be

indicated among the two mentioned in. this question .? , To. this,, Uke

author answers;—) -.j,v

"
' "Sraddha is included among the three, for Sraddha, being' the wife

of Vayu, is included in the word Vayu. .... ... .i -..

[' No doubt, Vayu, Siva and Garuda are superior, to their' "respective

wives, Sraddha, TJma and Sauparni ; and, therefore, the three, are saicf

fcgi be.superior to the sir. But it does not mean that Siva or Garuda is

superior to Sraddha, the wife ' of Vayii. The husbands are superior'Vo

their wives, but it does not follow that any one of these husbands i«

superior to the wives of other Devas mentioned in the same list,
' " ' '

'
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MANTRA 9.

(In tb is Mantra, to the question, 'Who is the one Deva'? the answer is

Prana. Naturally one would understand that the word Prana, used in

this Mantra, must be the same Prana as used in the previous Mantra, in

answer to the question, 'Who are the two Devas?' There Prana meant
VAyu or Sutra Atmtt. But in this Mantra, Prana does not mean Vayu,

but a higher deity. This the author explains :—

)

The word Prana here, denotes verily the Supreme God Visnu, who is

the highest Lord (and not VAyu). The word Prana here is derived from

three words—Pra+a+na. Pra means the most excellent (Prakrista).

A means altogether, full (Asamantat) and Na means joy or bliss. Thus
Prana means the highest and fullest bliss. Therefore, Prana is the Lord
Visnu, and no one else.

To the question, 'Who is Adhyardha or onehalf ($)' the. answer is

yo-yaaVpavate, which literally means "He that blows." It would thus

mean the elemental V&yu or air, for it is the air that blows. To remove

this misconception, the author says :—

)

The word Adhyardha means surpassing all in every quality, and

so it means Vayu, for He always surpasses all in every quality.

(In the text the question is asked, why is he called Adhyardha,

and the answer therein given is, Yad Asmin Idain Sarvam Adhyardhnot

Tena Adhyardha, which is generally translated as "Because when the

wind was blowing, every thing grew (Adhyardhnot)."

But Adhyardhanot really means, because he surpasses all. Adhyar-

dha is compounded of two words, Adhi meaning surpassing, and B-iddha

power or glory. He who possesses power or qualities surpassing all, is

called Adhyardha.

(Bat how is it that you say that Vayu surpasses all in qualities. To
this, the answer has been given also, 'Tad-ahur-yad-ayarn-eka-ivaeva

Pavate Atha Kathatn Adhyardha.' The word used here is "Iva," mean-

ing like unto or as if. Thus it is not said ekah-pavate "the one purifies"

or "singly purifies" or "alone purifies." Why does the text Bay, "as if

one who purifies " ? The text nowhere says that there is a second Deva
also, who purifies. In fact, according to the text, Vayu is the one and

sole purifier. Why is, therefore, Iva used there, which would mean that

Vayu is not the one and sole purifier, but he looks like one and sole

purifier; there is some other purifier also. To this question the author

answers :—)
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To Vayu does not belong the singleness of purification, for the

Supreme God Hari is superior even to Vayu, in the matter of purification.

Therefore, the text says Eka-Iva-Pavate,—'he purifies as if singly.'

(Thus Vayu is neither one or the supreme person, because Hari is superior

to Him, nor is He (Vayu) a second person, because in Him, there is the

highest love of Hari. Thus Vayu is called one-half or Adhyardha,

because he is neither one or the supreme person, nor is he two or the not

supreme person. But he is onehalf or Adhyardha, and because he poss-

esses allattributes in greater quantities than all the rest of the Devas

taken together. (Of course, it need not be said that Vayu does not pos-

sess higher qualities than Visnu.)

Note.—Thus the second person of the Hindu trinity consisting of Visnu (the supreme God),

Vayu, the most beloved son of God and Kama (the Holy Ghost)' Vayu is so intimately beloved

of God, that he almost approaches Godhead, and so he is called one-half.

(The author now explains the Mantra, Yad Asmin Idam Sarvatn

Adhyardhnot Tena Adhyardha, in a different way :—) V&yu is called

Adhyardha or one-half, because he is neither impossible of attainment,

nor is he absolutely unattainable, so he is called Adhyardha.

Thus the above sentence means :— Because through Vayu all this

universe is controlled, regulated, and upheld, he is called Adhyardha or

the supreme controller.

(In enumerating the Devas, one after the other, according to their

higher and higher grades, it- should be proper to mention the Goddess Sri,

just before V&yu, and after Visnu. Why has Sri been omitted? To this,

the author answers :—

)

Because Sri is most intimately connected with Hari, so She has

not been separately mentioned from Hari.

Note.—Sri is the most Antaranga, more interior and more intimate than Viyu even, therefore

she has not been separately mentioned.

Though Sri in her own form is separate from the Lord Hari, and

inferior to Him only, yet she is superior to all the rest from eternity.

And so she has not been separately mentioned. But Visnu is superior to

her also excelling her in all attributes and being free from all faults.

In the Mantra 2, the question was asked, 'Who is Bkah Devaly,' and

the answer * is Prana.' Ordinarily the word Eka means "one". It has a

special meaning here which the author explains :

—

The word "Bka," herd means eternal, because there is no one like

onto him, nor surpassing him, in attribute. Therefore, Visnu is called

the One, not in the sense of the Advaitins, who say that there is no other
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being than Brahman, bat that Visnu is the One, in the sense that no one

is equal to him or surpasses him.

MANTRA 10 to 17.

[The next eight Mantras are connected together. In them are

mentioned five things, (I) the dwelling or Ayatana (2) the external light

or Loka (3) the internal light or Jyotir (4) the person or Purusa and

(5) devata or deity. These eight are shown in the following table :

—

Dwelling
or

Ayatana.

External light,

or

Lokah.

Internal light

or

Jyotir.

Person
o r

Purusa.

Deyata,
or

Deity.

1. Pritbivi... Agni Manas !?arira Amritam

2. Kama ... Hridayam ... Do. Kama-maya ... Striy ah

8. liupa ... Chaksus ... Do. ... Aditye Purusa Satyam

4. Akasa ... Srotratu ... Do. ... iSrautra Purusa Disah

5. Tamas ... Hridayam ... Do. Chbayamay a... Mrityu

6. Rupa ... Obaksua Do. Adarse Purusa Asu

7. ApaB ... Hfidayam ... Do. Apsu Purusa. ». Varuna

8. Retas ... Hridayam ... Do.
1

Putra-maya ... Prajapati

The author now explains the eight Purusas meptioned in the

fourth column of the above table.]

The word " S&rirah Purusah " means Manu; by the word " Kama-
mayah Purusah" is meant Pradyumna. The word " Aditye Ptirusah"

means Rudraj the word " Srautrah Purusah " means the Moon. " Ohhftyft-

mayah Purusah " means Nirriti; " Adarse Purusah " means the Sun ;

"Apstt Purusah" means Parjanya • " Puti amaya Pbrufah'* means SVkrah.

The Commentator now explains the eight Devatas :— ,

The word" Amrita " means Vaju, The word Striyah . means

Sarasvatf, (Jma, and Sri. The word " Satya " moans Brahma. Garuda

and Sesa and Daksa are called Disas. They are called Disas, because

they give the word of command, or they are commanders. The word

"'Mrityu " means Yaraa. " Asu " .means Vayu,,that is fnside every body,

or the internal Vayu. By the' word Prajapati is meaut' Brahma, \ when

he acts as the protector of creatures.
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[The author, now explains .the word Jyotir, and shows its difference

from the word ' Loks/ . Though. .bath words « mean - light, yet one is

used for the inner tight or. the, light of the soul, and the other is used for

the external light or the outward. illumination, or the light other than

that of soul; e.g., light- of reason, &c] The word Jyotir means the -inner

light, pr rather the. Deva who illumines the hearts of men ; while Loka

means the external light.

JYo/e.—The author now .explains the word Manas, as occurring eight times in the above

table, under the third column of Jyotir :
—

Manas means here the Goddess Rami, because she dwells in the hearts of men and her

name is Manas ; and because her'natiir'e is intelligence or consciousness.

[The author now explains the 'eight words, Agni, etc., occurring in

the second column, under the head Lokah, namely, Agnir Lokah,

Hridayam Lokah, SVotram Lokah, and Chaksur Lokah.]

(She, namely, Rama) is Agni or fire in the external world, because

she dwells in fire ; and she is called Agni, because she eats (Adanftt)

everything. She, Rama, is called Hridayam or heart, because she dwells

in the heart or Buddhi, and so is called the heart. And as heart is her

dwelling place, it is said that heart is the external light. And she is

called Ohaksuh or eye, because she, Rama, is the cause of sight. Thus

she coustitutes the eight-fold Lokas or lights of various worlds inside

the human body.

[Now, the form of Rama in Manas is called the internal light. How
is it that she is called external light, with regard to the Lokas like Agni,

Hridaya, etc. ? Agni as Goddess of speech is an internal substance, and so

als'o Chafesa dr eye, i§rotra or ear, or Hridaya heart, all these are internal

organs or inside the body of a man. Why is she called external light

with regard to these bodily organs '? To this, the author answers:-^-]

Rami is said to be the internal light of Manas, because the. mental

functions compared with the. functions af' speech,, hearing, seoing&c, U
more internal th*n these other functions. Therefore, these other functions

are called the external light of Ram&, Thus there is no contradiction in

saying that the goddess Rama.is the internal light of Buddhi or cons-

cience, and that, comparatively speaking, she is the external light of

speech, sight, ear, etc.

[In the Mantra, ima eva tray o Lokah, the word Lokah, has been

explained as meaning the three Intelligences*—Vayu, Garuda, and &va.

There also the word. Lokah has not been taken in its ordinary sense of.

worlds, bat of : Intelligences. Had the -word -Lokah been- taken .in its

ordinary meaning, it would have been op&ii id -the- following ^objection",

as shown by the author:—

]
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In the above Mantra, the three Lokas have been explained as three

Devas. If they were not so explained, how would it have been possible

for three inert, lifeless worlds, to contain all living Devas ? Moreover,

how in that explanation the Devas could be said to be contained or

included in the worlds ? Moreover, how could it be said that all the Devas

are contained in Agni, etc., for Agni and the rest are not superior to

Indra and the rest '?

[In the ordinary meaning of that Mantra, the three Lokas are Agni
or fire, Vayu or air, and Aditya or the sun

; but, as a matter of fact, all

the Devas are not included in fire, air and the sun. (for can it be said

that the fire, air and the sun are the dwelling places of the Devas, and

in that sense the fire, air and the sun are said to be the worlds of the

Devas, and the Lokas, therefore, means the dwelling places. For, if it

meant that the fire, air and the sun are the sole dwelling places of the

Devas and their only dwelling places, then it would contradict the well-

known fact that the various bodily organs of all organized beings, like

man, etc , are also the dwelling places of the Devas. The Devas preside or

dwell in the various senses of man and of every other living being. So it

is not correct to say that fire, air and the sun are the only three dwelling

places of the Devas. In fact, the Jtva body is a microcosm. And,

therefore, the Commentator says :—

]

As the body of every creature is also the dwelling plaoe of all the

Devas, so there is nothing special in the three worlds—'fire, air and

Aditya- Therefore, the word Lokas does not mean worlds there.

[If the dwelling places alone are not meant, what then is meant

there? To this, the Commentator answers :—

]

The superiority of one Deva over the other as regards the possession

of certain qualities, is intended to be described there. Therefore, when

the. Mantra says, " Etesu hi-Idam-Sarvam-sat," it means, " in these three

are these six included." So, superiority in power is meant here, namely,

" in these three Devas, Vayu, Garuda and Siva, the six-fold power is

greater in quantity than in the remaining three Devas of the

group of Bix."

Note.—It does not, therefore, mean that all the Devas are contained in these three Devas,

as has been explained by others. They translate it:—"For in them all these Gods exist."

According toMadhva it means "for in them, namely, in the three Intelligences, Vayu, Garuda and

£iva, these Goddesses, their wives, find their shelter and the six-fold gnnas exist in pre-eminence,"

(In Mantra 7, it is said " Etesu-hi-idam Sarvam Sat," wbioh has

been understood to mean that all the Devas are included in these six

Devas. But it really means :—
•)
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In these six Devas all the six powers, like Aisvarya, etc., exist in

their complete fullness. These six powers are found in other Devas

also, but not to the same extent as in these six Devas. The same idea

is expressed also in the Mantra "Yad Asmin Idam Sarvam Adhyardh-

not—" "in this, all this increased or reached its excellence." There also

the reference is to these six powers. So also in the Mantra "Sa Brahma
Tyad lty Aohaksate"—"He is Brahman or Full, and he is called Tyad."

Here also the reference is to the fullness of the above-mentioned six

qualities. So also in the Mantra "Mahimana-Eva Bsam," etc. There also

the superabundance of the six qualities is also indicated. 'I he mere fact

that the inferior Devas are said to be the Mahimas or the measures of the

greatness of the superior Devas; shows that the inforior Devas are included

in the superior Devas.

(The Mantra says "idam Sarvam Sat "—"all this is six." The word
" six" is in the plural number, but the word Sarvam is in the singular

number. How is this plural number Sat put in apposition with the

singular number Sarvam. To this, the Commentator answers:—

)

The word Sat here denotes Gunasatkam, "the group of six qualities,"

and thus it is also in the singular number, and it means "all this group of

six," and, therefore, the word Sarvam is properly in apposition with Sat.

(But how do you explain the word Sarvam to refer to the six quali-

ties ? To this, the Commentator answers t—

)

The word Sarvam means here Purnam or full, and, therefore, "Idam
Sarvam Sat" means "in these three Intelligences, the group of six attri-

butes is to be found in its fullness."

(But there is no mention anywhere before in the context, of the six

attributes ; where do you find, therefore, any reference, expressed or

implied, to this group of six attributes ? To this, the Commentator

answers :—

)

The reference to the group of six attributes, is to be found in the

implication of the word, "Idam," in the Mantra " Idam Sarvam Sa{. "

This is on the analogy of the implication, Ayam-me hastah, where the

word Ayam is by implication taken to refer to Bhagavan. Therefore,

though there is no express mention of this group of six attributes, in the

text, yet it is to be understood there, by virtue of the implication of the

word "Idam.»'

(Now, it has been said above that mere dwelling-place is not

intended to be described there, but that excellence in the possession of

the six attributes. The author now shows that the possession of these six

attributes in super-abundance, also makes, these Devas the dwelliug-

-plaoes of the, inferior Devas, by implication. :-r). .! . . . . ;;•.<:: , <
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• By saying that these six Devaa possess these attributes in super-

abundance, shows that the other Devas must be understood as subordinate

to them, and consequently these six Deyas become the dwelling-places

also of the inferior Devas. Because the higher Devas have a larger

scope of pervasion than" the inferior Devas, and so the superior Devas

include the inferior Devas.

It is not, however, a general rule that a dwelling-place is necessarily

superior to the people dwelling therein. Because we find that houses

are dwelling.places of men, but it does not follow that houses are superior

to men in their attributes. Therefore, the mere fact that certain Devas

are dwelling-places of other Devas, would not make the residence to be

superior to the dwellers. Therefore, the word Lokah has not been ex-

plained as dwelling-places or abodes or worlds.

(The author now explains the sentence "Sabrahma Tyad .Itya-

chaksate.")

Visnu is called Brahma, because all qualities are in fullness in him,

because the word Brahman means full. Visnu is called Tyad, because

he always exists in unchanged form, from eternity. The word Tyad is

composed of two words, l"Ta," meaning Tathatva, "in the same condi-

tion," and "Yat," meaning Yati, going or existing. He who exists in

the same condition always, without modification, is called Tyad ; and so it

is a name of Visnu, who is the God of all gods of gods and Lord of all

Lords of Devas.

All the above explanation is given in the words of the Mahftiut-

mamsa, from which it has been quoted.

mantea 9.

JVett.—PrJna is the great Lord Visnu, because he is Pra (ST) A Na meaning bliss,

highest and fullest, Pra meaning the best, A on all sides, and Na the bliss. Vayu is the Adh-

yardha because in him the ganas or all the the qualities are in greater degree. Superior

importance theie is none in the Vayu, because the Lord Hari is always behind this Vayu.

Beause the Lord Hari has great love for Vayu, therefore Viyu is his property and not his rival.

Because the qualities of Vayu are fai superior to those of the other gods, therefore, there is noth-

ing which the Vayu cannot do or cannot obtain hence he is called Adhyardha or a god of higher

qualities. Because Sri is Antaraftga to the Lord Hari, so she has not been spoken of as

a separate deva other than the Loid Hari. Sri, whvn considered as separate from the Lord

Hari is always highest of all the devas. The Lord Vijnu is higher than even Sri herself, higher

in all the qualities and free from all sorts of defects. He is the only one Lord, because there is

none like Him. He is Para (Vf), because He has all the qualities in Him ; He is the

Brahman, because all the qualities are in Him in full extent. It has been said in the Mahami-

mimsl 'sternal and change-less Vi«nu, the lord of the gods, is rightly called Tyad" (?T?[)'

Moreover, in the commencement of this Bi-ahmanam, the inferior

Devas are said to be the Mahimfts or measurers of the superior Devas,

and that alone shows that the inferior Devas are included in the superior
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Devas, for the part ia always inoluded iu the whole. Therefore, having

already mentioned that the inferior Devas are included in the superior

Devas, by the fact of their being measurers, why is it necessary to repeat

the same conclusion by saying that the inferior Devas are inoluded in

the superior Devas, because the superior Devas aro the abodes of the

inferior ?

(Having thus explained the word ' Lokah' in the Mantra, Ima Eva

Trayao Lok'ih,' the author now explains how the words, Arajita, etc.,

mean not immortality, etc., as explained by others, bat they mean the

various Gods as given by us, and in that explanation also the word

'Lokah' cannot mean worlds ;
therefore, the Commentator says :—

)

How, if the word Stri, etc., meant women, etc, could it be said

that the Gods, Kama, etc., whose power is so well-known to all, are

inferior to mere ordinary women, &c. ? According to the ordinary

meaning of this Mantra, it signifies that the Devatfts of Kama are

women. Now, Kama being a very high God, it is wrong to say that

mere women are Devas of Kama.

(Well, let it be so; but how do you find that the superiority of

theDeva Vayu is established in this Brahmanara ? To this, the author

aays :—

)

The superiority of Vayu over all other Devas is well-known, as we

find from the following Vedic Mantras :

In the Rig Veda (X. 168. 4), we find Vayu praised as the highest

Deva :— . ,

Atma Devan&m Bhuvanasya Garbho Wl?m ^TRT g*HW Wf

Yatha Vasam Charati Deva Esah. «W *»t wfif $1 «U: I

Ghosa Id Asya Srinvire Na Rfipam tftaf J^W *F«** * *<f

Tasmai Vataya Havisa Vidhema. ffa*r fk$H II

" The soul of all Devas, the womb of the universe, this God. mores

ever as his will inclines him.

" His voice is heard, his shape is ever viewless. Let us adore this

Vayu with our oblation."

So also in the Rig Veda (VII. 87.2), we find :—

Atma Te V&td Raja A Navinot MIOTr^ *T<ft 13T

Pasur Na Bh&rnir Yavase Kasav&n. <tg«? ^fbf » OTTCT, I

Antar Mahi Brihati Rodasi Me wwnlfl fflft tt^m ft

Viiva Te Dhama Varuna Priyani. Rfsrvr 5* «W ««« fffwftl II

" The Vayu is thy (Master). He sounds through all regions like

a wild beast that seeks his food in pastures.
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•» Within these two, exalted earth and heaven, 0 Varuna, are all

the forma thon loveafc."

JVete'.—Thus these two Vedic Mantras show the superiority of Vlyu over all other Devas.

(Indra has been mentioned only among the 33 Devas, and not among
the six superior Devas out of these 33. It would, therefore, appear that

Indra is merely an ordinary Deva. To remove this misconception,

the author quotes a Vedic Mantra, showing that Tndra is also a very

high deity, though not equal to the six highest :—

)

Indro Vai Devanam Ojisthah.

—

" Indra verily is the most powerful of all the Devas, (because he

has the power of supporting them)."

(It has been mentioned above that Brahma, the Four-faced, is inclu-

ded among the three highest Gods, by the terra Vayu, because he and

V ay u belong to the same grade. So Brahma also is superior to all the

remaining 30 Devas. The Commentator quotes an authority for it :—

)

Brahma Devanam Prathamah Sambabhuva
Visvasya Karta Bhuvanasya Gopta.

—

«« Brahma was the foremost among the Devas that arose in the

beginning. He was the creator of the universe and the protector of all

worlds." (Mundaka Up., I. 1. 1)

Though Vayu is superior to all other Devas, yet he is subordinate

to Visnu. This is shown in this very Upanisad (Br. II. 2. 1):

—

Ayam Vava J§isur Yo Yan Madhyamah Pranah.

—

"This central Prana(the chief Vayu) is the Infant (the first born

of God)."

(The words, Ayam, in the above sentence, etc, show that Vayu is

subordinate to Visnu.)

In the next extract from the same Upani§ad the super-excellence

of Vayu is again asserted.

—

Tarn Etah Sapta Ksitaya Upatisthante (Br. II. 2.2).—

"The Seven Imperishables worship Him (Vayu)."

So also in this third extract from the same Upanisad :

—

Tadya Bma Aksan Lohinyo Rajayas, Tabhir Enam, Budro Anvayatto,

Yaob Ohhukiam Tena Indrah (Br. II. 2. 2.)—

"Rudra worships him through the red arteries of the retina,

Parjanya worships him through the waters of the eye.'
1
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(The author next gives two extracts from Smritis to prove the

same proposition :—

)

"Among the sacrifices, the Asvamedha is the highest. Among

the lights, the sun is the best. Among all bipeds, the Biahmana is the

foremost, so among the Devas, Vayu is the most exalted. "

" Vayu, the most terrible, with terrible voice, with mighty powers, is

the life of all living beings. The renouncing of their bodies by all em-

bodied beings, depends on the will of this Prana, therefore, Vayu is spe-

cially the Deva of all Devas,"

(The author quotes another Vedic text to prove the superiority of

Vayu over other Devas (Rig Veda, 1. 156. 4.)

Tam Asya Raja VarunasTam ASvina ?rai«WU5RTfalT

Kiatum Sachanta Marutasya Vedhasah. iBrf flrarci ^W. I

Dadhara Daksam Uttamam Aharvidam e^ret* ^effgWTff^
Viajan Oha Visnuh Sakhirafi Apornute. trsf * fir«g: «fa*f UltgHl II

" The Sovran Varuna and both the Aivins wait on this, the will

of him (Vayu), who guides the Marut host.

"Visnu hath power supreme and might that finds the day, and

with his Friend unbars the stable of the kine.

"

(In the next six extracts, the author shows that Visnu is superior

to Vayu :—

)

(1) Atmata esa Prano Jayate

—

"From the Atman (Visnu), this Vayu is born."

(2) Yo Vayau Tisthan Vayor Antaro, etc., (Br. Up., III. 7. 8.)

"He who dwelling inside Vayu, controls that Vayu," etc.

(3) Devanam Devata V&yur. Vayor Devo Janardanah—"Vayu is the

Deva of all Devas, while JanArdana (Visnu) is God of Vayu also."

(4) Sa Pranara Asrijata (Pr. Up., VI. 4.)—

"He created Vftyu."

(5) Pranat Jjjraddham—"6raddha was created from Vayu."

(6) Btasmaj Jayate Prapah (Mu. Up., II, 1. 3.)

"From Him (Visnu) was born Vayu."

AW*.—-This shows that fSraddhl, the wife of Viyu. came alio from Prina Viyu. This is an

authority for our explaining the term ' Annam ' in this Brihmana by draddhi, and this is also the

authority for establishing the superority of fSraddhi over other Devas, excepting of course -Viyu.

JVott.—We have mentioned above that the three Lokas mean the three Intelligences, namely,

Garuda, 6iva. and Viyu. And we havs also said that Rudra is the support of Umi and other

Devas. While BrahmJ is the support of Rudra and the other Devas. While Brahma in his turn

is supported bv Visnu. For these statements thc'author now gives the following authority :-—)
'
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Hudratn Sam&srita Deva,

Rudro Brahmanam Asritah
;

Brahma Mam Asrito Nifcyam

N&ham Kanchid Up&sritah

—

"All Devas are supported by Rudra, while Rudra is refuged in

Brahma, Brahma is refuged in Me (Visnu) always, but I am refuged in

none.

"

All these authorities show the superiority of Vinsu ; and they also

show that this superiority of the various grades of higher Devas, over

Devas of lower grades, consists in their possessing superior excellence.

(We have mentioned above that when is looked upon as a

separate personality from Visnu, then she is superior to all other Devas,

yet she is always inferior to and controlled by Visnu. For this, the

author now gives the following authority :—

)

"Refuged in the grace of &ri, the great (rod Brahma resting

on the lotus, praised the supreme Lord Hari, and so let us also praise

that God Krisna."

MANTRA 19.

(Sakalya addressing Yajnavalkya says "0 Yajnavalkya, because

thou hast decried the Brahmanas of the Kuru-Pafichalas, what Brahman
dost thou know? I, know the quarters with deities and their abodes".

The sentence "I know the quarters with their deities and their abodes"

looks very much like the words uttered by Sakalya, for it ia not separated

from the preceding sentence. To remove this misconception, the author

shows that this sentence ia the utterance of Yajnavalkya :

—

)

"Diso Veda Sa Devah sa pratisthah,—" "I know the quarters with

their deities and their abodes." This sentence is the utterance of

Yajnavalkya.

(Now, iu saying "I know the quarters," Yajnavalkya does not

expressly say that he knows Brahman. Sakalya's question, was, "Do
you know Brahman?" The answer of Yajnavalkya is, 'I know the

quarters with their deities and their abodes." Where does he say that

he knows Brahman? To this, the author replies:—

)

When Yajnavalkya says he knows the Rhodes of the Devas, he

implies thereby that he knows Brahman also; for, Brahman is the highest

abode, wherein all the Devas rest, and so by using the word Sapra-

tisthah, he shows that he knows Brahman also. For, to know all things

with their support, is to know Brahman. Therefore, this is an answer

to the question, ' Dost thou know Brahman ?
"
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MANTRA 20.

(The author now explains the answer given by Yajfiavalkya to

the further question of Sakalya, when he says if thou knowest. the

Devas with their quarters and abodes, who is the Devas of East, etc.

In fact, Sakalya asks five questions about the five quarters—East, South,

West, North, and Zenith. And the answers given by Yajfiavalkya about

these are shown in the following table :—

)

Quarters. Devatjs. Pratijthi. Pratistha. Pratistha. Pratijthl.

East ... Aditya Chak$uh (Manu) ... Rupini (Indra) Hridaya (Umi)

South ... Yama Yajfia (Aniruddha) Daksini (Rati) graddhi Hridaya Do.

Retas (Brihaspati)
(Kama)

West ... Varuna Apas (Moon) Hridaya Do.

NorthJ... Soma (Moon) Diksah (gatarupi) Satyam (Manu) Hridaya Do

Zenith... Agni Vik (Brihaspati) Hridaya Do.

The author now explains the various words, Chaksus, etc., used in

the above. :

—

Svayarabhu Manu is denoted here by the term Chaksus. He is the

support of Aditya. The support of Chaksus is the Lord of sight, whose

nature is colour, namely, Indra, and, therefore, Bfipa denotes here Indra,

and this Indra supports Manu. While Indra in his turn is supported by

TJma, who is the essence of Buddhi, and who is denoted by the term

Hridaya in the above list.

MANTBA 21.

Similarly, Tama, the Devata of the South, has for his support the

Deva called Yajfia, namely, Aniruddha (who is the presiding deity of

Yajfia and so the word Yajfia here denotes Aniruddha). Similarly,

Aniruddha is supported by the Goddess Rati, who is the presiding

deity of Daksina and is, therefore, called Daksina. While Rati is sup-

ported in her turn by Sraddha which here means the God Kama, for

Kama is an embodiment of faith or Sraddha. Therefore, Sraddha here,

means Kama. While this Kama in his turn is supported by Umft,

denoted by the word Hridaya, for this Umft having the form of heart is

even the support of Kama. , .

MANTBA 22.

Varuna is said to be the presiding deity of the West.

Varuna is supported by Apas, or the Deva of water. Now, Apas
means here Deva moon or Chandra, for moon governs waters always.

This moon is the support of Varuna. In its turn, moon is supported by
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the Deva called Retas. The Deva Betas here means Brihaspati, because

he is the essence of Retas. And he supports the God of Moon also ; and

of Brihaspati, Uma again is the support.

Though Brihaspati is said here to be the support of Moon, while

Satarupa has been mentioned below to be the support of Moon, yet there

is no contradiction in this, because any one Deva can become the support

of another, if he or she wishes it to be so. And thus she becomes the

ruler of the quarter.

MANTRA 23.

Soma or Moon is said to be the ruler of the North, and he is

supported by Diksa, which means here

A'olt,—In the pievious Mantra, Moon has been said to be supported by Retas or

Brihaspati. Here he is said to be supported by Diksa or Satarupa. There is, however,

no contiadiction in this, for any Deva may, by his were will, become the support of another Deva.

This Satarupa is supported by Satya, which word here means Manu.

For Manu has the form of Satya (or truth). While of this Manu even the

same Goddess Uma is the support, because she is the goddess of creation

also always, like Manu.

MANTEA 24.

The Lord of Zenith is the Deva Agni. The support of Agni is Vak,

namely, Brihaspati, and of his Brihaspati, the goodessUma is the support,

who is denoted here by the word Hridaya. Thus Uma is the ultimate

support of all these deities of the quarters.

.Vote.—Bnt Umi is not the finality. She has five other devas above her, as will be

shown later on.

MANTRA 25.

(The next question asked by Sakalya is " Who is the support of

Uma?" But the answer to this question does not appear to be clearly

found in the Brahmanam. The answer, however, is to be inferred from

the context of Mantras 26 and 25. The answer of Y&jfiavalkya, as

ordinarily understood, was:—" Yajfiavalkya said, 0 Ahallika, when you

think the heart could be anywhere else away from us, if it were away

from us, the dogs might eat it, or the birds tear it." The word Asmat

used in this Mantra, does not mean here "I," but it means the Lord of

the faoulty of "I-ness," namely, Siva, the husband of Uma. So the Mantra

really means "0 Ahallika, when yon think that the heart (Uma) could be

anywhere else away from Siva (Asmat), if it were away from Siva (Asmat),

the dogs might eat all Jtvas, or the birds tear them, " The author, there

fore, explains it thus ;—) .
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The support of Um4 ia Rudra, whoso form or nature consists in

the faculty of making "I" (ego) and "Thou" (non-ego), namely, the

faculty of making individuality. He has the nature of Ahankara always.

(This faculty of making ego and non-ego beloogs to Rudra). The word

'Atma' used in the next Mantra refers to Uma, because her nature is of

the essence of Buddhi, or, in other words, she is the presiding deity of

Buddhi ; while her husband, Siva, is the presiding deity of Ahankara.

If the Deva Siva were not the support of Uma (denoted in the next

Mantra by the word Atma, because she is all -pervading, or Atatatv&t),

then there would have been no power in reasoning alone (Bodha-Atmika
!§akti) of beings like men, etc., to protect their own bodies. Their own
bodies being unprotected, men, etc., could have been eaten by dops or

torn to pieces by birds. Or the Buddhi Sakti or the power of reason,

without the consciousness of "I" (Ahankara) behind it, would not have
been sufficient to maintain our bodies, and, in that case, the bodies of all

beings would have been devoured by dogs and .vultures. Thus the

Ahankara or I-consciousness is behind or is the support of Buddhi or

reason, and it is this I-consciousneas that is at the root of self-preservation.

MANTRA 26 to 28.

(In this Mantra, various words, like Tvam, Atma, Praua, Apana,

Vyana, Udana, and Samana, occur. They are now being explained by

the Commentator :—

)

In whom do Siva and his wife, Uma, (denoted by the terms Tvam
and Atma in this Mantra) rest ? To this question the answer given

is, that both these, Tvam and Attnan, are supported by Prana, namely,

by Sesa, the presiding deity of Prana. This Sesa in his tarn is supported

by Apana, namely, by the goddess Bharati, the presiding deity of Ap&na.

In her turn, this goddess Bharati, called Apana, is supported by Vyana

or by Vayu. The chief Vayu is denoted here by the term Vyana, because,

etymologically, Vyana is derived from two words, "Vi" meaning

"Visista" or, specifically, and "Ana" meaning the leader; so Vyana means

the highest leader. The chief Vayu is called Vyana, because he is the

highest leader.

Vyana in his turn is supported by Udana, which word here means

the goddess Sri. Btymologioally, Udana is derived from two words "Ut"

meaning 'upwards ', and "Ana" to lead. She who leads the souls of the

Muktas upwards, is called Udana or Sri.

Of this Udana or the up-leader or Sri, the support is the Lord God
Hari himself. He is denoted here by the term Samana. Because Be is

51
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always the leader (Ana) along with Him (Sama or Saha) of all others. The
word Samana is composed of three words—Sam + JL +Ana ; and it means

."He who leads her (Sri) always along with himself."

(In the Mantra, occur the words, "Neti, Neti, Atraa". The word

Atma here denotes the Lord God Hari. The words Neti, Neti, are generally

translated "not this, not this," but they really mean "not thus, not thus".

In other words, the terms, 'Iti na' are equal to 'Evam na,' The author,

therefore, explains these words thus :—

)

He, the Supreme Lord Hari, is the leader of all, while the other

Devas are leaders only of those who are inferior to them. Therefore, he

is called Sam&na or the "concurrent leader" of all. While the other

Devas, Udana, Vy&na, &c, are leaders subordinate to this Samana or

the Supreme Leader. This Samana is not like Sri, for Sri is supported

by the Lord Hari. But the Supreme Lord Hari is -'Iti na" "not thus,"

namely, not like Sri, because he is not dependent on any one else. Nor is

he like Brahma and other Gods, nor is he ever bound like the Mukta

Jivas, for the very word Muktas, shows that they were bound at one time,

and were liberated subsequently. Nor is he like any bound Jiva. There-

fore, he is called "Iti na," "not thus"
;
namely Visnu is not like Brahma

&c„ nor like any bound soul, nor like any liberated soul. This Lord of

all Lords is not thus. It follows, therefore, that He can have no

similarity or comparison with any insentient object, when even the

highest sentient beings, like Sri, Brahma, &c, cannot be compared

with him.

All sentient beings are either untouched by misery or touched by

misery. All Jivas fall into these two categories. Sri belongs to the first

olass, namely, Sri, from the very eternity, is never touched by misery.

Muktas belong to the second class, because at one time they were touched

by misery. But the Lord does not belong to any one of these two classes
;

and so the double repetition of Iti na 'not thus,' iti na 'not thus.'

(In the Mantra this Atman is described as (1) Agrihyo Nahigrihyate,

(2) Asiryo Nahi Siryate (3) Asango Nahi Sajjyate (4) Asito Na Vya-

thate, Na Risyati. These words are generally translated—"He is in-

comprehensible, for he cannot be (is not) comprehended ; he is imperish-

able, for he cannot perish ; he is unattached, for he does not attach

himself, unfettered, he does not suffer, he does not fail." The author

now explains these words :—

)

This Lord Hari is Agr&hya, because He cannot he fully compre-

hended, anywhere, by anyone, at any time. In other words, He is incap-

able of being wholly grasped,
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He is Asirya or incapable of wearing out. He is Asafiga or He
never comes in contact with anything foul, that is, He is not

besmirched by contact with any sinful object. (He is like light, which,

though it falls on all good and bad objects, yet is not tainted by such

contact). He is not Sita or bound, therefore, he is called Asita or free

from bondage. He is Na Uisyati, namely, He never fails.

He is said to be incomprehensible (Agrahya), because he is not

entirely comprehended by anyone, at any time or place.

(Now it might be objected that the same explanation might apply

to other words also, namely, when it is said that He is Asirya or incapable

of wearing out, it may mean he is incapable of wearing out entirely, bat

he may wear oat partially, and so on. The author answers this objection

thus :—

)

He does not wear oat even in the slightest degree, either by any

cause or by any effect.

(In the Mantra the words, Navyathate, Na Risyati, are used in the

present tense. One may say that this negation may apply only to the

present time, the Lord does not suffer now, the Lord does not fail now,

but He might have suffered or failed in the past, or he may suffer or fail

in some future time. To this, the author answers :—

)

The Lord of the world (Jagannatha) is not tainted by any sins

(though he dwells among the sinners), He is not besmirched by any body,

by any faults that may exist in him. Neither in the past, nor in the

future, there ever was or will be, any bondage of the Lord. He was

not and will not be ever subject to misery. Destruction never comes

to Him, nor does any misery. Though others can never comprehend

Him in His entirely, yet He comprehends everyone, fully, within His

cognisance.

[But Devas like Sri, Vayu, &c, are also imperishable (Asirya, Ac,),

and so these epithets "imperishable," 'unattached,' 'unfettered,' &c, are

not peculiar to- the Lord alone. To this, the author replies :—

]

The qualities of imperishableness, &c, belonging to any other

Devas, are not inherent in them ; but they acquire these qualities through

the grace of the Supreme Lord. Therefore, everything else is extremely

different from the Lord, and distinct from Him, and consequently the

Sruti Bays "Neti, Neti ",—He is not thus, He is not thus.

. [Not only is the -Lord Visnu the supporter of all other Devas below Him, but- those

Devas depend upon the Lprd for all their qualities :—

]

'Out of His fullness of auspicious qualities, a drop is reflected in ,the

heart of the Goddess Sri, and She is folly possessed by one drop of this
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reflection. From the fullness of the qualities of Sri, a drop or Bay is

reflected in the heart of Brahma, and he enjoys that drop or Bay as the

fullness of his qualities. From the fullness of the qualities of Brahma, a

drop or Ray is reflected in the heart of Budra, and he enjoys this drop

or Bay as fullness of his qualities ; and so on in succession. All the

lower Devas thus have only a fragment of the qualities possessed by the

Deva higher in the scale. This also constitutes a difference between

the Lord and the other Devas.

[When S&kalya asked who is the supporter of Uma (denoted in the

Upanisad by the term "heart"), Yajfiavalkya addresses him as Ahallika.

This term has been explained by others to mean a ghost, one who vanishes

(lika) in the day time (Ahani). This explanation, however, is incorrect,

as the author next shows :—

]

The word Ahallika in the Mantra means one who has his Ahar

or knowledge in the Lika or potential condition
;
therefore, not developed,

hence it means a fool. Yajfiavalkya reproaches Sakalya by calling him

Ahallika or a fool, because the question of Sakalya was a foolish one,

for every one knows that Uma is supported by her husband Siva.

Iffote.—ln the <§ruti Brahman is described as 'incomprehensible,' 'imperishable,' etc.,

and the reason or proof of these qualities is given in those very terms. It is said he is in-

comprehensible, for he cannot be comprehended, he is imperishable, for he cannot perish,

etc." Now, the reason given is not distinct from the proposition sought to be proved. It is in

fact a begging of the question. Why is it so ? The author explains it thus :—

]

By using the reason "he is not coinprehonded," in order to establish

the proposition "he is incomprehensible," or by using the reason "he

cannot perish," in order to establish the proposition that "he is imperi-

shable," the Sruti means to convey the idea that the qualities of God,

like "incoinprehensibleness," "imperishableness," etc., cannot be proved

by any reason. They must be taken on the authority of the sacred

scriptures.

[When Yajfiavalkya asks Sakalya ' I now ask thee to explain to me
the Brahman,' Sakalya replied that he did not know Him. How is it so ?

Yajfiavalkya had already explained the Brahman to S&kalya by the

attribute " Neti, Neti," and so Sakalya must have known Brahman.

Why does therefore, the Mantra say that Sakalya did not know Brahman.

To this the author replies:—

]

Though the attributes of Brahman were taught to Sakalya by the

text " Neti, Neti " etc., yet Sakalya did not know Brahman in His specific

form and, therefore, the Sruti says that Sakalya did not know Him.

The question of Yajfiavalkya was, " Tell me the specific attributes of

Brahman "
;. for he uses the words—" Tam-tvau-panisadam Purusam
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Prichehharai Tamchen m& na Vivaksyasi." The word ,lVi" in "Vivaksyasi"

shows that specifics (visesa) knowledge of Brahman was asked for by

Yajflavalkya, and not the general knowledge, which Yajflavalkya himself

had so far given out.

All this is from the Brahm&nda Parana.

[In the Mantra 26, ocourthe words Niruhya, Pratyuhya. These two

worda have been explained by some as meaning " dividing and uniting,"

namely, dividing them according to the different abodes, worlds, and

persons ; and uniting them at last in the heart. The author explains

these words, however, as meaning «< transcending" and pervading, or

" immanent." Niruhya is composed of two words—Nir-f vah (to carry.)

The force of Nir is to mean Nirgatya or going outside of a thing. He
who supports a thing from outside of it is said to be Nirudha or Niruhya.

And hence it means transcending. Similarly, pratyuhya is composed of

Prati and Vah. He who carries or supports every (prati) thing from

inside of every thing. Therefore, it means to support a thing by

pervading it from within :—

]

The Supreme Lord (Purusottama), without standing in need of

anything in the world, supports (Vahati) the whole world by being

outside of it, so he is Nirudha or extra-cosmic supporter. And as He,

the Lord Hari, always supports every form that exists in this world,

by entering into each one of these separate forma, so He is called

Pratyudha or (intra-cosmic). In these two forms, He supports the

manifest and the unmanifest universe.

(In the Mantra, the word Aupanisatka has been used to describe

the Supreme Brahman. It means that Brahman is a person to be known

from the Upanisad only. Why is this particular term applied to Brahman

alone. Are not the Devas also known through the Upanisad, and

cannot they be also said Aupanisatka? To this, the author answers:—

)

Without the Upanisad, Brahmin cannot be known in any manner,

by any person (while Devas may be known by other methods

also, such as Yoga, etc). Therefore, Visnu, the Groat Lord, is called

Aupanisatka or the Purusa taught in the Upanisads.

[When Asvala and others put questions to Yajflavalkya, they were

satisfied by the mere assertions of Yajflavalkya. Thus Afivala asked

in Mantra III. I. 3:—]

["Oh Yajflavalkya, since everything here is grasped by Death, yea

swallowed by Death, by what means is a pious man freed from the grasp

of death ?" (Yajflavalkya replied)—"It is through the (Lord Vasudeva

in the) Hotri priest, in the fire and in speech (that one gets salvation).
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It is, indeed, the (Lord V&sudeva in) speech, that is (in) the Hotri of the

sacrifice. He who is (in) the speech \a verily (in) fire and (in) Hotri as

well. He (it is) who gives Mukti and Atimukti (to the Uevas)."

[Here Asvala was satisfied by the mere assertion of Yajfiavalkya.

He did not ask him for any proof of how Hotri priest was the saviour.

Why did he accept the mere statement of Yajfiavalkya? The disputation

was of the nature of Jalpa or wrangling. In such a disputation, it is

necessary to ask for proofs of the assertions made by the opposite party.

But neither Asvala, nor the other sages who questioned Yajfiavalkya,

asked for any proof of his assertions. To this, the author replies :—

]

The opposite party must put questions in disputations of the nature

of Vada (discussion;, or Jalpa (wrahgling), etc., except when he is satisfied

by the mere assertion of the other side as being sufficient proof. In such

a case, no other Agama or testimony of text is needed. But when there

arises a doubt, then he may question his opponent, and in that case the

opponent must produce further authority.

(Next arises the question, what are the peculiar marks of a person

whose bare words, without any proof, may be taken as authority ? To

this, the author answers :—

)

He who always gives answers to all questions, with promptness and

fullness of conviction, in aocordance with the revealed testimony of

Agamas, is a person whose words should never be doubted.

(The particular auspicious marks of the authoritative person are

the following j—) %
The person whose body has the length of 10' cubits, as measured

by his own palm up to his wrist, as well as whose body is ten times

the length of his face ; as well as whose body is 30 times the length of

his brow, which must be slightly erect,—moreover, whose body is ten

times his brow in circumference, as well, as whose. body is seven times

the length of his foot, and five times the length of his breast, is one, the

words uttered by whom should never be doubted.

(All these measurements must be concurrent, namely, the body

when measured by the palm should be ten times in length, when measured

by the face, it must also be ten times ; in other words, the length of the

palm and the length of the face must be the same, and they must be one-

tenth of the whole body. Similarly, the. length- of .the body, when mea-

sured by the length pf the browtor forehead, must be. 30 times the length

of the brow ; and the brow mast be slightly upraised/; Similarly, the

circumference of the body must be ten times the borw. When measured
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by the length of the breast, the body must be five times in length, and

when measured by the length of the foot, it must be seven times. The

author now gives the length of the face.)

Whose face is nine times the length of the finger, whose throat is

four times the length of the finger, whose trunk is 24 fingers in length,

such a person is reverenced by the Devas even.

Since all these auspicious marks are soldom found, in their entirety,

in one single person, so the rule is, that even such a person, who possesses

most of these auspicious marks, and a few inauspicious marks, should

be relied upon, and his words are to be taken as authority. Of course,

a person who has all these marks in him , is the most reliable authority.

But even Devas and Risis also do not possess all these auspicious marks

in their entirety, and except Visnu, the chief of the Devas, and next after

him Brahma, no one possesses all these marks in full.

Even the Vedas show, by the very fact that teachings are given

therein in the forms of questions and answers, and not in the form of

argument, that the assertions of the wise and holy men should not be

doubted by any one, at any time. In the Vedas, no further proof than

the mere assertion of a sage is asked in these sacred dialogues, except

under very peculiar circumstances. Therefore, Asvala and other Risis

did not ask for any authority or proof from Yajfiavalkya. They rested

content with the mere assertion of Yajfiavalkya, for they took his word

as Agama or valid testimony or revelation, as we find that Janaka himself

did so take the words of Yajfiavalkya, later on. All this is said in the

Brahma-tarka.

So we find in the Bharata :—He whose own doubts have been

removed and who is capable of removing the doubts of others, should be

searched after, by every seeker of truth, and such a person should be

acquired even when one has to spend a large sum of money in propitiating

him.

Even in the Vayu Purana, similar marks of a holy person are

given.

A person, whose body is 69 Angulis in length, and ten itmes as

long as the palm of his hand, and who is a nyagrodha(?) in circumference,

and who measures full four cubits in length, is one whose word must be

relied upon.

Therefore, in all Again as, like Paflchar&tra, etc., and in all Samhit&s

the marks of a reliable teacher (Acharya) are similarly mentioned, as

we have described above.
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(The author now explains the seven verses which Yajnavalkya recited. Having defeated

all the Munis assembled in the meeting, Yajnavalkya puts them the questions in the verses

mentioned in the text. He says :
—

Yathi, Vrikso, Vanaspalis,

Tathaiva Purujo-mrisi.

Tasya lomani parnini

Tvagasyotpltika lialuh, Kic. &c.

These seven verses have been thus explained by others :

—

1. As a mighty tree in the forest, so in truth is man, his hairs are the leaves, his

outer skin is the bark.

2. From his skin flows blood, sap from the skin (of the tree), and thus from the wounded
man comes forth blood, as from a tree that is struck.

3. The lumps of his flesh arc (in the tree) layers of wood, the fibre is strong like the

tendons. The bones aie the (hard) wood within, the marrow is made like 'the marrow of the tree.

4. Hut, while the tree, when felled, grows up again, more young, from the root, from

what root, tell me, does a mortal glow up, after he has been felled by death ?

5. Do not say, 'from seed," for seed is produced from the living; but a tree, springing

from a grain, clearly rises again after death.

6. If a tree is pulled up with the root, it will not grow again ; from what root, then, tell me,

does a mortal grow up. after he has been felled by death ?

7. Once born, he is not born (again) ; for who should create him again ?

The author explains these verses thus:

—

As the term " vriksa " is literally and etyraologically true, and

denotes a tree, for it comes from the root ' Vrich,' to cat, and means what-

ever is cut down, so the word Purusa always denotes the spirit and is

etyraologically a true (Amrisa) epithet of the spirit, for the quality denoted

by the roots which go to form the word ' Purusa' always exists in the very

word 1 Purusa.' These qualities denote eternity, and everlastingnesa; and

these qualities are possible only, if the word ' Purusa' denoted eternal and

ever-lasting. The word Purusa is composed of two terms Puru, meaning
1 always,' and san, meaning " existing," he who exists always, in all times,

is called Purusa. Thus the very term Purusa means existing forever,

and is a proper designation of spirit.

Note.—Thus Purusa denotes Jiva. who does not die after the dissolution of the body,

and that 'he is again and again born until he gets Mukti. Whence is this ? Such was the

question of Yajftavalkya. It may be said that the liva is born fiom the semen of his parent, but

Yajfiavalkya answers in reply that such a birth takes place till Mahapralaya. But his question was

in Pralaya, when both the tree and the Jiva are uprooted, who is there that brings the tree and the

Jiva both into existence ? He asked them to explain it fully.

The fools see that the tree grows as if from the seed, but the wise do not see so; for the

seeds are not independent, so they cannot by themselves ever be the cause. So Yajnavalkya

requested them to tell rightly the cause of rebirth after death (in Pralaya) ; for there must be

somebody who causes them to come into existence after death in Pralaya, for the Jivas are not
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independent. Thus asked, the assembled Risis could not give the right answer
j though they

knew it. yet they had not the strength to tell it so, to make their answer conform with or suit the

question in the manner it was asked. Being over-powered by the strength of YfljnavaJkya, the Risis

could not give the answer, and thereby they showed that they were not over-confident, proud and

impertinent ; then it was that Yijnavalkya himself gave the answer. The author now explains the

difficult words of these verses).

The word Kinata means Dare samslista-Pasa, the rope-like fibres

which are attached to or encircle the wood, in other words, it is analogous

to a muscle or a tendon in the animal body, that which surrounds the

woody portion of a tree, like a Pasa or noose.

Note :—The simile of the muscles is to the rings of the stem by which the age of the tree

is calculated.

The word Snava is without any case affix; it must be construed in the

sixth case, and means "in the middle of Sn&va " or muscle. The whole

phrase means " the noose-like fibres which surround the wood are called

Kinata, they correspond with the tendons or muscles in the human body,

and are permanent. In other words, that whioh is like the strong portion

in the muscles of a man, attached to the bone, that corresponds to the

Kinata in a tree, or the fibre-like substance whioh surrounds the woody

portion of the tree like a noose.

(In verse 4, the question is asked, " From what root does it grow ? "

This question may be interpreted to mean from what root does the tree

grow again, after it is cut. But this meaning is wrong, for in the previous

line it was said that while the tree, when felled, grows up again from the

root whioh is underground, so the question could not hare reference to

the tree, but to man. So the author says :—)
*

A tree grows up from the root, which is an accepted fact, for when

a tree is felled down it is only cut from the top, the underground root is

left intact. But when a tree is uprooted and cut off from the very root,

then it cannot grow. If it be said that a man is reborn from the seed

of another man, that is also wrong ; for the rebirth of a being from the

seed of another man, pre-Bupposes the existence of another living man.

Bat in Pralaya, or the Great Dissolution, everything vanishes. How does

then man come into existence (after the Pralaya) ? This was the question

put by Yajfiavalkya. For by. using the words, Afijasa Pretya Sambhavah,
Yajfiavalkya means not the ordinary death, but the final death of all

beings in the Maha Pralaya which is real death.

Note.—No one ever doubted' in India the! rebirth of tools after ordinary death. The
question of Yijnavalkya does not relate to ordinary death, but to the great death in Mahl Pralaya.

(Thus, being questioned by Yajfiavalkya, the assembled Brahmanas

had not the courage to answer him, and so the text says—teha Brfchmana

53
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na Dadhriauh, the Brahmanas did not dare to answer him, and so they

kept quiet. It does not mean that those Brahmanas did not know the

ordinary teaching that all spirits after Maha Pralaya are reborn from the

L'>rd, but it really means that the Brahmanas did not know fully the

attributes of the Lord, and they kept quiet. So the commentator

says that :—

)

The Brahmanas kept quiet, because they were unable to answer,

fully and completely, the question put by YftjSavalkya. For those

Riais remained silent, though they knew that the Lord was the cause of

the rebirth of the souls after Pralaya. But they did not know that the

very name Purusa meant eternal, the word Purusa meaning eternal

shows that a Jiva must come back again even after Maha Pralaya
;

for its return is inevitable, so long as it does not get Mukti. In Maha
Pralaya, all that takes place is that the Jiva is stripped of all its bodies,

even its k&rana (causal) body also vanishes. But the Jiva being eternal

is not destroyed in M iha Pralaya, but comes back again (by the command
of the Lord, to complete its evolution till it gets Mukti).

It cannot be said that the Jiva comes back of itself, for it is not

independent in its rebirth, so it is necessary that it should come back on

account of some one else as its sender. So the meaning of the question

put by Yajfiavalkya was, "Who is this Being, by whose command a Jiva

cornea back to creation, after the Maha Pralaya ?" The sages remained

silent and could not answer this question. And so, when they were silent,

Yajfiavalkya himself answers it, by saying that it is the Lord, denoted by

the* attributes Vijfianam Anandain Brahma.

(If it be asked—who is the creator of the Lord—to this, the commen-

tator answers :—

)

Let it not be doubted, that there is some one else who creates the

Lord, for the Sruti itself declares, " Jata Eva na Jayate," ' He is already

born, he is not born again." In other words, it means that the Lord is

born or exists from eternity and is not born again. In fact, the word

Punah, used in the Mantra, does not mean the repetition of the action

of birth, but it means that he does not stand in need of another person.

In other words, no other person can give birth to the Lord. Such a use

of the word Punah, is to be found in other places also, as in the following

line :—

Ska eva Harir bandhuh punar anyo na vidyate. Here also the

word Punar means a person.

Note.—Therefore, the line, "Jlta eva na Jayate konvenam Janayet punah, " should not be

translated:—Once born, he is not born (again), fot who should create him again ? as it is generally
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translated, 4>ut it should be translated thus :—He is even already born, he is not born from any

other person, who is the person who can give him birth?

(In the Mantra occius the word, Ritih. It is in the first case, and it has been construed

by others in the sixth ca^e ; and they explain it to mean giver of gifts. The author explains th<

wou! Ritih thus :

—

The word Ratih means beloved (Ista), the desired object.

The word Parayanatu should be construed thus :—Tisthamanasya

tadvidah parayanam—Ho is the supreme goal of him who knows and

of him who is firm in his devotion.

(Having explained the Sruti in his own words, the author now
strengthens his explanation, by an extract from Narayaniya, to show

that his explanation is consistent with the explanations given by Puranas

also :—

)

"Having conquered all, Yajnavalkya again puts this question to

the assembled sages :—As with regard to a tree the word Vfiksa is a

most appropriate term, because it means that whioh is cat ; so the word

Purusa is also very appropriate, with regard to the Jtva, because the

riwt-meaning of Purusa denotes eternity, or what exists forever. There-

fore, the Jiva never dies, though its body may all perish, Consequently,

there is rebirth of the Jiva constantly , so long as he does not attain Mukti,

Explain, 0 Sages, to me whence is this rebirth of the Jiva, after the

Maha Pralaya, when all his bodies, including the Karana body, are

destroyed. If you say the rebirth is from the seed of his parent, such

rebirth from the seed of the parent takes place during an evolutionary

period, only so long as there is no Pralaya. But in a Pralaya, the Jiva

becomes rootless, just like a tree which has been dug up from its very

root. In an ordinary cutting of a tree, its root is left behind under*

ground which makes the tree to come out afresh from the root hidden

in the soil, so in ordinary death, the soul is reborn from the root existing

in the hidden soil of its causal body. But in the Great Dissolution,

when the causal body is also destroyed, from what root does the Jtva

come out again ? Tell me fully, yo sages, who is the bringer back

into existence of the Jiva, after the Pralaya. The unwise say, in their

ignorance, that as a tree grnvs from the earth, from the seeds lying

buried in the earth, without the help of any one else, when the proper

time for growing comes, so the Jiva, lying buried in the bosom of the

Lord, comes to birth again of itself, without the help of any one else.

But this is the say ing of the ignorant only, for the Jiva is not indepen-

dent, and so cannot come to birth of itself, without some moving power.

So, according to the wise, the Jiva cannot be the cause of its own rebirth,

because he is not independent. Tell me therefore, 0 Sages, quickly
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the cause of the rebirth of the Jive, after the great Pralaya, -because

the creator of Jivas after the great dissolution must be an independent

person. Being thus asked by Y&jfiavalkya, the Sages could not answer

him satisfactorily. Though they knew, yet they could not answer

Y&jfiavalkya, for they were over-powered by his great learning, and they

thought it impertinence on their part to answer him. So they kept

quiet. Therefore, when they kept quiet, the great Sage Yajnavalkya

answered himself thus:—Hari, the AU-blessful, is the cause which

sends forth all Jlvas in the beginning of a new creation, after the

Great Dissolution. He sends them forth (from his bosom to complete

their evolution) till they get Mukti. There is no creator of Hari, for he is

Ever-born. He is beloved of all generous persons who give alms ; He is

still more beloved by those who are the knower of wisdom (Jfianins).

But he is the most beloved of those Bhaktas or devotees, who are con-

stantly merged in the love of him."

Thus it is in the N&rayaniya.

Here ends the commentary on the Sdlcalya Brdhmanam. ,



FOURTH ADHYAYA.
First Sadacharya Brahman am.

mantra iv. 1.1.

Note.—After testing the learning of Yijnavalkya, as mentioned in the last Adhyiya

JanaUa "Asin chakre," that is, took his seat, namely, ascended the throne. After that

Yijnavalkya approached Janaka. After paying him due respect, accoiding to the rules

of scripture, Janaka addressed him thus:
—

"'O Yijnavalkya, why did yon come here; was

it for the sake of getting cattle or for the sake of telling ns the truth (anta) about the

Subtle (Brahman) called Ami?" Thus addressed, Yijnavalkya said:
—"O Great King, for

both ;
desiring cattle and for teaching the ttuth about the Subtle (Anu-anta)." Thereupon

the king said :
—"If you have come to teach about the Subtle Brahman, then tell us about it."

Then Yijnavalkya wanted fiist to ascertain what others had taught Janaka about It, so that he

might tell something more about the means of getting Mukti. Therefore, he said. " Tell me
what others have told you. " Janaka said :

—
''Jitvl, descendant of Silina (and hence called

cSailina) toldnie that Vijnu, the Full (Brahman), has the secret name of Vik (Speech), for he is

the "true Speaker." Yijnavalkya praises the teaching given by (Sailina. and, in Older to show-

that (3ailina is also an Apta Purusa, he mentions the three qualities or rather preliminaries of an

Apta, the preliminaries which purify a person and fit him to become an Apta. These three

requisites are that one should be well taught by one's mother, father, and teacher or that one should

be Mitrimin, Pitrimin, and Achiryavan. " £ailina taught thee rightly, O King. Vik verily is

Brahman, for if the God controlling speech, were to abandon one, then that person would be dumb

and mute ; what is the good of such, a person who is abandoned bv the Speech ? Being unable to

speak, he could neither study sacred scriptures, nor perform daily rites. Therefore, f^ailina said

very well that Vik was Brahman. But thou must not think that this is the highest, and that

thou hast attained thy end. Did Jitva tell thee the Place or Temple, the Controlling'

Person or the Image installed therein and the Meaning of the secret name that he taught, thee ?"

Thus asked, Janaka said:
—"He did not tell me these three things." Then Yijnavalkya said :

—

"O king, the teaching of the secret name of God, is only one-fourth teaching, it is not complete

without the other three, namely, the Place where the Lord Vik abides, the Image or the

Person that is supported by this Lord Vik, and the meaning of the Secret name, Vik ? The

complete teaching consists of foui things (t) the Secret name. (2) the Abode or the organ in

which the Lord abides in that form, (3) particular Image or the reflected Person supported by

the Lord under that form, and (4) the Meaning of the Secret Name. These are the four pidas

of Brahma-knowledge."

When Janaka admitted his ignorance of these three, then Yijnavalkya said :— The

well-known organ of speech is the Place or Temple where the Lord, called Speech, dwells.

The particular reflected Image or the Person supported by this Lord is Akiia 01 the Goddess

Rami, so called, for she shines all around or illumines every thing (i all, and kiia shilling). The

meaning of Vik is Prajni or wisdom. The Lord must be worshipped under the name VSk as

Wisdom. The king asked, "What is -the nature of this Wisdom?" Yijnavalkya, in order to

show that there is Ti6 difference between the substance and the attribute between the dharma and

the dharmin, in the case pf Brahman, says .that the form of the Lord, called Vik, is itself

Wisdom, that is, Prajfiitl. Yijnavalkya then demonstrates the wisdom-quality of Vik by

saying :
—"Through this form of the Lord^ called Vik, one knows (prajniyate) his Friend, the

aggregate of sacred Loie. The Scriptures are the true friend of man and are called bandhu or
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friend in the Upanisad. YJjftavalkya then enumerates these scriptures, namely, "the Rig-veda,

Yajurveda, SSnia-veda, the Atharva-angirasas. the ItihSsa, the ]
>urana«, the Vidya (the

Pancha-ritras or Pentasophias in prose), the Upanisads. the Slokas (the Pancha-ratras or

Pentasophias in verse), the Sutras, the Anuvyakhyanas; the Vyakhyanas what is sacrificed

what is poured out, what eatables are given in charity, what dunks are given in charity, this

world and the other world, and all creatures. All these are known through Speech." Yajnavalkya

then tells the frait of worshipping Tirahman as Speech. A devati primarily is fit to worship this

Brahman under the name of Vik, and he is always protected by Vak and the Lord V5k carries

this deva to higher deva«, and there "having become adeva," that is, having attained sayujya with

a higher deva, this deva obtains the Devas, namely, obtains at Mukti, along with Biahmi, the

variou* forms of the Lord seen in the i^vetadvtpa. These forms are called Devas. because they

are full of sporti\eness, He. So much with regard to the deva worshipper. The deva having

attained mukti there all beings who are inferioi to this deva milk this deva namely, supply him

what they (the inferior deva*) can supply. This is one fruit of this worship and it applies to

the devas. The second fiuit of this worship is with regard to men. He who is not fit to become

a deva at once, who is not on the line of deva evolution, but belongs to human evolution, he

'having become a deva," that is, having gone to the plane of devas, "goes to the devas." that

is, on getting mukti attains sayujya with the dev.i*. Thus there are two sorts of fruits, one for the

devas who can worship the Lord at once as Vak, in all organs or Indrijas ; and the other for

men who cannot so worship at once, but reac h in time to such woiship. Thus being taugh* by

Yajnavalkja, t he king offe.'ed him gui u-daksini worthy of his position as a king. lie offered a

thousand bulls, each accompanied by an elephant. Hut Yajiiavalkva said:
—"My father is of

opinion that one should not take guru daksina until he has taught fully his pupil. I shall not

accept these now. I have something more to teach.
"

And so on, he teaches the meaning of the five othet Secret names or Mantras of the Lord,

their respective Temples and the Image of the Lord installed in that Temple together with the

fruit of worshipping the Loid in this mode.

3Pf$: Janakah, Janaka by name, s^f: Vaidehah, the King of the

country of the Videhas. MiaN^ Asafichalcre, took his seat on the throne,

f Ha, a mere particle. Atha, then. mST55f5T: Yajfiavalkyah, Yftjfia-

valkya by name, trnrfftsr Avavraja, came to him Tarn, him.

Uv&cha, aaid, asked. ? Iln. ^133533 Yajnavalkya, Oh Yajnavalkya.

faml Kimarthatn, for what reason. *WrO: Acharih, (thou) hast

travelled
;

(thou) hast takon the trouble of coming to uiy

court. qsj^Pasfin, the animals; the cattle. Ichchhan, wishing,

vpnfant Anvantftn, conclusions about the Lord. noj Ann, the subtle, the

Lord ; and *fa Anta, the conclusion or truth, ^far Iti. OTI^ Sarurat, Oh
Sovereign: Oh World Ruler. Ubhayam, both, wishing for the
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beasts and to tell thee conclusions about the Lord Brahman. Eva,

indeed. ^fif Ifci, thus, m Uvficha, said, f Ha.

i. (After testing the learning of Yajnavalkya), Janaka, the

king of the Videhas, ascended the throne. Then Yajnavalkya

came in front of him. Janaka then addressed him thus:
—"O

Yajnavalkya, with what purpose did you travel so far ? Was
it the wish for gaining cattle or the wish (to teach us) the

truth about the Subtle (Brahman) ?"

Yajnavalkya replied :
—

" For these both, O mighty

King."—241.

MANTRA IV. 1.2.

ftcf^ mm & ^I^Sf?^: JTfTT^rT s^i^t q^h;:

xwi t| %rq>: ^rsrhw^ wiTRsrT^sr

^ Te, to thee, «f?Vl Kaschit, any one
;
any wise man

; any of thy

teachers, Y at, whatever, nwftq Abravifc, said; instructed. sq Tat,

that. <T«JfW Srinavnma, let qs hear. %fk hi. $f&«f: $ailinah, born in
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the family of !§ilina. firw JitvA, Jitva by name. ^ Me, to me. «Tsr«ft«J

Abravit, said ; instructed. fffT Brahma, the Brahman; the one who is

full in all the qualities, Vak, speech. ^ Vai, indeed. f% lti.

Yatha, as. JTHpiC^ Matriman, one who has received the instructions

from his mother. fa^UT^ Pitriman, one instructed by his father.

WWWflt Aoharyav&n, one instructed by his religious preceptor or Guru

sqR[ Bruyat, may instruct. ?WT Tatha, so. HQ. Tat. that. Sailinah,

one who was born in the faintly of Silina. wr^fcl Abravit, instructed

(thee). Vak, speech. § Vai, indeed. srfT Brahma, the Brahman,

^fa Iti. *t33pT. Avadatah, without Speech: abandoned by the Lord, called

Speech, faj Kiw, what ; what result, (meaning nothing). Syat, can

there be. ^fa lti. ^ Te, to thee. a?T Tasya, His ; of the Lord Hari,

named Vak. snwf Ayatanam, seat; abodo, place, arfasi Pratisth&m,

form; image, the person. WflsfH Abravit, did (he) instruot. g Tu,

interrogative word. ^ Me, to me. 5f Na, not. aisreifi Abravit, did

instruct. Iti. Sainr&t, Oh Sovereign. Q^H Etat, that; the

instruction given by Jitva. <ap>«?[5j Ekapat, a quarter; partial; incomplete.

$ Vai, indeed, qi^sspr Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya. 5»: Sah, re-

powned ; renowned as thou art for your knowledge of Brahman. 1» Nah,

to me, to us. sjff Bruhi, tell it. 91^ Vak, the organ of Speech, Eva,

only, indeed. WW? Ayatanam, the seat, the place or temple. *TT?TO:

Akasah, Rani'i. ( m on all side3 ; OTST (Kasa) to illumine, plus *r affix,

one who burns or is bright on all sides), srfror Pratisfha, form, image, the

person. "51*1 Enat, this ;
her. srgjr Prajna, knowledge. %fk Iti, thus.

Wtffttl Upasita, (thou) shonldst meditate on or worship. H?y3S?3r Yajna-

valkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya *I Ka, what. Prajfiata, the knowledge aspect.

*T5TI^ Samrat, Oh Sovereign. Vak, Vak ; the form of the Lord, known

as Vak. <5SrEva, indeed. Iti. Uvacha, said (Yajfiavalkya). 5

Ha. HSnz Samrat, Oh Sovereign, qrei Vacha, by Vak
;
by the form of

the Lord, known as Vak. 3 Vai, indeed. sf;j: Bandhuh, the kindred : the

friend, namely , the sacred literature. JT5fm% Prajfiayate, is known flsriz

Samrat, Oh Sovereign. Rigvedah, the Rigveda. I^^: Yajurvedah,

the Yajurveda. flwt^: Samavedah, the Samaveda. wrf Atharva-

vedah, the Atharvaveda. stfhTfT: Angirasah, the Augirasa. $fagrgt

Itihasah, the traditions, or narratives. JTrof Pur&nam, the Pur&nas ; the

doctrines of creation, fkflt Vidya, the prose portions of Pancharatra.

3qfsw^: Upanisadah, the Upanisads. 3lokah, the verse portions of

the Pancharatra. gurfio Sutrani, the Brahma Sutras ; the Vedanta

aphorisms and the Purva Mtuiaasft, and the Sankarsana Sutras.

wgiqAWHTfa Anuvyakhyan&ni, the larger explanations of the Vedas, like

Brihat-Tark, &c. «TWIT«Tlfa Vyak hyanani, the smaller explanations of
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the Vedas, such as Brahraatarka, &c. Istara, the worship. Jtt Hutam,

the offering of sacrifices. WtP$T5t Asitam, giving away of food in charity.

qjfy?t P&yitam, giving away of drinks in charity. %pt Ayam, this.

Lokah, world, such as the earth, &c. "9 Oha, and. <j?: Parah, the other.

Stop: Lokah, the world, such as Heaven, &c. * Oha, and. SarvanJ,

all. *pTfr Bhutani, the beings. Oha, and. mm Vacha, by Vak
;

through the grace of Vak or Rama, Eva, only, mfptft Prajfi&yante,

are known. U«ld Samrat, Oh Sovereign, art^ Vak, speech. ^ Vai,

indeed. q*»f Paramai®, great, srn Brahma, the Brahman, the one

full in all the qualities. Yah, whoever, i^f Evam, in this way, i.e.,

with the seat, form, &c. Etnt, this ; Brahman. fagr^ Vidvan,

knowing, realising within himself. 31T?& Upaste, meditates, ijsf Enam, him.

* Na, not. 3T$lfa Jah&ti, gives up. i£f Enam, him. fl-dfin SarvAni, all.

Ifnfa Bhutani, the beings who are inferior to. this knower. wfwjtffcT

Abhiksaranti, milk, or draw their nourishment from and minister (him).

Devah, a deva. 1?Wf Bhutva, becoming. ^*T3( Devan, the higher

aspects of the Lord, such as playfulness, &c, as seen in the Svetadvipa.

Api, together with ; as well as the Brahman. Eti, joins. $fat
Vaidehah, the king of the Vaidehas. 3T5T$: Janakah, Janaka. Uv&oha,
said. 5 Ha. tjf^r* Sahasram, thousand, f^^f Hastyrisabham, elephants,

together with oxen. ^?[ftr Dadami, (will) give. Itj. ?rt Sab, that.

*n3T^5f5T: Yajfiavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. z^im Uv&cha, said. % Ha. ^
Me, my. farr Pita, father, ara^facq Anannsisya, not completing the

instructions to a disciple. Hareta, should take (gifts). «f Na, not.

Iti. Amanyata, admonished,

2. Yajfiavalkya said :
— " Let us hear what any (other

teacher) has told you (about the means of getting Mukti)."

Janaka said :
—

" Jitvan &ailina told me, ' Speech is verily

Brahman.'"

Yajfiavalkya said :
—"As one who has the three-fold

advantage of having a good mother, a good father, and a good

teacher should have taught, so did &ailina teach you that

Speech is Brahman. For what is the good of a person who has

not (the protection of) Speech ? But did he instruct you about

the Temple and the Image (and the meaning of the secret

name of God) ?
"

Janaka said :
—" He did not tell me."

Yajfiavalkya said :—" It is only a quarter of the teaching,

O Great King."

53
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Janaka said :
—

" Tell us, then, O renowned Yajnavalkya."

Yajnavalkya said :
—

" The organ of speech is the Temple

of the God, called Vak (or the Word or the Inspiror), the

All-shining Goddess Rama is the Image of the Lord installed

there and (the meaning of the secret name Vak is) Wisdom.

One should meditate upon Him as wisdom."

Janaka said- :
—" What is the nature of this Wisdom, O

Yajnavalkya?"

Yajnavalkya replied:—" The nature of Wisdom is the God

Speech himself (for there is no distinction between the substance

and the attribute here). Through Speech verily, O mighty

King, the Friend (all literature) is known, namely, the Itig-veda,

Yajur-veda, Sama-veda, the Atharvarigirasa, the Itihasas, the

Puranas, the Vidyas (the Pancharatras in prose), the Upanisads,

the &lokas (the Pancharatras in verse), the Sutras, the Anuvya-

khyanas(or the larger commentaries on the Vedas), the Vyakhyirtis

(or the smaller commentaries on the Vedas), the methods of

worship, the methods of offering oblations, the methods of

giving alms of food and drink, this world and the other world,

and all the beings. All these are known (prajnayante) through

Speech, O Great King. Speech indeed is the Supreme Brahman,

O Mighty King. He who knows Brahman as such (with His

Secret name, the Temple, the Image, and the Meaning of the

name) him Brahman as Speech or Inspiror does not abandon

ever, and all beings (lower in scale to him) seek their sustenance

from Him and serve him by ministering to his wants. He having

become a deva, goes to the devas, [that is, if he is a deva, then

getting unity with higher devas (devobhutva) he reaches Brahman
along with Brahma, when the latter gets mukti and sees the

Shining Ones, namely, the various aspects of the Lord in

Svetadvipa. But if he is a man, then he reaches the plane of the

devas (devo bhutva), and on getting mukti gets union with

the devas].

Janaka Vaideha said :—" I present you a thousand elephants

and bulls,"
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Yajnavalkya said:—" My father was of opinion that one

should not accept daksina without fully teaching his pupil."—242.

MANTRA IV. 1. 3.

ft^TT^r JTt^^: TOfT&SRWKf ^Rjfsj^f^m II ^ tl

% Te, to thee. *fif^g[ Kasehit, any wise man
; any of thy teachers.

i&t. Yat, whatever. mtftZL Abravit, said ; instructed. B^T Tat, that. J?wnff
SrinavAuia, let us hear. Iti. ^I55I«15T: Saulvayanah, bom in the family of

Sulvayana. 3?f$: Udankah, Udanka by name. ^ Me, to me.

Abravit, said
; instructed. *njr Brahma, the Brahman, aim: Prflnah,

(lit.) the maker of the world ; the Prana ; the vital energy, t Vai, indeed.
%fk Iti. HUT Yatha, as. mipv* Matriman, one instructed by one's mother.
tfflPIWl Pitrim&n, one that has received instructions from one's father.,

«fTwf*T«^ AchAryavi" n, one instructed by one's religious preceptor or
Guru eniin Brfly at, may instruct, mr 'Pacha, so. fHJ Tat, that. ^rwr?<r:
5§aulvayanah, one who was burn in the family of Sulv&yana. 9rtT*/ht

Abravit, instructed (thee), stmt Pranah, the vital air. £ Vai, indeed.
tng Brahma, the Brahman. jfa Iti. WSTTma: Aprinatah, of bfm who is

without Prana. fV Kim, what ; what result, (meaning nothing),
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Sy&t, can there be. $f?r Iti. ft Te, to thee. ?Rq Tasya, his ; of Pr&na.

VTOttrf Ayatanara, seat. srFaBt Pratisth&m, form
;
image. VTffsfcl Abr&vit,

did he instruct, g Tu, but. ft Me, to me. H Na, not. Wsjqfa Abravit,

said ; did instruct, ^far Iti. WjT^ Sainr&t, Oh Sovereign. i?aq[ Etat, that

;

the instruction given by Udanka. tfsqtq Ekap&t, a quarter
;

partial
;

incomplete. $ Vai, indeed, $fa Iti. qRT*^ Yajfiavalkya, Oh Y&jna-

valkya. Sah, renouned ; renouned as thou art for your knowledge of

Brahman. !f: Nah, to me. jrFf Bruhi, tell it. fftn: Pranah, the vital air
;

each of the vital airs or Prana Vayus, which are Prana, Ap&na, Samana,

Ud&na and Vy&na. m^Kfi Ayatanam, seat. SfHBTO: Ak&§ah, the sky
;

Rama, irfajl Pratiftha, form, t&l Enat, this ; her. fcr«m Priyam, dear ;

most beloved, airfft^ Up&sita, (thou) shouldst meditate on. $f?r Iti.

Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. w Ka, what. fsniOT Priyata, dear object.

CTJT^ Sauir&t, Oh Sovereign. JTT«0: Pr&nah, life
;
vitality, Eva, only. 5%

Iti. vm Uv&cha, (Yajfiavalkya) said, f Ha. fNJTZ Samr&t, Oh Sovereign.

STHirei Pr&nasya, of the Lord Visnu, who is called Prana. Wflni K&m&ya,

for pleasing ; in order to please. The sentence is to be completed by

tftspf (Bhojanam Bhavet), one eats. 3WT*4 Ayajyatn, those that are

not competent to offer a sacrifice or not to be assisted by a priest, qnrafer

Yajayati, helps to offer sacrifice, t Vai, indeed. wrfa^trtT Aprati-

grihyasya, of such a person from whom the acceptance of gift is forbidden.

Jlfflr^STfa. Pratigrihn&ti, accepts gifts. wfa Api, even. OTJIZ_. Samr&t, Oh

Sovereign. RT«0W Pr&nasya, of Hari, also called Prana. $TOI1 K&m&ya,

for pleasing. «lt Yam, whichever. f^*T^ Disam, direction, qfil Eti,

(a man) goes, as Tatra, there. 3W?fa> Vadhasankam, the fear of death ;

an act (such as stealing or theft) which produces in the mind a fear of

death. *wf?r Bhavati, becomes ; is committed. WTlZ Samr&t, Oh Sovereign.

STTO: Pranah, life
;
vitality. <T?tf Paramam, great. STU Brahma, Brahman.

^ Vai, indeed. «f: Yah, whoever. Evam, in this way, i.e., with the

seat, 'form, &c. Etat, this
; Brahman, fe§[r^ Vidvan, knowing

;

realizing within himself. 31TCft Up&ste, meditates on. <£T Enam, him.

«f Na, not. una: Pr&nah, life
;
vitality. STftta Jahati, gives up. Enam,

him. ««f?fa Sarv&ni, all. ijjnfsr Bhut&ni, the beings. wf*»Jfrffft Abhik-

saranti, protect. Devah, a god. U?CT Bhutv&, becoming. ^i^Devan,

the devas, (in case of men), and the sportful, playful ones, or aspects of

Hari, as seen in the Svetadvipa, in case of devas. nfq Api, together with,

as well as the Brahman, qfa Eti, joins, ^f. Vaidehah, the king of the

Videhas. 31**: Janakah, Janaka. 3^1^ Uv&cha, said. 5 Ha. *T?3T*

Sahasram, thousand. 9&33%f Hastyrisabham, elephants together with

oxen, tftrftr Dad&mi, (will) give, ffft Iti. H: Sah, that. «<13JM5W: Y&jfia-

valkyah, Y&jfiavalkya. VtfW Uv&cha, said. * Ha. ft Me, my. fiat Pita,
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father. *?srgfij«T Ananusisya, not completing the instructions to a

disciple, sr Na, not. 5^ Hareta, should take (gifts). Iti.

.

Amanyata, admonished.

3. Yajnavalkya said :—" Let us hear what any other

teacher has told you."

Janaka said :
—

" Udahka Saulvayana told me, 'Life is verily

Brahman'.
"

Yajnavalkya said :

—
" As one who has the three-fold

advantage of having a good mother, a good father, and a good

teacher should have taught, so did Udarika &aulvayana teach

you that Life is Brahman. For what is- the good of a person

who has not (the protection of the Lord known as) Life ? But

did he instruct you about the Temple and the Image

installed therein (and the Meaning of the secret name of the

Lord ?)."

Janaka said:—" He did not tell me these."

Yajnavalkya :

—
" It is only a quarter of the teaching about

Brahman, O great King."

Janaka, said :
— "Tell us then, O renowned Yajnavalkya."

Yajnavalkya said :
—" The seat of the life functions of

Prana, Apana, &c, is also the Temple of the Lord Hari,

known as Life. The goddess Rama, called Akasa or the All-

shining, is the Image of the Lord Prana or Life. (And the

Meaning of the seciet name Prana is ' beloved' or ' dear')

Let one meditate on God as the dear."

Janaka said :— What is the nature of this nearness,

O Yajnavalkya."

Yajnavalkya replied :
—" The nature of dearness is the God,

called Life, Himself. It is indeed, O great King, to please

Visnu, the Life, that a man eats food, and, in order to secure

food, he helps even those to offer sacrifice who are not competent

to offer sacrifices, and he accepts gifts from those from whom
no gifts should be accepted. Verily it is in order to please

the Lord Hari, called Prana or Life, that one goes even to

dangerous quarters, where there is fear of death (and there,
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by committing even crimes) obtains means of sustaining Life

within (and thus puts his own life to the risk of death).

Life, O great King, is, therefore, the Highest Brahman. He
who knows Brahman as such (with his Secret name, the Temple,

the Image and the Meaning of the secret name), is never

abandoned by Brahman as Life. All beings lower in scale to

him, seek their sustenance from him and minister to his wants.

He having become a deva goes to the devas.

Arote.—That is, if he is a deva, then getting union with higher devas (devo bliutva)

he reaches Brahman, along with Tirahini, when the latter gels mukti at the c-nd of a kalpa.

Then he sees the Shining Ones (devan) or those aspects of the Sportful Lord Hari which

exist in the Svetadvipa. But if the worshipper is a man and not yet entitled in this world-iycle

to become a deva, then he reaches the plane of the devas (devo bliutva) and getting mukti

obtains union with devas (devan apyaiti). Note the double meaning of the sentence devo bhutvi

devan apyaiti. This applies to the succeeding mantras also.

Janaka Vaideha said :

—
" I present you a thousand elephants

and oxen."

Yajfiavalkya said :
—"My father was of opinion that

one should not accept daksina without fully instructing his

pupil."—243.

MANTRA IV. 1 . 4.

^ ^ ^ ° ^
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^ Te, to thee. ?fV^<J Kasohit, any wise man
;
any of thy teachers.

q?I Yat, whatever. Eva, only, smarted Abravit, said
; instructed

Tat, that. 9T«33nr Srinavam, let as hear. |f|f It i. Batkuh, Batku

by name. Some read sr»! (Barkuh) srtwf: Varsnah, of the family of

Vrifaa. ft Me, to me. «TST^t«f Abravit, said ; instructed. Brahma,

Brahman. «§J: Chaksuh, eye j who sees all. ^ Vai, indeed. J[f«r Iti. q«Ji

Yatha, as. HjfJflT^ Matrimao, one instructed by one's mother. fq^W'iC

Pitriman, one that has received instructions from one's father. fTWT9T^

Acharyavan, one instructed by one's religious preceptor or Gum. 1^*113

Biuyat, may instruct rHTT Tatha, so. 91 Tat, that. griwf: Varsnah, of the

family of Vrisna. tntfftl Abravit, instructed thee, ^j: Chaksuh, eye;

who sees all. f Vai, indeed BH Brahma, the Brahman. %fk Hi. arqsf^a:

ApaSyatah, of one who is eye-less; of one who is without the Lord

Ohaksna (eye), ffc Hi, because, fitf Kim, what
;

interrogative word.

It is the Lord Visva ( fasfST ) who sees or knows of the Jagrata ( 3JW?f )

or waking condition. But for him there would be no consciousness of

the Jagrata or the waking condition. Syat, can there be. ^ffl Iti. ft

Te, to thee, frcr Tasya, his ; of the Lord ^Eye. W15Pf Ayatanam, seat.

srfflBt Pratistham, form, image, trsrcfcl Abravit, did instruct. 5 Tu, but. ft

Me, to me. H Na, not. srsr^ Abravit, said ; did instruct, jfft iti. ffill^

Samrat, Oh, Sovereign. %^ Etat, that ; the instruction given by Bajku.

<?Wf«l Ekap&t, a quarter; partial ;
incomplete, t Vai, indeed. Iti fl: Sah,

renowned ; renowned as thou art for thy knowledge of Brahman. WSr^QTO

Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. Nah, to me. jjffc Brfihi, tell it. <wjz

Chakfuh, eye'; one who sees all. tWftrf Ayatanam, seat. <£«r Eva, only.

«CT$TO: Akasah, the sky ; Rami. Stfasr Pratistha, image, ippi Bnat, this.

Satyam, the truth. 3iJT?ft?t Upasita, (thou) shouldst meditate on.

Iti. qT5i954?r Yajfiavalkya, Oh, Yajfiavalkya. «BT Ka, what. a?qar Satyata,

the nature of truth. qrST^ftr Yajfiavalkya, O Yajfiavalkya 891^ Samrat,

Oh, Great King, g§J: Chakjuh, the eye. ijsr Eva, only. jfft Iti. 3WT*I

Uvacha, said (Yajfiavalkya). 5 Ha. ^giT Ohaksusa, with the help of

the eye, because it is the Lord Visva, who is also called the eye (ChaksuJ,

makes one see the objects. ^ Vai, indeed. q$n^ Samrat, Oh Sovereign.

15Ff5PJ Pasyantam, seeing ; a man when he is .seeing something, tnj:

Ahfih, (others) say. s?^I8fft« Adraksih, hast (thou) seen, jfir Iti. w: Salt, he

who sees. WTf.Aha, says. «TjfT«jTH AdrAksam, (I) have seen, jfii Iti. «q[

Tat, that
;
the thing (when seen again). «?«f Satyam, true, as it was. *wffl
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Bhavati, becomes. «WI^ Samrat, Oh Sovereign, flgj: Chaksuh, the eye.

<M3f Paramara, great. trQT Brahma, Brahman ; because the Lord Hari, who

is in the eye, is the cause of the real knowledge, it is therefore the

Brahman of the eye, called Satya or Truth, m Yah, whoever. H«f Evam,

in this way, i.e., with the seat, form, &c , Etat, this
; Brahman. firjT^

Vidvi'm, knowing ; realising within himself. 7TT<^ Upaste, meditates.

Hft Enara, hitn. h Na, not. ^§j: Chaksuh, the eye. arfrfsr Jahati, gives

up. tJpf Enara, him. aqffal Sarvani, all. ^tfsT Bhutani, the beings.

wfidSff^fa Abhiksaranti, milk or ask for the things they desire. Devah,

a god. *J?*T BhfitvA, becoming, Devan, the devas The sportful

forms of the Lord in the !§vetadvipa. wfij Api, together with,

as well as the Brahman. «jfa Eti, joins, t^f: Vaidehah, the king of the

Videhas. 3PR>: Janakah, Janaka. Hqra Uvacha, said. £ Ha. SHpST*

Sahasram, thousand. f^W^Wf Hastyrisabham, elephants together with

oxen, flftlfir Dadami, (will) tfive. Iti. 5C: Sah, that. qT3T*^gr Ydjfia-

valkyah, Yajfiavalkya Uvacha. said. 5 Ha. ^ Me, my. PtaT Pita,

father. *R3ftl"T Ananusisya, not completing the instructions to a

disciple. 5| Na, not. Hareta, should tako (gifts). $fir Iti.

Amanyata, admonished.

4. Yajfiavalkya said :

—
" Let us hear what any other

teacher has told you."

Janaka said :
—" Batku, of the family of Vrisna, instructed

me that Chaksus (the Lord, known as the All-seeing) is the

Brahman."

Yajfiavalkya said :
—

" As one who has the three-fold

advantage of having a good mother, a good father, and a good

teacher should have taught, so did Varsna teach you that

Sight was Brahman. For what is the good of a person who

has not (the protection of the Lord known as) Sight ? But

did he instruct you about the Temple and the Image (and

the Meaning of the secret name of the Lord)?"

Janaka said :
—" He did not tell me these."

Yajfiavalkya said :
—

" It is only a quarter of the teaching

about Brahman, O Great King."

Janaka said :—" Tell us, then^ O renowned Yajfiavalkya."

Yajfiavalkya said :
—" The organ of sight, namely, the

Eye, is also the Temple of the Lord Hari, known Chaksus,
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or the All-seeing. The Goddess Rama, called Akasa or the

All-shining, is the Image of the Lord. The Meaning of the

secret name Chaksus is Truth. Let one meditate on God as

Truth."

Janaka said :
—

" What is the nature of that Truth, O
Yajnavalkya ?"

Yajnavalkya replied :
—

" The nature of Truth is the Lord

Himself, known as Chaksus (Sight), O great King. For verily,

O Great King, seeing through the help of the Lord, called

Chaksus, during the waking condition, people say to the person

who sees—" Did you see him ?", and he says, " I have seen."

Then that which he has seen is the Truth. The Sight verily,

O Great King, is the supreme Brahman. He who knows
Brahman as such (with His secret name, All-seeing, the

Temple and the Image and the Meaning of the secret name),

Him Brahman as Sight or All-seeing never abandons. All

beings (lower) in scale to him, seek their sustenance from

him and minister to his wants. He having become a Deva,

goes to the Devas."

Janaka Vaideha said :
—

" I present you a thousand elephants

and oxen."

Yajnavalkya said :
—

" My father was of opinion that one

should not accept the Guru-Daksina, without fully instructing

his pupil."—244.

MANTRA IV. 1. 5.

54
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hw> ^i^f m^m ^whi^H ^nwiragrdNi

|isn^ *r$t i * w-

ft Te, to thee. $f*«H Kaschit, any wise man; any of thy teacherB.

HI Yat, whatever. ij* Eva, only, enroll Abravit, said ; instructed.

W% Tat, that. WOSTO Srinavama, let us hear. $F<T Iti. *nf*ft Gardahhi,

resident of the province of Gardabha. foftrt Vipltah, Vipita byname.

tttTgTO: Bharadvajah, of the family of Bharadvaja. ft Me, to me. srartfa

Abravit, said ; instructed. «r8JT Brahma, Brahman, sitef ^rotram, the

ear
j
(hearing). ^ Vai, indeed. Iti. IMT Yatha, as. wxqnT^Matriman,

one instructed by one's mother. fli?JWJ Pitriman, one that has received

instructions from one's father. WWrpfal'^ JLcharyavan, one instructed by

one's religious preceptor or Guru. (£419 Bruyat, may instruct. wm Tatha,

bo. tm Tat, that. w?JT3i: Bharadvajah, of the family of Bharadvaja.

•nrfht Abravit, instructed thee. SVotram, the ear; (hearing). ^ Vai,

indeed. tfW Brahma, the Brahman. Iti. WSTo^a: ASrinvatah, one

without the Lord Hari, who is also called the Ear. ff Hi. fo> Kim, what;

it is an interrogative word. WttH SyAt, can there be. ^fer Iti. ft Te, to

thee. OTI Tasy a, His ; of the Lord Ear. Ayatanam, seat, place,

gfag) Pmtistham, form
;
image, person. Hgrqfcx Abravit, did instruct, g

Tu, but. ft Me. to me. H Na, not. VlTtffcl Abravit, said ; did instruct. jfft

Iti. Sam rat, Oh, Sovereign. «$*H| Etat, that ; the instruction given

by Bharadvaja. «^<JT<T Ekapat, a quarter ;
partial

;
incomplete. ^ Vai,

indeed, *ftr Iti. «n8T*wr Y&jfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya. Sah,

renowned, renowned as thou art for your knowledge of Brahman, f:

Nah.tome. Brflhi, tell it. wWSVnfcram, the ear; (hearing). WTHPf

Ayatanam, seat. Eva, only. sttCTV: Akasab, the sky; Rama, srfhvr

Pratistha, form. ^SRr h!nat, this . her. wsfa: Anantah, the infinite. TOnftv

Upasita, (thou) shouldst meditate on fPt Iti. «nar«5CT Yajfiavalkya,

Oh Yai&avalkya. «T Ka, what. WsfaWT Anantnta, infinity. ?T5Trs SamrAt,

Oh Sovereign, fiflj: Dtsah, the directions . the Lord H»ri, who is in the

direction, is Dik ( fs'P ) or direction. ^ Eva, only, jfft Iti.

Uvacha, said (Yajfiavalkya). f Ha. *rcm^ Samrat, Oh Sovereign. % Hi,
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because. fipBTs Disah, the directions. Wfrfft Anantah, infinite ; endless.

Tasniat, therefore, tr^ Eva, it is. n\ %\ Yamkara, whatever. ^ Oha.

Rf^f Disam, direction. usgFg Gachohhivti, goes. wft Api, if ; even, sjwr

Asya, her ; of the direction- «faf Antatn, end. if Na, not, Eva, it is.

n^jffr Gachchhati, goes. ffc Hi, becnuse. stsfar: Anantah, inBnite. fapfl:

Disah, the directions, qsriz Samrat, Oh Sovereign, fapfl: Dis«h, the

directions. «fl?f Srotrara, the ear ; within the ear. % Vai, indeed. ¥T6Til

Samrat, Oh Sovereign. «ft?f Srutratn, the ear
;
hearing. <W»f Paratnam,

groat, srsr Brahma, Brahman, t Vai, indeed, a: Yah> whoever, ^
Evam, in this way, i.e., with the seat, form, &«. Etat, this ; Brahman,

feff'^ Vidvftn, knowing
;
realising within himself. iqt(^ U paste, meditates,

cpi Enam, him. * Na, not. WtS^ Srotram, the ear. Hflfff Jabaii, gives

up. "?«f Enam, bim. 93?fQ! Sarvani, all. ^tf«l Bhut&ni, the beings,

sirfl&jtfcl Abhiksaranti, protect. $?r: Devah, a god. ij^r Bhutva, becom-

ing. ^31^ Devan, the higher and playful gods of the !§vetadvlpal Itfil

Api, together with, as well as the Brahman. <$f?r Eti, joins. S^f: Vaidehah,

the king of the Videhas. 51!)*: Janakuh, Janaka. 33fa; Uvaoha, said, f Ha.

qg^f' Sahasram, thousand. 5?F«J^*f Uastyrisabham, elephants together with

oxen. ^rf»T Dadanii, (will) give, $fir Iti. ?f: Sah, that. *1T3T«W:

Yajfiavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. Uvacha, said. V Ha. ft Me, my. fast

Pita, father. «Rg%««? Ananusisya, not completing the instructions to a

disciple. H Na, not. fta Hareta, should take (gifts). jf?l Iti. «WT"WI

Araanyata, admonished.

5. Yajfiavalkya said :— Let us hear what any other

teacher has told you."

Janaka said :
—

" Vipita Bharadvaja, of the country of

Gardabha, instructed me that the All-hearing is Brahman."

Yajfiavalkya said :
—" As one who has the three-fold

advantage of having a good mother> a good father, and a

good teacher, should have taught, so did Gardabhi Vipita

Bharadvaja teach you that the All-hearing is Brahman. For

what is the good of a person who has not (the protection

of the Lord known as) All-hearing ? But did he instruct

you about the Temple and the Image (and the Meaning -of

the secret name of the Lord)."

Janaka said:—" He did not tell me these."

Yajfiavalkya said:—" It is only a quarter of the teaching

about Brahman, O Great King."
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Janaka said :
—" Tell us, then, O renowned Yajnavalkya."

Yajnavalkya said :
—*' The organ of hearing or the ear is

also the Temple of the Lord Hari, known as All-hearing.

The goddess Rama, called Akasa, or the All-shining, is His

Image. (The meaning of the secret name, All-hearing, is the

Infinity or Ananta.) Let one meditate on God as Infinite."

Janaka said:—" What is the nature of this Infinity, O
Yajnavalkya ?

"

Yajnavalkya replied :—" The nature of the Infinity is the

God, called the Dis, or the Director, O Great King. Therefore,

verily O Great King, when any one goes in any direction

(Dis), he does not find its end (Anta), for verily the space

(Dis or direction) is endless or Ananta. The Director (Dis)

verily, O Great King, is the same who is the Lord known
as the All-hearing. The Lord, known as the All-hearing, O
Great King, is verily the Supreme Brahman. The Lord known
as the All-hearing never abandons the man who meditates

on Him as such. All beings (lower in scale to such a one)

seek him for their sustenance and minister to all his wants.

He having become a Deva, goes to the Devas, he who knowing

the Lord as such worships him so."

Janaka Vaideha said :

—
" I present you a thousand ele-

phants and oxen."

Yajnavalkya said :—" My father was of opinion that one

should not accept the Guru-Daksina, without fully instructing his

pupil."—245.

MANTEA IV*. 1.6
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ft^mWfT*T% JTm^q: q^t *f?q% ^ 3TR?$T

^ Te, to thee. ^fV^rqt Kascht, any wise man
;
any of thy teachers.

iRi Yat, whatever. ^ Eva, only, wsr^fal Abravit, said
;
instructed.^

Tat, that. SrinavAma, let us hear. ^Ih Iti. 3ri«ri5f: JAbAlah, the son of

Jabahi.^?a^UT Satyak'tma. SatyakAma by name. ^ Me, to me. wsistet Abravit,

said ; instructed. STgT Brahma, the Brahman. ITT: Manah, the mind. i| Vai,

indeed ff?T Iti. «I«Jf Yatha, as. m^JTf^ Matriinan, one instructed by the

mother. Pl^WJ Pitriman, one that has received instructions from one's

father. Wwf«n«H Aoharyavan, one instructed by ones religions preceptor

or Guru. H^H BruyAt, may instruct. a*n Tatha, so. <m Tat, that. 3n*TT5f:

JAbalah, the son of Jabala. «5rsft=l Abravit, instructed (thee), usr: Manah,

the mind. ^ Vai, indeed, ^gr Brahma, the Brahman, ^fer Iti. WfTafT:

Amanasah, of him who is without the Lord Han, also called manna or

mind, because it is He who gives in us the faculty of thinking, ff Hi.

Kim, what ; what result. «pftq SyAt, can there be. jf?r Iti. ^ Te, to

thee, WW Tasya, his ; of the mind. «wfa«f Ayatanam, seat, srfogt Pra-

tistljaiu, form
;
image. 3lsT3fa[ Abravit, did instruct, g Tu, but. ft Me,

to me. <| Na, not. *Wfta Abravit, said ; did instruct. Iti.

Samraf, Oh, S >vereign. 153^ Etat, that ; the instruction given by Saty a-

kama. 53>H^ EkapAt, a quarter; partial; incomplete, w Vai, indeed.

Iti. ?(: Sail, renowned ; renowned as thou art for your knowledge of

Brahman. «T: Nah, to me, Ijff Biflhi, tell it. qr99»?<r YAjfiavalkya, Oh
Yajnavalkya. JJ«t: Manah, the mind ; the organ or faculty. i£5T Eva, only.

Ayatanam, seat. «T*W! AkaSah, the sky ; Rama, ufhw PratijthA,

form. Enat, this ; her. Wtfft?: Anandah, bliss; happiness ; the cause

thereof, gqflgftft Upasita, (thou) shouldst meditate on. 3% Iti. <PV3Sfir

Yajnavalkya, Oh YAjfiavalkya. $f KA, what, wpf^ar AnandatA, the oause

of bliss or happiness. SfJJT^ SamrAt, Oh Sovereign. *?«r: Manah, Lord

Mind, mr Eva, only. ^ Iti, Wt UvAcha, said, f Ha. mm MansA,
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by the mind
; by the mind which works under the guidance of Lord Hari,

who is therefore called Manas or Mind. Samrat, Oh Sovereign,

faif Sfcriyam, a wife. Blfofrfft Abhiharyate, joins with. a??it Tasyam, in

her. srfa$<?: Pratirupah, similar ; like the image of the father. 33:

Putrah, a son. WUfr Jayate, is born. «: Sah, he; the son born, tiff?:

Anandah, is (the source of) happiness. Samrat, Oh Sovereign.

Iffi: Manah, the Lord Mind. 4 Vai, indeed. <tt?f Paramam, great. «fjr

Brahma, Brahman, tf: Yah, whoever. Bvain, in this way, i.e., with

the seat, form, &c. <J<^f Etat, this; Brahman. fagT^ Vidvan, knowing;

realising within himself. 3<Ht?) Upaste, meditates, tjsf Enam, him. *f Na,

not. H«f: Manah, the Lord Mind. Slflfflf Jahati, gives up. tj;f Enam,

him. ff^ffm Sarvani, all. ^ffst Bhutani, the beings, sifviytfftr Abhiksa-

ranti, protect, Devah, a god. ^cWF Bhfitva, becoming. ^WRT, DevAn,

the higher and playful gods of the Svetadvipa. wfo Api, together with,

as well as the Brahman. <$fc| Eti, j tins. Vaidehah, the king

of the Videhas. 5R$: Janakah, Janaka. zixn Uvacha, said, f Ha. r^sj'

Sahasrain, thousand. f*?*^*f Hasty fisab ham, elephants together with

oxen, ^ifa Dadami, (will; give. Iti. R: Sah, that, n^f^vfttt

YajSavalkyah, Yajnavalkya. swr* Uvacha, said, f Ha. R Me, my.

PlffT Pitft, father. sflHjfifrsT Ananusisya, not completing the instructions to

a disciple. * Na, not. ^fa Hareta, should take (gifts). Iti. HR?^
Amanyata, admonished.

6.' Yajnavalkya said —"Let us hear what any other

teacher has told you."

Janaka said :
—

" Satyakama Jabala instructed me that the

Lord, known as Manas, or All-emotion, is the Brahman."

Yajnavalkya said :
—"As one who has the three-fold

advantage of having a good mother, a good father, and a good

teacher should have taught, so did Satyakama Jabala teach you

that the All-emotion is Brahman. For what is the good of a

person who has not (the protection of the Lord known as) the All-

emotion ? But did he instruct you about the Temple and the

Image (and the meaning of the secret name of the Lord) ?"

Janaka said :

—"He did not tell me these."

Yajnavalkya said :-—" It is only a quarter of the teaching

about Brahman, O Great King."

Janaka said :—"Tell us then, O Yajnavalkya.
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Yajnavalkya said :
—"The organ of emotion or Manas is

verily also the Temple of the Lord, known as All-emotion. The

Goddess Rama, called Akasa or the All-shining, is the Image of the

Lord. The meaning of the secret name Manas is bliss. Let one

meditate on God as the Bliss."

Janaka said :
—"What is the nature 'of this Bliss, O

Yajnavalkya?"

Yajnavalkya replied :
—"The nature of Bliss is the Lord,

known as All-emotion, O Great King. For verily, O Great King,

through emotion working under the guidance of the Lord All-

emotion a man approaches his wife, and in her he begets a son, an

exact image of himself, and the son is the source of joy to the

father. Therefore, the All-emotion verily, O Great King,

is the Supreme Brahman. The Lord, known as All-emotion,

never abandons such a person. All (lower) creatures seek their

sustenance from him, and minister to his wants, and he becom*

ing a Deva goes to the Devas, he who knows the Lord as such

and worships him thus."

Janaka Vaideha said :

—
"I present you a thousand elephants

and oxen."

Yajnavalkya said :—"My father was of opinon that one

should not accept the Guru-Daksina, without fully instructing his

pupil. "—246.

MANTRA IV. 1. 7.

warn mirsi^rcr ^^ttfe ^^ifefa Irar* ^
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^ Te, to thee. 3>fkrT Kaschit, any wise man
;
any of thy teachers.

15T Yat, whatever. Weft^ Abravit, said
,
instructed. ?r?r Tat, that. 'Zfiqw

Sfinavama, let as hear. 5% Iti. J§ikalyah, the son of ^akalu.

ft^tg: Vidagdhah, \Tidagdha by name, ft Me, to me. trarsrta Abravit,

said
;
instructed. Wf( Brahma, the Braman. $TO* Hridayam, the presiding

Lord of the heart. ^ Vai, indeed. \fk Iti. TOT YathA, as, irr^m^ Matri-

man, one instructed by one's mother. fa^JH^ Pitriman, one that has

received instructions from one's father. wrarTORT, Acharyavan, one

instructed by one's religious preceptor or Guru. WJH^T Bruyat, may
instruct. TOT Tathii, so. Tat, that. $TT*3?T: ^akalyah, tlie son of

Sakala- sre^ia Abravit, instructed (thee). 55?!* Hridayam, the presiding

Lord of the heart. 5? Vai, indeed. ST3T Brahma, the Brahman. 5% Iti.

Wg^rqtl Ahridayasya, one without the Lord of the heart who guides

our Buddhi (g%) or intellect. 15 Hi, because. Kim, what ; what

result, (meaning nothing). w\r! Syat, can there be. Iti. 3 Te, to

thee. Ta9ya, his ; of the presiding deity of the heart. WTTO?f

Ayatauam, seat. sfaBT Pratistham, form
;
image installed therein. wsrVttT

Abravit, did instruct, g Tu, but. ft Me, to me si Na, not w*3lH Abravit,

said ; did instruct, ffa Iti. HJJT^ Samrat, Oh Sovereign, ija^ Etat, that;

the instruction given by Vidagdha. "5*1T^ Ekapat, a quarter
;

partial
;

incomplete. $ Vai, indeed, jfe Iti. «IT93S3tT Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajna-

valkya. W- Sah, renowned
; renowned as thou art for thy knowledge of

the Brahman. «f: Nah.to me. irFf Bruhi, tell it. f^q Hridayam, the

heart. Eva, only. Wfliasf Ayatanam, seat
;
temple. wt^W Ak&sah,

the sky ; Ram&. afagi Pratistha, form ; installed Image. qpg. Enat,

this; her, fw%: Sthitih, the cause of stay or continuance in a state
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or condition. 3imlH TJp&sita, (thou) shouldst meditate on. ffo lti.

«Jt5»3«if«r Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya. Ka, what. ffcwflT Sthitata,

the cause of stay. SOjre Samrat, Oh Sovereign- f^f Hridayam, the

presiding Lord of the heart. He who pervades the (1) whole heart in the

region, one span in length, as well as who is at the (2) root measuring

one thumb, and (3) at the tip of the pericarp of the heart, and measuring

half a thumb. Such are the three forms of the Lord of the heart which

are the cause of fixity. They cause the three states of consciousness (1)

waking (2) dream (3) and deep sleep. «£qr Eva, only. lti.

Uv&cha, (Yajfiavalkya) said, f Ha. CffTTC^ Samrat, Oh Sovereign. f^*f

Hridayam, the Lord of the heart who pervades the whole heart in the

region one span in length. The Vi4va form of Lord, causing waking

consciousness. a?Nt Sarvesain, all. *fjrmi Bhutanam, of the beings, 9rw<rf

Ayatanam, seat, abode. ^ Vai, it is well-known. Samrat, Oh
Sovereign. 5^3* Hridayam, the Lord of the heart who resides in the tip

of the Karnika (qsfoTSBT) of the heart. The Taiiasa form of the Lord,

controlling and causing dream-consciousness, srafat Sarvesain, all. *JjSRt

Bhutanam, of the beings, srtlnjT Pratistba, upholder, ff Hi, because.

?WTZ Samrat, Oh Sovereign. 5^ Hridaye, in the heart. The Prajfia

form of the Lord Visnu causing and controlling dreamless deep sleep-

consciousness. He resides at the root of the Karnika of the heart. q$
Eva, certainly. Sarvani, all. 3gm£r Bhutani, the beings, srfafonfir

Pratifthitani, contained
;
upheld. Bhavanti, are. OTJT^ Samra$, Oh

Sovereign. jj^f Hridayam, the Lord of the heart. The all-consoiousness.

f Yai, indeed. TOT Paramam, great. V9T Brahma, the Brahman. 1: Yah
whoever. t$<^ Evam, in this way, i.e., with the seat, form, &o., temple,

image, &c. qgfr Etat, this
; Brahman. fagl^ Vidv&n, knowing

;
realising

within himself. 3<TT?fT U pnste, meditates. iapf Enam, him. H Na, not.

Hridayam, the Lord of the heart. *r£[% Jahati, gives up. «jsf Enam, him.

trafftl Sarvani, all. *J3if*r Bhutani, the beings, srfwftffer Abhiksaranti,

milk ; seek for sustenance. ifa: Devah, a deva. ajjsri Bhfltva, becoming. $«TT^

Dev&n, the higher Devas as well as the playful forms of the Lord in

Svetadvipa. wPi Api, together with, as well as the Brahman. qfil Eti,

joins, Vaidehah, the king of the Videhas. *nT$: Janakah, Janaka.

39TT« Uv&oha, said, f Ha. Of*r' Sahasram, thousand. Hastyri-

sabham, elephants and oxen. ^rPfl Dadami, (will) give. ^fil lti. 9t Sah,

that, «H3T35<J«r: Yajfiavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. TJvaoha, said, f Ha.

i? Me, my. fan Pita, father, «mgfio«r Ananufiiaya, not com plating the

instructions to a disciple. Jf Na, not. ffo Hareta, should take (gifts).

ffk lti. WT*1cl Amanyata, admonished.
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7. Yajflavalkya said :
—"Let us hear what any other teacher

has told you."

Janaka said :
—" Vidagdha Sakalya told me that the Lord,

known as Hridaya (consciousness), is the Brahman."

Yajflavalkya said :

—"As one who has the three-fold advan-

tage of having a good mother, a good father and a good teacher,

should have taught, so did Vidagdha Sakalya teach you that cons-

ciousness is Brahman. For what is the good of a person who has

not (the protection of the Lord known as) Consciousness ? But did

he instruct you about the Temple and the Image (and the meaning

of the secret name of the Lord) ?
"

Janaka said :
—"He did not tell me these.

"

Yajflavalkya said:
—

"It is only a quartet of the teaching

about Brahman, O Great King.

"

Janaka said :—" Tell us then, O Yajflavalkya.
"

YSjfiavalkya said :
—

" The seat of the Lord, known as

Consciousness, is verily the organ of consciousness or heart itself.

The Goddess Rama, called Akasa or the All-shining, is the Image

of the Lord. The meaning of the secret name consciousness, is

Fixity or Will. Let one meditate on God as Fixity or Will.
"

Janaka said :—" What is the nature of this Will or Fixity.
"

Yajflavalkya replied :
—

" The nature of Will is verily the

Lord Himself, known as Consciousness, O Great King. For

verjly, O Great King, the (entire) heart is (1) the abode of all

beings (in waking) (2) the (top of the) Heart verily, O Great King,

is the resting place of all beings (in dream) (3) in the (root of the)

Heart all beings, O Great King, are supported (in dreamless

sleep). (Thus in the Heart there is the three-fold support of all

beings). Will verily, O Great King, is the Supreme Brahman.

The Lord, known as Consciousness, does not abandon that

person who knowing the Lord as such, worships Him thus. All

(lower) beings seek their sustenance from such a person, minister

to his nap. He becoming a Deva goes to the Devas, he who
knowing God thus, worships Him as such,

"
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Janaka Vaideha said :

—
"I present you a thousand elephants

and oxen.
'

'

Yajnavalkya said :
—"My father was of opinion that one

should not accept the Guru-Daksina, without fully instructing

his pupil. "—247.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY ON SAdAchArYA BrAiIMANAM.

(In the previous AdhyAya, we saw how Janaka caused a discussion

to take place among the assembled Brahmanas and Yajnavalkya. This

he did in order to find out the most learned person amongst them,

so that he might make that person his spiritual Guru. In that discussion,

Yajnavalkya defeated all other Brahrnanas, and thus proved his

worthiness to become the Guru of Janaka. In the present Adhyaya,

Janaka accepts Yajnavalkya as his Guru, and the dialogue between

Janaka and Yajnavalkya is in the form of one between a pupil and

his preceptor, and has no element in it of the spirit of rivalry, that we saw

in the last Adhyaya. So this Adhyaya teaches the acceptance by

Janaka of Yajnavalkya as .his Guru and Yajfiavalkya's teaching Janaka

the further truths about Brahman. 80 in this Adhyaya, the disputation

or Katha is not in the form of Jalpa (as it was in the last Adhyaya),

but it is in the form of Vada.

(The Brahmanam begins by a question put by Janaka to Yajnavalkya,

whether the latter had come to his Court with the object of acquiring

cattle, or whether he had come for" Anvantan." This last word is

generally explained as meaning " subtle questions," and it is said that

the question of Janaka was, whether Yajfiavalkya had come to ask

"subtle questions." But this explanation is wrong ; for Yajnavalkya was

himself a knower of Brahman, and did not stand in need of asking any

questions from any body, about Brahman. The Commentator, therefore,

explains this word < Anvanta' thus :—).

' Anu' means the Lord Bhagavan, and ' Anta ' means conclusions

or determination or ascertainment of truth. The question of Janaka

was :
—" Have you come to tell us the truth about the Lord, called Anu

(the Subtle One), or to get cattle?"

Note.—The reply of Yajfiavalkya wis that he had come for the sake of getting cattle, as well

as to teach Janaka the Truth about the Subtle Brahman. But before imparting such teaching,

Yajnavalkya tries to ascertain how far Janaka already knows about Brahman, and so he asked

him what had other teachers taught him. Janaka replied that he had learnt from six teachers,

whom he names, the six sacred names of Brahman. Thereupon Yajfiavalkya asked whether these

teachers had told him the " Ayatana " and " PratUfhi " of these six secret names. PrimA facie,

both these works have one and the same meaning, for " Ayatana " means the abode, and
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'" Pratif{hi" means the resting place. But this explanation is wrong, for then there would be

repetition, as both words convey the same meaning. Therefore, the Commentator explains these

two words thus:—
Pratistha means " Pratiina rapena Samsthita," the form that exists

as an image, (or the reflected form of the Lord existing as the image

of the Lord, or one which may be taken as a substitute for the Lord,

for purposes of meditation).

[What is this particular form or image of the Lord ? To this, the

author replies :—

]

" The principal Pratima or image of the Lord is always the Goddess

Rama, on account of her greatest similarity to the Lord."

Nate.—Rami is the principal image of the Lord, for she has the nearest approach lo the

Lord. Brahmi and others are also pratimis or images of the Loid, but not the principal image :

because they have not that intimate connection with the Lord, which Rami has. The goddess

Rami is constantly in attendance on the Lord, and always fulfils all His commands, and so she is the

first or the primary reflection of the Lord, and is, therefore, called the Person (dhiraka Puiusa) of

the Lord. She is eternally free (nityamukta), and all-pervading just like the Lord. Her bliss is

greater than that of other Muktas, and in this respect also she is the nearest approach to the Lord.

(But in the &ruti, Akasa is said to be the image of the Lord.

How do you say that Rama is meant by the word Akasa ? To this, the

author answers :—).

" The word Akasa means Rama, because it etymologically

consists of two words A and Kasa. The word A means " fully, from

all sides," and Kasa means " shining or luminous." She who is

luminous on all sides or is All-bright is Akasa or Rama."

Note.—As there is only one supreme image or Person of the Lord in the goddess Rama, so

there ought to be only one supreme abode or Ayatana of the Lord. But the Sruti mentions six

such abodes or Ayatanas. How is that ? To this, the Commentator answers :
—

" for every separate form of the Lord Vignu, there is a separate

Ayatana or resting place." This is from the Adhyfttma.

(Note.-—Yijnavalkya says that the teachings given by the six teachers to Janaka, related

only to a Pida of Brahman, namely that it was one-fourth teaching relating to Brahman. What are

the other three quarters of the teaching to which Yijrlavalkya refers ? This question is thus

answered by the Commentator in the words of the same authority of the Adhyitma :—).

The complete knowledge of Brahman consists of four parts
;
namely,

(1) the knowledge of His image or nearest person, (2) the knowledge of

His resting place, (3) the knowledge of His secret name, (4) and the

knowledge of the meaning of the secret name, (or the method of meditation

on that secret name). When all this knowledge is acquired ; then the

learning (or meditation) becomes fruitful.

Note.—Yijnavalkya then gives the meanining of the secret name Vik, and says that

Prajfli (or intuitive knowledge or wisdom) is the meaning of'Vlk. Thereupon Jauaka asked,
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what was the nature of this Prajnl ? The answei of YajnaValkya was that Vik was the Prajnata.

Now, the question of Janaka was, what were the attributes, or qualities of the substance called

Vak ? But YSjnavalkya, instead of mentioning these qualities repeats that the substance Vik is

the quality of wisdom. Why is it so ? To this, the Commutator answers :

—

The answer of Yajfiavalkya to the question, what is the nature of

Prajna, that it is Vak (and so on in other questions), shows that, with

regard to Brahman, there is no difference or distinction between the attri-

butes and the substance. In fact, with regard to Brahman, Dharma
(quality) and Dharmin (qualified) are one and the same. Though with

regard to others the quality always differs from the substance.

Note.—YSjnavalkya ehumeiates various inspired works due to Vik or the woid of God,

such as Rig Veda, etc. Among this list occur two words, Vidyi and $loka. They require

explanation, and so the Commentator says :

—

'• The wise say that the Pancharatras composed in non-metrical

language or prose are denoted here by the term Vidya, while the

Pancharatras composed in metrical language or verse are called Slokas.

Both these prose and verse Pancharatras are said to be Vedas." This

is in the Brahraanda Purana.

Note.—In the same passage occur the wotds Sutia, Anuvyikh yJna, and Vyakhyana. The

Commentator explains these thus :—

)

" By the word Sutra is meant the Brahma Sutra, the Mahamimamsa

Sutras (tho Pui va Mitnamsa Sutra), and so also the Sankarsana Sutras.

The Vy&khyanas are works like Brahma Tarka, Prakasika Nirnaya,

Tattva Nirnaya, &c. All these were composed by the Lord Bhagvan

Himself. The Anu- vyakhy&nas are works like Brihat-tarka, etc." Thus

those words have been explained in Pratisankhyana.

Note.—YSjnavalkya was told by Janaka that six teachers (i) Jltvan, (2) Udanka, (3) Bajku,

(4) Vipita. (s) SatyakSma, and (6) Vidagdha had taught him six secret names of Biahman,

namely, (1) Vik, (2) PrSna, (3) Chaksus, (4) &rotram, (5) Manas, (6) Hridayam. Literally,

these words, mean (1) Speech, {2) Breath, (3) Eye. (4) Ear, (5) Mind and (6) Heart. In other

words, they mean the variousorgans of a living body, and so they cannot be the names of God.

The author explains them in a way so as to show that these very words are the names of Brahman

also :

—

'« Vak is called Brahman, because Visnu is the giver of the power

of expression (Vachakatva) to men. So Vak means the giver of wisdom

or the Inspirer.

" Brahman is called Pr&na, because He leads all Himself. (The

word Pi-ana means Leader). So Visnu is called the Supreme Leader

of Prana.

" Brahman is called Manas, because He is the real Feeler. He is

All-Feeling.
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" He is called Chaksus, because He sees everything, or He is

All-seeing.

" He is called Srotram, because He has the power of hearing

every-thing, or All-hearing.

" He is called Hridaya, because He dwells in all hearts." Thus

it is in the Pratyahara.

Mole.—In other Upanifads also Brahman is described in these very teims. Thus in

Taittiriya Upanisad, the question asked by a son to his father, is ' Teach me, Sir, Brahman,"

and the answer given there is—Anna is Brahman etc. The Commentator quotes this also as his

authority :—

Thus, in another Upanisad also, we find that Annam, Prana,

Chaksus, Srotram, Manas, Vak have been called Brahman.

Note.—An objector may say that in the Taittirlya Upanisad the words Vak etc.. may-

mean Brahman, for the context there is about Brahman ; but in this Upanisad they cannot

mean Brahman, and their being so-called here, is metaphorical only. For we see that in this

Upanisad it is mentioned that "the VSk does not abandon him, " "the Prana does not abandon

him. " &c. Had these words VSk, Pi Sna, etc. , meant Brahman, the Siuti would not have said

that Vak, elc, does not abandon him. For we see that even the worshipper* of Biahmanare

sometime dumb (abandoned by speech), deaf (abandoned by hearing), blind (abandoned by

sight), etc. So the sound and healthy possession of these or organs of senses, cannot be the

propei result of meditation upon Brahman. For the result of meditation must be in accordance

with the mode of meditation. Therefore, the Upanijad teaches that (the very sense organs Kye,

Breath, etc., are Brahman. To this objection, the Commentator replies :

—

" He who always meditates on Visnu in the organs of speech, etc., is

never abandoned by the Lord Visnu, known under the name of Vak, etc."

Thus it is taught in the Satvata.

Note.—It may be that in the sentences Vagvai Brahma, etc., the words Vik, etc., denote

the Supreme Brahman. But what is there to prevent these words from denoting the sense organs

of speech, etc. ? To this, the author replies :

—

The sense organs of speech, etc., are denoted by the terms Ayatana

or the Place. (The various places of Brahman mentioned in the Sruti are

the sense organs
;
therefore, these organs could not have been meant

by the Sruti when it says Vak is verily Brahman, nor could the 5ruti have

meant to teach meditation on these sense organs. Therefore, the author

say :—

)

By using the term Supreme Brahman with regard to Vak, etc.,

it is indicated that the sense organs of speech, etc., are not meant to be

the objects of meditation or worship, but that the supreme Brahman is

meant here.

Note.—Yijfiavalkya says distinctly in his answer to Janaka:—VSg Vai, Samrit, Para-

mam Brahman, " O Great King, Speech is the Supreme Brahman." So the organ of speech could not

have been meant by Yijftavalkya when he says in the previous passage Vikvai Biahman. For
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nowhere is it possible that a mere sense-organ should be Supreme Brahman. Nor is it possible

that the mere worshipper of a sense-organ should obtain any fruit Nor could a sense-organ,

which is insentient matter, be a proper object of worship, for it is said in Sutra: Achetanopisanasya

Vyaiathatvit,—The worship of an inanimate object (possessing no consciousness) is perfectly

useless. And eyen the &ankar$ana Sutra may be quoted to show the futility of worshiping senseless

objects, for that Sutra says, Achetana, asatya, ayogySny anuplsyany aphalatve viparyaySbhyim—

"An nanimato object, or a false object, oi one not worthy of worship, should never be worshipped

for there is no fruit in such worship, and becau.se. on the other hand, there is evil result of such

worship as it leads one to Hell.

[An objector may say that we do not worship the mere organs of

speech, &c, as Brahman, bat we meditate on Brahman in the organs of

speech, etc., and consequently such worship of speech, etc., is not a false

worship, but it is the worship of pure Brahman. This is a false argu-

ment. The sense-organs of speech, etc., have never the quality of

Brahman, and worshipping them as Brahman will be a false worship

and will lead to evil results. This the author shows :—

]

It has been said in the Upasana Nirnaya :

—

"Vain is the worship of those who bow down to Pratimas or "symbols"

or earth, &c, or the sense-organs, or Prana or Jivas, &c, thinking them

to be the Lord Hari for such worshippers of the False there is no salva-

tion at all, they certainly go down into the region of the great sorrowful

blinding darkness
;
just as an insect enters into a flame. "

[It is said in the text 'Devobhutva Devan Apyaiti,'—becoming a

Deva, he goes to the Devas. This passage has been understood by others

to apply to all who worship Brahman under his secret names of V&k,

etc., in the various organs of senses. This is, however, wrong ; for every

worshipper of Brahman does not become a Deva ; and so the author

shows the persona who are entitled to worship Brahman and so reach

Devas at once :—

]

The constant worship of the Lord Visnu simultaneously in all the

indriyas (or the senses) befits the devas only; and such a worshipper

certainly attains higher deva-hood. Being already a deva, he gets the posi-

tion of higher deva-hood by attaining Sayujya with a higher deva, that is,

by becoming a co-tenant of the body of a higher deva and thus experience

all joys of the higher deva. He ultimately goes to the Lord Purusottama,

when Brahma gets Mukti (at the end of a Kalpa).

Note.—The Devas practically never get so-called Mukti till the end of a Kalpa ; and then

they do so along with Brahma. They being cosmic agents of the Lord, cannot be allowed to go

to rest, so long as the world-activity lasts.

[The author next explains the sentence, ' Sarvani Enam Bhut&ni

Adhiksaranti-' It has been taken by some to mean that all creatures
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approach such a worshipper to supply nil objects of enjoyment in this

world. This is a wrong notion. The supply is not made in this world,

but in the next world, as the Commentator explains :—

1

To such a deva-worshipper, human Mukta Jivas supply all objects

of enjoyments; while these all Deva worshippers like him supply in their

turn all objects of enjoyment to those Devas who are higher to them, and

the higher Devas, on their part, supply the objects of enjoyment constantly

to the Lord Hari.

[The author next explains this Sayujya-hood mentioned by him
above. A being may obtain this condition of union, without becoming
of the same form as' the person with whom he unites. Therefore, the

author says :—

]

Sayujya is said to be that condition of contact, in an intimate

manner, with another spirit, by entering into the body occupied by that

(spirit), without assuming a similarity of form of that spirit. This

entrant spirit enjoys in the body of that higher spirit all the joys which

that spirit enjoys. This is called Sayujya, because it is a very intimate

kind of union (sam-yukta).

Note.—This meani that one Deva soul, by ile\otion to Brahman, may cntei into the

body of a higher Deva and enjoy in that body all the pleasures which that higher Deva

experiences, without assuming the form of that Deva. When the very form of a Deva is

assumed by the worshipper that become.* a Sirupya union. Therefore, a deva-worshipper

of llrahman, in the method mentioned above, may enter into the body of a higher Deva

and enjoy blis« there. And in such entering, there is merely intimate contact with the body of

the Deva, without assuming the form of that Deva.

[The next question is, are beings other than Devas, namely, human

beings, entitled to the worship of Brahman taught in this Brahtnanam ?

Such worshippers, who are not Devas, are also entitled to this form of

worship, but the result in their case is different from the result obtained

by a Deva-worshipper. The human-worshipper does not become a Deva

at once, nor does he enter into the body of a Deva, as a Deva-worshipper

does, but he goes only to the plane or loka of the Deva. This the author

shows next :—

]

By worshipping Visnu in the senses, as mentioned above, a human

being gradually obtains the status of a man-deva, because he is not

entitled to Deva-hood at once. These man-devas are those Mukta men,

who go to the same world, where the devas dwell, and so they are called

human-devas, or Manusa-Sura. So " Devo Bhfitva," in the case of a

human worshipper, means " going to the world of Devas." There, by

continuing their worship of the Lord Hari, these human Devas get

pujya with the Devas or enter into the body of the Devas in the Deva
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Loka, and this is what is meant by the phrase " Dev&n Apyaiti," in the

case of men.

This phrase in the case of Deva-worshipper meant going to the

Supreme Brahman to see and sport with those forms of His, oalled Deva-

forms, or sportful-forms, (for « Deva ' means " sport " also), which are to

be found existing in the Svetadvipa. In the case of a human-worshipper

this phrase means getting Sayujya with a deva.

[The words, ' hasti-risabham sahasram' have been explained by

others—" Bulls as big as elephants." The author shows this that is a

wrong meaning, and so he explains this phrase thus :—

]

In the Mana-Samhita it is said that " A Ksatriya student should

give to his teacher the Guru Daksina, consisting of bulls mixed with

elephants. A Biahmana student should give only bulls, a Vaisya student

should give cows, according to his power." So Janaka, in accordance

with this rule, gave bulls and elephants as Guru Daksina to Yajfia-

valkya.

Note.—111 the previous Adhyaya it was mentioned that Janaka had put in an enclosure a

thousand cows a* a present to that man who would bo found to be the best knower of Brahman,

How do you then say that Janaka gave bulls and elephants, and not cows*. This, however, is not

an insurmountable objection. The cows mentioned in the last Adhyaya weie to be given, not as

a Guru Daksini, but as a prize, to the winner in the disputation. While in the present Adhyiya

it is the Guru Daksina. which Janaka is offering, and such Daksina must consist of bulls and

elephants, and not of cows. An objector says, was not VSjnavalkya a same kind of Guru as

Jitvan and others, who had taught Janaka ? We say ' no ' to this. Yajnivalkyya was the

principal Guru of Janaka. because he taught the science of getting Moksa. Jitvan and others

were secondary Gurus, because they taught that science .which was not the means of getting

Moksa. Though the Vidyi taught by Jitvan and others might lead some men to Mukti, yet that

Vidyi did not lead Janaka to Mukti. The objector therefore, says, how is it that one and the

same VidyE may lead some men to Mukti, and fail to lead other ? To this, the author

replies :

—

The Devas get Mukti by one kind of Vidya, while men get Mukti

by another Vidya. Even in these cases also, according to the difference

of capacity, there are differences of results. Thus all men do not get

Mukti from the same Vidya, nor do all Devas. Therefore, the giver of

that Vidya which lead to the Mukti of the person taught, must be

regarded as the Mukhya-Guru or the Principal Guru. There are others

also who are called Gurus, namely, who teach Vidyas other than that

which leads to the Mukti of the person taught. (In this sense, Jitvan

and others were also Gurus of Janaka).

mantba 3.

(In the Mantra it has been said, " Pranasyaiva K&mayajyam
Y&jayati " " for the sake of Pr&na he offers sacrifice for him who is not

50
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worthy to be sacrificed for." To this an objector says, sacrificing for a

person for whom it is not proper to sacrifice, accepting gift from a

person from whom no gift shonld be accepted, theft, etc., are means of

getting food, they are not means of pleasing the Lord, called Prana.

How is it then that the Srutt says that it is in order to please (Kamaya)

the Lord Prana that one commits these improper acts ? To this, the

Commentator says :—).

A man takes his food, in order to please the Lord Visnu dwelling in

the Prana of that man. (But an ordinary man does not know that

he is taking food to please Visnu, bat he thinks that he does so to please

himself). The ignorant people, similarly, commit theft (thinking that

they are doing so, in order to get money to maintain themselves), but

they really do so, through the will of the Lord Visnu. But even in their

case they do not know that it is the will of Janardana, the ruler of Prana.

Thus it is in the Pravritta.

MANTBA 4.

(In the text it has been said, Chaksus is verily Brahman. There, by

the word Ghaksus, the mere organ of sight is not meant, but it is a form

of Visnu, called Ghaksus, which is meant there. Therefore, the author

says :—

)

That form of Visnu which dwells in the eye is called Ghaksus.

(In the text we find that when a person sees through the eye

people call him 'Have you seen ? ' and he answers, ' I have seen. ' It is,

therefore, objected that Ghaksus in the text does not mean any form of

the Lord, but the organ of sight, called Eye. The author says :—

)

The perception through other sense-organs, like hearing, smelling,

etc., ia not direct perception (Aparoksa), and therefore the text

says—have you seen, etc. The perception of the external world is

.through grace of this Lord Visnu existing in the right Bye, and called

Visva. When this Lord Visnu seated in the right Eye goes down to the

throat, then the man enters the dream-state, and the seeing of the

waking object does not take place. The eyes are then closed, and all

other senses go to rest, along with the closing of the Eyes. Therefore,

Visnu is called the ruler of the Eye, and He gets the name of Satya or

truth (because perception through the eye is the most direct means of

acquiring truth.)

mantba 5.

(In the text it is said that Visnu, called Ear, shonld be worshipped

as Ananta, or infinite and endless, After mentioning this infinity of the
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Lord, it ia asked by Janaka, what is the nature of the infinity ? and the

answer is Diiah, or quarters. Now, these "quarters " or "directions " are

called Ananta or endless, and this is unreasonable. The Commentator

answers the objection thus :—

)

The All-pervading Bhagav&n is called Ananta, and lie verily has

the name of Dii also, for He exists in every direction (Dis), and because

He always commands (Desana), so He is appropriately called Dik or

Director, as well as existing in every direction.

MANTRA 6.

(In answer to the question, what is the nature of joy, Yajfiavalkya,

says that Manas is joy, showing thereby that the Bhagavan, under the

name of Manas, gives joy to everyone. But in the illustration the son

is said to be the giver of joy, and not the Lord. How is this ? To

this, the author says :—

)

Since, through the intervention of Visnu existing in Manas, a

man through Kama procreates a son on his wife, and that son gives joy

to the father, how much more must the Lord Hari be a giver of joy
f

when indirectly, through the son, a man gets so much joy ? This is in

Brahma Tarka.

Note,—The argument is what is known as Kaimutya Nyiya. The Lord Hari must be

very joyful, indeed, when a mere contact with Him, through the intermediation of Manas,

gives so much happiness to one when a son is born. The Lord as Manas, or All-feeling, must

be supreme joy.

(In the sixth Mantra, Yajfiavalkya mentions two Pratistbas, and

one ayatan of the Lord in Heart. He says :

—

(1) Hridayaui vai Sam rat sarvesam bhutanam ayatan am.

(2) Hridayam vai Sam rat sarvesam bhutanftui Pratistha.

(3) Hridaye hi eva Samrat sarvani bhutsni pratisthitani.

Thus there appear to be three statements regarding the heart. The
two statements as regards the heart being the pratistha of all Jivas, the

author explains thus :—

)

The heart is, in a general Way, the Pratistha of all creatures,

for they are always supported (pratisthitani) by the Lord in the heart;

But they are more especially supported by the Lord in the sleep state

of the creatures. (Hence the double repetition of pratistha).

(Though the form of the Lord in the heart is one, how is it that

three forms of the Lord in the Heart are mentioned ? This is next

explained :—

)

The first statement of heart being the ayatana of all, means that

the Lord Purnsottama, of the siee of a span (9 inches)* pervades tHe
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entire heart, and the heart so pervaded is said to be the ancient

eternal, abode of all Jivas. (Namely, the heart of. every Jiva is the

abode of that Jiva, and by heart is meant the Lord pervading the

entire heart, to the extent of one span.) The second statement regarding

Pratistha means that the Lord entering into the very root of the pericarp

of the lotus-like heart is called Mulesa, and has the size of (angusthagra)

half a thumb (3 inches). All Jivas are supported in their respective

Mulesa, and bo Heart is said to be the support of all Jivas. In this

tlari, the purusa of the size of half the thumb (angusthagra), all Jivas

rest in dreamless sleep. When He, the Lord, goes to the top of the

pericarp of the heart-lotus where He has the size of a full thumb, the

Jiva dreams. The Jiva awakens from this place, when sleep goes

away. (This explains the three different sizes attributed to Hari—one

that of a span, and the other that of a thumb, and the third that

of half a thumb).

But it has been said in another place that in waking condition,

the Jiva is in the right eye, in dream state he is in throat, and in

dreamless susupti, he is in the heart. The Lord ruling over the

waking state is called Visva, over the dream state He is called

Taijasa and over Susupti He is Prajfia. (See Mandukya Upanisad.)

But now it is said that the Jiva is always in the heart, in the Mulefia

or the Lord in the root of the pericarp of the heart. And it is further

said now, that the Jiva when it rises up from the root of the pericarp

to the top of the pericarp, it passes from dreamless state to dream

state. Moreover, it is said again that the entire heart is the place of

the Jiva: the heart of the size of a span. How are these conflicting

statements to bo reconciled ? This is no valid objection. As a matter

of fact, the svarftpa of Jiva (which is an atom) is always located in

the heart, as the Sruti says :—hridihi esa atma. It cannot be said that

in the dream state the Jiva passes from the heart to the throat, and

in the waking state it goes to the right e>e. For the above Sruti,

hridi hi esa atma, implies that the Jiva is always in the heart, and

because the Vedanta Sutra, hirdi, &c, (I. 3. 25) also declares that the

heart is the seat of the Jiva. But when it is said that in waking state

the Jiva is in the right eye, and in the dream state, it is in the throat,

it means that the Jiva comes in intimate relation with those places, in

those states, without leaving its seat in the heart
;
just as the light of a

lamp may come in contact with various objects in a room, without

moving from its place in the lamp. And so it is explained in the

Vedanta S&trtt Quoad va alokavat (II. 3. 24).
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(Why is it said that the form of the Lord in the heart is of the size

of a thumb, &c, when, as a matter of fact, He is there in other sizes

also? This is also no valid objection. The space existing in the heart

has the size of a thumb, and so, by a figure of speech, the size of the

Lord pervading that space is said to be of the size of a thumb. Though

the Lord is All-pervading, He is metaphorically said to be of the size

of a thumb when speaking of His location in the heart).

(It is further objected:—If the form of Visnu is the Ayatana as

well as the pratistha in the heart, why then the Sruti says heart is

the ayatana and the heart is the pratistha? To this, the author

replies :—

)

This Bhagavan having three forms is designated by the term

Hridaya.

Note.—In the case of other organs, there was a separate ayatana and a separate pralUfha,

Akasa was pi alistha there. 15ut in the case of the heart, the acut of the J!\a as well as of the

Lord, Akasa is not said to be the pratistha. In the heart, one muit look for no Image of the

Lord but for the Lord Himself. There the soul comes directly, and face to face, in contact with

his master, uiler and lover, the Loid Hinnself, and need not look to fjri for help.

(An objector say 8, where do you get the meaning of pratistha to

be Image ? What is your authority for it ? The Commentator

therefore quotes an authority :—

)

It is said in the same (Brahma Tarka) : By ayatana is meant the

place, and by pratistha is to be understood the upholding personality,

(hence the Image.)

(Thus we have three forms of the Lord in the heart : (1) The Lord

of the size of a span pervading the whole heart, (2) the Lord of the

size of the phalange of a thumb, existing in the root of the pericarp

of the lotus of the heart, (3) the Lord of the size of a thumb, existing

in the tip of the pericarp of the heart. An anguli is Jth inch in size, a

span is equal to twelve angulis or nine inches in size, a phalange is equal

to an anguli or 'Jth inch in size. Thus, in waking state the J!va

pervades the whole heart or is in the Lord, having the size of nine

inches, in dream the JJva porvades the tip of the heart and is

inches in size of a thumb, for that is the Lord there; and in deep

dreamless sleep, the Jlva is in Mulesa, or in the Lord, at the root of the

heart, whose size is half a thumb or Jth of an inch. The size of the

Jlva is always. atomic).

Here ends the Commentary on Saddchdrya lirdhmanam.
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Second Kurcha Brahman am.

mantra iv. 2. 1.

f*wf$: *mffaTriro*^f %*$\**> shot: wfcft^

s^f: Vaidehah, the king of the Videhas. 3T«TS6: Janakah, Janaka.

ag^frf Kurcliftt, from the throne. 3<I Upa, up to Yajfiavalkya. wgsH'J

Ava8arpan, going ;"approaching. 3^r3f Uvacha, said, f[ Ha. qr3H«"KI

Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya. ^ Te, to thee, sot: Nauiah, salutation.

HQ Astu, be. m Ma, me. Wyjptrifvi Anusadhi, teach (about Moksa). ^fgr

Iti. W. Sah, he
;
Yajfiavalkya. Uvacha, said, f Ha. Samrat,

Oh Sovereign. «i«rr Yatha, just as. Hgfcn^ Mahantam, long. wqR^
Adhvauam, path ; distance. <J*«TC( Esyan, when going ; in order to go.

ivt liathaui, a chariot, m Va, or. sirt Nfivam, a boat. Va, or. OtTI^la

Saraadadit.a, may take. Evam, in that manner. (J* Eva, just. <£<nf*T:

Etabhih, these
; just mentioned. 3<Tfsngf*T: Upanisadbhih, by the

Upanisads. ?7JTlff[^T?JTr tiamahitatma, pacified at heart. «rf?T Asi, (thou)

art. «5«t Evam, in this way. Vrindarakah, superior ; chief. WTW.
Adhyab., rich

; wealthy. «J{ San, being ;
(though) thou art. wsfart3[:

Adhitavedah, having studied the Vedas. 33>VtfSwM»: Uktopanisatkah,

having been instructed in the Upanisads. gff: Itah, from this world.

fi^«1HW: Vimuohyamanah, when leaving ; when getting inukti. 97 Eva,
where, nfjfwrfff Gamisyasi, shalt go. ffir Iti. *|1W( Bhagavan, Oh
venerable Sir. «tf Abam, I. Yatra, where. nfsftlftT Gamisyftmi,

shall go. TO Tat, that, «r Na, not. %^ Veda, (I) know. ^% Iti. «m Atha,

now- «W Yatra, where. irw^ft? Gamisyasi, (thou) shalt go. fi^ Tat, that.

«tf Aham, I. % Te, to thee. *«J1tffc Vaksyami, shall tell. $ Vai, indeed,

^fff Iti. «: Sah, that ; Janaka. ??r? Uvaoha, said. *m*r^ Bhagavan, my
venerable Sir. w«ftg Bravitu (be pleased to) say. Iti.
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i. Janaka Vaideha (in order to hear teaching conducive

to his mukti) came down from his throne, (and approaching

Yajfiavalkya and prostrating himself before him as a pupil

should), addressed him thus:—*' O Yajriavalkya! Salutation be

to thee, teach me (the way to mukti)."

Yajriavalkya said :
—

" As one, O great King ! going on

a distant journey, procures a chariot or a ship, so even thou art

furnished with these secret doctrines (mentioned in the last

chapter, and thereby thy heart is at rest), and, though surrounded

by all distractions, like servants and wealth, thou hast studied

the Vedas and hast been taught the Upanisads. But dost

thou know where thou shalt go on attaining Mukti ?"

Janaka Vaideha said :
—

" O venerable Sir, I do not know
where I shall go."

Yajriavalkya said:— u
I shall tell thee now where thou

shalt go (namely, what is thy future goal when thou shalt

get mukti.").—248.

MANTRA IV. 2. 2.

fa?^ ^rffa^ ^rsrre^ ttfT$*N i*?T$rfosrT fSf

f| fsit: JT^i^rff1: 11 ^ 11

15*: Esah, he. Indhah, indha
;
burning. WT Nama, is called. $

Vai, indeed. 5 Ha. q: Yah, who. w{ Ayam, this. JCTt Purusah, the

Purusa. ^ftjftrf Daksine, right. aTW^ Aksan, in the eye. f( Tam, him,

Etam, this. Indham, indha; the burning Lord, drf Santam,

being
; existing Indrah, Indra. ffa Iti. «nv$T% Achaksate, call.

7(H(ta Paroksena, by an indirect or secret name
;

mysteriously, tpaf Eva,

only, ffc Hi, because. $«n: Devah, the devas or gods. q<ftyrRrar: Parok-

saprijah, fond of speaking, or teaching about the Lord, by an indirect

name. jq Iva, as if; they seem. JT?«J«iffg«n Pratyaksadvisah, not fond of

speaking by the name directly.

2 Yajriavalkya said :—" That (well-known) Person who
is in the right eye (of all) is verily Indha or the Shining

One. (Him do all holy kings go, when- attaining mukti.)

And verily who is Indha, they (the devas) call Indra indirectly,
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for the devas are fond of mystery (and love to worship the

Lord, under indirect names) and they dislike in a way what

is direct (so that the evil-minded may not learn the secrets

of the Lord for their selfish ends)."—249.

MANTRA IV. 2. 3.

^T^fasrro^T^qT ^rwjft tqT

f|rTT *m snsrts^^ wmf^rfT vtsfc^c atwrT

su? Atha, again, ipq Btat, this. «rft Vame, left. Sftfrfq Aksani, in

the eye. 35T^R^ Purusa rftpam, purusa-like ; in the itn.age or shape of a

man. *$^T EsA, she. W^T Asya, his ; of tho Purusa, who is in the right eye.

qfsft Patni, wife, fott^ Virat, Virat by name; !§ri. t$*: Esah, this.

Tayoh, of them both ; of Indi a and Viraj. $fert7: fiamstavah, song sung

in their praise (by Prana). «?t Yah, who. 5^ Hridaye, in the heart, afa:

Antah, inside. «?^: Esah, he. a?T$T3t: Akasah, distinct sound (made by

Prana). WT A, full, and $T^T kasa, clear and distinct ; that which can be

heard by all beings, in the form of sound, when both the ears are closed.

This is the eternal sound comprising all the Vedas. asp? Atha, again.

Esah, this. 3: Yah, that. Hridaye, in the heart of hearts, sfa: Antah,

inside. strfjpffifv: Lohitapindah, the red lump ; the lotus of the heart.

Etat, this. «55pft: Enayoh, of them both ; of Indra and Viraj. WWf Annam,

place of eating food, because they both eat the food here in this lotus.

«PI Atha, again, qpratt Enayoh, of them both ; of Indha and Viraj. <{er?I

Etat, this. STWf Pr&vuranani, garment; retreat. «PI Yat, that. tjaST

Etat, which. Hridaye, in the heart. «fo: Antah, inside. srreitf

Jalakam, garland, Iva, like. W Atha, again ; more over. «n YA,

that. i^T Esa, this. f^n^T HridayAt, from the heart. frrdhva,

upwards, srrjt N&di, nerve
;
artery. Uchoharati, goes up (to the
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head). E§a, she ; that, (jewta Etayoh, of them both, sfctoft Saficharani,

for moving ; for promenading, as if taking exercise after food, *jf&

Sritih, path ; road. *W Yatha, as. ^T: Keiah, a hair. CTTOW Sahasradha,

a thousand times, ftnr: Bhinnah, divided, Evam, so. ipi: Etahj

these, snssr: Nady ah, nerves ; arteries. ffc<n Hita, hita ; the benevolent,

so called, because they do good to the Jtva, or because they approach

very close to the Paramatman, the great Lord within. *ntf Nama, called.

«wr Asya, his ; of the Jiva. f^fr Hridaye, in the heart. «fap Antah,

inside. irfaf&afT Pratisthifa, situated. *rtfa Bhavanti, are. «$srf*j: Etabhih,

by these nerves or arteries, fgm Ktat, this. Asravat, th.o finer and
subtle, (and, therefore, almost imperceptible) portions of the food eaten

by the Jiva. srrcrcfo Asravati. goes
;

proceeds for the enjoyment of the

Atman. ^ Vai, indeed. fi^Trfr Tasm&t, by that (eating by, the paramatman
of this subtle food), tjqr: Esah, he j the Paramatman. winft Asmat, from

this, smfar^ Sarirat, from the embodied or corporeal. wiRpt: Atmanah,

from the Jivattnan. irftrRrTBrjr-Rff: Praviviktaharatarah, the eater of a quite

different food, the eater of a very subtle food, q^ Eva, certainly,

Bhavati, is. $sf Iva, as if, because in Avatara ( ) the Lord eats

the gross food as well ; it is therefore the word 39 (iva) has been used. Op,

the word 53 iva indicates that the food of the Jiva may be the food of

the Lord ; but the food of the -Lord must not necessarily be the food

of the Jiva.

3. " Again, there is in the left eye, a form of the Lord

(Purusarupa), that is, His consort called Viraj(Sri). Of these

two (Indha and &ri) is this song of praise within the heart

(heard so) full and distinctly. And that which is the red

lump within the heart is the (place of eating) food of these

two (Indha and Viraj). And that, which is like a garland within

the heart, is the .garment of these two. And the road of

these two on which they move about, is this nadi (artery or

nerve) which rises upwards from the heart. And so thenadis, called

Hita (the Benevolent), like a hair divided into a thousand parts;

are placed inside the heart (of all Jivas). Through these

Hita nadisj indeed, that (food eaten by a Jiva becomes volatilised

and -its) subtle portion flows out (as it were,- in' a .continuous)

flowing (and that subtle invisible food is eaten by these . two

Lords). By that (eating .of the subtle food), this (Supreme Self)

^distinguished from this corporeal self (the Jiva, for the food of

the Lord is;aS it were, purer and subtler)."—250. . .

57
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Note.*-The force of the phrase ' as it were ' is to indicate that when the Lord incarnates a*

an AvaUra. then He eats solid food also, and not merely the refined essence of the food taken by

a Jlva. The Paramatman is the Eater of_ a quite different food, different from that of the

Jivitman and of this body.

MANTEA IV. 2. 4.

f^ajjsorT: mnn srsri^ f^rsjig: nrm: ^rstf f^aj: ^

W^sfescit T5f|fT 3WTf*ft*T II V II

Jfhr: Prafichah, of the east. STT'Or: Pranah, the Leaders, the Regents,

Indra, Agni, and their wives. ?tw Tasya, his ; of the Paramatman.

jrrsft Prachi, East. This includes the south-eastern corner and Agni, the

God thereof, and his wife. f?pBv Dik, direction; situated in the eastern

direction. ^RjUT: Daksin&h, of the south. STT<QT: Pranah, the Regents, the

Leaders, Yama ( «W ), Nirriti ( fa^fa ) and their wives. tfqnn Daksina,

southern, fifq^ Dik, direction ; situated in the southern direction.

Pratyauchah, of the west, jitut: Pnlnah, the Regents, the Leaders,

Varuna and V&yu, and their wives. srcfNt Pratichi, western. Dik,

direction; situated in the western direction. v(^t: Udafichah, of the

north. inUT: Pranah, the Regents, the Leaders, Soma and lsana, and

their wives. Udichi, northern, f^> Dik, direction ; situated in

the northern direction. frrdhvah, upwards. nf<3T: Pranah, the

Leaders, Chaturmukha and the Chief air, and their wives. frrdhva,

upward ; Zenith, Dik, direction ; situated in the upward direction,

•rata: Avafichah, downwards ; Nadir. UTUi: Pranah, the Regents, the

Leaders
;
Sesa, Kama, and their wives. iHttft Av&cht, downward,

Dik, direction ; situated in the downward direction. Sarve, all.

ninn: Pranah, the Regents, the Leaders, Sssa and Kama, with their wives.

OTf; Sarvoh, all. F%n: D/s'ah, directions ; aituated in all the directions,
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g: Sah, that. Esah, the Paramatrnan. Hi, such ; touched with

misery, like Brahma. «| Na, not. ffer Hi, such ; untouched by misery, like

Mukta Rama. JiNa, not. »l?fll Atma, Visnu. WJU: Agrihyah, incapable

of being grasped as a whole ; (inoompi-ehensible).> f? Hi, because. st

Na, not. Grihyate, has ever been grasped, or comprehended, wtffcf:

A&iryah, incapable of wearing out. ff Hi, because. * Na, not. tftfft

f§iryate, has ever worn out. Wffn: Asangah, such as does not come in

contact (with any thing foul). Ff Hi, because. srNa,not. tSajyate,

has ever come in contact with. srffT5l: Asituh, free from bondage. HNa,

not. Vyathate, is subject to pain. s| Na, not. fulfil Risyati, is

subject to destruction. Iti. 5R3>: Janakah, Oh, Janaka. wf
Abhayam, him who removes the causes of fear of those that have attained

Mukti ; the Paramatrnan. sn|j: Praptah, possessed of : reached, ufa

Asi, art. ^ Vai, to be sure. t[ffr Hi. qr^W?: Yajfiavalkyah, Yftjfia-

valkya. 3ST^ Uvacha, said, f Ha. *T: Sah, that. Janakah, Janaka.

Vaidehah, the king of the Videhas. 35ft* Uv&oha, said, f Ha. jww
Bhagavan, Oh venerable sir. qi^rq^fq* Yajnavalkya, Yajnavalkya. *wf
Abhayam, the remover of fears. ?9f Tv«, to thee. Gachchhatat,

may go ;
may be thine, q: Yah, because, (thou). *r: Nah, us ; me. «wf

Abhayam, him who removes the causes of fear of those that have attained

Mukti, the Paramatrnan. Veday ase, makest (us) know ; hast taught

about. ^ Te, to thee. «w: Namah, salutations. %f$$ Astu, be. ^ Ime,

these ; of which 1 am the king, faffr: Videhah, the land of the Videhas.

Supply, ?|9r *ftlT1 tfg (Tava Yathestam bhogaya santu), be at your

disposal for your enjoyment. ar?f Ayam, this. Aham, 1. *rf$T Asini,

am. %fk Iti.

4. "His Regents in the Eastern (and South-eastern) quarters
are (Indra and Agpi and their wives) who rule to East (and South-
east.)

His Regents in the South (and South-western) quarters

are (Yama and Nirriti, and their wives, who) rule the South (and
the South-west.)

His Regents in the West (and North-western) quarters
are (Varuna and lower Vayu, and their wives) who rule the
West (and North-west.)

His Regents in the Northern (and North-eastern) quar-

ters are (Soma and tsana, and their wives) who rule the North

(and North-east.)

His Regents in the Zenith (are Chaturmukha and the

Chief Vayu, and their wives, as they rule) the Zenith.
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His Regents in the Nadir (are Sesa and Kama, and their

wives, as they rule) the Nadir.

His Regents in all these quarters are all these Pranas or

Rulers. The Supreme Self is Neti, Neti. He is Incomprehensible,

for He cannot be fully comprehended, lie is Imperishable, for

He cannot, perish, He is Unattached, for nothing can taint

Him, He is Unbound, for He is not subject to pain and

destruction. O Janaka, thou hast (almost) reached the Fearless."

—

Thus said Yajnavalkya.

Janaka Vaideha said :
—

" May that Remover of fear come

to thee, O Yajnavalkya, thou who hast taught us, O Venerable

Sir, this Remover of fear. My salutations be to thee. Here is

the whole land of the Videhas, and here am I, (do with them

as it pleaseth thee)."—251.

Here ends the Kilrcha lir&Umanam.

Madhva's commentary on the Kurcha Brahmanam.

M ANTEA 1.

The King, getting down form the throne and going up to the saint

Yajfiavalkya, requested him to give him such instructions as he was

fit for. One must worship that particular form of the Lord Paramatman

which he will obtain in Mukti, and by such worship alone there is Mukti.

It was with the object of knowing this particular form of Brahman,

suitable for his emancipation, that the King asked the question. It has

been said in the Padmapurana—that the term ' Vrindaraka ' (used in the

mantra means) he who is approached by the Vrindas or servants. A
master of many servants is a Vrindaraka.

mantea 2.

The Lord Janardana, who is also called Indra, and who is in the

heart of the Kings and who is also in the heart of Indra as well as of

Yama, is to be attained by the Kings, when they get Mukti
;

therefore,

that Lord is to be meditated on, and his wife is Viraj ( fattST ) who is

supported by Him. Viraj is another name for Sri.

mantras 3 and 4.

AUJtv&a are constantly chanting the praises of these two, the Lord

and His wife ; and this their praise-chant is ever heard when both ears
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are closed. This mystic song so heard, is the true essence of all the Vedas.

That praise is called Akasa or Ever-distinct Sound, because it is directly

heard by all the boings . ( «r=full, all, e6r*T=clear, distinct). The Lord

Visnu is in the right eye of all beings when they are awake. On the,

eastern direction of Him, there are firmly placed ludra and Agni, with

their wives; on His south, are the two gods, Yaiua and ttuksasa ( TiqRf )
on His west, are Varuna and Vayu on His north, are placed the two gods

Soma and tsana ; on the upper direction (Zenith) are Brahma and the

chief of the Vayu9 ;.and on His downward direction (Nadir) are the two

gods, >§esa and Kama ; and each of these gods of directions has his

wife with him. The four devas (two gods and two goddesses) in

each of the directions, are called Pr&aas—the Leaders or guides, or

Regents (prana=pranetri) which is the derivative meaning of the word

Prana, The word Prlna is also applied to the senses or indriyas, in a

secondary sense only. Then the King closes with a prayer—"May the

Paramatman, the remover of the fears, be thine, 0 Yajfiavalkya, &c,"

he means to say, " helpless as I am, I am unable to do anything in return

for the teaching given to me, 0 Yajfiavalkya, and so I pray that the

Lord might remove all thy causes of fear." This prayer is thus like the

prayer—"SWHn^ gwfol;—(sa Bhagavan Svakritena tusyet)—May

your Lordship be pleased with your own acts.
"

The word Indha means luminous. The Lord truly enjoys the objects

that are enjoyed by the Jlva ; but the contrary is not true, for the Jiva

does not enjoy the experiences of the Lord, whilst He enjoys them as the

Adhisthata ( ttf^gntr He enjoys such portions of the objects of enjoy-

ment as are beyond the reach of the Jiva and his Indriyas, on account of

the extreme subtlety of those portions. Such is the teaching of Padma

Purana.

Here ends the Bhdsya on K&rcha Brdhmanam.

Third (Jyotir) Brahmanam.

mantra iv. 3. 1.

snred, f scTfTOsret ^irm arf^str
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TORrefr: Y&jfiavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. 5r?iq> Janakfiin,to Janaka.

Vaideham.the king of the Videhas. arntJT Jagama'went. «: Sah, he
;

Yajfiavalkya.*^ Mene, thought within himself, si Na, not. Jjfsrwl' Vadisye,

(1) shall speak anything. But Madhva reads it thus :— q^sf *fi[^=q%T

(with him), tfsjfa^ (I shall hold an amicable discussion). He takes «H
as an upasarga. Iti. W Atha, now ; it so happened, f Ha. mi
Yat, when. Janakah, Janaka. Vaidehah, the king of the

Videhas. « Oha, and. *n5Pi5**« YajHavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. <a Cha, and.

wfistCtSf Agnihotre, on the sacrifice called Agnihotra. *T§^r# Saraudate.

held a discussion. Tasinai, to him ; to Janaka. JHSH?^ Y&jfiavalkyah,

Yajfiavalkya. nt Varam, a boon. ^Dadau, gave
;
promised. 5 Ha.

Sah, he ; Janaka. sgwrsr^sf K&maprasnam, questions according to his

desire ; the asking of questions as he liked. Eva, only, sraf Vabre,

chose ; asked for a boon. J Ila. 9' Tarn, that; such a boon, g Ha. sj*^

Asmai, to him ; to Janaka. 5^ Dadau, (Yajfiavalkya) gave. 5 Ha. *J5TIZ

Samrat, the sovereign. fg% Eva, it was. ?f Tain, to him. <|ij: Puivah,

first. qsr<3 Paprachchha, asked ;
put questions to.

1. Yajfiavalkya once went to Janaka, the King of the

Videhas, eager to hold an amicable discussion with him
(samvadisye). Formerly, when Janaka Vaideha and Yajfiavalkya

had held a discussion on the Agnihotra, Yajfiavalkya, had

granted him a boon. Janaka chose the right to put him any

question he liked. Yajfiavalkya granted this boon. It was,

therefore, the monarch "who put the question first (not waiting

for Yajfiavalkya to begin).—252.

A'v/f.—See Hnl.ipathu J) ><">Amanam . A'/. 6. 2. 10, for the granting of the boon.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

MANTRA 1.

" Yajfiavalkya, having given Janaka a boon, that he might ask him

any questions that he liked, went to the city of Videhas, wishing to hold

a samvada (an amicable discussion), for holy men are always most eager

to hold sacred (s&stric) conversations." It is thus in the Skanda Purana.

The object of the saint's going there, was to carry on with the King

Janaka a discussion of the nature of samvada (an amicable discussion,

and not V&da). In spite of all that the King Janaka (eager as he was

and to give effect 'to the boon received by him), was the first to ask him

questions, and did not wait for Yajfiavalkya to begin. (The proper

etiquette is that the guest should begin).
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MANTBA IV. 3. 2.

«tt3pWf«r Y&jfiavalkya, Oh Yajnavalkya. Ayara, this. JCT:

Purusah, purusa ; man of the world, who roust need some light to guide

him in all his doings. Bfcqtfri: Kifijyotih, of what light
;
guided by what

light. It is a compound word, meaning kim jyotih yasya, asau. J% Hi.

Samrat, Oh sovereign. 0 Great King. *nf^?q3<ftf?r: Adityajyotih, of

the sun ; is guided by the light of the sun. ffa Iti. UvAcha,

(Y&jBavalkya) said, f Ha. wfgpifrr Adityena, by the Sun. aqtRni

Jyotisa, by the light
;
by the help of the light. ^ Eva, even, chiefly :

there are other lights like sound, &c„ co-existent with the sun. *wf

Ayam, he, man. W# Aste, sits down. <I5TO% Palyayate, walks to and

fro, goes to villages, &c. Karma, work
;
business. Kurute, does;

performs, f^l^fer Vipalyeti, comes back : returns, jfa Iti. 9T?9$*q

Yajnavalkya, Oh Yajnavalkya. «5J*r Etat, that ; what thou hast said.

Evam, so. <J* Eva, just. %fa Iti.

2. "What is the light of this man, O, Yajnavalkya?"

(asked Janaka).

(Yajnavalkya) said :
—

" The sun is (chiefly) his light, Oh,

Sovereign. (It is) by the light of the sun mainly, (that) he sits

down, undertakes a journey, performs his business there ; and

comes (then) back (home)."

" Just so, Oh, Yajnavalkya " (said Janaka).—253.

MANTRA IV. 3. 3.

1l5y^1 Y&jfiavalkya, Oh Yajnavalkya. snffc* Aditye, the

sun. WhfjT5* Astamite, having set. vf Ayam, this, jq^r: Porusah,

purusa j man of the world. fi»M>fa: Kifljyotih, of what light;

guided by what sort of light, ffa Iti. *hpn: Chandramah, the moon,
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«5«r Eva, even, mainly, chiefly. WW Asya, his; man's, sqtfa: Jyotih,

light; the guiding light. «?ffar Bhavati, becomes, ^fa Iti. g^THT
Chandramasa, by the moon. aqtftaf Jyotisa, by the light; by the help
of the light, 15* Eva, mainly, wf Ayam, he ; man. 3ri«a Aste, sits down.
<W»1^ Palyayate, walks about, goes to a journey, egjf Karma, work •

business. Karute.does; performs. faq«*tfa Vipalyeti, comes back.

%fk Iti. in^^ Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya. cr^f=j Etat, that : what
thou hast said. Q$ Evam, so. Eva, just. ^f?r Iti.

3. "The sun having set, of what light is this man, O,
Yajfiavalkya ? " (asked Janaka).

Yajfiavalkya said :
—" The moon is mainly his light. (It

is) by the moon-light mainly (that) he sits down, undertakes

a journey, performs his business (there), and returns (home)."

Just so, Yajfiavalkya," (said Janaka).—254.

MANTRA IV. 3. 4.

Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya. anf^f^ Adityo, the sun.

*rerfw?l Astamite, having set. ^IfTTf?! Chandratnasi, the moon. sfRlffl^

Astamite, having set. Ayam, this, g^: Purusah, purusa ; man of

the world. f¥3*ftf?t: Kifijyotih, of what light; guided by what sort of light,

qrcr Eva, it is
;
mainly, ^flr Iti. «rf?;r: Agnih, fire. 15^ Eva, mainly, as

Asya, his ; man'*. 5«ftfa: Jyotih, light ; the guiding light. *Twf?r Bhavati,

becomes, Iti. aifhpn Asfnina, by the fire. 3?ftRpn Jyotisa, by the

light; by the help of the light. Eva, only; mainly, wf Ayam, he;

man. %IX& Aste, sits down. qsild Palyayate, walks about, undertakes a

journey, Karma, work ; business. 5^ Kurute, performs ; does,

firw^fa Vipalyeti, comes back from journey, jfe Iti. JJTSJSTS^T Yajfiavalkya,

Oh Yajfiavalkya. ^51*1 Etat, that.; what thou has said, fl^ Evam, so.

Eva, just, ffer Iti.

4. *' The sun having set, O Yajfiavalkya, and so also

the moon, what is the light Of this man ?
"

Yajfiavalkya said:
—" It is Fire that .

becomes his light.

(It is) by the light of fire mainly (that) he. sits down, under-
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takes a journey and performs his business there and returns

from it."

" Just so it is, Yajfiavalkya," (said Janaka).—255.

MANTRA IV. 3. 5.

STScCrarT 3TTT^ qfTfT^FT^-S^^cTTf^ SJT5%-

qt^rsrsw Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya. a*T%£} JLditye, the aun. stwRk*

Astamite, having set. ^377% Chaudramasi, the moon, •cwfir^' Astatnite,

having gone down. Vtvfo Agnau, fire, ^it^ Sante, having been extinguished.

*r*f Ayam, thia. g?^: Puiusah, purusa ; man of the world. fttWtfkjl

Kinjyotih, of what light
;
guided by what sort of light, ig( Eva, mainly,

^fg Ifci. Vak, sound; it does not mean the organ of speech.

Eva, mainly. WW Asya, his ; man's. 5l"tfk: Jyotih,, the light,

the guiding light. «wfsT Bhavati, becomes, ffk Iti. 9f9T VachA,

the sound, SJftfa'Sr Jyotisa, by the help of the light, tgf Eva, mainly,

it is. wf Ayam, he ; man. srw£" Aste, sits down. qvW^ Palyayate,

walks about, undertakes a journey, <Ef? Karma, work ; business. *PG$t

Kurute, performs. fapi5%fei Vipalyeti, comes back. Iti. W5TT^

Samrat, Oh sovereign. Tasmat, therefore. ^ Vai, to be sure.

Yatra, when ; when there is neither the sun, nor the moon, nor fire. W:
Svah, one's own. «tfq Api, even. qiftls Panih, the hand, sr Na, not.

feftaffaft Vinirjfiayate, is distinctly seen owing to the intensity of dark-

ness brought on by the absence of the sun, the moon, and fire. W
Atha, then. «T3 Yatra, where, 9!^ Vak, the sound, the voice. 9VF%
Uohcharati, proceeds, is uttered aloud, a* Tatra, thither. Witftr
Upanyeti, goes towards, qsr Eva, it is. W995?*r Yajfiavalkya, Oh
Yajfiavalkya. (jgej Etat, that ; what thou hast said. i& Evam, so. 159;

Eva, just, jfir Iti.

5. " The sun having set, and so also the moon,, and
the fire also being extinguished, of what light is this man, Oh,
Yajfiavalkya ? " (asked Janaka).

58
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Yajnavalkya said :
" It is the Voice, that becomes his

guiding light. (It is) by the light (guidance) of the Voice mainly

(that) he sits down, undertakes a journey, performs his business

there, and then comes back (home). It is, therefore, Oh,

monarch, when (even) one's own hands are not visible, then

a man goes thither, whence the Voice comes."

"Just so it is, Yajnavalkya," (said Janaka).—256.

MANTBA IV. 3. 6.

ST^TOrf 3?T%$ STTfpT^R ^*T^^m*T SJU%-

<M3T9«5r Y&jBavalkya, Oh YAjBavalkya. «nftr& Aditye, the sun.

vWlf(f& Astaraite, having set. ^qrirR? Ohandramasi, the moon. *HflflT%

Astamite, having gone down. Agnau, fire. srt% S&nte, having been

extinguished, grtanit Santayam, having ceased. grrfe V&chi, sound or

voice, wf Ayam, this. JCTi Purusah, purusa; man of the world, fqfcqtfft:

Kifliyotih, of what light
;
guided by what sort of light, Eva, it is.

^RT Iti. «TIWI Atma, the Self, the Lord Attn an, Visnu. Eva, mainly.

«rw Asya, his ; man's, stftft : Jyotih, the light ; the guiding light. Kfafar

Bhavati, becomes, Iti. *ITWIT Atmana, by the Self, Lord Atman.
8«ftf?TOt Jyotisa, by the help of the light. ^ Eva, only ; it is. %pf Ayam,

he ; man. urat Aste, sits down, <RH1^ Palyayate, undertakes a journey;

walks about, Karma, work ; business. Kurute, performs. RmB^fs

Vipalyeti, comes back. $fir Iti.

6. " The sun having set, and so also the moon, the fire

being extinguished and the voice ceasing utterance, what is the

light of this man, O Yajnavalkya " ?

Yajnavalkya said :
" It is Self (Atman) that becomes his

Light (through human Reason). (It is) by this light of the

Self always (that) he sits down, undertakes a journey, performs

his business there, and then comes back home."—257.

iVote.—God is the perennial Light of man, but His guidance becomes mor'i manifest when

the worldly bustle ceases, and the Pure Reason finds its full scope.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The word Atman here meats the Lord Bhagavan. He alone is the

light of this man, as says the Skanda : " The great Lord Visnu is the

sole light or guide of the Jivas, whether there be present or absent

such luminaries as the sun, the moon, etc. When, however, there is

an absence of the sun, etc., this Light of the self becomes more

prominent, and so it is easily understood, that the Atma is the Great

Light or Guide. The Jiva even is not independent (to become his own

light); the Lord Janardana illumines the Buddhi of the Jiva, and thus

the Great Lord makes the Jiva work, even in darkness." (So the

Atmic Light does not mean the light of one's own self, but the

Light Supreme).
MANTRA IV. 3. 7.

^qifoj || a
||

3>cPT: Katamah, which. Atman, has several meanings, namely,

human soul (Jiva), body, senses, &c. Out of these, to what do you refer ?

«i?m Atma, the Atman. ?Fa Lti. Ayam, he. H: Yah, who. ftsTTOH:

Vijfianamayah, full of Vijfiana or knowledge, mit% Prunesu, in the

indriyas or senses. ^Rf Hridi, in the heart, Wcfs Antah, inside residing.

3^far: Jyotih, the light ; the guide of the Buddhi, &c, of the Jiva. 3^:
Pnrusah, the purusa; the Supreme Person, possessing all the six divine

attributes in fullness. H". Sah, he. {WH: Sam&nah, ever the same;

unchangeable. *fl( San, being. Qbhau, both. ^T^r Lokau, worlds;

either Bhfiloka ( »J$tr$ ) and Dyuloka ( ), or waking and sleeping

states. wg$N?fa Anusancliarati, travels, by causing the Jiva to traval

through them, sirt^fsr Dhyayati, thinks. This word has here the sense of

a causative verb ; the Atman makes the Jiva think, Iva, a little. The

Jiva thinks out his little thought. §&T<rf3 Lelayati, takes. This word

has also the sense of a causative verb, like smiffl. {* Iva, a little. The
Jiva grasps a little. H: Sah, he ; the Atman. ffc Hi, again. 9fff: Svapnah,

dream ; but here it means the bringer on of dream in a Jiva. *J?5T

Bhutva, becoming. JJfqfc Mrityoh, of death. $<ufnj Rupani, forms. The
waking consciousness or the physical plane is called here the "forms of

death. " By causing dream, the Lord takes the Jiva away from waking
(" forms of death ") to dream consciousness ; or from the physical plane

forms of death ") to the astral plane, {if Imam, this, iftj Lokam,
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world, stfasmfo Atikramati, surpasses; makes the Jiva transcend this

world.

7. "Which is the Atman?" (asked Janaka).

" He is the Supreme Person, who is All-knowledge, who

is in the senses (as their Master), who is in the heart. He is

the Light. He, remaining ever the same (Samana), causes the

Jiva to migrate to both worlds, and makes him think a litte, grasp

a little. Again, being the Dream-Producer, He makes the Jiva

transcend this world of mortal forms."—258.

Note.—" This world " refers to the waking consciousness as well as to the physical

plane. It also means the condition of bondage or Sarnaira.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

It is thus said in the Mahamiraamsa :—"This Great Lord is said to

be Dhyayativa ( wfRcffa ) "Thinks, as it were, slightly, " because being

Himself independent, He, the Lord, causes the Jiva always to think. He
is said to be Lelayativa (sfowrte ) "grasps as it were, slightly, " because

he causes the Jiva to grasp things. For he is the Lord of all Lords even.

He is said to be Vijfittnamaya ( fasfRJT'l ) " all knowledge," because he

is full of knowledge. He is said to be Samana ( )>
because he is

always the same ; for always remaining the same, owing to His unchan-

geableness, He produces all changes in the Jiva. He makes it travel

both the worlds, taking it along with Him. The Great Lord is called

Dream (Svapna) because He produces the dream condition in the Jiva.

"Imam lokam " iu the mantra means the state of consciousness, called

waking. It is called " mrityo rfipani " or " forms of death," because the

essential nature of waking consciousness is always death, inasmuch as

it is the cause of committing all sorts of sins, and sin is death. By bring-

ing about dream state, the Lord saves the Jiva, for the time being, from

these " forms of death, " from the commission of fresh sins. (The Mantra

has another meaning also). " Imam lokam" in the mantra also means the

Physical Plane, the Bhuloka. " The Lord takes the Jiva, after

death, away from "this world" into the other world called Antariksa or

the Astral Plane ; and " Svapno bhfltva, " then means, " by becoming

the carrier of the souls to Astral or Dream world, after death." For, in

this world, called Bhu, the Jivas are subject to quick and constant deaths,

and so it is " mrityo rupani." Deaths there are of various kinds in this

world, called Bhu; and these deaths are the consequences of various kinds

of sins committed in this world. It has, therefore, been said that the

various kinds of deaths are " the forms of death. " The term Prithivi or

earth is synonymous with waking (jagrata) consciousness ; and the term
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heaven (svarga) is synonymous with (susupti); or dremless sleep-cons-

ciousness ; and the term Astral Plane (antariksa) is synonymous with

dream (svapna) consciousness." It is thus in the Mahamimnmsa.

[An objector says : just as you have shown that the above Mantra

cannot apply to the Jiva, because there are indications in it which show

that they are non-applicable to Jiva, so we say that the above Mantra

is not applicable to the Isvaia also, for there are indications in it which

show thatlsvara could not have been meant by this Mantra. The Mantra

says :

—

S3JTt —"becoming a dream."

How can this apply to the Lord V How can the Lord become a

mere dream ? This the author explains :—

]

Svapnobhatvii means svapako bhutva, namely, being the cause of

producing dreams. It does not mean " becoming a dream, " but becoming
•* a dream-producer. " Nor does this word Svapnobhutva apply to the

Jiva, for not even the Jiva becomes a mere dream, but he experiences

dreams. So it cannot apply to the Jiva even. In fact, the word Svapna
is derived from two words, Svapam-nayati, leading to sleep. He who

leads to or produces (na—meaning leading) sleep or Svapa, the if in

is an affix, and so Svapna is sleep-producer. The na in svap-na, is

thus a portion of the verb nayati, '' who leads." Here ends Mantra seven.

MANTRA IV. 3. 8.

m Sah, he. ^ Vai, verily. «T«f Ayatn, this. JJW Purus*h, the Jiva;

the Lord. This Mantra applies both to the Jiva and the Lord,

srranut: JayamAnah, having been born in the case of Jiva, and

causing it to be born in the case of the Lord! $Tl?tf Sariram, the body.

wrrtKHWNWn (1) Having got ; the Jiva having got the body, when applied

to the Jiva
; (2) causing the Jiva to get the body, when applied to the

Lord. H«Jlfa: Papmebhih, with sins, {fcpq^ Samsrijyate (I) (the Jiva)

comes in contact with
; (2) The Lord comes in contact with sins, figura-

tively only, tf: Sah, he, (I) the Jiva
; (2) as well as the Lord. %«WTO«

Mriyamanah, (1) Having died; (2) Having caused the death. f^WfJr^

Utkr&man (1) Having got Mukti
; (2) Having giving Mukti to Jiva.

qram: Papmanah, sina. ftaftfa Vijahati, (1) gives up (2) makes it give

up. $ Vai, indeed.
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8. " (i) This Purusa (Jiva), indeed, comes in contact

with sins, when he is caused to be born ; and is made to assume

a body (by the Lord). He gives up sins when dead, i.e., when

he gets Mukti."

(2) " This Purusa (the Lord), indeed, comes in contact with

evil, as it were, when he causes a Jiva to be born and to assume

a body and commit (evil deeds) ; and when He gives Mukti to

the Jiva, lie (metaphorically) gives up all sins, (for the giving up

sins by the Jiva, redounds to the glory of the Lord)."—259.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

As the word Lokau in TJbhau lokau "both worlds" in the mantra

has a double meaning, viz., (I) worlds or pi anes, (2) states of consciousness,

80 also the sVuti « 9Hf arfflH: (8a va ayam jayamanah) &c, has a double

application, viz., (1) it refers to the Lord or the Paramatman ; and (2)

to the Jiva. (But how do you say that this Mantra refers to Jiva as

well ? Throughout it the reference is to the Lord, where do you find any

suggestion or implication of the Jiva in this portion of the Brahinanam ?

To this, the Commentator answers :

—

This portion of the Mantra also refers to him (the Jiva), because he

is implied as the object whose light or guide is this Paramatman Visnu.

Again, when this portion of the Mantra refers to the Lord, it speaks of

Him as Svatantra ( ) independent, and all-pervading. The terms

Mriyamanah ( ftlWWi ) 'dead,' and Jayamanah ( STTHTIT: ) " born "

are applicable to both the Jiva and to his Leader, the Paramatman, for

the latter regulates and controls the birtha and deaths of the Jivas, and in

this sense He is said to be " being born," " being dead." (Just as

the conquest or defeat of the soldiers in the field, can also be applied to

the king, their leader). When the Paramatman takes or considers

the »ins of a Jiva, whilst giving punishment to him for sins committed, He
is said to come in contact with sins ( <n<5f«f»T: *fcj31^ ). While the Lord

gives Mukti to the Jiva, He also is said to have derived the benefit

of it, and so He is said to have given up these sins qr*>ja1 fcargtP? I

(Even admitting this, how has this text a double meaning? No
doubt it can apply both to the Lord (Isa) and to the human soul

(Jiva), so far as birth, death and contact with sins are concrned : but

how can the text apply to the Jiva when it says that '* it leaves

behind all its sins." A Jtva oan never destory his own sins, the

Lord alone is the destroyer of sins. To this, the Commentator answers:—

)
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So also the Jiva, at the time of Mukti, is said to hare left behind or

given up all sins.

Since the Eternal Lord cannot die and cannot be born, therefore,

the verbs " J&yamana," " Mriyamana," " Prasvapiti," " Atikr&inati," &c„

should be taken in their causative sense. '« Jayamanah" = " He causes

the Jiva" to be born ;" " Mriyamanah" = " He causes the Jiva to die;"

" Prasvapiti " = " He causes the Jiva to sleep," and " Atikraraati" =s

«'He causes the Jiva to go." Such should be their explanations. There

are many similar explanations in the Sanskrit language, such as" Vi-

vaham kritva," meaning " Vivaham karayitva." "Tadetanme Vijanihi"

in the sense of " Vijfiapaya."* Moreover, there is a rule in the Sanskrit

grammar—" Svatantryasnehayor antarnich iti." In order to show Sva-

tantrya of the Prakriti, and Sneha, the sense of the Nich affix (causative)

is implied by being always understood in these roots.

In fact, no separate affix, denoting a causative sense, is employed

in such cases; and the simple root has also the sense of the causative

verb hidden in it.

[Having thus explained the phrases which might have been taken

to denote a Jiva, and having explained them as referring to Visnu,

the Commentator now shows that if these phrases be not so taken to refer

to Visnu, and be taken to refer to the Jiva, then they would be

absurd;—

]

How, if these phrases be taken to apply to a Jiva, then you explain

the sentences where it is said

—

Svayam vihatya Svayam nirm&ya (I V. 3. 9.), sravantih srijate

(IV. 3. 10.)—" Stopping himself their activities, producing the objects,"

" he creates rivers," &c.

If these phrases mean that stopping all external activities, the Jiva

creates dream objects, then he would not be the all-creator. The

Sruti, however, says, Sahi karta, «' He verily is the all-creator."

JVott.—It may be asked, how is it possible for the Jiva who lies inactive, to create the

objects seen in the dream condition, when it is admitted on all hands that the JJva has

not the capacity of doing anything and everything? Therefore, in these sentences the Paramitman

is meant, and not the JJva.

* As inlthe sentences

—

(1) s*wt firwtf 5- $*JPtfn: n

(2) w^ipft firan»ftff >ranf i^isftiti

" Cause me to know this, 0 Hari, as T am dull of intellect."

C8) gsf I*** I*** ^ *"*3WI I

(4) 5T3T *|sy «rcin*3Trf ( snwmra ) JT^**^ «nfaifi.fr [ srffoy j
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Again, supposing for argument's sake that these sentences speak

of the Jiva only, how could these ideas be in conformity with the idea

in the sentences:—"Svapnena sariramabhiprahatyasuptah suptanabhi-

chAkasiti " "after having joined (the Jiva) with (either) dreamy condi-

tion (or heaven or with Moksa), He sees (the Jivas) that are in the dreamy
condition (or in heaven, or that enjoy Moksa), though He Himself has

no dream (no heaven, and no Moksa). "?

[It may be said that out of the different indications in these Mantras,

some point to the Lord, and some of them clearly point to the Jiva,

and then they have been so used, in order to show that, as the final truth,

there is no difference between the Lord and the Jiva, and therefore the

text uses these Mantras indifferently, some time applying them to the

Jiva and some time applying to the Lord. To this the anthor replies:—

]

Besides, these sentences are quoted as a convincing proof of the

distinction between the Jiva and the Pararaatman.

[Thus the Lord is shown in these Mantras us Asupta, ' not sleeping;'

and the Jiva is shown as Supta or sleeping; the Lord is shown as carry-

ing the Jiva (Sukram adaya). The Lord is the Agent and the Jiva is

the object. All this shows that there is a distinction between the Jiva

and the Livara ]

There are other Mantras also which may be quoted to show the

distinction between the Jiva and the Is vara. These are "tsvarajivasya

bhayani pasyan, joksadiva hasadiva." "The Lord seeing the fears of

the Jiva smiles as it were."

" Prajfienatmana Samparisvaktah—•." "Embracing the Jiva in His

Self of wisdom. "

"Prajfienatmana Anv&rudha, " &o„—7" Mounting the Jiva on the

Self or wisdom." The repetition of these and such like sentences tell

positively that the Lord and the Jiva are different.

[An objector may say : the above quotations given by you, do

not refer to the same context. Thus the extract about "embracing the

Jiva in the prajfia self " refers to the condition of Susnpti and occurs in

the mantras relating to Su?upti. While the quotation—Prajfiena Atmana
Anvarudha—refers to the condition of the Jiva at the time of passing

out of the body. These two extracts do not refer to the same subject

matter, and so you cannot quote them as an authority showing the

difference between the Jiva and the isvara. To this, the author answers

by quoting the Vedanta Sutra, I. 3. 42., in .which it is proved that the

pondition pf Stfsupti and af death are.the same:—

}
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g^f^gJKTSWt i^sr (He who sees dreams is Brahman only on

account of Scripture describing both Brahman and soul) as distinct both

in the state of sleep and in departing.

From the texts, " Embraced by the omniscient Lord, he perceives

nothing within or without " (Bri., IV. 3 21) ;
" With the omniscient Lord

seated in hira, he goes, casting off (the body) " (Bri., IV. 3. 35), which

state the distinguishing characteristics, it is concluded that the Supreme
Lord is the thing untouched (unassailed) by (anything extraneous), but

not the soul.

[It may be objected that this distinction, the distinction between

the Jiva and the Isvara, is not real, but " vyavaharika " or a conven-

tional usage among the common people only ; and this usage is solely due

to the two different conditions or circumstances in which the Jiva 6nds

himself. To this, the commentator replies :—

]

There is no proof that there is any difference in the personality

of the Jiva when it passes through the different conditions of waking,

dreaming and deep sleep, even in the con ventional language. For even,

con ventionally speaking, men do not say that the waking soul is a different

person from the dreaming soul, and that the dreaming soul is a different

person from the soul in deep sleep. Even the most ignorant person

never says that his waking soul is a different entity from his dreaming

soul, and there is no ordinary usage also of the w>rldly people to

speak of two different souls of a man. Of course, there is no Vedio

usage to that effect. Nor is there any illusion or hallucination by which

one may say that there are three personalities in a man.

Therefore, it follows that the Lord Himself is spoken of in these

Mantraa by the very fact that He is said to be the Creator of all.

Note.—No one ever says that the Jiva in waking condition is a separate Jiva from

the Jiva in dreaming condition ; but every Jiva is perfectly sure of his identity in these

states. No one ever even by error thinks that he is a different person in his dream

condition from what he .was in his waking condition So this Mantra cannot apply to the

different conditions of the Jiva. On -the other hand, the Mantra expressly says He is the

all-creator. This can never apply to the Jiva, but to the Lord.

In the Mantra occurs the word Vesanta. It means ' houses ': and

not what the others say, namely, that it means ' lakes '. For there is

no difference then in the meaning of this word and the word which

precedes it.

[In the Mantra occur the words, " Here a father becomes no father,

a mother no mother, etc. " These words are equally applicable both to

the condition of dreamless sleep and to the condition of Mukti. And this

is shown by the Lord Badar&yana himself in the S&tra, IV. 4.

59
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(That Sutra says :—The scriptural passage, " for then, indeed, the

Bonl has got over all miseries and become directly related to the Lord

who is seated in the heart of all " (Bri, IV. 3. 22.) haa reference to

either of the two states of sleep and release, for (this) is evident

)

Note.—According to this Sutra also, the condition of Mukti and the condition of deep sleep

are treated as Identical ; and so the text relating to Mukti or to deep sleep may be adduced in

supporting any argument.

The full Sutra, IV. 4. 16 , iu the original Sanskrit, is as follows :

—

(The difficulty nere lies in the word Anyatara. It menns " either ;"

and the force of 'either' is twofold It may denote one of two things, exclud

ing the other alternative, or both thinge together. If it has the exclusive

force, then it would apply either to the deep sleep state or to the state of

release; but if it is taken in a conjunctive sense, then it applies to both states.

In order, therefore, to understand the force ol this 'either', it is necessary

to see the preceding Sutra, In the preceding Sutra, Badarayana says

that the Muktas enter a body like a ttuiie entering si wick. As the wick

only takes up the oil of the lamp and does not taku up t)> e dirt, etc., so

that Mukta in entering a body, enj >y s only the blessings of that body

and does not suffer the miseries of it. And in support of this view

Badaravanii quotes this Mantra of the Brihad Aranyaka Upanisad,

IV. 3. 22 namely :
—"F"r then, indeed, the soul has got over all miseries

and become directly related to the Lord, who is seated in the heart of

all. " To this, an objector says :

—

The words, "the soul has got over all miseries " refer to the

condition of the heaven-world entered into by the soul, and does not

refer to the condition of tho Muktas, and is no proof that the Muktas
have no suffering. Of course, people in the heaven-world have no suffer-

ing, as we find stated in the Katha Upanisad: "In the svarga-world

there is no fear, O death ! thou art not there, nor does the old age frighten

one there. " This shows that in the heaven-world there are no miseries.

To this, it is replied that the sVuti of the Katha Upanisad clearly shows

that in the heaven-world there are no sufferings, and so there was no

necessity of making a Sutra to prove this clear fact. The Sutra, IV.

4. 15., given above, therefore, refers not to to heaven-world, but to the

condition of dreamless sleep and of Mukti. The word Svapyaya means

Mukti, and the word Sampatti in the above Sutra, IV. 1. 16, means the

condition of dreamless sleep. The words of the Brihad AraQyaka
Upanisad, IV. 3. 22, ''For then indeed the soul has got over all miseries,"

refer to this condition of Mukti and dreamless sleep, and do not refer to

the condition of heaven -world. Why do we say so ? Because the
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previous portion of the Mantra shows that it refers to the Mukti and

dreamless sleep, and cannot refer to the condition of the heaven-world.

There it is said :

—

"Then a father is hot a father, a mother not a mother, the worlds are

not worlds, the gods not gods, the Vodas not Vedas. Then, a thief is not a

thief, a murderer not a murderer, a Chandala not a Chandala, a Paulkasa

not a Paulkasa, a Sramana not a Sraiuatia, a Tapasa not a Tapasa. He is

not followed by good, not followed by evil ; for he has then overcome all

the sorrows of the heart. "

This shows that the text applies to the condition of Mukti and deep

sleep, and not to the condition of going to heaven. A man going to

heaven does not lose his relationship with his father, etc. : for in heaven

a father gets the enjoyment of the Sraddha offering made by his son,

etc. Similarly, in heaven one is not absolutely free from all Ins Kannas,

good and evil : for, after enjoying the heaven-world, one has to return to

this world again, to suffer the fruits of his physical Kannas

[An objector may say, Admitting that the Mantra, IV 3.22. refers

to deep sleep, or to the condition of Mukti ,
how do you say that it refers

to both these conditions. The Sutra, IV. 4. 16, says that it refers to either

of these conditions, of Mukti or dreamless sleep. The force of either is

of exclusion, namely, that the above Mantra refers eitherto dreamless

sleep or to Mukti, but not to both. In fact, the Lord BadarAyana was

not certain as to the meaning of this Mantra, IV. 3 22, and he was not

sure whether it applied to the condition of Mukti or to the condition of

dreamless aleep, and so lie used the word ' Anyatara' in the Sutra. This

objection is answered by the Commentator by saying :—

]

The Lord Badarayana means that the above Mantra. IV. 3. 22, re rers

to both these conditions, namely, to the condition of those Jivas who are

in Mukti and to the condition of those also who are in Susupti or dream-

less sleep.

(An objector may say, if the Lord Badarayana meant this, why did

he not construct his Sfltra in these terms :—SvApyaya-Sarupatty- A peksam ?

Why has he used the word Anyatara which is perfectly useless? To this,

it is answered :—

)

Had he said as you say, then a man of dull intellect would have

fallen into this doubt that Badarayana meant by the words Svapyaya-

Sainpatty-Apeksam that " there was deep sleep in Mukti," for the com-

pound Svapyaya sampatti might have meant " Svapyaye Mokse ya

Sampattih suptih tad apeksam," that is, tadvisayam. In other words, it

would have meant that the Mantra, IV. 3. 22, has for its subject matter
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the treatment of the condition of dreamless sleep in Mukti, namely, that

in Mukti men are in a condition akin to dreamless sleep. It would have

meant that, even in the condition of Mukti, there was dreamless sleep.

Therefore, in order that even the dullest intellect may not fall into this

eggregious mistake, the author of the Sutras, Lord Badarayana, uses the

word Anyatara in the Sutra which indicates that the Mantra, 17.3. 22,

applies to both these states, and not to the state of dreamless sleep in

Mukti.

(An objector may say, admitting all what you say, cannot the word

Anyatara have an exclusive force ? Can it not mean any one of the two?
To this, the Commentator replies :—

)

It cannot mean " any one of these two," for then you will have to

admit, that the Lord Bidarayana was himself in doubt as to the scope of

this Mantra; and you will have further to admit, that there can be an

alternative statement of a true fact regarding some object of knowledge.

With regard to an object of knowledge, the statement must be definite and
precise, and not vague, as an alternative statement always is. Therefore,

as Badarayana wanted to teach something definite, he would not have

used the word " Anyatara " in that alternative sense. It, therefore, follows

that Lord Badarayana meant by the word 'Anyatara,' used in that

Sutra, to denote both the condition of dreamless sleep and the world of

the released soul.

, mantra IV. 3. 9.

faqfa *TT3T ^lt%^T JT^ffqr^lif WC:

tl«r Tasya, that
;
well-known. qgRl Etasya, this. Purusasya,

of the Param&tman. $ Dve, two. t& Eva, only. Sthane, places.
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Ht^tt: Bhavatah, are. § Vai, indeed. Idam, this ; this world or wakeful

state. ^ Cha, and. "WSftewf Paralokasthanatn, the next world
; the

heaven or the condition of deep-slumber, ijrffef Tritiyatn, the third.

?3f««IWf Syapnasthana'n, the dreamy condition ; the space, astral world.

?f«jf Sandhyam, junction ; the junction of the wakeful state and deep

slumber ; or the junction of the two places Bhuloka and Dyuloka, the

heaven and the earth, gfgi^ Tasmin, in that. Sandhye, of junction.

$t(ft Sthane, in the place ; in the dreamy condition or in Antariksa (astral

world), fag^ Tistthan, standing. Ete, these. 3$ Ubhe, both.

Sthane, places, qqnrfs Pasyati, sees, Idam, this ; Bhuloka or wakeful

state. ^ Cha, and. q^gstewtf Paralokasthanam, the other world ; the

heaven or the condition of deep slumber. ^ Cha, and. aw Atlia, again.

*pf Ayam, this Furufa, the Paramattnan. I'aralokasth&ne,

in the place of the next world ; in the heaven or in the condition of deep

slumber. q«Tre>H: Yathakramah, what path. The road which (exists or

stretohes from this world to the next), vmfkt Bhavati, is. fr^ Tam, that

(road). mt^H Akramatn, path ; road. WJfiTO Akramya, having crossed.

3*111^ Ubhayan, of both kinds. qr«rR: Papmanah, sins. The miseries

that the Jiva suffers in the wakening condition or in this world. MR*^
Anandan, happiness. The bliss that the Jiva enjoys in the condition of

deep-slumber or in heaven. ^ Cha, and. qsrrfa Pasyati, sees
;
enjoys.

«: Sah, He ; the Paramatman. JJ* Yatra, when. sr^fqRi Frasvapiti,

sleeps ; makes (the Jiva) sleep or go to heaven. et9l Asya, this. $r«9T

Lokasya, of a man. W^faas Sarvavatab. «T + Wflfol completely, of the

person having knowledge of various objects. *TT?rm Matram, the organs
;

the indriyas ; the gods of the indriyas. 331^4 Upildaya, taking, ;qtf

Svayam, himself. f%5?1 Vihritya, having made the Jiva stop form

external work. Some read. Vihatya. Inhibiting all the senses of

the soul. Svayam, himself. f«rof«I Nirmaya, having made
; having

produced the objects of dream, or the objects of enjoyment of the fruits

of the Jiva's work in this world. MhT Svena, his own. Bhasa, by bright-

ness; by lustre, ^sf Svena, his own. 3tftfa<?t Jyotisa, by internal light.

*T5*PlRf Prasvapiti, sleeps ; makes (the Jiva) sleep or go to heaven. «w
Atra, here; at the time of deep-slumber. w?f Ayara, this. J^T: Purusah,

Purusa ; the Paramatman. 9tf Svayam, himself. 5«dfa.* Jyotih, light.

«iqf3 Bhavati, becomes.

9. '' Of that Person, verily, there are two localities only,

namelyi this world and the locality in the other world. The
third locality of dream-world is the intermediate place between
these two (and so not counted as a separate locality). Remaining
in this intermediate locality, He sees both the other two
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localities; namely, this world and the locaiity in the other

world. Again, this Purusa, after seeing the objects in deep

sleep and waking, takes to the road which exists in (or goes to)

the other world locality, and, crossing over that road and

staying there (in the dream world ), sees both the sins (of the

waking) and the joys (of the sleeping). And when He sends the

Jiva to the deep sleep, by taking away with Him completely

all the knowledge possessed by this person (loka), (in the

waking consciousness) and all his senses (Matra), and Himself

inhibiting all his out-going senses and Himself creating those

dream objects, He sends the Jiva to sleep, illumining all

dream objects with His own light, and irradiating all dream-

thoughts with His own justre. Then this Purusa is Himself

the only light (of the Jiva)."—260.

A'ate.—Indeed there are only two places foi this Pumsa, riz., this world (the wakeful'

slate) ami the othei world or heaven (the state of deep slumber 01 samSdhi) ; and the

third, the Svapna-sthina (AntarSksa or the space, and the dreamy state) is the place of junction

(of the heaven and the earth, of wakeful state and deep slumber). He, standing in this place of

junction (the antariksa and the dreaming state) sees both these places— this (the wot Id or the

wakeful state), as well as the other ( the heaven or the state of deep slumber).

Again, giadually as this Purusa is (advances) towards the other uoild (the heaven or

samadhi), He crosses this path (the space and the dreaming state), (and in so doing), He sees

(experiences) the sins anil the happinesses of both kinds (of both the places). When He sleeps,

taking away the knowledge and the indriyas of the Jiva Himself, making the Jiva stop fiom external

work, Himself producing the objects of enjoyment (in space or in dreaming condition), He cleeps

with His own lustre and with His own internal light. Here this Purusa Himself becomes All

Light.

A'ah:—This Mantra has another meaning also, when it is made applicable to the condition of

bondage in the world and to the condition of lelease or Mukti. The word Paraloka means also the

condition of Mukti.

9. Of that Person (Jiva), verily, there are two localities, namely,

this world (of bondage) and the locality in the other world (the condition

of Moksa). The third locality of the condition of Jivan-mukti is the

intermediate place between these two (and so not counted as a separate

locality). Remaining in this intermediate locality or Jivan-mukti, he sees

both the other two localities
;
namely, this world (condition of bondage)

and the locality of the other world (the condition of complete Mukti.)

Again (after seeing the Samsara aud Mukti), this Purusa (Jiva) enters

the road which leads from Saiis&ra to Mukti. Walking on this road, called

Jivan-mukti, and staying there, he sees both the sina (committed in the

Samsara) and the joys (experienced in Mukti). And when He (the supreme

soul) sends the Jiva to the condition of sleep (the condition of Mukti), by
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taking away with Htm completely all the knowledge possessed by this

released intelligence (in the form of fnnctions), and also taking with Him

all the Devas presiding over the senses (Matra), and Himself inhibiting nil

his out-going senses (which were immersed in the Samsttra), and Himself

creating those objects of joy experienced in Makti, He makes the Jiva

experience Mukti, Himself illumining all objects of Mukti with his own

light, and irradiating all Mukti-thoughts with His own lustre. Then this

supreme Lor d (Purusa) becomes Himself the only light of the Mukta Jiva

(there being no other light there, such as the sun, etc.)

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The word " this world and the next world " have been explained

in the previous Mantra seven, as applying to both the physical plane

and the astral plane, as well as to waking and sleeping consciousness.

But they have a third meaning also, namely " this world " means " the

condition of bondage " or samsara ; and the' next world " means the

condition of Mukti or emancipation. This the author shows next:—

)

As the words Svarga (heaven) and Snsupti have the same denotation

as the word Mukti, so also the word Paraloka (the next world) is chiefly

applicable to the condition of Makti, and not to any other condition. (It

secondarily means the next world, like the Astral plane and heaven-

world). So also the words Dyu (heaven-world) and Supti (sleep-

consoinusness) have been employed with the object of expressing the

condition of Mukti. Therefore, it is that the word Dyu (heaven) has

been used in the Mantra in the sense of Supti and Moksa.

That is to say, the word Supti not only denotes (1) the dreamless

consciousness and (2) heaven, but it denotes also (3) the state of Mukti,

And, tuerefore, the word Supti has three meanings, namely, (I) heaven

(2) dreamless-consorousness (3) the state of Mukti. Similarly, the word

Svarga, not only denotes (I) heaven and (2) dremless consciousness,

but it also denotes (3) the condition of Mukti. Thus Svarga has also

three meanings, namely, (1) heaven, (2) the dreamless-consciousness,

(3) and the condition of Mukti. Similarly, though the word Paraloka

principally denotes the condition of Mukti and secondarily the heaven

world and the condition of dreamless sleep, yet it also has similarly three

meanings. The word Paraloka means, thus, (I) heaven (2) dreamless

sleep and (3) the condition of Mukti.

(Admitting that the words Supti and Svarga mean the same

thing, how does the word Supti denote the condition of Mukti ? The

word Supti or Svftpa literally means going to God, Sva means the
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Great Self op Visnu, and Apa means reaching or obtaining. The

obtaining of Visnu is Svapa or Mukti. Therefore, the author says :—

)

The word Sva in Supti, etc., denotes Visnu, because He is the

giver of all joy, and Sva means joy. (Similarly, in the word Svarga,

the word Svar means bliss, and the word Ga means going
; and Svarga

means " going to bliss," namely, going to Visnu, who is the Great fountain

of bliss ; and so Svarga also means Mukti).

(An objector says, if the word supti is employed with the object of

denoting the three-fold condition, namely, (l)heaven, (2) the dreamless-

sleep and (3) the condition of Mukti, then how do you explain the

sentence in Mantra eleven :—Asuptah Suptan Abhichakafiiti, " being not

asleep Himself, He looks upon the Suptas " ? Here Suptas cannot

mean Muktas, but must mean the sleeping Jivas. So this sentence

cannot be explained as applying to the Muktas. Similarly, in the same

Mantra 11, are the words " Sukram Adaya Punar Eti Sthanam" (taking

up the Sukra, he goes back to his place). This shows the coming back of

the Jiva from sleep to waking-consciousness. It cannot apply to Mukti,

for the Jiva once emancipated never returns from Mukti. Once Mukta,

always Mukta. To this, the author replies i—

)

" The phrase coming back again " (punar eti sthanam, in Mantra 1 1)

applies to Muktas also. At the Great Dissolution (Pralaya), the Muktas

enter into the Lord Janardana ; and remaining there during the whole

period of Pralaya, without losing their own consciousness, they come back

again out of the Lord, when a new world period (Sristi) beings. Neither du-

ring the period of Sristi, nor during the Great Dissolution, there is any loss

to the Muktas, with regard to their knowledge, or beatiinde, etc. There

is no change in their consciousness, as well as in the bliss enjoyed by

them, both in creation and in dissolution.

Note.—All beings, whether Muktas or nol, enter into the Lord at the time of the Great

Dissolution ; ami they are all sent forth by the Lord, at the time of a new creation, But

the difference between the Muktas and ordinary Jivas is this, that the Muktas retain their

consciousness and enjoyment of bliss, both in the condition when they have merged in the

Lord in pralaya, and when they have come out of the Lord at the time of a new creation.

The ordinary Jivas lose their consciousness in Pralaya, and come back to creation with the load of

their Karmas on their back, and have to suffer the consequences, in the shape of pain, to discharge

the debt of these Karmas. Therefoie, it is said :
—

The difference in the condition of the Muktas in Creation and

Pralay is this. In Pralaya, they enjoy bliss internally, and in Creation

they enjoy the same bliss, but now externally. (Therefore, it has been

rightly said, that the Lord comes back to creation at the beginning of a

new creation, with all these Suptas, namely, Muktas).
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(In the Mantra it is said :—"Sa Yatra Prasvapiti" " when he brings

about sleep. " This indicates that the reference here is to the Jlva, who

is made to go to sleep by the Lord. How can this refer to the Lord ? How
can the Lord be eaid to canse Himself to go to sleep ? How do yon

explain this ?

To this, the author replies :—

)

The phrase 'sa yatra prasvapiti' has two meanings. When it applies

to the Jiva, it means :
—" He causes the Jiva to go to sleep. " When it

applies to the Lord, it means He Himself goes to Himself, namely, B»i

the Lord Hari, enters into His own inmost Self.

(But how is it possible to apply the Mantra to the Jiva ?

(The Mantra says that there are two states, this and the next world,

and an intermediate state called S&ndhya. Remaining in this intermediate

state, he sees both places, he sees both the evils and the goods. This can

apply only to the Lord, and not to the Jlva. In fact, that Mantra applies

only to the Lord who causes the Jiva to see both conditions, and the Jiva

himself has no power to enter into these conditions by his own will.

Therefore, the author says:

—

)

The seeing of the worlds of sin and joy, of heaven and earth, in

dream and in dreamless sleep, is only applicable to Visnu always, but it it

not applicable to the Jiva at all. Both in slumber or in deep sleep (in

Samadhi), it is the Lord Himself who enjoys the bliss or sees the holy and

sinful deeds ; but the Jtva does never independently do so ; for, the Lord

is only the Jyotir (Light) or guide in these states, and no other guide there

is in these states.

(In the text it is said, in Mantra 9—"remaining in that intermediate

Btate." The intermediate state is explained to be the state of dream. The

Lord remaining in this state of dream, sees both the other states, namely,

the state of waking and the state of dreamless-consciousness. Therefore,

the Lord sees the other worlds, only when He is in this intermediate state

or the state of dream ; but He does not see these worlds, when He is in the

state of Supti or dreamless-sleep. In order to remove this doubt, the

author says:—
•)

Of the Lord Visnu there is always the seeing of joy and the sins of

others, both in the state of dreamless sleep (Supti) and of dream. It is

only Visnu alone, who is capable of this, and not any Jiva; for the Jiva

never sees anything in dreamless sleep.

(The phrase "jLtma Eva Asya Jyotir Bhavati, " " the JLtina is his

light, " in Mantra 6, has been explained as ' God is his light '
, and the

word JUm& has been explained as meaning God. But in Mantra 9 it is
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said :
—"Atra Ayam Purusah Svayarn Jyotir Bhavati " (here this man

becomes his own light). This contradicts the above explanation. It

means, that the Jiva becomes his own light, in the condition of sleep.

How do you explain this ? To this, the author replies:—

)

In this (Atra), namely, in deep sleep, as well as in the other two

states also, the Lord Visnu is Himself the Light of the Jiva. The Lord

is the light of the Jiva in all conditions ; but He is especially so in the

condition of sleep, because in that condition there is a total absence of

any other extraneous light.

(Therefore, this text does not contradict the above statement.)

(Moreover, the text of Mantra 9, quoted above, cannot apply to the

Jiva, for this reason also :—

)

The Jiva, when in deep slumber, cannot certainly himself see the

sights. It is, therefore, not he who sees these fine and subtle sights ; for

the Jiva is not an independent seer, but is made to see dreams, etc., by

the Lord. This sentence, therefore, applies more appropriately to the

Lord, for He, the Seer of the subtle, sees everything.

(Or, it may be explained thus:—We have explained that the seeing

of joy or of sinful worlds in deep sleep does not belong to the Jiva, but

to the Lord Visnu only. How do we say so ? In answer to this, we

Bay :—The Jiva himself cannot Bee independently these worlds ; there-

fore, the text does not apply to the Jiva. He is made to see by the Seer

of all, namely, by God.)

(In this Mantra occurs the word Sarvavatah. It is generally

translated " from the whole world. " The author shows that Sarvavatah

is a compound word. The long %n in it means " from all sides, " and

Barvavatah is the accusative plural of Sarvavat. He says :—

)

The word Sarvavatah in the text of the Upanifad moans(A Samantat

Sarvavatah) taking all the knowledges.

AV/ir —It cannot mean " the whole woild, " because the whole world does not go into

dreamless sleep, at one and the same time. It means taking up all the objects of consciousness in

the waking condition. The word Sarvavata means those who have all the objects of consciousness

within thorn.

(The author now explains the words Svena bhasa, svena jyotisa,

in this Mantra. Both the words Bha and the word Jyotis mean light.

The author explains the difference between these).

By the word " Bhasa " in the text external manifestation (light) and
by " Jyotisa " internal manifestation (light) are meant,
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MANTUA IV. 3. 10.

HrHT TOT 5T ^l*U^TOT%*CSFc*ro TOT^ TO-

g^: ug^aifl *^ %*xm\:^nnm ^sr^r

nojFfT'a &F<rn q^fcift: ^ f| k&A

ii y» n

99 Tatra, there ; in the dreamy condition, as well as in Antariksa

and in heaven. WT: Rathah, chariots, sf Na, not. wtfh Bhavanti, are

(from before). wAnts Rathayog&h, the horses ; those that are

yoked to a chariot. «f Na, not. «f*Tf«T: I'anthanah, roads, q Na, not. «w
Atha, now ; it is then. Tll^ tt^than, chariots. ?«TltnT«3( Rathayogan, the

horses, those that are yoked to a chariot.. <t«i: Pathah, paths
; roads.

Srijate, creates. These things are created according to the karma, or

previous deeds of the man. a* Tatra, there ; in the dreamy condition,

as well as in Antariksa and in heaven. VR'^i: Anandah, the beatitudes,

or pleasures derived from one's own self. Spiritual joys, g^i Mudiih,

pleasures that are derived from the gross things. Gtobs material

pleasures. JTJJ3[: Praraudah, pleasures that are derived from gross things

of a purer kind. Refined material joys. «T Na, not. TT^ftl Bhavanti, are
;

exist (from before). WT Atha, now : then and there. Wjsf^T^ Anand&n,
the beatitudes. g^: Mudah, gross pleasures, irg^: Praraudah, the

refined pleasures. *J3T% Srijate, (He) creates. These are outcome of the

previous karma of the man. a?l Tatra, there ; in the dreamy condition,

as well as in Antariksa and in heaven world, tfltffi: Ves&ntah, the houses.

The usual form is #¥<lf: Ves>ah. js^frnq: Huskarinyah, the tanks with

lotuses. 5r&!i: Sravantyah, the current*
;
the flowing (rivers). iT Na, not.

*tff& Bhavanti, are ; exist (from before). %W Atha, no*v : then and there.

^ofcrffiT. Vesantan, the houses. 3«*f^«i: Puskarinyah, the tanks with

lotuses. 3tf«ft: The flowing rivers. *J3R| Srijate, creates, ff Eii, indeed,

verily, m Sah, He ; the Paramatinan. SEW? KartA, the Agent ; the

Creator.

10. " There (in dream condition, in astral plane, in Svarga-

lokah and in Mukti) there are no chariots, nor (any horses to be)

yoked to those chariots, nor are there any roads. He (the

Supreme Lord) creates the chariots, the chariot-yoked horses

and the roads then and there. There are no beatitudes, nor
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(gross) pleasures, nor (refined) joys (there existing) from before,

but the Lord creates them then and there, these beatitudes,

pleasures and joys. There are there no houses, nor lakes, nor

rivers from before, but the Lord creates them then and there,

the houses, the lakes and the rivers (for the Jivas). Because

He is, verily, the All-creator."—261.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In this Mantra, there occur the words : " There are no (real) chariots

in that state, no horses, no roads, but He Himself sends forth (creates)

chariots, horses and roads." These words have been explained to apply

to the state of dream only. The Commentator shows that they apply not

only to the dream condition, but also to the astral plane as well as to the

heaven-world (Svarga) and Antariksa :—

)

Neither in the dream state (Svapna) nor in the astral plane

(antariksa) nor in the heaven-world (svarga), there exist chariots, etc.,

already from before. The Lord Hari Himself creates them, for the time

being, according to the Karmas of the Jivas (who are to enjoy these

objects in the dream state or in the astral plane, or in the heaven-world).

Thus it is in the MahamitnaAsa.

Note.—The objects seen in these three conditions and planes differ fiom the objects

seen in the physical plane, in this, that the objects of the physical plane are created by the Lord

from before, and the Jivas see them all from the time of their birth, and that these objects are

common to all the Jtvas dwelling in the physical plane. But the objects seen in dream or those

found in the Antariksa-world, or in the Svarga-Loka .no not created from before, but they are

created then and there , only for the time being, and for each individual Jiva,as he enters

these places

(An objector says :—All the references in this Mantra, as well as in

the other Mantras of this Biahmaiiam, are made with regard to the Jivas.

Are there any references in them to the Lord, so as to prevent the

application of these Mantras to the Jivas, and to confine their application

to the Lord ? The author now shows that there are such phrases in these

Mantras which, by no force of construction, can apply to the Jivas:—

)

The word Atraan, when applied to the Jiva, means one's own ego or

self. So the word Atman is a well-known word, meaning one's own self

when applied to the Jiva. But we find in this Brahmanam Janaka
asking in Mantra seven, who is that Atman ? Had he meant by the word
Atman his own ego, he would not have put this question, for every one

knows his own ego.

(Had the word Atman in the Mantra 7 meant Jiva and had

Yajfiavalkya meant to say that the Jiva is his own light, then there would
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have been no meaning in the question, " Kataina Atma," " who is the
k\t,mk ? " For every one knows that his own " I " is the Atman for him.
The author shows another phrase also in this Brahraanam which indicates

that the reference here is to the Paratnatman, and not to the Jiva.;

In Mantra seven occur the words, "He remaining the same (Samana),

travels along the two worlds." Now, this is clearly a reference to the

Paratnatman, and not to the Jiva, for the Jiva does not remain the same
in travelling through the two states, jagrat or waking, and svaima or

dreaming, as he is differentiated by the possession of pleasure and pain.

The Jiva undergoes a change in passing through these two states, so he
cannot bo said to be Samana or changeless. The Jiva enjoys either

pleasure or pain
;
namely, in the world he has generally pain, while in

the Svarga he has the experience of all pleasures. So he is not Samana in

these two Lokas. The difference consists in the diiferenco of pleasure and
pain which he has in one condition, and which he has not in the other.

(An objeotor says :—Though the Jiva may have pain in the worldly

condition, and pleasure in the heavenly state, yet we say that he is Samana

or the same, because both pleasure and pain are false, and have no real

existence. To this, the author says :—
•)

There is no proof that pleasure and pain are unreal, (and merely

imaginary and wrongly attributed to the Jiva, as the blue colour is

wrongly attributed to the colourless sky).

Note.—The proofs are either ( i) perception, or (2) inference, or (3) sacred texts, or (4)

presumption, or (5) non-existence, or (6) comparison, etc. Hy none of these proofs can it

be shown that pleasure and pain are unreal. (1) The sky is pi overt to be not blue, by the

very fact of perception, but no one has ever perceived the unreality of pleasuie anil pain.

There is the absence of PratyaUsa proof. On the other hand, every one knows directly the

reality of pleasuie and pain. (2) There is no inferential proof, either that pleasure and

pain are unreal, for theie exists no universal premise from which suih a conclusion may be drawn.

(3) There is no script uial proof to the effect that these are unreal. If the text Neha nj nisti, etc.,

be quoted to prove this, that text has already been explained in a realistic sense. (4) Nor is there

any proof of Upamini or comparison here. For a comparison can take place with a thing alieady

existing. Unreality cannot be compared with any existing object. (5) Nor can Abhiva or non-

existence be any proof of the non-existence of pleasure and pain, for their existence is proved by

direct perception.

(It is not only through the absence of any proof that we say that

pleasure and pain are not false, but, on the contrary, there are direct

sacred texts to prove that the world is real. The author, therefore,

says :—

)

In the ts&vasya Upanisad it is said *reraei?fl5irf^ «1^T^3W3l*«I;

(Mantra 8), which means " from eternal years, the Lord has

ordained all objects in their real form (YathA Tathyatorthan Vyadadhat)."

(This Mantra, therefore, shows that the world is Y&tha Tathya or real*
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and not Mithya.) Similarly, in the Gita (XVI. 8) we find it declared that

Asuraa only say that the world is unreal t
—

' The universe is nnreal,

without basis, " they say, " without a God
;
brought about by mutual

union, and caused by lust and nothing else."

That the world is real and not false, is proved also by the venerable

author of the Vedanta Sutras. In sutra, II. 2. 29, he says :

" And on account of the difference of characteristics (the world is

not unreal) as those of dream, etc., are."

(There are other Sutras also of the Lord Badarayana to the same
effect. Thus the Sutras II. 2. 26 and II. 2. 28, in which he says : "(Ex-

istence) does not spring from non-existence, that not being observed" and

"The non-existence (of external things, i e., of the world) cannot be

maintained, on account of our being conscious of them. ")

(An objector says :—Admitting that in our present state of existence

there is no perception of the unreality of pleasure and pain, yet in some

future condition there will arise the realization that pleasure and pain

are unreal, and that the world never was, nor is, nor will exist in future;

and that this is the highest teaching of Vedanta, and it is perceived as

a direct intuition when that stage of evolution is reached. This ex-

perience of Vedanta realization is a proof in favour of the unreality of the

world. Nor does this experience contradict those sacred texts which

maintain that the world is real. Those texts refer to the reality of the world

in Vyavaharika Satta only, namely, they apply to the ordinary unillu-

miued condition of mankind. The real truth is that the world is unreal.

To this, the authors ays :—

)

There is no proof that anybody has ever experienced or will ever

experience in some future condition that the world is unreal, and that it

neither was in the past, nor exists in the present, nor will come into

non-existence in future. (No one ever had any such experience, nor is

there any proof that such experience is possible in the future.)

(An objector says:— The Sutra of Badarayana, II. 2.29, quoted by

you, is wrongly applied by you. In that Sutra, the world as it exists is

shown to be real, in the sense, that it has a temporary reality, and does

not vanish so quickly as the dream-world. Therefore, that S&tra says

this world has not the characteristics of the dream world. But all the

same, it is unreal, for it vanishes after some time. Moreover, that Sutra

is a refutation of the Doctrine of the Madhyainikas or, the Sunyav&dins

or nihilists, who maintain that everything is void and nothing whatever

is real. It is not a Sutra directed against the Advaitins or Mayavadins.
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The Commentator, therefore, shows that there is no difference between

the Sunyavadins and the Mayavadins in this respect :—

)

(If you say, that we, Mayavadins, believe that the world has perma-

nency for some little time, then we reply) that the Sunyavadins also

believe that for a momentary period, the world has some permanency, and

that the Sutru, II. 2. 29 equally refutes the M&y&vAda as well as

Sftnyavada, otherwise that Sutra would become redundant. For, if that

fcfitra, II. 2. 29, meant to say that the waking-world differs from the

dream world in having a temporary reality, while the dream-world has

not even that temporary reality, then that Sutra would be no refutation

of Sunyav&da. Because the Sunyavadins also believe that the world has a

temporary existence and is not absolutely void. Since the Sunyavadin

also believes in the temporary existence of the world, therefore the Sutra,

11,3.29, must be taken to mean that the world is permanently real, and

not tetnporarily real : that it is not a Vyavaliarika Satta, but a Paratnar-

thika Satta. The Sunyavadins say :

" The reality is said to be of two sorts, the obscured and the

transcendental. The obscured or Samvritain reality in the Vywvaharika

or empirical reality, while the total cessation of saavriti is the absolute

reality. "

Thus the Sunyavadins also believe in the temporary reality of the

world, like the Mayavadins. Therefore, the author says :—

)

The text of the Sutra II. 2. 29, therefore, is intended to refute the

doctrine of those persons who believe in the unreality of the world; and it

shows that there will never come any experience of the nature maintained

by the Mayavadins, namely, that there is a stage when one realises that this

world never was in the past, nor exists in the present, nor will come into

existence in the future. (That Sutra is not capable of any other explana-

tion. Difference between the waking and the dream objects, consists in

the absolute reality of the waking-object, and the relative reality of the

dream object; that is the true meaning of the Sutra, II. 2. 29.)

An objeotor says :—The objects of dream are also created by the

Lord ; how can they be unreal ? They must be as real as the objects of

waking consciousness. To this, we reply, that by the word " dream " in

that Sutra is meant " the idea of attributing the reality of waking

consciousness to the dream consciousness. " It means that when a person

is dreaming, he thinks and wrongly thinks that the objects, which he is
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seeing in dream are the very same objects which exist in the waking

world. This notion is wrong. The true idea would be when the dreamer

will think the dream-objeots to be what they really are, namely, that

they are dream-objects createdby the Lord, for that particular individual,

and that they are not waking-objects.

[The Advaitin may say we are not S&nyavadins, because we believe

that the world is indescribable and ineffable (Anirvachaniya) ; while the

Sunyavadins do not believe so. To them we say, 'TftThat do you mean by

the world being Anirvachaniya ? Do you mean that the world does not

exist at all, that it never existed in the past, and that it will never exist

in future, and that the experiencing of this truth is the Anirvachaniya ?

Or do you not believe this? If you say, we do not mean the first

alternative, then there is no difference between you and us. But if yon

say that by Anirvachaniya we mean that state of consciousness in which

one realises that the world neither was in the past, nor exists in the

present, nor will ever come into existence in the future, then, we answer

with the Commentator';—

]

There is no difference between the experiencing of the Sflnya or

Void of the Sflnyavadins, and the experiencing of the Anirvachaniya
by the Mayavadins.

(Both mean one. and the same thing, though they express it in differ-

ent words. When the Sfinyavadin says the world is unreal, and when

you say the world is Anirvachaniya, both of you mean the same thing.

The experiences of both of you point to one common fact, namely, the

unreality of the world.)

The Advaitin may say:—I admit the possibility of this experience,

yet the experiencing of the Anirvachantya is t-eparate and distinguishable

from the experiencing of the Sfinya or Void by the Sunyavadins. The

distinction lies in the object, in the action and in the mode of realization.

To this, we reply that there is no such difference. The Paramarthika

Satta of the &unyavadin is the same as yours. Therefore, it is only a

verbal distinction between you and they, and not a real distinction.

(An objector may say :—How is the Sutra, II. 2.29, applicable to

us, the Mayavadins ? That S&trais propounded by the Lord Badarayana

to refute the Sunyavadins. He never meant to refute the Advaitins. To

this, we reply :—that that portion of the Sutra which refutes the Sunya-

vada is equally applicable to your doctrine also. Therefore, the Com-
mentator says ;—

)

In the conception of Moksa or final release, there is no difference

between the doctrines of the Sfinyavadins and of the Mayavadins,
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(Though there is a difference between the M&yAvadins and the

Sunyavadins, so far as the rales of JLohara or social conduct .go, yet so

far as philosophical doctrines go, there is absolutely no difference

between these two schools. Both seek to establish the same point, namely,

the unreality of the world. Therefore, the Sutra, II. 2. 29, is not irrelevant

to the Mayavada position, though that Sutra is primarily intended for the

refutation of the doctrine of the Sunyavadins.)

[How do you say that, philosophically, there is no difference between
the dunyavada and the Mayavada ? To this, we reply 5—that the differ*

ence must be either (I) in the conception of the summum bonum by the two

schools or (2) in the methods of practice in realizing this summum bonum,

or (3) in the highest conclusion sought to be established by these two

schools or (4) in the difference of conclusions arrived at by these two

schools. The Commentator shows that the difference does not lie in the

first point, namely, in the summum bonum. He says:—

r

There is no difference between these two. schools, so far as the

summum bonum is concerned, for the highest end sought by them both

is Moksa, or final release. (The 2$unyavadin seeks Moksa, as well as the

May&vadin. The aim of both is the same. So far, therefore, there is no

difference between them). r

(Nor is there any difference between them, as regards the means'

(Sadhana) or practices adopted by them to reaoh the same. According

to the Mayavadin, the removal of Avidya or nescience is the means of

attaining Moksa. According to the Sunyav&din, the removal of SaAvfiti is

the means Of attaining Moksa. Now, Samvriti has the same meaning as

the word Avidya, for sa&vriti means the obscuration of., knowledge,;

while Avidya means want of knowledge. Samvriti comes from the root

*m meaning completely, and % ' to cover or obscure.')
_

,
.

(According to the Mayavadins, the removal of Avidya is, Atman,

Atmaivajfianahauih. According to the Suoyavadin, the dunya ia said to

be the removal- of Samvriti (Samvriti-Nivrittih Sunyamatrain). Thus the.

Sunya of the Sunyav&din is the Atman of the Mayavadin, so there is no

difference in the Sadhanss of these two schools ; for the means employed

by both is the same, namely, the removal of Avidya or Saaivriti.)

(Nor is there any difference in the highest conclusion sough,1 *° be.

established by t^em both. For the aim of both is to establish the proposJi

tion that the world is unreal.)
,

:
t •£

(Nor, is there any difference between these two schools in their idea;

of Moksav According to the Mayavadins, Moksa is a oondition of Brahmft?

Bhava, While according to. the Sunyav&da,. Moksa is a farm .of SadTa^

61
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Bh&va. Thus the Brahma-Bhava of the Mayavadin is the same as the

Sflnyabhava of the Sfinyavadin. The £(hiyavadins say:— Tad-Bhavam

Toginam Nayet.)

The Advaitins Bay :— According to oar doctrine, Brahman being

of the nature of supreme bliss, our goal is to get to this Brahman, or to

get this supreme bliss. The 3uny avadins merely want to go to £unya or

void. Their Sunya is not bliss. So there is a difference between us and

Sunyavadins." To this, we reply :—" Here also there is no difference.

You M&y&v&dins want to become Brahman or to become bliss. Ton do

not say. "We want to experience bliss." Yon say, " We want to become

bliss." When one becomes bliss, according to you, one has no consciousness

of bliss. One does not enjoy bliss. For you do not believe that there is

any consciousness of any enjoyment in that condition. For you say that

the Self cannot become the object of Self-consciousness. According to

you, Brahman is merely bliss and light. This cannot be the highest end.

Tt is a state of inertness. It is thus like saying, " I do not want to taste

sugar, or its sweetness, but I wish to become sugar." What is the good

of one's becoming sugar, if one has no consciousness of its sweetness.

The want of consciousness cannot be the highest end of man; in fact,

there is no difference in this unconscious Brahraa-Bhava of the Mayavadin,

and the Sftnyabhaya of the Madhyamikas,

(The Ma\&vadin says :—" The Sunyavadin believes that the destruc-

tion of Atman is M iksa. But we do not say so. We believe that in

Moksa the Atman exists in the form of eternal knowledge. Why do you

then say that there is no difference between the Mayavadin and the

Sunyavadin ? To this, the author replies :—

)

There is no difference between the Sfinyavadin and the Mayavadin,

by the mere assertion of the one that the Atman exists in Moksa in the

form of eternal knowledge. It is merely a verbal distinction.

(By the mere assertion that the Atman exists in the form of eternal

knowledge in Moksa, there is no distinction between the Mayavadins, who

make this assertion, and the SunyavAdir s. Because the ^unyayAdins also

admit the existence of an Atman in the condition of Mukti, only they say

that this Atman ha< then the form of Sunya. By Sunya they do not mean

absolute non-existence, for otherwise they would n it have taught the

reaching of this condition of Sunya, in their command, " Tad-Bhavam

loginam Nayet." Sfinya, therefore, is a substance according to them;

for no one would teach '* Try to reach the un substantiality." If the

S&nyavadin did not believe in an Atman, then who would reach this

condition ? What the dunyavadin* mean by the word* the Atman is
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destroyed in Mukti," is, that in Mukti, the Atinan loses it* agency, its

enjoyment of fruits, and its reasoning faculty, etc. It is only in these

respects, that the Atman is lost, and Dot that there is no Atman at all in

Mukti. Terefore, here also there is no difference between the Sunyav&diB
and the M&yavadm.)

The May&vadm says :— Though the SftnyavAdins admit the mere
existence of Atman, in the state of Mukti, yet they do not admit that the

Atman has eternal knowledge in that condition. We, Mayavadins, believe

that in Mukti the Atman has Nitya Jfiana.

(To this, we reply :—That according to your opinion also the mere
possession of Nityajfiana by Atman in Mukti is merely a sentence only,

consisting of words, but they convey no meaning. It is merely a verbal

statement, and not a real fact.)

(Here the Advaitin may say :— Why do you say that it is a verbal

statement only? To this, we reply :— If Atman be of the nature ef

knowledge, is that knowledge relative to some object known, or is that

knowledge unrelated to any object of knowledge ? If you say that the

knowledge of the Atman is Mukti, and has no relation to any object

known, for in Mukti there exist no objects, then our author says;—)

In the absence of an object of knowledge, there is absence also of

knowledge itself. For there is no proof at all that knowledge can exist

without an object to be known.

(If knowledge can exist without an object to be known, then such

an Atman would be like a pot that knows no object, though it exists. In

that condition a pot would also be knowledge, for it has no object to be

kuown.)

(If the Advaitin says ;—But, in Mukti, the Atman has an object of

knowledge, it has itself its own object of knowledge. It knows "1 exist;"

it asserts «« I know myself. " To this, the author says :—

)

There is no proof at all that the thing called knowledge (Jfianam)

can exist without an object of knowledge.

(If you say that in Mukti there is an object of knowledge, what is

that object ? Is that objeot separate from one's own self, or is it one's own

self ? It cannot be an object separate from one's own self ; for, accord-

ing to the Mayavadins, there is no other self-existing in Moksa, except

one's own self. Moreover, according to the Mayavadins, only an object

existing in the present time can become an object of knowledge, bat in

Moksa there is no time, such as present. If you say that in Moksa the

objeot of knowledge is one's own self, then the author says :—

)
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In Moksa one's own self is not the object of knowledge, for that is

TSot the position taken up by the Mayavadins; for they say the self cannot

-be the object of knowledge, for then there would be confusion between

the subject ; and the object for the subject knowing would become the

object known.

. (Of one verb there cannot be the same noun, both the agent and the

object.)

(According to them, in Mukti, the Atman has the mere form of know-

ledge, and if they believe that Atman knows itself, then it would come to

Baying "knowledge knows knowledge, " or knowledge itself is the subject

of the verb " knows, " and is also the object of the same verb. Which
comes to this, that the subject becomes also the object.)

(Having thus established that there can be no knowledge without an

object of knowledge, the author now proceeds to show that without a

subject knowing, there can be no knowledge. According to the May&ya-

dins, knowledge only is the form of Atman in Mukti, and knowledge

cannot be the subject of any act of knowing. So, the. author says :—

)

. The M&y&vadins do not admit that knowledge is agent to the verb 'to

know, * Ho experience/ &c. They do not say that knowledge knows itself.

(According to them, there is no agent to the verb ' to know ;
' for,

according to them, knowledge being the essence of Atman, there is no

agent to the verb ' know.' Therefore, if it be said that this very know-

ledge, which is the essence of Atman, becomes the agent of knowing, then

it is open to the following objection. Namely, then the Mayavadins have

to admit that knowledge has the power of becoming an a^ent; and that,

consequently, it has the power of experiencing himself. But the Mayava-

dins hold that in Mukti the Atman is Nirvisesa, or without any qualifying

attributes.)

(In fact, according to the M&y&vadins, in the state of Mukti, there is

no knower, nor an object of knowledge, but mere knowledge. 'But what

is the objection to such a belief ?'—they say. We reply : It is like

this, that there is no subject matter of speech nor a speaker, yet there

is a speech ; or there is no eatable, nor an eater, and yet there is Bating.

There is no place to go, there is ho goer, yet there is going. All these

absurdities wll have to be admitted, if it be said that in Mukti there is no

knower, nor an object of knowledge, but that still there is knowledge.

Thus this also shows that there is no difference between the doctrines

of the Sftnyavadins and of the M&y&vadins.) '

(Nor is there any difference between these two .schools in their

methods of S&dhana. The Sttnyavadins say that the realization of the
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Sunya is the method of getting Mukti. The M&yavAdins say the reali-

zation of Brahma-Advaita is the method of Mukti.)

(The objector may say, ,cThere is a third alternative. The Maya-
vadins say that Brahman alone is the Tattva or the substance, but the

Sunyavadins do not believe in any substance. They say it is Sunya or

Void, there is no substance. Therefore, there is a difference in the reali-

zation of a substance like Brahman, and in the realization of a non-entity

like Void or Sunyam. Thus the objects sought by these' two schools are

different. One seeks Brahman, which is a substance ; the other seeks

am, which is no substance." To this, we reply ;
—"The Sunyam of

the Suuyavadin has no difference from the Brahman of the Mayav&din.

Why so ? Because as the author says :—

)

The Mayavadins believe that Brahman has no attributes, and that,

therefore, it is as good as a Sunyam or Void.

(The Sunyavadins also say that their J$unyam is also Nirvisesa.

They say ;—

)

Admitting that there is no difference between Brahman and Sunyam,

because Brahman has no attributes, yet is it not possible that there may

be difference between Brahman and Sunyam in other respects? To this

also, the author answers in the same words:

—

There is no difference between the Suuyavadin and the Mayav&din
;

for the Sunyavadins also admit that their Sunya has no attributes,

like the Brahman of the Mayavadins. For they say their Sunyam is

Nirvisesam. (Thus Sunyam' and Brahman might be different, if there had

been any differentiating attributes. A pot is different from a cloth,

because of their possessing different attributes. But Brahman and Sunyam

cannot be different from each other, because Brahman has also no

attributes and the Sunyam has also no attributes; since both, having no

attributes, there can be nothing to distinguish them. Therefore, both

are identical.)
1

(If you any there is difference in the attributes of Brahman and

Sunyam, then we ask, where is that difference ? If you say Brahman hajS

the attribute of creating, preserving and destroying the universe, and

that Sflnyam has no such attributes, to this the author replies again in the

same words:—) -•
: . .

-
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" There is no difference, because of the admission." According to

you, Mayavadm, Brahman does not create, etc., really. It is only an ima-

ginary creation. The Buddha Brahman is not the cause of creation, for

you say it is Ignorance, supervening on Brahman, which is the cause of

tbe creation of the universe. In this respect also there is no difference

between the J&lnyavada and the Mayavada. For the Sunyavadins say

that it is the supervening of Samvriti on Sunyam that there is creation,

as in the following line :

—

Visvakaram cha samvrityft yasya tatpadam aksayam.

(In fact, there are no distinguishing marks between Sunyain and

Brahman.)

If you say that Brahman of ours is Satyam, Jfianain, etc., to this we
say, that these qualities of truth, knowledge, etc., do not exist in Brahman
in the highest state. For Mayftvadins hold that from a PAratnarthika point

of view, Brahman is absolutely attributeless. But—say the May&viidins

—

we believe in Brahman being opposed to falsehood, in Vy&vaharika world

at least. For our doctors say :

—

To this also, the author answers in the same words; Nirvisesatva-

angikarttt.

The May&v&dins are really the same as the Sunyavadins, for

the latter also believe in these attributes of their Sunyam. They

say :

—

artwrcfffc f:«i»ag«r*T aftafaflfa *n u

As Brahman is opposed toanritam (falsehood), jadatn (inert matter),

so 6uny am is opposed also to jadyam ; as Brahman is opposed to all

faults ending in duhkham, so Sunyam also is opposed to all faults of

Sa&vriti enumerated in the list ending with duhkham. So here also,

there is no difference in these two conceptions.

Nor is there any difference between Brahman and Sunyam, in the

possession by one of the attributes contradictory to the other . What are

the contradictory attributes which you say distinguish them ? Is it that

Brahman is existence (bh&va) and f§unyam is abhava or non existence ?

Or that Brahman is a substance (sattva) and S&nyam is a non-entity

(a-sattva) ? Or that Brahman has goodness (guna) and Sunya has faults

(ddsa) ? Or that Brahman is to be sought (upAdeyam) and that Sunyam is

to be avoided (heyam) ? Or anything else ? This also is answered by the

same Aphorism:

—
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There is no difference between Brahman andSunyam, because of the

acceptance of attributes by both.

The attributes of Bhava, sattva, gunas, &c, said to exist in Brahman,
are imaginary only (kalpanika), and not paramarthika. The Sunyavadins
also admit the possession of these attributes by Sunyara. They say :

tot nx si $H gin *t 11

But—say tho M&y&vadins—Why do you say that Brahman has no
gunas ? Our Brahman has gunas. To this, our author answers by the

same Aphorism :

—

Because by your admitting that Brahman is nirviseBa or without any
attributes.

Had Brahman possessed any qualities in the Paramarthika state,

then he could not be said to be nirvisesa.

But—says the May&v&din—the very faot that there are two words,

Brahman and Sunyain, shows that they must denote two different objects.

We ask, what do you mean by the word Brahman ? Do you take

this word in its principal sense or in a secondary sense ? If you take it

in its principal sense, is it a derivative word, or a non-derivative word;

or partly derivative and partly non-derivative ? It cannot be the first.

For Brahman means, literally, "fulness of attributes," as say the $ruti j—

•

Why is it called Brahman ? because the attributes are in their

/ullneaa in him.

And, according to your opinion, " attributes " cannot exist in

Brahman. So the principal derivative meaning is not what you mean by

Brahman- For, according to you, Brahman is Nirvisesa, it is unlimited

by time, space and substantiality, it is only a greatness, a greatness

without any attribute. The jgunyavadins also admit such a greatness,

without any attributes, in their Sunyara, as has already been shown in

the above quotation. Nor is the word Brahman used by you in its se-

condary sense, because it does not prove your position, and it proves

something against your position. As the word 'pot' is applied to a

substance having certain qualities, will you tell us what are the qualities

possessed by your Brahman ? But, according to you, Brahman has no

.
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quality. So Brahman is a mare word with you, and you cannot describe

it. In fact, you cannot- explain the word which you are using.

Thus, from all these reasona it can be .shown that Brahman is. not

different from jguayam. For s&nyavadins also say that £unyam cannot

be described by words, as you say that Brahman cannot be described by

words. There is this saying of the J&unyavadins :

—

Thus we have shown that there is no distinction in its essence

between the Sunyam of the Madhyamikas and the Brahman of the

Mayav'idins. Therefore, in their highest conclusion, there is no difference

between these two schools.

Having thus established the non -difference between the M&j-aradins

and the j^unyavadins, the Commentator concludes :

—

Athasunyavadina eva tepi.

Therefore, it follows, that the Mayav&dins are also the same as $un-

yavadins.

Therefore, pleasure and pain are not false and unreal, but they

are real ; and, therefore, as the Jiva has pleasure and pain in whatever

state he may be, ha cannot be said to be Sara&na or unchangeable.

(The author next explains the words Muda, Pramuda and Ananda
used in this Mantra :—

)

The word " Ananda " means the enjoyment of the bliss which is the

real nature of the Self " Atrnari ;" hence spiritual bliss. The word

"Muda" means the pleasure derived from the baser worldly objects, whilst

" Pramuda " means the higher pleasure derived from the better class of

worldly objects.

This is also in the same book.

MANTEA IV. 3. 11.

Tat, to that effect. Bte, these. Jjf^ter: glokah, the verses ; the:

mantras ftf the Vedas. *nffir Bhavanti, are. ffcvipt: Hiranmayah, of

golden hue ; or storehouse of pleasures and beatitudes, fgsftffea: deposi-

tory. ' fws pleasure; of, WP^ beatitudes. »TiT«*full. The eternally fall =

storehouse of aU pleasures and' beatitudes. - Ekah,. the, cUief the
s
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unique. ^W. Hamsah, the Wanderer, the Voyager (from Han, to

wander ; with the affix sr 'A) one who wanders). Pnrnsah, Pamsa
;

the Paramatman. ?^;r Svapnena, with dream or with Moksa, or with

heaven. %nftt Sariram, the Jiva. The embodied one. ' srHw??? Abhipra-

hafcya, having joined. «T§8: Asuptnh, sleepless, dreamless ; one who

knows no sleep or dreams ; one who has no heaven for the reward of His

karma, or one who gets no Moksa. The Paramatman \% beyond the limits

of Samadhi, Svarga or Moksa. $51% Suptan, in the dreamy condition, or

in heaven, or in Moksa. (Supply, wnfta^ Sariran after it). f«faqiM><flfft

Abhichakagfti, sees gsi Sokram, (him) who has attachment through o/rief

or ignorance; the Jiva. 3jq? = sjfc grief, ^reattached. Grief-bound, Wtajl

Adaya, taking. g!f: Pmmh. a^ain. Wf Srhanaw, the plaise , the wakeful

state ;
the earth or the created world, tjfif liti, comes down.

n. " On this (point, proving the difference between the

Jiva and the Lord), there are the following (authoritative) verses

(Mantras of the Veda.)

" Having joined the Jiva with the dream condition (or with

Susupti, or Svarga, or with Moksa, as the case may be), Himself

remaining without sleep, He looks upon these Jivas so sleeping.

Again (after showing these conditions of dream, etc.), He takes up

the Jiva (sukram " the grief-attached") and returns to (the original)

place (from which He had started, whether it was the waking

state or the Bhu-loka or the Samsara or Mukti). He is the

Golden-hued Person, the Unique Wanderer.—262.

Note.—This Mantra pruves that the Muktas or Released souls even return to the world.

Hut now they are co-workers with God.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In this Mantra occurs the word Sukra : it is thus explained by the

Commentator :—

)

The phrase Sukram Adaya in this Mantra means " taking up the

Jiva." The word Sukra means the Jiva. It comes from the root 5uk,

meaning grief, and ra, meaning attached to. He who is attached to grief,

or loves the objects which lead to sorrow, is called Sukra or sorrow-

attached. It is the name of the Jiva. This is also in the same book.

The word Hiranmaya, occurring in this Mantra, means He in whom
is placed the fullness from eternity of all bliss. It is composed of four

words, namely, hi, meaning Hita or placed or containing ; and ra meaning

pleasure (Rati) and na meaning joy, maya meaning full and eternal. He
who in his essential nature has full and oternal joy and bliss withm him-

62
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»elf. Or, this word Hiranmayn may mean having the colour of gold. In

both these meanings, it is a name of the Lord Vasudeva, having a golden

hue.

The word Ekaha&sa occurs in this Mantra. It means literally one

Swan. The word Bka means One, and denotes here the Supreme, and

the word < hamsa' means swan or Spirit. Hamsa comes from the root

han, to go. He who goes to or journeys through all the worlds, to this

world and to the next world, is called Hamsa. Eka-hamsa therefore, means

the chief Rover, the sole traveller, the highest goer. This is also in the same

book.

Note.—The Lord Viyu has also the form of a swan. lie is also a great traveller or hamsa ;

but the Lord Vasudeva is the chief. Therefore, He is called the Ekahamsa or the single swan

or the chief traveller.

(An objector may say, the Lord shows to the Jiva all dream-objects,

like elephants, etc., within the Jiva, because the materials out of which

these objects are created are the Vasanas or latent impressions, existing in

the mind of the Jiva. These dream-objects do not exist outside of the

Jiva, as is said in the following words:

—

srafrrafeg ¥tesT?T^ ?&*3it q^»w: sr<?sfaif?i sfoiro asm %fe iftit* fRr

To this, the author answers :—

)

The Lord sometimes takes a portion of the Jiva with Him and goes

out ; just as He did in dream take away Arjuna to the Kailasa mountain.

Note.—Only a portion of the Jiva is taken out of the body, by the Lord, in the dream

condition
;
otherwise, if the entire Jiva was to go out of the body, it would die. Moreover,

the J!va here does not mean the human Jiva, but the Deva Jiva. The human J!va has no

parts. The Deva J!va can go out, in parts, from his body and leave a part of himself in the

body, to maintain the bodily functions. What then becomes of the above words which say that

dreams are generally created out of the Vasanas or latent impressions of the J!va ? To this, the

author answers :—

As a general rule, the Lord shows the Jivas all the dreams inside

the Jiva, and they are created out of the Vasanas of the Jiva. So there is

nothing contradictory in the above verse, for it is in exceptional cases

only that the Lord takes a Jiva partially out of his body, to another place,

to show him the dream objects there.

mantra IV. 3. 12.

.,, gtoln Pranena, with the help of the Prana, i.e., with apart of the

Jiva ; or it may mean—with the help of the chief of the Pranas. The
Jjtva of a Dava has parts, contrary to that of a human Jiva. am? Avaram,
.the inferior, because it is the outcome of the karma, ^tftf Kolayam, the
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body; the nest, Haksan, preserving; guarding. WJ?fs Ammah, the

immortal. J^J Purusah, the Purusa ; the Paramatman. fisHWl Kul&yafc,

from the body. *ffc: Bahih, outside. <qft?9r Charitva, going. (Supply,

ai^ wfwiWfftfa' Tan Abhich&kasiti, sees them, I.e., the Jivas ; or supply

:g*>m^n Ji: f^sri^Wl^Rr Sukraraadayapunah KulayarupaA sthanameti,

taking the Jiva that has attachment through ignorance comes back again

to that place which is the body), n: Sah, that. SJTa: Atnritah, the

immortal. ffl'JJI: Hiranmayah, of golden hue. Ekah, the chief,

jfa: Hamsah, wanderer, g^i Purusah, Purusa j the Paramatman. «T*

Yatra, where. (£ttf Kamam, object of desire. faff tyate, is known ; is

inferred. Since the objects cannot be SJcfs (Svatantra) or independent,

it is inferred that there i9 some body else.

12. "Guarding with a portion of the Jiva, the lower nest

(the gross body), the Immortal having gone out of the body (with

a portion of the Jiva, then brings it back again.) That Immortal

Golden-hued Person, the Unique Voyager, knows whenever there

is an object of desire (and makes such object known to the

Jiva)."—263.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Therefore, there is nothing contradictory in the Mantra when it

says that the Lord takes out the Jiva from its own nest, called in the

Mantra bahih kuldya, while the body is called the lower nest. It is

therefore "Vahihkulayat " in the text, meaning outside the body, which

is not inconsistent with the previous theory.

maktea IV. 3. 13.

11 ^11
Devah, the God ; the Paramatman. $flft& Srapnante^ in the

dream condition ; in the place of dream. nr^V^ TJchchAvacham,. the

high and the low ; the higher thought-forms as well as the lower, $TOWt
fyamarj ah, having got

;
having assumed the forms of elephants or ants,eto.,

created according to the thoughts, of the dreamer, jjrfir Bahuni-,

various. ^itfa Bupani, forms; thought-forms. $5% Knrute, make'**

assumes 89 Ufca, and. CiftfW: Stribhih, women. ??f Saha, with i in- the

company of. ^T^JflfJ Mudamunah, taking pleasure, Iva, as ' if; - «jf
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Uta, and. *T1lfif Bhayani, the causes of fear. «T?f«T^ Pas'yan, seeing,

wfq Api, also, awri Jaksat, laughing. {9 Iva, as if.

13. " In that place of dream (Svarga, or Mukti, or dream),

the God assumes various forms, by entering into higher and lower

thought-forms created through the desire of the Jivas. There He
rejoices, as it were, with women, and laughs, as it were (at the

Jiva), when it is frightened at terrible sights (seen in that

state.)"—264.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author now explains the words iSvapnante uchchavacham

tyamftnan. These words distinctly allude to the Jiva, for they mean
entering into a higher or a lower body. How can these words be explain-

ed as applying to the Lord ? To this, the author answers :—

)

The Supreme Person, the Lord of the world, entering into the

higher and lower thought-forms created (from the latent impressions of)

the Jiva, assumes various forms in that condition of dream. This is also

in the same book.

He (the Lord) rejoices there, as it were, with women. The force

of " as it were " is to indicate that the Lord is Himself the personification

of all joy, and so His delighting in the company of women is merely

allegorical.

mantra IV. 3. 14.

«K9T Asya, his
;

of the Atman. WHTJf Ai&mara, pleasure-ground;

the play-objects, the things seen in the dream condition. q^fRr

Paeyanti, (they) see. ^ Tam. him ; the Atman. se^*: Kaschanah, any
one. «r Na, not. q*«?fa Pasyati, sees, (fir Iti. a* Tam, him ; the Atman.

IPTCf Ayatam, one who has no energy ; one who does not exert ; to the

unworthy: to the non-striving, sj Na, not. vNfcf Bodhayet, should

explain ; should instruct, fffc Iti, so. snj: i.huh, (they) say; the wise

say. Esah, he ; the Atman. if Yam, whom. «» Na, not. nfam^
Pratipadyate, attains ; reveals ; becomes the object of knowledge.
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Asmai, to him ; his. ffifastf Durbhisajyara, difficult to cure or give a

remedy ;
injurious like a wrong medicine. *ttfa Bh avati, is

; becomes. C

Ha, it is well-known. wqt Atho, moreover. m§ Khalu, indeed,

Esah, this ; this condition of wakefulness, or of deep slumber which the

Jiva experiences. «W Asya, His ; of the Paramatman. *nifo$3r:

Jftsjaritadesah, wakeful condition. Eva, only
; a word for emphasis.

WTf. Ahuh, (they) say ; the wise say. ^fer Iti. fjir Hi, because.

Jagrat, while in the wakeful condition, mfk Yani, whatever. q?qfft

Pasyati, sees. aif^fTani, those. Supto, in the condition of deep

slumber ; in samadhi. $f?f Iti. qsr Eva, only. Supply q?qfa Pasyati,

sees Atra, here ; in the condition of deep slumber or samadhi. iisf

Ayam, this. 357: Purusfih, the Param&tman. ^isiifH: Svayamjyotih, self-

illumed, All-light Himself. Himself is the solo light of the Jiva and not

suns, &c. vmfh Bhavati, is. «: Sah, thab ; who has been instructed by

thee, suf Aham, I. WWfr Bhagavate, to thee. Rj^r' Sahasram, a thousand;

a thousand of bulls and elephants, q$tfit Dadami, give; make a present

of. *w: Atah, this. 3C«# Ordhvam, after, fa^rafrri Vimoksaya, for Moksa,

pure and simple. srf^ Bruhi, say. ^fa Iti.

14. " They, at the time of death or dream, see only the

play-objects created by this Lord ; but no one, not emancipated,

sees Him (the Creator of these), (why not then instruct all ?).

They say
—

" Let not the wise enlighten an indolent person, to

whom this Lord is not an object to be attained. Such teaching

acts like a good medicine wrongly administered." They also

say—" This condition of sleep (of the Jiva) is, indeed, the same

to the Lord as the condition of waking, for whatever the Lord sees

in the waking condition (of the Jiva), He sees them also in the

sleep (of the Jiva), because this Person is Ever-awake. He becomes

Himself the sole Light of the Jiva in this condition of (Mukti, &c)."

(Hearing this, the King said):— 1 give you, Sir, a thousand

(bulls and elephants). Speak on, for the sake of my higher

emancipation (vi-moksa)."—265.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author, now explains the words" people see his play -things,

but not the maker of these play-things").

The Lord Ke&ava, though performing all these acts (such as creating

chariots, etc.), at the time of the death of the Jiva, or at the time when
the Jiva is dreaming, yet He is not seen by the ignorant Jiva, Bat
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He is seen by the Muktas, whether they are in waking condition

or dreaming.

(Is it not then necessary that a person, ignorant of the Lord, should

be taught by the wise the true nature of the Lord? True, every ignorant

man should be taught the true nature of the Lord, but with this condition,

that the man must exert to know the' Lord
;
therefore, the author says:—

)

The wise should not speak about the Lord Janardana to those per-

sons who are not striving (ayata)to know the Lord. Of that person,

within the scope of whose knowledge the Lord Visnu never enters,

of such a dull and unstriving sinful person, there is no remedy to cure

him of his ignorance. In fact, the teaching acts like a good medicine

prescribed wrongly.

(Does the Lord ever sleep ? To this, the author answers i—

)

Even in time of dreaming, the Lord Visnu is always awake, for His

essential nature is ever-wake-fulness. Whatever He sees in the waking,

those very objects He sees even in sleeping ; because His form is eternal

knowledge ; for such is the Lord Purusottama.

(The Lord Vijnu always being the light of the Jiva, whether the

Jiva be in the waking condition, or dreaming, what is the necessity of

sayinp that the Lord is the light of the Jiva in the sleeping condition ?

To this, the author answers :—

)

Though the Lord is always the light of the Jiva, even in waking con-

dition, when there *ire other lights also, like the sun, moon, fire, etc., yet lest

there be any doubt in the minds of the ignorant people, that the Lord is

not the light of the Jiva in his waking condition, therefore, the Sruti

says that the Lord is always the light of the Jiva, even in the waking

condition.

Now, the Lord is independent, and He is the constant light to the

Jiva. Whilst the Upanisad says: " Atr&yam purusah svayam jyotirbha-

vati," " Here (in deep Satnadhi) this ParamAtman becomes all light."

Why should the word Atra, " here," (in deep Samadhi) be used then ? This

limiting word " Atra " has been used, because there may arise a doubt

whether the Lord alone is the Light or other things, such as Aditya, &c,

serve as light in this state , since the Jiva himself is not the light, being of

a different nature from the Lord Visau. In order to remove this doubt,

this word Atra has been used. Had it meant that in the condition of

dreaming, the Jiva is even as wide awake as in the condition of waking,

then the word Asya in the Mantra would have been meaningless. For, if

{he Jiva be as awake in dreaming as the Lord, then the Mantra would
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have ran thus :—Tad& esa svapnakalo jagarita-desa era. There was no
necessity of using the w>rd Asya. The force of Asya is t« remove the

Jiva from the scope of this Mantra and to conBne it to the Lord.

(On heating this, Janaka said, " Vimoksaya bruhi. " The question

arises, was not Yijfiavalkya already teaching Janaka the path of Mukti?
Why does Janaka say, « Teach me for the sake of my Mukti.' To this,

the author answers :—

)

The teaching already given by Yajfiavalkya was also meant to con-

duce to the Moksa of Janaka. What Janaka asks now is " Teach me after

this that especial doctrine which will lead to my Mukti. " For, such is

the force of the particle Vi in Vimoksa. On this, there is the following

authority of the Brahmatarka:

—

" By seeing the Lord in the form fitted to one's capacity, every one

gees Mukti. But further knowledge, by the fact of its being more know-

ledge, conduces to the increase of happiness of that person who has already

reached Mukti.

"

The word ' Supta ' in this Mantra refers to the condition both of

dreaming and of dreamless sleep, and not only to the condition of

dreaming.

Note.—If th'i word Supta referied only to the dreaming condition, then it would not

have applied to the dreamless sleep, and the result would be that the Lord would be excluded

from the other condition. Therefore, it follows that whatever the Lord sees in the waking

condition, He see* that also in the dream condition, as well as in the dreamless sleep condition.

The reason for this is that if there, by the word Supta, only the condition of Susupti be taken, then

»rt the condition of dream it would follow that the Lord was not awake. Therefore, Supta means

the di earning and the dreamless conditions both.

(An objector may say :—-In the next Mantra it is said :—»" That Para-

mat man, indeed, in this blissful state (samprasada), enjoying and seeing

what is holy and what is sinful and wandering (to and fro), conies back at

every time and in every Jiva (being), in order to cause the state of deep

slumber (of the Jiva). Untouched is Be by whatever He sees there in that

state; for untouched is this Purusa, or the ParamStman. " In this Mantra,

the word Satnprasada is taken to mean the condition of Susupti only, and

not the condition of Svapna also. You have explained the word Supta as

meaning both Svapna and Susupti. Therefore, the word Samprasada

should also be taken to refer to this Supta condition, or the condition

of draming and dreamless sleep both. To this, the author answers :—) ,

In the next Mantra, the word Satnprasada, though it has for it's

antecedent the word Supta to which it alludes, yet it must be taken to

refer only fa susupti, and not to. sv.apna, . This is. on. the authority! of
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the Sabdanirnaya :—" Wbere the reference is to both objects mentioned

in a preceding text, there both the objects should be taken in the

succeeding part also. Bat where it is not possible to take both objects

referred to in the preceding part, there only one of these two is to be

taken, and not both. The reference must be governed by the sense of

the succeeding part."

mantra IV^3. 15.

frilsr^sr^rT^rTira^r wraft 351*^

?f: Sah., that. «^:Esah, he; the Paramatman. ^ Vai, indeed.

Etasmin, this. *fir»?T^ Samprasade, in the perfect (sam) restfulness

(prasade); in the state of mukti
;

in the blissful state of Saraadhi or

dreamless sleep. Ratva, enjoying; taking delight. $<i?f. Punyam,

what is holy, n Cha, and. qr«f Papam, what is sinful. "9 Cha, and.

J«^*T Dristva, seeing. ^ Eva, only. qftwr Oharitva, wandering. Jrf?P1Wf

Pratinyayatn, at every time ; according to the law of periodicity; or, it

may mean, following the principle that, there should be a change. sr'flqtsqi

PratiyonyA, in every being ; in every birth, jsf: Punah, again. ^UTiMra

Syapnantaya, in order to cause the dreamy state of the Jiva. cr^ Eva,

only. WT?^fa Adravati, comes or moves towards the dreamy condition. ^:

Sah, He ; the Paramatman. 39 Tatra, there ; in the state of deep slumber;

in Samadlii. ^f¥fg?( Yatkifiohit, whatever, q^Fa 1'asyati, sees. asf

Tena, by it. w^ina: Ananvagatah, untouched. *t^Ri Bhavati. is. ff

Hi, because, Hif Ayam, this. 3?q: Purusah, Purusa ; the Paramatman.

W*tn: Asangah, without any attachment; untouched. $k Iti. ^rST^SftT

Yajfiavalkya, Oh YAjfiavalkya. Etat, it ; what thou sayest. qajjj

Evam, such. Eva, to be sure. Sah, that; what has been instructed

by thee. Aham, I. Bhagavate, to thee, Sir. Sahasram, a

thousand (of bulls and elephants). ^rftT Dadami, give; make a

present of. Wa: Atah, this. Sfwf Ordhvara, after. ftnrtgfro Virnoksaya,

for Moksa, pure and simple i{* Eva, only. «^fj Bruhi, say. ^fir Iti.

15. " That Person, indeed, in this peaceful state, enjoying

what is holy and merely gazing at what is sinful, and wandering
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(to and from), swings back, according to law (of periodicity), and

(carries) to its proper body, every Jiva, in order to bring it to the

state of dream even. Whatever (of evil) He sees there, He is

untouched by it, for untouched is this Person."

" Indeed, so it is, Yajnavalkya," said Janaka. " I give thee

a thousand (bulls and elephants); now speak on for the sake of my
higher Moksa".—266.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The word Svapn&nta in this Mantra means the place of Svapna. The

word Anta means the place. In the lexicon f§abdanirnaya, it is said that

the word Anta, Schana, Sthala, Vasa, and Pradesa are synonyms.

Note.—The word SvapnSnta, therefore, does not mean the end of dream state. On the

contrary, it means the condition of dream state. Similarly, Bvidclhinta does not mean the end of

waking state> but the condition of waking state.

In the words Svapnanta and Buddhanta, as used in the Mantras 15

to 18, the word Svapna has been taken in a double sense; and it denotes

the dream condition strictly called Svapna, and the dreamless sleep con-

dition called Susupti.

MANTRA IV. 3. 16.

^ SIT TTrTftfltfl *8TW* ^STI Wr^T £|3f

W- Sah, that, ir^: Esah, he; the Parnmatman. t Vai, indeed.

CpTfw^ Etasmin, this. f^vapne, in the state of dreams. WfT Batvft,

enjoying
;
taking delight. J<»?f Punvam, what is h>>ly. ^ Oha, and qr<f

Papain, what is sinful. Gha, and. gfgr Dristva, seeing. i£T Eva, only,

^ftw Oharitva, wandering. Srf?|S«JWf Pratinyayam, at every time
;
or, it

maylmean, following the principle that there should be a change ; accord-

ing to the law of periodicity. $rftr<ii*ir Pratiyonya, in every, being ; in every

birth
;
according to the womb or law of body. JT: Punah, again, Safari

Buddhantaya, in order to cause the state of what is called Baddhi j in

order to generate the state of waking-consciousness, ijflf Eva, only.

Unprffc -S-dravati, comes back or moves towards (the dreamy condition),

63
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Flows back, swings back like a pendulum. 91 Sah, He ; the Paramatman.

Tatra, there ; in the state of deep dream, qafitffaq Yatkifichit, what-

ever. «HT«jfa Pasyati, see-1
. Tena, by it. «ra*9Ttra: Ananvagatah,

untouched, vnrfar Bhavati, is. Hi, because. %&t Ayara, this, g^:
Pnrusah, Purusa j the Paramatman. 3?*f»T: Asangah, without any

attachment ; untouched, ffb Iti. Yajfiavalkya, Oh Yajfiavalkya.

qnq Stat, it
; what thou speak est. Evam, such. «jgr Ava to be sure.

9: Sah, that ; who has been instructed by thee, snj" Aham, I. *?»T9%

Bhagavate, to thee, Sir. H(5r° Sahasram, a thousand (of bulls and

elephants), ^rfir Dadatni, give ; make a present of. wa: Atah, this 3^
ttrdhvam, after. fefltgjrra Vimoksaya, for Mokfa, pure and simple. «ja

Eva, only, ffffc Brfihi, say. jfff Iti.

16. " That Person indeed, in this state (of dreams) enjoying

what is holy and merely gazing at what is sinful, and wandering

(to and from), swings back, according to law, and (carries) to its

proper body, every Jiva, in order to bring it to the state of waking

consciousness. Untouched is He by whatever (evil) He sees there

in that state ; for untouched is this Purusa." " Indeed, so it is,

Yajfiavalkya," said Janaka. "I give thee a thousand (bulls and

elephants) ; now speak on for the sake of my higher Moksa.—267.

MANTRA IV. 3. 17.

^T^Nf II ^ II

<R: Sah, that. 15a: Esah, he ; the Paramatman. ^ Vai, indeed.

<?lfiff^ Utasmin, this. 5^t% Buddhante, in the state of what is called

buddhi or wakinsr-oonsoiousness. War Ratya, enjoying
; taking delight.

5«if Punvam, what, is holy. ^ Cha, and 1t<tf Papain, what is sinful, f
Cha, and. $gf Dristva. seeing. i$f Kva. only, merely. ^f??*T Charitva,

wandering, wntwiff Pratinyayam, at every time ;
or, it may mean, follow-

ing the principle that there should be a change. firaatelT Pratiyonya, in

every being; in every birth. In accordance to its birth, ja: Punah,

again. WJrtffTI Svapnantaya, into the condition of dream. <ja Eva, only.

17. " That Person, indeed, in this state of waking, enjoying

what is holy and merely gazing at what is sinful, and wandering
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(to and from), swings back, according to law, and (carries), in.

accordance to its birth, every Jiva, in order even to bring it to the

condition of dream."—268.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.
(The author now explains the three versea 15, 16 and 17 in a sense

applicable to the Lord, and not to the Jiva. Ordinarily, these verses are

taken to refer to the Jiva ; and they aro then translated as follows:

—

15. Yajnavalkya said :—"That (Person) having enjoyed himself in that state of bliss

(samprasada, deep sleep), having moved about and seen both good and evil, hastens back again,

as he came, to the place from which he started (the place of sleep), to dream. And whatever he

may have seen there, he is not followed (affected) by it ; for that person is not attached to

anything.
"

Janaka Vaideha said :
—''So it is, indeed, Yijnavalkva. I give you, Sir, a thousand.

Speak on for the sake of emancipation. "

16. Yajnavalkya said :
—" That (Person) having enjoyed himself in that sleep (dieam),

having moved about and seen both good and evil, hastens back again, as he came, to the place

from which he started, to be awake. And whatever he may have seen theie, he is not followed

(affected) by it ; for that person U not attached to anything ."

Janaka Vaideha said :—"So it is; indeed, Yajnavalkya. I give yon, Sir, a thousand.

Speak on for the sake of emancipation."

17. Yajnavalkya said :
—" That (Person) having enjoyed himself in that state of waking,

having moved about and seen both good and evil, hasten^ back again, as became, to the place

from which he started, to the stati* of sleeping (dream).

(The author explains it, therefore, in a different sense:—

)

Seeing even the good and evil conditions of the Jivas, in their

states of dream (and deep sleep), and in waking state as well, but always

untouched by their sorrows (though participating in their joys), the

Lord moves about again and again.

Note.—The words ' again ami again ' explain the Mantras which describe the going of the

Lord to the condition of deep sleep, then coming back to the condition of dream, then coming to

the condition of waking, and again returning from waking consciousness to the dream state, and

from dream to deep sleep state. Though there are three states through which the Loid vibrates,

yet these three constitute but two banks, as said in mantra 1 8. Namely, the dream and deep

sleep constitute one bank, and waking constitutes another. This, the author explains :

—

The dream and the deep sleep constitute one bank, and the state

of waking constitutes the other bank. Between these two banks moves

about this one Jamirdana, like a great fish in a river, now on the right

bank and now on the left bank, but unattached to any.

mantra IV. 3. 18.

n \z ii
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m Tat, that. *TOT Yatha, just like. JT£rac9T: Mahatnatsyah, a large

fish. j4 Purvam, the one ; the forward m Cha, and. Wfl? Aparam, the

other ; the backward. « Cha, and. 3^ Ubhe, both. Kfile, banks,

(of a river), wgtfatfa Anusaficharati, glides; plays. q# Evam, so

;

similarly. «(*f Ay am, this. JW: Purusah, Purusa; the Paramatman.

WSffcf Svapnantam, to the condition of dream. <g Cha, and. 33[Uf

Buddhantam, to the state of what is called Buddhi or waking-conscious-

ness. <9 Cha, and. Btau, these. Ubhau, both, sfal Antau,

extremities, ngtf^fa rt nusaficharati, moves.

18. " And, just as a large fish moves along the two banks

(of a river), now, in the one, and now, in the other, so does this

Purusa move along between these two extremities, the state of

dream and the state of waking."—269.

MANTRA IV. 3. 19.

ijcr*& sFemi ^isrRr it f i *f*r zw* ^wql
?! ^r^if ^sntf qrcfa u ^ n

||!J Tat, that ; the example. «WT Yatha, just as. ^5f: Syenah, a

falcon, *T V&, or. gqof: Suparnah, an eagle. *T V&, or. wfa^ Asmin,

this. «TTVT$ Ak&se, in the sky. ftllftqfn Vipiiripatya, soaring. srfa:

Sr&ntah, being tired. <J$ft Paksau, the wings. *ff?«T Saaihatya, folding.

95SKn<T Sallayaya, towards the nest, Eva, only. fffllft Dhriyate,

goes ; floats down. 1^ Evam, similarly, *{Q Eviv, just. mt( Ayarn, this.

3W« Purusah, Purusa; the Pai am&tman. Etasmai, this. afar*

Ant&ya, extremity ; state
;

place. VJT3% Dh&vati, moves. «m Yatra,

where. 33: Suptah, asleep. tf^JT Kafichana, any. wtf Kamam, object

of desire. WWi K&mayate, wishes for. 5B*g«j Kanchana, any. tq«tf

Svapnam, dream. H Na, not. Pasyati, dream.

19. " And, just as a falcon, or an eagle, after flying about

hither and thither, in the air, becomes tired, and, folding his

wings, floats down even towards his nest, just so that person (Jiva)

(moving through waking and dream states becomes tired) runs

towards that state, where, having reached the Blissful (Supta), he

does not desire any desires, nor does see any more dreams."—270.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author now explains Mantra 19 :—

)

As a falcon, flying hither and thither in the sky, and becoming

tired, goes back to his nest to get rest, so the Jiva, moving to and fro,

through dream and waking consciousness, gets tired; and in deep sleep,

he enters into that Visnu who is called Su or All joy. The word Su denotes

joy, or the Supreme Visnu, and going (Apti) to this Su or Visnu is called

Supti. He who has reached the All-bliss, is called Supta or the

Bliss-attained.

Note.—The words Yatra suptah na kafichana, etc., are now explained :

—

Having obtained lihn who is Su or All-bliss, and thus having become Suptah or bliss-

attained, this Jiva does not desire anything else, nor does he ever pass through erroneous

knowledge, as he does in dream condition. When such is the condition of the Jiv.i, when

he reaches the Lord unconsciously in deep sleep, how much more must be the joy of that Jiva

who reaches Janardana consciously in Mukti, wheie he has perfect knowledge of the Lord ?

MANTRA IV. 3. 20.

fSr^jnrora *T^fasr nam sr^sr m&'S^zT-

fs^m 3R^^s«r to |sr far *iStaTf^«*> *^fs-

wtm %TS**T %T^5: U ^° «

am Asya, his; of the Purusa. at: Tah, those ; well known. Q^TT:

Etah, these. f?*T H'ta. hit*. The Resting Place. The seat= nihita, for

the Lord is seated here. STHT Nftma, by name. sn^r*: Nadyah, the Nadis,

(the vessels). # Vai, indeed. *t?T Yathft, just as. Kesah, a hair.

S^IST Sahasradha, a thousand times. f*W: Bhinnah, divided, iriwr

T&vata, so much; such. wfalW Animna, very minute and small in size,

in fineness, ffl«tffa Tisthanti, remain ; are. sg&l Suklasya; whiteness;

by the Lord in that form whioh is white, jmf: P&rnah, filled, occupied,

pervaded (Supply— §fWT * 33 gfa" war?** and there is a Nadi,

called Susumna, where this god of white colour retnajns asleep
; such is

the interpretation given by Madhva in his (khandartha). ;ft3t3 Nilasya,

of blueness
;
by the Lord in that form which is blue. flfnWl Pingalasya,

of yellowness; by the Lord in that form which is yellow. fftsw Haritasya,

of greenness
;
by the Lord in that form whioh is green. stffa<* Lohitasya,
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of redness
;
by the Lord in that form which is red. «W Atha, moreover.

TO Yatra, where ; in the Nad is of the throat. tg( Enam, him ; the

dreaming self, sstffa Ghnanti, they kill ; the thieves kill. j*.Iva, as if.

fsisffer Jinanti, they strike ; they beat
;
they overcome, fp Iva, as if. J^ft

Hast!, an elephant ; the Jiva sees himself in the form of an elephant. $9
Iva, as if. Rrawrfer Vichchhayayati, puts him to flight; chases. The
J!va sees as if some one is patting him, the elephant, to flight.

Garttam, a pit ; an old unused well, &c. qaf?I Patati, falls into, Iva,

as if. 1^1 Yada, when ; in which condition. Bhayam, the objects of

fear. STOP! Jagrat, like objects seen when awake. RSf^fa Pasyati, sees;

perceives. a?l Tat, that object. «m Atra, in this state. wHrsnir Avidyaya,

owing to the knowledge got from seeing the Lord Visnu. ( wfasir «?: (Ah),

the Paramatman ;
and fam (Vidya), seeing). Jjsq^ Manyate, sees. TO

Yatra, where ; in Moksa or in deep slumber, ^r: Devah, a god. ^ Iva,

as if. KiKJ Raja, a. king. ^ Iva, as if. Aham, I. i& Eva, only.

ldam,this. m^: Sarvah, whole ; fullness (according to one's capacity.)

ufa Asini, am. jf?T Iti, thus. *?«J^ Manyate, thinks. Sah, that ; that

state. %(w Asya, his ; of the Paramatman. TOIi Paramah, best
;
highest.

$T$: Lokab, place.

20. " There are these vessels called, Hita (the resting

places), in his (body). They are in minuteness as small as a hair

divided into a thousand parts. They are pervaded by the Lord

in His various forms of white, blue, yellow, green and red

colour. (Among them in the vessel called Susumna, the Lord

is in His white form, and brings on Susupti to the Jiva. In

other vessels, He is in His other colours, and causes various

dreams, such as) where the Jiva sees, as if (thieves) are killing

him ; as if (somebody) is striking him ; as if he is an elephant,

and (some one else) is pursuing him, or as if one is falling into

a pit ; or when he sees the objects of fear, as if wide awake.

But all these he (now in Susupti) knows as caused by the

thought (vidya) of the Lord, called Alpha (w). Where (in

Susupti or Moksa) he thinks " I am like a Deva, I am like a

King, I am this fullness of all my capacities," that is, His

(Lord's) highest resting place (is in the Susumna Nadi of

the Jiva)."—271.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author now explains why the Nadis are called Hita:—

)
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These Nftdis are called Hits, because the Lord Bhagavftn lies hidden

(Nihita) in these vessels of the human body.

(The author now explains the words white, blue, etc )

The Lord Hari, having various colours, and assuming various

forms, exists in these Nftdis. Among these Nftdis there is one called

the Susumnft. When the Lord carries the Jiva to this Suaumnft NAdi,

the JJva goes to deep sleep or Susupti. But in the other Hitft N&dis,

which spread through or exist in the region of the throat, the Jiva goes

to the condition of dream. In other words, when the Lord carries the

Jiva to these Hita Nftdis which are in the throat, then the Jiva dreams

dreams. And in that dream condition the Jiva gets sometimes frightened,

as he gets frightened in waking condition, when he sees terrible dream

objects.

(The author now explains the words " Tad atra avidyayft manyate.")

(The word AvidyA here does not mean ' ignorance;' and the sentence

does not mean " he fancies through ignorance." The word Avidya is a

compound of two words ( W+faw) The word A means Visnu, and VidyA

means knowledge. Therefore, the author says :—

)

By the syllable A is denoted Visnu, and by Vidya is meant the

knowledge. The knowledge obtained through Visnu is Avidyft. Through

this Avidya, or the knowledge produced by Visnu, the Jiva dreams dream,

as well as sees the waking objects. This is in the Mahftrairoftmsft.

Note.—The seeing of dreams and of waking objects is caused by the knowledge of Visnu.

Because the Lord wills it or thinks so, therefore the Jiva dreams and sees the waking objects.

The word Jinanti in the Mantra means « striking.' The word Vich-

chhftyayati means * driving away ' or ' chasing away through fear,' as a

person may drive away a mad elephant or other noxious animal.

The words Aham eva idam sarvah asmi, mean ' I am full ' having

regard to my capacity.'

Note.—The phrase does not mean " I am indeed this all, " but it means "I am this

fullness." Sarva means "fullness."

The force of the word Eva in the above sentence is to denote

—

'I am this fullness' in the form of realization of my own bliss, untouched

by enjoyments of sensuous material objects/

(The word ldam, a neuter noun, qualifies a masculine noun, Sarva.

How is this ? To this, the author answers :—

)

The word ldam is an adjective, qualifying the noun Sarvah, meaning

fullness. Such a use of ldam is to be seen in other places also, as in

the Gitft :~
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Here also the neuter noun, Idam, qualifies the masculine noun,

Mahimanam
;
really it qualifies the neuter noun, Mahiraattvatn.

The Jiva, when realizing by direct knowledge his own fullness,

then cries out, «' I atn all this fullness."

(The author next quotes the following authority of Sabdanirnaya,

to show that the word Idam is sometimes used as an adjective qualifying

a noun, and sometimes as an adverb qualifying a verb, and sometimes as

an adverb qualifying an adjective:—

)

The word Idam is sometimes an adverb qualifying an adjective,

(Bhava Sesa), sometimes it is an adverb qualifying a verb (Kriya $esa),

sometimes it is an adjective qualifying a noun (PadArtha !§esa), as in the

following three examples respectively :

(1) Idam mahimattvam, this greatness ; (2) Tandulan Idam pachati,

cooks this, rice; (3) Idam Nilam, this blue thing.

(An objector says :—Why explain it in this way ? Why not take

these words Aham eva idam sarva asmi, in their plain sense—" I am all

this." To this, the author answers :—

)

(The illustrations of the King and the Deva show that this plain

meaning is not meant by the Sruti, for neither a King, nor a Deva can

ever become all this universe.

The two illustrations of a King and a Deva are given for two

different purposes. A Mukta is full just as a King is full. The fullness

of a King is the fullness of enjoyment of worldly objects. The fullness

of a Mukta is like the fullness of a King, so far as enjoyment goes, but

not of worldly objects. The enjoyment of a Mukta consists in enjoyment

of non-worldly objects or Svarfipa-ananda. So it was necessary to give

both examples. For the example of Deva shows that Svarupa-ananda

is also meant.

(An objector says,—If this is so, why give then the example of a

King? The example of a Deva would have been sufficient. To this, the

author answers :—

)

The illustration of a King is given, because he is physically and

directly seen, while the existence of the Devas is known through

Scriptures only, as is said in the Brahma-Tarka :

—

" The condition of becoming sarva or all, means the attainment

of the fullness of all enjoyment (sarva-bhavaj, and it does not mean

becoming of the form of all objects (sarva-rflpa) ; in other words, the
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fullness according to one's capacity, and through this relative indepen-

dence, one is said to have become all, as a King or the hosts of Devas."

MANTRA IV. 3. 21. •

^T«r g^r: wijfarwn ^refrsgrrirr HsnfffaN*

«r?I Asya, his ; of the Lord, Tat, that; well-known. Etat,

this. ^:«f Rupam, form. The white form in the Susumna. wft'Ssj'^T:

Atichchhandah, beyond the chhandas ; more than what the Vedas

can say. WTf^THfTr Apahatapapma, sinless. «wf Abhayam, fearless
;

having no cause of fear. ^ Vai, indeed, a?t Tat, that • the likeness of

that. q?Tl Yatha, just as. fsraiT Priyaya, dear; attractive. f^PTT Striya,

by a wife. ?fqft«^Bi Samparisvaktah, embraced. VTjr" Bahyam, external.

ana, anything, «| Na, not. ^ Veda, knows ; becomes aware

of. Antaram, internal ; such as the feelings. <f Na, not. tpf Evam,
in that way. ig( Eva, just

;
exactly, snf Ayam, this, g^: Purusah, the

Jiva. JUST* Prajfiena, all-knowing, Omniscient. aTTcJTffT Atmana, by the

Parmatman. ff<tf^9^F: Samparisvaktah, embraced. Both in dreamless

sleep, in Sainadhi as well as in Mukti. «r Na, not TTgr* Bahyam, external.

ft>g;T Kifiuhana, anything. Veda, knows. «i Na, not Antaram,

internal. «TCt Asya, his ; of the Jiva. a<J Tat, that ; well-known.

Etat, this. Rupaua, form. 4U9$Ttf Aptakamam, that of one who has

attained all the objects of desire; satisfied of all the desires. STT?JT$rjf

Atmakamam, that of one whose sole object of desire is Atman. «?3>t?f

Ak&mam, that of one wh<> has no object of desire, ^ftafaff &>kantaram,

that of one who is beyond the reivch of grief, and, therefore feels happy.

This word consists of sft3>tcf (Sokantara), where there is the end of grief

and ^ (Ram), one feels happy,—from the root Tl^, to take delight, and

with the affix * (da), one who.

21. " Verily, that form of His is beyond the Chhandas,

beyond all evil, and beyond all fears. Just as one in the

embrace of a dear wife does not know anything external,

64
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nor anything internal, so this Purusa (the Jiva), embraced

by the All-knowing Self, does not know anything external,

nor anything internal. That (form) of His is the consummation

of all desites, where the Self is the only desire, the Desireless

Form beyond the reach of grief (and therefore) happy."-—272
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(Ih this Mantra occurs the word ' Ati-Chhandah ', which literally

means beyond Chhandas. Some explain the word Ohhandas as meaning

'desire,' and so this word means " beyond all desire.a" But the Com-

mentator explains it as follows :—

)

The Lord Hari is called (Atichhandas), becauss He is beyond the

ranee of the Ghhandasor the Vedas. In other words, the Vedas cannot

fully express the Lord.

(The author next explains the sentence "embraced by the Prajfia

Self " :—

)

This Jiva, in the condition of deep sleep and in Mukti becomes

embraced by the Lord Hari, who is the Prajna Self or the All-knowing

Atman.

Note.—This shows that it is not only in deep sleep that the Jiva is embraced by the Lord,

but in Mukti also.

(The author now explains the sentence Apahatapapma, Abhayam
Rupam, etc. :—

)

That form of Visnu which is eternal, fearless, free from all sins,

in which all desires are fully satisfied, because he is Atma-Kama, who

has His own Self as the object of desires, because He is all-happiness,

who is free from grief, because He is always pleased with His own Self,

and delights in His own Self, that form of the Lord Visnu is said also to

be Sokantaram (free from grief).

Nott.—The Eternal Lord Himself is fearless and without sin (Apahatapapma). He is

apta-k2ma, because He is full in Himself, because He is Himself all-bliss ; therefore He is

Atma-kama ; and He is f^okintara, becanse He knows no 3oka or grief, and He gives delight

to others.

MANTRA IV. 3. 22.
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«TS Atra, here ; ia Moksa. fifcrr Pita, (formerly) a father, arfqftf

Apita, no father. Bhavati, becomes. The fatherly feeling that

existed before Moksa disappears. TftHX Mata, (formely) the mother. arorm

Amata, no mother. §sxm :Lokah, (formerly) the worlds. sr4tr$T.* Alok&h,

no worlds, i&ni Devah, (formerly) the gods. SM^HI: Adevah, no gods,

t^li Vedah, (formerly) the Vedas. <h%^t: Avedah, no Vedas. «t?r Atra,

here ; in tho state of Moksa. Stena, (formerly) a thief
; one, who

was a theif before, attaining Moksa. Astena, no thief. *raF?T Bhavati,

becomes. W^HT Bhrunaha, (formerly) the destroyer of the life of

a child in the womb. *j«nnfr Abhrunaha, no destroyer of child in the

womb, g'ffrss: Chandalah, (formerly) a Chandala ; a base born.

Achandalah, no Chandala ; no base born. ^5=5511 Paulkasah, (formerly) a

paulkasa. W<fl53>*7: Apaulkasah, no paulkasa. OTH*. ^ramanah, (formely)

§ramana j a religious mendicant. 31wn: ASramanah, no Sramna
;
no reli-

gious mendicant, frriSt: Tapasah, (formerly) an ascetic. 3T5rT5f: Atapasah, no

ascetic. WT^rntf Ananvagatatn, untouched, guifa Pnnyena, by anything

which is holy. WTWTtntf Ananvagatam, untouched. <TT«N Papena, by

anything which is unholy or sin. ?|3{T Tada, then ; in Mukti or in

SamAdhi. Hridayasya, of the Lord Visnu
;
having attained the

Lord. The word 5^7 (Hfidaya), consists of two words :—^ Hrit.the heart,

and srqsr ayana, one who goes or is present. Therefore tiridaya, means

one who is present in the heart, i.e., Lord Visnu. cn?3( Sarv&n, all.

W«q( Sokan, griefs, aim': Tirnah, beyond. wfir Bhavati, becomes,

ff Hi.

22. " Here (in Moksa, or in Samadhi), he who was a

father before becomes (as if) no father ; a mother no mother ;

the worlds, no worlds ; the gods, no gods ; and the Vedas, no

Vedas. Here, a thief becomes no thief ; a murderer, no murderer ;

a Chandala, no Chandala ; a Paulkasa, no Paulkasa ; a mendicant,

no mendicant ; an ascetic, no ascetic. Untouched (is he) by

what is holy, and untouched (is he) by what is unholy. Crossed

are verily then all sorrows, (no sooner one enters into this Lord

called) the Heart-dwelling."—273.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author now explains the words " then a father is not a father"

etc :—

)
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Being in the embrace of the Lord, the father in Mukti condition

becomes as if he was not the father of the sons who 'are his heirs and whom
he himself gave birth ; because he does not feel grief on account of the

grief of his sons. Similarly a mother is no mother in that condition.

Similarly those people, who in ordinary conditions have the notion that

they belong to a particular world, like that of Pitri Lokaor Svarga Loka,

do not entertain such notions in that condition and this is what is meant

by the phrase " the worlds are not worlds. " Similarly " the Devas are

not Devas, " because in that condition, they cause from performing the

functions of their respective offices such as producing rain , etc. Similarly

the Vedas are not Vedas, " in that condition, in the sense that they

lose their notion of being the Vedas. In other words, a person who

thinks himself a personification of all the Vedas, loses that notion.

Similarly " a thief is not a thief, " nor any other sinner a sinner in that

condition, because the sinnerB when in the embrace of the Lord transcend

the consequences of their sins. In other words, the sins cannot reach

them and produce their effect on them. (In Mukti the person of course

has left behind all sins because he has already suffered the consequences

of his sins before entering into the condition of Mukti, and in deep sleep

the sins are, for the time being left behind, and the Jiva in the embrace

of the Lord does not suffer the results of his sins.) Similarly in that

condition a Sratnana is no longer a Sramana, because he has not to

perform the obligatory duties of a Sramana, for he has risen above the

rules of a Yati. So also a Tapasa is no longer a Tapasa, for the rules

of a Tapasa do not apply to that condition. By the phrase "He is not

followed by good, " it is meant that the undesirable good deeds of a person

do not follow him in Mukti. In this way a Mukta, by the mere approach

to Visnu, rises above all these worldly sorrows and sins, as well as above

all worldly goods and duties.

A'ote.—This verse practically applies to the condition of Mukti, rather than to the

condition of deep sleep. In fact the commentator clearly sa>s " these sorts of things do

not follow a Mukta when he enters Visnu." It does not apply to the condition of susupti

unless in a metaphorical sense.

MANTUA IV. 3. 23.

«W[ Yat, because. Xtg Brahma, the Paramatman. (This word is to

be supplied from the context). H<I Tat, that ; a second thing, other than
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himself, which is either an equal or superior, n Na, not, qsfqfer Pasyati,

sees. $ Vai, indeed. [There is another Padachchheda possible of this

sentence. Instead of reading it as ^ «t T^lfa, it is read as 9g

liefer. Then it would mean :—15 Yad, because. f?H3( Bvaitam, second;

separate from each other, and separate from the Lord. H Na, not. «T$f*rfft

Pasyati j he sees. « He ' refers to the Lord mentioned in the previous

mantra as Hridaya or the Heart-dwelling. The whole sentence would

then mean : " because the Lord does not see these as separate, (they are

not different from the Lord).] " <Hf?^ Pasyan, seeing, because he sees

everything that exists, t Vai, truly, ff^ Tat, that; the second thing,

si Na, not. qspjfa.Pasyati, sees, ffc Hi, because. Drastuh, of Him

who sees. Dristeh, of the sight, fa^ft&il: Viparilopah defect ; fault.

* Na, not. falh Vidyate, there is. STFar»rtftf?*T?l Avinasitvat, on account

of (His) being eternal, or on account of (His) faultlessness. g Tu, there-

fore. Tat, that. f^ltf Dvitiyam, second or equal, <hs Tatah, then

Him. WWM Anyat, other than that, sf Na, not. *tf%l Asti, exists. f«IW!>

Vibhaktara, hostile
;
antagonist *m Yat, whoever. 7Sf^ Pasyet, should see.

23. (There is no second or equal to Him) because verily

He does not see any such (equal being, and whatever He does not

see, does not exist) : for to the All-seeing One (that does not exist

which He does not see) ; because of the seer (the Lord) there

can be no defect of seeing, since He is faultless. Therefore, there

is no one equal or second to Him, so that He may see it as other

than and separate from Him."—274'

j\f0(e ,—This and the subsequent similar Mantras may also be explained thus. It

was mentioned above that the Lord in His various forms of white, blue, etc., exists in vari-

ous Hita Nadis. This would suggest that the various foims of the Loid dwelling in these

Nidis are different from one another; the Lord having the White form would be different

from the Lord having the Red form, etc. Thus there would be difference between the

various forms of the Lord. Similarly, Mantra 21 speaks of another form of the

Lord which is ipta-kima, &c, by the sentence " that form of His is the All-desire-obtained form,

etc. " By using the genitive case " asya " " of His ", a difference is shown between the Lord and

His Form. To remove these possible misunderstandings, this Mantra is revealed. The

Pada-chchheda then is Vft f?T^ 1 1*1%; instead of 1ft t 33* <Hf«t%ll It means Because (the

above-mentioned Brahman, called the Heart-dwelling) does not see these white, blue, etc., forms

as second (dvaitam) or different from Himself, nor as diffeient from each other among themselves,

therefore these are not different fiom Him. For He, being paiyan or All-knowing,

does not see those white, Blue, etc,, foims asseparatf. If so, is this insentient world and the

sentient JJvas also not different from the Lord ? To this, the $ruti says ffiftSMni fiWCTt. ,Rl

q^jfcj. Because the Lord sees the world as separate from Himself, therefore, it is separate from

Him. (But how is it that the mere thinking of the Lord makes a thing separate or non-separate

from Him ? To this, the gruti says), sjffc Jf*^?^ faqftsiWt faWT 'here is never a
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conflict (Viparilopa) between the knowledge (difti), of the Lord (drastri, the Seer) and the

thing known—there is always aperfect agreement between His knowledge and the thing known.

Because (His knowledge) is indestructible (not liable to obscuiation or obstruction) - theiefore (the

World), is not equal to (or non-different from) Himi because He sees it as another and separate

from Him.

[According to the second rendering, the Mantra would stand

thus:—]
'

23. " Because, verily, the Lord does not see (any of the Hita-dwelling

Forms as different from Him, they are not separate from Him). Verily,

He being the Pasyan (the All-seeing), does not see them as different, (and

so they are not so) ; because there is never any discordance in the sight

of the Seer (the Lord), for it is faultless. Therefore, these are not second

to Him (but the same as He). (But as regards the world) because He sees

it as another and distinct from Himself (so it is always different from

Him)."—274.
This reality of bheda (difference) being thus established, the position is further

strengthened by Mantra 31.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author now explains the words " Yadvai tanna pasyati " etc.

This Mantra is ordinarily translated as ;
" And when (it is said that

there (in the Susupti) he does not see, yet he is seeing, though he does

not see. For sight is inseparable from the seer, because it cannot perish.

But there is then no second, nothing else, different from him that he

could see." The author shows that this explanation is not correct,

because it is without authority, and so he gives his own explanation by

quoting the authority of Brahma-Tarka :—

)

'« Whatever thing the Lord Visnu may not see, that thing does not

exist; because He being the All-seeing, nothing can exist which does

not come within the scope of His vision. (In other words, the very fact

that the Lord does not see a thing, is proof that no such thing exists
;

and as the Lord does not see any one as His equal, so there is no one

equal to the Lord.) The Lord being of the form of eternal knowledge,

for that is His nature, (so whatever is not known by the Lord cannot

exist). Therefore, as the Lord does not know any one as His equal, so

there is no equal to the Lord." This is in the same bo>k. (The Brahma-

tarka.)

Note.—There is no second to the Loid Vi;mi, who may be His rival. Had there been

a second who is His rival, the Lord Vijnu must have seen him; for He is All-seeing,

himself being of the form of pure knowledge. A thing which he does not see cannot

exist. No one there is such as sees the things that the Lord does not see. Brahma and

other Gods that see only through the favour of the Lord Vifnu. So they cannot see

what the Lord himself does not see. Moreover, all the Avatiras are not looked upon

by the Loid as His rivals but His own Self. He is knowledge eternal, and so He has no

error in Him.
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In other words, whatever object is not seen by the Lord, that

object verily does not exist at all ; because whatever object exists, He
certainly sees every one of such objects. Nor is there any second seer,

because there is no other person existing, who can see a thing, which the

Lord does not see, or who can see a thing in a way contrary to the vision

of the Lord. There is no person, who can see the world in a separate

way, in the sense, who can see it in a way contrary to the seeing by the

Lord. All see the world partially, but only to the extent that the Lord

sees it, and in the manner that he sees it. Of course, it does not include

the case of those persons who suffer hallucination, for a person so diseased

sees a world or objects in a way contrary to the Lord. But a sane and

healthy person always sees the world in conformity with the seeing of

the Lord. Therefore no one sees anything which the Lord has not seen,

or which is contrary to the vision of the Lord. And this is the meaning

of the text of the Sruti like the following :

—

Nanyatosti drasta, " there is no other seer than Him." (Brihad.

Up., III. 7. 23.)

" Whatever is seen by the Lord, that thing alone exists, and not

anything else. Because there does not exist any other seer who may
see, (who has the power of seeing) anything, which is not seen by the

Lord. Even high seers like Brahma and the rest, see objects through

the grace of the Lord (they are not independent seers.) How can any one

then see a thing not seen by the Lord, and how much more impossible

it is to see a thing in a manner contrary to the vision of the Lord ?" This

is also in the same book (Brahma-tarka).

(The author next explains this mantra in a non-dualistic sense by

showing that the Advaita doctrine taught in this mantra refers to the

various Avataras of the Lord. These Avataras are not separate from the

Lord, but are the very Lord Himself just as the various forms of the Lord,

red, white, blue etc., seen in the Hita Nadis are all one and the same form

of the Lord, though appearing different. So the author gives another

explanation of this mantra. This he does by explaining the sentence

1£ a^l 1?«>fa &c, yadvaitanna pasyati etc., by reading it in this way:

—

This sentence is not to be treated as composed of five separate

words mj ij ag if q^qfer' y at vai tad na pasyati," as has been explained

above, but it is to be treated as if the words were yat dvaitam na pasyati

( 13 HlSflfa ) and then it wonld mean " because whatever He does

not see dvaita or duality." Breaking the sentence in this way, the author

explains this mantra thuB :—

)
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Whatever person like the Avataras, etc , (or whatever qualities) the

Lord does not see as dvitiya or separata from Himself, that person or

quality is verily not separate from Him or separate from each other.

Because the knowledge of the Lord is eternal ; nor is there any (possibility

of) error in His knowledge.

Since the Lord in fact does not see all these Avataras of Him as

separate from Him, therefore these Avataras are not second to the Lord,

but they are the very Lord Himself. And because the Lord does not see

these Avataras as His second, they are the very self of the Lord ; for the

vision of the Lord is not subject to any defect or error, for the knowledge

of the Lord is eternal.

" And whatever the Lord Visnu sees as separate from Himself, that

object is verily seperate from Him," This is also in the same book.

And because the Lord Visnu even sees this whole universe as separate

from Himself, therefore this universe has indeed a real and separate

existence. This mantra, therefore, far from teaching that the world does

not exist in reality, teaches on the contrary that the world is real, because

the Lord sees it as separate from Himself. This is the proper explanation

of this mantra. Otherwise the words, " anyad ribhaktam " would be

redundant in this mantra.

Note.—If this mantra taught non-duality, then the words '
'na tu tad dvitiyam asti

"

"because there is no second" would have been enough to prove non duality. What was

the necessity of repeating the same idea by saying " tato anyad vibhaktam yat pasyet " " that he

may see another as separate. " So these words could be spared.

Nor is this world a mere notion in the mind of a Jlva produced by

error. For there is no proof in the scriptures, showing that the world is a

false conception, or a wrong notion. In fact, the text of the Gitk already

quoted once before rebukes those persons as Asuras who think that, the

world is false and not based on reality and that there is no Lord governing

it. See the Gitii, XVI. 8 :—wacHTJlf?!** ^ SHT< ljg<«fl 'a:CT( There are several

other texts like these proving that the world is real.

MANTEA IV. 3. 24.

»JH Tat, because. STfT Brahma, the Paramatman. This word is to

be supplied from the context. ?fll Tat, that ; a second thing, other than

himself, which is oither an equal or superior. «| Na, not. firaffc Jighrati,
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smella. t Vai, indeed, fsmsf, Jighran , smelling; because He smells every-

thing that exists. % Vai, truly. ?RI Tat, that ; the second thing, si Na,

not. filJlRr Jighrati, smells, fij Hi, because. HI3» Ghr&tuh, of Him who
smells. arch Ghrateh, of the perception of smell. Viparilopah,

defect ; fault, si Na, not. faftfi Vidyate, there is. nfasnf$T?arrft Avin&iitvafc,

on account of His being eternal, g Tu, therefore. ?ra Tat, that. fj?fhf

Dvitiyam, second or equal, av: Tatah, than Him. VWKI Anyat, other,

»f Na, not. srfta Asti, exists. fefwtf Vibhaktam, hostile
;
antagonist, iTf

Yat, who. firgfrt Jighret, could smell.

24. " (There is no second or equal to Him), because verily

He smells no such (equal being, and whatever He does not smell,

does not exist), for to the All-smelling One, whatever He does

not smell cannot exist ; because of the Smeller (the Lord), there

can be no defect of smelling, since He is faultless. Therefore,

there is no one equal or second to Him, so that He may smell it as

other than and separate from Him."—275.

24. " Because the Lord does not smell (any of these forms as

different from Him, they are not separate from Him). Verily, He being

the Jighran (the All-smelling), does not smell them as different, (and so

they are not so), because there is never any discordance in the smelling

of the Smeller, for it is faultless. Therefore, these are not second to

Him (but the same as He). (But as regards the world) because He smells

it as another and distinct from Himself (so it is always different from

Him)."—275.
MANTBA IV. 3. 25.

qq[ Yat, because, srqr Brahma, the Paramatman ; this word is to be

supplied from the context. 8^ Tat, that ; a second thing, one other than

the Paramatman. «T Na, not. Basayate, tastes, t}' Vai, indeed,

g Tu, therefore. ?m Tat, that, fj^fW Dvitiyam, second or equal. WSt

Tatah, than Him. 8t?33 Anyat, other, sr Na, not. Blftff Asti,' exists. «m
Yat, who. Vibhaktam, separate ; hostile, wftn Basayet, may
taste. $ Vai, because. Basayan, one who tastes all: ?Rt Tat,

that second, sr Na, not. 733% Basayate, tastes. Here supply oqsnfta

Tafcnasti, that thing does not exist.
, ffc Hi, because. TO$ig: B&sayituh,

05
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of Him who tastes. f¥T«l?>: Rasayateh, of the perception of taste. fiprfHtPM

Viparilopah, defect; fault. sr Na, not. Vidyato, there is. «>fsRTf$I?WW[

Avinasitvat, on account of His being eternal.

25. " (There is no second or equal to Him), because, verily,

He tastes no such (equal to Him, and whatever He does not

taste, does not exist), for to the All-tasting One, that does not

exist which He does not taste ; because of the Taster (the Lord),

there can be no defect of tasting, since He is faultless. Therefore,

there is no one equal or second to Him, so that He may taste it as

other than and separate from Him."—276.

25. " Because the Lord does not taste (any of these forms as

different from Him), they are not separate from Him. Verily, He being

the Rasayan (the All-taster), does not taste them as different (and so

they are not so), because there is never any discordance in the tasting

of the Taster, for it is faultless. Therefore, these are not second to Him
(but the same as He). (But as regards the world) because He tastes it as

anothor and distinct from Himself (as it is always different from

Him)."—276.
MANTEA IV. 3. 26.

5*rf|*rrP qg^l II ^ II

q?| Yat, because, tng Brahma, the Paramatman ; this word is to be

supplied from the context. ?R[ Tat, that ; a second thinsr, one other than

the Paramatman. !| Na, not. a^fa Vadati, speaks, t Vai, indeed, g
To, therefore, m Tat, that, ffc^if Dvitlyam, second or equal. a«:

Tatah, than Him. Anyat, other. 1 Na, not. wfa Asti, exists.

Yat, who. ftrmri Vibhaktain, separate
;

hostile. Vadet, may
speak, $ Vai, because, geft Vadan, one who speaks all. 5Rt Tat, that

second. H Na, not. q^fh Vadati, speaks. Here supply 33^1% Tatnasti,

that thing does not exist, ff Hi, because. ?T5§: Vaktuh, of Him who
speaks, flwfct Vakteh, of speech, farift^n: Viparilopah, defect; fault.

«| Na, not. fi|H# Vidyate, there is. *rf«rsnfin?*i^ Avinasitvat, on account of

His being eternal.

26. " (There is no second or equal to Him), because, veri-

ly, He speaks of no such (equal being, and whatever He does
not speak of, does not exist), for \o the All-speaking One,
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whatever He does not speak of, cannot exist ; because of the

Speaker (the Lord) there can be no defect of speaking* since

He is faultless. Therefore, there is no one equal or second

to Him, so that He may speak of it as other than and separate

from Him. "—277.

26. " Because the Lord does not speak (any of these forms is differ*

ent from Him, they are not separate from Him). Verily, He being the

Vadan (All-speaking), does not speak them as different (and so they are

not so), because there is never any discordance in the speaking of the

Speaker, for it is faultless. Therefore, these are not second to Him (bat

the same as He). (But as regards the world) because He speaks it as

another and distinct from Himself (so it is always different from

Him)."—277.

mantra IV. 3. 27.

™ 6 G O

rretTS?*%*rF sr^JSTT^ II ^® II

^ Yat, because. Brahma, the Paramatman ; this word is to be
supplied from the context, etq Tat, that ; a second thing

; one other than

the Paramatman. ?r Na, not. *T«nifa Srinoti, hears. $ Vai, indeed. H Tu,

therefore. STcf Tat, that, ffafcf Dvitiyam, second or equal. tTft.Tatab.. than

him. «r*a?JC Anyat, other, if Na, not. wfet Asti, exists. «^ Yat, who.

f^*l^ Vibhaktam, separate ; hostile. ^T^prrq
;
Snnuyat, may speak, t Vai,

because. *y^( ^rinvan, one who hears all. ?f<I Tat, that second. »T Na,

not. 3T«Qlf3 $rinoti, hears. Here supply Htf^fl Tatnasti, that thing does

not exist. t% Hi, because, sfigj Srotuh, of the hearer ; of Him who hears.

i§ruteh, of the perception of hearing. faqft3rr<?: Viparilopah, defect

;

fault. H Na, not. firo^ Vidyate, there is. wfaqiffc^ffi Avinasitvat, on

account of His being eternal.

27. " (There is no second or equal to Him), bacause veri-

ly, He hears no such (equal being, and whatever He does not

hear does not exist), for to the All-hearing One, whatever

He does not hear, cannot exist ; because of the Hearer (the

Lord) there can be no defect of hearing, since He is fault-

less. Therefore, there is no one equal or second to Him, so that

He may hear it as other than and separate from Him."—278.
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27. " Beoause the Lord does not hear (any of these forms as differ-

ent from Him, they are not separated from Him). Verily, He being the

iSrinvan (the All-hearing), does not hear them as different (and so they

are not so), because there is never any discordance in the hearing of the

Hearer, for it is faultless. Therefore, these are not second to Him (but

the same as He). (Rut as regards the world) because He hears it as

another and distinct from Himself (so it is always different from

Him)."—278.

mantra IV. 3. 28.

?srf|*Tl5 sjPJRi^fa II ^ II

q^Yat, because, sfljr Brahma, the Paramatman. This word is to be

supplied from the context. 5^ Tat, that • a second thing, one other than

the Paramatman. !f Na, not. ng^ Manute, thinks. # Vai, indeed. $ Tu,

therefore. 3?T Tat, that. fj^i-rtef Dvitiyam, second or equal. ?ra; Tatah,

than him. %&*(\ Anyat, other. JT Na, not. vfkft Asti, exists. Yat,

who. ftfflfti Vibhaktam, separate ; hostile. JTf^a Manvita, may think, t
Vai, because. W*afr«T: Manvanah, one who thinks all. ^ Tat, that second.

I| Na, not. Hgjfr Manute, thinks. Here supply Tatnasti, that thing

does notexist. ft Hi, beoause. tffg: Mantuh, of the thinker, jtfi Mateh,

of the thought, faqft^fi: Viparilopah, defect ; fault. Jf Na, not. fkff^t

Vidyate, there is. wfaRlfw^TST Avinasitvat, on account of His being

eternal.

28. " (There is no second or equal to Him), because,

verily, He thinks of no such (equal being, and whatever He does

not think of, does not exist), for (o the All-thinking One> whatever

He does not think of, cannot exist, because of the Thinker (the

Lord) there can be no defect of thinking, because He is faultless.

Therefore, there is no one equal or second to Him, so that He
may think of it as other than and separate from Him."—279.

28. "Because the Lord does not Think (any of these forms as differ-

ent from Him, they are not separate from Him). Verily, He being the

Manv&na (the All-thinking), does not think them as different (and so they

are not so), because there is never any discordance. Therefore, these are

not second to Him (but the same as He). (Bnt as regards the world),
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because lie thinks it as another and distinct from Himself (so it is-

always different from Him)."—279.

MANTRA IV. 3. 29.

Y at, because, snff Brahma, the Paramatman. This word is to

be supplied from the contest, as Tat, that ; a second thing ; one other

than the Paramatman. 5f Na, not. *?Slf?l Spri&ati, touches, t Vai, indeed,

g Tu, therefore. a^Tat, that, fjsfrf Dvitiyaiu, second or equal, fja:

Tatah, than him. Anyat, other. * Na, not. «tfta Asti, exists, qij-

Yat, who. ftvprf Vibhaktam, separate
;
hostile. Spriset, may touch.

§ Vai, because. *-HR( Spri&an, one who touches, all. a? Tat, that,

second, si Na, not. Spriiati, touches. Here supply ?jq mfel that

thing does not exist, ff Hi, because. *ST«j: Sprastuh, of Him who touches.

Spristeh, of the perception of touching, tVrftdra: Viparilopah.

defect ; fault, if Na, not. firfRI Vidyate, there is. «fesnf$T?arra; Avinasitvat,

on account of His being eternal.

29. " (There is no second or equal to Him), because, verily,

He touches no such (equal being, and whatever He does not touch,

does not exist), for to the All-touching One whatever He does

not touch, cannot exist, because of the Toucher (the Lord) there

can be no defect of touching, since He is faultless. Therefore

there is no one equal or second to Him, so that He may touch it

as other than and separate from Him."—280.

29. " Because the Lord does not touch (any of these forms as*

different from Him, they are not separate from Him). Verily, He being the

Sprisan (the All-touching), does not touch them as different (and so

they are not so), because there is never any discordance in the touching

of the toucher, for it is faultless. Therefore, these are not second to

Him (but the same as He), (But as regards the .world, because He touches

it as another and distinct from Himself (so it is always different from

Him.)—280.
mantra IV. 3. 30.
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Staffer rriTS^ff^TR «rf|3TT5ft^Trl II \° II

qa: Yat, because, ffgr Brahma, the Paramatman. This word is to be

supplied from the context. 8tf Tat, that ; a second thing, one other than

the Parauiatman. if Na, not. fcswnflr Vijanati, knows, t Vai, indeed,

g Tn, therefore. ga: Tat, that, fjfiW Dvitiyam, second or eqnal. aa:

Tatah, than him. «n>33 Anyat, other, sr Na, not. wfer Asti, exists, «ra;

Yat, who. few* Vibhaktam, separate ; hostile. finniftlT?! Vijanlyat, may

know. ^ Vai, because. fesni'J Vijanan, one who knows all. aa; Tat, that

second. «| Na, not. fosnaifa Vijanati, knows. Here supply aHHlftcf Tat-

nasti, that thing does not exist, Hi, because. firSfTtJi VijSatuh, of Him
who knows ; of the kuower. fsj9n& Vijfiateb, of knowing. fsjqft%rq:

Viparilopah, defect ;
fault, sr Na, noi. fsnr# Vidyate, there is. «rfasttftlWT?r

Avinasitvat, on account of His being eternal.

30. " (There is no second or equal to Him), because, verily,

He knows no such (equal being, and whatever He does not know,

does not exist), for to the All-knowing One, whatever He does

not know, cannot exist, because of the Knower (the Lord) there

can be no defect of knowing, since He is fault-less. Therefore,

there is no one equal or second to Him, so that He may know it

as other than and separate from Him."—281.

30. " Because the Lord does not know (any of these forms as

different from Him, they are not separate from Him). Verily, He being

the Vijanan (the All-knowing), does not know them as different, (and so

they are not so), because there is never any discordance in the knowing

of the knower, for it is faultless. Therefore, these are not second to Him
(but the same as He). (But as regards the world), because He knows it

as another and distinct from Himself (so it is always different from

Him)."—281.
mantra IV. 3. 31.

«HI Yatra, where, in denying the existence of another. ^ Vai,

indeed, verily. Anyat, independent
j
any other independent than

the Lord. f«T Iva, slightest. WRT^ Syat, may be. a* Tatra, then. iw.
Anyah, another ; a person other than the Lord. s?s«W Anyat, another ; an

object other than that, not seen, by the Lord. I^ifc^ Pasyet, may see.

Anyah, another. *T?13^ Anyat, other thing. firsf*H Jighret, may
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smell. W: Anyah, another. Any at, other thing, <t«q^ Rasayet,

may taste. Anyah. another. «tsq?T Anyat, other thing. Vadet,

may speak. w'q: Anyah, another. Anyat, other thing, fl^n^

3rinuyat, may hear. w*q: Anyah, another, aj?9^r Anyat, other thing.

Manvita, may think or feel. «W|: Anyah, another. Anyat,

other thing. ??$Nr Spriset, may touch. n>«: Anyah, another. «wi<T

Anyat, other thing. farsiRfcn^ Vijaniyat, may know.

31. " When, indeed, there may exist the slightest independ-

ence, as it were, then may another see another thing, another

may smell another thing, another may taste another thing, another

may speak about another thing, another may hear another thing,

another may think another thing, another may touch another

thing, and another may know another thing."—282.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(This mantra 31 has been explained by others thus :—'« When in

waking and dreaming there is, as it were, another than the Atman,

through the influence of avidya, then alone can one see the other, then

can one smell the other, then can one speak to the other, then can one

hear the other, then can one feel the other, then can one tonch the other,

then can one know the other." In other words, this idea of duality is the

result of avidya. In Susupti avidya ceases its operations and so the false

notion that another exists vanishes. The separations being due to avidya,

when avidya stops, the separation becomes non-existent: and then it is

said " with what will he see whom?" Therefore, the preceding text also

should be explained in thisadvaita sense, namely that in Susupti, there is

an absence of the world and so the world is unreal. The commentator

combats this view:—

)

By saying that there is no other seer, (in mantra 23, it is not meant

that the world is false, and the Atman only exists, but that) it means

that the power of seeing everything belongs to the Lord only, and to

nobody else. And so to emphasise this, the Sruti concludes by saying

»»* *T anwifipc CTI^ &c.

(But cannot this mantra have the meaning given by the advaitins?

To this the author says :—

)

Otherwise (if the advaita explanation be taken) the (the second

"anya" in) phrases sjsqtasqq q*q^ &c, would, be redundant. (The

sentences %ptfi q^^r &o., would be enough).

(The other side may say, this second " anya" is necessary in order

to remove the doubt, that the objects of sight, smell, &c,-are non-separate
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from the agent seeing, smelling, &c. That is to say, that if the second

" anyat " was not employed in the $ruti, then it would mean that the

object perceived was identical with the agent perceiving, bat this is not

the real meaning of the Sruti. It teaches the absolute non-existence of

the objeot. perceived. So the second " anyat "is necessary. To this the

commentator says:—

)

!T ^T" W»I"?TP^swre«irawr?tf *nffc | (When in order to remove the

doubt lest the object of sight, &c, be taken as identical with the seer and

so the second anyat is employed to qualify the agent seeing, then no such

doubt can arise at all); for by asserting the separateness of one, it does

not follow that the other is non-separate from it. (If the separateness of

the agent seeing be asserted, it does not follow that the object seen is

identical with the agent.. So no such doubt can ever arise). Therefore

(under advaita explanation) the second "anyat" in this mantra would still

remain useless.

Or, it may be thus explained. If the advaita explanation be accept-

ed, then both " anyat " in this mantra become useless. The mantra would

convey its full advaita sense if it stood thus :—HWlf^r WcT a*
*T*5fal, Risf^r, TO«fcr &c. " where there is another, as it were, there he can

see, smell, taste, &c. " This would be sufficient, and both the words

'«twrfrsnr<T so often repeated are useless.

(The other side may say the first " anya " is necessary in order to

remove the doubt that the mantra taught the identity between the agent

seeing and the object seen. To this the commentator answers :—
•)

By asserting the separateness of the one (i.e., of the object) there

does not follow the non-separateness of the other (the knower or the

perceiver).

(If it be said that the first "anya" is necessary in order to emphasize

the meaning, then the second " anyat " becomes unnecessary, and so the

author says :—

)

Even then the eecond word " anyat " would still remain useless.

(For the separateness of the object was established by the first ' anya' in

the sentence "wsrf?^'' ).

(An objector says :—If the mantra stood only thus «W stwtF^st

TRUST. &c, as you propose, then it would mean that where there is

not the separateness caused by avidyft, there the Anya, namely, the

Atman, does not see, smell, &c. This would merely prohibit the fact of

seer-hood, &c. But this is not what is meant, The real meaning is that
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even in the state where there does not exist the separation caused by

avidya, and even where there is the absence of any other seer, the £tman

is still the seer. The second " anya" is necessary in order to show that in

the state where there is absence of the separateness caused by avidya, the

mantra teaches that there is no object of sight there, except one's own

self. In fact the mantra teaches that in that state the Atma sees its own

self, so the second " anya " is necessary. To this the Commentator

answers :—

)

In the opinion of the M&yavadin, the Atman has not the quality of

preception, etc., in that condition of pure Attnanhood, for their doctrine

is that the so-called perception by the Atman is due to Avidya, and even

if the Atman may somehow see itself as its own object of vision, yet

according to Mayavadin, Atman can never taste itself or smell itself, etc.,

but the mantra says the Atman tastes another, smells another, &c.

Therefore, whenever there may exist the slightest independence in

any other being, there it is possible that another person, separate from

the Lord, may see something as different from what the Lord sees.

Hut there is, as a matter of fact, no such trace of independence in any

person. (The inanimate matter, of course, has no independence of its

own. All its movements are absolutely governed by the will of the Lord.

The animate beings possess some semblance of independence, but that

so-called" free-will " is also not independent of the Lord, but governed

by the Lord. Therefore, the Sruti says " another does not see another.")

The word Iva in " Anyat Iva " means slightly, that is, even the

slightest independence. Such a use of the word Iva is to be found in

sentences like the following :—?T3y: 3*?fhar ^3Tt Raj flab, prithag iva bhrit-

yah, etc.

In the lexicon called the Sabda-nirnaya it is said that the word Iva

is employed to denote comparison as well as to denote smallness.

(The word Anya has been explained by our author as meaning
independent agent. For this, he now gives an authority :—

)

In the same book, it is said that the word Anya is employed by the

wise in four senses : (1) to denote difference in the essential form of one
object from another, (2) to denote independence, (3) to denote opposition

and (4) to denote difference. As an illustration of such a use of the word
Anya and of Iva two further examples are also given.

(The author having explained this mantra so far in his own words,

now quotes an authority for his explanation i—)
'
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In the Mah&tntm&HiBft it is thus said i

—

'* There is not an atom of independence either in Prakriti or in

Purusa, because they are always under the will and government of

the Lord Visnu. What can there exist which is not seen by the Lord,

and who can see a thing not cognised by the Lord." It has been also

said in the Mahamlmamsa :

—

11 The Lord Hari, in whom there is no error,

sees the Avataras or incarnations (snch as Rarna, Krisna, &c.) as not

different from His ownself ; and He sees the other beings (JlvasJ and

objects as different from His ownself. It is therefore, the beings and

objects that have been spoken of last are quite different and separate

from the Lord Himself. For, when one sees something as different from

his ownself, it can be rightly said that the seer and the thing seen can

never be one and the same. There are six kinds of taste. No one has ever

tasted something of the seventh kind of taste, so the seventh kind of taste

can never be said to have existence. The Lord has the enjoyment of all His

senses in Himself. Had there been no external world in existence—how

can we say that in Moksa, all creatures subsist on a fragment of His bliss.

(Any&ni Bhut&ni Matr&m Upajivanti) ?

[An objector may say that the axtracfc given by you " anyflni

bhut&ni &c", does not refer to Mnkta jivas, but to the jlvas in Saasara.

To this the author answers :—

]

This passage occurs in a chapter or context which treats of moksa,

and so we say that the Mnktas even subsist on a reflection of His bliss.

Even the Lord Badarayana has taken that passage as referring to the

Maktas, in his sutratjrotr^wfcarefrtftfnt, &c.

MANTEA IV. 3. 32.

«rfc$ Salile, in waters ; in the Prakriti. Or, the word may be gfs9:

Salilah, playing— Saha, together with, and gfair Lila, play. Ekah,

only one; without a rival. s?f^: Advaitah, without a second. jrs;T Drasta,

the seer; the Lord Visnu. *?^fer Bhavati, remains ; is. ffWr^ Samrat,

sovereign, fisah, he ; the Atman *Ti73ft$: Brahmalokah, one having

his knowledge fully developed. The Perfect Intelligence ( mr Brahma,
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fall. 35*t«: Lokah, knowledge; of fall knowledge). i^fir Iti, in sach a way.

f Ha, formerly. <?T9*rc?<r< Yajfiavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. ^ Enam, him;

Janaka. «3W1B AnuSaSasa, instructed. Asya, his ; of the Lord

Visnu. Qtrr Ess, this, afii: Gatih, movement
;
range, q*W Parama, highest,

best, because all-pervading. WW Asya, his; of the Lord Visnu. qa)l E«a,

this. ?l»<m8ampat, wealth ;
perfection. Parama, highest, bacause

inexhaustible. W? Asya, his ; of the Lord Visnu. Esah, this. *Dsjl:

Lokah, knowledge. TtJT: Paramah, highest, all-comprehending. «W
Asya, his ; of the Lord Visnu. Esah, this, wf^: Anandah, pleasure

;

happiness, qw Paramah, highest ; because full and perfect. sr^qiftT

Anyani, other. iJjlifH Bhutani, beings : Brahma and other Mukta Purusas.

law Etasya, his ; o.f Visnu. Eva, only. wsf^4 Anandasya, of the

bliss. JTfStJ^ Matrarn, a very small drop or portion (of the nature of

Reflected image). 315fi4ffl Upajivanti, enjoy.

32. " That One Seer, sporting in the Waters (of space),

exists without a second. He is the Perfect Intelligence, O
Sovereign." Thus did, formerly, Yajfiavalkya teach him (Janaka).

" This movement of His is the highest, (because the most far-

reaching) ; these riches of His are the highest (because inexhaus-

tible) ; this Intelligence of His is the highest, (because all-compre-

hending) ; this bliss of His is the highest, because, verily, on a

fragment of this bliss of His all other beings subsist."—283.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

When in the Great Dissolution Prakriti pervades the whole world in

in the form of water, and no other sentient being exists bat the Lord,

it is then that the Great Visnu and Visnu alone exists (and moves on the

surface of the waters) and thus lie is the one Seer in Water. lie is wf^dta

(Advitiya) or without a second or peer, for, there is none who can oppose

Him as a rival. He is called (Ekah) or One, because there is none

who may be called equal to Him. He is called Brahmaloka (Brahma=
Perfect, and loka= Knowledge) or All-Wise, for the knowledge of the

Supreme Person is infinite. He is called parama gatih or supreme motion

because He is present everywhere. The sway of Visnu is all-pervading.

He is said to have qrm tfq^ (Parama saapat), for all (the six)%Vtf

(Aisvarya) are in full development in Him. He is said to be q7<ft$tte:

(Paramolokah) on account of His knowledge (loka) about everything

being the highest. The meaning of the word 55isj» (loka) is knowledge.

Visnu is said to be TOT WWf (Parama ananda) because He is WttPU

(Svatantra) or independent, and because He is full in all tbe qualities,

it is therefore, His bliss is said to be tbe highest or infinite. All the
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Muktas, from Brah in A downwards, enjoy only a reflection of His bliss,

more or less bright according to their grade. The universal rule is that

t"h© bliss Which Brahma and others enjoy, varies according to the grades

of their Mukti and their capacity. The word in this mantra was

taken.in the locative case and explaine as " in the water (of Prakriti

at " the time of Pralaya). " But jt may be in the nominative case also as

flf^Sfc: and then it would mean "with Lila." The long ^ of 5ft^T is shortened

as a Vedio anomaly.

mantba IV. 3. 33.

^ ajrf *«pm<TRR?3c fq^f faasteRRT-

^jsw § ajrT Pt^tt tsr#95Rrt^t: * tt$t

SS^SfRRR^T: y% 3?T5IR^RRR^T ^
J^T^TS^f^TS^R^TTO ^ ajrWI^R^RRT^T:

r*rN$t* &^t^ tt*u *sb% mrfcn 33ft-

a: Sah, he. 1: Yah, who. ng^T'nt Manu?yanam, among the best of

men; among the chakravartids or world emperors. fflfi BAddhah,
liberated ; Mukta and Perfected One. Samriddhah, one who Has
attained all that caii be attained by human means

; fully liberated.' W$<tt
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Anyesfiui, of other people, erfaqfc: Adhipatih, over-lord
j Master, on

account of giving religious instructions to them. Manusyakaih,
resulting from haman deeds, such as giving away gifts, &o. «ff: Sarvaih,
all. Bhogaih, with eujoyments. tfwm: Sampannatamah, rich

;

wealthy. Bhavati, is. Sah, he. JT^nqt'ot Manusyanam, among
men. TOT: Paramah, highest, wrcf?: Anandah, bliss. «nt Atha, again.

% Ye, those. q$ Satam, hundred ; hundred-fold, JTguinsit Manufyanam, of

men
;
human, susf^r: Anandah, pleasures ; bliss. Sah, that. Ekah,

one.fsRTSrtamt Jitalokanam, that have got Brahmajfiana (ETgrSTR) such as suits

their capacity ; Muktas. Loka means wisdom. Jita= mastered. Jita-lbka,

therefore, means one- who has conquered or mastered wisdom, i.e., become
a Mukta. Loka thus means Mukti. fipjuit Pitrinaro, of the Pitris ; of the

fathers. «nft(: Anandah, bliss. Atha, again. * Ye, those.
Satam, hundred

; hundred-fold. BnRrtvnt Jitalokanam, of those who have
mastered wisdom, fkyn\ Pitrinam, of the Hitris ; of the Fathers. wsf^T:
Anandah, pleasures, blessings, h: Sah, that, Ekah, one. tfqtfste <Jan-
dharvajoke, in the Gaudharva mukti ; of the Gandhnrvas in their Mukti.
OTf?: Anaudih, bliss. ar«r Atha, again. % Ye, these, vef £ata (a, hundred ;

hundred-fold. jfaefet* Gandharvaloke, of the Gandharvas in their
.Mukti. sjfjf^r: liiandaht, pleasures; bliss. . «: Sah, that, Ekah, one.

Slft^t Karmadevanam, of the god of rituals, wfy Anandah, bliss ;

pleasure. * Ye, who. nrimt KannanA, by deeds; by the merit of their

deeds, fere* Devatvam, godhood. sfiwfq^ Abhisampadyante, gain
;

earn, am Atha, again. * Ye, those. *ra* Satam, hundred ; hundred-fold.

l"t Karmadevanam, of the god of rituals. Sffflfcr: Anandah, pleasures;

bliss. Sah, that. Ekah, one. WSrrsT^*T?rt AjanadevAnam, of the

best among the born ; devas such as Indra, &c. wf?: Anandah, bliss
;

pleasure, m Yah, he
;
they. (This and the following words, though in

the singular number should be taken in the plural sensej. *f Cha, again,

sftfsq: Srotriyah, such as have gained the real knowledge of the Vedas
;

hence a Mukta. WffjH: Avrijinah, free from misery and sin. «r$Tflg9:

Akamahatah, free from desires ;. such as are not troubled by desires. *PT

Atha, again. % Ye, those. »J?f Satam, hundred
; hundred fold, wmw^iwt

Ajanadevanam, of the best among the born. «|^[; Auandah, pleasures,

bliss. Sah, that. Ekah, one. ssprfastofc Prajapatiloke, of the Praja-

patis in their Brahmajfiana or Mukti. wfy: Anandah, pleasure
; bliss. <i:

Yah, who; .they. * Cha, again,, «ftfiw: Srotriyah, such as have gained
the real knowledge of the Vedas.. Wffim: Avrijinah, free, from misery.

«*mw- Akamahatah, free from desires ; such as are not troubled by
desires. WT Atha, again. *C Ye, those* *Kf Satam, hundred ; hundred-fold.

83ITqf?r%T$ Prajapatiloke, of the Prajapatis in their Brahmajfiana or Mukti.
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•JIR3T1 Anandah, pleasnres; bliss. 9: Sah, that. 15$: Ekah, one. «TS7^f%

Brahmaloke, in the knowledge of the Brahman; in Mukti. wrf^: Anandah,

pleasure; bliss, q: Yah, who; they. * Oha, again. wtfa«T: Srotriyah,

each as have gained the real knowledge of the Vedas. vrfHur: Avrijinah,

free from misery. «WT*TCfl: Akamahatah, free from desires. VI Atha,

now. <J*i Esah, this. «5"J Eva, alone. Par.tmah, highest, arrsfa:

Anandah, bliss, t^ft Esah, this. f|T9ta»: Brahmalokah, fully developed

knowledge; Mukti. Perfect Wisdom. Samrat, Oh Sovereign. 5%
lti, thus, f Ha, formerly. qrgr^SW: Fajfiavalky ah, Yajfiavalkya. gajr*

Uv&cha, said. 9: Sah, that ; thus instructed by thee, vt Aham, I.

WHf Bhagavate, to thee. GJ&t' Sahasram, a thousand (of bulls and

elephants.) 3^rft? Dad&mi, give; make a present of. wa: Atah, this.

*nf tTrdh vam, higher than fawtsjni Vimok§aya, for Moksa proper, q»J

Eva, only. «rffc Brfihi, say. jfa Tti. *U Atra, here ; on Janaka's making

farther request, f Ha, certainly. irr5r*5W: Y&jflavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya.

fawfrHBW BibhayAfichakara, got afraid, lest he should ask about the

mystery of attaining his own Mukti. iNftft Medbavi, intelligent
; sharp-

witted, trsrr Raja, the king. Sarvebhyah, all. ftpg: Tebhyah,

among them. Among Asvala, &c. »rt Mam, me. 3?f?l?tfl?l Udarautslt,

has a fast hold on me, on account of my superiority.

33. He who amongst men (world-Emperors) is Perfect

and completely liberated, and (by being teacher) of other men,

has become their over-lord, who is most fully endowed with

all human enjoyments, he amongst men has the highest

beatitude.

" Again, a hundred of these beatitudes of men is one

beatitude of the Pitris, who have mastered the Wisdom (and

become Muktas).

" Again, a hundred of these beatitudes of the Pitris who
have mastered the Wisdom, is one beatitude of the Gandharvas

in Mukti (loke).

" Again, a hundred of these beatitudes of the Gandharvas

in Mukti, is one beatitude of the Karma-Devas, who attain

Devahood through merit (and must consequently be Muktas).

" Again, a hundred of these beatitudes of Karma-Devas, is

one beatitude of the best of the Born-Devas, who are Srotriyas

(Muktas), free from sorrow and untroubled by desires.
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" Again, a hundred of these beatitudes of Born-Devas is one

beatitude of the Prajapatis (Pasupatis, Rudras, Sesas) in Mukti,

who are Srotriyas, free from sorrow and untroubled by desire.

" Again, a hundred of these beatitudes of Prajapatis is

Mukti, is one beatitude of Brahmas in Mukti, who are Srotriyas,

free from sorrow and untroubled by desire.

" Now (since Brahmas and the rest subsist on a fragment of

his beatitude), this (Supreme Self) alone is the highest beatitude.

This is the perfect Intelligence, O Monarch."—Thus spoke

Yajfiavalkya.

Janaka said :
—" I give you, Sir, a thousand (oxen and

elephants). Speak for my further enlightenment."

Then, verily, Yajnavalkya became afraid, thinking " this

King is intelligent, as he has confined (himself to) me out of all

these (questioners, like Sakalya, &c.) "—284.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(Lest one should mistake that these grades of beatitudes refer to

samsari or bound jivas, the author shows that they refer to various grades

of muktas, and not to bound souls. Therefore, the author says :—

)

" The bliss that the Mukta Ghakravartins (world-emperors) enjoy is

one hundred times greater than that enjoyed by the ordinary Mukta

human beings. The bliss enjoyed by the Pitris is a hundred-fold greater

than that of Mukta Chakravartins. A hundred times greater than that

of the Mukta Pitris is the bliss of the Mukta Risis, called the Karma-
devas , a hundred times greater still is the bliss of the Muktadevas, and

a hundred times greater is the bliss of Umapati in His Mukti, for His bliss

is greater than that of the Muktadevas; and a hundred times greater than

the bliss of Utnapati is the bliss of a Mukta Brahma and Mukta Garn da.
But the greatest of all is the bliss enjoyed by the Lord Visnu Himself.

He is called Perfect bliss. Even Brahma in His state of Mukti enjoys

only a small drop of His bliss, in the shape of a reflection of the bliss of

the Lord Visnu. The Muktas enjoy the bliss of the Lord whilst the others

enjoy the shadow of it. " Thus it is in the same book. Though the word
Visnu is not expressly mentioned in this passage of beatitudes, yet there

is allusion to Him in the mantra qafjfora>»jW!wft ajjTrfw &o. The words

«?* TOf do not refer to the immediately preceding word wgnfct,

but to Visnu.
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That the whole of this passage refers to Muktas, and not to saasari

jivas is clear also from the various words used in it. One of such

words is I It mean 8 Makta.

Note.—^t^I comes from the root ffvj " to be peifect," with the affix fljwith the

force of agent. So ^rg": means jcffogr: " A Perfect Person." Samsiddhi is mukti. For

he being eternal and free from sorrow has reached perfection. Persons, other than

Muktas, cannot be called Raddha in the primary sense of this word. They may be called

RJddhas in a secondary sensu only.

(An objector says :— If the word TT9[ raddha means Mukta, then

the word £P£<£i in the text is useless. It means a *' complete Mukta. "

There are no grades in Mukta-hood. To this the commentator

answers:

—

The word sam-riddha "a higher or complete Mukta" has been

employed in order to indicate that among men, according to their capa-

city, and according to the greatness of their exertion, even in Mukti it is

possible to acquire a higher stntus than that of other Muktas, though

they are otherwise all equal.

Note.—"Greater exeition" means performing sacrifices like RSjasfiya, &c, even

after the attainment of Jiianam or Divine wisdom.

Note.—No doubt the removal of the veil of avidya is mukti and in this respect all

Muktas are equal. Rut avidya alone is the veil that coveis the real form of the self. But

the Will of the Lord is also an element to be taken into consideration. So by jninam, the

avidya being removed, all obstacles cease to exist : and the bliss of self-manifestation

shines out very largely, but not entirely. Therefore though in merit all muktas are equal

yet those who after the attainment of this jninam are energetic in peiforming actions,

draw the special attention of the Lord, and through His grace obtain a fuller manifesta-

tion of self-realisation. But he who after attainment of Divine wisdom does not exert

himself further does not gets this higher self-realisation. This is the leason why there

is lesser or greater quantity of bliss in mukti. This of course applies to human beings

only, and not to the Devas. There is no increase or decrease in the self-realisation of the

devas. The increase or decrease belong only to human beings. Theiefore the commentator

explains the word Sam-riddha thus :
—

It means one who has become Makta by employing in their fulness

all the means of accomplishment which one is capable of employing, .

(An objector says : "How does the phrase SlwtaurfWlfa: apply to

Muktas ? For a Mukta Chakravartin the lordship over other men who

are non muktas is not at all befitting. Nor can yon say that a Mukta
Chakravartin continues his overlordship over those men whom he was

ruling before he got Mukti, for there is no such rule. To this the author

answers :—

)

In his kingdom, by teaching divine wisdom to his subjects, the

Chakravartin world-emperor continues to teach these subjects of his, for

they also get Mukti along with the Chakravartin, Thus a Mukta Chakra-
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vartin remains an adhipati op over-lord over those Maktas who were,! hi*!

disoi pies when he was a human emperor. is.'.

(An Objector says : How can the phrase ' he is endowed with "alt'

human enjoyments', ( 5jfMg«l&tf»k flWTcW: ) be an attribute of a

Mukta ? A Mukta transcends all human enjoyments, for al! worldly

enjoyments cease for Muktas. The author explains this:—) •
•*

The above phrase means that he is most richly endowed in Muklji

with those enjoyments which are the fruiis of the acts of good deeds

like charity, &c, accomplished with knowledge and performed when he

was a human being. For such good deeds are not exhausted as says the,

3ruti f—1 ^ifjjftlt, Brih. Up., I. 4. 15 )

(An objector says " But cannot this text apply to a saia*arj human-

being who has all worldly objects of enjoyments like garlands, &c, abd'

who is rich in servants, &c ? To this the author says :—) - " •

Then the epithet Xl^i raddhah would become useless ; for it Applies

primarily to a Mukta only. (If it be said that raddha may ;mean
r

' healthy' ) we reply that, that is a secondary meaning of the word. : A,

secondary should not be taken where a primary meaning is possible.

J

(Similarly, the epithet Samriddha also applies to the Maktas only.

In some places, however, Madhva has taken this passage to apply to non>.

Muktas also
;
especially the similar passage in the Taittiriya U,.aniaad

and, the word Adhipati in this mantra. But in explaining this text here,

be has taken' it to apply to the Muktas. He gives another reason for it.)

The text « ngwjTUt TOT "this is the highest human bliss

"

:

also (shows that Muktas are meant, for no other bliss can be highest) for*

the bliss ef self-realization (svarupa-ananda) is the true bliss.- The re-

ference is here to this svar&p&nanda. But this svar&panand* never,

manifests in a non-Mukta. As says a text gJT^ "9rg~^ . j|4foTW'fofawft'lt

"The bliss of self-realisation is enjoyed by the Muktas only, others enjoy

a bliss which is a mere semblance of it. " '
"'"

Similarly the word filiate: used in this passage also indicates that

the Mukta is meant. The word " loka " means divine wisdom,. and. none
bat a Mukta can be said to have divine wisdom. In fact wherever

,
the

word " loka " is used it means Brahma-Jfiana. ,*

Thus the word " gandharva loke " means the Brahma-Jflana of* the'

gandharvas in the state of Mukti. " For in the state of* Mukti only, ifll&
3

67
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Brahma-Jn&na arises permanently and perpetually. Moreover, this

Upanisad itself uses the word 9sta in a previous passage as in ij* fli?

Ota: OTTI^ in the sense of Brabma-Jfiana.

Similarly the word wtf?R also indicates that the context is about

Muktas. The &rotriya primarily means oue who has obtained the fruit of

Sruti, namely, Mukti. Secondarily it means Vedic student. Therefore

Aj&nadevas and others, where they are called srotriyas, refer to Muktas,

and their bliss is hundred times greater than that of the Muktas of the

preceding class. The non-Mukta devas have the enjoyment of blias

occasionally, but not permanently, as it is liable to be obscured by

passion, etc.

(An objector says: But how do you say that the words Srotriya,

&C, are adjectives qualifying the words Ajana-devas, &c? They are sepa-

rated by the word ^ and such a construction is grammatically impossible.

We do not say arfest «T%Bl«5'vjatqfif« U Therefore the verse must be

construed as having two sentences in it, and it should be translated

thus:—" A hundred blessings of the karma-devas make one blessing of

the ajana-devas, also of a Srotriya, &c. " In fact the word ^ should be

translated as " also". To this the author replies :—).

The word % is employed in order to combine the epithets srotriya,

avfijina, and akatnahata, in a Mukta. In other words, a Mukta has

all these three attributes and so the word is not unnecessary).

(An objector says :—You have made these words qualify Ajana-deva

in the face of the absence of the proper case and number. For they

ought to have been WtfiwurU WffsriTSTT^ WBTJTffcTPrt * WRTT^t^MT^. But
admitting this forced construction of yours, the pronoun q: in the above
sentence becomes useless. To this the commentator answers:—

)

These three attributes bel >ng to the Muktas only, and so the

epithet m is used to make them apply to muktas.

(The words Srotriya, &c, have been explained above as applying to

Muktas : and it was said that the Muktas alone have these three

attributes. For this the commentator quotes now an authority :—

)

Therefore, the Srotriya means Mukta, because he has obtained

the' true fruit of Sruti. Others, so-called Srotriyas, are mere vedic students,

and they should properly be called Srotriyaka and not Srotriya. Moreover,
they are called Avfijina, which means " not suffering any sorrow". This
also shows that a Mukta is only meant, for none but a Mukta is free from
aotrow. They are further called Akftmahata, no$ obstructed .in their
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desire. A person who does not obtain the object desired by bira is one

whose desire has been frustrated, and therefore, he is rightly called

K&ma-hata or desire-frustrated. Similarly a person who desires an

undesireable, or an improper or a sinful object is also called Kamahata

or over-powered by desire. In none of these two senses (whether

frustrated in desire or desiring evil things) is a Mukta person whois

Kama.-hata. Therefore, the epithet Akama-hata applies properly to the

Mukta only.

(The word Aj&nadeva has been explained by others as a deva from

very birth. Our author, however, explains it in a different way :—

)

Ajanadevas are Bevas, like Indra, etc., because they are superior

to born Devas. In fact the word A in Ajana means ' best', 'superior'.

And the word Jana means ' born '. Those Devas who ere superior to the

rest of the born Devas are called Ajanadevas, and such Devas are Indra,

etc.

The word Prajapati-Loke means " Prajapati in getting Mukti

through divine wisdom."

An objector says, ' why was the word Loke used here'.. The words

iSrotriya, etc., denote Mukti. The word Loke also denotes Mukti. It is

therefore, a repetition. To this the author answers :—

)

Though, by the very use of the word Prajapati Loke, it was denoted

that a Mukta Prajapati was meant, yet by using the term Srotriya, etc.,

it is desired to indicate that a Mukta Prajapati has the additional

special quality of being a perfect master of Sruti, free from sorrow add
desires. These three attributes show the essential nature of the Devas
called Prajapatis as well as Devas called Brahmas.

(An objector may say : These three attributes Srotriya, Avri'jina and
Akamahuta may be metaphorically applied to the secondary SVotriyas

also. They are not the specific attributes of Mukta Prajapatis, etc. To
this the commentator answers) :—

•

The repetition of &roiriya, etc., is in order to indicate that these

attributes are not used in a inetaphorioal sense, but in their literal

primary sen Be here. Moreover, they also indicate that these three attri-

butes belong to all the Muktas as a rule, and that there is no Mukta who
has not these three attributes of &rotriya, etc. Hence repetition of these

attributes in these mantras, shows an additional meaning and is not a

tautology.

(The word Prajapati has been taken by some as meaning Brahma.

But our author explains it in a different way :—

)
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The wqrd Prajapati means Pasupati or Siva, because the word

Pra}a m,eans the same thing as the word Pasu, and therefore Prajapati

here is equivalent to Pasupati.

A*fl»r! Prajapati comes Brahraa-Loke. Brahma-Loke means Brahma

in his Mukti. But after this comes the sentence Esa parama anandah,

Esa Brahma-Lnkah Samrat. This second Brahtna-Loka does not mean
Bffabtnfl in his Mukti, but it means the supreme Brahman himself. This

interpretation is given, because this sentence is preceded by the word

Atha, showing hat a new topic has been commenced- And so the

Brahtna-Loka of this sentence beginning with Atha is separate from

Brahma-Loka in the preceding sentence. Moreover, the word Esa Brahma-

Loka also indicates that this Brahtna-Loka is different from the immediate-

ly preceding Brahtna-Loka. In other words, this seoond Brahma-Lota

refers to the tfaramsLttnan, because of these two specific words Atha and

Esa, which lead us to this conclusion. The word Esa would give us no mean-
ing if it referred to Ananda : for Ananda already has the word Esa

before it.

In fact the words " esa Brahma-Loka " used here refers to those

Very words *' esa Brahma-Loka " used in the opening passage igqft

JfHist^m Vfcfa »W I There the reference is clearly to Brahman
the supreme even by advaitavadins. The same 1 Brahtna-Loka ' is meant

in this' concluding passage.

• If this word Brahma-Loka did not refer here to the supreme Brah-

man, then this Esa used for the second time in this sentence (Atha Esa

Eva Parama Anandah, Esa Brahma-Lokah Samrat) would be superfluous,

for the idea could have been expressed by the word Esa Eva Parama

Auandahi and there was no necessity of repeating the word Esa in the

next clause Esa Brahma-Lokah. For the very word Brahma-Loka would

have referred to this Esa used in the first clause repeated here again.

(An objector says " in the Taittiriya Upanisad there is also a list given of the Ananda*

in their vatious grades. Thus the list there given shows the following gradation

" Let there be a noble young man, who is well-read (in the Veda), very swift, firm,

and strong,' and let the whole world be full of wealth for him, that is one measure of

human bliss.

One hundred times that human bliss is one measure of the bliss of human Gan-

dharvas (genii) and likewise of a great sage (learned in the Vedas) who is free from

desires. .

One hundred times that bliss of human Gandharvas is one measure of the bliss of

divine Gandharvas (genii) and likewise of a great sage who is free from desires.

; One hundred times that bliss of divine Gandharvas is one measure of the bliss of

the Fathers, enjoying their long Btate, and likewise' of a great sage who is free from

desires.
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One hundred times that bliss of . the Fathers is one measure of the blips of the Devas,

born, in the Aftna. heaven (thrpngh the merit of their lawful works), and likewise of,

a

great sage who is free from desires." ,

Now there is this conflict. In this Upanisad after the human Muktas come the

'Pitris. But in the other Upanijad there are two other classes of grades, namely human

Gandharvas and divine Gandharvas. Therefore, the bliss of the Pitris ought to be ten

thousand times- more the bliss- of human Muktas. But this Upanisad says that the

bliss of the Pitris is hundred times the bliss of men. The commentator therefore says :*-)

The word Sata, not only means hundred, but it sometimes means

ten thousand also, as well as ten lacs. Therefore, when the Upanifad say?

that the bliss of Pitris is data time the bliss of men, it means ten thousand

times human bliss. Therefore,, it follows that human Gandharvas are

ten hundred times more blessed than Chakravartins, and Deva Gandhar-

vas are thousand times more blessed than human Muktas, while the

Pitris are ten lacs of time more blessed than men. Therefore, taking

the word data" in the sense of ten lacs in that passage there is no

discrepancy.

It is proper that the position of the Pitris should be higher than

the ordinary good Gandharvas, while the Mukta Gandharvas should be

higher than the Pitris. So there is no conflict in this passage and that

of the Tattirlya upanisad.

Note.—In order to understand this, the following comparative list is given below :—

Taittirtya-upanijad Brihadaranyaka-upanisad,

Men Men.

Human Gandhatva and Srotriya

Divine Gandharvas .

Fathers (Chiraloka) Fathers (Jitaloka)

Gandharvas

Gods by birth ' Gods by merit

Gods by merit Gods by birth and (4rotr*iya)

Gods
. .. • •••

Indra

Brihaspati

Prajlpati Prajlpati -
; .

Brahman Brahman

The Pitris are certainly lower in scale than the highest Gandharvas
like Tumburu, etc., who are generally classed among the superior Devas
(Ajana-Devas).

(An objector says " in this Upanisad Ajana-Devas are. shown as su-

perior to Karma-Devas, while in the Taittiriya Upanifad, they are shown
as inferior to Karma Devas. How do you explain this discrepancy? To
this the author answers :—) ,

< ,» -
. , . ,r . " ' >

In the Taittiriya Upanisad, the reading is Ajanajanim Ddvanam,
while the reading here is Ajana-Devanam. This shows that there is a
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difference. The reference is the Taittiriya Upanisad is to the inferior

Devas, who are descendants of Ajana-Devas. For "Ajanaja" means born

of Ajana. Therefore there is no conflict here also. Bat if the text of the

Brihat TTpanisad be taken as Ajanaja-DevanAm, then also there is no

conflict for then Ajanaja would mean born of snperior Devas (Ajana), and

hereby " snperior Devas" would be meant Brahma and the rest, and

notlndra. So this also would be no discrepancy.

Nate.—The reading, however in our text is " Ajina Devinim" and not "Ajinaja

Devinim." While in the Taittiriya the reading everywhere is Ajinijinim Devinim.

An objector says yon may reconcile these two texts in this way. if in the

Taittiiiya Upanisad the word Ajinaja meant the Devas born from Indra, etc., namely

not famous Devas. But cannot Ajinaja in the Taittiriya Upanisad mean born of su-

perior Devas, like Brahmi, for Ajina means a superior Deva, and then Ajina Devas

would mean Indra, etc.? The Indra, etc., are certainly higher than Devas by karma.

But in the Taittiriya Upanisad higher than the Ajinaja Devas are Devas. and higher

than the Devas are Indra and Brihaspati. How do yon explain this conflict ? To this the

author answers :—

Indra and Brihaspati are not specifically mentioned in this

Brihat Upanigad because they are included in the general term Ajana-

Devas. In the Taittiriya Upanisad they are specifically mentioned, so

this specific mention of the Taittiriya Upanisad should be accepted here

also. In other words, -all Ajana-Devas are greater than Karraa-Devas,

but among Ajana-Devas, Indra is greater than the rest of Ajana-Devas,

except Brihaspati; and Brihaspati is greater than Indra. For the general

rule is, that a specific text is always stronger than the general text. For,

as a general attribute is more comprehensive than a specific attribute,

similarly on the other hand a specific mention is always greater than a

general mention.

The order therefore of these Muktas stands thus :

—

1. Mukta Ghakravartins.

2. Human Gandharvas.

3. Deva-Gandharvas.

4. Pitris.

5. Devas along with Gandharvas.

6. Risis.

7. Devas.

8. Indra.

9. Brihaspati.

10. The Chief Indra called Pnrandara.

11. Rudra. >

12. Brahma.
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This is the order of the Muktas, every one higher in' Order has

hundred times the bliss of the one below it. '

This is also in the same book (Brahma-Tarka).

Now, it may be said that Janaka requested Yajfiavalkya to tell him

of the highest Mukti, but Yajfiavalkya did not do sol Janaka repeatedly

asks him and Yajfiavalkya each time tells of gradually higher and higher

things. What is the use of doing so ? In answer it may be said :

—

It is very difficult to get mastery over all the steps of Mukti • they

are to be acquired with great care and caution ; it is therefore, the differ-

ent grades and stages of knowledge have been taught in order to smooth7

the way. When Janaka has been instructed in one stage, and when he

has got mastery over that stage of knowledge, he then asks for the next

higher stage, according to the boon given to him ; and Yajfiavalkya

favoured him with it.

It has been said that Yajfiavalkya got afraid. One may ask afraid

of what? and why ? A very little thinking will lead us to the conclusion

that the following thoughts crossed the mind of Yajfiavalkya.

" Janaka may gradually ask me of the rahasya ( ) or the

highest mystery of this knowledge, and he is not yet the right person to

be intrusted with it. But I am bound by my promise and I shall have to

tell him the mystery. But to instruot one on a subject which he does not

and cannot understand and so who is not entitled to get that knowledge,

is against the principles of the Dharmasastras. " Hence
. was his fear

and he was afraid lest the intelligent king Janka should ask him the

mystery ( ). Such is the explanation given in the Brahmanda
Purana.

The word tebhya in the sentence a$F<ft nt has. no
antecedent near about. To what does it allude ? Some explain it by
saying that tebhyah refers to positions and they translate it thus:—"lest

the king should drive him from all his positions. " Madhva gives

another explanation. He says :

—

The word ?t*q; has for its antecedent the sages Asvala and the rest

who had been asking questions from Yajfiavalkya as shown in the pre-

vious Adhyftya.

MANTEA IV. 8. 34.
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CC Salt, that. Esah, he ; the Parariiatman. "tt Vai, indeed,

^ifaft Etasmin, this. «oit^ Svapnftnte, in the state of dream, flwr

Batva, enjoying ;
taking delight." gpwf Punyam, what is holy. ^ Cha,

and; Wf Papatn, what is sinful. * Cha, and. jj^T Dristya, seeing.

15s) Eva, only.,*f?WT Oharitva, wandering, irfipwf Pratinyhyam, at every

time; or, ft may mean, following the principle that there should be a

change, titoftm Pratiyonya, in every being; in every birth.

Buddhantaya, in order to cause the state pf what is called Buddht ; in

order to generate the state of consciousness or cognition, Eva. only.

VTjrqf^ Adravati, comes or moves towards the dream condition. The

same as Mantra No. 16.

34. " That person, indeed, in this state, enjoying what is

holy and merely gazing at what is sinful, and wandering (to and

fro), swings back, according to law, and is carried to its proper

body, every J iva, in order to bring it to the state of waking

consciousness. Untouched is He by whatever (evil) He sees

there in that state ; for untouched is this Purusa. "—285.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The Lord Visnu always as an invariable rale takes the Jtva along

with Him, in all the stages of waking consciousness, slumber, etc.; there

is never any violation of this rule. Therefore to teach this rule and to

show that the Jtva is always dependent on the Lord, in all changing con-

ditions, the Sruti repeats again the same fact in this mantra, as was

taught before in mantra 16. So says the Nirnaya. Therefore, the repeti-

tion is in order to convey an additional meaning as given above,' and is'

not a useless to.utology.

MANTRA IV. 3. 35.

n*l Tat, that ; the well-known example. «nn Yatha, just as. g*r*nf(?f

Susamahitam, inhabited by men. sin: A nab, villages, &o. Utsarjat,

deserting ; leaving, qrqrft Yayat, (one) goes. qtf-Evam, similarly, W
Eva, just. Wf Ayam, this. Vfftr: jSarfrab,, one. who thinks', tbe body to

be his ;
the embodied one. STTOTT Atma, the Attn an ;' the Jiva. TO Yatra,

when, spi^fcqreKft ftrdhvochchhvAsi, such as breathes his last ;«noh as in
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gasping or breathing his last. %raFcT Bhavati, becomes. <jfT§ Etafc, then.

Prajfiana, all-knowing. Mr?iUTT Atmana, by the Paramatraan.

«sg^5: Anvarfldhah, presided over ;
directed, mounted. 97333 Utsarjat,

deserting
;
leaving. *ufa Yati, goes away.

35. " Just as (a man) goes away, deserting the village,

&c, (formerly) dwelt in (by him), so when one breathes his last,

does the Jiva, the embodied self, when leaving this body go away,

presided over by the Omniscient Self."—286.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.
Just as, when a man, when leaving a village, goes away seated on

a cart, and guiding it, so the Jiva goes away leaving the body. He is

like a cart driven by the presiding Lord Visnu, who always dwells in the

heart of the Jivas, and takes him away when the Jiva leaves the body.

Note.—The word utsarjat is a transitive verb. Hut the text shows no objective case to it

The commentator supplies it by the word " grama " or "village." •

MANTRA IV. 3. 36.

^ sreTswfaiwt 5=$fa mv*\^mzvxmxmm* fcro-

W. Sah, that, wt Ayam, this ; the Jiva. «m Yatra, when. wfalfftif

Animanam, fineness ; subtle state ; Mokti. s^fa Nyeti, gets ; attains.

Supply Sli^f WTf^T waring ?f?r presided over or guided by the Omniscient

Attnan. 3Wir Jarya, by old age. Va. 3qaq?TT Upatapata, by diseases.

Va, or. 8lfijffr«f Animiinain, fineness ; subtle condition of death. ffTir«sft

Nigachchhati, gets ; attains, Tat, that ; the example, mn Yatha,

just as. Amrarn, a mango fruit. *f Va, or. Udumvaram, a

fruit of the glomerate fig. arr Va, or. fif«R? Pippalam, a fruit of the holy

fig. afafrar Bandhanat, from the stem. JTg^l^ Pramuchyate, is separated,

qtf Evam, in that way. ij* Eva, just; exaotly. wf Ayam, this. g«q:

Purusah, the Jiva. <5«lt Ebhyah, from these, tfifctf: Angebhyah, from

the limbs of the body, tfcg*? Sampramuchya, being separated, irfstinf

Pratinyayam, at every time ;
or, it may moan, following the principle

that there should be a change
;
according to the law of periodicity.

»f?Rl«TT Pratiyonya, in every being ; in every birth. Punah, again.

UTUra PrftnAya, for the Prana Vayu ; with the help of the Vayu. v& Eva,

alone ;
only. 811^% JUravati, goes

;
proceeds.
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36. " When, he (t e., the Jiva) enters in Mukti, the Subtle

(the Lord), and when he goes to the subtle condition of death

either through old age or disease, (he leaves the body), and, as a

mango or a fig or a holy fig is loosened from the stem, so this Jiva,

freeing himself from these members, hastens with the help of Prana

Vayu to its appropriate body, according to the law of periodicity.
"

—287.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The word wfisHTT'f Animanam) means the Lord Bhagvan as in the

Sruti Rqi^ftsnaKTT (Chh. VI. 8. 7). That the Jiva enters the Lord at the

time of death is shown in the sruti : %3f: QWl t^aTli (Ohh. VI- 8. 6.).

The word '' UpatapatA " means troubled by diseases, etc. The mango

falls down from the stalk long before it gets fully developed ; the Udum-
bara falls down, when fully developed : whilst fruits of Asvattha fall

down, after they have become fully ripe ; so do men die. Some in infancy,

some in their manhood, and some in their old-age. In the Kaliyuga men
die in their infancy like the mango fruit. In the Tretayuga men die in

their manhood like Udumbara. And in the Satyayuga do men die in

their old-age, like the fruits of the Asvattha. But it must be borne in

mind that man's death takes place as the Lord wills it. Thus it is in the

Padmapurana.

(The Sruti uses the words "the jiva runs for the sake of Pranaya-

eva. " These words Pranaya-eva have been explained by others as mean-

ing "in order to get prana or life or a new body." The author explains,

however, the word " punah pratinyayam pratiyony&dravati pranayaiva"

thus) :

—

The word prana means the Chief Vayu. The jiva runs towards the

Chief Vayu, in order to get Mukti. (Ho the word pranaya means in order

to get prana or life, or Mukti).

(An objector says " why does the sruti use the word "punah"
" again," when it is for the first time that tho jiva goes to VAyu ? To
this the author replies):

—

" The jiva goes to Vayu again, because it is through the favour of

V&yu that one gets jfianam or divine wisdom, while one is alive. . There-

fore when after death, the jiva wants to get Mukti, he has to go to this

Vayu again to ask for Mukti. (It was thus that he went first to Vayu in

order to get jfi&nam when alive, and he goes for the second time to this

Vayu to. get Mukti). All the jivas who are going to be bom approach

Vayu and he addresses them thus :
—" Be born, and obtain jfianam." .It

is thus that through the grace of V»yn all these- -jivas obtain jfianam.
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After death they go on the archir&di path and meet the Chief V&yu again

there and then he addresses them thus :
—"And now you get Makti. "

This is the second going to V&yu. It is thus that through the grace oE

Vayu one gets the jfianam first, and then Mukti afterwards." All this

is said in the Pravritta. V
MANTRA IV. 3. 37.

fa^&s ^TT* «m^rar?rT jr^rTOTS^Wr-

a?I Tat, similarly. *mt Yatha, just as. aq[ Tarn, thee. ?t3fff Rajanam,

king. «Wlfcf Ayantam, coining. 3qr: Us<rah, lines of the Ugras ; a class

of the warriors, sraifaff: I'ratyen asah, warriors. ^aHWI: Siitagramanyah,

the charioteers and village headmen. 3f?^: Annaih, with food, qnh

Panaih, with drink. WW^: Avasathaih, with houses. srfh$5tf3 Prati-

kalpante, show their respect. «iq Ayam, this
;
pointing to a flag, vrqifa

Ayati, comes, wf Ayam, he ; the king. WMT^jfsi Agachchhati, comes.

ffHlti. Evam, thus, fkii Vidam, the knower (of the Paramatman).

SraTfhj Sarvani, all. l^lRl Bhutani, the beings. srf&E5<<ft Pratikalpante,

show their respect. Idam, it ; he, the Mukta Jiva. aTTTlfsf Ay&ti, comes.

f$ Idain, this. Brahma, Brahman ; the Paramatman. sWT«3fa

Agachchhati, comes, ^fa Iti.

37. " Just as (on seeing his flag from a distance and know-

ing that) the king is returning, all Chiefs, Soldiers, Knights and

Captains (hasten) to honor him with food, drink and residence,

crying, It (the flag) is coming, and hence he (the King) is

returning ;
" similarly, indeed, to this Knower (of Brahman) all

beings (hasten to) honor, saying, "this (Knower of Brahman) is

coming (like a flag preceding a king, hence), this Brahman (also)

is coming. "—288.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

This mantra is explained by others as applying to Samsari jivas.

They say that all the elements forming a human body wait upon the jiva

on his return from the other world, to rebirth on this earth. These
elements anxiously wait such return, because when a new organised body
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is formed with a jiva as its tenant, these elements find their scope for

activity. According to them the mantra means :

—

«' And as policemen, Magistrates, equerries and Governors wait for

a King who is coming back, with food and drink, saying. " He comes

back, he approaches, " thus do all the elements wait on him who knows

this, saying, " that Brahman comes, that Brahman approaches. " The

returning Jiva is called Brahman, as in truth it is not separate from

Brahman.

This explanation however is not correct. The mantra does not

apply to the jiva on returning to rebirth but to a jBanin on entering

mukti. So the commentator says :

—

The words ^rrin^fsr uiean^H gfRsfN ^qmilfer. The word " idam "

applies to the form of the mukta jiva, and when the Sruti says " it

comes " the meaning is " this form of the mukta jiva comes. " And
when the Sruti says " all bhutas (beings or elements) wait on him saying

that Brahman comes, " it means " therefore (because this mukta-jiva

comes with his body) it is as if the Supreme Brahman comes along

within this Jiva body (svarupa), and they wait in order to pay honour to

the Supreme Brahman. As people hasten to honour a King when they see

the flag, Ac, of the King from a distance, and say " this flag is coming

and therefore the King is coming, " so the devas when they see

Mukta-svarupa coming they hasten to honour Brahman, for the Mukta

always comes in the company of Brahman.

(The objector says : But cannot the other meaning be possible?

It is not. Inanimate objects like elements cannot be said to wait the

approach of any one, or to welcome him, like living beings. There is

further objection to their explanation, as the author next shows):

—

(Under the advaita explanation) there is further (this discrepancy)

that the repetition " that Brahman comes, that Brahman approaches"

is a purposeless repetition. If it be said that the repetition is for the

sake of denoting respect then the repetition ought to have been of the

same words literally, namely, of «qm<uP*r, WOTIItfe. But here

the wording is different namely 5^ «T3IRTfa ^irm^fa. But this is

against the rule of adarartha vipsa " repetition to show respect. " The

repetition of words having the same form is for the sake of showing

respect, but that is not the case here. As says the Sabda Nirnaya :

—

The repetition of words must be verbatim if the purpose is to

show respect only. But if the repetition is of a vowel or a word having

the same sense, but not verbally the same, then it cannot denote

Adarartha vipsa or repetition for respect. This is the rule of repetition
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whether there is the repetition of a sentence or of single letter or of a

word, &c. The same is the rule of repetition when some peculiar idea

belonging to it alone is to be repeated a» the word atmft is repeated after

every word Kosa in the Tait- Up., HI. 10. 5., after the words annamaya,

&c. There the exact word atman is repeated in each sentence beginning

with annamaya, &c.

Thus there is no example of a non-verbal repetition employed with

the force of " respectful vipsS," even in secular language. Though

however where there is separation or interval between one sentence and

another, there the adar&rtha repetition need not be verbal : as in the

sentences ^tfasj; fttl ( «fta?g ) W«l^rg ( srm^3 ).

(An objector says: This explanation of yours that the word

refers to the 9varupa of the mukta jiva is not valid, because (sarva) all

beings (bhuta) cannot possibly see one single rnukta at one and the same

time. Nor do the words sarvani bhntani refer to the devas. For if they

so referred, then since the devas see every jiva— even a non-mukta—coming

up after death, accompanied by Hari, there is nothing peculiar about

the Muktas. The devas always hasten to welcome Hari, whether he

carries up a Mukta or a non-Mukta jiva. To this the author answers) :

—

The devas see as a universal rule whenever the Lord Hari comes

accompanied by a Mukta when such Mukta goes up. But this is not the

rule with regard to non-mukta deceased.

As on seeing a royal emblem, 4c, people show respect to the king

by offering him pftja, so on seeing a Mukta jiva, the devas show respect

to Hari (by welcoming the Mukta, for Hari dwells in his heart).

Thus it is in Tattva-Nirnay a.

Therefore in the previous mantras the words animanam nyeti have

been explained as meaning " going to Brahman called anima or the

subtle", the form of Brahman which dwells in the jtva having the form of

anu or atom. But though the Brahman dwells in the jtva, He does n ot

suffer the pains and pangs of death, of burning, &c, suffered by the jtva.

As says the same text:—" The dwellers of heaven, the devas presiding

over pranas, follow the Lord Visnu when He goes out, taking the

jiva with Htm ; as the retainers of a king follow the king."

MANTRA IV. 3. 38.

fa^m*rc^iteRtr*H*F3*5T% WITT
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Tat, similarity. «WT Yntha, just as. Tain, thee. *fHT«f

Rajanam, king. irf«I5fr?fan P ra> iyasantam, desirous of going away. Sjtt:

Ugr&h, the chiefs ; the corporations, such as Srenis, Pradhanas. JTr^T?!:

Pratyenasah, warriors, ^anwq: Sutagiamanyah, the charioteers and the

leaders of armies
;
knights and captains, wftww^fa AbhisamAyanti,

accompany. Evam, thus ; in that way. fl^ Eva, just. «I5T Yatra,

when. 3>«%f^35ft5lt Urdhvochchhvasi, such as breathes his last ; such as is

gasping or breathing his last. *l«|ffr Bhavati, (a man) becomes, igft

Etat, then. SHOTR Atmanam, the liberated Atman ; the Mukta Jiva.

*ta$I% Antakale, in the last moment in Moksa. ffif Sarve, all. suit!

PranAh, the pranas, the presiding deities of the indriyas. vrfogifrffc

Abhisamayanti, accompany.

38. "And as, when a king is going away, the Warriors,

the Chiefs, the Soldiers, the Knights and the Captains accompany

him, just in the same way do all the Pranas accompany the Atman,

when one breathes his last, and the Lord carries away the Jiva to

Mukti."—289.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The words ugra, pratyenasa, gramani have been differently explain-

ed by others. Acoording to them ugra means ' doers of cruel deeds,'

pratyenasa ' sinful rulers,' 'gramani' means ' the headman of a village.'

The commentator explains them differently, quoting his authority from

the R&janiti :

—

It is thus said in the Rajaniti :
—'• Ugras are chiefs or captains

(sreni) or pradhanas
;
fighting soldiers, warriors are called pratyenasas

while the gramanis are commanders of soldiers (chamupala)." All these

are divided into two classes, namely those who remain always in

attendance on the King (as aid-de-oamps) and those who are posted in

various provinces of his Kingdom. (These are not equal in rank) but

these chiefs (stents), etc., should further be divided into two classes (as

mentioned already).

(An objector says, Ugras, &c, may be divided into two classes, those

directly attending on the King and those' posted to different outlying

provinces. But what authority have you for saying that the devas are

also divided into these two similar classes ? To this the commentator

answers :•—

)
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It is thus said, in the Adhyatma (Ramay.ana) :
—"AH the devas

presiding over the different organs of the jiva body always attend (in the

Lord Visnu), (and so) follow Him (wherever He goes) ; while the devas

presiding over their respective worlds (lokas) come out (to welcome) the

Visnu when he arrives taking up a Mukta (to spheres of bliss)."

Here ends the BhAsya on Jyofcir Brahrnanam.

End of the Third Brdhmanam.

Fourth (Sarira) Brahmanam.

mantra iv. 4. 1.

^raqirm fi^r 3ftTfwsr mmi

wv%t II \ h

W Sah, that ; the aforesaid, n&t Ayam, this; well-known. «n?»TT

Atma, the Jivatma (about to get Mukti). Yatra, when, q&f Balyam,

the giver of strength to all ; the Lord Visnu. This word is Balya, and

not 3(353 Abalya as some take it. Abalya, means weakness ; and

there is no proof as to the weakness of the Jiva in Mukti. wteq Nyetya,

getting to, attaining (Visnu). *??df£ Sammohara, state of unconsciousness.

This is before death. 53 Iva, as if. stfa Nyeti, gets
;
attains. ««l Atha,

then. «f«f Bnam, him ; the Paramatman. Ete, these. trUJi: Pranah, the

Prftnas, the devas presiding over sense-organs of the Jiva. wfTOOTtffo

Abhisamayanti, accompany, Sah, he ; the Lord. Hari. Vfffr. Btahi

these, #5tori9T: t'ejomatrah, resplendent Devas of the indriyas. *TO«TT^TTJ
Satnabhyadadanah, taking in company4 5^ Hridayara, the heart, i&
Eva, only. »g Anu,.towards. »WRmfa Avakraroatugoes. «: .Sahi that,

i^r: Bsnb, this. Chaksusah, residing in the right aye. 3^?: Pnrtffeiah',

the Lord ParamaUnan. qiTS^Paimn, going outwards
; seeing the Wternal

objects, m Yatra, when. tyqfa^ Paryavartofce,- reverts
; goes baekward

towards the heart. WT Atha, then... 4t9W?>. Arupajfiah, onconsoiotumeM
q£ the extern i\ forias. ^% Bhavatir, beoomesv;.-! . ; . •; .,^-.4

1. Yajnavalkya went oti :
' ''Now^ when that- jlvitifl4&

at :the time of getting
, Miikti,- fully attains {the Paran*5tinany<
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the Giver-of-strength-to-all, (he) falls, as it were, into a

state of unconsciousness (just before death), then all these

Pranas (Devas) gather round Him (the Lord) and the Paramat-

man taking these resplendent devas (of the senses) in His

company, descends into the heart (from His seat in the eye).

When this Purusa in the right eye (the Paramatman) turns

away from external activities, (and reverts to the internal activities

in the heart) then the Jiva becomes unconscious of (external)

forms. "—290.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In the previous mantra (of the third adhyaya verse 38) beginning

with Tadyatha, etc., there was shown the method of death of a Mukta

Jiva, and how he was carried by Visnu to the heaven-world. That fact of

the method of death is further detailed in this adhyaya. In this mantra

the phrase atmabalyam is read by some as atma + abalyara, and the word

Abalyam is explained by them as meaning "weakness, " " the loss of

strength". But this explanation is incorrect as opposed to authority.

So the commentator, reading the word as balyam (atmabalyam= atma +
balyara), explains it thus :—

)

It is said in a book—The Lord Visnu is described as Balya, because

He gives strength to all. Then just before death, when the Jiva gets

to the Lord Balya, he falls into death-swoon.

(An objector says :—This explanation is not correct, for under it

you say that when this Atma goes to Visnu, called Balya, then it sinks

into unconsciousness. Here unconsciousness is said to follow after

reaching Visnu. As a matter of fact, a man gets death-unconsciousness

before going to Visnu, for going to Visnu means complete death. Why do

you then say that he gets unconsciousness after going to Visnu ? Under
our reading the word is Abalya and not Balya, and it means weakness,

want of strength. We explain the passage by saying that when a man

sinks into weakness, owing to disease, etc., then he gets the death-

unconsciousness. Our explanation is more consistent with the facts of

nature than yours. To this objection the commentator answers t —

)

When this jiva-Atma, just before death, reaching Visnu, falls

into unconsciousness, then these Devas, (Pranas), all having the form

of pure energy or tejas, and (presiding over the various organs of the

jiva), oome out, and surround the Lord Visnu. The Lord Hari taking up

the jtva, and accompanied by these devas, goes out of the seat in the eye;

and enters into the heart. Then (when the jiva is taken to the heart)
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it knows nothing (external) and falls into unconsciousness, for then the

jiva depends solely on Brahman and becomes unconscious.

(The word enam in this mantra WT i^f qjk STTOT srf*T cmrafef refers

to Visnu, called Balya and not to jiva, as some have taken it to mean.

According to their explanation thepranas goto the jiva; and they explain

this mantra thus :

—

" Now when that Self, having sunk into weakness,

sinks, as it were, into unconsciousness, then gather those senses (pranas)

around him, and he, taking with him those elements of light, descends

into the heart. When that person in the eye turns away, then he ceases

to know any forms.")

(If the word enam referred to the jiva-fttma then it would be not

right to say that the prAnaa gather round the jiva-atma, for devas rule the

jiva and not dance attendance on him.)

(The words *f ?ri<T *rrg<T: 3^T: "WTSF <W?si£&s«T ^q^t ^srfer have been

explained by others as meaning ''when that person in the eye turns away,

then he ceases to know any forms." This explanation is incorreot and

the commentator explains it thus :—

)

The Lord called the Chaksnsa-purusa, as dwelling in the eye and

engaged in the performance of external activities, now turns inward

towards the heart. (This Lord in the eye has been called in the sruti

(sse Brihad&ranyaka Upanisad, IV. 2. 2.), by the name of Indha, for the

mantra says " Indha is verily the name of the person who is in the right

eye."

MANTRA IV. 4. 2.

raSWfa OT^W^rsPlSFrlW!) ^ ITFIT STrjcasWT^ ^

69
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•Slffarafsf Ekibhavati, become unified. The meaning is that the por-

tion of the Paramatman and the portion of the Jiva presiding in the eye

become unified with the Paramatman and the Jiva presiding in the

heart respectively. H Na, not. Tyqfar Pasyati, sees, ^fh Iti. wig: Ahuh,

they say, the wise say, o^v^Rl Ekibhavati, become unified. The mean-

ing is that the aspect of the Pat-am ttman and the aspect of the Jiva

presiding in the organ of smell become unified with that aspect of the

Paramatman and that aspect of the Jiva which presides in the heart. 1

Na, not. firaftr Jiifhrati, smells. 5% Ahuh, say (the wise).

Ekibhavati, become unified ; the construction is as before. «T

Na, not. TO«T^ Rasa v ate, does taste, ffa Iti. wig: Ahuh, say (the wise).

"^hf?=tfa Ekibhavati, become unified ; the construction is as before. «f Na,

not. a^far Vadati, spea'<s. ^f?f It'. OTg: Ahuh, they say. q^filvf^fa

Ekibhavati, become unified ; the construction is as before. «f Na, not.

*T<ntf?f $rinoti, does hear. $f*r Iti. Wg : Ahuh, say (the wise), iga/tasjfft

Ekibhavati, become unified ; the construction is as before. «T Na, not.

Manute, does thin k. $far Iti. *UJ: Ahuh, (the wise) say. H^JTSffar

Ekibhavati, become unified ; the construction is as before, sr Na, not.

*Hrftf Sprisati, does touch. %fy Iti. WTg: Ahuh (they) say. ({^terafer

Ekibhavati, become unified ; the construction is as before. 9 Na, not.

fSrgrwfa Vijanati, knows ; does know. %fk Iti Wg: Ahuh, (the wise) say.

KTW Tasya, his
; of the Jiva that has approached the Paramatman. i^rfW

Etasya, his ; of the Jiva who does not become conscious of anything

outside and who is about to get liberated or Mukti. Hridayasya,

of the heart. *ni Agram, before ; in the front STtfta^ Pradyotate, burns-

becomes illuminated by the bright form of the Lord Visnu. fa Ten a,

that. JHft^f Pradyotena, with the illumed , with the Jiva thus illumed,

with the passage thus lighted up. Esah, this. WrOT Atma, the

Paramatman ; the Lord Visnu. ^§J^: Ohaksusah, from the eye, if he

(mukta) deserved the Adityaloka. *T Va. «^v<|: Murdhnah, from the

head, if he deserved the Visnuloka or Brahmaloka. «t«t¥q: Anyebhyah,

other. %T<t(t^*^ : Sariradesebhyah, from the part of the body, if he

deserved some other loka. wr Va, or. fst«Rnrfa Niskramati, goes out.

sqasilftf Utkramantam, when going out, Tana, him; the Paramatman.

Anu, following, Him: Pranah, the chief PrAna. 3flBIH% Utkr&mati,

goes out. SWttfrf Utkramantam, when going out. JTnrf Pranam, the

chief PrA^a. Anu, following. Sarve, all. JfTUr: Pranah, the devas

presiding over the verious parts of the body. *f*T?H5rrfr3 Anutkramanti,

go out. wfajfTO Savijfianah, having Vijflana or the Jiva always along

with him. *T=H5, with
j fesrr;f= 5ffa Jiva, having Vijflana or Jiva,

{or his constant companion. «fsr% Bhavati, becomes, ?Ji
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he ; the Lord Visnu. fkSflff Vijfianam, the Jiva, riding on the

Jiva. 1% Eva, only. sjrW^SRTJlfa Anvavakr&mati, goes. <f Tam,

him ; the Paramatman when He goes riding on the Jiva. *?g Anu,

following. fsf^Hijflft Vidyakarmani, oonsciomnoss and the work; the

devas Brahma and Vayu presiding over consciousness and Garuda presid-

ing over the deeds of Jiva. Saraanvarabhete, go
;
accompany.

gWSfr t'urvaprajfia, the knowledge of former life
; the presiding god

thereof; the goddess Rama who presides, Sayogyata or natural capacity.

^ Oha, as well.

2. "(Then that aspect of the Paramatman and that aspect of

the jiva which preside over the eye) become respectively unified

(with the form of the Paramatman and the form of the jiva

presiding over the heart), there the wise say (that the jiva)

does not see ;
(the aspects of the Paramatman and of the jiva

presiding over the organ of smell) become respectively unified

(with the aspects of the Paramatman and of the jiva presid-

ing over the heart), therefore, the wise say (that the jiva does

not smell ;
(the aspects of the Paramatman and of the jiva presiding

over the organ of taste) become respectively unified (with the

aspects of the Paramatman and of the jiva presiding over the

heart), therefore, they say, (that the jiva) does not taste
; (the

aspects of the Paramatman and of the jiva presiding over the

organ of speech) become respectively unified (with the aspects

of the Paramatman and of the jiva presiding over the heart), there-

fore, the wise say (that the jiva) does not speak ; (the aspects

of the Paramatman and of the jiva presiding over the organ of

hearing) become respectively unified (with the aspects of

the Paramatman and of the jiva presiding in the heart), there-

fore, the wise say (that the jiva) does not hear
; (the aspects of

the Paramatman and of the jiva residing in the Feeling),

become respectively unified (with the aspects of the Para-

matman and of the jiva residing in the heart), therefore, they

say (that the jiva) does not feel
;
(the aspects of the Paramatman

and of the jiva presiding over the organ of touch) become res-

pectively unified) with the aspects of the Paramatman and of

the jiva presiding over the heart), therefore, they say (that the

jiva) does not touch ;
(the aspects of the Paramatman and of the

jiva presiding over cognition) become respectively unified
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(with the aspects of the Paramatman and of the jiva residing

in the heart), therefore, they say that the jiva does not know.

Then the point of the heart (of the jiva) is lighted up (by

the rays of the Lord). Then the Paramatman, with the jiva

thus lighted up, goes out (of the body) either through the

eye or through the heart, or through any other part. When
the Paramatman goes out, the chief Prana, goes out after Him.

The other lower Pranas go out, after the chief Prana has gone

out. Then (He the Lord) becomes savijnana, or jiva-accompanied.

Then he goes out riding on the jiva, Him do (the presiding devas

of) consciousness (Brahma) and (of) work (Garuda) follow, as well

as (the deva of) the knowledge of former (lives) (Rama)."—291.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In this mantra the words tptf vj^fo 3 q^trftrorg: etc , have been

explained by others as meaning:—" hie has become one," they say, " he

does not see." " He haa become one ", they say, " he does not smell." He
has become one," they say, "he does not taste." "He has become one," they

say, " he does not speak." " He has become one," they say, " he does not

hear." He haB become one," they say, " he does not think." " He has

become one," they say, " he does nut touch." " He ha* become one," they

say, " he does not know." This explanation is incorrect and the

commentator explains it thus on the authority of the Mahamitnaiasa :—

)

" The jiva residing in the heart, which is the special place where

Hari also dwell?, perceives along with H*iri, all objects perceived through

the eye, etc., during the time of waking consciousness. This perception

of many objects, becomes the perception of only a single object, when

the jiva enters the heart at the time of death, for then he perceives only

the Lord Visnu seated in the heart. Thus seeing none else but Visnu,

the jiva does not know anything else. This is what the wise people

understand by this passage. Then Visnu with his own glory shines out,

and illumines the upper portion (called the point) of the heart, and

through this passage the Lord Kesava goes out, taking along with Him
the jiva, and the Prana follows the Lord. The other devaa (the lower

pranas) follow this chief Prana, so also follow Vidya, Karma, and
Yogyata." Thus it is said in the Mahamitnansa.

(The words Karma, Vidya, and purva-prajfia or yogyata do not

mean here • action/ * knowledge,' and ' fitness,' but they refer to several

Devatas of that name. This the commentator explains thus 1—

)
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Garuda is the presiding deity of Kartna ; Brahma of knowledge,

while the words Purva-Prajfia mean Yogyata and the Goddess Rama is

the presiding deity of Yogyata. These also follow Visnu, when he

goes out of the body of the dying Mukta.

(Not only Brahma, the presiding deity of knowledge, follows Visnu,

but Vayu also follows him and he (Vayu) is also the presiding deity of •

knowledge. Is it not then a repetition ? To this the author replies :—

)

" V&yu is of two kinds or has two functions, namely it presides over

knowledge and it presides also over life-functions or Prana. When in

the previous mantra it was said that Prana follows Hari, it was in the

sense of Vayu as presiding over life-fnnctions. But now the aspect of

Vayu as presiding over knowledge is to be taken in the second passage.

Thus V&yu in both these aspects follows the Lord Hrislkesa, surrounded

by all devas. " This is also in the same book.

Nate.—It has been said above that when VSyu goes out all othor 'devas go out after

him. But there is this difference. In the case of persons who are not going to become

Mnktas, when they die the devas presiding over vital functions leave the body and follow

the chief Prana in part only and the other part of these devatis go to the respective aspects of

these devatas who rule the Lokas. But in the case of a jAanin when he dies and attains to Mukti

all these devatJs go out with him wholly and fully and no portions of these davatis go back to

their own spheres ; for such is the teaching of the iruti.

(In the mantra it has been said that the Lord goes out of the body

either through the eye or through the head or through any other part of

the body. The going out from these various parts is regulated by tbe

sphere to which the Mukta will go. This the commentator shows

next :—

)

lie who will attain to Mukti after enjoying for a long time the

pleasures of heaven in the worlds of the Devas, goes out of the body

through that particular orifice of the body which is presided over by

that particular Devata to whose world he will go ; there is no doubt in it.

But he who on attaining Mukti will go to the Visnu world goes out of

the body through the crown of the head. Similarly he who has to go

to the world of Brahma goes out to the crown of the head through the

N&di other than Susurnnd. (The Mukta going to the Visnu Loka passes

out through the Susumna)

(In the mantra occur the words Savijflano Bhavati. It does not

mean that the Param&tman becomes conscious.. In fact the word Savijfiana

is a compound of two words, Sa meaning Saha or accompanied by and

Vijfiana means the jiva. This the commentator explains next :—

)

The words Savijfi&no bhavati mean that he becomes accompanied

by the jiva. In other words the Lord has jiva for his companion.
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(In the mantra occur the words SavijnAnam eva Anvavakr&mati.

Here also occurs the word Savijfianam and it must therefore be translated

as the Lord accompanied by jlva (crosses over). But this is not the case.

The word Savijfianam is not a compound word like the previous word,

but it consists of two words Sa meaning he and referring to the Lord
Visnu and Vijfianam meaning the jiva. This the commentator shows

next :—

)

Savijfianam means "he (Visnu) crosses over or rides over the

vijfianam or the jiva. " In other words, the Lord Bhagavan goe.s out

mounting over the jiva, as was said in a mantra in the previous chapter.

There it was said Prajfiena Atmana Anvarudha " mounted by the All-

knowing Atman.

An objector says :—The jiva was already in the company of the

Lord at the time of the death when it was said that this jiva Atman
going to the Lord Balya becomes unconscious. Why is this fact repeated

here ? This is done in order to show that now the Lord takes off the jiva

and mounts over, while in the previous mantra it was only said that the

jiva goes to the Lord.

(An objector says how do you translate the word Vijfianam by jiva ?

Vijfianam literally means consciousness. The commentator therefore

quotes various srutis in which the word Vijnana is taken to mean the

jiva Atman. Thus :—

)

In the Bfihadftranyaka Upanijad, III. 7. 22, occur the words Yo
vijfiane tifthan, in the Kanva recension of the Antaryamin Brahmnnam
and the words Ya Atmani tisthan occur in the Madhyandina Sakha of the

same Br.ihmagam, and in both these places the word Vijfi&na and Atman

have been taken in the sense of jiva. Therefore the word Vijfiana has

been translated by us as jiva.

Moreover tho venerable Badarayana in the Vedanta Sfitra, 1 . 2. 20,

says that it refers to jiva Atman. That sutra is tjrfftwta^sfq ff $3$*^"$
" The soul of the yogin is not the AntaryAmin, because both recensions

read it as different from it. (Nor) is the embodied soul (the internal

(
ruler); for both speak of the sonl as distinct (from the Ruler within). .

For both the S&khins, Madhyandina and Kanva, read the texts

which speak of the individual soul a* distinct from Atman, as conveyed

by the texts :
" He who standing in Atman ^the soul) still separate from

Atman, whom Atman (the soul) does not understand, for whom Atman is

(like) unto a body who directs the Atman (soul) from within. He this

Atman the Lord is thy internal ruler, is the immortal ruler within. "

(Bri., III. vii. 22 )
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Again, the Kanva text says: " He who stands in Vijfiana (the in-

telligent soul) is still separate from Vijfiana whom Vijfiana does not

understand, for whom Vijfiana is like unto a body, etc."

This also shows that in the opinion of Badarayana the word Vijfiana

meanB jiva.

Similarly in the Prasna Upanisad, mantra IV. 11, occurs the word

Vijfiana Atman and there also it means the jiva. That mantra is as

follows :

—

The Vijfianatma (jiva) along with all the Devas, the Pranas and the

Great Elements are all firmly established in Him. He who knows that

Imperishable is called the knower of the Absolute, he enters indeed into

the Absolute.

Here also the word Vijfiilna has-been translated as jiva.

(An objector says :—Cannot the word Atman in the sentence Esa

Atraa NiskrAmati mean jiva Atman, for there is nothing to prevent this

meaning? To this the commentator answers :—

)

If you take the word Atman in the above sentence Esa AtmA
Niskramati to mean jiva then your interpretation will be open to the

following objections :—
-(1.) It is said in the next mantra Sariram

Nihatya, Avidyara Gainayati, ' this Atman throwing off this body and

causing it to understand the Avidya would not be applicable to the

jiva. (2) Similarly in mantra four occurs the words " it creates newer

and happier forms." This also will not be applicable to the jiva. Because

the jiva cannot of his own accord throw off his body, nor can it make
itself understand Avidya, nor can it have the power of creating newer

and happier forms. Therefore the word Atman above-mentioned cannot

refer to the jiva but to the Paramatman. Moreover in mantra five this

Atman is called sarvamaya and a jiva cannot be called sarvamaya

or every thing, because this sarvamaya expressly refers to Brahman, as

the previous sentence is Sa V& AyamAtmA Brahma. So the whole passage

refers to Brahman and not to any jiva.

MANTBA IV. 4 3.
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Tat, it is. q*n Yatha, just" as. 5<!l3»35Tg?T Trinajalayuka, leech.

JJ»0W Trinasya, of the grass, of a blade of grass. «fctf Antam, the top, the

end. JT?*r Gatva, going, stwf Anyam, other. wrtStf Akramaro, support.

«TTO«3 Akratnya, getting; holding fast to. srnwrf Atmanam, its own
self. 3»KTf*f?T UpasaAharati, contracts, itf Evam, in that way. Eva,

just. Ayaua, this. Atma, the Atman, the Lord Purufottaraa.

stfaut Avidyara, Avidya; ignorance; nescience. iwfar^T Gamayitva,

making (the Jiva) know or understand. ^ Idaua, this, sftftt •Sariram,

the body : the dense physical body . tiff?? Nihatya, leaving; giving up.

Wf Anyam, other. wntitf Akramam, support ; the sukstua sarira or the

subtle body of the Jiva or the Linga-deha. Dffi>7 Akrainya, getting ;

holding fast to. WtrRtsf Atmanam, self, the gross body of the Jiva.

3<T?f?*faf Upasamharati, contracts ; draws away (from the gross body of

the Jiva), abandons.

3. " And as a leech, getting to the top of a blade of grass

holds fast to another support and contracts itself, similarly,

this Atman (the Lord) throwing off this (dense) body and causing

(the Jiva) to understand the Nescience by giving him knowledge

holds fast to another support (the subtle body of the Jiva) and

gives up (this gross) body."—292.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(An objector says a person about to attain Mukti cannot have any

body, so the illustration of a leech cannot apply to a Mukta jiva, but it

would be very appropriate to a non-muktn jiva. So the whole context

here is about not Muktas. This objection the commentator meets by

quoting an authority :—

)

As a leech takes hold of another blade of grass before quitting

the grass on which it is moving, so the supreme person, the Lord

Bhagav&n, abandons the dense body of the jiva by taking hold of the

subtle form of the jiva. By so doing the Lord Kefiava resolves this dense

body into the elements. He also makes the jiva understand avidya by

giving to the jiva jfianain or wisdom.

Note.—This authority clearly shows that it is the Lord who takes out the jiva from the

dense body and gives jiva knowledge by removing avklyl.

MANTRA IV. 4. 4.
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TOl^ II V II

?PI Tat, it is, thus. «WT Yathn, just as. ^TCPTfl Pesaskari, a gold-

smith, ifera: Peaasah, of gold, wrat Matram, a small portion. 3<U3PC

Upadaya, taking. W«»«T Anyat, other, mat Navataram, newer. ««!tT<!KT{

Kaly&nataram, brighter. Rftpain, form. Tanute, gives. «J*f

Evam, in that way. Eva, just, snf Ayam, this. STfTOT Atma, the

Xtman. £3f Idam, this. ?TOtf Sarirara, the gross body. f«HF?<T Nihatya,

leaving
;
giving up. *lf%ut Avidyam, Avidya ; ignorance. Mflfawri

Gamayitva, making the Jiva know or understand. W«MC Anyat, another.

Navataram, newer. $5?T<9a? Kalyanataratn, brighter; purer. sjtf

Rupam, body. <gs?fr Kurute, creates ; assumes, fattf Pitryam, of the

Fathers. 31 Va, or. Gandharvara, of the Gandharvas. *T Va, or.

$4 Daivam, of the gods, m Va. snstTOrf Praj&patyam, of Rndra. Here

the word Prajapati stands for Rudra. «IT V», or. mw' BrAhmam, of

Brahma, Va, or. srnfai Anyesftm, other. »JjJTHt Bhfltanam, of the

beings,

4. " And just as a goldsmith, taking a piece of gold, makes

something else of a newer and more lovely form, similarly this

Paramatman, throwing off this gross body, and causing the jiva

to understand the Nescience, creates a newer and more lovely

form either of the Pitris, or of the Gandharvas, or of the Devas,

or of Rudra, or of Chaturmukha Brahma or of some other

beings."—293.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Asa goldsmith destroys the impurity of the gold by burning it in

fire, and with the gold so purified he makes out of it any ornament that

he wishes ; so the Lord Visnu burns up in the fire of his Self all the

impurities of the Jiva compared to gold, in the shape of ignorance, lust

and*wrong karmas, for the Lord is all powerful. Having thus purified

the Jiva he according to his wish creates a new body for the Jiva

according to the merit of this Makta Jiva. If the Jiva belongs to the

class of pitris he creates a pitri body, if it belongs to the Gandharva

class he creates for him a Gandharva body. If the Jiva belongs to the

deva class he creates a deva body. If it belongs to the Prajapati olass

be creates for it a Prajapati body. If it belongs to the Brahma olass ho
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creates for it a Brahma body. All these bodios so created have the form

of eternal bliss. The Lord never creates a body for a Jiva to which that

Jiva is not entitled by his merit because the f§ruti says that the Jiva in

Mnkti is attended by Purva Prajfla or previous knowledge or merit.

So according to this merit the body of the Mukta Jiva is created.

(Here arises a question »—What is the difference between a Mukta

Brahma and the ordinary Brahma. To this the commentator answers :—

)

A Brahma so long as he is not Mukta is called a Brahma by courtesy

only, He becomes really and truly a Brahma when he gets Mukti.

Similarly a Praj&pati is merely a title by courtesy of Rudra so long as

he does not get Mukti. After Mukti he is entitled to this designation.

So on with all other classes of Devas. As gold or silver so long as it

is mixed with other alloys is still called a gold or silver because it has

the possibility of becoming pure gold or silver by removing its dross ; or

a child of a twice-born is called a twice-born even before he is invested

with the sacred thread because the boy has the possibility of becoming

a twice-born which a j§ddra boy hns not, so Brahma and others are called

BrahmA, etc, even before their Mukti because they have the possibility

and 6tness of becoming Brahma, etc., in course of time.

This Mantra does not apply to the non-muktas because in the mantra

occurs the word Kalyanatara meaning a more happy and more beautiful

body. A non-raukta Jiva cannot get after death a happier and more

beautiful body.

Some have taken the words Anyesam va Bhutanam of this mantra

as applying to lower animals and they say that lower animals

also get a new body. But that also is wrong. Those words do not refer to

lower animals but toother Muktas not enumerated above, such as Mukta
human beings, Mukta world rulers, etc Those words cannot apply to

beasts and birds because they cannot be said to get a KalyAna body at

all. Their body is not at all Ealyana or auspicious or happy or beautiful.

If this mantra referred morely to death then the epithet Kalyanatara

would be useless and convey no meaning for men do not by mere death

get a more beautiful or a more happy body. Similarly the previous

epithets of &rotriya, Avrijina and Akamahat mentioned in mantra
IV. 3. 83 apply only to devas and not to animals.

(An objector says: But these devas Brahma, etc., have already

a particular body of their own. Thus Brahma has a body having four,

faces, what newer body can he have after Mukti ? To this the commen-
tator answers ;

—

)
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They are said to get a newer body in the sense of getting higher

experiences in that, body which they did not experience before Mukti.

In the state of Samsara. Brahma and others had a small quantity of

Tejas or powers and a small Jiva form. But in Mukti these Brahma and

others have a very large quantity of tejas given to them by Lord

Bhagavan and their body also becomes very vast. This is what is meant

by the phrase that the unborn Lord creates a newer body for Mukta

Brahma, etc.

By the phrase Auyes&tn va bhutanam in the mantra is meant men

etc, and does not refer to Asuras, etc., for Asuras never get Mukti.

(An objector says : Your illustration of gold is inapplicable, for

there are not many kinds of gold but you say that there are many kinds

of bodies of Mukta belonging to different classes. To this the commen-

tator answers :—

)

Gold is also of various kinds, thus dark coloured g"ld (Mayaui)

belongs to the class of men ; it is called human gold. The yellow coloured

gold is called Gandharva gold. The gold of the colour of Indragopa,

a kind of red insect, is called jambunada gold. Similarly gold of the

colour of burning sun is called Deva gold and its name is Anikara or

brilliant gold. These are different varieties of gold which always belong

to them and though they may all be burnt in fire they do not lose at all

their specific qualities belonging to that particular variety.' Similarly

the Jivas belong to particular species such as human beings, Gandharvas,

Pitris, Devas, Prajapatis, and Brahmus ; each successive class being

higher than the other preceding it. The specific qualities of these jivas

manifest themselves in their fullness in Mukti.

Note.—Thus a human jiva in Mukti remains a human jlva but with the perfection of all

human qualities, he never becomes a Gandharva j!va and so with others.

(An objector says : Why do you take this passage or chapter to refer

to Mukti ? The answer is that in interpreting a passage we must see what

is the commencement of it and what is the middle of it and what is in the

end. So the commentator Bays :—

)

This passage opens with the statement (Mantra IV. 3. 36) Sa yatra

Ayam Animanam Nyeti and thin refers to going to the Lord called Subtle

at the time of the Mukti. In the middle of this passage occurs the state-

ment Tasya haitasya hridayasya agram. pradyotate, etc. "The Lord
illumines the point of the heart. " This also refers to Mukti. The
passage ends with the statement Tena dhirah apiyanti Brahmavida. This

also refers to Mukti. Thus construing the whole passage from its

opening, middle and final statement it refers to Mukti. Similarly the
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statements Svargara lokam ita urdhva vimuktah tena eti brehraavit

punyakrit taijasah. These aU'> show that the subject matter of the

whole passage is Makti.

Even the lord R&darayana in the sutra (IV. 2. 17) says that this

chapter deals with Mukti. He says:

—

"Then there takes place a lighting up of the point of His abode,

and by the door so illumined by Him, he should depart through the

hundred and first artery, by virtue o r the power of his wisdom and by

the application of the memory of the path which results from such

wisdom, and through the favour of the Lord in the heart.

"

(The objector says that there are two kinds of Mukti, Saguna and

Nirguna Mukti. The texts which describe enjoyments of various kinds

refer to Saguna Mukti. Bat the real mukti is Nirguna in which there are

no enjoyments. To this the commentator answers :—

)

There is no proof or authority for the statement that there is a kind

of Mukti in which there is no enjoyment. The Srutis, Smritis, the

Itih&sas, the Pur&nas all describe that the Muktas enjoy various pleasur-

able experiences in Mukti and that there is no Mukti in which there is no

enjoyment. Thus:

—

(1) . In the Taittiriya Upanisad (II. 1) occur the words " so'

snute sarvan k&mftn saha firahmana vipaschita," meaning " the Mukta

enjoys all objects of desire along with the all-knowing Brahman."

(2) So also in the same Upanisad (III. 5) occur the words " etata

an andamayam atuianam upasamkratnya " I arm Lokan Kaman Nikaman

rup&nyanusancharan meaning the mukta reaches this Atman consisting

of bliss and enters and take possession of these worlds, and having as

much food as he likes, and assuming as many forms as he likes.

(8). So also in the mantra (Rig Veda, X. 71.11).

^c«tat qtan^ 33«*wt. nmsf mifa i

One Brahma plies his constant task reciting verses : another Brahma
sings the holy psalm in Sakvari measures.

One more Brahma tells the lore of being, and one lays down the

rules of sacrificing.

(4). So also in the mantra, Chhandogya Upanisad, VIII. 3. 4. occur

the following words:

—
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Now the elect who has received the grace of Visnu completely rises

from out of his (6nal) body, and reached the Highest Light, and appears

in his true form, verily He, the Lord, is the Self, thus spoke (Rama).

mantba IV. 4. 5.

$pto: j*T?r*m: strtroft srarara sttsptot-
ss

S3 S3

wft qT^T^fir^nm: to^h «srftr qravmtan

S3 S3 sj

31 Sah, that ; far away at a distance, wi Ayam, this
;
very near.

lUrW Atrna, Paramiltman : the All-spreading. § Vai, indeed. fffr Brahma,

the full or developed in the qualities. ftafROTs Vijfianamayah, the

supreme knowledge : whose svarupa is knowledge. Here it is also to be

understood that He is also wfijsjpwi: ( Avijfiannmayah), one whose

Buddhi is not the gf3[cH9ff?tT¥T (Buddhitattvatmika), i. e., is not the subs-

tance of the Buddhic matter of Prakriti. JT«THT1: Manomayah, the all-

mind; the sum of all the thinking minds. Also supply Wpfcra: (Ainano-

mayah), whose mind is not made of the mind or manastattva of Prakriti.

xrraitPT: Pranamayah, all the strength-substances. Also supply wsrrqwi:

( Apranamayah), one whose Prana is not made of the substance of the

Prana or the Aham tattva of Prakriti. Ghaksurmayah, the

collection of all the presiding devas of sight ; the All-seeing. Supply

W§pfl! (Aohaksurmayah), the presiding god, whose eje is not like the

presiding gods of ordinary night, tjtatro Srotramayahj the collection

of all the devas of hearing ; the All-hearing. Supply •HfftafPi: (Asro-

tramayah), whose sense of hearing is not like the substance of ordinary

senses of hearing. gftMtan Prithivtmayah, the all-smelling. Smell is the

guna of earth. Supply also «T?r«rata<t: (Aprithivtmayah), whose scent is not
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like that of the earth-substance or Prithivitattva. WTHWl Apomiiyah,

the All-tasting ; all the waters taken together. >Sui>i>ly «Pii<TfrT3: (Anapom-
mayah), the A pa or waters in Him are not what the ordinary waters are.

*T3*11: Vayuraayah, the All-acting ; the sum of all the Vayus. Supply

M«rigiW: (Avayuuiayah), whose Vayu-substance is not what the Vayu-

substance ordinarily is. HreT^TJTi: Akagarnayah, all the JLkiiBa substances;

the All-pervading. Supply aPfWSTOITJ ( Anakasamayah), in whom the

Akasa-substance is not the ordinary sn^wa?? Akasatattva. a^ftzW:

Tejomayah ; the supreme Light. nasftqtT: Atejoraayah, whose light is not

the light of the ordinary fire. $TtTtT*T: Kamamayah, the highest in all

his desires jwhose desires are ever for the highest. «T$nDT7: Akamaroayah,

whose desires are not the ordinary low desires, itfqcra: Krodhamayah,

all angers taken together ; whose anger is terrible VfflitatTi: Akrodha-

mayah, whose anger is not merciless and painful like the anger of

ordinary jivas. qiffll! Dharmamayah, the sum of all the qualities or

dharmas, like Ananda, etc. 3Ttqjfrr«r: Adharmauiayah, the qualities in whom
are not like the qualities of ordinary things. Fi^JTq:8arvatnayah, having

all things of the Prakriti. JTft^JTT: Asarvamay ah, everything in whom is

different from the things of Prakpiti. aj Tad, existing in all times. 3|J

Yad, existing in all space, ipg Etad, existing in all causations. $^fW>

Idainraayah, Supreme Kuler (maya) of all that exists in idam or the

present time, wr^tffT: Adomayah, the Supreme Ruler of all that exists in

adas (in the past and the future), ^fa Iti, therefore ; since the Para-

matman is of such a nature. q«n Yathft, as. Kari, making the jiva

do as likes Him boat. q*n Yatha, as. ^tft Ohftri, making the jiva behave

as He likes it. am Tatha, so ; such. *ufa Bhavati, becomes (the jiva).

gr«ppT?i Sadhukari, should He make the jiva work good. m"gi Sadhuh,

good. 34%'Bhavati, (the jiva) becomes, qi<rai# PApakari, should He
make the jiva do what is bad. «nq: Papah, bad ; sinful. *r^fa Bhavati,

becomes. g«*ta Puny en a, holy, ^jf tTJT Karmana, by the acts. %*m Puny ah,

pure ;
holy. *T^fa Bhavati, (the jiva) becomes. W- PApah, sinful. «ir<N

Papena, by the sinful (deeds). «m Atho, hence. ^5 Khalu, truly. %Pi

Ayam, this. J^: Purusah, the jiva. JfiilWJ: Kamamayah, subject to the

will of the Lord, ffjf Eva, no doubt, ffa Iti. Wfg: Ahuh, they say. fl:

Sah, he ; the ParamAtuaan. q«n$m: Yathakamah, of whatever desire.

*wfer Bhavati, is. aquig: Tatkratuh, desirous of carrying that out:

inclination. *rafa Bhavati (the jiva) becomes. 1?H>g: Tatkratuh, desirous

"of carrying whatever out. *T^fa Bhavati, the jiva becomes, aa; Tat, that,

wf Karma, work ; deed $)$a Kurute, perforins. «?T Yat, whatever. q>jf

Karma, work
;
deed. Kurute, performs, an Cat, that

;
according to

that. wftKftaa' Abhisampadyate, gets as a result , reaps.
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5. " That far away, though verily so near, that All-per-

vading and Ever-full Lord, is essentially and supremely All-

knowing, All-thinking, All-exerting, All-hearing, All-smelling,

All-tasting, All-acting, and All-pervading. (He is essentially

and supremely) the highest Light, (but) not (material) light,

the highest Desire, (but) not (worldly) desire, the Great-anger,

(but) not (like mortal) anger, and the highest Quality, (but)

not (worldly) quality. He is supremely All (because the cause

of all). He exists in all time (tad), pervades all space in and

out (yad), and is ever changeless through all causes of change

(etad). He is the Supreme Ruler of all which exists in the present

(idammaya). He is even the Supreme Ruler of all which existed in

the pastor will come into existence in the future (adoyamaya).

" A jiva acts as the Lord makes him act, a jiva behaves

as He makes him behave. Whom He causes to do good deeds,

he becomes good. Whom He causes to do evil deeds, he

becomes a sinner.

" Wherefore, they say :—This jiva is verily under the

Will (of the Lord). Whatever desire the Lord has, so be-

comes the innate inclination (kratu) of the jiva, and as is his

inclination, so is his deed, and as is his deed, so is his

fruit."—294.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

[In thia Mantra occar the words Vijfiftna-maya, Mano-maya, etc

What is the force of the affix " rnaya " in these words ? Maya generally

means ' made of or consisting of,' but here it has a different force.

The author explains it thus :—

J

The affix maya has the force of denoting abundance, as well as the

essential form of a thing. It has not the force of Vikara or modification

here.

[In this Mantra occur the words—" Sa va Ajam Atraa Brahma,

etc." These words have been explained by others as applying to the jiva,

but they apply to the Lord. The author shows it next :—

]

The word Atman here does not refer to jiva-atmai, but to the'

Supreme Self. The word Atman comes from the root Tan, with the pi*e.->

fix A, meaning Atata or spread everywhere. He who spreads throughout

the universe is called Atman, therefore it applies to the Supreme Sel£
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He has been called the Brahman, because He is full in all the qualities.

He is oalled Sah, because He is far away. He is called Ayam, because

He is very near to us. He is called Vijfiana-maya, because He is full of

all knowledge, and his essential form is perfect knowledge. He is oalled

Mano-maya, because His essential form is that of the Peeler of everything.

He is called PrAna-maya, because His essential form is perfection of all

power. He is called Ghaksur-maya, beoause His essential form is that

of the seer of everything. He is called Srotra-maya, because His essential

form is that of the hearer of everything. He is called Prithivl-maya,

because He supports everything like the earth, and because all sweet
A

scents are in Him. He is called Apo maya, because He gives satisfaction

and refreshment to all, as water satisfies the thirst of every one and

refreshes all. He is called Vayu-raaya, because He has the form of

being the agent of every act. He is oalled Akasa-naaya, because He
gives room or space to every one. He is called Tejo-maya, became His

essential form is extreme luminosity. He is oalled Kama-maya, because

He has the highest desire of all, inasmuch as, He desires to create, sustain,

etc., this universe. He is called Krodha-maya, because His wrath is

terrible against all evil-doers. The Lord is called Dharma-tnay a, because

His form is that of bliss and joy. That is His Dharma or quality. He
is also called by the negative attributes " Atejo-maya," " Akama-maya,"
"Akrodha-maya," and "Adharma-maya," in the sense that His form is not of

Prakritic matter
; and, therefore, the qualities of material light, material

desire, human anger, and material qualities or dhannas, do not exist in Him.

The scent of Hari is not worldly odour, nor His satisfaction or refreshment

is from physical water, nor is His light from this physical fire, nor is His

strength from the Deva called Vayu, nor is his hearing dependant on physic

cal ear, nor is this yhysical Akasa or Manas, His Akaaa or His manas. Nor

is His Buddhi composed of the physical matter of the Buddhi Tattva, nor

is His Ego made of the Aham-Tattva of the Prakritic matter, nor is His

Ghitta made out of the matter of the Mahattattva belonging to Prakriti,

because all these various attributes of Prakriti are merely reflections of the

qualities of the Lord. Therefore, Visnu is called Sarva maya, beoause He
is the Primeval Cause of every thing. And, similarly, He is A9arva-maya,

because He is not identical with anything. All the attributes (Gunas) of

the Lord are of Ohit (intelligence) and Ananda (bliss) in their essence,

and which are the sources of all the Gunas that exist anywhere else.

Therefore, the qualities of the Lord are said to be quite different from any

qualities of worldly matter.

[How oan the Krodha (wrath) of the Lord be said to be unworldly?

To this, the author replies :—

]
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The anger oF the Lord has ever the essential quality of forgiveness

in it, as well as of bliss and intelligence. [His anger is not blind, un-

intelligent, and merciless, but it is always accompanied with forgiveness

and based upon dispassionate and calm reason, and meant to give

ultimate joy to the person against whom His anger is directed.] How
can then the anger of the Lord Visnu be compared with the anger of

ordinary jivas? Thus all his attributes are totally distinct and different

from the qualities of ordinary jivas.

[An objector says :—All this may be quite true, but as regards the

phrase Savft Ayam Atma, etc., all this is beside the mark. The whole

passage refers to an ordinary jiva, and not to Lord Visnu. To this, the

Commentator says :—

]

The released soul (Mukta) reaches the Lord Hari and gets the

quantity of bliss, according to the nature of his Purva-Prajfift or previous

works.

[What is this Purva-Prajfla ? To this, the Commentator answers :—

]

When a man gets Mukti, he gets the Lord Visnu, whose form and

nature have just been described, and he gets Him, according as his

previous Prajfla ( H5JT ) permits. By the word Purva-Prajfla ( g^ffSTT )

is to be understood the Prajfia or knowledge regarding Visnu, that a

jiva has in him from beginningless time. Thus the Purva-Prajfla of

Brahma and others differs from oach other, according to the class to

which the jiva belongs.

All this is from the Mahamimamsa.

The Lord has been called in this mantra ( $«f«T ) idaAmaya, because

everything in the world which exists in the present time is under His

control. He has also been called w^taTT (Adomaya), in the text, because

everything that came' to exist in the past and what will come to exist

in future, both were and will be under tho control of the Lord.

The affix " Maya" has the force of denoting superiority (pradhttna)

as well as the essential nature, form or (svarupa) of the thing denoted by

that word, to which this affix is added. Therefore, Idam-tnaya and Ado-

maya with the force of avarupa mean He whose form, though

consisting of this (or the present time), has yet the form of that (namely,

the past and the future time also). Such is the nature of the Lord Hari,

because He is beginningless, endless and ever-existing- Therefore, He
is beyond time as well as in all time.

These words Idast-maya and Ado-maya, with the force of Pradhana

or superiority, mean He who is superior to this and to that, namely who

71
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is superior to all, because He is All-powerful, from beginningless and

endless time.

[The words Tad, Yad, and Etad, though meaning ordinarily that,

what, and this, do not mean so in this passage.]

The Lord Visnu is called " Tad," because He is at the present time,

just as He was in the past. Similarly, He is called " Yad, " because He
is in the inside, exactly as He is in the outside. The epithet (Etad) has

been applied to the Lord of the world, V&sudeva, in - order to show that

He will ever be afterwards, as He is now.

[The Commentator now explains the words Yatha Kari, Yatha Chari,

Tatha Bhavati, etc. :—

]

A being becomes what the Purusottama makes of him he will be

good and honest if the Lord makes him so ; and sinner will be he, should

the Lord be pleased to make him a sinner. If it please the Lord to

make a man holy and pious, the man becomes holy and pious. A sinner

and nnholy becomes he, if the Lord bids him be so. The wise say that all

the beings are always under the direct will of the Lord.

The desires of a being have their origin in the desires of the Lord

Visnu ; so the beings act in obedience to the desires of the Lord Visnu.

ThefiiBT (nisthft means faith or inclination and innate mental bent of a jiva)

follows His desires, and so his acts follow HisNistha ( fsnn ), and the fruit

that a man reaps is the outcome of his acts. The Lord's will being at

the bottom of them all, the Lord has been called $m?T4 (Kamaraaya).

Such is the relation between the Lord and the jiva, and there is no

exception to it.

(Under the ciroumstances, since a jiva has no independent will of

his own) one may be led to think that there is unity between the Lord

and the jfva ; one may ask, where then does lie the difference between the

Lord and the jiva ? In answer, it may be said, that the doctrine of unity

between the Lord and the jiva has been refuted by the Bhagavan Vya-

sa in the sutra g^crgtSP&rft* ( Vedanta, I. 3. 42)

:

.
" The text designates the Supreme Self as different from the jiva,

whether it be in the state of deep sleep or at the time of departure."

Moreover, the doctrine of unity is quite incompatible with the Srnti

Pnijfienatmana anvarudhah, Piajfienatmana samparisvaktah, etc.*—.

"Mounted by the All-knowing Self, " " Embraced by the AlKknowing

Self " (Br. Up., IV. 3. 35 and 21.)

(The opponent says:—"The jiva and the Lord are really one,

but, for conventional purposes, they are considered as different
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The difference is, therefore, vjavah&rika only. To this, the author

replies :—

)

There is no proof of the existence of such a thing as Vyavah&rika-

Bheda or conventional difference. There is no authority to that effect.

[This difference, if not conventional, might be Pratibh&sika or

illusive or erroneous, says the opponent. To this, we reply :—

]

If the difference between the jiva and the fsvara was based upon

error or illusion only, then the above texts of srutis would become useless

and meaningless. The texts of srutis are admittedly free from all error

and faults, and so it would not be proper to say that a doctrine established

by sruti might be based upon illusion or error. To say so would be

like the ravings of a mad man, for it would lead to the couclusion that

the entire Vedas are unauthoritative.

[An objector says:—Why the Sruti should become unauthoritative

merely because the doctrine of bheda is svaid to be erroneous? So far

as that particular doctrine is concerned, the teaching may be erroneous,

but other portions of the Sruti would remain authoritative all the same.

Yajnadatta, on acoount of his obliquity of vision, may say that there

are two moons, and that statement of his may be erroneous, but that

does not mean that all his statements are erroneous, and that they are

asiddha or wrong. To this, the author replies :—

]

Because it is not possible that any statement of Sruti may be erro-

neous, because admittedly Sruti is faultless and all its statements

are true.

[An objector says : " What is the harm, if we say that the statement

of Sruti regarding bheda is erroneous, but all the other statements of

sruti are correct ? If that be so, then those statements of sruti which

you say prove abheda, may also be erroneous. What prevents them from

being so, where there is no unvarying criterion of truth ? If you still

persist in saying that it may be so, then the author answers :—

]

Then the result would bo that, like the ravings of a mad man, the

entire Yedas would become unauthoritative.

(If a particular statement of a person be erroneous, why should all

his statements be rejected ? That particular statement may have some

cause, like defect in the eye-sight, to make it erroneous. To this, it is

replied :—Where there is no other means of judging the truth of a person,

but his own statement, and when one particular statement of that person

is found to be erroneous, we must say that that person is unauthoritative.

So the author says t—

)
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If a person poses as an expert, and is found to be in error in his own

subject, that person becomes unauthoritative in every part of his subject,

for unauthoritativeness does not mean anything else than this. A layman

cannot judge that other statements of his may be true, when a particular

statement of his is found to be erroneous.

(An opponent says; The unity between jiva and Isvara is ineffable,

and cannot be described by words. This Abheda is Anirvachaniya or

indescribable. To this, wereply:—

)

According to this opinion of the indesoribablouess of Abheda, any

mad man may assert any foolish proposition, and say, " This statement

is correct, but there is no proof for it, because it is transcendental and
Anirvachaniya." What is then the difference between the ravings of a

mad man and the sayings of those who cannot adduce any scriptural

authority for their statements and who try to hide their ignorance under

the cover of Anirvachaniya ?

(The other side may say, the ravings of the mad man are unauthori-

tative, because they assert propositions which are erroneous, but it does

not follow from this illustration that Srutis teach Bheda or difference as

the final truth. May it not be that the srutis teach Bheda as a conventio-

nal (Vyavaharika) truth, and not as a Paramarthika or the highest truth ?

To this, we reply, that it is not so, for there is no proof that the Bheda is

conventional only, and that the srutis teach only the conventional truth.

If it be admitted that the difference between the jiva and Isvara is

erroneous, then this error itself may be based upon further error, and so

no truth can be arrived at. On the other hand, there are authorities to

establish Bheda :—

)

5rsr: %t star jfiscrtstt *f5
1

fomre* u
(Big Veda, VIII. 3. 4.)

" lie, with his might enhanced by Kisis thousandfold, hath like an

ocean spread himself.

" His majesty is praised as true at solemu rites, his power where

holy singers rule."

This shows that the attributes of the Lord are true, and not imagi-

nary. So also the text Taete Satyah Kamah, etc., (Chh. Up., ViTI. 8. 1)

'"'All these desires are true." This also shows that the desires of the

Lord are true.
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Similarly, the following mantra (Rig Veda, IV. 17- 5.) shorts that

all the jivaa live and have their being in the Lord, and that these jivas

have a real and true existence, and that they are not untrue.

^^wgfireta^fir *trt ^<n^T it^im n
" He who alone overthrows the world of creatures, I ndra, she peoples'

King, invokes of many
;

" Of a truth, all rejoice in him, extolling the boons which Maghvan

the God hath sent them."

The word " truth " as well as the whole of this mantra shows that

the life of all jivas depends upon tho Lord, and that all the activity,

rejoicing, &c, of this life is satyti. How can then the difference

between jiva and tsvara be false and illusive?

Moreover, the difference (Bheda) between jiva and tsvara is not

unreal, because it is true, by the fact of the imperative assertion of conscio-

usness which says, " It is"
;
and, moreover, because the functions and

activities of the world, as well as the possibility of exertion for getting

Mukti, depend upon the reality of this difference. It must not be said that

the only reason for believing in this difference is the proof given by

one's consciousness and perception, and based upon belief only. Tt is

possible that one's belief may be erronoons, as a person may take a

mother-of-pearl for silver; but this false belief of his is liable to be

corrected by truo perception, when he knows that it is not silver, but a

shell. In the case of the world and the jiva however, there is no such

false perception. Every one sees this difference, and it cannot > be said

that all are in error. One man or two may be in error, and they may see

silver where there is no silver, but others see the shell and do not mistake

it for silver. But no one has ever seen that tho j.va and fs'vara are one.

In the ttrntis tho attributes of the Supreme Self, such as omniscience and

omnipotence, etc., are described as peculiarly belonging to Him. Every-

one directly sees that the jiva is neither all-knowing nor present every-

where, like the God. In fact, everyone is conscious of bheda, and says,

" I am separate from God "; for this is the response of consciousness of

everyone. In fact, a jiva is ignorant, while the Lord is All-knowing ; a

jtva has small power, while the Lord is All-powerful, etc.

[An objector says : Admitted that the response of every conscious*

nes3 declares a difference, and admitted also that the possibility of all

activities depends upon this difference, yet it would not prove that the

difference is real and not false. To this, the author answers:—

}
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No one has ever perceived that there is any exception, anywhere, to

this universal consciousness of difierence, and to the impossibility of

carrying on any activity not based upon such difference. Therefore, the

non-reality of difference being itself non existent, it follows that the

response of all consciousness of all the jivas regarding the reality of this

difference is a true response, and the difference is true, and not merely

subjective.

[An objector may say : But a false perception may also give rise

to activity ; and, though the world is roally false, yet it can give rise to

all kinds of activities. Just as a man, who mistakes a rope for a snake,

has all the activities which a real snake will produce, such as fear,

trembling, etc., or such as perceiving so.ue object in dream, while as a

matter of fact the dream is false. We see that the false perception of the

snake in the rope and of the dream-object is removed by the true percep-

tion. Therefore your argument that the jiva and fsvara are different,

because all activities depend upon such difference, falls to the ground.]

[To this, it may bo answered that tho activities seen in the case of

mistaking a rope for snake, do not depend upon mistake or falsehood, but

upon one's knowledge, and it is this knowledge which is real (though the

object giving rise to this knowledge is false), which gives rise to the

activities of fear, trembling, etc. This knowledge is never sublated. Nor

is an object seen in dream false, for we have already shown that these

dream-ojects are created by the Lord for the dreamer, and therefore they

are true, so far as the dreamer is concerned. This also proves that the

difference between jiva and Isvara is not false. Therefore, the author

says :—

]

The difference is not false, because wo see that even after Mukti,

the jiva is still dependent upon the Lord, as is taught in the present

Upanisad in mantra (I. 5. 9., page 94), " He, who worships the Supreme

Self alone as tho Refuge has (the fruits of) his works never exhausted.

Whatever he dosires, that even he gets from That Self (Hari)."

[An objector says: In this mantra, there is no word showing that

it applies to Mukti. It may apply to a jiva bound in Saiksara, and a

jiva so bound is certainly dependent upon God. But after Mukti, he is

not so dependent, because he becomes God. To this, the author

replies :—

]

This Mantra says that his Karma or fruits of work are never

exhausted. This refers to Mukti, for in the Samsaia condition, all

Karmas are exhausted, after some time or other. It is only in Mukti

that Karmas become exhaustless.
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[An objector says : Even in this samsara, the Karinas may be said

to be exhaustless in a limited sense, namely, that their effects are end-

less. One act leads to another act, and so the chain of causation is

endless. To this, the author replies :—

]

(You take the word " exhaustless " in a secondary sense ; for you

admit that this chain of oausation comes to an end with Mukti. So the

Karmas in this world are not really exhaustless.) It is not proper to

take the secondary meaning of a word by rejecting its primary meaning,

when that meaning is possible. Therefore, the difference between the

jtva and Isvara is a real difference, and not imaginary.

[An objector says : In the next part of this Mantra, the Lord is

described as Yathakari, Yathftchari, and it means that the Lord does

whatever He likes, and He conducts himself as he likes. Is the Lord

then a wilful being ? How do you explain it ? To this, the Commentator

answers :—

]

The word Yathakari means that, what the Lord causes a jtva to do,

the jtva does that ; and the word Yath&chari means that, whatever the

Lord wishes the jiva to act upon, in that manner the jtva behaves.
A

Note.—There is a difference between the Karma and AchSra. Karma means ceremonial

rites in general, while Achira means that portion of Karma rites which leads to purification or

purificatory rites.

[The Commentator next explains the sentence :—Sayatha karao

bhavati tatkratur bhavati :—

]

Whatever desire the Lord has, that very desire the Mnkta jtva also

has. In other words, the desires of a Mukta Jiva are co-ordinate to or in

harmony with the desire of the Lord.

The word Kratu means determination or the volition in the mind

of the jtva, such as, " I shall do such and such things." Suoh a volition

arises in the heart of the jiva, because of the will of the Lord. The

following sruti states also to this effect$ttfr ftfm «wnq[ K;\mena me kama

agat (Taittiriya Aranyaka III. 15.2.) " Through (His) desire there

came to me my desires."

mantra I V. 4. 6.

356WW^TS^reHTO*n5n ^TSSST^t STT^TO
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g?I Tat, to that effect, «^r: Esah, this ; the following. sfsftai Slokah,

the verse *T^fflT Bhavati, there is. «ret Asya, his; of the jlva. fifif

Lingam, the subtle body : the passional nature, the heart. »jst: Manah,

mind, m Yatra, where ; in any object of desire. fa^rS Nisaktatn, greatly

attached, firmly fined. QW. Saktah, attached (jiva). The worldly soul,

not free from attachment. a?i Tat, it ; the object of desire. Eva,

certainly. ^jfaT Karmana, deeds ; activities. q% Saha, together with, ijfar

Eti, gets : goes, Ay am, this ; the jtva, Iha, here ; in this world.

JJ«l Yat, anything. f^fgKificha, whatever: all. Spftfa Karoti, performs.

cfWTasja, that, wfqji Karmanah, of the deeds, sf?f Antam, end; fruit,

exhaustion. Priipya, having got. ?TWiq Tasmftt, that. 35tet?J

Lokat, from the the world ; the world acquired by the deeds, jut

Punah, again. Asmai, this. ^tatT Lokaya, to the world, <$jf>ft

Karraane, in order to work. qj(h Eti, comes. ^f?f Iti, so far, sr Nu, to be

sure. CTHWTR: Kamayatnanah, the desirous. «w Atha, now. W$W«TOR:
Akamayamftnah, one who desires nothing. «j: Yah, whoever. si*to:

Ak&mah, desirous of attaining the Lord Visnu, ar A, Visnu and
Kamah, desirous of. fa^m: Niskaraah, having no desire for unworthy
things. «H9$ra: i.ptakamah, one who has obtained the object of his

desire. WcJT^tJT: Atinakamah, one whose desires are for the JLtraan.

Tasya, his; of such a Mnkta jiva. srt«0t: Pranah, the Pranas. S| Na,
not. 3?tJKlTffrT Utkramanti, s?o out. flgr Brahma, the Jiva : literally, the

groat. Eva, only , and nothing else. ^ San, remaining, mp Brahma,

Supremely Great, the Paramatman. Wtfq Api, also, ijf?| Eti, gets
; goes,

attains.

6. " On this there is the following verse : The (world)

attached (jlva) certainly goes, along with all his activities, to that

on which his heart and mind are firmly fixed. Having got

there, on the exhaustion of whatsoever acts he had performed

here on earth, he comes back again from that other world, to

this worldi in order to perform fresh acts.

So much for the non-Mukta jiva who is attached to (worldly)

desires. Now, about the Mukta jiva. He does not desire

anything (contrary to the will of the Lord), he desires the

Lord Visnu only, and has no unworthy desires. He has obtained
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all his desires, and his sole desire is the Atman. His Pranas

(vital spirits) do not go out again (for he has become an immortal),

and always remaining great (Brahman), he enters the Great

(Brahman) (at the time of Pralaya)."— 295.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

[In this Mantra the author shows that the words Akamayamana,
etc., do not apply to the non-Muktas and that there is no repetition in it],

A Mukta being is said to be OlWBW (niskama), because in that state

of Mukti he gets rid of the low and mean desires ; he is ST^Ttf (Akama)

because the whole tendency of his mind is directed towards the Lord

A (w) or Visnu. The Mukta is called, similarly, Akamayamana, because,

even those desires which may not be unworthy, are rejected by him, if

ever such desire arise in his mind, when such desires are against the will

of God. In fact, he has never any desire which is not in accordance with

the desires of God.

He is called (Aptaknma), because, the Mukta jiva attains all the

objects that he desires.

He is called Atma-kAma, because the only object of his desire is the

Lord, whose form consists of all-intelligence and all-bliss. And he is 80

called, because he gets a body consisting of Chit (intelligence) and Ananda
(bliss), by the force of his desire.

[In a previous Mantra it has been said that after the jlva goes out,

the Pranas follow him. Now. it is said that the Pranas of a Mukta jiva

never go out. How do you reconcile these two statements ? To this, the

author replies :—

]

The Pranas of the Mukta never go out again, after his attaining

Mukti ; in other words, a Mukta never dies again.

[The phrase Brahmaiva San Brahmapyeti has been explained by

others as meaning that " being Brahman, he goes to Brahman. " This ia

wrong. The jiva never becomes Brahman. The first Brahman in this

phrase means jiva, and the second Brahman means the All-full Lord. 80

the author explains this phrase :—

]

The word Brahman is applied to jiva also, because the attributes

are infinitely more vast (Brihat) than the qualities of inert matter. (The

word Brahman literally means vast, great, full).

[The author next explains the phrase Brahmapyeti. The question

arises: the Mukta had already obtained Brahman, as mentioned before,

by the very fact that he was Akamayamana. Why does then the sruti

72
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again says that he obtains Brahman ? Is it not a repetition ? To this,

the author answers :—

]

The Mnkta jiva obtains the Supreme Brahman in eveiy Pralaya,

and he never comes ont of the Brahman, so long as the Pralaya lasts.

Daring other times than Pralaya, namely, during the period of Sristi

activity, the Mukta, of his own free will, enters into the Lord Visnu, and

comes out of his form, whenever he likes. [Thus there is a difference

between the two statements regarding the entering into Brahman. Dur-

ing ordinary entrance into Brahman after death, the Mukta jiva can go

out of Him at will, and enter into Him again at will. But in every

Pralaya (to which the present passage refers), the Mukta does not go out

of Brahman during that period.]

[The next question arises,—In times other than Pralaya, when the

Mukta, of his own will, enters into and comes out of Brahman, is he

subject to pain and sorrow when he is away from Brahman ? To this,

the author answers :—

]

The Mukta is never subject to pain and sorrow, but he goes out and

enters into Brahman, ever enjoying all sorts of pleasure, under the
A A

control of the Supreme Atraan (Atmavan, meaning controlled by the

Attnan).

[Having explained the words Akatnayamana, etc., as applying to

the Muktas, the author now shows that they do not apply io non-

Muktas I—

]

A non-Mukta can never be said to be an Aptakama, because his

desires are liable to be frustrated. He is never an Aptakama in the

primary sense of the word.

[An objector says ; The word Brahman applies to the Supreme

Lord generally. Why have you explained it as meaning jiva in the

sentence Brahmaiva San ? To this, the author answers :—

]

The next sentence Brahmapyeti shows that the first Brahman must

mean jiva. The sentence (Brahmapyeti) "gets to the Brahman" indicates

that the word Brahman, that precedes this sentence, must mean the

jiva (and not the Paramatman). (For a person, who is himself a Brahman,
cannot be said to go to Brahman or go to himself).

[An objector says : Going to Brahman would not be inappro-

priate, even if the first Brahman be taken in the sense of the Supreme Lord.
" Going to Brahman " would mean recognising himself as Brahman.
Brahman through his own Avidya becomes a jiva, and through his own
Vidya he becomes Mukta. Therefore, in his condition as a jiva, he did
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not know himself as Brahman, but when his nescience is destroyed, he

knows his Brahmanhood, which never had left him and which he always

had. It is in this sense that the sruti says that " he goes to or obtains

Brahman. " As a son of king, brought up in the house of a hunter and

ignorant of his parentage, thinks that he is a hunter's son, and does

not know that he is a prince, the son of a king : but when he is told by

some reliable person that he is not the son of a hunter, but of a king,

then it is said that he has obtained princedom, though he was a prince

always. Or, to take another illustration, a man had a necklace of pearls

round his throat, but forgetting it, he searched for it everywhere ; but

when he is told by a person (your ornament is round your throat) he at

once sees it and says I have obtained my necklace, so the word
" obtained " is used in this sentence being Brahman, he obtains

Brahman. " To this, the author replies :—

]

• If the sentence meant the destruction of nescience and the recogni-

tion merely of the fact that he is Brahman, then the wording ought to

have been " Svasya Brahinatam vijanftti, " and not '* Brahmapyeti. " For

no one ever uses the word Apyeti " obtains ", in the sense of Vijanati

" knows." A person who recognises himself as Brahman, does not say,

" I have obtained Brahman, or gone to Brahman. " If the son of a king,

who from his childhood knew not that he was a king's son, comes to

know that he is the son of a king, we say " Rajputratven&tmanam

vyaj&nat, " " knows himself to be the son of a king, " but we never say,

" Rajputram- Apyeti " " ho obtains [the position of] a king's son."

Again, those philosophers may say that before getting Mukti, the jiva

forgot his Brahman nature ; and the moment he gets Mukti,

the remembrance of his Brahman nature prevails and makes him

recognise himself as the Brahman. To them, we reply. But this cannot

be. Suppose a man forgot the jewel of his necklace, and after a long

time he finds tbe jewel and comes to know it as his, which he had for-

gotten, what do we say then? Wo never say that he has got.it
" praptahi "j but we say he recognises it " VijHatah. " These considera-

tions also lead us to this conclusion, that, of the two words, Brahman
>n the text, the preceding one cannot but mean the jiva.

MANTRA IV. 4. 7.
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5P( Tat, to that effect. W> Esah, this ; the following. t&\Wii Slokah,

the verse. *T?rflr Bhavati, is. «iw Asya, his; of the jtva. % Ye, those.

^ Hridi, in the heart. Fw&T: Sritah, present; dwelling, Kamah,

desires, aif Sarve, all. q^r Yada, when. JTJJ'wtfa Pramuchyante, leave ;

quit. Supply ?R( 3*Kt>T*f?r (Tada Muktob havati ). Then he becomes

Mnkta or liberated. «w Atha, then ; after the jiva has got Mukti. JT?n:

Martyah, the mortal being. «Ng3: Amritah, deathless ; immortal. wcf^r

Bhavati, becomes. «rq Atra, in this condition; in Mukti. qgr Brahma,

the Brahman. Samasnute, enjoys, ^fer Iti. Tat, it is ; thus.

«HTf Yatha, just as. wftfiR^lsft Ahinirlvayani, the slough of a serpent,

qstftife Valmike, on an ant-hill. ireKKU fratyasta, abandoned ; thrown

away. ^arjMrita, dead. qnfcn Sayita, is lain ; lies, rpm^ Evatn, in that

way. «pc Eva, just. ^ ldam, this. $tO? Sariram, body ; the gross

body, when abandoned by the jiva. Sete, lies. «m Atha, then
;

when the gross body has been abandoned, snf Ayam, he ; the jiva.

waft: As'arirah, incorporeal; that has no gross body. Supply ^?qRr

Bhavati, bocomes. UTH". Pranah, Prana, the Great Life, sr^r Brahma, the

Paramatman. Eva, to be sure, Wjg: Amritah, deathless ; immortal,

ttal: Tejah, All-light Sri. fljf Eva, as well. Sah, thus instructed. si£

aham, I. *mq^ Bhagavate, to thee, Sir. Sahasram, a thousand

(bulls and elephants), ^rfa Dadami, give. %fb Hi, thus. Vaidehah,

the king of the Videhas. 3PR>: Janakah, Janaka. Uvacha, said.

5 Ha, formely.

7. " And to that effect is the following verse :—When all

those desires which have their abode in his heart are destroyed

(then he becomes Released), and then (after Release), this

(once) mortal (Jiva) becomes Immortal (for he never dies again).

In that state, he enjoys Brahman completely, at his pleasure.

And as the slough of a serpent lies on an ant-hill, dead

and abandoned, just so this body (lies abandoned) and the jiva

becomes bodiless (and hence Immortal). Immortal is even the

Great Life, Brahman (Visnu), and Immortal also is the Great

Light (Sri)," (thus taught Yajnavalkya.)

janaka, the King of Videhas, said :
—" I give you, Sir, a

thousand (bulls and elephants)."—296.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author now explains the words " Atha martyo' rarito bhavati,"
" then the mortal becomes immortal.")

Here the word Atha means after the attainment of Mukti
;
for, when

Mukti has been once obtained, there is no more death to that jiva.

(The word^ in sam asriute means:— A Mukta jiva enters, of hia

own free will, into the Supreme Brahman, and, of his own will, ho cornea

out of Him. And thus he enjoys Brahman (Brahma samafinute). This

enjoying of Brahman consists in the acts of seeing, etc., of the Lord.

Note.—The force of the word Sam in Samasnute is to indicate that the Mukta,

of his own accord, enters into the Brahman, and goes out of it.

The clause Hridisrita qualifies the word Kama, and that sentence

means that all those desires only, which dwell in the heart, become

destroyed and undone, and not all desires. (Only those desires which

have their seat in the heart cease to exist in the state of Mukti), but other

desires which have their seat in the essenco (Svarupa) of the jiva, do not

cease; for the Muktas certainly have these desires. The heart seated

desires only vanish), because the heart or the organ, called Antahkarana,

disappears in Mukti and no longer exists; and, consequently, the. desires

which have their origin in the heart also disappear with it. This applieB

certainly to the Muktas only, and not the non-Muktas. Because, of a

non-Mukta, the desires never vanish in their entirety.

(If you say that of non-Muktas also all desires vanish in the condi-

tion of Susupti, &c, then we answer :—

)

In susupti, and swoon and conditions akin to it, the desires do not

vanish entirely, they are merely non-manifest and are latent only. Be-

cause after coming out of deep sleep, etc., these desires manifest

themselves, as they were lying hidden in the Vasanas or latent impressions

of the jiva. So with the rise of the Vasanas, the desires come up again.

Note.—So those desires that have their origin in the heart, disappear in the Mukta

condition ; but othei desires, called (svarupa bhutah) remain, for they have not their origin in the

heart. It must be borne in mind that the desires that have their origin in the heart do never

leave a being, unless ho gets Mukti. True, we have no desiies whilst we have sound sleep, but

it is only because they are overpowered by Tanias 01 ignorance. In deep slumber, the

desires have never beui uprooted, because theie is VSsanl at the bottom.

It has been said in the Brahmatarka :
" The desires of a being are sure to have their

seat in the heart, until he gets Mukti : for, when the Jiva gets Mukti, Lis heart disappears j and

(he heart disappearing, where would the desires find their seat ?

" In the Svarupabhuta Chitta, all desires of the jiva are essentially

blissful, as they belong to the very nature of the jiva. The desires that

are essentially painful (as of inmates of hell), or have their origin in
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Prakriti, do not find any scope in the Mukta Purusas (for they have no

Prakritic matter in the constitution of their Atraic bodies or svarfipa-

deha)."

Note.—The Muktas have no antah-karana or a mental body. They have got only the

svarupa body. So also tho->e who are condemned to everlasting hell, who have gone into darkness,

have also no mental body
;

they have also got Svarupa deha only. Hut their svarupa-deha*

unlike those of the muktas, have the very essence of pain in them. They are ever-painful. So a

Svarupa-deha or a spiritual body need not necessarily mean a blissful body. The spiritual

bodies of demons, in hell, aie bodies of torture.

[Then occurs the following passage:—Atha Ayam Aiariro Amritah

Prano Brahmaiva Teja eva. Others have taken it as forming one sentence,

and they translate it :
—'' but that disembodied immortal spirit (prana,

life) is Brahman only, is only light." They apply this to Jivan Mukta.

But, according to Madhva, this passage contains three sentences and

applies to three beings; the first portion Atha Ayam Asarirah applies to

the jiva, who has become Mukta. The second portion Amritah Prano

Brahmaiva applies to the Supreme Brahman, and the third portion,

Tejah ova, applies to the Goddess Sri. The Commentator, therefore,

explains it thus 5]

Ayam this jiva, Atha, then after Mukti and not before, Asarirah,

becomes bodiless.

[Then, in order to show the difference between the jiva and Isvara,

the sruti goos on to say :] Amritah Prano Brahmaiva—The Immortal

Prana is none but Brahman. The word Amrita means here, he who was

never subject to death, who had never died, and never will die. The

word Pana here is also the name of Parama-Bralnnan, and does not denote

the chief Vayu.

[Then comes the question, how do you say that Parna is the name of

Brahman ? To this, the Commentator answers by quoting from this very

Upanisad (III. 9. 9,\] The question is asked there, who is the one God ?

and the reply given to this is, Prana, and the sruti goos on to say he is

Brahman, he is called Tyad.

The next sentence, Teja eva, means the Goddess £ri or Light or

Tejas, who is also eternally immortal like the Supreme Brahman. The

force of the word ' eva ' here is to indicate that the jiva, though he has

now become Mukta, is not Amritn, in the sense of one who was never

subject to death. Others, like the Muktas, become Amrita only after

getting Mukti. But before that, they were subject to death. As says

the Naradiya : " The immortality of others (than Brahman and Sri) is

owing to the grace of Visnu. The Lord Bhagavan and the Goddess Sri

are eternally immortal, and no one else. "
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The author then gives another extract to prove that the word PrAna

here means the Lord Visnu. In the same it is said :
—"Pr&na is verily the

Lord Visnu, and he is so called, because He is the Supreme Leader

(Pranetri) of all. And Tejas is the name of Sri, because Sri is the uni-

versal Light. "

mantra IV. 4. 8.

*%T5R scsjRrf ii sraj: q?sn fires: <w%t

S3

Hg[ Tat, to that effect. «^ Bfe, these, ^&T$f: Slokah, the verses,

vtffo Bhavanti, are. *l<gt Anuh, narrow ; subtle, faafl: Vitatah, extended
;

straight; outstretched. «f«If: Panthah, path; the way to bliss. JHII:

Puranah, old
;
eternal, ancient, ni Mam, Sri

;
by Light. ?£Z: Spristah,

touched, served, revealed, bathed. HIT Maya, by Sri, by Light, tpr Eva,

only, wgfa'rr: Anuvittah, known. Ordhvah, high above all, the

Lord who is the best of all. ?fcr Tena, through his favour. *a*Ur: Dhirah,

the wise, ffgrfa^: Brahmavidah, the knowers of the Brahman. Itah,

from this world. fag*Bf: Vimukt&h, freed. Svargam, the knowledge

of bliss derived from the enjoyment of one's own pure self. $ptf Lokam,

world; Vaikuntha, &c. A.pi, also, tfffl Yanti, get; attain.

8. "To that effect are also the following verses : That

Ancient, Narrow, Outstretched (straight) Path (Brahman) is

bathed by Light (Ma-Sri), yea is known to Light (Ma-Sri).

(That Path is) high above all (urdhva). Through His (grace)

the wise knowers of Brahman, becoming fully released from

this (world), go to Svarga, Vaikuntha, (the world of joy

eternal)."—297.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Now the author explains the Mantra Anuh pantha Vitatah purano,

etc. This has been translated by others as :

—

" The small old path, stretching far away, has been found by me.

On it, sages, who know Brahman, move on to the Svarga-loka (heaven), arid

thence higher on, as entirely free. " This is wrong. The word pantha is

the name of the Lord Visnu, and the word Mam does not mean " me, "

but it means the Goddess Sri, for Ma is the name of that Goddess. So
the Commentator says ;—

)
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The Lord Hari has been called Puntha in the Mantra, because when

one gets Him, He gives him immortal bliss. The Lord is called" (Ann)"

or subtle, because He is inside the hearts of all jivas, and He is vitata

or stretched, because He is outside of them all. Because (Ma) or Sri

touches the Lord, therefore, He is called Sripati. One with whom Sri is

in direct contact, and therefore, it is Sri alone who knows the Lord

directly. Through the favour of this Lord all who get Mukti go to the

world of Visnu. The Lord is called " urdhva " or high above all, because

He is higher up than everything else in the world.

M ANTEA IV. 4. 9.

II * il

wftff^ Tasmin, in Him; in Lord Hari. tg&i Suklara, the white;

Vasudeva. 3?r Uta, also. nfel Nilam, the blue; Aniruddha. fajfS? Pingalam,

the yellow ;
Sankarsana. ffrtf Haritam, the green ; Pradyumna. ^tfftf

Lohitam, the red ;
Narayana. n Cha, and. »ff« Ahuh, they say.

Bsah, he ; the Lord of these five forms. <tf«TT: Panthfth, the way to bliss.

jrgpnT Brahmana, by Brahma, by the fourfaced god Brahma. «rgfW:

Anuvittah, known, J Ha, it is well known. &t Tena, through His

favour or grace. ffvBrq Brahmavit, the knower of the Brahman.

Taijasah, the knower of the Tejas or Sri. g<>3$3 Punyakrit, the doer

of pious deeds. «jfa Eti, goes to.

9. " The wise say that in Him, called the Path, is the White

(Vasudeva), (also) the Blue (Aniruddna), the Yellow (Sankarsana),

the Green (Pradyumna), and the Red (Narayana). That Path is

known to the fourfaced Brahma. And through His (Lord's)

grace, he who (1) knows Brahman and also (2) knows the

Tejas or &ri, and who (3) does the works of the Lord, reaches that

Path."—298.
MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Of that high-souled Visnu, the wise say, that there are five forms

or aspects, having five colours. And that Visnu is called the Path.

Though they are essentially one, they are divided into five modes. The

white aspect of the Vi?nu is called V&sudeva, the blue is called Anirud-

dha, the yellow is Sankarsana, the green is Pradyumna and the red is

said to be the colour of Narayana. These five colours or forms are found

in the unborn Hari. (They are divided into five different forms, yet
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they are not separate from each other, in their essence and reality).

This is the Path, and is known to the lotus-born Brahma always. Simi-

larly, he who knows (I) the essential form of the Supreme Brahman
and is therefore a Brahma, (2) who knows also the essential form of the

Great Light &ri, and who is therefore called Taijasa, because he knows
fully the form of this Tejas, (3) and who performs all the works of the

Lord, and is therefore coiled Punyakrit, even such a person (who has

these three attributes, namely, who knows the supreme Brahman, who
knows the Goddess Sri, and who does good deeds) attains this goal

through the grace of the Lord. Therefore, the Lord Keaava is himself

called the Path. Though he is always free from Svagata bheda (diffe-

rences in His own form), yet the Lord God is considered as having

different forms, in order to give rise to various forms of activities and
experiences to the jivas. So the Lord is said to have five forms. These

forms, though not separate from the Lord, are yet considered as five, and

so they appear to be really five.

Note.—These arc the five i <>lour.» of (lie Lord Ilari. He who is of five different colours

is in reality the one and the >>anie Lord, and He is the ParithS (the way to bliss). He is also

known by Brahma, the lotus-born. He who has the direct knowledge of the Paiabrahmau is

called Brahinavit, and he who knows the goddess Tejas, is termed Taijasa. One who does the

work of the Loid is called Punyakrit ; and these words have been used in this sense in the

Mantra. A man who is so, i.e., a man who knows the Panthi and who is Taijasa and Punyakrit

at the same time, gets to the win Id of the Lord Vignu, through His grace.

Moreover , the Lord Kesava Himself and no one else is the Panthi or the way to bliss.

The Lord has no variety within Himself ; but it is He who is at the root of all the varieties in

practice only that people see in Him. Since the same Lord is five lords, therefore, the difference

in them is not unreal.

MANTRA IV. 4. 10.

^ cf^T * 3 T^TOfe? *MV. II \° II

W4 Andham, blinding; dense, w. Tamah, darkness, irfvtffflr

Pravisanti, get into. ^ ye, who. wfaut Avidyam, opposite knowledge
;

false knowledge. 3?rctr} Up&sate, worships. ^ Ye, whoever, faimit

Vidyayam, in the knowledge. 3 TJ, only. TGI: Rat&h, attached; given to.

# Te, they, Tatah, from them, *fgv Bhuyah, more, Iva, as if

;

still. rlR: Tamah, darkness.

io. " They who follow after Avidya (worship deities other

than the Lord) enter into gloomy darkness ; into, undoubtedly,

even greater darkness than that go they who are devoted to

vidyS only (and do not correct the wrong notions of others)."—299.

73
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

They, who are the worshippers of the Lord in a way other than the

true one, verily go to lower darkness. (Such persons are called the

worshippers of Avidya). To a somewhat greater darkness do they go,

who do not censure persons holding wrong opinion. Such men are called

worshippers of Vidya. They go to the greater darkness, because they had

the advantage of getting knowledge from a true teacher, but owing to

their perversity of intellect, and not understanding fully the teachings of

their master, they have their faith fixed in a false and contrary doctrine.

Such persons, therefore, are greater sinners. It is a well-known saying

that he who sins through ignorance, or through the misfortune of not

having obtained a true teacher does not know the truth, is less sinful

than that person, who, having the benefit of getting a true teacher, has

not faith in that teacher. Therefore, the sin of this second person is

greater than that of the first.

Note.—This Mantra occuis in the HSvasya Upanisad also, verse o, and is thus explained in

the K0rma Purana:

—

"Veiily, the worshippers of other deities than Visnu go to blinding darkness, but

undoubtedly to greater darkness they go, who do not condemn such persons (and fail to try to

correct their mistakes). Therefore, those, who know the Lord N3rSjana, in His tiue form, as

free from all evils, and who also condemn the worshippers of false deities, are truly the good

people."

" Such persons by condemning the falsehood, whose nature is grief ami ignorance, cross over

grief and ignorance, and by knowing thetruth, whose nature is joy and knowledge, attain such joy

and knowledge. "

MANTRA I 7. 4. 11.

5«T: Budhah, (In the presence) of the wise. Madhva reads it so,

instead of abudhah. vrfeffa: Avid vaiasnh, who do not know of the Lord.

WIT! Janah, men. ^ Te, they. 5w Pretya, going from this world after

death. *f$!f Andhena, blinding
;
dense. awn Tamasa, with darkness.

OTfflT: Avritah, covered ; 6 il led. sufifT: Anandah, un pleasant
; blissless.

1WT N&ma, by name, 3 Te, those, whm: Lok&h, worlds, Tan, to

them, wfwrejftl Abhigaehchhanti, go towards.

ii. " Those who do not know the Lord, even when the

Wise are there to teach them, go after dying to those worlds

which are covered with blinding darkness, and are called

ananda or bliss-bereft."—300.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Because its essential form is eternal pain, that region of eternal

darkness is called Ananda or blissless.

(Now, the author explains this Mantra :—

)

Those, who do not know the Lord Hari, even when a competent

teacher is present to instruct them, also go to blinding darkness, whose

essential nature is absence of all happiness : and where one lives in misery

for over. This is also in the same book.

(The word budhah in the Mantra is in the Nominative case ; how do

you explain it in the genitive case, by saying «' in the presence of the

wise"? To this, the author answers :—

)

The word Budhah means " Budhah sakftse' pi avidvaiksah," " who

are ignorant even in the presence of the wise"; " (The wise person being

there to teach, who do not take advantage of him)." This is explained

on the following authority:—" A wise teacher is called Bhut

because he gives bodha. If a wise person is present there, ready to impart

instruction to one, then those who do not learn and know Hari from him,

also go to that darkness, whose nature is sorrow, and highest misery of

every sort."

AW.—The word budhah in the text is, therefore, the genelive case of the noun bhut, the form

assumed by the noun is budh , in the first <ase singular. It is not the nominative singular of the

noun budha. The other reading is abudhah. If it be taken as the nominative singular of

abud'ia> then the construction is wi ong, for the wold avidvJmsah is in the plural number, and so

also the word janih, while this is in the singular.

MANTBA IV. 4. 12.

%<j Chet, if. Furusah, the jiva. wf Ayam, he; the Paramatman.

vfeft Asmi, I am. ffff Iti, in this way. 3tt?flrf Atmanam, the Parain&tman.

fajtTJftwt Vijaniyat, should know, fstf Kim, what. Ichchhan, wishing.

Kasya, which. The ordinary form should be Kasmai. $r*TT3

Kamaya, for the object of desire. 3Tfhf SarJram, the body, ^tfs^tr

Anusamjvaret, make feel painful or miserable.

12.
41

If a man (jiva) were ever competent to realise the

Supreme Self as
44

I am he, " then how can he ever suffer pain

from bodily injury or trom frustrated wishes and desires ? (Since

he is not so, he is never entitled to say, " I am He, but should

say instead " I am His.")."—301.
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Note.—This Mantra explains Mantia JO, ami shows that the wrong worshippers of the

IyOid, who go to Darkness , are those who say ' I am He." Hut to greater Darkness they

go who, 'though told that they should say, " I am His. " insist in saying " lam He."

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

If a jiva becomes fit to know the Supreme Self an " ahain asmi iti,"

then how can he suffer pain when his body is cut or wounded, &c„ for his

sorrows arise from his contact with a body V Therefore, when, through

the grace of Visnu, the jiva becomes free from sorrow (by becoming

bodiless), he, as raukta, will enjoy the reflected bliss of the Lord.

(But how can the jiva realise that ho is Brahman? To this, it is

answered, that he can never become Brahman, and the words" Ayam
asmi " do not mean " I am that," but they mean, " I am His." So the

author goes on :—

)

" The Lord I'urusuttama is eternally free (the jiva is bound and

becomes free, through the grace of God), the Lord is full of highest bliss

(the jiva is subject to misery), the Lord is independent, the jiva is

dependent. How should then the jiva be fit to know " I am He"?

Therefore, the jiva can never know that he is Brahman, and can never

say " I am He." Therefore, the words " Ayam asmi" should be explained

as meaning " I am His " (" tadiyo' smi.") The wise should know it

always in this sense." This is also in the same book.

Note,—This is one explanation of " Ayam asmi "
; .mother explanation given in the lslvJsya

of a cognate phrase "so' ham asmi" is that the name of the Loul is "Asmi"
"lam." The word Asmi is an ancient name of the liord, found in the Zendavesta as well

us in the Diblc. It means " I am , that 1 am," (See Saued llouks of the Hindus, Isivisya

ITpanUad.)

MANTRA IV. 4. 13.

srfas: « fcra^^r ff ^isfcq ^\ a** 3

ff Hi, because, Sah, that. sti??n Atma, Atman ; the Paramatman.

wfal Sarvasya, of all. q^ff Kartta, creator ; doer. &i Sah, he. 5r?9$?t

Visvakrit, (All-doing
;
all-creating). The Creator of Vayu, called ViSva.

«?fcn( Asmin, this. tf^tij Sandohe, in the body. Gahane, in the

cavity of hearts ; in the heart of hearts, srft?: Pravistah, having entered,

fffa^: Pratibuddhah, the all-knowing ; the eternally enlightened, mtm
Atma, the Paramatman ; the Lord. *WT Yasya, whose

;
by whom. tT^Rnf:

Anuvittah, known. ?Wf Tasya, his ; of the worshipper, gii?: Lokah, the
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heaven. Q: Sah, he ; the knower. 3 U, one ; the chief, the highest. 5§fa:

Lokah, the heaven ; the world of Visnu. «pi Eva, even ; the well-known.

13. "Whoever has found the All-knowing Supreme Self

as dwelling in the cavity of the heart in the body and as the

Creator of Vayu and the Maker of everything else, for him is

the World, yea the highest World (of Visnu)."—302.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Whoever knows the (Ever-wakeful) All-knowing Lord Purusottama,

for him is the world, yea that one world, which is the world of the Sup-

reme Self. That Supreme Visnu is the Creator of the Great VAyu even

and so He is called Visva-krit, for the word visva means Vayu j for he is

the collective aggregate of all jlvas, and hence called " visva " or " all.
"

Visnu is the Creator of others than Vayu also, and so Ho is called Sarvasya-

karta. For Visnu ulone is the Creator of all. He has entered in the cavity

of this body, called sandoha. The knower of this Visnu goes to the world

of Visnu, through His grace, and remains there for ever.

M ANTRA IV. 4. 14.

^ ^%|^J^t# *rsf5rsf$rrt |:*sft5rriq screr u \v n

«W Atha, now. Ilia, he being present ; whilst a wise man is avail-

able. This word refers to 3^ Budh in the previous Mantra, dfl: Santah,

the good (people)
;
holy-hearted, 3«f Vayam, we. a^Tat, that ; the Parama

Brahman. firSpr.Vidmah, know. %S Chet, if. !T Na, not. Wfofc Avedlh, dost

know. fTl?ft Mahati, great ; immense, fcrffe: Vinastih, calamity ; loss.

# Te, They. Ainritah, immortal. Bhavanti, become, it Ye, who.

^<R[ Efcat, bim; Parabrahman. faj: Vidhuh, know. Wl Atha, on the other

hand. Itai e. others ; who do not know the Brahman, f Duhkhaci,

misery : blinding darkness. Api, even. tffaYanti, go. 1^ Eva, certainly.

14. " Here, indeed, are the wise ; and so we, God-fearing

people, have availed ourselves of their presence, and learnt the

Supreme Self from them. Know Him thou also, for if thou

dost not know Him now (while the Great Teacher is present),

great will be thy calamity hereafter. They who know Him

verily become immortal, while others (who reject the teaching

of the Great Teacher) will, indeed, go to misery."—303.

Xote.—The woul ''ilia" meaning " here, " alludes to the '* liudli "or the Enlightened

Teacher, referred to in the previous Mantra eleven. When, through great good fortune, a Teacher
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comes out, one mu-t take advantage of his physical presence on this earth; unfortunate, indeed,

are they who, living in the age of .such a Teacher reject his teaching, and do not benefit by his

gracious presence.

Note.—Compare the cognate verse Kena Upanisad, Mantra 13. (S. B. II., Vol. I).

MANTUA IV. 4. 15.

I^T Yada, when. *J^U*«JW Bhutabhavyasya, of what has come to be,

and of what will come to be. yanam, the Ruler ; one who lords it

over. ^ Devani, the Deva ; the god that plays with, r^j^ Etarn, this.

W[?JJT5f Atmanam, the Paramatman. 3fn??r Afijasa, justly. argq^Rf

Anupasyanti, see ; know. 33: Tatah, then. «r Na, not. fasjjjtga Vijugu-

psate, do not wish to hide themselves ; there being no cause of fear.

15. " Those who clearly see this Supreme Self, the God,

the Ruler of the Present and the Future, are never afraid,

because (of this knowledge, for they always see Him near by

to protect them)."—304.

Note.—Compaie Kafha UpanUud, IV. 5, (S. ~R. 11., Vol. I.)

MANTRA IV. 4. 16.

^TfaWffqT^SiJrni II \* II

Wftfir. Ahobhih, together with the days , the planets. The rotation

on "their axis causes day and night, tfzmv Samvatsarah, the year ; the

sun. The revolutions round the sun cause the year. 39Tr?t Yasmat, from

whom; in whom; round whom. W^fo Arvak, inside; within its limit.

<?ftal?3 Parivartate, rolls; revolves. f|<| Tat, that, sqtfaqt Jyotisam, of

all lights, sqtffc Jyotih; light. «ng: Ayuh, firm
;
constant, immoveable.

WJWqr, Amritain, immortal, Devah, the devas. 3ira% Upasate, worship.

5 Ha, it is well-known.

16. " He round whom the Sun (the year) revolves along

with all the planets (days), Him the devas worship as the Light

of lights, the Fixed (centre), the Immortal."—305.

.Vote.—This desi ribes. the Lunl as the ivntr.il Sun, round whom revolve all .-.uns, cairying

along with them their planets. This central Sun is the Ayn» "i the Fixed one. The suns are

called the year, and the planets are called the da\s.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.
He ia the Lord, for whom the years and the days produce

no change ; for He is Eternal and Changeless. He is the Light of lights,

and the Immoveable One. All the devas worship Him.

MANTRA IV. 4. 17.

tufor^r,, Yasmin, in whom. «fa <faf3t«IT: Paficha paflchajanah, for every

person five senses, (1) tho Piana, (2) the Eye, (3) Anna, the food, (4)

Manas, the mind, and (5) the Ear. 3RT: Janah, senses
;

products of

Prakriti. (Supply pratisthitah, rest), Oha, and. *rra>W Akasah, the

all-luminous. Mula prakriti. Iffafoa: Pratisthitah, rests. ?IH Tain, him.

^ Eva, only. STT?flT«f ,
Atraanam, the Atinan. IfttH Manye, I know. *PJ5r

Amritam, Immortal. *rH Brahma, the Brahman, ftjt^ Vidv&n, knowing.

WJ3: Amritah, Immortal ; Mukta.

17.
,{ He in whom rests every being, the pentuple group of

senses as well as the Akasa, Him alone I know as the Atman.

One becomes an Immortal, on knowing this Immortal Brah-

man."—306.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The author now explains the Mantra Yasmin Pancha Paflchajanah,

etc. The Lord is within (the heart of every being, and it is on this

Lord that depend the Prana, Chaksus, Annam, Manas and Srotra (these

five senso-devas) and the Mula Prakriti called akasa.

The word Annam is to be supplied to fill the group of five, from

other Srutis, though it has not been distinctly mentioned here. In

Madhyandina Sakha the MaHtra runs thus :

—

•ttow mugs *r§p?n*g! s?r «ftw sftsrawwistf nsrcft «ri: tft i

Note.—The word Pan. hajanas has been explained by some as refei ring to the Gandharvas,

Pitris, Devas, Asuras, and Riksasas. Some explain it as meaning the four castes, with the

Nisidas. But Madhva tak;-. it to refer to Plana, Chaksus, Annam, Manah, and 6rotram.

He does so on the strength of the allusion in the next Mantra, where it i» said that the Lord is

the Prlna of Prana, Chaksus of Chaksus, $rotra of Srotra and Manas of Manas. In that Mantra,

as in this recension, the woid Annam does not occui. This word Annam, however, is to be

supplied in this Mantra from the Madhyandinas, as mentioned above. To that effert also the

Lord BadarJyana says in Ms Sutras (I. 4. 11. to 1 3):

—
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" Though there are brief statements compassing the idea of plurali-

ty, still there is no objection to such statements or words declaring Brah-

man j for He manifests Himself in different forms, and there are other

forms (in the supported, in addition to those in the support)."

In texts, such as, "In the Lord who is present in all bodies, are

situated the five- people and Akasa " (Bri., VI. 4 17), though the terms

denote plurality of things, there is no difficulty caused ; for the same

Lord assumes various forms in AkftSa and other things, and these are

additional forms.

(Now) the Sutrakara states who those five people are.

"The five beings referred to in the above passage of the Bri. Up ,

are the Prana and the rest, as appears from the next verse of that TJpani-

sad.

"

An objector may say : " But this is possible only in the recension

of the Madhy andinas, who read the additional words annasya annam. But

in the Kanva recension that phrase annasya annam is omitted, and we

have only four." This objection is answered by the author in the next

Sutra.

w\fa<l$«mra3i*# u i i v M* ii

" In the case of the text of some (the Kanvas), where food is not

mentioned, the number five is completed by (taking) the light (mentioned

in the preceding Mantra)."

In the text of the Kanvas, the group of five is made up by taking

" the light " which is mentioned in the preceding Mantra," Him the

gods worship as the light of lights."

MANTRA IV. 4. 18.

i* Ye, who. mow Pr&nasya, of the Prana. STfOH Pranam, Life, the

maker of PrAna. 3?T Uta, and. ^SJ>?i Chaksusah, of the eye. srgj: Ohaksuh,

the eye ; the maker of the Eye. 3fT Uta, and. vfcrer Srotrasya, of the ear.

«ft?f Srotram, the ear ; he who makes the ear hear. fliKT: Manasah, of the

mind. Manah, the mind ; the maker of the mind. Rlj: Viduh, know.

^ Te, they, g^of Puranam, the old, eternal. WJPf Agryam, the one

existing from before, tng Brahma, the Brahman. fafafg: Nichikyuh,

have got; have known.
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1 8. '* They have known the ancient, the primordial Brahman,

who know Him as the Life of life, the Eye of the eye, the

Ear of the ear, (the Food of the food) and the mind of the

Mind."—307.

MANTRA IV. 4. 19.

IT*??! Manasa, by means of the mind. Eva, only. sr^ifgnf

Anudrastavyam, should be seen, Iha, here; in the Brahman. fqfa«T

Kifichana, of any kind. 5Tr«TT Nana, variety, sfffis Nasti, there is not.

m Yah, who. Ilia, here ; in the Brahman. STRT Nana, variety.

Iva, something like. <?^qf?r Pasyati, sees. m: Sah, he. igsft: Mrityoh,

of death. *Sf$*i, Mrityum, death ; the blinding darkness. Wjfrfa Apnoti,

gets.

19. " Even through the purified mind this knowledge is

to be obtained, that there is no difference whatsoever here. From

death to death he goes, who beholds this here with differ-

ence."—308.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(This Mantra 19 is thus explained by Madhva. It occurs also in

the Katha TJpanisad, IV. 11 :—

)

Though the Lord exists in many forms in these Pafichajans or

the group of five, yet it must be understood that there is no difference

(Bheda) in their forms or attributes. The person who sees any difference

in these forms of the Lord, goes from death to death, namely, from

darkness to darkness, for the region of darkness or hell is called death.

Note.—"Similarly, those who see the slightest difference, among eachotliei, in the various

bodily members, attributes and actions of the Lord, or who see dilfeience plus identity

(bhedlbheda) therein, go to blind darkness. Theie if. not the slightest doubt in it."

MANTRA IV. 4. 20 AND 21.

^sjgo^^Rorr^t fifsr^Tq?!^ f| rff^m II \x l|

74
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atlriW Apraraeyam, the Immeasurable ; the Infinite. Dhruvam,

the constant. Etat, this ; Brahman. <^9T Ekadha, of one sort. ^
Eva, only. %t^pe^t Anudrastavyatn, should be seen ; should be com-

prehended, fircsi: Virajah, pure; having no rajas or impurity in him;

faultless. «H$TOHt Ak&sat, beyond the Akaga or Mula Prakriti. q?i

Parah, other; higher. 8R|: Ajah, birthless. Jfft^ Mahan, the great
;
big.

EJ^: Dhruvah, constant ;
changeless an Tarn, him. The Lord. Eva,

only. firSTfll Vijnaya, knowing (indirectly by hearing from the Vedas).

Dhirah, the wise; one who has conquered the mind, whose mind is

steady. snaj'O: Brahmanah, a jiva qualified to know Brahman. JTSTt

Prajflam, direct knowledge, intuitive perception. aj^fa KurvJta, should

make ; should accomplish. ^TS^r^ Sabdan, the Vedas, &c, which consist

chiefly of words, anj^ Bahun, speaking of various gods, such as Hara,

Hiranyagarbha, &c. «f Na, not. «jgwn^5f Anudhyayet, should think upon,

ffc Hi, because. ^ Tat, that ; to think of the varieties of gods in the

Vedas. Vachah, of speech. fq*3!Wf Vigl&panam, idle labour or

weariness, or wordy gymnastics of the tongue, ^fij Iti, shows the end of

the verses which commenced with Mantra 8.

20 & 21. " In one and one mode only, must be looked at

this Measureless, Motionless, Faultless Being, who is beyond the

All-shining Akasa (Mula-Prakriti), who is the Birthless Atman,

the Great, the Eternal.

Him alone should the sage (first), knowing (indirectly

through scriptures), try to know intuitively (by direct vision), he,

the seeker after Brahman, let him not ponder over many (conflicting

scriptural) texts
;

for, verily, it is a vain labour of speech."—

309, 3io.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Therefore, the Lord Hari should be understood in one mode only;

namely, that, though He may appear in many forms, He is one, and

those forms are not different from Him.

(He is called 'Aprameya,' beoause there is absence of all quantity or

size in Him. Some explain the word Aprameya as meaning indescribable,

by words (Avachya), not grasped by Manas, or unthinkable. According
to them, Prameya means an object which can be established by proof,

and so they say the Lord is above all proof.)

Bnt this is wrong, for the iSruti, already quoted, says, that Ho should
be seen by means of the mind. (See verse 19.)
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(An objector says : What is the harm if* we say that the Lord cannot

be described by words by any one ? To this, we reply, if this were so,

then the Vedas are sot aside, because the Vedas are words and they do

describe the Supreme Lord.)

(An objector then says, the Vedas describe Saguna Brahman only,

and do not describe the Nirguna Brahman. Words cannot describe

this Nirguna Brahman, and so He is called Aprameya or Avachya. To

this, the author replies :—

)

A thing that is absolutely indescribable by words, is also absolutely

indescribable by any Bgure of -speech, for no person has over seen an

indescribable object described figuratively. Because a thing which is

described by words, may also be descridod metaphorically. But not

otherwise.

(An objector may say : A person who has tasted cane-sugar, knows
the sweetness of the sugar, so also a person who has tasted milk, knows the

sweetness of milk, etc , and these sweetnesses are of different kinds, the

sweetness of cane-sugar, the sweetness of milk, the sweetness of honey

etc., because they are all subjects of experience. But these various sweet-

nesses can never be described by words, because the peculiar sweetness

of milk or of cane-sugar can only be described by saying "it is the sweet-

ness of milk or -of cane-sugar. " And in this sense, it is indescribable.

But the sweetness of milk may be figuratively described by saying that

it is something like the sweetness of cane-sugar. Though a person who

has never tasted milk will not get an exact idea of the sweetness of milk,

yet he will get some idea of general sweetness, if ho has tasted cane-

sugar, when he is told that milk is s>v\eet like cane-sugar. So a thing

which may really be Avachya or indescribable by words, may be des-

cribed metaphorically, and tho Vedas so describe the Nirguna Brahman.

To this, the author replies :—

)

No one has ever teen the metaphorical description (laksana) of

a thing which is avachya—not doscribable by words. For, to say 'milk

is like sugar in sweetness' is really no description, for the description of

the special sweetness of milk cannot be described, but using the words

the sweetness of milk, will convey an idea to that person only, who has

tasted milk. The words ' like the sweetness of sugar ' do not describe

the peculiar sweetness of milk. For it is well-known that the sweetness

of milk is visadam, the sweetness of molasses is tiksna (acute), the

sweetness of ghrita or clarified butter is sthira (inacute, quiet). In fact, a

thing which cannot be described by words, cannot be described by

metaphor also.
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(An objector says : Br*hrnan is nirguna, as the 6ruti says, Eevalo

Nirgunascha (sNtftfaff <oa|). It shows that words cannot describe Brahman,

because Ho is above words. To say that Brahman is described to be

Satyam (truth), jfianain (knowledge), etc., and that, therefore, Brahman

has some qualities and is not Nirguna, is beside the point, because these

terms Satyam, jfianam, etc., do not really describe any definite object,

they are mere abstract terms. If they described any definite substance,

then there would have been no necessity of the Samanvaya sutra of the

Vedanta. Therefore, a thing which cannot be described by any definite

words, may be described by similes and metaphors (Laksana). To this,

the author replies :—

)

(This may be so, if Brahman was Nirguna, but He is not so), because

there is uo real existence of a thing or object which is Nirguna or

devoid of all attributes. And if Brahman was really Nirguna then His

very substance would vanish. Because no one has ever seen the substance

of a thing which has no attributes. The &ruti, quoted by you, in which

Brahman is said to be Nirguna, roally means that Brahman has not the three

gunas, technically so called
;
namely, the gunas of I'rakriti, termed Sattva,

Rajas and Tamas. The Lord has not the three gunas of Frakriti, and,

therefore, He is called Nirguna, and not because He has got no gunas

absolutely. If this were bo, it would contradict those texts of »§ruti which

describe the various gunas, the various attributes of the Lord, such as

Ekodevah, etc. Therefore, in order to prove the substantive existence of

Brahman, it is necessary to admit that Ho is Sag una and that He is

describable by words.

(An objector says, that those philosophers who know the truth about

the Padartha, namely the Vaisesikas, say that there are certain Padarthas

or predicables, which are not substances, and they quote Vaisesika sutras

(1.1.4 to 1. 1.12) to prove this. Thus, according to them, all predicables

consist of six classes, as given in sutra (1.1.4) :
—" The Supreme Good

(results) from the knowledge, produced by a particular dharma, of the

essence of the Predicables, via., of (1) Substance, (2) Attribute, (3) Action,

(4) Genus, (5) Species, and (6) Combination, by means of their resemblances

and differences." (See Vaisesika Philosophy, Sacred Books of the Hindus,

Vol. VI., Second edition, page 8). Thus, according to this philosophy,

the predicables, called " Attribute," " Action," Genus," "Species"
and " Combination," are not substances, and yet they have real existence.

Similarly, may not Brahman be a real entity, like " attribute," etc., and
be not yet a substance ? To this, we say, it cannot be so, because it is a

contradiction in terms. An entity which has no virtues (Dharmas)or
attributes (Gunas) can have no existence,, as mentioned by us before.
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The five predicables of the Vaisesikas (Attribute, Action, Genus, Species,

and Combination) are entities which have certain dharmas and virtues,

and are not nirgunas, even according to those philosophers. They admit

that the dharmas of ' attributeness,' ' actionness,' etc., inhere in them.

Moreover, it is admitted by the Vaisesikas that the Gve predicables, above

mentioned, are not nirgunas, and this the author shows next :—

)

Even the differences between one attribute and another attribute,

between one action and another action, etc., constitute a specific gnna,

and so these five predicables of the Vaisesikas are not really nirgunas.

(Though, technically speaking, these are not " substances," in the

Vaisesika sense of that word, yet ihey are entitios. The diffeience of one

attribute from another attribute, the difference of cue action from another

action, etc., is the specific attribute of these. Thus, according to them,

the gunas or attributes are seventeen, as given in sutra 1.1.6, page 18:

—

" Attributes are Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, Numbers, Measures,

Separateness, Conjunction and Disjunction, Priority and Posteriority,

Understandings, Pleasure and Pain, Desire and Aversion, and Volitions."

Thus the attribute ' colour' is certainly distinguishable froai the

attribute called ' taste :' similarly, ' smell ' is not ' touch ' and so on.

This distinguishing quality is the guna of these predicables. Similarly,

Karmas or Actions are of five kinds, as mentioned in sutra I. 1. 7,

namely :
—" Throwing upwards, Throwing downwards, Contraction, Ex-

pansion, and Motion are Actions." Thus the action of throwing upwards

is different from the action of throwing downwards. Similatly the action

of contraction is different from the action of expansion ; and so these

predicables are not nirgunas. Similarly, with the other predicables, called

genus, species, and combination.)

(Nor can this difference between cue attribute and another attribute,

one action and another action, etc., be called a mere illusion or error,

because there is nothing to negate the direct perception of these differen-

ces. Moreover, though it is not usual to see the combination of one

attribute with another attribute, or rather to speak of the combination of

attributes, as we speak of the combination of substances, yet sometimes

people do use in their talk of the combination of the gunas with substan-

ces. Thus they say, " Rupena Yuto ghatah " " a pot joined with colour."

Though the word aamyukta is not used here, but only the word yukta, vet

there in no difference in the meaning, as there is no difference between the

words dhva&sa and pradh vaihsa. Moreover, Jaimini and others do use

the word samyoga in this connection also. They say, " dravyanam karma*
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satnyoga," etc., and thns they use the word " samyoga " between the

substance and a non substance, like colour, etc.)

(An objector says : The five predicates, attribute, action, genus,

species and combination, being non-substances, how can there be any

attribute to these ? For « attributes, '« actions, ' etc., qualify substances

and attri butes do not qualify attri butes, etc. To this, we reply, how do

you know this that, ' attribute,' ' action,' etc., only inhere in substances,

and nowhere else? If you say that we see substances only having

attributes, actions, genus, etc., then we answer that attribute, action, etc.,

may be seen in attributes, etc., also.)

(An objector says ; The sevonteen kinds of attributes, the tive kinds

of action, etc., are merely conventional usage, and not anything which

can be perceived. It is merely a figurative way of speaking. To this,

we reply that it is not so. There is nothing to negate or annihilate the

perception of the difference between one attribute and another attribute,

etc. Otherwise, one substance w »uld not lie different fr>m another

substance, and the ve-y existence of substance would vanish.)

(An objector may say ; Yet we cannot admit that the five predi-

cates, called ' attribute, '' action, ' etc., have the property of possessing

quality. For, if it were so, then, for example, oneness being different

from non-oneness, and non-oneness being different from another non-one-

ness, there would be no end to this. For wo shall require another oneness

to differentiate the the first oneness, and a third oneness to differentiate

the second oneness. Thus thero would arise the fallacy called Anavastha

or regressus ad infinitum. To this, the author replies:—

)

It is not open to the objection of anavastha, because it serves the

purpose of expressing its own object.

(Thero would havo been anavastha, if oneness, etc., were not capable

of expressing what oneness meant*. The oneness serves the purpose of

expressing the quality of oneness, and this is admitted by all. No

one ever confounds oneness with non-oneness. If this were not so, then

there would bo no difference between Aprameya-uess and Prameya-ness,

between unmeasurableness and tneasurableuess, with which this dis-

cussion started.)

(Therefore, the abstract nouns etc., are not the nirgunas of the

Advaitins. If the nirguna of the Adv^itins be admitted, then the attri-

bute Aprameya applied to Hrahn in would include its opposite attribute

also. Brahman being nirguna, it is equal whether you call Him Aprameya

or 1'raineya, for au object, which is really without qualities, may be said
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to have all contradictory qualities in it. The author ends this by the

following extract from an authority :—

)

" If the Lord has no gunas, then it follows that He is unspeakable by

words, and incomprehensible by mind. Then we ask, where is such a

Lord, for then His very existence vanishes ? Therefore, he who says that

the being called Brahman, has no qualities (guna«), ho is not different

from him who believes in the Sftnyata or voidness, and practically he is

a nihilist or a Buddhist. All gunas or attributes are themselves the

gunJnas or the things qualified
;
similarly, all gnninas or the tilings quali-

fied, are really gunas, in the case of these five predicables. " And so on,

in the same book. ( 3*IHf« gPlH: Jjfaflft ).

mantra IV. 4. 22.

* t^tsTci^r ^T^RT^rftjRo%% ^afar graft

9JT5T: ^Nmfaqftr: *r * *to*t zswm wrm^tmm-

f <phnmm^ ra€q<min^ ^cffeqwrcn^f sjr-aT-

%m %fqPJTTS3J^T 5fff 3gptS*ft3T aft^T^S^ft
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Sah, he ; the ParatnAtinan spoken of. ^ Vai, indeed ; alone, qj*:

Esah, this. Mahan
,
great. «T3ft Ajah, birthless. WIWT Atma, the

Atman. q: Yah. who. wq* Ayain, this. fasyRW: Vijfianarnayah, one

having all the knowledges ; one who is at the bottom of all the knowledges.

irioN Pranesu, inside the P ran as. q^i Esah, this. Ak&sah, the

space, q: Yah, which, Hridaye, in the heart, sfa: Antah, inside.

aHiT^ Tasinin, therein. Sete, 1 ies
;
sleeps. Sarvasya, of all. 33ft

Vai!, subduer. Sarvasya, of all. ^IM: tsanah, the dear object of

Brahma, Rudra, &c. This word consists of fss Isa, Brahma, Rudra, &c,

and Wf Ana, dear, life, mover of activity. Sarvasya, of all, of

Brahma, Rudra, &c. wfcqfr: Adhipatih, superior and protector, wf*l

Adhi, superior and qfir Pati, protector. Rj Sah, he. wr^TT Sadhuna, good.

TO?<QT KarmanA, by the deeds. I^WC, Bhuyan, greater
;
happy like the

jiva ;
by the fruits of his good-deeds, sr Na, not. STOr^^T Asadhuna, bad

;

evil. «5lf«!IT Karmana, by the deeds, 9>«ftqffl( Kaniyan, less ;
miserable JT

Na, not. Eva, also ; even, qjq: Esah, he. tfifaw Sarvesvarah, con-

troller of all. qi: Esah, he. iJirfWa: Bhutadhipatih, born master from

the first ; one who is master from the beginning ; eternal master, q/r:

Esah, he. *Jj!«?n55: Bhutapalah, born protector
;

protector from the first.

q^T: Esah, he. q^t Esam , these. «tetqt Lok&nam, of the worlds, wtfft3[Tq

Asambhed&ya, for non -separation ; in order that there may be no variety

of classes.- fq«RU: Vidharanah, capable of defending. Setuh, support.

<f Tam, such ; as just spoken, q^f Etam, him. qtfrnit: Brahman&h, the

Bn'ihmanas. q^Tgq*%q Vedannvaohanen a, from the teachings of the

Vedas ; by the study of the Vedas. f^q Yajfiena, by the sacrifice. Sftqq

Da;iena, by giving away gifts. qqRf Tapasa, by austerities, wqtq&q

Anasakena, by fasts. fqfqfyq'fa VividiBanti, wish to know. qja* Etam,

him. q;q Eva, only. fqf^fTr Viditva, knowing, gfq: Munih, knowledge
;

pure. Mukta or liberated. wqfa Bhavati, becomes, sftqf Lokain, world
;

shelter. $*3Hf: lchchhantah, wishing. srqtfaw: Prabrajinah, the ascetics
;

the San n) tains that have given up all the works enjoined or forbidden.

<£*m Etam, him ; towards Hun. qqsffs Pravrajanti, go. qjaq Etat, it. f
Ha. t Vai, indeed, »l Tat, so. ftgfa: VidvaAsah, the wise, gif Furve,

before, out PrajAin, progeny. This word stands for prohibited objecis.

«T Na, not. VTftf^ Karnaynnte, desire. Sma, did. qqf Yesam, whose,

si: Nah, our. wq* Ay am, he. Atina, Master; Lord, wq* Ayain, he.

Sita: Lokah, shelter
;
refuge. I'rajaya, with the progeny, fq» Kim,

what. qsftcqrtr: Karisyumah, shall (we) do. jfif Iti. ^ Te, they ; the wise,

f Ha, formerly. JirqUPTT: PutraisanAyah, desire for a son. V Cha, and

firfaflniT: VitUisan&yah, desire for wealth, ^ Oha, and. ^ftqWqiqf;
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Lokaisanayah, desire for world. ^ Oha, and. cgwt VyutthAya, having

raised themselves above
;
getting rid of. Atha, then ; one becoming

Brahmana, or Mukta. fvjgnqq Bhiksacharyaui, the practice of begging.

^tffaST, Charantisina, carried on ; become the beggars of and seekers

after the immortal bliss. ff Hi, certainly. m Ya, which (is), qpr Eva,

only. gs^<3T Putraisana, desire for sons. OT Sa, that. tVwVSir VittaifanA,

desire for wealth, m Ya, which (is), ftr^qqr Vittaisana, the desire for

wealth, m Sa, that. ^ll^im Lokaisana, desire for world. 3*T Ubhe,
both. Ete, these ; the subjects of this world as well as of the next.

Esane, desires. Eva, only. *Tf5f: Bhavatah, are. «: Sah, that.

15^: Esah, the Paramatman. Iti, such ; touched with misery like

Brahma. «f Na, not. Iti, such ; untouched by misery, like

Mukta Rama. «T Na, not. «it?flT Atma, Vibiju. «>j|r: Agrihyah, incapable

of being grasped as a whole
;
(incomprehensible), ffc Hi, because. «T Na,

not. ifff^t Grihyate, has ever been grasped or comprehended. wrfHf:

Aiiryah, incapable of wearing out. ffc Hi, because. «T Na, not.

Siryate, has ever worn out. sitfJT: Asangah, such as does not come in

contact (with anything foul), ffc Hi, because. «I Na, not. Sajyate,

has ever come in contact with. *lfc<f: Asitah, free from bondage. «T Na,

not. sqq^ Vyathate, is subject to pain, if Na, .not. ft«rf?f Risyati, is

subject to destruction, «np Atah, from Him ; from the Lord. Aham,

I. qnf Papam, sin. 3{$7<ra( Akaravam, committed. W^Aharn, I. ^qtim
Kalyanam, what is good or holy. Akaravam, did; performed.

Iti. Etej such feelings. q?f Etatn, the Mukta ; the liberated (jiva).

«I Na, not. aW: Taratah, spread ;
cover. <?^J Esah, he ; the Paramatman.

Ete, these. 3^ Ubhe, two sucli feelings. Tarati, is always

beyond. Etam, him. $<n$ir Kritakrite, acts done or not done;

performance or non-performance of acts. «T Na, not. flW: Tap atah,

trouble. 3D. 5 Ha. Eva, verily.

22. " This Great, "Unborn Atman is He alone who

is All-knowledge, who reposes in the Pranas, who reposes

within this space which is inside the heart. He is the

Controller of all, He is the Impeller of all tsas (Lords, like

Brahma, Rudra, &c), He is Superior to all and Protector of all,

His consciousness does not get expanded by the performance

of good deeds (for He is all holy), nor does it get contracted

by evil deed's, (for though He lives among sinners, those sins

do not touch Him). He is the Controller of all, yea he is

the Master of all from of yore, He is the Protector of all

75
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from of yore. He is the bulwark and support of these worlds,

so that they may not get foundered. He is the refuge of these

worlds. Him do the seekers of Brahman try to know

through the study of the Vedas, through the performance

of sacrifices, through the giving of alms, through austerities

and through the keeping of fasts. By knowing Him alone one

becomes a Muni (mukta). To Him alone do the mendicants

pray and, seeking to find refuge in Him, they renounce (their

homes and all sinful deeds). For His sake, indeed, the former

sages did not desire for offspring, saying, " What shall we

do with children, we to whom this Lord is the sole master,

this Lord is the sole refuge?" Having got rid of the desire

for sons, the desire for wealth, and the desire for higher

worlds, they went on with their profession of begging—(begging
alone from the Lord of all, the alms of his grace). Verily,

that which is the desire for sons, is the desire for wealth,

and that which is the desire for wealth, is the desire, indeed,

for worlds. Both these are indeed but desires.

Note.—See III. 5. 1.

Verily, this Lord is " not thus." This Atman is incapable

of being grasped as a whole, for no one has ever been able

to grasp Him. This Atman is incapable of wearing out, for

He is never worn out. This Atman does not come in contact

with anything foul, for He has not ever come in contact with

anything foul. It is the nature of this Atman that He is ever

free from bondage ; that He never feels miserable ; and that

He is never destroyed.

Note.—See III. Q. 26.

These two feelings never come across the Lord, namely,
" I have committed a sinful deed, or I have committed a good

deed." Nor do these two feelings come across the mind of

the Mukta and cause regret to him, for he knows and says—" I

committed sin permitted by Him, I did good deed also permitted

by Him." He crosses over both these sentiments. The deeds

of ommission and commission do not pain him."—311.
Note.—The words aja, itmi, mahan, sc., are applicable to the four-faced Brahma also.

But the context leaves no doubt that the Supreme Lord is meant here.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author now explains the words Sarvasya vast, Sarvasya

Isana, etc., showing that these are not synonyms:—

)

Because every thiDg is within the control of Hari, therefore, i»

called Sarva-vasf. He is the Lord of the activities of Lords, like Brahma,

Rudra, etc., so He is called Sarvasya fs&na.

AVfc.—The word Ulna is composed of two words Ija meaning Lord or ruler, and ina

meaning life or activities. The ruler of activities of all beings, like Biahml, Rudra, etc., is

called Sarvasya-Uaana, " the ruler of the activities of all."

He is called Adhipati, because he is "Adhi" or superior to all in his

attributes, and be is "pati," because He is the nourisher and protector of

all. The Lord is called Bbutadhipati, because so long as He exists, He is

the Lord of all. His lordness has no beginning and, therefore, He is the

Eternal Ruler. He is called Muni, because his essential nature consists

of eternal knowledge, and so He is calledMuni or knower. This is the name

of Janardana. In its secondary sense, the word Mnni is applied to that

jiva also who knows this Lord, called Muni, and the knowledge of such

a jiva is not like the knowledge of the Lord, and so the word Muni is

applied to the jivas who know the Lord, in a secondary sense only. Know-

ing this Lord, all Muktas become devoid of all desires (like desires for

sons, riches or worlds), and they get rid of births and deaths and

enjoy eternal bliss always. These Mnktas are called Bhiksus, because

they being devoid of nescience, constantly beg from the Lord

Visnu a portion of that bliss, which for ever flows out of Him. Verily,

Lord Visnu is alone the giver of Mukti. On getting Mukti, the Mukta

says no more, " I have done this good thing, I have done this sinful

deed. " In fact, the Mukta will never do such a thing. In fact, he

realises " whatever good or sinful acts have been done by me or by other

conscious beings, all those were done under the power emanating from

the Lord Visnu who is the L >rd of all Lords ; because, but for the life

given by Visnu, no conscious being would have come into existence

nor could have performed any acts of merit or demerit." Verily,

Janardana is Himself beyond all good and evil deeds, for ever. These

two (meritorious and sinful deeds) do not trouble the Lord Janardana.

MANTBA IV. 4. 23.
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qTOt aqfa qTOi* aqra foqTqt fq^^fr

fqf^f%f€t ssrTfprnft vrqr^q 5r^r^:^reri%?fqTfq^ts

srfs ftqi^r qx^^q: ^fts^r ware* fk^m ^xw
strfq *f ^T^qT^f% il n

Tat, that ; what has beeu just taught. <^<X Etat, this. WW
Richa, by a Rik verse. wsg^n Abhyuktam, lias been said. STTgrQlW

Brahmatiasya, of the Lord Visnu, who is spoken of by the Brahmana, i.e.,

by the Vedas. Esah, this ; such. rrfjJTT Mahitna, glory; greatness,

fsrw: Nityah, eternal. WOT Karmanu, by the deeds, good or bad. «T Na,

not. Vardhate, attains greatness ; becomos greater, sft No, not.

«5*ftawr,Kaniyan, less. ?TW Tasya, his ; of the Lord Visnu, ever great and

free from the fruits of deeds. ^ Eva, only. q?Hrq[ Padavit, knower of

the real nature. Win Syat, one should be. Tarn, him. tV^?5TT Viditva,

On knowing. qra&T Papakena, evil. 35*fuT Kai mana, by the deed, si Na,

not. f&wid Lipyate, (one) is touched, ^fa Iti, hore ends the Rik. SWT
Tasmat, therefore, qgfsrq Evaiiivit, who knows this one ; knows that the

knowledge of the Lord is the only means of attaining Mukti. sofa:

6antah, devoted to the Lord ; one who has subdued his senses, ^tif:

D&ntah, one who has subdued his pride; calm. 3<TOf: Uparatah, such as

takes delights only in the Lord, who is always near in the heart ( %q

Upa, near, in one who is near, and ttatah, one who takes delight

in). f?rf?r§J: Titiksuh, enduring; enduring the pair" of feelings opposite in

nature, such as heat, cold, &<•. f?J?rff5f! Satnahitah, grasping or com-

prehending the actual thing by the mind. According to the commentary,

the reading, must have been SffJuffclz, Ksamahitah, endowed with for-

giveness; for it explains the word tfftfi, and not anr, by saying, tgtn tBtqar

gfNfa: II. *J?B|T Bhfltva, being, becoming. W?JTfl Atmani, with one's

own self. «J5J Eva, only. «TT?m*f Atmanam, the I'aramatman. I^qfff Pasyati,

sees; one should see. sUrJTlsf Atinanam, the Paramatman, ^ Sarvam, as

full. <Hf?ftr Pasyati, one should see. <JI«JTT P&ptna, sin. <jjf Enam, him ; one

who knows the Brahman. «f Na, not. ?flf?r Tarati, gets to. 515? Sarvam,

all. ITWsf fapmanain, the sin. a*f% Tarati, crosses; is beyond. <^r
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Enaiu, him ; the knower of the Brahman. <n^T( P&pmfi, the sin. 5f Na,

not. ?fqf?| Tapati, troubles, gsf Sarvstm, all. 1T«JTf«f P&pmanam, the sin.

^qRl Tapati, burns. mm<n: Brahmanah, the Lord Haramatman, who is

known by the Veda or Brahraana. fkw. Vipapah, without sin ; sinless.

f^TST: Virajah, without attachment. tifqfefitfllCT: A viohikitsnh, doubtless i

without doubt of any sort. Bhavati, becomes. *?5Tt^ Sainrat, oh

sovereign. Esah, he ; the Paramatraan. W$t55t$: Brahmalokah, full

knowledge, $ff» Iti. qtStq^fSr: Yajnavalkyah, Yajfiav alkya. 33n Uv&cha,

said, f Ha, formerly. SJf S&h, thus instructed by thee. K$ Aham, I.

VHWft Bhagavate, to thee ; to the venerable teacher. fa^Jt^ Videhan, the

land of the Videhas. ^ffil Dadami, give. ^ Cha, moreover. *rt Mam,

me
;

ray own self. *rfq Api, even. STf Saha, together with. ^TOTf

Dasyaya, for serving (thee) as thy slave. $F?I Iti.

23. " This has been sung in a ltik verse :
—" This

eternal Vastness of Brahmic Consciousness does not get increased

by any good deeds, nor decreased by contact with tvil. Let

one know the truth about Him alone, for by knowing Him,

he is not besmirched with evil deeds.

Therefore, (since the knowledge of the Lord leads to Mukti)»

he who knows (this truth), after having become devoted, humble,

God-satisfied, patient, and forgiving (or collected in mind),

sees the Supreme Self in his self alone, sees the self as the

All-full. No sin can cross over him, he crosses over every sin,

no sin can burn him, he burns all sins. (He knows that the

Lord) is free from sin, free from attraction (and repulsion),

free from doubt, and the vast Brahmic Consciousness, as

taught in the Vedas. He is Brahma-loka, the All-full Intelligence,

O Monarch. Thou hast attained Him,"—thus spoke Yajnavalkya.

" I give you, venerable Sir, the entire country of the

Videhas, together with my self, . for serving you," said Janaka

Vaideha.—31 2.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

"$anti implies the steady and deep dav.otioti to the Lord ;,aud Dama
means checking of pride ; and TJpararaa' is. described to be the state of

ever being satisfied with the Lord yisnu. who , dwells in the hearts of ;all.

Titiksa, denotes the endurance of, the pairs of opposites, such as heat and
cold, etc , and Ksama implies the non-ebullition of anger. ',' Thus it is
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in the Sabda-Nirnaya. " Sarvam atmanam pasyati " means " one sees

the Atinan,the Lord Jan&rdana, as Sarvam or All-full." He who knows
the Lord as thus, will cross over or get rid of all attachments, doubts and
sins, because the Lord Purnsottama is Himself eternally free from

attachments, doubts and sins.

The Lord is called Br&hmana, because He is known through the

Vedas, for Brahma is a name of the Vedas ; and He who is known (ana),

through Brahma or Veda, is BrAhmana. He is called Brahmaloka

(«nr$rt* )i because the Lord God is full (Brahma), and is knowledge

(loka).

M ANTEA IV. 4. 24.

m Sah he. Esah, this. J?5r^ Mahan, great. 3T3T Aja, birthless.

«I?HT Atraa, the Paratnatman. wn^i Annadah, the eater of food ;
strong,

healthy. q^M: Vasudftnah, the giver of the earthly and the heavenly

riches. Vai, indeed, m Yah, whoever. «jaf Evam, this. Veda,

knows, Vasu, the riches. f«fc[& Vindate, obtains.

24. This, verily, is the great Unborn Paramatman, the

eater of food and the giver of riches. Whoever knows this,

obtains riches.—313.

MANTRA IV. 4. 25.

m Sah, that; the aforesaid. Esah, this. tffT5^ Mahan, great.

«5T: Ajah, unborn. «rr?*TT AtrnA, the Paramatman. «nr?: Ajarah, who has

no old age
;
undecaying. Amarah, who will never die. WJJcTt

Amritah, who never died. Abhayah, who has no fear. W Brahma,

full ; who is satisfied in his own self, $ Vai, indeed. Brahma, the

Brahman. WW* Abhayam, one who has no cause of fear. ^ Vai., indeed ;

to be sure, n: Yah, whoever. spf Evam, this, Veda, knows. flgr

Brahma, satisfied in His own self, iwf Abhayam, without any cause

of fear. $ Vai, indeed. Bhavati.is. % Hi, to be sure.
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25. This, verily, the Great, Unborn Paramatman, is

Ageless, Deathless, Immortal, Fearless, and satisfied in His

own-self. The Braman has, indeed, no cause of fear. Whoever

knows this, becomes, indeed, satisfied in his own self, and

is without any cause of fear.—314.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The Lord is WR (Amara) because He will never die, and He is spja

(Amrita), because He did never die. The word Brahma in this mantra

means the state of having attained all the objects of desire ; so one who

knows Him thus, obtains all the objects of his desire and becomes, through

the grace of Visnu, all desire obtained and fearless. Thus it is in the

same book.

(It has been said in the previous but one Mantra, that the Lord

becomes ( *I*f?C ) free from sin, free from doubt, &c. Does it mean that the

Lord was not free from doubt, &c, before, and that He now becomes so ?

This objeotion the Commentator answers, by quoting an authority and

showing that the present tense includes the past and future lenses as

well :—

)

It has been said in the Sabd a Nirnaya ( tts^fsnn«T ) that the verbs

snjfl (Abhfit) "it has been, " vfawT* (Bhavisyati) « it will be," and *fsf»

(Bhavati) " it is, " &c, when employed in describing the attributes of the

Great Lord Hari, all indicate the constant and permanent presence of

those qualities in the Lord, though they may be expressed in varying

tenses.

Here ends the Bhdaya on Sdrlra Brdhmanam,

Fifth (Maitreyi) Brahmanam.

MANTRA IV. 5. 1.

Atha, now ; and. HT5f^5WW Yajfiavalkyasya, of Yajfiavalkya. $
Dve, two, jjtif Bharye, wives. Babhflvatuh, were, f Ha, formerly.
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fell") Maitreyi, Maitreyi by name. « Cha, and. ¥l?»n*Ttft Katyayani,

Katyayani by name. * cha, and. Tayoh, among them. fei«ft

Maitreyi, Maitreyi. ffgl^tfyft Brahinavadini, fond of discussing about

the Brahman. Babhuva, was. f Ha. aftr Tarhi, then ; on the

other hand. *T?«Tiqjft Katyayani, K Uy&yaui. 5ft:T?r Striprajfia, wise in

the duties of a housewife. <$9T Bva, only. %n Atha, now. qrjT^&fjr:

Yajnavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. VW% Anyat, other. fWT, Vrittam, mode of

life ; the life of a Sanny&sin. awvfcl^ Upakarisyan, was desirous of

adopting or attaining. f Ha.

1. Yajfiavalkya had two wives, Maitreyi and Katyayani.

Of these two, Maitreyi was a seeker of Brahman, while

Katyayani possessed only womanly knowledge. Now Yajfiavalkya

was desirous of adopting another mode of life (by retiring

into the forest)—315,
MANTRA IV. 5. 2.

*H5fS5W: Yajfiavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. Are, Oh. *Bff*C Maitreyi,

Maitreyi. Aham, 1. <N3TTcT Asmat, this. WIHlfl Sthanat, from the

place; from the life of a householder. ST^Bltq^ Pravrajisyan, about

to go away ; about to leave. siftfT Asrni, am. {Rt Iti. s| Vai, indeed.

Hanta, well. ^ Te, for thee; for you. suntf Anaya, thi-s. ^tWJ'at

Katy&yanya, with Katyayani. sftf Antam, settlement. ^WlFof Karavani,

let me do. {fa Iti. Uvacha, said. 5 Ha.

2. Said Yajfiavalkya, addressing Maitreyi :
—" I am about

to wander forth from this place, O Maitreyi. Now, then,

let me make a final arrangement between thee and this

Katyayani."—316.

MANTRA I V. 5. 3.

(For word meanings, see II. 4. «. page 208.) £ *
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3. Maitreyi said :
—" My lord, is it that I shall get immor-

tality when the whole earth may be filled with my possessions ?
"

" No, " replied Yajiiavalkya, " Yours shall then be the life like

those who have earthly possessions, but from possessions there

is no hope of immortal bliss."—317.

MANTUA T V. 5. 4.

*Tftara S^ft HHJrTT ^TT T%*f ifa yqff'

(For word-meanings, sue II. 4. v page 20S.)

4. Maitreyi said :
—

" What should I do (with such

possessions) by which I may not become immortal ? Tell me
clearly that only which my lord knows (to be the means of

attaining Mukti or perfection)."—318.

mantba IV. 5. 5.

(For word-meanings, sec II. ). 4. page 200).

5. Yajiiavalkya said,
—

" Dear as thou art to us, thou

hast increased (it by) this dear speech (and so added to our

pleasute). Well, I shall explain it to thee. Be attentive to

me, while I am explaining it."—'319.

MADH VA'S COMMENTARY.

[In Mantra 4 occur the words " priyarn avridhat. " Some explain ifc

by saying:—" Thou hast in creased* what is dear to me in thee. " This is,

however, wrong. It mast be explained, in harmony with the similar

statement in Adhyaya II, Brahmana 4, where occurs another recension of

it. There the words are :
—«' Priyam bhasase. " Therefore, the Com-

mentator explains it by saying :—

]

You have increased your pleasant saying
;
your speech is growing

more pleasant,

76
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mantra IV. 5. 6.

NO

cw^a 95mm qf%: mm wftr * sct st^ *itot$

mum mm fk smcsrTcSR*rr 35rom mm mm
* sfT gft qsnntf epmm qsii: firm *sFcm-

smra* m stf qsgpf 33T*rm qajsr: fam tofc*it

c*r*5 to qacm: mm vrsrfcr * an sr^ st^to:

ssmm fim smcmc«**2 ^mm a^r m*r *mra

$T5f fttf ¥T5Tm H SfT %T^f 35mm %t«ft: TIRT

¥I5F^nrJ|rT^r 35TOTO %T^T: fimT WFrT* 3fT sft

|srr^f srom^n: mm *3Fcmr*R*3 <$mm ^m:

fkl *mf?cT ?T SIT stf t^T^f 93mm mm
VT5T?r^TrJT5T^T 35mm ir^T. mm *mfcl ^5(1 ^
^TrTWT WH* TrTTf^T mmfa sm^mcSR^rT $WTO

*RTTm mmfoT wfer ?T m ^sfcqf 35mm ^tf*

(For word meanings see. II. 4. 5. pp. 210, 211 and 212. There are two sentences more

here which do not occur there, one about "TSJTt $ltn<7 and the other about ^fflf ^fJTri ).
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6. He replied :
—"O verily, not by the mere wishing of

the husband does a husband become dear to his wife, but

through the Will of the Supreme Self does the husband

become dear to the wife.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of the wife does a

wife become dear to her husband, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self does the wife become dear to the husband.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of the sons do the

sons become dear to their parents, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self do the sons become dear to the parents.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of the Wealth-lord

does the Wealth-lord become dear to men, but by the Will of

the Supreme Self does the Wealth-lord become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of (Rudra the lord of)

catties, (the Lord of) catties becomes dear to men, but by

the Will of the Supreme Self does the Cattle-Lord become
dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of the (Wisdom-lord)

Brahma does Brahma become dear to men, but by the Will

of the Supreme Self does (the Wisdom-lord) Brahma become

dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of (Vayu) the Power-lord

does the Power-lord become dear to men, but by the Will of

the Supreme Self does the Power-lord become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of the World-lords do

the World-lords become dear to men, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self do the World-lords become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of the Shining ones do

the Shining ones become dear to men, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self do the Shining ones become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wishing of the Veda-lords do

the Veda-lords become dear to men, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self do the Veda-lords become dear to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of the Elemental-lords

do the Elemental-lords become dear to men, but by the Will
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of the Supreme Self do the Elemental-lords become dear

to men.

O verily, not by the mere wish of the All-lady (Laksmi)

does the All-lady become dear to men, but by the Will of the

Supreme Self does the All-lady become dear to men.

Verily, the Supreme Self must be seen, must be heard,

must be revolved upon in mind and must be meditated on. All

this is known by seeing, hearing, mentally revolving on and

meditating upon the Supreme Self, O Maitreyi."—320.

MANTRA I V. 5. 7.

VTrnHte**, ^SRTr*N II • II

(Kor word meaning-., see 11. .(. 6, pp. 2 [ J and 21 |. Then; is mil} one sentence more

here, namely. ^Ifft q^HT^fsWHTf I)

7.
" Brahma, the Wisdom-lord, will throw him beyond

the Great Beyond, who knows Brahma, the Wisdom-lord,

as away from (and not under the sway of the) Supreme

Self. (Vayu), the l'ower-lord, will throw him beyond the

Great Beyond, who knows the Power-lord as away from (and

not under the sway of) the Supreme .Self. The World-lords

will throw him beyond the Great Beyond, who knows the

World-lords as away from (and not under the sway of) the

Supreme Self. The Shining Ones will throw him beyond the

Great Beyond, who knows the Shining Ones as away from

(and not under the sway of) the Supreme Self. The Veda-
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lords will throw him beyond the Great Beyond, who knows
the Veda-lords as away from (and not under the sway of) the

Supreme Self. The Elemental-lords will throw him beyond

the Great Beyond, who knows the Elemental-lords as away
from (and not under the sway of) the Supreme Self. The
All-lady (Laksmi) will throw him beyond the Great Beyondi

who knows the All-lady as away from (and not under the

sway of) the Supreme Self. This Brahma, the Wisdom-lord,

this Vayu, the Power-lord, these (lords of the) worlds, these

Shining-Ones, these Lords of the Vedas, these (lords of the)

Elements, this All-lady, verily, all these exist (there only),

where (abides) this Supreme Self."—321.

mantra I V. 5. 8.

(For nord-mcming*, .see II. 4. 7. page 215).

8. As, for instance, a person, who sees a drum being

beaten, can never mistake its sounds for those of some other

external instrument, but takes them to belong to the drum,

or takes them to be caused by the person striking the drum.—322.

mantsa IV. 5. 9.

* serf** snnror*** * sn^p^js^Ts^cR-

?jfta: II < H

(For word-meanings, see II, 4. 8. pages 215 and 210).

9. As, for instance, a person, who sees a conch being

blown, can never mistake its sounds for those of some other

external instrument, but takes them to belong to the conch,

or takes them to be caused by the person. blowing the conch.—-323.
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MANTEA IV. 5. 10.

(For word-meaning-., sec II. -|. 9. page 216).

10. As, for instance, a person, who sees a lute being

played upon, can never mistake its sounds for those of some

other external instrument, but takes them to belong to the lute,

or takes them to be caused by the player on the lute.—324.

MANTRA IV. 5. 11.

qifarfasf <**^ vn ^
Cs.

rTTR ^SfTTO fffOTTOcTTTR II \\ II

(Fur woul-meanings, see II. 4. 10. page 217).

Istatn, the worship, gef Hutam, the offering of the sacrifies.

Wlf^Tct Asitam, giving away food. ttfk$ Payitam, giving away drinks.

Ayam, this. 35l«p: Lokah., world, such as the earth, &c. ^ Oha, and.

Us Parah, the other- ^te: Lokah, world, such a8 heaven, &o. ^ Oha,

and. «*ff«!J Sarv&ni, all. ^tffl Bhutftni, the beings. ^ Cha, and. qilffT

Kt&ni, these worlds, such as Mahat, &o. fl^ffij Sarvani, all. 3^7 Asya,

his. Eva, only, fa: ^tfffrlTf^ Nihsvasitani, creations made as easily

as one breathes.

11. ''As from a blazing fire made of damp wood various

kinds of smokes arise, so, indeed, my dear, come out as easily

as breath from this great Hayagriva, the Jligveda, the Yajurveda,

the Samaveda, the Atharvangirasa, the Itihasas, the Puranas,

sciences, the Upanisads, the Pancharatra Samhita, the aphorisms,

the elaborate explanations (of the Vedas), the sciences of Isti
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and Homa sacrifices, the methods of making gifts of food and

drink, the science of this world and of the next world, and

the science of all elements, yea all the rest have proceeded

from Him only, as easily as breath."—325.

MANTRA IV. 5. 12.

*r ?m ^rsrf *rxnqx*>> *rg? tTqnq5T$q&> ^§qx*»>

3^ *fqx;? ntfNxsR$q&> sisbrxw, wvmi
^^Xq^qw, SJSSraX**) ^xq^5RXq^qw»>

qxwx^xRxgq*^ <iq5xq??^q^ ^ifox fq^ifai qxq-

^qsxq^ftq? ^qqnreqiXT qx^xqqnq^q^ *£Ni

i^x^if qxitexq**^ « V< «

(For word-meanings, see II. 4. M, pages 2i<> and 220).

12. "As the ocean is the sole receptacle of all the

^waters ; as the organ of touch is the sole receptacle of all kinds

of touch ; as the tongue is the sole receptacle of all tastes ;

as the nose is the sole receptacle of all the smells ; as the eye

is the sole receptacle of all the colours , as the ear [is the sole

receptacle of all the sounds ; as the mind is the sole receptacle

of all determinations ; as the heart is the sole receptacle of all

sciences, so are the two hands the sole receptacle of all

acts ; as the organ of generation, is the sole receptacle of

all pleasures; as the anus, is the sole receptacle of all

evacuations ; as the two legs are the sole receptacle of all

motions ; as the speech is the sole receptacle of all the

Vedas.—326.

mantba IV. 5. 13.

^ qqx ^^q^XW^XSqXfp $c*%X **nq?X Ijsfcf

qx ^sqqXr*XS5trrr%$qT$|': $c*q: UfXX*^ <jq*fo%
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jrsftiftm ffar* m^^TC II \\ II

f? Sah, this, qm Yatha, as. Saindhkvaghanah, a mass of

rock salt. «H*0T: Anantarah, that has no distinctive inside. VmV-
Abahyah, that has no distinctive outside. gHRT: Kritsnah.the whole being.

Wtt: Basagbanah, quite of the same taste of salt, both inside and outside.

1* Eva, only. H$ Are, oh
; m'y dear wife, i£f Evam, so

;
similarly, «pf

Ayaiu, this. WW Atma, the Attnan. «nfa?: Anantarah, devoid of any

distinctive inside. Wltf: Abahyah, devoid of any distinctive outside

%ttC&'- Kritsnah, the whole. Prajflanaghanah, a mass of pore

consciousness. tg( Eva, only, (gfctf: Etebhyh, these. if^T: Bhutebhyah,

from the five gross elements, such as earth, water, &o. Samuthaya,

growing
;
making his appearance, coming in contact with the materia)

body. 3ffw Tani, those elements ; the body consisting of those elements.

«g Ann, following. f9«lsf«lR| Vinasyati, gets free ; gets rid of the gross

body. t$( Eva, in fact. lf?«T Pretya, when one has got rid of his material

body. *fSJ! Saihjfia, name or term for one who has got rid of the

material body. 1 Na, not. sjfet Asfci, there is. jf?r Iti, this, tit Are, oh,

my dear wife. Ntfi? Bravimi (I) tell (you). $Rl Iti. q»9*SW: Yajfiavalkyah,

Yajfiavalkya. Uvaoha, said. £ Ha.

13. " As a mass of rock sail has no distinctive inside

nor outside, but is all a mass of taste of salt alone, so, verily,

this Atman has no distinctive inside or outside, it is altogether

a mass of Consciousness. The mukta jiva, rising from these

elements, again disappears with them. After the " Great Passing

Away," there is no consciousness. This is what I have to

tell thee." Thus said Yajfiavalkya.—327.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In Mantra 13 occur the words:—" Sa yafchfl, saindhavaghano' anan-

taro' avahyah, &c. " Some have translated it as meaning :
—" As a muss

of salt has neither inside nor outside. " This is wrong, for a mass of salt

has an inside and an outside. The Commentator, therefore, explains it

thus :—

)

As there is no difference in the inside or outside of a mass of salt,

everywhere it is a mass of salt, and tastes salt, so, &c,
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MANTRA IV. 5. 14

m SA, that.. $£*ft Maitreyi, Maitreyi. Uvficha, said, f Ha.

*m*T^ BbagavAn, oh my lord. %tl Atra, here. i$* Eva, only. If? MA, to

me. ntfta^ Mohantam, the distraction called bewilderment, srralfqq^

Apjpipat, caused to obtain. »n£ Aham, that unavoidable. f»f Imam, him ;

the Paramatman. ^ Na, not. fajTisnRj VijftnAti, does the jiva know, ffil

Iti. *?: Sah, lie
;
Yajnavalkya. ?7T^ Uvacha, said. 1 Ha. s?^ Are, oh my

dear wife, si^ Aham, I. iftff Moham, anything bewildering, f Na, not.

ifslfir Bi avimi, tell
;
speak, Are, oh Maitreyi *r«f Ayam, this. «n?Rr

Atma, Atman. nHrTrsft Avinasi, indestructible. ngfesjf^qq? Anuoh-
chhittidharroa, of the nature of invariability or changelesaness.

X4. Then said Maitreyi :
—

" Herein your venerable self

has thrown me into deep bewilderment. (If the mukta has

no consciousness of anything external) then this mukta jiva

does not know even the Lord Aham," I am that I am.""

" Verily, I am not saying anything bewildering," said he,

"Imperishable is, indeed, this Atmnn, and its nature is (such that

its specific knowledge is) indestructible."—328.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In Mantra 14 occur the words:—"Na vA aham imam vij&ndti."

This is the reading of Madhva. Other texts read it as vijdndmi. However,
he comments on this reading. It is liable t<> misconstruction, for

others reading it as vijanAmi have translated it as :
— " Here, Sir, thou

hast landed me in utter bewilderment. Indeed, I do not understand him."
This is wrong, and so the Commentator says :—

)

The correct reading is :
—"Na va aham imam vijanati, " meaning

This mukta (jiva) would not know even the Aham ; the Unavoidable Lord,
(if there be no consciousness in mukti). " Aham " means Aheyam or the

Unavoidable, the Supreme Self. The mukta jiva would not know Him.
So the preceding sentence, " atraiva ma bhagavan mohantam Apipipat,"

becomes harmonised. For it means "here indeed you, Sir, have caused

me to fall into the destruction, called Bewilderment, when you say there

77
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is no consciousness in mukti, for then all mukta jivas would not know
the Lord called Aham, the Unavoidable." Thus it is established that in

sentences like, " aham Brahmasmi, Ac, " the word 'aham' means the

Unavoidable, and does not mean " I. " If 'aham ' here meant " 1, " then

the construction ought to have been, " Aham vijdndmi. " and not " aham
vijdndti, " as it is here. So 'aham ' here is a noun, standing in construc-

tion with the verb vijdndti, and it is not a pronoun.

[An objector may say :—But may not vijanati be an arohaio form

for vijanami, for in the Vedas a third person may be employed for the

first person. To this, we reply, but that also cannot be. The startling

statement of Yajfiavalkya was " na pretya samjflasti. " He meant to say

that in Moksa, all bhubas (prakritic objects) are destroyed, so there can

arise no consciousness of things external, and so he said :
—" In Mukti

there is no consciousness." He did not deny the presence of all cons-

ciousness, but only the special consciousness of bhutas or elemental

knowledge. But Maitreyi, not understanding the real meaning of

Yajfiavalkya, thought that he denied all consciousness to muktas, and so

she asked :
—" Atraiva, &c. " "If here in mukti there be no conscious-

ness, Ac; so, if the sense be that, I do not know this Supreme Self, "—how

could this be an appropriate speech of Maitreyi ? She ought to have

said :
—" I do not understand you, Sir, when you say that the Muktas

have no consciousness, " and not, " I do not understand this Brahman."

Therefore, the meaning given above should be accepted, in order to

make the question of Maitreyi consistent with the doubt raised by the

assertion of Yajfiavalkya]

(An objector may say :—The phrase, "na va aham, &c, " is not a

question raised on the saying of Yajfiavalkya, that there is no samjfia in

Mukti, but it refers to prajfianaghana of the preceding sentence, and

means " atraiva, " that is, in this prajfianaghana, in this solid mass of

consciousness, there remains no saiiajfi'i or separate consciousness in

Mnkti, and thus arose the bewilderment, why the individual conscious-

ness should vanish, like a smaller light in a bigger light, in the universal

consciousness. And so Maitreyi says:—" I do not understand this.")

To this, we reply, it is not so. For here also, you take the assertion of

Yajfiavalkya as to there being no consciousness in Mukti, as understood

in her question, even if it referred to prajfianaghana. And the same

difficulty would arise here also, with the additional difficulty of inserting

the whole assertion of Yajfiavalkya by way of ellipsis, to complete the

sentence.

An objector says :—Yajfiavalkya had asserted, in a general way,

that there was no consciousness in Mnkti. How would that lead to the
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question, that Mukta would have no consciousness even of the Lord, called

" I am that I am" ? To this, we say, it is no objection at all. If Y&jfia-

valkya asserted, in a general way, that there was absence of all cons-

ciousness in Mukti, then it follows, as a logical consequence, that a Mukta
can have no consciousness of God even, and so the question of Mattreyt

was very appropriate, when she said :—*' If here in Mukti, there be no

consciousness, then the Mukta jiva would have no consciousness of God

(Aham) even, and so you have thrown me into a fatal bewilderment. For,

if the Mukta has no consciousness of anything external, then the cons-

ciousness of God would be only a subjective consciousness of the Mukta,

and bo a mere fancy and a mithya jfianam." This was the meaning of

the question put by Maitreyi.

MANTRA IV. 5. 18.

mvfe rt%re ^rr^ ctt^ ^w^ws^rer ctt^t

«M Yatra, when. § Dvaitam, different thing. ( fy«r Dvita, separa-

tedness or difference between things ; and the things themselves, in which

there is this difference, are called Dvaita. fgfl Dvita, separated n ess. w«r

Aft, those that have), fs; lva, as if. This word indicates the dependence

of one (the objects of perception) upon the other. M«% Bhavati, is
;

becomes, fif Hi, indeed. a?f Tat, then, fpnt Itarah, the one; a man.

Itaram, the other ; the objects, the objects of perception, such as
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pitcher, &c. BlSlRl Jighrati, smells. Tat, then, ftfft Itarah, the

one ; a man. ff^t Itaram, the other ; the object of perception. <??qf?r

Pasyati, sees flU Tat, then. fai: Itarah, the one ; a man. %9t Itaram,

the other ; an object. ^ToJlfff Srinoti, hears. aa. Tat, then, ftR: Itarah,

the onp ; a man. fltf Itaram, the other ; an object. ajfin^fa Abhivadati,

says
;
speaks. H«I Tat, then, fnit Itarah, the one ; a man. fj^t Itaram,

the other ; an object. Manute, thinks. 9^ Tat, then. fjR: Itarah,

the one ; a man. f<rf Itaram, the other; an object. *£*Tf?f Sprisati,

touches, Tat, then. Itarah, the one
; a man. Itaram, the

other • an object. Hasayate, tastes. Tat, then, f*|?: Itarah,

the one; a man- %Zlt Itaram, the other: an object. faarrsTrfeT Vijan&ti,

knows; perceives, qs Yatra, where
;
in such a Mukti whioh is the

cessation of Avidya only, fj Tu, only, mq Asya, his ; of the knower, of

a sentient being. tfq* Sarvain, all; all the organs of perception. WWr
Atma, pure self; soul, trq Eva, only. 3UJ$ Abhut, becomes. Tat, then,

•fcq Kena, by which
; by which organ, or Indriya. q> Kam, what; what

object of perception, fsrefa Jighret, can smell ; is there the possibility

of smelling. Tat, then. %T Kena, by which
; by which organ, q?

Kam, what ; what object. TSfqa, Paiyet, can see
; may he be able to see.

«3 Tat, then. $q Kena, by which organ. ^ Kam, what ; what object.

SJJPnH ^rinuy&t, can hear ; is there possibility of hearing. B?lTat, then.

Kena, by which; by which organ, Kam, what; what object.

wf*W$H Abhivadet, can speak. aa. Tat, then. $q Kona, by whioh; by

whioh organ. ^ Kam, what ; what object. Munvita, can think.

Tat, then. #q Kena, by which; by whicli organ, sp" Kam, what
;

what object. cg^ta. Spriset, can t.iuoh. aa. Tat, then- %q Kena, by

which, by which organ. ^ Kam, what ; what object. ??T9a Rasayet,

oan taste. ea. Tat, then. t»f Kena, by which
;
by which organ. ^ Kam,

what ; what object. fqgnsftqra V ijaniyat, can know, qa Yena, by whom,

fq^ldam, this. «q* Saivam, all. fqmatfa Vijanati, he knows. a* Tam,

him. %T Kena, by what. fqaisftqia Vijftniyat, he may know. Sah,

that. Bsah, Vianu ; the Paramatman. ffa lti, such; touched with

misery, like Brahma. a Na, not. ffa lti, such ; not touched by misery,

like mukta Rama. a Na, not. *rr?W AtmA, Visnu. W^JfT: Agrihyah,

id capable of being grasped as a whole, (incomprehensible), ff Hi, because,

a Na, not. «J|ia Grihyate, has ever been grasped or comprehended.

WOhf: Asiryah, incapable of wearing out. ff Hi, because, a Na, not.

ffti?% diryate, has ever worn out. «nf*T: Asaugah, such as does not come

in contaot (with anything foul), ff Hi, because. a Na, not.

Sajyate, has ever come in contact, Wtfaa: Asitah, free from bondage. a

Na, not. «qqa Vyathate, is subject to pain. a Na, not. fwfir Risyati,
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is subject to destruoti. n. W$ Are. Oh, f*5JTaTtfH VijfiatAram, the knower ;

one's own self. %«f Kena, how. fropftOPI Vijaniyat, should know, ^fil

Iti, in this manner. 3Wtg*rra^tffC Uktanusftsanaiii, thou art instructed,

j^fil Maitreyi, Oh, Maitreyi. Are, Oh, my dear. <;OT33 Etavat, so far

extends. ^ Khalu, truly. Amritatvam, immortality. $f?r Iti.

SWT Uktva, having said. msr^W: Yajfiavalkyah, Yajfiavalkya. ftafT?

Vijah&ra, went away.

15. "When there is a different thing, a dependent one,

so to speak, then (it is) that one smells the other ; then (it is)

that one sees the other ; then (it is) that one hears the other ;

then (it is) that one speaks the other ; then (it is) that one

thinks the other ; then (it is) that one tastes the other ; then

(it is) that one touches the other ; then (it is) that one knows

or perceives the other. But when (as some say, it is the

case in the Mukti which is the cessation of Avidya only)

everything of the sentient jiva becomes Atman only, then by

which organ can the sentient jiva smell and what would he

smell ? Then by which organ can the sentient jiva see, and

what would he see ? Then by which organ can the sentient

jiva hear, and what would he hear ? Then by which organ

can the sentient jiva speak, and what would he speak ? Then

by which organ can the sentient jiva think, and what would

he think ? Then by which organ can the sentient jiva touch,

and what would he touch ? Then by which organ can the

sentient jiva taste, and what would he taste ? Then by which

organ can the sentient jiva perceive, and what would he perceive ?

How can the jiva know Him. the Paramatman, through whose

grace he knows or perceives all this? This Paramatman is

neither like Brahma touched with misery ; nor is He like

Mukta Rama untouched by misery. This Atman is incapable

of being grasped as a whole, for no one has ever been able to

grasp Him. This Atman is incapable of wearing out, for He
has never worn out. This Atman does not come in contact

(with anything foul), for He has never come in contact (with

anything foul), it is the nature of this Atman that He is

ever free from bondage, that He never feels miserable and

that He is never destroyed. (In short), Oh my dear wife,
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how should the jlva perceive his own self, the real knower ?

In this manner, thou art instructed. In this, O beloved, in

truth, consists immortality that the Mukta jiva should know
the Lord in Mukti." Having said thus, Yajfiavalkya went

away.—329.

Here ends the Maitreyi Brdhmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

[In Mantra 15 occu the words :
—" Etavad are khalvainritatvam

iti, hoktvft Yajfiavalkyo vijahara." Ti has been translated by others

as meaning, " Thus far has been taught the means of obtaining Mukti.

Having said so, Yajnavalkya went away into the forest." This is

wrong. The Commentator, therefore, explains it :—

j

Verily, immortality or moksa of the ever-conscious jiva consists

in this, that he should know, in mukti, the wisdom and the activities,

&c, of the Supreme Self, and never be unconscious of Him.

Yajfiavalkya had already said before :
—" I do not tell thee

anything bewildering. Thon fanciest so, by not grasping my real

meaning." So, in order to remove any false notions regarding Moksa,

such as those of the Bauddhas, who hold that Mukti consists in the

destruction of the Atman, he says :
—" Avinasiva are ayam Atma"—" That

self is verily imperishable." Similarly, to remove the false notions of

the Vaisesikas, who hold that Moksa consists in the uchchheda or

destruction of all specific knowledge, he says:—" Anuchchhitti-

dharina"—"its specific knowledge is never destroyed." Similarly, the

notion of those who hold that pure consciousness, without any object

of consciousness, remains in Moksa, is also misleading, and so the

Commentator says that there can be no consciousness without an object

of consciousness.

To prove this, he quotes an authority :

—

It is thus said in the Brahmatarka :—" Moksa consists in knowing

Visnu, and in knowing all objects and enjoying bliss by the mukta jlva.

If there were absence of such knowledge, where would there be any
happiness in Mukti ? There can be no knowledge in the absence of an

objeot of knowledge, and in the absence of knowledge there results

sunyata or annihilation. Therefore, moksa is always accompanied with

objeots of knowledge (in the shape of the various forms of the Lord),

and its nature is eternal joy and happiness."
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Note.—Compare Chhimlogya Upanisad (VIII. 12.3).

" He, through whose grace, this released soul, arising from his lust

body
, and having approached the Highest Light, is restored to his own

form, is the Highest Person. The Mukta moves about there laughing,

playing, and rejoicing, with women, with carriages, with other Muktas of

his own period or of the past Kalpas. (So great is his ecstasy) that he

does not remember even the person standing near hirn nor even his own
body. And, as a charioteer, is appointed by his master, to drive the

carriage, just so is this Frana appointed to drive this chariot of the body."

So also Ibid. (VII. 25. 2):—" He who sees Him thus, thinks of Him
thus, understands Him thus, He always thinks the Self to be highest, He
sports in the Self, He unites with the Self, haB the Self for his joy, and
comes deirectly under the rule of the Self,"

So also in the same Upanisad (VII. 26.2), there is this verse about
it :—" The released soul does not see death, nor illness, nor pain. The
released sees everything and obtains everything everywhere. He becomes
one, He becomes three, He becomes five, He becomes nine, and, it is said,

He becomes eleven as well
;
nay, He becomes one hundred and eleven and

one thousand and twenty,"

So also in the Br. Upanisad (I. 5. 9, page 99) :— " He, who worships

the Supreme Self alone as the Refuge, has (the fruits of) his works never
exhausted. Whatever he desires, that even he gets from That Self (Hari)."

So also in the Hatha Upanisad (IV. 15.) :—" As pure water ponred
into pure water becomes like that, O, Gautama, so even the Atom (or ruler

of all the) Munis, who are knowers, becomes like that Param-Atman
(Brahman, but not identical with him).

Note.—The Atml in this verse refers to the chief Viyu, and it means that this Viyu,
who is Atmi or Lord of wise sages or Munis, when liberated, only gets similarity with the

Supreme Self, but not identity with the Supreme.

Similarly, in the Mundaka Upanisad (III.. 1.3) :
—" When the jtva

sees the golden-coloured Creator and Lord, as the Person, from whom
Brahma comes out, then the wise, shaking off virtue and vice and
becoming free from Avidya, attains the highest similarity.
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Note.—These Mantras show that in the highest Mukti, a j!va attains similarity, but

not identity, with the Supreme Self. This similaiity implies that the Mukta expediences

all kinds of TShfgH* or enjoyment*.

So also in the QUA (XIV. 1 and 2):—" I will again proclaim that

Supreme Wisdom, of all wisdom the best, which having known, all the

Sages (Munis) have gone hence to the Supreme Perfection.

" Having taken refuge in this Wisdom and being assimilated to My
own nature, they are not re-born even in the emanation of a universe, nor

are disquieted in the dissolution. "

So also in a Purana we have the following verse :

—

" Where there does not exist either Rajas (Mobility) or Tamas

(Inertia), nor does exist where the mixed Sattva, nor where does Time has

his power, where even Maya does not go, what to say of others, there

exist the Lord Hari and his followers, consisting of Suras and Asuras,

who are engaged in the constant worship of that Lord. "

So also in the following verse:

—

?f«niTTq<*im! ^ra^s^wni g^m: i

All these extraots from Sruti, Srarit 1

, Itih&sas, and Puranas show

that even in Nirguna Mukti, there are enjoyments after the attainment of

such Mukti.

[An objector says :
—" This last extract shows, that Muktas have

a body, and so also the extract from the Chh&ndogya TJpanisad also

shows that the Muktas have various kinds of enjoyments. On the other

hand, there are authorities to the effect that the Muktas have no body.

How do you reconcile them ?" To this the Commentator answers :—

]

The Muktas are said to be Asarira or bodiless, in this sense that

they have no bodies consisting of Pr&kritic matter, namely, of matter

consisting of Sattva, Rajas or Tamas. Their bodies are of super-matter,

namely, Ghidananda matter, or matter consisting merely of intelligence

and bliss. The Muktas have no sense organs, they do not consume any

food, nor excrete anything^ and their bodies constantly give out sweet

scent.

ffer* ends the commentary on Maitreyl Brahmanam,
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Sixth (Vamsa) Brahmanam.

MANTBA IV. 6. 1.

«m Atha, now. *t*T: Vamsnh, stem. <ftf?rW"T"t from Pautimasya
;
(we).

"flfemW: Pautimasyah, Pautimasya. iftq^sriq Gaupavanftt, (was the dis-

ciple) of Gaupavana. nfa"C"f: Gaupavanah, Gaupavana. <ftf=UTr« *JT*I

Pautimasy&t, (was the disciple) of Pautimasya. qHsraT'T: Pautimasyah,

Pautimasya. jfta^TT't Gaiijavanat, (was the disciple) of Gaupavana.

<"ft<Wf: Gaupavanah, Gaupavana. ftrftffiFT Kausikat, (was the disciple) of

Kausikn. !»ifiir$: Kausikah, Kausik. $tfip"Jl?I KaundinyAt, (was the

disciple) of Kaundinya. tftfc**: Kaundinyah, Kaundinya. tffoqni

Sandilyat, (was the disciple) of §andilya. *lrtf%<51: Sandilyah, iSandilya.

Kausikat, (was the disciple) of Kausika. Oha, and. TOOT:

Gautaraah, Gautama, «5f Cha, and. n)fTHm Gautamat, (was the disciple)

of Gautama.

i. Now follows the stem :—

(1) (We) from Pautimasya.

(2) Pautimasya from Gaupavana.

(3) Gaupavana from Pautimasya.

(4) Pautimasya from Gaupavana.

(5) Gaupavana from Kausika.

(6) Kausika from Kaundinya.

(7) Kaundinya from ^andilya.

(8) Sandilya from* Kausika and Gautama.

(9) Gautama.

MANTRA IV. 6. 2.

73
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tlfif^lfll, the line from Agnivesya. wfrifctts Agnivesyah, Agni-

vesya. nt«lf*f from Gargya. «ll«f: G&rgyah, Gargya. *nnhl Gargyat,

(was the disciple) of Gargya. m«f: Gargyah, Ga>gya. ntflffflt Gautamat,

(was the disciple) of Gautama. iffenT: Gautamah, Gautama.

Saitavat, (was the disciple) of Saitava. fam Saitavah, Saitaya.

IRrVITIHII'I PArasarjayan&t, (was the disciple) of Parasaryayana.

WWHjfail: Parasaryayanah, Parasaryayana. ninihrai!T G&rgyayan&t, (was

the disciple) of Gargyayana. nnnwoi: Gargyftyanah, Gargyayana.

tX^5*l''iT'?[ Uddalakayanat, (was the disciple) of Uddalakayana. S^raHPTW

Uddalakayana. 3n«ns»15n^ Jabalayanat, (was the disciple) of Jabalayana.

3lT*rar«rc: Jab&layanah, Jabalayana. mvife^UtRm M&dhyandinayanat,

(was the disciple) of Madhyandinayana. JTTWlfc^WT: Madhyandinayanah,

Madhyandinayana. trtaTTSOTTH Saukar&yan&t, (was the disciple) of

Saukarayana. ofcrraoi: Saukarayanah, Saukarayana. spmaoiT^ Kasa-

yanat, (was the disciple) of Kasayana. ctwquT: Kasayanah, Kftsayatta.

mutW^J Sayakayanftt, (was the disciple) of Sayakayana. W'WiTW:

Sayakayanah, Sayakayana. $tftrcra%: Kausikayaneh, (was the disciple) of

KausiK&yani. 3>tf$T$tlfirj Kausikay anih, Kausikayani.

2. From Agnivesya.

(10) Agnivesya from Gargya.

(11) Gargya from Gargya.

(12) Gargya from Gautama.

(13) Gautama from Saitava.

(14) Saitava from Parasaryayana.

(15) Parasaryayana from Gargyayana.

(16) Gargyayana from Uddalakayana.

(17) Uddalakayana from Jabalayana.

(18) Jabalayana from Madhyandinayana.

(19) MIdhyandinayana from Saukarayana.

(20) Saukarayana from Kasayana.

(,21) Kasaynna from Sayakayana.
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(22) Sayakayana from Kausikayani.

(23) Kausikayani.

MANTUA IV. 6. 3.

eR^qi^T 5TO3n|r*RqTjrcr3r: q«r: ^TOrq^n

wft^sn^lf R^^qiTsr^Tfyt^^q^T^sftrwTTH--

?5llfw*Wv Ghritakaaiikftt, Gritakausika (the line from). <Kr$rflr*i

Ghritakausikah, Gritakausika. 1TTr$T*lfl"n^ P&rasaryayanat, was the

disciple) of Parasaryayana. TTtHjqfau: Parasaryay anah, Parasaryayana.

ITCUTlft^ Parasaryat, (was the disciple) <>f Parasarya. <mTO*f: Parasaryah,

Parftsarya. sn^*™^ Jatukarnyat, (was the disciple) of Jatukarnja. an^Vtf:

Jatfikarnyah, J&tukarnya- sngfTIOTT^T Asarayanat, (was the disciple) of

Asurayana. WigtHTCi: -isurayanah, Asurayana. « Oha, and. OTtjajf^

Yaskat, (was the disciple) of Yaska. « Oha, and. stafop. Traivanih, Trai-
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vani. fadl: Traivaneh, (was the disciple) of Traivanii. tfrntanrt

Aupajanghanih, Aupajanghani. aftqsfa^: Aupajaughaneh, (was the

disciple) oi Aupajanghani. *ugF?: Asunh, Asuri. VRgh Asureh, (was

the disciple) of Asuri. *IRjni: BharadvAjah, BhAradvAja WCiJTai^

Bh&radvaj&t, (was the disciple) of BhAradvAja. Atreyah, Atreya.

•nsNt^T AtreyAt, (was the disciple) of Atreya. jrffe: Mantih, Manti.

MAnteh, (was the disciple) of Man{i. jfow: Gautamah, Gautama, iftam^

GautauiAt, (was the disciple) of Gautama. ^tf?f: VAtsyah, Vatsya. 91*3913

VatsyAt, (was the disciple) of Vatsya. ^rttWl: handily ah, Sandilya.

<rtf»51I^ handily at, (was the disciple) of ^andilya. t^ftef : W«T: Kaisoryah

KApyah, Kaisorya Kapya. %vta?cl«ic«it^ KaisoryAtkiipyAt, (was the

disciple) of Kaisorya KApya. ^STMflftfT: Kutnaraharitah, Kumaraharita.

JP»nTflft!II?J KumArahAritat, (was the disciple) of Kumaraharita.

GAlavah, Galava. m9*r^ GAlavat, (was the disciple) of GAlava.

fa^vff V idarbhlkaundinyah, Vidarbhikaundinya. f^^rfl^tfin^T^

Vidarbhikaundinyat, (was the disciple) of Vidarbhikaundinya. enCTWg*

VTVre: Vatsanapadbabhravah, VatsanapadbAbhrava. ^"SSWrftsnST^

VatsanapAtobAbhravAt, (was the disciple) of VatsanapiHobabhrava. <tf*lT?ftw

Panthasaubharah, PanthAsaubhara. <ta:{fttTU3 Panthahsaubharat, (was

the disciple) of PanthAsaubhara. *nrcr srtfnW. AyAsya Angirasah, Ayasya

Angirasa. *I1I9n^tfh?f?ig[ Ayasy AdaiigirasAt, (was the disciple) of Ayasya

Angirasa. W^WH?: Abhutislvasjrah, Abhutistvastra. WtgjNCTfTTq

Abhutestvastrat, (was the disciple; of Abhutistvastra. f3?33TC?9T£:

Visvarupastvastrah, Visvaiupastvastra. fa$f^qmT£tq; V iSvarupattvastrat,

(was the disciple) of VisVarupaatvAstra. wf^sft Asvinau, the two Asvins.

«lf*q¥*nq( Alvibhyam, (were the disciples) of the two Asvins. ^eir^STO^Q:

Dadh.yanfiatharvanah, DadhyannAtharyana. 3*N3ira??ar?l Dadhicha-

atharvanat, (was the disciplo)of DadhyannAtharyana. swff*: Atharvadai-

vah, Atharvadaiva. wtJ^aftt^W AtharvanodaivAt, (was the disciple) of

Atharvadaiva. sn«4(M: Mrityuh Fradhvamsanah, Mrityupr&dh-

vaasana. in<^<T1T1 Mrityoh
(
> radii vaiasatiat, (was the disciple of)

Mrityu pradhva«»ana. ffsfo«f: Pradhvaiinanah, IVadhvamsaua. gs«fcpfT<i

Pradhvamsanat, (was the disciple of) P radii vam'saiia., "^^fa: Bkarisih,

Kkarisi. i?*^: Ekariseh, (was the disciple of) Ekarisi. fesrfafti:

Viprachittih, Viprachitti. faafa^: (was the disciple of) Viprachitti.

•qffe: Vyastih, Vyasti. Vyasteh, (was the disciple of) Vyasti. ?WT5J

Sanaruh, Sanaru. QUift: Sanaroh, (was the disciple of) SanAru. &m&f:
Sanatanah, SanAtana. SanatanAt, (was the disciple of) SanAtana.

WW Sanakah, Sanaka. W^epifT Sanakat, (was the disciple of) Sanaka.
Praramesjhi, Paramesthi. <n$fc«Ti Paramesthinah, (was the disciple
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of) Paramesthi. *gr Brahma, Brahma, ffjnn: BrahraanHh, (waa the

disciple of) Brahman. ^rivpmH Svayambhu Brahmane, to Svayambhu

Brahman, «w Namah, salutations.

(23) From Ghritakausika.

(24) Gritakausika from Parasaryayana.

(25) Parasaryayana f rom Parasarya.

(26) Parasarya from Jatukarnya.

(27) jatukarnya from Asurayana and Yaska.

(28) Asurayana from Traivani.

(291 Traivani from Aupajanghani.

(30) Aupajanghani from Asuri.

(31) Asuri from Bharadvaja.

(32) Bharadvaja from Atreya.

(33) Atreya from Manti.

(34) Manti from Gautama.

(35) Gautama from Gautama.

(36) Gautama from Vatsya.

(37) Vatsya from Sandilya,

( 38) Sandilya from Kaisorya Kapya.

(39) Kaisorya Kapya from Kumaraharita.

(40) Kumaraharita from Galava.

(41) Galava from Vidarbhi-kaundinya.

(42) Vidarbhi-kaundinya from Vatsanapat Babhrava.

(43) Vatsanapat Babhrava from Pantha Saubhara.

(44) Pantha Saubhara from Ayasya A girasa.

(45) Ayasya Ahgirasa from Abhuti Tvastra.

(46) Abhuti Tvastra from Visvarupa Tvastra.

(47) Visvarupa Tvastra from Asvinau.

(48) Asvinau from Dadhyak Atharvana.

(49) Dadhyak Atharvana from Atharvana Daiva.

(50) Atharvana Daiva from Mrityu Pradhvamsana.

(51) Mrityu Pradhvamsana from Pradhvamsana.

(52) Pradhvamsana from Ekarsi.

(53) Ekarsi from Viprachitti.

(54) Viprachitti from Vyasti.

(55) Vyasti from Sanaru.
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(56) Saniru from Sanatana.

(57) Sanatana from Sanaka.

(58) Sanaka from Paramesthin.

(59) Paramesthin from Brahman.

(60) Brahman is Svayambhu, self-existent. Adoration to

Brahman.

Here ends the Sixth Brdhmanam.

the bhAsya on the v am&a brAhmanam.

Sometimes those of superior caste or order may easily receive ins*

truction a from those of the inferior oaste or order ; and such a oondnot

is in no way prejudicial to their superiority.

So in this VaAsa Br&hinana the teachers are not always of superior

order to the students ; for example, the Atharvans are in no way of higher

order than the two Asvins.

Here ends the Vamsa Brdhmanam.

Here ends the Fourth Adhydya.



FIFTH ADHYAYA.

First Brahmanam.

MANTBA V. 1. 1.

$? Ora, the Lord Visnu. Wf: Adah, that ; the original one, the

Root-form from which all Avataras descend, jptf Purttam, full. |tjlq(

Idam; this ; the Avatara-form. gof Purnam, full ; the whole. $4ftf$

Purnafc, from the Pull or Whole ; from the Great Original or Root-form,

gdf Purnam, the Full or Whole ; the Avatara form, ttftfit Udaehyftte,

issues out
;
proceeds, gofor Purnasya, of the full ;

coming oat of the

Great Original, the Boot-form, gdf Purnam, the Pull, the Avatara.

Wf^HT Adaya, taking
;
being one with ; withdrawing in Himself, jif

Purnam, tho Full ; the Great Original or the Root-form. Eva, only*

iTffyrar^ AvaSisyate, is left ; remains, iff Om, woven, in Whom all

gunas are woven. Full in all the qualities the Lord Visnu." ^ Kham, All-

illumination ;
All-light. «nr Brahma, the all-spreading

; all-pervading.

9 Kham, the All-bliss/ JTmf Puranam, without beginning, Sjfjtf Vayurara,

the giver of delight to V&yu. %f Kham, renowned, ffff Iti, bo.

Kauravyaya^tputrah, the son of KauravyAyanl; Balabhadra,

WTf^T Aha sma, said. «nf Ayam, that; the ParaihAtman. s}tf: Vedah,

Veda ; of the form of knowledge, mtttn: Brahmaljah, the BrahmaflaS.

faj: Viduh, know. «)^«T Vedena, through the Veda, through the Lord,

called Veda, or All-knowledge. «JH Ena, it is instrumental singular of

the form of «r " A, " whioh means free from all faults, from this the

Alpha. sRTYat, Whioh. sffiptMT Veditavyam, should be kndwn,
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i. That (Root-form) is Full, this (Avatara-form) is full
;

from Full, the full emanates. When this full is withdrawn in

that Full, the Full alone remains.

"Om Brahman is All-light, He is the ancient All-bliss,

He is the renowned in whom Vayu ever-delights ;
" thus said

Balabhadra, the son of Kauravyayani. He is called Veda also,

or All-knowledge. The Brahmanas knew all that could be

known through this Veda (the All-knowledge), called *r (Alpha,

the Faultless).—329.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

AH the Avataras of Maha Visnu are all full (in all their powers).

(In the previous four Adhy&yas were described certain Vidyas or

methods of meditation. In the last two Adhy&yas are being mentioned

miscellaneous matters which are supplementary in a way to those Vidyaa.

In a previous Adhyaya it was said that in the Hita, Nadi there dwells the

Lord Visnu, in his various Avataras, having different colours, white, blue,

red, green, etc. So the question arises as to whether the original form,

the Mftfarupa, and the Avat&ra-rfipa or manifested form, being prior and

posterior in time, one must be superior to the other, one must be

Purna or full, and the other must be Apurna or incomplete. To

remove this misconception, the Sruti says that both these forms, the

Mula-rupa and the Avatara-rupa aro Purna or full and Infinite. There-

fore, the Commentator says :—

)

The Avataras of Maha Visnu are all said to be Purna or Pull.

Full is also the Mula-forua, called the Param-rupam, or the highest form.

From this Full or the Highest Form come out Avataras, who are also

Purnas or Full.

All these Avataras are equally Full or perfect, like the original

Form, The specific difference between them and the Mula Form consists

in this, that the one (the Mula Form) is prior in time, and the other is

posterior in time, so far only as manifestation is concerned. One is not

superior to the other, because they are One. Neither in time, nor in

space, nor in powers, are they .superior or inferior to one another, in any

respect.

When the Fully belonging to the Mula Form or the Root-Form,

withdraws within Himself the other Purna or Fall, namely, that which

is known as the Avat&ra-form, then there remains the FULL alone,
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(Now arises the question :-—At Maha-pralaya, Brahma and other

high deities, withdraw within themselves all Jivas lower than themselves.

Does the Pull (the Root Form), in the same way, withdraw the other or

Avatara Forms within himself ? If so, how can then these Avatara Forms
be said to be full ? To this the Commentator answers :—

)

In the oase of Avat&ras, like Krisna and others, the word Laya or

dissolution does not mean anything more than their becoming invisible to

ordinary human sight, and their ceasing to perform the ordinary Avatara

activities, such as those of protecting the world by lessening the weight

of misery and sin under which the world is groaning. The Avat&ras do

not become Laya in the Maha Visnu, as the Jivas become Laya in Brahma
at the time of Pralaya.

(The author now explains the mantra Out Kham Brahma, Kham
Purnam, Vayurain Kham :—

)

Visnu is oalled Om, because in Him are all the qualities woven

(otam). He has been called Kham, for the first time, on account of His

being All-light ; and He has been called Brahman, on acoonnt of Hit

being All-pervading. He has been called Kham, for the second time, as

He is All-bliss. He has been called Puma, because He has no beginning.

The Paramatuaan is called Vayura, because He gives delight (ra) to

Vayu. He has been called Kham, for the third time, on acoonnt of His

being Khyata or renowned. Rauhineya revealed this mantra (Om Kham
Brahma, etc.). He is called "Veda," because His form is knowledge and

.the Br.ihmanas know him as Veda or knowledge.

(The next sentence is " Vedenaina yad veditavyam. " It

consists of the following words :
—" Vedena, " through this Veda or All-

knowledge," ena, " through A (ena is the instrumental singular of

W meaning faultless. This the Commentator now explains.)

On account of being faultless, the Lord is called A. Through this

All-knowledge (Veda) and through this A, is to be known everything else

which is to be known.

The daughter of Bahlika is Rohini. Her son is Balabhadra. There-

fore, he is called Kauravyayani-putra, because Rohini is another name

of Kauravy&yant.

Here ends the First Brdhmanam.

79
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MANTRA V. 2. 1.

JR^T ^Tgn Sffa^T ^^4' 3Fphfl<| %I

SIH: Tray ah, three kin ds. STniTOUT: Pr&jApatyah, the sons of Praja-

pati Brahma. ^T: Devah, the DevAs or angels or super-human beings.

Manusyah, men or human beings, 3lfjtn AsurAh, the Asuras, or

demons or inhuman beings, sratiqeft Prajapatau, the Prai&pati, near

Brahma, fqaff Pitari, near their father. tt%fnti Brahmacharyam, taking

the vow of a Brahmaoh&rin, or a student. CTsuh, lived. ff^rar

Brahmacharyam, the life of a Brahmaoharin ; the period of the student

life. ^fawt UsitvA, having lived; having completed. Devah, the

Devaa. 3?g: frchuh, said. *Tflfr^ BhavAn, the Venerable Sir. >T: Nah, to

us. iritg Bravitu, be pleased to instruct, ffa Hi. Tebhyah, to

them ; to the Devas. ^ Ha, verily. Etat, this. Witf Aksaram,

syllable. J Da. da. Iti, thus. Uvaoha, said (Brahms). «?9tfagi

VyajfiAsisthA, have you all understood. Iti, so asked Brahma, sqjrtfacff

VyajfiAsisma, (we) have understood it %fk Iti, thus. 355: Ochnh, said

(the Devas). <f*13 DAmyata, do you all restrain vnur desires ; be humble

and not egoistic and proud. %fn Iti. so. si: Nah, to us W fsi Attha,

sayest (thou). $ffj Iti , so said the Devas. ^?Oio, ye9. 5% Iti, thus, f
Ha, indeed «73nffHJ VyajHAsistha, (y"u) have all understood. Iti.

Uvacha, replied (Brahma).

i. The three-fold offspring of Brahma, viz., the Devas,

the men and the demons, lived as Brahmacharins (students)

with their father, Prajapati. After completing Brahmacharya

(studentship), the Devas said :
" Sir, be pleased to instruct

(us)." He told them this single syllable Da, and (asked them) :

" Have you all understood it? " The Devas replied, " We have
understood (it). * Do you be humble,' so you told us," " Yes,
you have all understood it," said Brahma.—330.
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MANTA V. 2. 2.

«W Atha, then, i£f Bnam, him
; Brahm&. JTg«qi: Manusyah,.men.

Uohuh, said. Bhavan, the Venerable Sir. Nah, t» us. «Ktg

Bravitu, be pleased to instruct, ffcf Iti. ftvm Tebhyah, to them ; to the

gods. «jg?r Btat, this. wgt Aksaram, syllable. 3[ Da, da. ffer Iti- nra
Uvacha, said (Brahma). sq^Trfagr VyajnasisthS, have you all understood,

^ffl Iti, so asked Brahma. *l3frfcfc<T Vyajfiasisma, (we) hive understood

it. Iti. gg: U:huh, said (the mun). Datta, do yon all <jive away

be charitable. %fk Iti so. ^: Nvh, to as. «n?«| Attha, sayest (thouj. ffif

Iti, so said the men. 3*? Om, yes. S[ fa Iti. iq^rrfog Vyaifiaiistha (you)

have all understood, ^fa Iti. 3^Tq Uvacha, replied (Brahma), f Ha.

2. Then, the men said to Brahma :
" Sir, be pleased to

instruct (us)." He told them the same syllable Da, and (asked

them) :
" Have you all understood it ?" The men replied :

" We have understood (it) ;

1 do you all offer gifts,' so you told

us." " Yes, you have all understood it," said Brahma.—331.

mantra V. 2. 3.

Wf Atha, then, ujf Bnam, him ; Brahma wgnt Asurah, the Asuras
;

the demons. Uchuh, said. (Ha. *HF^ Bhav&n, the Venerable Sir.

«r: Nah, "to us. »«ftg Bravitu, be pleased to instruct, ^ft Iti. jfam

Tebhyah, to them ; to the demons, qt*?T Btat, this. Wft Aksarara, syllable,

af Da, da. %fy Iti. *%n Uvacha, said (Brahma). tqjjrfOTT Vyajflasisjha,
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have yon all understood it. ffo Iti, 80 asked Brahma. •IJJtftl'lT Vyajfia-

sifma, (we) have understood it. ^ft Iti. Gchuh, said (the Asuras).

?rqta/ Dayadhvam, have clemency; be merciful, ^fil Iti, so. W. Nah,

to us. &TTW Attha, sayest ^thou). $fir Iti, so said the demons. «tt Om,

yes. ^Ri Iti. 63Qr%8 Vyajfiasistha, (you) have all understood, jfll Hi.

wnr Uvaoha, replied (Brahma), f Ha. 3$ Tat, therefore. f$f^ Etat,

this; this instruction. Eva, only, i^r Esa, this, f^t Daivi,

heavenly. eii^ Vak, voice, wfq Api, also. Wlft'g: Stanayitnuh,

the thunder, srgsftfa Anuvadati, imitates; repeats. sj Da. ?r Da. %
Da. %fh Iti, in this way. 31*33 D&myata, do you all restrain your

desires; be humble. ^fDatta, do you all give away ; be generous, q[a«s?

Dayadhvam, be you all clement ; be merciful. $fif Iti. H^T Tat, there-

fore. Q^fJ Etat, these, ?pf Trayam, three. %M"3 &kset, one should

learn ; one should practise. %tf Damam, restraint, humility, ^ntf Dan am,
giving away charity. ?prt Dayam, clemency

;
mercy. Iti.

3. Then, the Asuras said to Brahma :
" Sir, be pleased to

instruct (us)." He told them the same syllable Da, (and asked

them): " Have you all understood (it)?" " We have understood

(it);
4Be merciful', so did you tell us," replied the Asuras.

" Yes» you have all understood it," said Brahma. Therefore,

this thunder, the voice from heaven, repeats (the instruction),

" Da"" da," "da ;" "Be humble, be charitable, and be

merciful." Therefore, let everyone learn these three (virtues),

humility, charity and mercy.—332.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In this Brahmanara is being taught that which mast be practised,

in order to gain Mukti, by all living beings in general. The question

may arise: The Lord, when He created the Devas, the men and the

Asuras, had allotted to them, at the same time, their respective duties.

Why did these beings then go to Brahma to learn their duties? To this

the Commentator answers :—

)

Visuu had ordained, from before, the duty of giving knowledge to

the Devas, as well as the giving of the fruits of Karmas (together with

the duties of mercifulness and humility). He had taught men and Asuras
all the three duties, namely, charity, humility and mercy. It was, in order
to learn the particular duty that they went to Brahma. The Devas. the

men, and the Asuras again went to Brahma and asked him to teach them,

in order that there might be an increase in their merit. The Devas put
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the question, because they, already having great power and lordliness,

were liable to become proud. So they were taught by Brahma tbe one

duty, Dama, as their paramount duty, namely, not to be proud, but to

control their Ahankara. This was taught to the Devas to increase their

good qualities of knowledge and devotion. For the Devaa are naturally

endowed with knowledge from their very beginning, as Aparoksa or

intuitive knowledge ; so they were taught this further duty, in order to

get higher bliss, Mukti. Through ordinary knowledge is obtained the

ordinary Mukti, which consists iu the cessation of transmigration.

Similarly, to the men was taught the duty of giving charity or Dana,

as the duty of Dama or humility was taught ti the Devas. This Dana
was taught to men not to increase their Moksa-blias (as was the case with

Devas), but it was taught to them as a means of getting knowledge (Jfianam)

and, through this knowledge, to get Mukti. The Danam or giving,

ordained to men, is said to be the giving of offerings, etc., to Devas,

guests, the poor, etc.

The duty taught to Asuras was Daya or mercy, not that they might

get Mukti, for Asuras can never get Mukti, but this Daya was taught to

the Daityas, in order that it might delay their fall into the Darkness,

which is their ultimate goal.

Htre ends the Second Brdhmaqam,

MANTRA V. 3. 1.

fjsj: Esah, he. RsniRr: Prajapatih, Brahma. It also means the Lord

Hari. Yat, who. fs^f Hridayatp. Hridaya ; heart, Etat, it. nm
Brahma, the Brahman ; the Full. qar?r Etat, it. flrf Satyam, tbe fcrnis.

The form of all (food qualities. Good. S^T Tat, that, Etat, this

;

this name. $$4 Hridayam. Hfidaya. «nj?f Tryakearam, consisting df

three syllables. jfil Iti. f Hfi, Hri. It means the aoceptor of a share
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in the sacrifice, ffif Iti, this. y$ Ekam, one. Wtftf Aksaram, syllable.

<l: Yah, who. i^f Evam, ao. %f Veda, know-;. Astnai, to him.

Sv&h, kinsmen. <a Gha, and. w?^ Anye, others. <9 Gha, and. wfirf^fa

Abhiharanti, bring
;
supply the objects of desire. ^ Da, the syllable da;

the giver of knowledge, jfa Iti, this. <^ Ekam, one. W9t Aksaram,

the syllable, if: Yah, who. qtf Evam, so. #5 Veda, knows ;
worships,

meditates upon. IR&Asmai, to him. qrr: Svah, kinsmen. Gha, and.

•iwfr Anye, others. *r Cha, and. ^fa Dadati. give; taking away the

objects of his desire from others. *f Yarn, the leader or guide to B>aven.

^fei Iti, this, i&i Ekam, one. s?$tf Aksaram, syllable, W. Yah, who. <r£

Evam, so. %^ Veda, knows, ^jf Svargam, Svarga or heaven : Mukti,

5fW Lokam world. <jfa Eti, goes.

i. He is the Prajapati (Lord of creatures), who is the

Hridaya (Heart). He is Brahman, the Full, He is Satya, the

Good. That word hridaya consists of three syllables. Hri

is one syllable. To him, who knows Him as Hri (the Acceptor

of sacrifice), do all his kinsmen and others carry (his objects

of desire). Da is another syllable. To him, who knows Him
as Da (the Giver of knowledge), do all his kinsmen and others

give (his objects of desire). Ya is another syllable. He, who

knows Him as Ya (the Leader or guide to Mukti), goes to the

Heaven-world.—333.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(The author now describes the form and nature of the Four-faced

Brahma, mentioned in the previous Brahmanam. In the present Brahmanam,

this Brahma or Prajapati is called Hridaya or heart. The author explains

this word, and shows why he is called Hridaya. He is so called,

because of the three-fold activities denoted by the three syllables of this

word
;
namely, Hri, Da, and Ya. Hri means that which takes away,

it comes from the root Hri, meaning to carry away. Da means to give.

And Ya comes from the root " I," and means to go. Therefore, the author

says :—

)

«< Brahma is called Hridaya, because it is Ha who receives (harana) or

realises His share in the sacrifice. Because it is He wh<> gives (dadati) Jfi ina

or knowledge, etc., to others; and because it is He who goes {eti) to the Lord

Paramatman directly and without any mediation. The man who knows

how Brahma is Hridaya, becomes an object of Hriti, Dana and Svarga-

Y&na, t. his kinsmen supply him with the objects he wishes for, by
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collecting them from other persons; his kinsmen give away to him the

objects he wishes for ; and he goes easily to the Lord Pararaatman." Thus

it is in the Nirnaya.

Though the word Hridaya has been applied here to Brabma, and

though the word Praj&pati has also been so explained, yet these words

are applicable to the Supreme Self also, because the epithets Satyam, etc,

are primarily the qualities of Brahman.

Here ends the Third Brdhmana.

MANTRA V. 4. 1.

t^^cT *%%fW ff^m *c*W>

H^J (I) Tat, all-pervading, uniform. That. f Ha, because, verily,

said to be. <£RT '1) Stat, this; the Paramatman. q3?T (2) Er.at, this, Bra,

only. 8«T (2) Tat, such, arjtf like nut) that, such like. «$* Eva, only:

well-known= akhyam. Satyam, the truth ; the Lord Vasudeva. hiq

As*, was. q m Sa yah, whoever, f Ha, verily, Etam, this, nftj

Mahat, great. Yajfiam, the object of worship, worshipful, adorable.

sr*TG3f Prathamajam, the first-born. 8?if Satyam, the true ; the object of

attainment of those that wish for Mukti ; the Lord Vasudeva. irqr Brahma,

the Brahman. Iti. Veda, knows. Sah, he. $JTT^ Iraftn, these.

Sftei^ Lokan, the worlds
; Dharma Jfiana, and Sadhanbhurai, mentioned

in the Yogasastra. STlfff Jayati, conquers m Yah, whoever. Etam,

this, Mahat, great, mf YajBam, the object of worship. TOttff

Prathamajam, the first-b >rn. q?if Satyam, the object of attainment of

those that wish for Mukti ; the Lord Vasudeva. argr Brahma, the

Brahman, jfalti. Evam, in this way. k% Veda, knows. «ot Asau,
that world; Paraloka. fsR|: Jitah, conquered. J$ lnu.aa if, even. WWJ
Asat, has been. «?«f Satyam, the Lord Vasudeva. % Hi, certainly.

TO Brahma, the Brahman, Bra, only.
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i . That (all-pervading and changeless Brahman) is alone,

indeed, such (changeless and all-pervading). The same was
verily the True, the Lord Vasudeva. He who knows this

Great, Adorable, First-born, as the True Brahman, he conquers
all these worlds. That (other world) also has, as if, already,

been conquered by him, who knows this Great Adorable,

First-born as the True Brahman. (For Vasudeva, called)

Satyam Brahman is True and is, indeed, the only Brahman
(the only object of true worship).—334.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In this Mantra, the Avat&ra of the Lord, called Vasudeva, is des-

cribed, because in the previous Brahmanam the word Satyam was used.

The Mantra begins with these words :— a^a^qr ffStft*—tad Idha

etad, etad eva tad aaa satyam eva. There are two Tats and two
Etats. " The words Tat (and Etat) in the Mantra mean the Param
Brahman, because He is Tat or All-prevading (tatavat), aa well as Tat
(uniform) of the same form, both before and after."

(This explains the first Tat, as having two meanings, namely, all-

pervading and uniform. The Lord is called uniform, because He is

the same both in the past and in the present. As was said before also,

" the Lord Visnu is called Tat, because He is in the same form now in the

present, as He was before in the past. " Or he is calied Tat, because He
is all-pe invading (tatatvat), and He is called Etat, because He is uniform
in all times, this present (etat) and future (etat), as was said before:—
«' He is called Etat, because as He is now so He will be for ever in the

future." Thus both Tat and Etat are names of the Supreme Lord).

(An objector may say : the adjectives all-pervading and uniform
may apply to mateiral objects also. How can then they be exclusively
applied to the Lord ? To this, the author answers :—

)

The Supreme Brahman is verily alone called so, all-pervading and
uniform, and nobody else can ever possess these predicates.

(The author next explains the sentence, " etad tad asa satyam eva"
by showing its construction :—

)

" That which is termed satyam in the verse (tad etad) satyam (Asa),

was, indeed, that whioh is called Vasudeva, the changeless. " Thus it is

in the Brahma-Tarka-

(The question next arises, if this applies to Vasudeva, then of what
words is this the explanation given by you-*.' 1 Tadeva TAdriBam Proktany"
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("The Supreme Brahman alone is verily so called ") ? To this, the author

answers :—

)

They are the explanations of the words Tad Eva Hi Tat. This

shows that the eva. which follows the second etat, in the above sentence

tad dha etad, etad eva tad, sh>uld be construed with the first Tat, and
the second Tat should be read after it. The construction, therefore, of

the above sentence stands thus:—33 ^ * ?TT «$m-<*flMr HWJ 1?* I Tad

eva ha tad etad, etad asa satyam eva. The word f in the above is

equivalent to ff. Therefore, the author has explained this sentence

TO 1* f taj by saying th»t it is equal to 1^7 ff This is equal to

WJW. and J is equal to iri*B, and so the whole passasre is explained by the

author by the verse : cr^sr errfftf rfhF II Therefore though the second sentence

?W(ft*I*l looks like one sentence, it must be split up as shown

above, and the word g$ should be read as the part of the first sentence

and not of this sentence. Because, besides Vasudeva, there are other

forms of the Lord also, such as Sankarsana, etc., and there is no reason

why the Sruti should confine itself to Vasudeva only which would be the

case if 9$ were taken as part of the second sentence.

The conclusion, therefore, is that the SVuti should be construed

thus :—a? 15* $3535 I <?<r^raH?sifa 11

Therefore, the whole sentence is thus explained :

—

That Being, well known as Nar&yana, is the Param Brahman, and

that even who is called the True (Satyam) is the well-known Vasudeva.

(The author now explains the words Sa Yo Haitam Mahad Yajflam

etc. :—

)

" The Lord VAsudeva was born of Himself and from Himself. He
who knows this Great Adorable " Satyam Brahma," attains His worlds,

and even in this life he becomes a worthy and holy person." Such

has been said in the Pradhyana.

(The author again reverts to the explanation of the word Hridaya,

by quoting the authority of Sat Tattva :—

)

" By taking away (harana) his own portion of the sacrificial offering,

by giving (Dana) the fruits of action to men, and by carrying (Y&p'ana)

them to heaven, the Lord Visnu is called Hridaya. He is called Satyam,

because all good (Sat) qualities exists in Him. In faot, He is the

personification of goodness (Sat)."

Thus it is in Sat Tattva.

90
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(The word Prajapati primarily applies to the Lord, and this the

author shows by quoting an extract from the Guna-Pararaa.

" The word Prajapati is applied to Brahmfi in the Vedas, in a

secondary sense only. It was He, the lotus-born, with whom the Devas,

the Asuras, and men, lived as Brahmaeharins. Bat the Lord Visnu is

primarily called Prajapati or the Lord of all creatures. By getting

knowledge of Visnu, all beings get deliverance and go to Svarga, called

Hridaya. He is called Hridaya, because He takes up all offerings (Hri),

because He gives (Dana) all true knowledge, and because He takes them

to heaven (Ya). He is called Satyatn, because His form is that of all

good qualities. That Lord Visnu is meant by the words Svarga and

Hfidaya.

"

(An objector says: As the word Prajapati ha9 been explained by

yon as applying both to Brahma snd to the Supreme Lord, so cannot the

present Mantra be applied to Brahma also ? To this, the author

replies :—

)

It cannot apply to Brahma, because the epithets found in this

Mantra are exclusively appicable to the Supreme Lord.

The Paramatman is called Satya, because He is Sat, an object of

attainment. So He, the Brahman, who has been called Hridaya,

transformed Himself to Satya or Vasudeva, Satya is He wbo is to be

attained (sadanlya) or reached (asadya) by those that hanker after Mukti.

He who knows Brahman in this wtiy, conquers these lokas or worlds.

The meaning of the word Loka-jaya (conquest of worlds) is to get full

development in Dharma ( ), jfiana ( Sffrst ), etc. Indeed, a man who
knows the Lord Jan&rdana in this world, may well be considered as to

have almost conquered the next world ; for his Mukti is assured. Thus it

is in the Guna-Parama.

The words fill mean 'that next world (denoted by the

word asau) has become ( «ra<T=WVraa) as if ( $3 ) already conquered*

Note.—Others have translated these words
^jj, siqq as meaning " conquered like-

wise may that (enemy) be." They explain the word ' that ' as applying to enemy.

But " that " must be taken as antithesis of j£HT^r^>t"3[ ;
and -<o m£ must refer to " loka, " and

not to " enemy, " which is nowhere mentioned here.

ffere ends the Fourth /Jrdhmanam.
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«ra to* sisHjq; i

Fifth Brahmanam.

M ANTBA V. 5. 1.

SJUT: Apab, the Lord Narayan j He who enjoys or drinks all the

qualities (vrav<n^{rafc( 3«01^ fqwfa ). This word is always plural in

form, though its meaning is singular, ij* Eva, only, Idarn, of it ;

of creation, Agre, before. «rg: Asuh, these were; there was. flr:

Tah, those ; that. UN! Apah, Narayana. Satyam, the Satya
;

VAsudeva. ar^fcf Asrijanta, created, Satyam, the Satya ; Ho who
has the good qualities. Brahma, full in all the qualities. Supply
" the wise call Him so." grgr Brahma, Brahman, called Vasudeva.

sr3n<rRf Prajapatim, the four-faced Brahma. Supply " created. " JTHTqfa:

Prajapatih, Brahma. $^T^ Devan, the Devas. Supply " created. " $1

Te, those. $«lf: Devah, the Devas; Brahma and others. Q&i Satyam,

Vasudava. %n Eva, only. aqtaa Upaeate, worship. aa^ Tat, that. ijaa

Etat, this. ?f?5f Satyam, the word Satya. *3tftf Try aksaratn, consisting

of three syllables, $fa Iti. « Sa, sa
; destroyer, $fa Iti, this portion.

Ekatn, one. Aksaram, syllable, fa Ti, the letter a,?(') is the

wg'Sto (Anavandha) whicli has been added for the sake of utterance only.

ITU Yam, the syllable Ya. $fat Iti, this portion. ipjf Bkam, one. «rtf|<

Aksaram, syllable, smvrtftd Prathamottame, the first and the laft. w$r?

Aksare, the two syllables. W?H* Satyam, (denote) Satyam (which

means the Lord Vasudeva). twa: Madhyatah, in the middle ; the letter

in the middle, namely, q. W£?f Anritam, unrighteousness
; expressive of

false knowledge ; beoause it has no vowel or truth in it. an Tat,

therefore. «jaa Etat, this. sraa* Anritam, the vowel-less syllable
; false

knowledge. W»a: Ubhayatah", on both sides, tff^a Satyena, by the two

syllables of the word Satya, by the Lord Vasudeva, by W and n. There

is a pun on the word Satya. ift^jtfa* Parigfihitam, is contained
;
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encompassed. Satyabhuyarn, the form of Satya; the preponderance

of Satya or Vasudeva. q$ Eva, only, wft Bhavati, is j becomes, ijtf

Evani, this. fejt«T»$ Vidvariisam, the knower. wjfm Anfitam, false

knowledge
;
Ajfiana. 1 Na, not. fgqfel Hinasti, does harm.

i. Before this (creation) there was the All-Protector only

(the Lord Narayana, called Apas). That All-Protector sent

forth Satya, the Remover of Darkness (the Lord Vasudeva),

whom the wise call " Sattyam Brahma." This (Sattyam) Brahma

(Vasudeva) produced the Lord of creatures (Brahma). The

Lord of creatures (Brahma) sent forth the Devas. Those

Devas (including Brahma) worship this Remover of Darkness

only. This word Sattyam consists of three syllables :
'* Sat

"

is one syllable ;
" T " is another letter and «'Ya" is the third

syllable. The first and the last syllables form the word " Satya;"

the middle one is useless. Therefore, this useless syllable ('' T " or

false knowledge) is encompassed on both sides by this Remover

of Darkness (Vasudeva), called Sattyam. So there is the

predominance of Satya (the Lord Vasudeva). False knowledge

never does him any harm who knows it thus.—335.

Note.—According to Madhva, the three syllables of q^j^ are ( i ) 33 (2) j( (3) and

I*! II
Now, the middle lettei q has 110 separate distinct existence of its own. It

in inserted there for the sake of euphony only. The real meaning-giving syllables are

qq and
J

The middle 3 is thus meaningless and false, in the sense of having no

sepaiate existence. If these two syllables are 1 unloved, thisS naturally vanishes.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(This Brahraanam farther describes Vasudeva, who has been called

in the last Brahmanam the Sattyam Brahma.) The word wn: does not

mean here " water," for it being merely a created object, cannot exist in

this form of water in Pralaya, for the present chapter deals with creation,

after a Fralaya. Nor can the word A t >as refer t > Mula- "rakriti into

which the Elemental Water is resolved in Pralaya. The next line says

that the Apas created the Sattyam Brahman, and Frakriti cannot create

Sattyam Brahman. Nor does the word Satya here refer to the four-faced

Brahma, for the creation of Brahma follows in the next line : Brahma
Prajapatim. So the Commentator explains this Brahmanam on the

authority of the Adhara) :

—

The Lord Narayana is called A pah ( W<|: ), because it is in Him
that all the Gunas (g«0T:), or qualities always find shelter. This
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word is derived from W+ (prefix)+qt Pa to protect + Wfr as (the affix). That

Apah created His second form Vasudeva out of Himself. It is Vasudeva

who passes by the name of " Brahma Sattyarn." From Vasadeva was

born the four-faced Brahma ; and from Brahma were born all the various

Devas. (Since Brahma and other Devas were born from the Lord Vasu-

deva), it is therefore, that Brahma and other Devas all worship Him.

(The author now explains the derivation of Sattyam, as given in the

Brahmanam. It consists of three syllalea Wf.—fir— (of f?l Ti the ^ (i) is

to be dropped.) This H (T) indicates false knowledge, because it spreads

or pervades all the Purusas. Sat ( $n ) the first syllable, means " good,"

and refers to the Lord Vasudeva, who is 93 or the All-Good. He is called

9 (8a), because the Lord Hari destroys (s&dayan) Ajfiana ( ). He is

below (behind) this Ajfiana, which He diminishes or gradually removes

from below. That Vasudeva is also above this Ajfiana ( Wtfffl ) and is

called 1 (ya), for He destroys (n&sayan) it from above. The man who

knows that the Lord Visnu is Satya, and destroys his ignorance from

above and below, is never troubled by false knowledge.

(Though the Mantra says that the Devas worship Vasudeva in this

way, it does not mean that men are not entitled to this meditation. They

also can worship Him in this mode, if they are evolved enough, and so

the Commentator says :—

)

Worship or meditation of every one must be in accordance with his

capacity. In the case of good mdn, this mode of worship leads them to

Aparoksa-jfianam or expansion of intuition, and thus it produces in them

its full fruit.

But in the case of men of middling capacity, this mode of worship

becomes otherwise, namely, it does not lead to Aparoksa-jfianam, as in the

case of first class men, though all the same it becomes beneficial to them.

But in the case of a man totally unfit for this meditation, it leads to quite

an opposite result. By the phrase " opposite result " is meant the

uprising of obstacles of various sorts, and not that the worshipper incurs

sin (for the worship of God in whatever mode it may be, can never lead

to sin)."

Thus it is in the Adhara.
,

mantra V. 5. 2.
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wwsrra sgg^cw**r^ to% vmm
JTr^FTFrT II ^ II

3* Tafc, that one. ?m Yat, who. wf Satyam, satya; the Lord Vasudeva,
called the Remover of Darkness, an Tat, this, w&f Asau, that one.

<$|faR Etasrain, this. jf«$ Mandale, in the orb. «T: Yah, who. ij*: Esah,

this. JW: Puragah, the Purusa , the person, *?: Sah, he.«rrR(?at Adityah,

Aditya ; the receiver of the offerings given ; the oblation acceptor. »«f

Ayara, he. ^ Oha, a'so. Yah, who. ^forif Daksine, right. «njp£

Aksan, in the eye ; inside the skull, gs^: Purufah, the Purusa, the

person. ?ft Tau, both, i^afr Etau, these ; the Purusa in the orb of the sun
and the Purusa in the right eye. W'tfts^FjW^ Anyonyasmin, in each other,

nfafeeft Pratistliitau, remain. *f^?rfa: Rasmibhih, by means of his rays.

t^t Esah, he; the Lord Hari, who is in the Aditya. a»fw^ Asmin, in the

right eye. nfaf«s?f: Pratisthitah, remains; abides. «r«f Ayam, he ; the

Atraan in the right eye. HP?: Prariaih, together with the Pranas or senses,

&c. wgfsJT^ Amusmin, in him ; in Aditya, w:.Sah, he ; the Purusa in the

right eye. q^T YadA, when, 33Hiffl«l^ Utkramisyan, about to leave this

body, traffr Bhavati, is. t^pf Btat, this. jfl^f Mandalam, orb. t[* Eva,

on 'y- 35^ Suddhara, pure ; devoid of rays. q^rqfo Paiyati, sees. tr% Ete,

these. ^sfJTi: Rasmayah, rays, qsf Enam, him ; the dying. «l Na, not.

STfTnffer Prafcy&yanti, make themselves be perceived.

2. That one, who is the Remover of Darkness (satya), is

the person who is in this solar Orb. He is called the Aditya,

the Acceptor of Oblations. He also is this person who is in

the light eye of the Jiva. They both abide in each other.

By His rays does the (solar) one abide in the other, (the

Jiva) ;
together with the Pranas does the other (the Jiva-person)

abide in the former. When He, the Person in the right eye,

is about to go out (of the body), the Jiva sees the solar orb

purely and simply without its rays. The rays are not perceived

by the dying person.—336.

MANTRA V. 5. 3.

fm ^fei^r^' *ng ft sn| f
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Esah, this one. «Tt Yah, who. q^rftff^ Etasmin, this.

Mandate, in the solar orb. js^f: I'urusah, the Purusa ; the Lord Vasudeva,

with the six qualities developed in Him. WEH Tasya, his. Sirah,

head. Bhuh, Bhu
;
protection ^f>r It!. f*T7: Si rah, the head, trf Ekam,

one. Etat, this. SHftf Aksaram, syllable
;

Bhu. Ekuin, only

one. gs: Bhuvah, the word Bhuvar. Hi. JJT$ B&hu, the two arms,

jfl Dvau. two. Bahu, the arms, £ Dve, two. ^ Ete, these.

Aksare, syllables Bhu and Var, of which Bhu is the right arm, and Vat-

is the left arm. g*: Snvah, the word Suvar. ^fa Iti. jrfaBT Pratistha,

the leg. jtPi«S Pratisthe, the legs- ff Dve, two. Ete, these two.

WSJ? Aksare, syllables Su and Var, of which Sn is the right leg, and var

is the left leg. grw Tasya, his. 3«rfsnr<t Upanisat, mysterious or secret

name. sjf: Ahah, the day ; the light or Ahar. ^ftr Iti. ?T: Yah, who.

H# Evam, thus, Veda, knows. $F?| Hanti, destroys. * Cha, as well

as. STfrRr JahAti, gives up. <?PITtsf Paptnanam, sin.

3. Of that One who is the Person in this solar orb,

the head is named Bhuh. One is the head, (just as) One is

this syllable. Bhuvar is His two arms. Two are the arms,

as two are these syllables. Suvar is His foot. The feet are

two, so two are these syllables. His mystery name is Ahar

(the day). Whoever knows this, destroys sin as well as gives

up (the Tempter).—337.

MANTBA V. 5. 4.

^Tssf *ftra rare ^**> ftre

<jsF^r3sr* if* ffa sn§r ft «nj f ^

Wf Ayam, this one. Yah, who. qfifrii Daksine, the right, wjjr^

Aksan, in the eye. %W. Pnrusah, the person; the Lord Vasudeva, with

the six qualities developed in Him. Off Tasya, his. %t: Sirah, head.

i£< Bhuh, Bhu
;
protection. %TfH Iti.- for: Sirah, the head. Ekam one,
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mm Btat, this. Ntf{ Aksaram, syllable Bh<i. «^5* Ekam, only one. 99:

Bhuvah. the word Bhuvar ff?T Iti. *JTJ B&hfi, the two arms. 5^ Dvau,

two. WPJ Bahu, the arms, f Dve, two. Bte, these. tt$r? Akasare,

syllables; Bhn and Var. Of which Bhu is the right arm, and Var is the

left arm §*: Suvah the w>rd Suvar. Iti. ffftrVT Pratisthi, the foot,

fffttl Prutiethe, the two feet. $ Dve, two. <^ Bte, these two. mqfc

Aksare, syllables Su and Var, of which Su is the right foot, and Var is

the left foot. Tanya, his. 7qf3rof, Uoanisat, mysterious or secret

name. 3flf Aharn, unavoidable; the "I." ffk Iti. Yah, who. ersj

Bvam, this. Veda, knows, tffa Hanti, destroys, Oha, as well as.

3ffri% Jahati, gives up. qran* P&pmanam, sin.

4. Of that One who is the Person in the right eye, the

head is named Bhuh. One is the head, (just as) One is this

syllable. Bhuvar is His two arms. Two are the arms, as two

are these syllables. Suvar is His foot. The feet are two, so

two are these syllables. His mystery name is Aham (the

Unavoidable). Whoever knows this, destroys sin ns well as

gives up (the Tempter).—338.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(This Mantra describes the place in which this Lord Vftsadeva

should be meditated upon.)

That Lord Vasndeva is the Lord Jan&rdana as dwelling in the

Aditya. He is called by the name of Aditya, because it is He who

always accepts (ad&na) the Havih ffif: or offerings. He also is the

Lord who resides in the right eye. Therefore, the Lord Hari has

two forms, one in the sun and called Aditya or the Oblation-acceptor,

and the other in the right eye. Bach of these two forms mutually

abides in the other; the microcosmic one with the Pranas goes to the

sun and the other (the macrocosmic) with His rays enters the eye.

When the Lord Visnn residing in the right eye, desires to go out of

this jiva body, then, jnst at the moment of death, the dying jiva

sees only the disc of the sun, but not His rays. For, His rays are

not then perceived. Some say, that it happens, even seven days before

death takes place, and is not confined to the moment of death.

(In the Brfthmanam beginning with the Mantras 3 and 4 are

described the secret names of the Lord Visudeva, who is to be meditated

upon in the solar orb and in the right aye. The names of the various

members of the Lord are also given herein.)
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Of that Visnu, who is in the solar orb, the head is called Bhuh

(I?)- It is so named Bhfl, because of the protection or bhavana. [The word

is derived from the root vt (to be) ; he who causes a thing to exist or

protects it, is named Bhuh.] He protects all by His supervision, through

His eyes, as well as by His word of mouth, and (both these organs are

in the head.)

(The word : is now explained :—

)

The right arm of the Pararaatman is called *| (Bhu), because of the

production or creation ; and His left arm is called Vah ( 91 ), because of

the destruction. (The word Vah ( 9: ) is derived from the root Va ( 9T ),

to move, to go.) What is gone is sometimes said to be destroyed, as in

" sa gatah"—" he is gone or dead. " Therefore, 9 (va) means destruction.

The word Suvar is now explained. The word g (su) means bliss or joy,

and 9: (vah) means knowledge.

When the Lord Visnu gives Mnkti to any being, He lets that being

share the bliss and knowledge of His own self. Therefore, g (su) and

9* (var) (suvar) are said to be the two legs of the Lord. His

right leg is named f| (su), an'd His left leg is named 9T (var) : therefore,

to get to g^T (suvar) or to get the feet of the Lord, means to get Mukti.

That Lord Vignu >s called Aham ( wtf ), the unavoidable, because

He ie ever unavoidable by the Jiva, from the fact of His constant

companionship of the Jiva. He is always behind the Jiva's consciousness

of self. The Lord is also called Wf: (ahah), the light, because it

is He, who brings all the worlds to Light. He who knows the Lord in

this way, destroys all his sins as well as gives them up. He destroys

some sins (already committed), while others, like Kali etc.. which are

inpotentiality, are given up. (That is he leaves or gives up the com-

panionship of beings, like Kali, etc., who incite to sin). Thus it is in the

Pravritta.

Here ends the Fifth Br&hmanam.

Sixth BrAhmanam.

HANTSA V. 6. 1.

q^T^TSST <re^T «TT: ^rq^TTW^I^ TOT

81
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Ayam, this. J^q: Purusah, the Person , the Great Lord, in whom the

six qualities are fully developed. J^l^ gn: II flSftal: Mannmajah. whose

essential nature is the possession of highest knowledge, the All-

knowledge, hence Omniscient. W. Bh&h, true light ; of the form of true

light, The All-light, Glorious. «W Satyah, of the form of Satyah, or the

All good. d«rr Yatha, as (in size). rftfir: Brihih, a corn of rice. V Va, or.

Yavah, a corn of barley. IT Va, or. sfar^ Taamin, that, |ftir

Hridaye, in the hearr. sfaf Antara, inside, the Inner. ff: Sah, that, well-

known. H^: Esah, this ; the Paramatman <^9T Sarvasya, of all.

IsAnah, Ruler; Governor. Sarvasya, of all. srf*nt%i Adhn atih,

overlord. <m Tat, anything. Idam, this ; what is seen, fitf* Kjfi'-ha,

whatever. ^ Idam, this world. *wF Sarvam, all. srsnffo Prasasti,

governs.

i. This Person is the All-knowledge, the All-luminous,

and the All-good. He is (to be seen) inside the heart, as

small as a corn of rice or of barley. He, verily, is the Ruler of

all, and their Overlord. And whatever there exists here, He
governs them all.—339.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(Having described the meditation on the Lord as residing in the

Solar Orb and in the right eye, this Brahmanam mentions His attributes

and shows that He Bhould also be worshipped and meditated upon in the

heart).

(The word mano-inaya occurs in this Mantra. The affix maya
denotes (1) vikara or modification, (2) chief or pradhana and (3) identity

or tftd&tinya. The first meaning or vikdra is not to be taken here, for

then mano maya would mean, " made from the modification of raanas or

astral matter." So the Commentator explains this word first, and shows

that the affix maya has the second and third me mings only here :—

)

The word R?flJT1 (manomaya) means Sjrswi (jfianamaya), the chief

(pradhana) or highest jfiana or knowledge. The affix 1W (Maya) expresses

also the idea of tad&tmya or identity or nature. Therefore, Manomaya
means maha-jnan&tmakah, or He whose essence or self is nothing but

the highest and purest knowledge.
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Ho has been called *IT (Blia) or light., for, He brings everything to

light, i. e., everything is known or becomes the object of our knowledge

because of his existence. He is fc'atya or HSFJUTfWS (sadgun.atmaka), or

whose essential nature is the quality of goodness. The Lord Visnu is the

Ruler of all, and so He is called Pras»sti in the Mantra.

litre ends the Sixth Br&hmanam.

Seventh Brahmanam.

MANTRA V. 7. 1.

T^s^TRT ftg^* 5T^T II \ II

WTO II O II

fan H Vidyut, lightn ing, the tearer asunder; the giver of know-

ledge ; lit. fe+gft, to cut, or fk% t tknow. tTJT Brahma, the Brahman. fRf
Iti. *rrg: Ahuh, they say

;
say the wise. fe^HTI Vidanat, (1) on account

of dividing asunder
; (2) on account of giving knowledge to all ; or (3)

knowing all. fan q Vidyut, the giver of knowledge; the tearer; the

all-knowing, m Yah, wh>. Vidyut, the giver of knowledge
; the

sin-separator, the all knovver. K3T Brahma, the Brahman. f% Iti. (pf

Evam, thus. Veda, knows, tjif Enara, such a knower, ft*!?!?: Pap-

manah, from sins, fqrofo Vidyati, releases ; sets free. % Hi, because.

fetfJH Vidyut, the giver of knowledge ; the sin«separator ; the all-knower.

Eva, only. ST51 Brahma, the Brahman.

i. "Vidyut is Brahman," thus say they. He is called

Vidyut, because of his being the Vidana or (i) the All-divider,

(2) the All-instructor, and (3) the All-knower. He who knows

the Lord as such (namely, as taught in the previous Brahmanam
as well as here) ns Vidyut Brahman, him He delivers from

sin. For, verily, Brahman is Vidyut.—340.

Note.*~The word evam in this Mantra is apparently redundant. But it indicates

that the attributes of the Lord taught in the immediately preceding BrJhmanam should

be combined with the meditation taught in this Brahmanam. It was for this reason that

the last Brahmanam did not teach any fruit of meditation there. It simply declared the

attributes of the Lord.
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MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The wise say that Vidyut is Brahman. He is called Vidyut, because

He divides all away from sins, or because He gives all knowledge of His

own Self, or because He knows all. Therefore, He is called Vidyut, the

All-divider, the All-teacher, and the AU-knower.

Note.—The word used in the Commentary to explain the word vidiina is vcdSna. It

means (i) dividing or paining. The Lord divides away all sins from the sinner, and in

this process He naturally causes pain to the sinnei ; for it is a process of purification.

(2) It means also to impart knowledge. The Lord imparts knowledge of His own Self to

the Jiva, and thus causes his deliverance. (3) It meaiis also knowing, for the Lord is

All-knowing.

He who knows the Lord as the giver of knowledge to all, as the

Supreme Ruler of all, him the Lord Hari delivers from all sins and

reveals then to His own Self. Thus it is in the Mahatmya.

Here ends the Seventh Brdhmanam.

Eighth Brahmanam.

MANTRA V. 8. l.

^TTfT^TT ^ 5R?T^TC ^1 WWII
^r^T^TTftrr^^T: ht<t sir*: n \ w

Vacham, speech ; Sarasvati, the presiding deity of speech.

Dhenum, as a cow (vith a calf). 3<n<frf Upasita, should mediate on. awt:

Tasyah, her. WWi Chatvarah, four. siifr: Stan&h, the udders. WgTVTT:
Svah&karah, the presiding deity of Svaha. 9«rz*T?: Vasatkarah, the

presiding deity of Vasat £9$ft< Hantakarah, the presiding deity of

Hanta tVqHEIT: Svadhakarah, the presiding deity of Svadha.

Tasyai, her ; the ordinary form is tf{«n: (Tasyah). jft Dvau, two. ^pft

Stanau, udders. WiyWIT* Svahakaram, the presiding deity of Svaha. *9

Cha, and. Vasatkaram, the presiding deity of Vasat. "9 Cha, and
$«r: Devah, the Devas 3T3fWfo Upajtvanti, feed on. |f<T$rif Hanta-
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karam, the presiding deity of Hanta. tf^siT: Manusyah, men.

Svadhakaram, the presiding deity of Svadha. fqfIT: Pitarah, the pitris;

the fathers, snu: Pranah, the chief Vayu ?|Wf: Tasyah, her. »R<?*!:

Risabhah, bull ; husband. Manah, mind
;
Rudra, its presiding deity.

Vatsah. the calf.

i. Let him mediate on (Sarasvati the deity of) speech

(under the symbol of) a cow (with a calf). Her udders are

four, viz., Svaha, Vasat, Hanta and Svadha. On two of her

udders, viz., Svaha and Vasat do the Devas feed ; and on

Hanta do Men, and on Svadha do the Fathers. Prana, the

Chief Vayu, is the bull to her, and • (Rudra the deity of) mind

is her calf.—341.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(This Brahmanam teaches meditation on Sarasvati, who gives

success to all in every kind of meditation.)

The goddess Sarasvati ( 8ft3<ft ) is to be meditated upon in the

form of a cow. The Devas and all other intelligent beings feed on her

udders. Her husband and lord is the chief Vayu, and her calf is Sadasiva

( R^tfitrar ), the presiding deity of mind ; so it has been said in the

Prabhanjana ( R*flW ).

Here ends the Eighth Brdhmanam.

Ninth Brahmanam.

MANTRA V. 9. 1.

V&t Ayam, this ; the one in the stomach, wfff: Agnih, fire. This

word consists of two words : *fix (Anga), and fir (ni)—the guide or mover

of the body. $Jf*nir- Vaisvanarah, named Vaisv&nara. (for: Vaisvah,
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of the universe, and «TR7: Anarah, various inform), Ayam, he. q:

Yah, who. 35% Puruse, in the Purusa, in every being, sfai Antah, inside,

ifcf Yena, by whom. Idatn, this. »nwf Annara, food. Paohyate,

is digested.' Idatn, this ; this food. 93 Yat, which. WfJ% Adyate, is

eaten by the animals. Esah, this. ^te: Ghosnh. sound; praise. *wfir

Bhavati, is. zf Ya.n which, Etat, this, ^nf Karnau, the ears.

wBtelTI Apidh&ya, shutting JOTlfff Sri noti, hears. Sah, he ; the Lord

Visnu. I^f Yada. when. 3?$fiT*q^ TJtkratnisy an, about to leave the

body, vrofo Bhavati, i«. qpf Enam, this, ?fW Ghosam, sound; praise

H Na, not. Ilftfa 6rinoti, hears.

i. This Lord, as dwelling in animal stomachs, and called

Agni, is named Vaisvanara (He who is inside every being).

By Him is digested the food which is eaten by the Jiva. In

praise of Him is this sound, which (one) hears on closing his

ears. When He is about to go out (of the body), one does

not hear this sound.—342.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.
(This Brahmanarn teaches another meditation on the Lord. In

order that the word Agni Vaisvanara may not be mistaken for the

physical fire, the Commentator explains these words :—

)

The Lord who is in the fire of the stomach is called Agni, the

Vivifier of the animal body. He is called VaiSvAnara ( ^sf^tsj* ), Vaisva

( ^JtW because lie has the qualities of everything of the universe, and

He is Anara (stTTl ) of various forms, being of separate form in each

animal. He is also called Agni, because He is the leader or mover of

the limbs of every animal. Vayu is always singing songs in praise of this

Agni which can be heard by every being after closing his ears. So it has

been said in the Tantramala ( rfHJTrgir ).

Here ends ths Ninth Brdhmanam.

Tenth Brahmanam.

MANTRA V. 10. l.
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II ^ H

ffcr mm' susnp*. it *o ii

*l5[r Yada, when. %W- Purusah, a knower «f aparoksa ; a Mukta

person. *gn<t Aainat, tliis. 55^1?! L ikat, from the world, from the body,

aft Praiti, departs; leaves, t Vai, indeed. Sah, he ; the dying jtva.

Vayum, Vayu
,
Pravaha, the son of the chief V.'iyu. He goes first to

Archis and, through him, to this conducting angel. *jUT?gfll Aijachchhati,

goes to. a: Sah, tho Pravaha Vayu. atd Tasmai, for Him ;
for the

passing of the dying jfianin. ?iar Tatra, there ; in the world of Vayu.

filfafft Vijihite, makes an aperture. *Wr Yatha, just like.

Rathaohakrasya, of the wheel of a chariot, Kham, hole
;
apertnre.

8: Sah, he ; the dying jfianin. Tena, by that
;
through that aperture,

gre^: frrdhvah, the upper region 3WCff3 Akramate, goes to. «: Sah, he
;

the dying Purusa. Wlf^f Adityam, the sun. OTI^sfc Agachchhati,

comes to. W: Sah, the sun. Tasmai, for him ; for the passing of the

dying jfianin. a* Tatra, there ; in the world of the sun, through Ahar,

etc. ftlfinft?* Vijihite, makes an aperture W Yatlia, just like ^«?9T

Lambarasya, of a lambara : a musical instrument. *jf Kham, hole
;

aperture. W: Sah, he ; the dying jfianin. §H Tena, by that; through

that aperture. 3>«fc CTrdhvah, the upper region. OTBJT^ Akramate, goes

to. «: Sah, he ; the dying aparoksa jfianin. ^Jfntf Ohandramasatn, the

moon. sirn«3Pf Agachchhati, comes to. Sah, the moon. Tasmai,

for him ; for the passing of the dying jfianin. a* Tatra, there; in the

world of the moon, ftftrgt^ Vijihite, makes an aperture. «Wt Yatha,iust like.

^ Dundubheh, of a drum, ^f Kham, hole
; apertnre. Sah, he

;
the

dying Purusa ifa Tena, by that ;
through that aperture. 3twfi Ordhvah,

tho upper region. OTJjfld Akramate, goes to. W: Sah, he; the dying

Pumsa.snrtenfipf Asokamahimam, where there is only the glory (mahima)

of the Lord, and no grief. Or it may be split up into two words—W^fnf
Aaokam, where there is no grief ; and Stfgrf Ahirnam, where there is no

snow or frost. sfaf Lokam, the world; the world of Satya or Viagra.

Agachchhati, conies to. Cffa^ Tasmin, there; in the world; of
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Visnu. wwftt $asvatih, eternal; endless, mn: Sam&h. years. sofa

Vasati, dwells.

i. When verily the (Mukta) person departs from this

world, he goes to the Pravaha (the Conducting) Vayu; the

Pravaha Vayu makes there an aperture for him, just like the

hole in the wheel of a chariot. Through it, he comes to the

higher region, and goes to (the world of) Aditya. There, the

Aditya makes an aperture for him, just like the aperture of a

lambara. Through it he comes to the upper region, and goes

to (the world of) the Moon. There, the Moon makes an aperture

for him, just like the aperture of a drum. Through it he comes

to the upper rogion, and goes to the world where there is

only the glory of the Lord, and no grief. There he dwells

for endless years.—343.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(In this Upanisad (IV. 4. 2) it was mentioned that, at the time of

death, the Lord Hari illumines the tip of the heart of the dying jnanin.

The same point is further detailed in this Brahmanam, by showing how

this Aparoksajfianin goes out of the body, and through what stages does

he pass on his way upwards.)

(This Brahmanam says that after death he goes to Vayu. The

question arises, to what Vayu is the reference made here ? Does it

refer to the chief Vayu or to the minor Vayu ? The Commentator shows

that tlie Vayu referred to here, is not the chief Vayu, because otherwise

it would conflict with other srutis. Therefore, the Commentator says :—

)

The Vayu, to which the dying jiva goes at first, is the son of the

chief Vayu, and his name is Pravaha.

(He is one of the Ativahika Puinsas, referred to in the Vedftnta Sutra,

IV. 3. 4 —" The words Archis and the rest are the names of the Ati-

vahika Devas or conductors of the soul, because of the indicatory mark in

the text. ")

(An objector says t If the Vftyu mentioned in this Brahmanam be a

minor V&yu, then the chief Vayu, not being mentioned in this chapter,

the soul never goes to the chief Vayu. This would contradict other

srutis. And if you say, that chief Vayu should be supplied here from

other srutis, then what is the harm if we supply the minor Vayu from the

other sruti and explain the Vayu mentioned in this Brfthraanam as the
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chief Vayu ? To this, we reply, that this would contradict the well-

known stages, as fully described in other srutis. Thus in the Ghh. Up.,

IV. 15. 2., as well as in V. 10. 2, the order of the soul's going to heaven is

thus laid down :—" Now, when such persons die, whether (their relations)

perform their death ceremonies or not, they go to the plane of the

Bay, from the Ray-plane, to the Day-plane, from the Day-plane to the

Bright-fortnightly plane, from the Bright-fortnightly plane to the Northern

Six-monthly plane, from the Six-monthly plane to the Annual-plane, from the

Annual-plane to the Solar-plane, from the Solar-plane to the Lunar-plane,

from the Lunar-plane to the plane of Sarasvati. (from that they reach to the

plane of the Chief Vayu), who is h <r Lord and beloved of God. " Moreover,

this would contradict the orderbvid down in this very Upanisad also. For,

in VI. 2. 15, we find the following order:—*' Those who thus know this

(even Grihasthas), and those who, in the forest, worship faith and the

True (Brahman Hiranyas/nrbha), go to light (a^chis), from light to day,

from day to the increasing half, from the increasing half to the six

months when the sun goes to the north, from those six months to the world

of the Devas (Devaloka), from the world of the Devas to the sun, from the

sun to the place of lightning (Sarasvati). When they have thus reaobed

the place of lightning, a spirit (the chief V&yu) comes near them, and
leads them to the worlds of Brahman. In these worlds of Brahman, they

dwell, exalted for ages. There is no returning for them." Therefore,

the Commentator says :—

)

" When the Mukta Purusa leaves this gross body, he goes successively

to the worlds of Pravaha (sr^f ), the son of the Vayu, the sun, the moon
and Vidyut ; then he gets to the chief Vayu, and then to the world of the

Lord Visnu." This is what has been said in the Brahrnanda Purina.

(Therefore, the Vayu mentioned here, is one of the conducting divini-

ties, as shown in the Vedanta Sutra, IV. 3.5. The chief Vayu comes after

Vidyut as mentioned in the sixth Adhyaya of this Upanisad (VI 2. 15), as

given above. Moreover, this Brahinanam of the present Adhyaya relates

to the path taken by the jfianin, and not by ordinary people, when they

die. This is shown in the Vedanta Sutra, IV. 3. 1.)

It must not be imagined that Vayu is reached at the first stage.

For then it would contradict this very Upanisad, where (VI. 2. 15) the

first stage is" archis," and not Vayu. Nor can it be said that some reaoh

the Chief Vayu first, and others reach him later, according to the difference

of their evolution (adhikara), because in the sruti, there is the mention of

only one path for all jfian ins, no difference is made there for different

jflAnins. (See dve Sriti asrinavam, &e Therefore, the Sutrakara, Lord

82
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Bddar-ay ana, also says in IV. 3. 1, that one alone is the path for ali jfianins.

Moreover, even the Pravaha V&yu is not the first stage on the path, and

this would be the first stage if we take this Brahinanam literally, without

r"9gard to other texts. In fact, the Pravaha Vayu is the second stage

on the path, as says a distinct text :
—" He that has departed hence, reaches

Vftvn as his second stage." Therefore, the Lord Badarayana also in the

Vedanta Sutra, IV. 2. 2, ha9 said :
—«• Frou the absence and presence of

particulars in the texts referring to the attainment to Vayn, it is concluded

that Vayu is reached in the second stasre. " Nor does this contradict the

text Br. TJp.i VI. 2. 15, where the first stage is Archis and the

second stage is Ahar, and not Vayu, for Ahar there refers to the

third stage, and we mast insert this Pravaha Vayu, just after

Archis and before Ahar. In fact, the oider of stages given here is not

exhaustive. The full order is thus laid down in the Brahma-Tarka, as

quoted by Madhva in his commentary on the Vedanta Sutra, IV. 3. 5 :

—

" He that has departed from this body, first goes to Light only, (2) then to

the son of the Chief Vayu, who is Ativahika by name, (3) then to the Day,

(4) to the Bright-half of the month, (5) to the Northern progress of the

snn, (6) to the Year, (7) to Lightning, (8) to Varuna, (9) to Prajapati, (10)

to the Bun, (il) to the Moon, (12) to Vaisvanara, (13) to Indra, (14) to

Dhruva, (16) to the goddess Bharati, (16) and then to the Chief Vayu,

in due order, and by him he is conducted to the Supreme Spirit." This

Brahinanam must, therefore, be read in the light of the above extract.

Here ends the Tenth Brdhmanam.

Eleventh Br£hmanam.

MANTRA V. 11. 1.

<?rff tmf rtfr qffnforcawT?* m*&> |sr

^ far SwfwRr v^^t^TOftrtrfifoiiir-
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m Atha, this, t Vai, indeed. Paramam, Great. 97: Tapah,

penance; religions austerity, qfj Yafc, which, cqiffot Vyadhitah, a

diseased person. Tapyate, practises, i: Yah, who. «pf Evam, this.

Veda, knows, ff: Sah, he. <H»f Paramam, greatest
;
highest.

Lokara, the world ; the world of Visnu. 3Wfa Jayati, conquers
; gets to.

Eva, certainly, f Ha. 4 Yam, whom. H$ Pretarn, the. dead.

Aranyam, to a forest ; to the cremation ground, fffir Haranti, carry.

Btat, this, t Vai, indeed. <Ulf Paramam, great. (W Tapah,

penance; religious austerity, i: Yah, who <?zf Evam, this. Veda,

knows ; thinks, a: Sah, he. Hftf Paramam, the gre.it; the highest. srtqf

Lokam, the world
; the world of Visnu. 3T«rfar Jayati, conquers; attains,

f Ha. ?f Yam, whom, sfcf Pretarn, the dead. tftft Aguau, in

the fire. W*9T^<afa Abhyadadhati, places. U^rt Etat, this. ^ Vai, indeed.

<|Tlf Paramam, great. FT?: Tapah, penance
;

religious austerity, q: Yah,

who. i$ Evam, this. Veda, knows, a: Sah, he. TOf Paramam, the

great; the highest. 3Jts|» Lokam, the world ; the world of Visnu. swfff

Jayati, conquers ; attains, f Ha, certainly.

i. (Let a sick man think that) it is, indeed, the gteatest

penance when he is suffering pain, laid up with illness. He,
indeed, conquers the highest world (of Visnu) who meditates

on sickness thus.

(Let him meditate, when his corpse will be carried to the

cremation ground), that it is, indeed, the highest penance that

the corpse is carried to the forest. The highest world does»

indeed, he win, who meditates thus on the funeral march.

Let him meditate, when his dead body will be burnt* that

it is, indeed, the highest penance that the dead body is put in

the fire. The highest world does he, indeed, win, who meditates

thus on his coming cremation.—-344.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(This Brahmanam teaches meditation by ailing persons).

(An objector says : How can a person accomplish the necessary acts,

in order to get Moksa, when he is suffering from disease, etc ? To this,

the answer is, that even when lie is striken with disease, he should think

of his illness as if it was a tapas, performed by him in order to pay o£

the debts of his evil Karnias ; and that the illness was sent to him by the
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Lord, in order to purify him. If he takes his illness in this attitude, then

the disease itself becomes a means of accomplishing his deliverance. So

the Commentator sayB :—

;

He who meditates on disease, as if it was a tapas, performed for

the sake of the Lord Visnu, goes thereby to the highest world. (Similarly,

he must think (while alive) that when his body will be carried to the

cremation ground, and when it would be burnt on the funeral pyre, that

these are also austerities practised, in order to please the Lord. Such

meditation is also conducive to Mukti.)

(The Upanisad says that he should meditate on the carrying of his

dead body as Tapas. The question arises, how can a dead man meditate

on his corpse being carried for burning ? To this, the Commentator

answers :—

)

Even when he is not actually suffering from any illness, let him

think that all the past sufferings or the future pains were and will be so

many austerities, performed in order to please the Lord Visnu (and this

should be his mental attitude even in health.) Thus he will get the

highest state. (And so all his death scenes, such as carrying the body

to the cremation ground, and its burning there, when thus thought of,

become Tapaa. Let him think that the carrying his body to the crema-

tion ground is his taking the Vow of Vanaprastha, or goinsr to the forest,

and of the burning of his body as the Tapas of entering the fire.)

(Now arises the question, if this meditation alone were the means

of giving Mukti, then a man need not know Brahman. To this, the author

answers :—

)

Only he goes to the highest, by this meditation, who knows the

essential nature of V^isnu, and not at all otherwise.

(Now arises the question, does the person who knows the Lord Visnu

require to practise this three-fold meditation on, (1) disease, (2) funeral

march, (3) cremation, or is it sufficient for him to practise the previous

meditations, already taught in the preceding chapters, or should he

combine all meditation ? To this, the author answers:—

)

(The necessary condition of obtaining Mukti is to know the nature

of the Lord. All meditations become fruitful only then.) To a person

who knows the nature of the Lord, even one single meditation is enough

to accomplish his deliverance, how much more so if he combines all

meditations ? But, in the case of a person who does not know the Lord,
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the combination even of all meditations would be useless. Therefore,
knowing the Lord Kesava rightly, and performing even one meditation

for which a man is fit, one undoubtedly gets deliverance after seeing

the Lord Hari. Thus it is in Brahma-Tarka.

Here ends the eleventh Brdhmanam.

Twelfth BrXhmanam.

hantba v. 12. i.

t^tr xh%t t * m% ft*nm ^stffa ^ifa

tfa gppri HTSTCP* II II

«f«f Annam, food ; Brahma, the presiding deity of food. Brahma,

the Brahman ; the independent. ^ffc Iti, so. Eke, some. WTJ:

Ahuh.say. Tat, that, qr Na, not. a*IT Tathi, so. wssf Annam, food
;

the body of Brahma. I Vai, indeed. SWOTf Pranftt, Prana ; the chief

Vayu. ^jOt Rite, without. Puyati, becomes putrid
; decays. tfNB:

Pranah, Prana ; the chief of the Vayus. x& Brahma, the Brahman

;

the independent. <tfk Iti, so. <?i> Eke, some. «nj: Ahuh, say. Tat

;

that. «T Na, not. ?WT Tatha, so. srtUs Pranah, Prana ; the body of the chief
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Vayu. it Vai, indeed, swrat AnnAt, food. l& Rite, without. g«rfir

$usyati, becomes thin ; dries up. g Tu, bat ; on the other hand. t$ Kte,

these. %*3t Devate, two gods ; Anna and Prana. <£5«n»|*{ Ekadhabhuyam,

union
,
interpenetrating each other, Bhutva, getting. q«r Eva,

only. qWlrf Paramatain, superiority; predominance. JT^ff: Gachchhatah,

get. aSHT Tasmat, therefore. JTT<JT ! Pratridah, the son of Vasistha;

Pratrida being anotlier name of Vasistha. ftra^ Pitaram, father
;

Vasistha. W?W Aha sma, asked. % Ha. f¥fa^ Kimsvit, what,

Eva, only ; it is. «?sf Evam, so. ftrj%' Viduse, to the knower. Rtg Sadhu,

good ;
gently. ^H' Kuryam, can (I) do ; can (I) behave. f% Kim, what.

HI Eva, it is. Asmai.to him. «wrg Asadhu, badly. $1?' Kuryam, can (I)

do ; can (I) behave. ^fsr Iti. fi: Sah, that !TI^: Pratridah, the son of

Pratrida ; the son of Vasistha. qiFmHtm Paninama, of the name of P&ni.

It is not two words, wnm 1 with his hand, ' and J?t ' not. ' According to

this latter reading, it would mean " The father.said to him, beckoning

with hi# hand, 'Not so, 0 Pratrida." WTf9T Aha sma, said; asked. Ijspft:

Euayoh, of these two ; of the Brahma and Vayu. Kah which, qj$vjrij!j

Ekadhabhfiy am, the state of unity; union. Bhutva, having got.

q^ffOt Pararaat&m, superiority. Gachchhati, gets, fpt Iti. 5^
Taamai, to him ; to Prntrida. qaq Etat, this ; the following. 35m Uvaoha,

said ;
replied. 3 U, an interjection of surprise. 5 Ha. fa Vi, one who

causes to enter. ( fif^T Vis, to enter, with a causative sense fr^<T (kvip),

with the omission of the last letter : the 5>T of fasr is elided). Iti. «iwf

Annam, food ; the four-faced Brahma, the presiding dnity of it if Vai,

indeed. faVi, the entrance, ff Hi, because. %mfa Iinftni, these wwffri Sarvani,

all. ^JfTfRf Bhutani, beings. MF^ Anno, in food ; in Brahma. fegrfsr Visfani,

enter, t Batn, Raj one who causes to take delight.
( *n (Rain) to take

delight, with a causative sense f«M<T kvip). Iti. mm: Pranah, the

chief of Vayu. t Vai, indeed, f Ram, Ka
;
the delight. ff H'i because.

JlldJ' Prane, in Prana ;
on account of Prana. ^flifa lmani, these. gaffa

Sarvani, all. I^Tfsr Bhuc&ni, beings. Ramante, take delight, qt Y»h,

who. fgt Evam, this. ^ Veda, knows wftiT^ Asmin, in him. aqiftf

Sarvani, all. ^ilft Bhutani, beings. f%tffa Visanti, enter. QiWw
Sarvani, all. >£?Ttfa Bhutani, beings. ?tr^ Ilamante, take delight, f Ha.

i. Some say that Food (Brahma) is independent. That
is not so ; for, indeed, without Prana (the body of) Brahma
would become putrid. Some say that Prana is independent.

That is not so; for, without Brahma (,the body of) Prana would

dry up. But when these two deities get union, then they both
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obtain perfection. Therefore, Pratrida's son said to his father,

" What service can I do to one who knows this or what dis-service

can I do to him ?

"

The son of Pratrida, whose name was Pani, then asked,

" Which of these two deities stands more in need of this union

to obtain perfection ?

"

He answered him :
—" One is Vi or the Abode. For

Brahma is, indeed, Vi or the Abode, for in, (it is), that all these

beings do enter. The other is Ra, or Delight. Prana is, indeed,

the Ra or Delight, because it is owing to this Prana that all these

beings experience delight. All these beings do enter into him,

and take delight in him, who knows thus."—345.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

(Now the sruti teachos meditation on Brahma and VAyu. It uses

the words Annam (food) and Prana (life). But theae two words should

not be taken in their ordinary sense. Therefore, the Commentator

say 8 :—

)

Brahma alone is the presiding deity of food, and so he is denoted

here by the word Annam. Similarly the chief V&yu is called Piana, and

so Prana here denotes the chief Vayu.

(The Sruti next saya that 'these two deities, when they have become

one, reach that highest state.' It should not be taken to mean that

Brahma and Vayu become identical. Therefore, the author explains

it thus :—

)

These two, Brahma and VAyu, when they interpenetrate each other,

then they go to the highest state (and not when they become identical).

In fact, Ekadha-Bhuyam does not mean becoming one.

(Therefore, the Commentator says :—

)

When these two interpenetrate each other, and become always well

established therein (then they become highly potent).

(An objector says : What is the good of one interpenetrating the

other ? Is not Brahma or Vayu by himself capable of accomplishing the

highest end? To this, the sruti Bays, « Without life, the body becomes

putrid, and without food, the life dries up.' The Commentator explain?

these two sentences :—

)
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Even the body of Brahm& would become putrid, if VAyu were not

to enter into it, and, similarly, the body of VAyu would get dried up

quickly, in the absence of Brahma.

(The sruti next says, " thereupon Pr&trida, said to his father, etc."

The question arises, who is this Pratrida, and who is his father? To this,

the Commentator answers:—

)

0

The son of Vasistha, named Pani, knowing this (interpenetration of

Brahma and V&yu) addressed his father Vasistha thus.

Note.—Thus Pratrida is the name of the son ot Vasistha. In a subsequent sentence he

is called Pani. This P3ni, addressing his father, said :—Kim svideva evam vidufe, etc.

The woid Kim is taken by some as an inteirogative pronoun, and they translate the

sentence thus :
—" Shall 'I be able to do any good to one who knows this, or shall I be

able to do him any harm,'" And they explain it by saying, " Is he not so peifect in

knowledge tnat nothing can harm him?" This is wiong. The word Kim is not an inter-

rogative pronoun here. It is used in the sense of "what" and so the author explains it thus :—

To a person who knows Brahma and Vayu, what is the use of

my doing any good or injury to him ? By trying to do him injury or

threatening him with injury, I cannot bring him under my control;

and, similarly, 1 cannot control him by flattering him and

doing him good services. For, he being perfect, cannot be injured,

and he having obtained all that he had to obtain, there is nothing which

he wants, and so I can give him nothing, for he has known the highest Lord

Hari. Thus having praised the glory of the knower of Brahma and Vayu,

Pani, the son of Vasistha, thus spoke to his father :
—" When Brahma and

V&yu enter into each other, who is the person who stands most in need

of such entering ? Is it Brahma, or is it V&yu ? To this question,

Vasistha, otherwise called Pratrida, replied :
—" Both Brahma and Vayu

stand in need of this entrance into each other, because Brahma roust enter

into Vayu, since, without such entrance, he cannot get delight; for Vayu

gives delight to Brahma; and, similarly, the Vayu must enter into Brahma,

in order to get an abode, for, without Brahma, Vayu would have no place

to rest in. Therefore, both Brahraa and V&yu stand in need of each other,

and, therefore, they must interpenetrate each other, and not that one

stands in greater need than the other. Thus it is in the Sandh&na.

Here ends the twelfth Brdhmanam.
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Thirteenth Brahmanam.

MANTRA V. 13. 1.

gqpf tTktham, the TJktha; the upraiser. Supply ¥<rwfta TTpAslta,

should one meditate on. sm>|: Prftnah. Pr na, the chief Vayn. $ Vai,

indeed. 3**f Uktharn, the Uktha ; the upraiser. ff Hi. because, mil:

Pranah, the Prana. 5^ Idam, this, Sarvam. all. 3rroi<wft Uttha-

payati, causes to rise up. «i: Yah, who. i^f EJvara, this. ^ Veda,

knows. 3T?«rHm CFkthavit, possessing the knowledge of Uktha, or Prana.

qb: Vira^, hero ; a heroic son. Literally, Vira ( aft* ) means virtuous.

Vira corresponding to Latin Vir. %(& Asmai, to him. sfirgfff Utt-'sjhati,

rises up ; is born. 5 Ha. Ukthasya, of V&yu, the upraiser. Qrgiqf

Savujyam, union ; the same nature. flSH^at Salokat&m, the same loka or

world. Wlfa layati, conquers
;
gets.

i. Let one meditate on the Uktha, the Uplifter. Prana,

indeed, is the Uktha and causes all this to be lifted up. Whoever
knows this, to him is born a hero possessing the knowledge

of Uktha, and he gains the same world with the Uktha, the

Uplifter.—346.

MANTRA V. 13. 2.

iri^r % wst: xTri& ^fff ^rstffa vrcnfa

*p^Ff* f?T**T ^offfnr «[rTTf?r ^^TFT s^r:

^%T^5rIT Hlft q II ^ II

«J3J: Yajuh, the Yajuh; the place of joining. Supply

T7p*sita, should one meditate on. mm Pranah., Prana ; the chief Vayn.
Vai, indeed Yajuh., the Yajua. f% Hi, because, nm Prane, i$

Prana. fulfil ImAni, these. Haifa Sarvaui, all. ^JifSr Bhfitani, the

beings, gwft Yujyante, are joined ; are united. «lt Yah, whoever, q$
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Evain, this, Veda, knows. w?ff Astnai, of him. The usual forts is

WW Asya. thpfW Sraisthy&ya, for superiority ; for excellence, Hjffw

SarvAni.all. ugllfk Bhutani, the beings, gwfsfr Yajyante, are united,

qij*: Yajnsah, of Prana ; the p^ce of joining. Rignf Sayujyam, union;

the same nature. *T8tW3t Salokatam, the same loka or world. Wife

Jayati, gets
;
conquers.

2. Let one meditate on the Yajus, the Uniter, Prana

is, indeed, Yajus, the Uniter
;
for, in Prana, do all these beings

unite. For his excellence do all these beings unite. Whoever

knows this, gets the same nature and the same world as that of

Yajus, the Uniter.—347.

MANTRA V. 13. 3.

**m1[ fT**l ^iffa IJrITR ^OTT*

WW Sama, the Saman, the harmonizer. Supply 3719% Upasita,

should one meditate on. srna: PrAnah, Prana; the chief Vayu. ^ Vai,

indeed. (III? Satna, the Saman, the equalizer, ff Hi, because, srtit

Prane, in Prana ; on account of Prana. ^mfsf Imani, these. Sarvani,

all. Uirfir Bhutani, the beings. FfJtjfq Samyaflihi, harmonize, <?: Yah,
whoever, H«f Evam, this. Veda, knows. W$ Astnai, for him. CT3?fw

Sarvani, all. ifWffw Bhutani, the beings. 8«ffa Samyai5chi, harmonize ;

do not quarrel. Srai?thyaya, for superiority. ^5«?f^ Kalpyante,

are able
;
procure ; strive. WW: Samnah, of Saman, of the harmonizer.

Wrgtf Sayujyam, union ; the same nature. wsftqnt Salokatam, the same

loKa or world. 31*1% Jayati, gets
;
conquers.

3. Let one meditate on the Saman, the Harmonizer.

Prana is, indeed, the Saman ; because it is owing to the Prana

that all these beings do harmonize with one another. For him

are all these beings harmonized, whoever knows this and for

his superiority do (they) all combine. He gains the same nature

and the same world with the Saman, the Harmonizer,—348,
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MANTRA V. 13. 4.

mm «r tjsr ^ n ^ «i

qt4 Ksatram, the Protector. Supply Wttlfal TJpa'ita (one should

meditate on). UTH: Pranafc, Prana ; the chief Vayu. t Vai, indeed, sjtf

Ksatram, the Protector, ff Hi, because. $tm: I'rAnah, Prana, ^ Vai,

indeed. Ksatram, the Protector. JTfU: Prfinah, the Prana; the chief

Vayu. grfqft: Ksanitah, from the wound. »£f Enara, this ; the jiva. *t*Tt

Trayate, protects, n: Yah, whoever, itf Evam, this. ^ Veda, ' knows.

JTSiTsf Praksatram, protection from Prana. autjrtf Aksitrara, protection

from nobody else, other than PrAna. nTJpft PrApnoti, Rets. Ksatrasya,

of the Protector. 91333' Sayujyam, union ; the same nature. asftffft

Salokatam, the same lokaor world. 3Plfsf Jayati, conquers
; gets.

4. Let one meditate on the Ksatra, the Protector. Prana

is, indeed, the Ksatra ; because it is, indeed, Prana who protects.

Prana protects him (the jiva) from all hurts. Whoever knows this,

obtains protection from the Ksatram only" and protection from

no body else, and he gains the same nature and the same world

with the Ksatram, the Protector.—349

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Because, before attaining Moksa, every one must have recourse to

Vaya, who will take him to the Lord ; it is, therefore, that Vayu raises or

leads the Jiva up to Mukti. So he is called TJktha ( 3?*T ), the uplifter

(utthapana). Vayu is called Yajus ( «T3j: ), because in him all must join,

and all must have recourse to him, for attaining Mukti. He is called

Ksatram ( 8J5f ), because he protects {tta), from injuries (ksat). Vaya is

also called Saman, because it is he who is the harmon izer ( ?WFW$r7HITt ).

It is thus that Vayu is called the lord of everything in the world.

Here ends the thirteenth Brdhmanam.
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*w anno**.

Fourteenth Brahmanam.

MANTBA Y. 14. 1.

%*w\\ ^cTc^ sn^j ftre %T%3m^

Jjjif: Bhuraih, the earth. The word Bhumi consists of two syllables,

^and fif. sfsfia/ Antarik$am, the middle space; the sky. The word

Antariksa consists of four syllables, arsj. a. ft and 8ff. fft: Dyauh, the

heaven. The word Dyau (pronounced f^—Di, and aft—au) consists of two

syllables. %Pt Iti, these. Astau, eight. WST?rf<!I Aksarani, vowels; syl-

lables, nrgn} Gayatryai, of Gayatri. The ordinary form isfH1*9T: G >yatryah.

({ji Ekam, one ; the first. 1^ I'adam, foot. The first foot of the Gayatri is

aiflfirj^if (Tat saviturvarenyam). Astaksarain, of eight syllables,

a) Vai, indeed. g Ha, it is well known. awr: Asyah, her ; of Gayatri.

tfim But, this. The implied meaning of this fo>t. ejaq[ Etat, this ; the

foot refers to Aniruddha, who presides in Bhumi, the earth, Antariksa,

the middle region and Svarga, the heaven. <jgr Eva, only. 3 U, certainly,

fHa. n: Ya^, whoever. Asyah, her ; of Gayatri. ijaqt Etat, this,

qaj Padam, foot ; Lord Hari in the form of Aniruddha, to whom the first

foot of Gayatri refers, Evam, in this way. Veda, knows; meditates

on. 9: Sah, he. fiw Trisu, three. ?ft3>3 Lokesu, in the worlds.

Y&vat, whatever. <sr*^ Tavat, all of them, siqfer Jayati, gets, £ Ha.

I. The words Bhumi (earth), An-ta-ri-k?a (sky) and Dyau

(pronounced Di and Au, heaven) constitute eight syllables.

Of eight syllables is the first foot of Gayatri. This one foot

of hers is verily That (Lord Hari as Aniruddha). Whoever

knows this foot of hers in this way, gets mastery over all that

exists in the three worlds.—350.

MANTRA V. 14. 2.
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arag srcra ^is^t tj^sr ^ u ^ u

Richah, the Rik Veda ; the word Ri-cha YajuAfi, the

Yajur Veda. The word Ya-jumsi. gratfe Samani, the Sama Veda, the

word Sa-mft-ni. It
i ,

these. Astau, eight. w$TCtF«!J AksarAni,

vcwels; syllables HRS^ Oayatryai, G&yatri. Ekam, one ; tho second.

«Hf Padam, the foot. The second foot of the Gayatri is—«mf^7«f qtaft
Bhargodevasya dhimahi. Wtttf Astaksaram, of eight syllables, t Vai,

indeed. ? Ha, it is well-known. «ren: Asy&h, her ; of Gayatri. Btat,

this ; the implied meaning of this foot. «jtr<T Etat, this ; this foot refers

to Pradynmna, who presides in the Rik, the Yajuh, and the SAma Vedas.

iff Eva, only. ? U, certainly, f Ha. q: Yah, whoever. w«m Asyah,

her; of GAyatri. Etat, this, Padam, foot ; the Lord Hari in the

form of Pradyurana, to whom the second foot of the Gayatrt refers, ftf

Evam, in this way. Veda, knows ; meditates on. «: Sah, he. sraft

YAvati, whatever, Iyam, this. «uft Trayi, of the three Vedas. fkflf

Vidya, knowledge, fmn Tavat, all of it. 3P?fa Jayati, gets, f Ha.

2. The words Ri-chas, Ya-juih-si and Sa-ma-ni contain

eight syllables. Of eight syllables is the second foot of Gayatri.

This foot of hers is verily That (Lord Hari as Pradyumna).

Whoever knows this foot of hers in this way, gets all the

knowledge which can be obtained from the three Vedas.—351.

MANTRA V. 14. 3.

jfi^ fsrT^T <jac^r qrarfift mm araj

smfic u ^ n

mm: PrAnah, the Prana Vaya ; the word PrA-na. wqnr: Ap&nafy,

the A pan a Vayu. The word A-pa-na. 9qjm Vyanah, the Viyana VAyu.

The word Yi-ana. %fk Iti, these. %ti\ Astau, eight. WfHffoT AksarAni,

vowels ;
syllables. inqs^ GAyatryai, of Gayatri. q$ Ekam, one j the third.

Padam, foot; the third foot of the Gayatri ia Rnt qfa: $r«t^qO|

Dhiyoyonah prachodayAt. weiSfrf AstAksaraqa, of eight syllables. . $ Vai,

indeed, f Ha, it is well-known. «THW AsyAh, her; of GAyatri. «pm
Etat, this ; the implied meaning of this foot, mm Etat, this; this foot refers

to Sa&karsana who presides in PrAna, ApAna and Vy&na. ^ Eva, only.
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» U, certainly, f Ha. i»: Yah, whoever, vt^tv. Asy&h, her j of G&yatri.

i$gH Etat, this, Padam, foot; the Lord Hari in the form of Sa&karsana,

to whom the third foot of Gayatri refers, igt Evarn, in this way.

Veda, knows ; meditates on. Sah, he. «TT^?I Yavat, whatever

Idani, this, qifbr Prani, animals. ^ Tavat, all of them, zmfk Jayati,

gets, % Ha.

3. The words Pra-na, Apa-na and Vy-a-na (pronounced

Vi-a-na) contain eight syllables. Of eight syllables is the

third foot of Gayatri. This foot of hers is verily that (Lord

Hari as Sankarsana). Whoever knows this foot of hers in this

way, gets mastery over all that breathe.—352.

MANTEA V. 14. 4.'

^TS^T q^ %^T^T^rT TT^-sr afrr^afcf q^'

qft *m * ijq aqfir qf *qgtf s^dq ^siNr q^m%
8J §q ffq qd**u fm ^N^q ^ gqqqft

aq^sr^ fsr tost qaj^T rrqfo vtiswi ^a^sf q^

^ 11 a 11

WT Atha, then; and. Asyah, her ; of Gayatn. gfltf Turiyam, the

fourth. 1?f Padam, foot The implied meaning of the fourth foot of the

G&yatrt, Om ( %ft ). Etat, this, i^r Eva, only, ^fcf Darsatam,

what is called Dariata ; the seen, the bright. (£5: Esah, he. ifasJT:

Paroraja^, beyond the Rajah or Prakrit i ; the Lord Vasudeva. m Yah,

who. alfa Tapati, shines, Yat, what. ^ Vai, indeed. ^g«f Chaturtham,

the fourth, an Tat, that, gfrf Turiyam, the meaning of Turiya. ^»fcf

Daraatam, daraata. 1^ Padam, pada. fik Iti, so he is called, ff Hi,

because, Estb, -he. Dadrise, is seen. ^ Iva, as if.. iiTHm'-

Paror ijah, Paroraja. jfg hi, so he is called, ff Hi, because. Esnh,

he ; Vasudeva. fjif Sarvam, all. 3 U. W. Rajah, the Prakriti.

Uparyupari, above
;
beyond and very close, 15* Eva, indeed, ntfh Tapati,

chines. Yah, whoever. Asyah, her ; of. Gayatn. Etat, this.

^ Padam, foot ; him to whom this foot refers. ijf Eva, only. Veda,

knows ; meditates on. r: Sth, he. i& Evarn, in this way ; like the one
meditated on. Eva, only. fwqr&Mya, with prosperity, incrcn Yasasa,

with fame, aqfii Tapati, shines.
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4. There is her fourth foot. (It speaks of) This (Him)

only, who is called Darsata (the seen). He is beyond Prakriti,

(He) who shines (there). What is the fourth is that which is

(meant by) Turiya (of the mantra). Darsatam Padam (He has

been called in the mantra), because He is seen as it were.

Parorajah, He has been called in the mantra, because He shines

above all Prakriti and very close to her. So does shine with

prosperity and fame, (he) who meditates on this foot of hers

only.—353.

MANTRA. V. 14. 5.

HI Sa. that. H«n Bsa, this. mi?ft Gayatri, Gayatri. Sri or Sarasvatt

!b the presiding deity of Gayatri ^faRT, Etannin, this. g#?fr Tuilye,

the fourth. ?r»T& Darsate, the seen, 1$ Pade, in the foot, qfasrfff Parora-

jasi, which is beyond the Prakriti. srfafeff Pratisthita, is founded ; rests,

a?! Tat, that ; spoken of in the previous mantra. »£<HX Etat, this; the

world Spoken of as Bhu, Antariksa, etc. ^ Vai, indeed. *Hfr Satye, in

truth ; in Sesa, the presiding deity of Satya. srfcfcf Pratisthitara, rests.

*3J: Chaksuh, the eye j the snn is the presiding deity of the eye. $ Vai,

indeed. Satyam, the truth ; Sesa. f Ha, it is well-known.

Ohaksuh, the eye. * Vai, indeed. Off Satyam, the truth, f Ha, it is

well-known to all. Tasmat, therefore. Yat, when. Risfl Idantm,

now-a-days. $ Dvau, two. fta^tnsft Vivadam&nau, quarrelling persons.
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qpnfi Eyatam, come, vn( Aham, I, Adarsam, have seen. sfljf Aham,
I. wfW Asransam, have heard, ffil Iti. «T: Yah, whoever. Eva,

only. HJHff Brfiyat, should say. wtf Aham, I. «»^>? Adarsam, have seen

it. f%Iti. Tasmai, him. w Eva, only. WffjpHTH Sr iddadhyama,

(we) believe. 33 Tat, that
; just spoken. <J?R^Etat, this. * Vai, cerfainly.

H?«f Satyam, the truth
; J§esa. Bale, on power, on strength. JT%fgcf

Pratisthitam, rests. jrpST: Pranah, the Prana. $ Vai, indeed. Balam,
power ; strength. 3^ Tat, therefore. sttoI Prane, on Prana. JrftrfW

Pratisthitam, rests 3?TRT Tasmafc, therefore ; because satya rests on
strength. n& Balam, Prana, the Pranas. *T?TJ7 Satyat, more than the

truth ; more than Sesa. trhfta: Ojiyah, mightier. ffk Iti. 1^ Evara. so.

WTg: Ihnh, say the wise. Esa, this. ni«T?ft Gayatrt, Gayatrt ; &rt,

the presiding deity of Gayatrt. WlTWf Adhyafcmam, in Lord Hari ; on

the Atman. srftfarr PratisthitA, rests. WT Sa, that, i&t EsJ., this
; $rt,

the presiding deity of the Gayatri. n*rt Garan, Gayas ?f?T Tatre,

protects, f Ha. Vtw. Pranah, the five Prana. Apana, etc. £ Vai, indeed.

H*r: Gayah Gayas. «?f Tat, that is. stimt^ Pranan, the Pranas Tatre,

protects, em Tat, of the worshipper. nTF^ Gayan, the Pranas. n$ Tatre,

protects. BCTWI Tasmat, therefore. miH Gayatrt, Gayatrt
; the pro-

tectress of the Pranas of the worshipper. siT«r Nama, by name.
Sah, he j who is the Paroraja, Visnu. Yam, whom, wit' Amum, this.

«P Eva, only, mfitif Savitrtra, S&vitrt ; she who rests on the Savita.

MMtf An vaha, speaks. ?Tf Sa, she; Savitri. <f?T Es», GAyatri. t& Eva,

only. W: Sah, Visnu. Yasmai, to whom ; to the Brahma. w?nr
Anvaha speaks. Tasya, his ; of Brahma. srrnH^ Pranan, the Pranas.

Tr&yate, protects.

5. That Gayatri rests on this fourth foot, called the

Darsata foot which is beyond the Rajah (or Prakriti). These
worlds, (Bhu, Antariksa, etc., spoken of in the previous mantra),

rest on Satya (the Truth). The eye is, indeed, the Truth. It

is known to all that the eye is truly the Truth. Therefore,

now-a-days, when two persons come quarrelling (one saying)— "I

have seen it," and (the other saying) " I have heard it;." we
believe him alone who would say, " I have seen it." This
Truth, just spoken, certainly rests on power. The Pranas are,

indeed, the power. Therefore, the Truth rests on Pranas ; so

the wise say that Pranas are mightier than the Truth.

This Gayatri rests on the Atman (the Lord Hari). It is

well-known that she, Gayatri, just spoken of, protects the
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Pranas. The Pranas are, indeed, the Gayas. Therefore, '* she

protects the Gayas" means she protects the Pranas. So she is

G&yatri (the protectress of the Gayas) by name. He, (the Lord
Hari, who is beyond the range of Prakriti), it is whom they

call this Savitri, and this (Savitri) is certainly that (Gayatri).

He protects the Pranas of him (/'.*., of Brahms), for whom
He speaks.—354.

MANTRA V. 14. 6.

^ * W% II II

t$$; Eke, some, at Tam, that ; just spoken. «nrt Etftm, this. tnfaff

Savitrim, S&vitri *tg«5*f Anustubham, Anustup ; the presiding deity of

the mantra— afagf'tiftai *«f tftenf I £«*Rflf «W«fg<f *I*KR tftarffr II

*l?3Tgs Anvahuh, call. ST^Vak, the speech, the mantra aqfffrg; frffcrt,

etc. Anustup, Anustup. ?r*I Tat, therefore. Vaoham, the speech ;

the mantra, wgsTJT Anubrurna, we shall call ^Savitri). ffar Iti. Tatha,

so -such. !f Na, no*, Kuryat, should do. nraeflf GayaMm, Gayatri.

Eva, only. tnfarff Savitrim, Savitri. H^qtq Anubruy&t, should speak;

should call. qfa[ Yadi, if. R*1 Evamvif, the knower of this. *J Bahu,

many. «rfq Api, even,. sfk^rfo Pratigrihnati, receive gifts. fV Iva,

as if. Tat, that
;
gifts taken mi«H: Gdyatry&h, of Gayatri. t& Ekam,

one. 1^ Padam, foot, $rfa Prati, towards. ^ Gha, even, sr Na, not. d
Vai, indeed. 5 Ha, it is certain.

6. Some call this Savitri Anustup. The Vak,—that
mantra—is the Anustup. Therefore, we should call that mantra

SSvitri. That must not be done. One may call Glyatri

Savitri. If the knower of this should, indeed, take many
gifts, that is not certainly sufficient for even one foot of the

Gayatri.-—355.

MANTBA V. 14. 7.

84
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3«n**n ^|sr ^sfcf qfosn *

^Sr fere ^TSIc5fraq^l^H ® u

m Sah, that, *t Yah, who; virificha. ^Ht% Iman, these, gorfac

Purn&n, full. Trin, three, siter^ LokAn, worlds. sif^ftarfr

Pratigrihniyat, should receive ; should receive from Visnu. mt Sah, he.

WEW Asyah, her, of Gajatri. Etat, this, gqif Pratharaam, the first.

«n{ Padara, foot; the result of the worship of the first foot of the Gayatri.

«TC<gqrn Apnuyat, should get. W Atha, again. Yah, who; Brahma-

lyam, this. ITOft YavatI, as much as- 3«rt Tray}, of the three Vedads.

fkltt Vidya, knowledge
;
learning. Tavat, so much. gfa*23ftai9

Prati'gfihniyat, should receive ; shonld receive from the Lord Visnu. *r:

Sah, he. «Wpir: Asy&h ,
her"; of Gayatri. tja^ Etat, this. f|r#W Dvitiyam,

the second. «T< Padam, the foot ; the result of the worship of the second

foot of the Gayatri. Wt«g<H^ Apnuy&t, should get. Atha, again,

Yah, who ; Brahma ifWH Y&vat, as much as. ^ Idaro, this. STfbt Pr&ni,

living being ; life. vrvt^TAvat. so much. jrf?r^ft<H<T PratjgrihaiyAt, should

receive; should receive from the Lord Visnu ; should become master. 9:

Sah, he. «WT: AsjAh, her ; of G -yatri. «j^T Etat, this. ijate Tritiyam,

the third, 1^ Padara, the foot ; the result of the worship of the third foot

of the GayatrL WT«3qTH A inuyftt, should get WT Atha, again. ' «wr:

Asyah, her; of Gayatri. Etat, this, tjar Eva, only, gsffcf Turtyam,

the fourth, ^ryfcf Daisatam, the seen, Padam, the foot, litisr:

Parorajah, the one beyond the raja of Prakriti «{^: Esah, he. «j: Yah,
who. afRl Tapati, shines. Kenachana, by anybody. Jf Jfa, not.

Eva, ever. «nrwf Apyam, to be obtained «p5ft Kutah, whence. 3 U,

Oh ; it is an interjection of surprise. <^TT^t Etftvat, so much. nf%Tj|f)»n^r

Pratigrihntyat, should receive.

7. He (Virincha) who grasps these three worlds wholly,

may get the first foot of Her. Again, he who grasps as

much as there is of the knowledge of the three Vedas, may
get the second foot of Her. Again, he who grasps as much
as there is of the living being, may get the third foot of Her,
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On the other hand, He who is shinning there, is the fourth,

—the seen (Darsata) foot of Hers,—the one who is beyond
the Prakriti, not ever obtainable by anybody. Oh ! whence
should one comprehend Him, who is so great ?—356.

MANTRA V. 14. 8.

rT**TT 3q*«CT5T *TTO5iI^5Bi^ f|q^r ftr<^ ^^«<*-

wjfira sex * fsrT^ sew ^ripra-

fWN Tasyah, her ; of Gayatr". 3qSWf Upasthiinam. praise. wrf*
Gayatri, Oh, Gayatri. ^q^fr Bkapadl, of one foot, w A,?D,« Ma HTf

(Nada), fsff (Vinduj, sft«? (Ghosa), vfa (Santa) and srffrerfcl (Atlanta), wfij

Asi, thou art. f^qrgft Dvipadi, of two feet: each foot of the Gayatri, with

Om. filial Tripadi, of three feet; the whole of the mantra, without Om
( «tf ). ^3*1?t Chatuspadt, of four feet; the whole of the Gayatri mantra

with Om. ( ) mtf Apadi, without foot ; unobtainable. Asi, thou

art. ffr He, because. * Na, not. ( ) <TH$ (Sam) padyase, thou art com-

prehended. Wi Namah, salutations. ^ Te, thy. jJ#«U«r Turiyaya, fourth.

^Tm*T Dara&taya, the seen. q^r«I Padiiya, to the foot. Parorajase,

beyond the Rajah, or Prakriti. H$ti Asau, this man. *r^i Adah, this ; the

object of desire. 7TT Ma, not. an?T Prnpat, may get. Iffb Iti, with this

feeling. *T Va, or. a^T Asau, this. OTT. .Kamah, the. object of des\re.

Km Asmai, for this man. OT Ma, not. QHfa Samriddhi, be abundant.

$R| Iti, with this feeling. ^ Yat, whom. f^«1t?r Dvisy&t, curses the

worshipper. Sah, that, Kamah, the object of desire. .Wfjl

Asmai, for that man. if Na, not. Eva, ever. TO"l?r Ridhyate, becomes

abundant, ? Ha, certainly ajf Va, or. *r&* Aham, I. Wp Adah, tbi.s

object Jll<m Prapam, may get. $f?| Iti, with this feeling. n& Yasmaij

for which object of desire. q# Bvaiu, in that manner. zqfh*S?t Upatistha-

te, (a man) praises; worships. Supply *W *C«ljr f (Astoai sa

kama ridbyate ha)—that, object of desire certainly abounds for him. .

8. Hers is this praise: Oh I Gayatri, thou, art of one foot,

of two feet, of three feet, of four feet, thou art unobtainable,
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for thou art never obtained. Salutations be to thy fourth foot,

called Darsata, the seen, (and which is) beyond the range of

Prakriti. Should the worshipper curse that this man may not

obtain the objects of his desire, or that this object of his desire

may not abound for him; the object of that man's desire

certainly does not abound for him. Or, when a man praises

the Gayatrt, as before, with this feeling that I may get this

object of desire, (the object of his desire abounds for him).—357.

MANTRA V. 14. 9.

a^J Tat, that. Etat, this
;

Vaidehah, the king of the Videhas.

«K: 3anakah, Janaka. WWTflf^H Asvatarasvim, the son of Asvatarasva.

gffctf Badilara, Badi'a by name. Uvacha. said. $ Vai, indeed, f

Ha. *»« Yat, that, g No, now. nwsftfil^ Gayatrivit, the knower of the

G&yatrL WJJ"! Abrfithah callest thyself. 3^ Tat, that
;
thy word J> Ho,

strange; surprising. WW Atha, then. Katharn, why. f^ft Hasti,

(tit.) an elephant ; here it means a fool. *|<i: BbuUh, being. <rgf<r Vabaai,

dost oarry ; dost carry the sin of taking gifts. ffil Iti. ff Hi, because.

Samrat, Oh, Sovereign, mm: Asyah, her ; of Gayatri. 39 Mukharo,

the mouth ; the presiding deity of the first foot * Na, not. faffaqCTf

VidWwhaWra, knew ; I do konw. %fk Iti. m Uvaoha, (Budila) said, £
Ha. OMf: TaeyAfe, her ; of Gayatri. gqr Mukham, month ; the presiding

deity of tie first foor. wffi: Agnih, fire ; Parasurama. e,* Eye, oely.

**P> Yadyapi, if. tip} Agnau, in the fire ; in Parasarama. *y Bahu,

many. Ira, like. SWfWplft Abhyadadhati, throws, f Ha. s) Vai,

indeed. G$ Sftrwm, all. Eva, only. Tat, that. dffRi Samdahati,
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barns. «"j Evam, similarly. <&fk* Evamvit, the knower of this ; whoever
knows that the first foot of the Gayatri is Agni. Hfrfq Yadyapi, if. lj
Bahn, many, Iva, like, qnf Papam, sin. Kurute, commits. s^r

Tat, that
;
that sin. qgf Sarvam, all. 1«f Eva, certainly, tfonq Saunpsaya,

consuming, g^i 6uddhah, clean, <ja: Putah, pure. «m- Ajarah, without
decay. «T^7: Amritah, immortal. Rtrcfft Sainbhavati, becomes, ijbj Eva,

certainly.

9. It was, indeed, that Janaka, the king of the Videhas,

asked Budila, the son of Asvatarasva, "It is very strange, that

thou callest thyself the knower of the Gayatri
; why then being

a fool (like an elepant) dost thou carry (the burden of sin of

accepting gifts)? " " Oh, sovereign, I did not know (the presiding

deity) Her mouth," replied Budila. Fire is her mouth. If a

large quantity (of fuel) is put in fire, it burns the whole of it
;

similarly, if the knower of the Gayatri commits a great amount

of sin, he consuming all of the sin, becomes clean and pure,

and is without decay and immortal.—358.

Here ends the fourteenth Brdhmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The Lord Purasottama, who is in the Rigveda, in the Yajnrveda,

and in the Samaveda, is spoken of by the second foot of the Gayatri

mantra; while by the first foot of the same, He is denoted as dwelling in

the earth, in the middle rogion, and in the heaven-world. By the third

foot of the Gayatri is spoken of the Lord, who is in Vayu (in Pr&ga,

Apana, etc). The fourth foot of the Gayatri is the Pranava ( STH9), Otu

( aff ). The Lord Bhagavan, who is in (Sri dwelling in) the orb of the suu.

is the subject of the fourth f jot of the Gayatri. It is to bo understood

that He dwells there in the goddess Rama, whose nature is that of Sattva.

She is the sentient Prakriti, and is called also •' rajas. " The Lord who
is there, is superior to and beyond this sentient Prakriti or " rajas. "

This Prakriti is called in the Yedas Rajas," because she gives pleasure

or delight to all living beings. The Lord is, therefore, called Parorajts,

the one who is beyond the Chetaua Prakriti. When a man knows this

Lord, he gets permanent mastery over all the worlds, all the Vedas and

over all the living beings ; and he gets fame and prosperity as well. The

only person fit for worshipping this Gayatri is the four-faood Brahma

Virificha. Therefore, it is that Brahma alone can f ally worship her and

get the fruits thereof in fall. Other people worship her partly, accord*
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ing to their capacities, and partial is the result they derive from such

worship. Should a Dvija ( fgrsf ) acquire capacity for worshipping the

Gayacri, he shall not be as fit as Virificha is ; and, therefore, all the

fruits are enjoyed by the Virificha alone.

A twice-born person is certainly not unfit to meditate on the Lord

by means of the Gayatri. Though he is fit (Yogya), yet he is not the

highest fit person, for there is no fit person, in the highest sense of the

word, to worship Gayatri, except Brahma; because to Brahma alone

belongs the full and complete reward of such meditation ; others get only

partial result.

(The author now takes up the sentence gtfq" jr?f?f q^ qfamq ijq aqfei).

The construction of this sentence is this:—Yah Parorajas Tapati Sa
Turiya-padona Praaavena Padyate. It means He who is called Parorajas

shines there, He is to be obtained through the fourth foot of the Gayatri,

namely, through Pranava. Though the word Tui-iyam is separated

from the word Padam, by the word D^rsatam, yet Padam should be read

with Turiyam, as if Darsatatn did not exist. The words Dadrisa-Iva are

equivalent to Drista-Iva, meaning " as if seen. " The Lt J Visnu, who is

in the disc of the sun, is as if seen ; so He may be called to be seen.

And because people can see the disc of the sun consisting of his rays, so

it is figuratively said that Visnu is seen (though, as a matter of fact, He
is not actually seen). To the same effeot is the following extract from the

Traividya :—The Lord Visnu, residing in the orb of the sun, is there, as if

standing visible before the sights of all, because every one sees the

sphere of light, when the sun rises (and the Lord Visnu is within this

sphere).

(The author now explains the words—sr^ gif tq*3f sq*f qfr aqfar I

The Commentator also explains why the Lord is called Paro-rajah:—

)

• The words Sarvam-rajas mean the entire Prakriti. Those that ar«

versed in the Vedas, called the Prakriti, by the term, the Rajas,. the

giver of dolight, because it is she who is the sole cause of delight of

all beings, and the Lord Visnu is superior to her even
;
therefore, He is

called Parorajas, " the one beyond the Rajas."

(The Commentator now explains the sentence in the fourth mantra—
*hl i\TW&KI SRTft *3ifa nfgfisat. He explains what is the

denotation of the word Gayatri here :—

)

The chief presiding deity of Gayatri is Sri ; whilst Brahmani, who

depends on Brahma, being his consort, is not the chief deity of Gayatri,
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Brahma, again, depends on Srt, the chief deity of the GAyatri, and she

depends on the Parorajas, the Lord beyond the Rajas. This is also

in the same.

(H8l aW??^ fffirf«55f—These words are explained by others as mean-
ing " that this fourth foot rests on the Satyam." This is, however, wrong,

for the " Turiyam Padain" is independent of everything, and does not

rest on any one. Moreover, the words " Tad Vai Tat " do not allude,

and cannot allude, to this Turiyam Padam. The Commentator, therefore,

explains these words :—

)

The word Stat in the Mantra (Tadvai tat satye pratisthitam) has

been used for Jagat, ' the world.' This can be known from the context,

for, it refers to the" world," spoken of previously in the Mantra (Bhutnir-

antariksam dyau, etc).

(In this Mantra occur the words " Chaksur Vai Satyatn." The word

Chaksur does not denote the physical " eye," nor its raacrocosmic

counterpart, the sun ; for the sun has already been mentioned along with

Antariksa, etc.; but it means the presiding deity of the solar orb.

Therefore, the Commentator says, on the authority of PrakasWka :—

)

Verily, this world depends on Chaksus namely, on the presiding

deity of the sun, called Virat, or otherwise Sesa. Both Vir.lt and !§esa

denote one and the same being. The deity Sesa in his turn rests on

Vayu, because he is stronger in power then Sesa. This Vayu, called

Balatn, or " the strong one," is said also to be Satyatn. The Satyatn is the

name of the chief Vayu. It is composed of two words, " Sat" and Yam.
'« Sat" means the Good one, he who is free from all faults. Yam means
*• to (To," " to enter." He, in whom the " Sat " goes or enters, is called

Satyatn. Since the Lord Hari is well-known to enter or go into Vayu,

therefore, the Vayu is called Satyam, or " the Temple of the Good." This

V'iyu, " the Temple of the Good," in his turn, rests on the goddess

Gayatri, namely, the Goddess Sri. In her turn, this chief Gayatri or Sri

rests in the Lord Hari, who is the presiding Over-Lord of all Atmans or

Selves. In this Supreme Atman is refuged the Supreme Gayatri or the

Goddess Sri.

(The srnti next explains why she is called Gayatri :—

)

She is called Gayatri, because she protects all the PrAnas. The
word ' Gay a ' means life or Prana, and Tri means protect, She, who pro*

tects all the Prftnas, is called Gayatri,
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(The Commentator now explains the words tWTtt *m»' mfafft WW:—).

Gayatri is also called Savitri, and they both are the names of the Parorajah,

Visnu, behind the Prakriti. The name Savitri itself speaks that she is the

Lord Janardana, for, He is called Savitri ( 9p9$ ), the Progenitor of all.

And Savitri is she who depends on the Savitri, the Progenitor. The sun is

also called Savitri, bat it is because he is the symbol of the Lord Savitri,

the Great Progenitor. It is the custom that the symbol also passes by the

name of what it is the symbol of.

Savitrt who has derived her name from Savitri, the Great Progenitor

Visnu, protects the Pranas of Brahma, who has also derived his name from

the Brahman, the Great Lord Visnu. Brahma is certainly the son of

Savitri (when ho is the son of the Savitri, the Great Progenitor) ; whilst

other beings are the sons of Brahma. The Rik mantra, containing the word

£3ftiT (vrinfmn), (i c„ the ST^J^ Anustup) certainly speaks of the same

thing as does the Gayatri ; but that mantra (the Annstnp mantra) cannot

be the symbol or substitute of the Gayatri. Those that know the mouth

(the first foot) of the Gayatri mantra, are fitf or holding such a high position

as that of Virificha. They are not subject to any sort of sin derived

from the acceptance of gifts. Those that know only the one foot of the

Gayatri, cannot derive perfect pleasure from the acceptance of gifts,

A man may be accepted to complete the result of the knowledge of the

feet of the Gayatri, only when he has acquired the knowledge of the worlds

from the Lord Visnu, spoken of in the first foot of the Gayatri, when he has

acquired the knowledge of the three Vedas spoken of in the second foot,

and when he hasacqnired the knowledge of the births of various Virifichas

in all the beings spoken of in the third foot. The fourth foot of the Lord
Bhagavan, of which the Pranava is the only mantra, is all-pervading Lord
Vasudeva. That foot cannot be obtained by anybody. The three feet

of the Gayatri speak of Aniruddha. Pradynmna and Sankarsana res-

pectively. Brahma alone may get to Vasudeva, when he gets Mukti ; but

nobody else can. Aniruddha presides in the worlds (spoken of in the first

foot), Pradyumna presides in the Vedas (spoken of in the second foot) and
Sankarsana presides in Vayu (spoken of in the third foot). On pervading

(comprehending) these three and with the strength of the knowledge of

the Gayatri and strong with the strength of Pranava ( wf )and seeing the

Lord Vasudeva, Brahma gets Mukti ; but he never pervades (comprehends)

the Lord Vasudeva ; the reason why he cannot pervade (comprehend) the

Lord Vasudeva, is that the Lord is infinite. The Lord, who is in the orb

of the sun, is beyond Prakriti ofthe three colours,— red, white and black
;

and externally He is beyond Prakriti, consisting of the three gagas

( gmti )—Sattva, Kajah and Tatnah Therefore, Hois called Parorajah
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( ifasn ), the Lord on the other side of the Prakriti. It has been said in the

Prak&sika also that " completely incapable of being pervaded (wholly

incomprehensible) is the Lord Vftsudeva, when even Brahma himself

cannot pervade or comprehend Him." The words HIVH (Tftvat) and

<$m<t (Etavat) in the mantra meaning " So much and this much, " have

been used in order to express an idea of perfect comprehension or

grasping, just as we do wholly grasp anything in onr hand. The Gayatrt

has within her eight Aksaras ( w$lTTi ) or vowels. With the Pranava nun,

there are four varieties of Gayatri. Beginning with A «r and endin'g in

AtiSflnta wfetwttT i.e., W (A), 3 (TJ), IT (Ma), JTT^ (Nftda), faj*J (Vindu), tf*

(Ghosa), flhl (Santa) and vtfoafcr (Atisftnta), the Pranava «t is the Gayatri

of one foot. When the Pranava «if is added before each foot of the

Gayatri mantra, she is called f^ltf (Dvipadi, of two feet). The Gayatri

is Tripadi fs<T<fl or of three feet, when the three feet of the mantra itself

are taken into consideration. When the Pranava %ft is added to the

mantra, she is called chatnfpadi ^$J«73ft or of four feet. She is not com-

prehended or fully known by anybody else, except Brahma, and, there-

fore, she is called Apadi snrcft or the incomprehensible. Thus worshipped,

does the Gayatri fulfil one's desires, or does not fulfil the desires of his

enemies. At the time of worshipping the Gayatri, the worshipper should

have such feelings in his mind—" Let not this man get this thing, or let

this thing, be abundant for this man. " If a man wishes to have his

own desires fulfilled, he should worship with this idea prevailing in his

mind—" May I get that thing. " Then Gayatri will certainly fulfil his

desires. When the Lord Purusottama is worshipped with the Gayatri

mantra by Brahma, He gives him the Brahinapada tTtPt^ and Mukti,

according to his capacity. He also gives him liberation from all sorts

of sins, specially of the sins arising from the acceptance of gifts. If

others worship Him with the Gayatri, He gives them Mukti, according to

their respective capacities. It should be said here that the Lord Vis,nu

presides in the month (first foot) of the Gayatri. The Lord, who is always

in the fire, is Visnu, and He passes by the name of Agni, which means
Agrani ( vmoft ) or the lead*** and He is, therefore, the superior. When
the Lord Hari, who presides in the mouth of the Gayatri, is known, it is

then that the knowledge of the Gayatri bears fruit, otherwise the

knowledge does not bear complete fruit. One should try his best to know
the Lord, who presides at the mouth of the Gayatri. Then it is, when He
has been known, that He removes all the sins, just as He burns all thing!

residing inside tire. It has been said in the Gayatri samhita—" Rama,

the axe-holder, is eternal bliss, and is of the colour of fire."

ffere ends the Bhdaya on the fourteenth Brdhmanam,
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Fifteenth Brahmanam.

mantha V. 15. 1.

fifWl'fol Hiranmayena, gold-like ; luminous. Irani Patrena, by the

disc of the sun. It consists of two words—ir (P4) and 9 (Tra); qf (Pa) means

the drinker of water and * (Tra) means the Protector or saviour of the world

from darkness. The sun is called im (PAtra), because he sucks up water

and removes darkness from the earth. Satyasaya, of the Truth ; of

one possessing the quality sat. Jpsf Mukham, face. Here the word has

been used for the whole body. wfafirg Apihitam, covered ; Hid. g^,
Pusan, oh Pusan ; the one who is full in all the qualities. & Tvam, thou.

WW^Im Satyadharmaya, for me, who is given to the meditation on Satya.

Dristaye, for seeing ; so that I may see Thee. S«r5t Tat, that ;
thy body.

Apavrinn, uncover; unveil.

i. The entrance to the True is covered by a shining

disk; that (disk) do thou, O Pusan, remove, for me, who is

devoted to the True, that I may see Thee.—359.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The phrase " By the golden disc " means by " the solar orb." The

phrase, " Of the true, " denotes " of Visnu." By this solar photosphere

is constantly hidden the body of the Lord. Pusan, the Full Lord Visnu,

reveals that form Himself to His devotees, called here Satya-dharmas, the

Lover of the True.

Note.—The word hiranmaja " like a golden, ''/.*., full of light, effulgent. The woicl patia

means (hat which drinks (pi) the water and saves (tia) the world. Therefore, the whole

phrase hiranmayena patrena means " by the solar disk," which is refulgent as gold, and

which saves the world by evaporating waters and raining them back. The word satyasya

means, of Him who is full of ftff of good qualities. He is iiiMde the solai orb, and His body

is covered by the solar disk. O l'usan, lemnvu the veil from Thy face, that I may see Thee.

I, who am a Satya-dharma, who constantly meditate on Thee, the Satya.

MANTRA V. 15.2.

Pusan, Oh, Pusan ; the one full in all the qualities, ijajnf Ekarse,

Oh, thou possessing knowledge about all things. «w Yaoia, Oh, thou
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governor of all. Sfirya, Oh, sun ; Oh the acceptor of water.

Prajapatya, Oh, thou who art known only by Prajapati. Tqfjft^ Rasmin,

the raya
;
my consciousness of Self, s«J£ Vyuha, stretch

; enlarge. far:

Tejah, brightness ; the knowledge of external things, wyj Samuha,

stretch
;
enlarge, Yat, that. % Te, thy. $53n!Itnf Kaly&natamaui, most

auspicious, ^nf Rupam, form. ?f«| Tat, that. % Te, through thy favour.

TSflTftr Pasyami, (1) may see.

2. O All-full, O Sole-wise, O All-judge, O Goal of the

Wise, O the Lord of Prajapati, expand my knowledge of the

self, and increase my knowledge of the non-self, so that, through

Thy grace, I may see that form of Thine which is the most

auspicious.—360.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The word Ekarse means, 0 thou, who art principally (eka). all know-

ledge and wisdom (Risi). The word ekarsi is thus the name of Visnu.

Hari is culled Yaina, because He controls and punishes all. He is the

Great Judge. He is called Surya, because He is the G-oal <>f the wise

(sftris). Ho is called Prajapatya, because He is specially the Gyal of

Hiraiiyagarbha Prajapati.

/Wir.—The lainiin .mil tejas have 110 reference to the rajs of the sun and his heat

and light rays. For no amount of enhancing of the light and heat rays of the sun will give

one the divine vision. Therefore, rasmin is translated as "knowledge of the self
—

"

expansion of rasmin mean* the expansion of consciousness. While the expansion of tejas

means controlling the non self, getting more and more power over the forces of nature.

In short, it is a prayer for Ihe expansion of one's consciousness and the growth and purifi-

cation of one's vehicles. When the rasmin and the tejas, the consciousness and the

vehicles of consciousness, are fully developed, then there is the possibility of Good-vision.

MANTRA V. 15. 3.

*t&t Asau, that. 3^: Purusah, the I'm-Usa. qt Yah, who. w&r

Aaau, in Pran.a. ft: Sah, he. Aham, the unavoidable, wfw Asmi,

Prana and, therefore, capable of being measured. This word consists of

two words—w^r (As), meaning WfJ (Asa), the Prana, and fk (Mi), meaning

ifif (Meya), capable of being measured. Complete the sentence by if* (NPIlfit

(Tainch'a PasyAmi)—so that I may see him also, Atha, if
;
though,

Idam.this; the body. Bhastnitutam, such as ends in. ashes.
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%t&& Anilain, dependent on the Lord. «T(A), Visnu. This word consists

of two words—W (A) meaning the Lord Visnu and fh® (Nila) meaning

support. Therefore, the word means, He whose support is the Lord Visnu.

H3>' Vajuh, the Prana. «T9<t Araritatn, deathless; nectar- like.

3. That yonder person who dwells in Asu (Life), is

known by the name of Aham, " I " {i.e., the Supreme) and

Asmi, " I am " (i.e., the only standard of existence).

Though this body be reduced to ashes, the Indwelling

Spirit, the Lord, does not die ; He is immortal : nor does the

Jiva die. For the Vayu has become immortal, because Brahman
dwells in him (why should not then the jiva be immortal

in which also the Lord dwells?).—361.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

He is called Aliatn, because He is not discardable (aheya). In

other words, "Aham" means "the Supreme." He is called "Asmi," because

He dwells in all beings, and thus He is the measure (ma) of their existence

(as)—(their existence or be-ness depends upon His being in them. He is

the standard of their existence). But Hari, the Supreme Lord, is apart

from all His devotees (jivas), though ensouling all.

Note.—Though the words aham and asmi arc used in the Maiitia, and ordinarily they

would mean " I am He, " le-,t one -hould f.ill into this trior of identifying himself with tht

Lord, the author says ^jf JJ a3«fi%):^T: sqfaftrK: ^tff?; "Hali the Supreme, is quite

separate from all jivas, however devoted they may be to Him. In vctasy one may tjxclaim, " I am

He "—but as a truth, the j!va can never become He."

Of the two 8Wf in the above verse, one is a pronoun nominative

singular of adas, and means, 'that,' the other sr&r is the locative singular

of the noun wg meaning 'life,' i.e., in the life.

Note.—The meaning of the velse is that the well-known person who resides in the

l'rJna, also dwells in His devotees as aham and asmi, i.e., He is the very " I " and the vety

"I am" of the devotee*. He is I'usan, etc., and is then called by the name of I'usan,

Yama, Ekai ji, &c. He, though in all these, is one alone, and does not become differentiated,

owing to the differences of betngs, in whom He lesidcs.

The Brahman is one in all.

Because the Supreme Lord is in Vayu so Vayu has become an

Immortal, (how great must He be whose very presence makes others im-

mortal)—how great must be the Immortality of the Supreme, then ? The

word anilah is compounded of two words A, meaning Brahman, and nilaya-

nam, abode. The Vayu is called Anilain, because he is the abode of

Brahman (Brahma«dhama) : or because he is supported by Brahman.
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Note.— It has been said before that the Supreme Lord, dwelling in the ji\a, is eternal

existence and of most auspicious form. A doubt arises : when the man dies and his body
is reduced to ashes, what becomes of the Lord ? Does he also die, like the jiva ? This
verse removes the doubt. Though this body is reduced to ashes, yet the Supreme Lord
within it is not tainted with the faults of dying, &c. Why ? Anilam, etc. When Vayu,
by merely taking refuge in Brahman, has become an Immortal, how can that Brahman,
the giver of Immortality to others, be Himself subject to death ? But how is Vlyu im-

mortal ? This is answered by Sri Madhva, by a quotation.

Vayu is called Immortal, because His knowledge does not get obs-

cured even in the Pralaya. (In the case of other jivas, there is an
obscuration of consciousness in the Pralaya),

A'ote.—The knowledge here lefers to the functional knowledge obtained through

the vrittis or modifications of the vehicles. Such functional knowledge or Vfitti-Jnina

persists in the case of Vayu alone in Prala>a. In the case of other jivas, they cease to

function then. The functional knowledge of Bharali also remains unaffected by Pralaya.

VSyu and Bhirati also go to sleep, but they are not completely unconscious : they dream.

Their functional knowledge in the Pralaya is something like our dreams: i.e. , their Manas

remains active, though their external functioning ceases, while in the cane of other jiva*,

there is total unconsciousness in Pialaya, something like deep sleep.

Vor thus says Rama Samhita :
—" The Lord Himself is the Chief

Immortal (others are immortal in a secondary sense only.) "

The Supreme Self is alone the Eternal, with his Nada (or voice ever

vibrating through the eternities of the Pralaya),

Note.—The word Immortal is primarily applied to the Lord alone, for two reasons,

that His body never falls oft : and His knowledge never gets obscured. Even the highest

jivas, like Viyu, lose theii bodies at the Pralaya, and there takes place some diminution

in their knowledge. They cannot carry their consciousness intact through the Great

Pralayic sleep. The wold gSTRCT is another form of flffr^JI " Along with Nada, whose Nada

constantly vibrates."

Some take this verse as a prayer of the dying man ;
asking that his

vital breath should leave his body and that the latter should be reduced

to ashes, and that the vital breath should join the eternal. This explana-

tion is open to the objection that a thins? which is inevitable is never

prayed for ; and the reduction of the body to ashos is inevitable, and so

there is no need for praying that it should be reduced, to ashes. The real

sense of the verse, which is not a prayer, but a statement of fact, is that

when Vayu has become immortal, by the mere indwelling of the Lord in

him, a, fortiori the Lord must be immortal ; and His immortality is beyond

all question.

But, says an objector, the verse has two words only, " Vayu " and

"amritam." It does not say " in the Vayu there is the Lord, and so the

Vayu is immortal." How do you read all this meaning into it ? To this,
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it is answered, that the word anilam suggests the above explanation. This

word literally means " that whose support or refuge is Brahman, called

The Vayu is called anila, because he has the Lord for this Refuge.

mantra V. 15. 4.

#» * m$tW SkTS? W a&TW$rT* WCM» U

%ft Om, Oh, thou, whose symbol is Om. Or.it may mean, Oh, thou,

that has the qualities, such as immortality, &c. g>?fi Krato, Oh, thou, of

the form of pure knowledge. Smara, remember me ; do remember that I

worship Thee. fffl Kritam, the deeds ; the worship and meditation, &c,
that I did. Smara, do remember, so that Thou mayest be favourably

disposed towards me. H5%T Krato, Oh, thou of the form of pure knowledge,

fnt Smara, remember me ; do remember that I may remember Thee. fRf

Kritam, the deeds ; the worship and meditation that I did. 4ft Smara,

do remember so that Thou mayest be favourably disposed towards me.

4. Om ! Oh, thou, of the form of pure knowledge, do
remember (me) ; do remember my deeds

;
Oh, thou, of the

form of pure knowledge, forget me not, do not forget what

I did for winning Thy favour.—362.

[It may also mean :—0, All-pervading Creator, remember me. Have
mercy on me. 0, Soul, remember thy duty.]

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

In the Krahma-Tarka it is declared :
—" The phrase, 'O Vi^nn,

remember Thy devotees,' means have mercy on Thy devotees : for,

memory in reference to the Omniscient Lord, has no meaning. He
always remembers or rather knows everything: for past, present and future

are one to Him: His knowledge is Eternal. Therefore, "remember" is not

to be taken here in its literal sense, but in the sense of " Have compassion

upon Thy devotee."

Note.—When a thing pusses nut of perception, then arises the memory of it from the

impressions left by the object on the mind. In the case of the Lord, no object can ever

vanish out of Hit. pel ception—in fait, all objects owe their be-ness to His perception of it.

So the Lord has no Memoiy, but Eternal perception and cognition: for the esssential

ntituiu of the Lord is eternal knowledge. This portion of the verse is a prayer to the

Lord, symbolised as Om, to have compassion on His worshippei. Not only must one pray

for mercy, but should never forget his own duty. Both are necessary—pm forming dili-

gently one's duty and playing foi the mciiy of the Lord.

MANTRA V. 15. 5.
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Wsfr Agne, Oh, thou, whose symbol is the fire
;

or, it may mean, Oh,

thou, first leader or animator of our body. The contracted form of Mjraft

(Agrani). Asm&n, us. fg<W Supathft, by a good road; by the

way called srfy (Archi), &c. Rave, for wealth; for the wealth of

Moksa. Naya, lead; guide. Devatn, Oh Lord, fW^lfir Visvani,

all. ^g^rf^f Vayunani, our knowledge ; the range of our knowledge.

f%5r^ Vidvftn, since thou knowest. ^5?l1^ Jnhuranam, contracting.

<5«T: Enah, sin. sr?Hl*I Asmat, from us. gtftfo Yuyodhi, take away;

separate. # Te, to thee. Jjf^Bt Bliuyisthsm, great
;
good many. «r*r afij}

Nama nktim, the word namah ; the word of salutation, favfrf Vidhema,
shall say

;
(we) shall repeat.

5. O Agni, lead us by that Path (from which there is

no going back), the good Path, in order that we may get

the treasure of Salvation. O God, Thou knowest all our

efforts for salvation. Remove from us the degrading sin.

We offer Thee salutations, over and over again.— 363.

Here ends the fifteenth Brdhmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

The word ( ) vayunam means « knowledge. ' The word is used

in this sense in the following line, addressed by Dhruva to the Lord, in

the Bhagvata PurAna—tvad dattaya vayunaya idam achasta visvam

—

"This all is energised by the knowledge given by Thee."

The word " asman," ' us ' should be repeated after Jnhuranam. This

last word does not mean crooked, but degrading, making small. ^JJU^m
<£T: means the sin that degrades us, makes us small. The verbs g^ftfa

is imperative second person of the root yuyu, meaning to separate.

Separate from us our sins, which degrade us and throw us back into

Samsara. As says the Skanda Pur.ina:—"Remove from us that sin which

makes us look very small (i.e., causes re birth), and be thou oar Leader to

make us acquire the treasure of salvation—thus prayed the Monarch
Mana to Lord Yajfta,

"
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Note.—This shows that the Lord can forgive sinsi and give salvation, in spite of all

karmas. This is a prayer for Moksa, after one has obtained Saksatkara.

The Almighty Hari sees the world hiding His face behind the orb

of the sun, called Patra ( qi* ). The disc nf the sun is called Patra by

the wise, because the sun socks tip water from the earth and keeps the

world from darkness. The Lord Visnu is called Pusan, the Pall, because

He is full in all the qualities. He unveils His face only to him, who is

devoted only to him, but to nobody else. The Lord Hari is called Bkarisi

( <{«1tfa ), because there is none whose knowledge is as His. He is called

Yama ( «W ), because He governs all ; because He accepts water, so He is

called Sflryn. He is Prajapatya ( STOITOl ), because He is known by

Praj&pati or Brahma alone. The Purusa, who is in Prana, is the Lord

Aham,— the unavoidable—because no one can avoid being conscious of

Him, as long as his consciousness lasts. The Lord is called Astni ( arftff ),

because He is Asu
( «g ) or Prana, and at the same time Mi ( fil ) or Meya

( ifa ), measurable. The Lord Visnu is called A ( « ), the Pure; because

there is no touoh of impurity in Him. Vayu is called Anila ( $rf?l9 ),

because the Lord A ( «? ), Visnu, is His Nila ( fas? ) or support, i.e.,

he depends on the Lord Visnu for his existence. Vayu is also Amrita,

Deathless or immortal. When Vayu is Amrita, simply because he

depends on the Lord Visnu for his existence, it is' useless to say of the

Amritatva or immortality of the Lord Visiju. The Lord Janardana is

called Kratu
( Hig ), because He is All-knowledge. He is called Agni,

because He is the leader or animator of the limbs of the animals. The

Lord has been called Vayun&ni Vidvan
(
^gsflfij fayt^ ) (

the knower of

onr knowledges, because He is the best of all that have knowledge or

who can know.

Here ends the Bhdsya on the fifteenth Brdhmanam.

Here, ends the Fifth Adhy&ya.



SIXTH ADHYAYA.
Firts Brahmanam.

mantra vi. 1. 1

«r: Yah," whoever. s^«£ Jyestham, the oldest. ^ Oha, and. sta?

Srestham, the best, g Cha, and. ^ Veda, knows. ^ Vai, indeed. ^
Ha. ^rat Svanata, among his peers. 5^: Jyesthah, senior. * Oha, and.

Sresthah, of highest position. 9 Cha, and. «T7% Bhavati, becomes.

Wit: Pr&nah, prana. ^ Vai. Jyesthah, the oldest (in years). %
Cha, and. £g: Sresthah, the best in quality. <3 Cha, and. <st Api
cha, moreover ; even in Mukti. 1: Yah, who. cpf Evam, this. %?[ Veda,
knows, itat Yesam, among whom. S*JJff% Bubhusati, desires to be.

44Mi Svanam, among his peers. Jyesthah, the oldest. *r Cha, and.

sfrg: Sresthah, the best. ^ Cha, and. H^fer Bhavati, becomes.

i. He who knows verily the oldest and the best, be-

comes himself the oldest and best among his peer's. Prana

is, indeed, the oldest and the best (one). He who knows this

becomes, even in Mukti, the oldest and the best among his

peers whom he longs for.—-364.

MANTBA VI. 1. 2.

f I etfa^i srfas: *srutf toto

srf%^T srf%^: *5H?ri ^srrsrfq ^*ri smfa *t to

«T: Yah, who. ^ Vai, indeed. <tfegf VasisthAm, th» best of the

dwellers. Veda, knows. WRt Svanam, among his own people. •

Vasisthah, the best dweller. »mf?r Bhavati, becomes, * Ha. VAk,

86
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speech
;
Agrii, 'the presiding deity of speech. $ Vai, indeed. 9%BT

Vasistha, the best dweller. «tf<fa Api cha, and ; even in Mukti. m Yah,

who. i$?f Evara, this. ^ Veda, knows, ifat Yesara, among whom. 5»5»Rr

Bubhfisati, desires to be. fWlt Svanam, among his peers, qfag:

Vasisthah, the best dweller. »T*fir Bhavati, becomes.

2. He who verily knows the best of the dwellers, becomes

himself the best of the residents among his own people.

Vak or speech, indeed, is the best of the dwellers. He who
knows this becomesi even in Mukti, the best dweller among his

kinsmen whom he desires.—365.

MANTEA VI. 1. 3.

<§i| ^i$r9 ufinsT ^sj^t ff ^ <§5f xrf^m^fir

«j: Yah, who. t Vai, indeed, srfagt Pratibtharn, the firm support or

firm rest. Veda, knows, ml Same, on level ground, srfafa^ffc

Pratitisthati, stands firmly, gff Dnrge, in high places, difficult of access;

in heaven, etc. srfofagfo Pratitisthati, stands firmly. £ Ha. *§j:

Ohaksuh, the eye ; the sun is the presiding deity of the eye. § Vai,

indeed. srf*?r Pratistha, the firm standing place. ffc Hi, because. Vf^T
Chiksnsa, by the help of the eye. tift Same, on level ground. <q Oha,

and. jif « Durgecha, in high inaccessible places also, jrfafogfa Prati-

tisthati, stands firm. «l» Yah, who. <^ Bvam, this. t<? Veda, knows, afc

Same, on the level ground, srfcfftsfo Pratitisthati, stands firm, jrf

Ourge, in high inaccessible places, srfafrrefif Pratitisthati, stands firm.

3. He who knows the firm Stay, stands firmly on the

level ground, and stands firmly in high inaccessible places.

The eye is, indeed, the firm standing place. With the help

of the eye one stands firm on level ground and on high

inaccessible places. He who knows this stands firm on level

ground and stands firm in inaccessible places.—366.

MANTUA VI. 1. 4.

^1 f % §*5 *«*>freft sr sbw CTtrati
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q: Yah, who. «r Vai, indeed. Sarapadam, wealth ; the wealth

in the form of the knowledge of the Vedas. Veda, knows, f Ha. «f

Yam, whoever, ssirf K&mam, the object of desires. OTOT^ K&mayate,

wishes for. Asraai, to him. ?fqu^ Sainpadyate, comes, f Ha. sfaf

^rotram, the ear ; Indra, the presiding deity of the ear. $ Vai, indeed,

fftcl Sampat, wealth, ffc Hi, because. zMt Srotre, in the ear. ^ Ime,

these. Sarve, all. kV l Vedah, the Vedas. wfatfwi: Abhisaiupannah,

are treasured. «»: Yah, who. E vain, this. Veda, knows, ?f Yam,
whatever. «nf Kamaiu, the object of desire. $TH1% KAmayate, wishes

for. wft Asmai, to him. ;fofl% Sainpadyate, comes. £ Ha.

4. Whoever knows the sampat,—the sole cause of the

knowlege of the Vedas,—to him comes, indeed, the object,

which he wishes for. The ear is, indeed, the cause of the

knowledge of the Vedas
; for, in the ear are all these Vedas

treasured. Whoever knows this, to him comes the object

which he wishes for.—367.

MANTRA VI. 1.5.

% $ §" 3n«ra5f ita(racrati* tort Wr^Tsrarf

qi Yah, whoever, f Ha. ^ Vai, truly Ayatanam, the r«fugej the

home. k% Veda, knows. Wit Svanain, of his people. VtNftpf Ayatanam,

the refuge. wfet Bhavati, becomes. 1HT«TT Janan&m, of the other people.

WJ!Pf Ayatanam, the refuge. JTT: Manah, the mind ; the deities Sesa,

Suparna and Kudra. ^Vai, indeed. wr«wf Ayatanam, the refuge. W:

Yah, whoever. V&t Evam, this. k% Veda, knows. WttA Sv'inatn, of his

people. WRPf Ayatanam, the refuge. Wffer Bhavati, becomes. 3PH«rf

Janansim, of the other people, WTCFf Ayatanam, the refuge.

5. Me who truly knows the refuge, becomes a refuge

of his people and a refuge of other people. The mind is f indeed,

the refuge. Whoever knows this, becomes a refuge of his own

and also of other people.—368.
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mantba VI. 1. 6.

m Yah, who. * Ha. t Vai, indeed, srsniflf Prajapatim, the Lord

of creatures. ^ Veda, knows. £ Ha. JT3WT PrajayA, with sons and

descendants. <?3jf*?: Pasubhih, with the animal possessions. Btfliftt

Prajayate, becomes rioh. fo: Retah, somen ; Varuna is the presiding

deity of semen. ^ Vai, indeed, srsnqfa: Prajapatih, the Lord of

creatures, m Yah, who. Bvam, this, Veda, knows, nnm
Prajaya, with sons and descendants, qgfa: Pasubhih, with the animal pos-

sessions. JT3Tri^ Prajayate, becomes rich. 5 Ha.

6. Whoever truly knows the Prajapati, the Lord of

creatures, becomes rich with sons and descendants and with

animal possessions. Semen is, indeed, the Prajapati> [the cause

of generation.] Rich with sons and descendants and animal

possessions, does he become who knows this.—369.

mantba VI. 1.7.

^ Te, those ; the above-mentioned, f Ha. ^ Ime, those. srrQTT:

PrafiAh, PrAna and other gods, srif Aham, I. iSreyase, the best ; the

superior. fe^JTRT: Vivadamanah, disputing. H5T Brahma, to the

Brahman ; to Narayana. 3JTJJ: Jagmuh, went. 5 Ha. ^ Tat, there,

frchuh, (they) said, £ Ha. !f: Nah, among us. ^: Kah, which, wfas:

Vasisthah, the best ; the superior. 5% Iti. ^ Tat, the Brahman.

Uvacha, said, f Ha. 5: Vah, amongst you all. qfepj Yasmin, which-

ever. arwt# Utkrante, going out. %g Idam, this. qrftf i§arirarn, the

body ; the body of Brahma, qiqfcn Papiyah, sinful ; dead and impure :

[a corpse]. JJMRfr Manyate, is regarded. ^: Vah, amongst you all. Sah,

he. qftrs: Vasisthah, the best ; the superior. S[RrIti.

7. [Every one amongst] these Prana and other gods,

above-mentioned, once quatrelling, [said] " I am the best." They

went to the Brahman (for decision). There they said, " Which
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of u§ is the best of us ? " The Brahman replied, " He is the
best of you, on whose going out the body is considered impure
(i.e., dead) —370.

MANTRA VI. 1. .8

ert5£ Vak, vak ; the speech. 3^*W Uchchakruma, went away

;

departed, f Ha. m Sa, she ; the speech, Samvatsaraui, the whole
year. JTt«I Prosya, being absent

; having sojourned, snnen Agatya,
coining back. Uvacha, said. ^ Mat, n>e. Kite, without, gfifaif

Jivitum, to live. <s«f Katham, how. Asakata, (you) were able. 5%
Iti. ^ Te, they

; the other gods. 3^: ftchuh, said. 5 Ha. qqr Yatha,
just as. WB&U Akalah, the mute, Vacha, by means of the organ of
speech. W|<*5j: Avadantah, without speaking. sntfsT Pranena, with the
help of the Piana. Jliofas Pranautah, living

;
breathing. S»§j*t Ohaksusa,

by means of the eye. q^jfif: Pas'yantah, seeing. ff&q 3rotrena, by
means of the ear. grinvantah, hearing. *mm Manasa.by means of

the mind. far^ifT: VidvaMisah, knowing
;
thinking. fan Retasa, by means of

semen. HsrrqmiT: Prajayamiinah, generating. 15^ Bvam, in this way.

wsftfirvr Ajtvisma, (we) have lived. fRf Iti. grr?^ Vak, the speech. Jrfq%*T

PraviveSa, got into the body. 5 Ha.

8. Then the (deva of) speech went out, and remaining
absent for a whole year and on coming back, she said, " How
were you able without me ? " They said, " Just as the mute
(live) (though) not speaking by the organ of speech, breathing

with Prana, seeing with the eye, hearing with the ear, thinking

with the mind, generating with semen, so have we lived." Then
the (deva of) speech got into the body.—371.

MANTEA VI. 1; 9.
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ii < ii

argf: Chaksuh, the (deva of sight), eye. TOBTtT Uehchakrama, went

out. f Ha. m Tat, that ; the eye. tf«rwtf Satnvatsaram, the whole year,

jftwr Prosy a, being away from the body. awt3t Agatya, coming back.

3in Uvacha, said, Mat, me. 5^% Rite, without. aftfaft* Jivitum, to

live. Katham, how. s?<W3 Asakata, (you) were able. fRl Iti. ^ Te,

they; the other gods. 9^: Ochuh, said, f Ha. qtr Yatha, just as. tfw.

Andhah, the blind, vrastfa: Apasyantah, though not seeing. ^§J*T

Chaksusa, by means of the eye. smifa Pr&nena, with the help of the Prana.

srfufa: Pranantah, living
;
breathing. Vadantah, speaking.

Viicha, by means of the organ of speech, sftifaj Srotrena, by means of

the ear. 3J*4Ht Srinvantah, hearing, iprcn Manasa, by means of the

mind, ftgfa: VidvAAsah, knowing
; thinking. fclWT Retasa, by means

of semen. sranqfTftlT: Prajayamanah, generating. itf Evam, in this way.

WiftfiniT Ajivisma, (we) have lived. Iti. Chaksuh, the oye. ffftt^

Pravivesa, got into the body. 5 Ha.

9. Then (the deva of) sight went out. On being away
(from the body) for a whole year and on coming back, he said,

" How were you able to live without me? " They said, " Just as

the blind (live) (though) not seeing by the organ of the eye,

breathing with Prana, speaking by the organ of speech, hearing

with the ear, thinking with the mind, generating with semen ; so

have we lived." Then (the deva of) sight got into the body.—372.

MANTRA VI. I. 10.

«H Srotram, the (deva of hearing) ear. Uehchakrama, went
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out. Ha. W| Tat, that ; the ear. Samvatsaram, the.whole year.

lft«l Prosya, being away from the body. WHTW Agatya, coming back,

awfa TJvacha, said. Mat, me. Rite, without, sftfatf Jivitnin, to

Jive. qrf Katham, how. Aiakaca, (yon) were able, fffc Iti. ^ Te,

they ; the other gods. IJcbuh, said, f Ha. tptt Yatha, just as.

*f*Wl: Badhir&h, the deaf. aotmfat Asrinvantnh, though not hearing.

%ft$<9 Srotrena, by means of the ear. sno}sf Pranena, with the help of the

Prana. JJTofrT: Pranantah, living
;

breathing. SUIT Vaeha, by means of

the organ of speech, sj^r: Vadantah, speaking. ^fpT CliaksusA by

means of the eye. <urcfa: Pasyantah, seeing. Manasa, by means of

the mind faffa: Vidvamsah, knowing
;
thinking. ^a*?T Retasa, by means

of semen. srerwiHT: Prajayamanah, generating, eg Evam, in this way.

anftftw Ajtvifma, (we) have lived. $f?| Iti. *ft?f ^rotrain, the ear. srfeifcr

Pravivesa, got into the body. % Ha.

io. The (deva of) hearing then went out. On being away
(from the body) for a whole year and on coming back, he said,

" How were you able to live without me ? " They said, " Just

as the deaf (live) (though) not hearing by the organ of the ear,

breathing with Prana, speaking by the organ of speech, seeing

with the eye, knowing with the mind, generating with semen ; so

have we lived." Then the (deva of) hearing got into the

body.—373-

MANTRA VI. 1. II.

ii \\ ii

HITS Manah, the (deva of) mind. IWSttt Uchohakr&ma, went oat. f

Ha. Tat, that ; the mind. Sainvatsarara, the whole year. rfta

Prosya, being away from the body. «WIW Agatya, coming back. *mn
TJvacha, said. INI Mat, me. Rite, without, wtft^ Jivituro, to live,

qtf Katham, how. WWRI Asakata, (you) were able, ffir Iti. % Te, they
;

the other gods. 3^t TJchuh, said.
#
r Ha. «HT Yatha, just as. gnff:

Mugdhab, the idiots ;
children of six months. «rffcj[ta: Avidv&msah, not
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knowing, sprat Manas*, by means of the mind, STTotsf Pranena, with the

help of the Pi-Ana. giofa: PrAnantah, living
;
breathing, fmx Vacha, by

means of the organ of speech, q^ff: Vadantah, speaking. agJTt ChaksusA,

by means of the eye. qsfjftn Pasyantah, seeing, aftefqj Srotrena, by
means of the ear. W^Q: Srinvantah, hearing. ^5Wr RetasA, by means of

semen. fl«rra<?Hr: PrajAyamanAh, generating. Evam, in this way.

SRftfa«JT Ajlvisma, (we) have lived, ffflf Iti. Manah, the mind.

srf?(%<T Pravivesa, got into the body. 5 Ha.

ir. The (deva of) mind then went out. On being away

(from the body) for a whole year and on coming back, he

said, " How were you able to live without me ? " They said,

" Just as the idiots (live) (though) not thinking by means of the

mind, breathing withPrana, speaking by the organ of speech, seeing

with the eye, hearing with the ear, generating with semen

;

so have we lived." Then the (deva of) mind got into the

body.—374.

MANTRA VI. 1. 12.

^TiN TSTff^%T 5T5T%STJT^fir^Rf Vtfa§S]l f II ^ II

^¥T: Retah, the seed ; semen. 3W«K"T Uchchakrama, went out. f Ha.

Tat, that ; semen. tf$&(t Samvataaram, the whole year, jftal Prosya,

being away from the body. srrn?«T Agatya, coming back. frvAcha,

said, Mat, me. Rite, without. 3ftfst?f Jivitnm, to live. Katham,

how. Asakata, (you) were able. 5% Iti. ^ Te, they; the other

gods. tichuh, said. 5 Ha. ?r*JT YathA, just as. f^T: KlibAh, the

impotent people, fofff RetasA, by semen. STsrsTTUTHT: AprajAyamAnAh,

not generating. JTmH PrAnena, with the help of the PrAna. Jnofa:

PrAnantah, living
;
breathing. aTO VAchA, by means of the organ of

speech, srafa: Vadantafc, speaking, *J§J^f ChaksusA, by means of the eye>

q^5fi Pasyantah, seeing. gfHta Srotrena, by means of the ear.

Srinvantah, hearing. fl!ffTT Manasa, by means of the mind, fc^fa:

VidvAmsah, knowing; thinking, qtf Bvam. in this way. fnftfcvff

AjtviBraa, (we) have lived, ^f^r Iti; jtm Retah, semen,Vjrf**>T Pravivesa,

got into the body, f Ha. »
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19. (The deva of) the seed then went out. On being away
(from the body) for a whole ydar and on coming back, he said,

" How were you able to live .without me?" They said, " Just

as the impotent people (live) (though) not generating by means
of semen, breathing with Prana, speaking by the organ of speech,

seeing with the eye, hearing with the ear, knowing with the

mind; so have we lived." Then the seed got into the body.—-375.

manrba VI. 1. 13.

«W Atha, then. 1*TT Yatha, just as. qgTggT: Mah&suhayah, a big

and good horse, star Saindhavah, born in Sindhu. Tafhrtf^ Pafrvt-

sasankun, the tether pegs. fff^<l Samvrihet, shakes off. "Jflf Evam, in

this way. tj^ Evaai, just. STTCF: Pr&nah, the chief of the Vayus. Sffl>RT««T*J

TJtkramisyan, when about to go out. Iman, these. stVUVf, Pranan,

the vayus, speech, etc. ?fapT^ Sambabarha, shook off. 5 Ha. § Te,

they ; the speech, etc. fifchuh, said. g Ha. VPW: Bhagavah, Oh
venerable Sir. m Ma, not. ??!ftf : Utkraniih, depart; go away from the

body. ?^ Tvat, thee. Rite, without, sftfetf Jtvitum, to live, si Na,

not. WWHT: iSaksyamah, shall be able. Sjferlti. Tasya, that; who is

superior to you all. ft Me, to ine. sfeij Balira, offering. $93 Kuruta,

give, ^fijr Iti. <WT Tatha, so. %fk Iti.

13. Then the chief Prana, on being ready to go off, shook

off these vayus, just as a noble and good horse, born in the

country of Sindhu, shakes off the tether pegs. '* Do not go

out, Oh venerable Sir," said they, " we shall not, indeed, be

able to live without thee." " Do you then offer oblations to

me," (said the Prana). " So let it be," (said the vayus).—376.

MANTRA VI. I. 14.

87
*
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«T SA, the aforesaid, qre^ V&k, speech. sqra Uv&cha, said, f Ha.

qa Yat, that. «fi^ Aham, I. qfagr Vasistha, the best of the dwellers.

wf^T Asmi, am. aa. Tat, that is because. ttfTvam, thou, qfag: Vasis-

thah, the best of the dwellers. tjfaAsi, art. t Vai, truly, ^fa Iti. qa.

Yat, that. «flf Aham, I. srffrer Pratistha, the firm standing place, sjfljr

Asmi, am. aa. Tat, that is beoause. fw" Tvam, thou. sfaB: Pratisthah,

the firm standing place ; firm footing. ajfa Asi, art. q Vai, truly, gfo

Iti. ,

q§f:
Chaksuh, the eye. qa. Yat, that, Aham, I. a*qq Sampat,

wealth. *lfisT Asmi, am. aa Tat, that is because. ?q* Tvam, thou.

Sampat, wealth. tufa Asi, art. # Vai, truly, jfa Iti. sfta* iSrotram, the

ear. qa Yat, that. a*£ Aham, I. suqatf Ayatanam, the shelter. «tfer

Asmi, am. a^T Tat, that is because. ?q" Tvam, thou. STRaa* Ayatanam, the

shelter. wf?| Asi, art. t Vai, truly. ffa Iti. flq: Manah, the mind, q^T Yat, that.

«njf Aham, I. STSmfa: Prajapatih, the cause for generating. srfW Asmi,

am. a^ Tat, that is because. ?q" Tvam, thou, qsnqfa: Prajapatih, the

cause for generating. *rf?T Asi, art. q Vai, truly, ^fa Iti. fa: Retah,

semen. 3 U, oh. a?q Tasya, of such a nature, ft Me, mine, Kim,
what. «mr* Annam, food, ftp* Kim, what, qig: V&sah, clothes, jfa Iti,

this was said by the Prana. m A, up to ; as far as. *q*q: Svabhyah,
the dogs, w A, up to. |>fq*q: Kfimibhyah, worms, vrt A, up to.

^zqa'ftwr: Kitapatangebhyah, insects and flies. q^Yat, anything, faq
KiBcha, whatever. ^ Idam, this. Supply srwa* Adyate, is eaten, a^
Tat, that, a Te, thy. «*f Annam, food, qr Va, and. vrt: Apah, water

;

the water drunk by them, qwt Vasah, clothes. $fa Iti; so said the

Vayus. q: Yah, whoever. Annasya, of PrA^a.the chief of the
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Vayua. na^r Etat, this. wtf Annatn, food. qtf Evam, in this way.

Veda, knows. sppi Asya, his. aRKtf Anannam, improper food ; pro-

hibited food, sm-f Jagdham, eaten, n Na, not. *jtffc Bhavati, is. # Vai,

truly. 5 Ha. Anannam, prohibited food, qfoj^rf Parigrihltam,

accepted. ?f?r Tat, that. RlS[te: Vidv&msah, the knower. «ftfiwi: Srotriyah,

the scholars of the Vedas. mf^Tttfa: Asisyantah, when about to eat their

food, atrewfcr Achamanti, sip water. Tat, by that, by the sip of water,

itf Etam, this. wf Annam, PrSna; the chief of tho Vayus. VRfif Anagnam,
dressed

; clothed. Kurvantah, making. JT«f& Manyante, think.

eWTI^ Tasmat, therefore. «flf Evam, of this. R»3[R Vidvan, the knower.

vtftrent Asisyan, when about to eat. strerft^ Achamet, should sip water.

srf$T?*T Asitva, after eating. Oha, and. WVlft^ Achamet, should sip

water.

14. That speech said, " I am the best of the dwellers,

it is truly because thou art the best dweller." The eye said,

" I am the firm support, it is truly because thou art the firm

support." The ear said, " I am the wealth, it is truly because

thou art the wealth." The mind said, " I am the shelter, it

is truly because thou art the shelter." The semen said, " I

am the cause of generation, it is truly because thou art the

cause of generation." (The Prana said), " What are» then,

the food and clothes of mine, who is such ? " (They said),

" Anything whatever is eaten (by the beings) up to dogs, up

to worms, up to insects and flies, this is thy food, and water

is thy cloth." No prohibited food is eaten by him, no prohibited

food is accepted by him, who thus knows this to be the food

of this Prana. The Vedic scholars who know this, take a

sip of water when about to eat their food, and take a sip of

water after finishing their eating ; and they think that they are

making thereby this Prana dressed with clothes. Therefore, who
knows this, should take a sip of water just when about to eat,

also should take a sip of water after his eating.—377.

Here ends thojirst Hrdhmanam.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Vayu was tho leader of the Devai, without whom they were all

unable to preserve their existence. The devas quarrelled over their

superiority ;
every one said—" I am superior (to others)." Thus qnar*
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rolling, they went to the Lord Narayana. The Lord said

—

" Amongst

you he must be regarded to be superior on whose departure the

others will not be able to maintain their existence." On hearing this,

all the gods came back. They all went out of the body separately,

one after the other, in order to ascertain which was their chief.

Suparna, Sesa, Rudra, Indra, Surya, &c, went out separately, one after

the other, of the body of Brahma, but the body did not become a

corpse; the rest of the gods remained in the body, even though one

went out of it a time. When Prana was about to go out of the body,

the rest of the gods could not maintain their position there. Brahma

cannot exist without Prana, and Prana cannot exist without Brahma.

They are mutually dependent upon each other; how could then the

rest live without Prana ? Then all the gods admitted that Prana was

their superior.

Here ends the Bhdsya on the first Brdliman&tn.

NOTE.
This Brahmana is almost word for word the same as Chapter V, Khanda I, of the

Chhindogya Upanisad. So Madhva has not commented fully on this Biahmana here,

because he has already done so in his Bhasya of the Chhamlogya UpanUad. For facility

of reference we reproduce that Commentary here.

It is thus said in the Prabhava :
—" He who knows that the Vayu

is the BeBt and the Oldest of all the Devas, becomes, on attaining mukti,

the best and the oldest among his equals."

" He who knows the Vayu as the Best of the Dwellers (Vasistha),

becomes best among those who dwell near Him. He who knows Him as

the firm rest (Pratiftha= stable), stays firmly in any one place that he

may choose to stay in. (That is, he can dwell in any place that he likes,

and dwell there permanently, if so inclined.) Ho who knows Him as

success, gets all successes, and he who knows Him as the home,

gets home."

Thus the Vavn is> the best, the oldest, the most neighbourly, the firmest, the richest and

the Abode of all.

"The Great Vayu Himself is alone the Best, the Oldest, the most

neighbourly, the most firm, the successful, the Abodo. It is through His

grace and, figuratively only, that Agni is called tho most neighbourly, or

that the Sun-god is called the most firm, or that Indra is called the

successful, or that Rudra is called the Abode." Thus it is in the Prabhava.

The Commentator next explains the word pratyaksa in the phrase Ato ha hSma
pratyaksam. The word here does not mean "that which is the object of perception,"
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but that which is in every s«nse (prati+aksa), that which is the real agent in all the sense

activities.

This Prana alone performs all the functions of every sense, by
taking up its residence in them (i.e., it works them from within) : and it

is separate also from every sense. (Even without the help of the separate

sense, Prana alone could have performed all that they do.) But though
He is so able, yet it is His will that He works through the senses

(in adult ordinary beings.) In infants under six months, all the

separate functions of the separate senses are performed by (this Universal

Sense) Prana alone, through the manas : hence there is no memory of

that period.

Mind is unde' Rudu. But in .in infant under six months, Hudia dues not take pos-

session of the mind. Hence all psychic activities are performed dining (hat pciiod by

l'rlnj alone. Consequently, there is no memory, for the ordinary Rudi a- dominated mind

does not enter into those activities.

" Similarly, in the state of Turiya (tho Trance and Releaso) all

perceptions tako place through Prana alone (and not through different

senses.)"

In the state of Mukti, the Seiise-Devas vanish. It is through this Universal Sensory

1'iaru that all sense-functions are then perfoimed. Thus the examples of the infant and

of the Released show, how 1'r.in.i pel forms all sense-functions without the senses. Next

arises the question, since the Rudra-controlled mind is not in Mukti, how does thu man

remember the woi Id experiences in that stale? The organ of memory is not there, but

inemoiy still is active.

" The memory, however, (is retainod) there (in Release) by control-

ling the Prana."

1'iina being the storehouse of all memories, all nlemoiies are lecovered in Mukti

by conti oiling this l'rlna. But how can any one conliol I'ljna, who is the highest Being

in the universe, next lo C3od ? To this, the Commentator answers.

"Tho phrase ' controlling the Piana ' moans getting His grace by

en tiro dovotion to Him. When Prana is thus controlled (i.e., becomes

gracious), the manas is controlled, and consequently, all the senses.

Thus it is irt tho same.

[This explains tho memory of the Muktas : and telergy and other

sense-activities of persons in a state of trance or catalepsy.]

The Prana or Ana (as it is styled in this Upanisad passage) is called

Pratyaksa, beoauso He is iu all tho sense organs. Tho word Pratyak^a

would thus mean the Universal Sensory.

/Vole—In the state of Mukti, the Jiva is in his highest vehicle, called the Svarftpa-

indiiya, all other vehicles drop down before Mukti is reached. This Svarupa indriya is

the body of the Christ or Triina. It is through it that the Trjiia works ; no lower deva»
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can woik through this Svarupa-deha. But the Mukta is one who has obtained the grace

of Prina, and hence through Prina recovers all his memories of past lives.

The Sruti next says that he who knows Prana thus, to him everything is an object of

food—he can eat everything. This is primA facie a paradox, for man can never eat every,

thing. The man, therefore, could not have been refcned to in this &ruti passage.

" Rudra is said to be the only person capable of having the full

knowledge of Pruna principally, therefore, he is the real All-eater : other

persons oan know Prana partially only, according to their capacities, more

or less ; and so, secondarily, they are said to be also all-eaters. " (Ibid.)

The Sniti next mentions that food and garment are given to the Prina by the Devas.

Was Prina without food, or dress before ; and does he depend upon the Devas for his food

and clothing? To this, it is answered, that Prina had all these, but it is olfered to him

in the same sense as offerings are given t» the Lord, to whom belongs everything. The offer-

ing given to the Lord niaiks the love of the giver, not that the thing given did not belong

to the Lord from before.

" As to Visrtn belongs all food and raiment and lie is Independent

of all : but men offer to Him puja with these, because they stand in need

of His help, and not that He has any need of these offerings; so the

Devas in ancient time offered food and raiment to the Prana," Thus it is

in Karmanupurvl.

The Sruti (mantra 2, khanda 2) says :
" Therefore, wise people, when they are going

to eat food, surround their food before and after with water. He then gains a dress and

is 110 longer naked. " This prim& facie would mean that 11 man who performs the Aposana

celemony at the time of citing, will get a dress in this life. That is not the meaning.

" A person who drinks water both before commencing to take food

and after finishing it, with the notion that such water forms the covering

of the Prana, surely gets divine dress in Heaven and in Release. " Thus
it is in the Prabhafijana.

The & uti then says :

—
''If you were to tell this to a dry stick, branches Would grow,

and leaves spring from it." This miraculous powel of the Prana Vidyi is Hue only if

Ihe dry stick had the capacity to understand the Prina Vidyi. Since the Jivas arc in

every object, a dry stick may have also a Jiva. If that Jiva is capable of understanding

the Prana Vidyi, then this miraculous effect would occur.

"If a stick that is deserving of this knowledge, hears of tho Pr>ina

Vidya, then his branches would grow and leaves spring : and after that

he (the Jiva in the stick) will get Mukti on obtaining the knowledge of

Visnu. There is no doubt about it." Thus it is in the Prana Samhita.

In kha.nda 2, mantra .5, is taught the mantras for offering homa to the Prina, under

the name of Jyestha and Srestha. Then it is further said that be who offers oblations to

Prina in this mannei , becomes the oldest and the best. Lest one should think that one

becomes so in this world only, the Commentary explains it by showing that it is in the

hext world also that he becomes Jyest-ha, Sresfha.
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'« Having offered oblation to the Prana with the mantras, «Jes$haya

Svaha,' ' Sresth&ya Svaha, ' the worshipper, undoubtedly, becomes the

oldest and the best among his peers, both in this world and the next:
there is no qustion about it. " {Ibid).

Next comes a mantra, addressed to Sivittl, see khanda 2, mantra 7, The subject-

mattei of these two Khandas is, however, the Piina and his glorification. How is it that

the sun-god SJvitri is brought in here ? It looks irrelevant.' The Plana here is

identified with Sivitri, say some Commcnlatois, The author* shows that Savitrt here

means the Creator, the Lord God Visnu Himself.

The Rik "Tat Savitur Vrintmahe Vayam Devasya Bhojanam,

"

means, " We obtain (Vrinimahe Vayam) from the God Savitri, i.e., from

the Creator of all, namely from Visnu, the bhojana which means pro-

tection and enjoyments (of all sorts)."

In fact, the word bhojana is here from the loot ^bhuj " to protect, " " to enjoy. " It

does not mean mere food, but protection as well, and food also is to be taken in its wider

sense of " all enjoyments."

The latter part of the Rik is "iirestham Sarvadhatamam, Turam
Bhagasya Dhimahi. " The word bhagasya means, " of the Lord Visnu,

who possesses all lordliness, &c, in the shape of all perfect qualities."

The word ' bhaga ' literally means, primal ily. loidlincss and cognate attributes. Heie

it means and includes all the ,i/'r attributes which go to make one a Bhagavat.

Turam means servant: and refers Vayu. Srestham, the best;

Sarvadhatamam, of all supporters tho highest.

The whole Rik thus means:—" We obtain from the Divine Creator

protection and enjoyment. We meditate also on the servant of the Lord

(namely, on V>\yu), for he is the best, and highest among the supporters."

The Commentator now quotes an authority, for his above explanation.

" Having meditated on the Vayu, the servant of Narayana, as the

best of all, may we get all enjoyments from Visnu, the Creator of the

universe." (.Ibid).

Second Brahmanam.

mantra vi. 2. 1.
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• * «

arranta: Aruneyah, the son of Aruni, who was the son of Aruna.

y^J^g: &vetaketuh, Svetaketu. <f«T9Plt Pafichalanam, of the (rulers of the

land) of Pafichalas. lf?^f Parisadam, the meeting of the wise men
;

assembly. WWim Ajagama, went. ^ Vai, indeed, f Ha. Sah, he

Svetaketu. iftflTTOTtof Paricharayamanam, being served by the dependents.

It would mean better—who caused himself to be served by students,

i,o„ who keep students. §Nf& Jaibalim, the son of Jibala. si^Tfirf

Pravahanam, Pravahana. WTHnTJT Ajagama, oame to. ff Tarn, him;

Svetaketu. Udiksya, seeing. $JTT* Kum&ra, Oh Kumaraj Oh

youth, {f$r Iti. S{*gari5f Abhynvada, said ; receive. J?: Sah, he, Svetaketn.

Bho, yes, reverend Sir. ffa Iti. nfagsTT* Pratisusrava, said in

reply, g Nu, is it. fq?IT PitrA, by the father, argf^re: Anusistah,

instructed. wfij Asi, thou art. {fa Iti, so (asked the king). «W Om,

yes. {fa Hi. Uvacha, said, 5 Ha.

i. Once, Svetaketu, the son of Aruna, came to the assembly

of the wise of the Pafichalas. He came to Pravahana, the

son of Jibala, who used to keep students. On seeing him, he

received him saying, " Oh youth." " Oh yes, my reverend Sir,"

replied Svetaketu. " Is it that thou art instructed by thy father?

"

(asked Pravahana Jaibali). " Yes," (replied Svetaketu).—378.

mantra VI. 2. 2.

tr«r sntoT: inn: JWr^Tfarnfarq^ru \ fra^ra

ItSTT^I %r^T q^tf TO^T^^rTT 3 ^Trf
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utjr YathA, how
; by which way. fm: ImAh, those, snrr: PrajAh,

people. JT^flJ Prayantyah, when departing; when dying. fojrf3l<TW&

Vipratipadyante, go to the particular places, according to their karma.

^OT Vettha, dost thou know. {% Iti, so asked PravAhana Jaibali. if

Na, no. {ft Iti. Uvacha, said (5votaketu.) f Ha. 3 U, Oh, my
son. qtn YathA, how; by which way. {if Imam, this. ftjfrff Lokam,
world. gi|: Pnnah. again. VTW^ Apadyante, oorae to ; return. %W
Vettha, dost thou know, {fa Iti, so asked Pravahana. «T Na, no. {fir

Iti. q»| Eva, also. Uvacha, said, $ Ha. 5 U, Oh, my son. n*n

Yatha, how; why. <^ Evam, in this way. J5T: gsr: Punah-punah, again

and again. JPJgf*?: Prayadbhih, departing; dying. 9jf*T: Bahubhih,

by many. sj&T Asau, that ; the other. gftasi Lokah, the world ; Paraloka.

!T Na not. rfgtf^ Sampuryate, is filled. %r«T Vettha, dost thou know,

{fa Iti, so asked Pravahana Jaibali. n Na, no. {fir Iti. ijsj Eva,

also. Uvacha, said, r Ha. 3 U, Oh, tny son. *fil«lt YatithyAm,

by how many. STTgWT AhutyAm, sacrificial offerings. gOTOf HntAyAm,

being offered, wi: Apah, the Jiva, who has the body made of water,

etc. 3?5W*: Purnsavachah, what is called Purusa. ^Mf Bhutva,

becoming. STgW* Samutthaya, being born
;
having been raised into

life. Vadanti, act. £f?«T Vettha, dost thon know, sf Na, no. {fir

Iti. Eva, also. 3*T^ Uvacha, said, f Ha. 3 U, Oh, my son.

tWHK DetfayAnasya, for going to the
,
gods. <W Pathah, of the way.

STfaq^ Pratipadam, means. Va- £re*T Vettha, dost thou know. flfcprnW

PitriyAnasya, for going to the Pitris or fathers, arr Va, or. «m Yat,

which. KritvA, doing, adopting, fyptwi DevayAnam, for going

to the gods, qwirsf PanthAnam, way
;
path. «rr VA. srfirTO'Sf Pratipadyante,

get. VA, or. fo?I<TTsf Pitriyanam, for going to the Pitris or fathers,

srfa Api, moreover. 15%: Riseh, of the Risi. 9*: Vachah, the word, si

Na, not. Srutam, has boen heard, ff Hi, indeed. Aham, I.

j?W?irt MartyAnAm, of the mortal beings
j

prescribed for men. $ Dve,

two. n& Sritt, paths. Phf'St PitrinAm, of the fathers. 33 Uta, and.

t*nit DevAnAm, of the gods. Vim* , Afirinavam, have heard. Hiwrf

TAbhyAm, by those two paths, {$ Idam, thitu Vifivam, the

world. »m Yat, which, afarr AntarA, between, flfctf Pitaram, the

father; the heaven, wtft MAtaram, the mother; tho earth, n Oha,

88
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and. «pnr Ejafc, moving. Sameti, unite ; come to the oreation of

Brahma, ^ft Iti, so asked Pravahana Jaibali. w£ Aham, I. *B: Atah,

on this point. «J< Bkam, one. <q Oha, even, h Na, not. k% Veda,

know, jfil Iti, so. TJvacha, said (he). 5 Ha.

2. " Dost thou know, "how these creatures (of the world),

when they die, go to (other worlds) ?, (asked Pravahana Jai-

bali). " No," said (Svetaketu). " Dost thou know, Oh my son,

how do they come back to this world?" "No," said (he

again). " Dost thou know, Oh my child, why the other world

is not filled, though many are going there again and again ?

"

" No," said (he again). " Dost thou know, Oh my son, how
many times the offerings being offered up in the libation, the

Jiva that has the body wrapped in water (and other elements),

having been raised into life and becoming what is called a

Purusa. (Man), begins to act ?" (asked Pravahana Jaibali). " No,"
said (Svetaketu again). '* Dost thou know, Oh my son, the

means of the path for going to the Devas or for going to the

Fathers, by adopting which men get the path for going to the

gods or for going to the Fathers ? Didst thou ever hear of

the words of the Risi ?
1

I have heard of the two paths of the

mortals,—(one) for going to the Pitris, and (the other) for

going to the gods. By those two paths this world that

moves between the heaven and the earth comes to (within) the
creation of Brahma?" (asked Pravahana). " Not even one, do
I know of this," said Svetaketu.—379.

MANTRA VI. 2. 3.

SWT ^r^W5RT*£ iTl^c* «rafif J*TT*: H|-

?T5T * viroim fart a* ftertH sttsT feor $t

Atha, then. «j!f En am, him
; Svetaketu. *<u?«it Vasatytt, for

dwelling near the teacher. 3<W?*«lta$ UpamantrayafSchakre, told,
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Kumar ah, the lad. ^gfif Vasati-n, dwelling at the house of the teacher,

arsngw Anadritya, disregarding. JTfTT* Pradudrava, went away, *p

Sah. he. foatf Pitarara, to (his) father, aTfsmm Ajagama, cauae. rf Tam,
him ; to his father. 3tTW Uv&cha, said, ffy Iti. srt* Vava, was it not

that, fogy Kila. vjn^ Bhavan, thou ; the respected sire. Nah, us ; me.

g*f Para, lately. Anusistan, instructed. «l9ta<T Avochat, said.

Iti, so said Svetaketu. fjifa: Sumedhah, intelligent ; Oh my intelligent

son. 3>«f Kathain, why, what is the matter. ^f?j Iti, so said the father.

?I3P1^pg: Rajanyabandhuh, the fellow of a Rajanya,the pseudo-ksatriya.

m Ma, me. <fq Paficha, five. JTSflf^ Prasnan, questions. OT$ft?l Prakfit,

asked, aa: Tatah, of them, q^fasr Ekafio liana, one. a Na, not. Veda,

(I) know. $fa Iti. sfftft Katanie, what. a Te, they ; those questions,

Iti, so asked his father. Ime, these are those fire questions, ^fer. Hi.

STatefRr Pratikani, the sentences : tho words. a^Tsrjr* Udajahara, repro-

duced, repeated. 5 Ha.

3. Then (Pravahana Jaibali) invited him to live (with

him) as a student. The youth, disregarding to live as a

student, went away. He came to his father and said to him>
" Was it not, my respected sire, that thou toldst me that I was

fully instructed ?" " Why, my intelligent son ?" (asked his

father). ''That fellow of a Ksatriya asked me five questions»

not even one of them could 1 answer" (said Svetaketu). " What
are they ?" (asked his father). " They are these," said he, and

repeated the words (questions).—380.

MANTRA VI. 2. 4.

* |i^T^r am ?T*r5r aia 5n*ftm *tot^ far^r

Sah, he ; the father. 3*1* Uvacha, said- % Ha. aTS Tata, Oh

my son. & Tvam, thou. a: Nah, from me. ?wr Tatha, exactly in that

way. 3na1«Jt: Janithah, shouldst know. «WT Yatha, in whioh way.
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Ahum, I. 99. Yat, whatsoever. fa?*9 Kifiehana, anything. 99, Veda,

know. 99 Tat, that. «rf^ Aham, I. Sarvam, all. g*«f Tubhyam, to

thee. Avocham, have said. 3 Tu, but; then, 9ff Prehi, come. 99

Tatra, there ; to Pravahana, Jaibali. 99t?9 Pratitya, going. H3I99

Brahinaoharyam, the life of a Brahmacharin ; student, WOT*: Vatsyavah.

shall live (we both). ^Rr Iti, so said the father. 9*19, Bliavan, thou.

99 Eva, only. 9*3$ Gaohohhatu, do go. f% Iti, so said the son. 9: Sab,

that, (ftwr: Gautainah, Gautama ; the father. «?T91TIT Ajagama, came.

99 Yatra, where. ^95T: Jaibaleh, the son of Jaibala. JT9Jf9W PravA-

hagasya, of Pravahana. (Supply griham, house, after it.) Asa,

was. 9: Sah, he ; Pravahana. a$ Tasiuai, for hiui ; for Gautama. WT99

Asanam, a seat. 9rg?3 Ahritya, bringing. sqqf Udakam, water.

WfWHfWt Aharayanohakara, caused to be brought. 99 Atha, then. wtft

Asmai, to him. 9«$f Arghyam, arghya. vr* Chakara, gave, £ Ha.
9* Tam, him ; Gautama. 39T9 TTvacha, said (the King.) f Ha. 9*%
Bhavate, respected, 9 Te, to theo. nfaflTI Gautam&ya, to Gautama.

95f Varam, a boon ; a special grant, Dadmah, (we.) give
j
(we

promise). %fh Iti.

4. He said, " My dear son, thou shouldst learn from mc,

exactly in the same way in which I know anything, all of

which I have told thee. Come, then, we shnll live a life of

Brahmacharins (students), after going there." " Let my respected

sire go alone," (said the son). That Gautama went there where

was the house of Pravahana, the son of Jibala, who brought

a seat for him and caused water to be brought. Then he gave

him Arghya, and he said to him—" I promise a special grant to

thee, respectable Gautama."—382.

MANTRA VI. 2. 5.

9: Sah, he ; Gautama. 919 Uvacha, said. 5 Ha. <£T: Bsah, this. 9?:

Varah, the boon. 9 Mo, to me. Sffa3fis: Pratijuatah, promised. 3 Tu, but.

at Yam, which. 9f9~ Vacbam, words
;

questions. <£9r?*T Kumarasya, of

the youth ; of my son. sf9 Ante, near. W9R9F: Abh/isathsih, didst say.

at Tam, that. 9 Me, to me. 9% Bruhi, do say ; do explain. %% Iti.

5. He said, Thou hast promised me this boon. Do
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explain to me those words (questions) that thou didst ask that

youth."—383.

MANTRA VI. 2. C.

W: Sail, he; Pravahana. 3*19 Uvaoha, said. 5 Ha. litem Gautama,

Uh Gautama. 95 Tat, that ; the questions to thy son. ftg DaiveSu,

regarding tho Devaa or gods, t Vai, indeed. mgrtut Manusanfim,

among men ;
among the worldly things. ^3 Varesu, on the boons; on

the grants. «cfc Bruhi, speak ; ask. Iti.

6. He said, "That is, indeed, Gautama, about the gods ;

ask of boons about worldly possessions."—384.

mantra VI. 2. 7.

frj^qf VTSFrrmm STT^TTf ^ qsf 3qqf?rT *

Sah, ho ; Gautama. J?fl Uvaoha, said, f Ha. gfafaWff

Hastihiranyasya, of elephants and gold. ritafWlt Go-asvanam, of cowa

and horses, ^ratat Dasinam, of the female slaves. JTfftHOt Pravaranam,

of wrappers and garments. qftqtTO Paridhilnasya, of clothes, sqitf

Upattam, getting possession. fast^ Vijnayate, is known, snjt: Bahoh,

possessed of many qualities, wfa** Auantasya, everlasting.

Aparyantasya, <>f the infinite Lord. TORT, Bhavan. thou. *W{1W»:

Avadanyah, misor ; not liberal. Nah, us. «f*l Abhi, towards, m Ma,

not. H?| Bhut, be. %fk Iti. Gautama, Ob Gautama, w: Sah, such ;

if thou art really desirous. Tirthena, according to the Sastra, or

right method. The real meaning of word «tf (Tirtha) is the .teacher.

Therefore, it should mean as from a teacher, i.e., accepting me as thy

teacher. lohohhast, wish, wish to learn, ^falti. Ahara, I.

^a^Bhavantam, to thee. s$Rr Upaimi, come as a student. gpT Purve,

students of former times. *W V&ch&, with mild or polite words
;
with

words of vow. Wffew Upayantisma, became students, qj* Eva, only, f
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Ha. Sah, ho; Gautama. 37T91^tfl? Upayanakirtya, after uttering the

words ; after taking the vow. Uvasa, lived as a student, f Ha.

7. He said—*' My possessions of elephants and gold,

cows and horses, of female slaves, of the clothes and garments

are known to thee. Do not be niggardly towards me (about

the knowledge) of the Lord (Mari) who is Infinite, Everlasting

and of many qualities." " Oh Gautama, thou art so earnest,

wishest thou to know it according to the right method ?" (So

asked Pravahana Jaibali). " I come to thee (as a student),"

said Gautama. The students of former times became students

after taking of vows, so he, after taking vows, lived as a

student.—385.

MANTRA VI. 2. 8.

HWM II S II

9: Sah, he
;
Pravahana. Uvacha, said. 5 Ha. ntair Gautama,

Oh Gautama. ?af Tvaui, thou, if: Nah. us
;
me. <RT Ma, nut. «pjr Yatha,

suchwise aWflfi: Apar&dhyah, hold guilty. ^Oha, and. %m Tava, thy.

fwt*TfT: Pitamahah, grandfathers. «l«Tf Yathti, as well. Iyam, this,

f^ar Vidya, knowledge, called Panehagni vidya. $3": Itah, this ; this

time, gsf Pflrvam, before. $fafsf^?r Kasmimschana, any. mgrfr Bruhmane,

in a Brahmana. mit Yatha, rightly; in his jir >per form. «T Na, not.

Uvasa, lived ; there was 3 Tu, but sig Aham, I. at Tarn, that ;

that Pafichagni vidya. gwf Tubhyam, to theo. ^aarrfiT Vaksyami, shall

speak; shall instruct, ff Hi, for. g Tu, but. Kah, who. ipf Evam, thus,

gefan Bruvanfcam, speaking. PfWirg^ Pratyakhyfttum, to refuse. Sl^Rr

Arhati, is able. $fei Iti.

8. lie said, " O Gautama, do not make me guilty

(because I brought thy son's ignorance to light) ; and let not

thy forefathers do so as well. This science was not (known)

in its proper form by any Brahmana before this time. But
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I shall instruct thee this science ; who can refuse it to thee

who speakest in this way ?
"—386.

MANTRA VI. 2. 9.

^TSTRT II < II

jftaff Gautama, Oh Gautama. Asau, this. sste: Lokah, world. #
Vai, indeed. wfa: Agnih, the sacrificial fire; the eater. It ia derived

from 8*3 (Ad), to eat. Tasya, of it
;
of that fire. anf^?1: Adityah, the

sun. <£| Eva, only, tfkn Samit, the fuel ; that which burns. ^ITl:

Rasmayah, the rays. ^w: Dhumah, the smoke. H?: Ahah, the day.

Arohih, the flame, f^; Disah, the quarters. sfntV: AngArah, coals,

embers. argfaTf^CT: Avantaradisah, the within-lying quarters. fM^fojTT:

Visphulinjjah, the sparks, afa^r. Tasmin, just spoken. t^rtf^T^ Etasmin,

in this, arift Agnan, in the fire ; in the Lord Agni. ^9T: Devah, the gods;

the prosiding deities. WJgtf Sraddhitn, faith ; with faith. ^ffa Juhvati,

throw. SWT: Tasyah, that, anf?^ Ahutyai, from the thing offered. The
ordinary form is Wg&: (Ahuteh). Somah, the moon ; of the moon.

fI3f| Raja, the king. *?*t3ft SambhavaM, come forth.

9. " This world, Oh Gautama, (is like the sacrificial) fire.

The sun is (like) its fuel. The rays (of the sun) are (like)

the smoke. The (light of the) day is (like) its flame. The
quarters are (like) its coals. Within-lying quarters are (like)

its sparks. In this aforesaid fire, the devas offer their oblations

(with) faith. From that offering thrown, does the moon, the

king (of the forefathers), come forth."—387.

A'ote.—The above is the literal inle- pritation of the veise. Hut for the tiue meaning of

the verse, see p. 334 of the ChhSndogya Upaiiis.id (S. It. II., Vol., TIT ), which is reproduced

below.

The Lord in Heaven appeals as tin- Sun,' which illumines the whole heaven : and is

therefore likened to Samit or fuel. Samit also means the Highest manifestation of the

Lord in Heaven. Technically, it is NSiayana. The leiror-inspiring foim of the Lord in

Heaven is Visudeva, the Rays that proceed from the Sun ; all evil is destroyed by the

vibration of these rays ; the day in Heaven N the Safikarsana and called archill or light

or the adorable: the moon in Heaven is Pi adyumna aspect of the Lord, the stars in Heaven
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are His Aniruddha form. Thus the Lord presides in His five forms in heaven. The five

forms are called by various names which have come to apply to fire-altar and its accessor-

ies. Thus

Samit=fucl=the Summit, i.e., Niriyana.

Dhfima—smoke=lhe Awn inspiring, i.e., VJsudova.

An hiss flame or light=the AdoraVile, i.e., SaAkarsana.

AAgira=the live-coals=the Thriller, i.e., Pradyumna.

Visphulinga=the spark>=lhc Inspircr, i.e., Aniiuddha.

The sun, moon. stai>>day and rays in heaven are all foims of Ihe T<oid.

MANTRA VI. 2. 10.

^rfft^^# %m: %m**> *T*n*r crem s?tst*I

iftan Gautama, Oh Gautama. q3?*T: Parjanyah, cloud. ^ Vai, indeed.

vfai Agnih, the fire, a** Tasya, of it. ?fa«W: Samvatsarah, the year,

fffam Samit, the fuel ; he who burns, sjsrrf'rii Abhrani, the clouds,

Dhumah, smoke. fw,t Vidynt, lightning. trfiJ: Archih, the flame. 3?*fRr:

Aianih, the thunderbolt. aifnTTT: Angarah, the coals. gf^TI^Hradunayah,

the thunders. fsRjfgfll: Vi9phnlingah, the sparks ; the all-pervading

Lord. <|f%T^ Tasrain, the aforesaid, tjafij?^ Etasmin, this. SfJTT Agnau, in

the fire. $w Devah, the gods ; the Devas. *tof Somam, the moon, ^rsrrr'

RajAnara, the king, sjffa Juhvati, throws. a«STr: Tasyah, that. 3TTgr$

Ahutyai, from the thing offered. Vristih, the rain. SfWffa Sam-
bhavati, becomes

;
springs forth.

io. " Oh Gautama, Farjanya is (like) the fire ; the year

is (like) its fuel ; the clouds are (like) the smoke ; the lightning

is (like) the flame ; the thunderbolt is (like) its coals ; the

thunders are (like) its sparks. In this aforesaid fire, the gods

offer Soma, the king of the forefathers. From this offering

does rain spring forth."—388.

M ANTRA VI. 2. 11.
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TW5# ^TT: ^f^^fT% g^TT Sn|rt ^Wfft

n w w

nhw Gautama, Oh Gautama, spf Ayam, this. sto: Lokah, world;
the earth, sjfir: Agnih, fire ; the saorifioial fire. ^ Vai, indeed, aw Tasya,

of it. sfiisft Prithivt, the earth, Eva, only, (tfirfl Samit, fuel, wftl:

Agnih, fire ; the sacrificial fire. $«r: Dhftmah, smoke, flfa: Ratrih, the

night. wf^: Archih, the flame- spjfm: Chandraraah, the moon. «fafflrs

Angarah, the coals. H$rcnfo Naksatrani, fhe stars. fo$fefT: Visphulingah,

the sparks, erfw^ Tasmin, the aforesaid. <Jflfw^ Btasmin, this. wift Agnan,
in the fire. |*r: Dovah, the gods. ffgq( Vristim, the rain. Juhvati,

throw as an offering, 3911: Tasyah, that. sn§?5 Almtyai, from the thing

offered, anwtf Annam, food. stopfer Sambhavati, springs forth.

11. "Oh Gautama, this world is (like) the fire; this

earth itself is (like) its fuel ; the fire is (like) its smoke ; the

night is (like) its flame ; the moon is (like) its coals ; the stars

are (like) its sparks. In this aforesaid fire, the gods throw

rain as an offering. From this offering does food spring

forth."—389.

MANTRA VI. 2. 12.

|STT 3F?T SJJffa ^5TT 3TT|r§ ^rft ^fa^fa II ^ II

»ft?W Gautama, Oh Gautama. 3**: Pnrusah, the Purusa ; the man.

^ Vai, indeed. wffT: Agnih, the sacrificial fire. Tasya, of it. ««tmq(

Vy&ttam, the open mouth. vrp Eva, only, nfjrq; Samit, fuel, jfrflf: Pr&nah,

the Prana. Dhumah, the smoke. art^ VAk ,
speech, wftf: Archih, the

flame. ^Jfj: Chaksuh, the eye. stnftt: Angarah, the coals. «ft?f Srotram,

the ear. fiRjiflfnr: Visphulifigah, the sparks. flfwi Tasmin, the aforesaid.

<?afent. Etasmin, this, arift Agnau, in the sacrificial fire ^stT: DevAh, the

gods. Bisf Annam, the food. 3j|ff?r: Juhvati, throw as au offering. aw:
Tasyah, that. Wfr^ JLhutyai, from the thing offered. Retah, the

semen. &tmfa Sambhavati, springs forth.

12. "Oh Gautama, the Purusa is (like) its fire; his

yawning is (like) its fuel ; the Prana is (like) its smoke ; the

89
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speech is (like) its flame ; the eye is (like) its coals ; the ear

is (like) its sparks. In this aforesaid fire the gods throw the

food as an offering. From this offering does semen spring

forth."—390.

MANTA VI. 2. 13.

iftatT Gautama, Oh Gautama. ?ftat Yosa, woman, t Vai, indeed,

ufe: Agnih, the sacrifioial fire, ii^i: Tasy&h, her. Upasthah, the

haunch. «$S| Eva, only. wfiffit Samit, the fuel. sftjuft Lom'rni, the hairs,

ypf: Dhumah, the smoke, iflfsf: Yonih, the organ of generation.

Archih, the flame. ^ Yat, which. Antahkaroti, co-habitation.

?i Te, they. «t«mt: Aflgarah, the coals. srfW^f: Abhinandah, the fits of

enjoyment. firejrf&iTf: Visphulingah, the sparks. affo^ Tasmin, the

aforesaid, ijgfwH Btasmin, this. Mlft Agnau, in the sacrificial

fire, f1 ' Devah, the gods, fa: Retah, the semen. ^|ffa Juhvati,

throw as an offering. ffCTi: Tasyah, that. *IT§c$ Ahutyai, from the

thing offered. Purusah, the man ; a being. ff**wRr Sambhavati,

springs forth, m Sah, he. sitafa Jivati, lives, qrqq Yftvat, as long as.

ifWfa Jivati, lives. «W Atha, again. q?[r Yadft, when. fsw?fr Mriyate,

dies—891.

MANTRA VI. 2. 14.

TW*tafwsrr;ft f^T: wf s?i?c$q^T

W Atha, then, q^f Enam, him ; the dead. Agnaye, to the fire

(the funeral pile), ftffo Haranti, take
;
carry, aw Tasya, his ; of the

dead, i.e., in which the dead body is burnt, vrffr Agnih, the fire. Eva,
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only. *rfjT. Agnih, the sacrificial fire. H^fa Bhavati, is. afftft Sarait, fuel.

Samit, the sacrificial fuel, sra: Dhuraah, the smoke, vm: Dhftmah,

the smoke. Archih, the flame. a?f^ : Archih, the flame. «H**OTT:

Angarah, the coals. sfiTRt: AngarAh, the coals. ftf$f|fm: Visphulingah,

the sparks. falJifsfflT: Visphulingah, the sparks, afw't Tasmin, the

aforesaid. t^af^H^ Btasmim, this. wtft Agnau, in the sacrificial fire. $W
Devah, the Devaa ; the gods, gstf Fnrusam, the Purusa ; the j!va. l&fa
Jnhvati, throw as an offering. aWT: Tasyah, that. WTg?^ Ahutyai, from

the thing offered. JW: Pnrusah, the Purusa ; the being. W9TC*<if:

Bhasvaravarnah, of luminous colour ; of radiant splendour. {fasffa

Sambhavati, springs forth.

14. " Then, they (the liitviks) take him to the fire (the

funeral pile). His fire is the fire (of the sacrifice), the fuel,

is (the sacrificial) fuel, the smoke is (the sacrificial) smoke,

the flame is (the sacrificial) flame, the coals are (the sacrificial)

coals, the sparks are (the sacrificial) sparks. In this fire, just

spoken of, the gods throw the Purusa as an offering. From

that offering, does a Purusa of bright colour spring forth."—392.

MANTBA VI. 2. 15.

5T f%: II ^ ||

^ Te, those. % Ye, who. Etat, this ; the fire. «59 Evam, in this

way ; in the way described above, ftj: Viduh, know. ^ Oha, and «ffft

Ami, these. ^ Ye, who. Aranye, in the forest. srstf ^raddham,

with faith. Satyam, Truth. The word stands for Brahman.

31ta^ TJpasate, meditate .on. ^ Te, they both. «f^: Archih, flame; the

world of flame. wfwt«Otfa Abhisambhavanti, get to. trfifas Arohisah,

from the world of flame, atfi Ahah, to the world of the day. «rf: Ahnerh,

from the world of the day. snjqfimtygl Apuryamanapaksam, the world of

the bright fortnight. «trgqw4!?3N3 Apuryamanapaksat, from tie woi'ld
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of the bright fortnight. *TflT. Y&n, those. ^»HTCTT^T. iijJanraasan, six months j

the World of Uttaray ana. «nf^c«T: Adityah, the sun. 3^ Udan, towards

the north, qfir Eti, goes. Masebhyah, from the months; from the

world of the Uttarayana. |qwlq> Devalok&un, to the world of the gods.

%TOt«T?I Devalokat, from the world of the gods. WT%tf Adityam, to the

world of the sun. crrfq^rq. Adity&t, from the world of the sun.

Vaidyutain, to the world of the lightning. WW Manavah, boloved of

Manu or God, viz., Vayu. From (Man) to know. Puruaah, a high

personage, viz., Vayu. STWT. Tan, those, t^m^ Vaidyutan, gone to the

world of the lightning. Q£?q Ebya, getting, srgratar^ Brahmalokan, to the

world of the Brahman, or of Brahma, nwtff! Gnmayati, makes go. ^
Tesu, those. gqreftita Brahmalok6SU, in the worlds of the Brahman. £ Te,

they. qn» Parah, tho blessed ; exalted. Tesu, those, sW5ft$<|

Brahmalokesu, in the world of the Brahma. q?t^3: Paravatah, as many
years as in the life of the Brahma. Vasanti, dwell. Tesam, their,

if Na, not. JifUfftl: Punaravrittih, coming back to this world.

Note.—Compare this Mantra with Chh. Up., IV. 15. 5. and V. 10. 1.

15. ** Those who know this thus, and those who in some

forest (secluded pleasant spot) meditate, with faith, on Truth

(t.e., Brahman), go (after, death to) light, from light to day,

from day to the light half of the moon, from the light half

of the moon to the six months when the Sun goes to the

north ; from that to the Devaloka, from the Devaloka to the

Sun, from the Sun to the Lightning ; There a high personage,

the beloved of God (viz., Vayu) leads them to the world of

Brahma. The blessed ones live there eternally (for as many

years as is the life of Brahma) ; of them there is no rebirth on

this earth."—393.
MANTRA VI. 2. 1G.

^ 9fR 5T?ta rTH^T %T^T^rf?rT % ^WW-
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q?«ri^t * f£r§*% sstei: qa^r nfqtf ^^sgps^ 11 ^ m

ffit farff4 BTgP^ II R II

ai«| Atha, on the other hand, it Ye, who. qsfa Yajfiena, by the

sacrifice. ^1%»T Danena, by giving away gifts to deserving persons. aTOi
Tapa.s£, by penance, sffar^ Lokan, the worlds. arofa Jayanti, get. ^
To, they. Dhumatn, the world of smoke. wf*ttf*raf>3 Abhisambha-
vanti, get to. Dbfitnat, from the world of the smoke. ?lf?m Ratrim,

to the world of the night. ?t^: Ratreh, from the world of the night.

HTSjftuTTUTSrn Apaksiyamanapaksam, the world of the dark fortnight.

WT$irl«jJTr<!I<J8irra[ Apaksiyamanapaksat, from the world of the dark fortnight.

m^i Yan, those. TUTtflT^ Sanmasan , six months ; the world of Dakginayana.

anfipT: Adityah, the sun. affqfQI Dakgine, towards the south, qfa Eti,

goes. Masebhyah, from the world of the Daksinayana, ffrqgfrf

Pitrilokam, to the world of the Pitris or Fathers, foj^tenj Pitrilokat,

from the world of the fathers. Ohandram, to the world of the moon.

# Te, they, "ifjf Chandram, the moon. m«l Prflpya, getting. «TKf Annam,

the food. *tffar Bhavanti, become. q«lT Yatha, just as. $m Somam,
A

soma.. ?I5Ttf Kajanam, the king. WI«JU?sr Apyayasva, do increase.

«I1$ftl?r Apksiyasva, do decrease, ^fh Iti, just in the same way. ^T:

Devah, the gods. 5H^Tan, such ; those that have gone to the world of tho

moon. a* Tatra, there ; in the world of the moon, wajq'fa Bhakfayanti,

eat; consume. g?r Tatra, there ; in the worlds of the gods, ^sf Evam, in

this way. igUXH, Enan, them. vrqjtffa Bhaksayanti, eat; consume; make

them eat ; make them oonsuuio their past actions. ?m Yada when.

Tesim, thoir ; those that have gone to the world of the moon. *R[

Tat, that; tho past actions, or Adrista. «??ftfa Paryavaiti, comes to an

end. «TO Atha, then. ^ Imam, lliia. <W*r»t Ak&Satn, AkaSa. wfafiiwiq'ijf

Abhinigpadyante, get to. W9rot3[ AkaSat, from Akasa. 3r«£ Vayum, to

the world of Vayu. Vayoh, from the world of Vayu. qfte* Vristinr,

to r»in. fl: Vristeh, from rain. sfiwTf Pfithivim, to the earth. $ Te,

they. aRjsf! Prithi vim, the earth. STO Prapya, getting to. «*f Annam,

food. Vrffa Bhavanti, become, Te, they, gl: Punah, again. JWIwft

Purusagnau, in the fire of man or being. jqfa Huyante, are offered.

Tatah, hence. Yosagnau, in the fire of woman. 3ntfa Jayante, are
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born, ^ Te, they ; those that work. 9ft«T^ Lokao, the worlds. Jjfif Prati,

towards, aWffaW Utthayinnh, ready to stir. & Te, they ; those

that have entered into the world of creation. Evam, in this way.

o^T Eva, just. W«J Ana, following
;
following the results of their deeds,

vffofrft Parivartante, come again and again (into the world of creation).

s»q Atha, on the other hand, k Ye, those, iffo Etau, these, qarpft

Panthan au, two ways; the way of Vidya, and the way of Karma. *r Na,

not. Brj: Viduh, know. $ Te, they, after: Kitah, the worms, qtfm:

PataiigWi, the flies. ^ Idam, this. Yat, that. Dandasukam,

the biter; the serpent, etc.

16 " On the other hand, those that conquer the worlds

by means of sacrifice, giving away gifts, or by austerities, get

to the world of smoke. From the world of smoke (they get

to) the world of night. From (the world of) night to the

world of the dark fortnight. Form the world of the dark

fortnight to the world of those six months (called Daksiniyana),

when the sun goes towards the south. From the world of

these months to the world of the Fathers. From the world of

the Fathers to the world of the moon. Getting to the world

of the moon, they become food. Just as in a sacrifice, the

sacrifices drink the King Soma, saying " Do increase ; do

decrease," just in the same way, then the gods eat there

(make them serve there), and (there the gods do make) them

(eat,—-consume the fruits of their actions, telling them— 1

' Do
increase and do decrease"). When that (world) of theirs comes

to an end, then they get to this Akasa, from the Akasa they

(get to) Vayu ; from Vayu to rain, from rain to the earth ;

on coming to the earth, they become food. They again are

offered up in the fire of man ; then they are born in the fire

of women. Ready to start their evolution in this world, they

thus come again and again (into the world of creation), following

the results of their deeds. On the other hand, those that do

not know these two paths, become worms, flies, or those which bite

(such as serpents, gnats, etc)."—394.

Here ends the second Brdhmanam.
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NOTE.

This Bt&htnana is almost a repetition of Chhandogya Upanisad,

fifth Adhyuya. Hence Madhva has not commented on it elaborately

here. His commentary on it here is mixed up with his commentary on

the next Brahmanam. That commentary, therefore, will be given nnder

that Brahmanam. Here we reproduce the commentary on similar topics

from the Chhandogya Upanisad.

The doctrine of Five Fires, appertaining to the Para Uiahman, in order that men may

acquire viarigya or indifference, and the two paths—the Devayana and the Pitriylna—are

now described. The five Agnis aie not Svarga, Sc., but the Lord Himself in Hi? five as-

pects. If the Five Fires meai.t svarga, astral, Sc., then this doctrine would also be a

teaching about the phenomenal, and not a Hrahmavidya. lint the Upanisad says that

it is a Brahma vidyj, for the knower of it goes to Devayana, from which there is no

return (see Khanfjta tenth—ye itthatn viduh, &c), and so Agnis here cannot mean Svarga,

Sic. This Paftchagni Vidyi relates to the Supreme Lord, and this the Commentator proves

by quoting the well-known Sima-SamhitS.

It is thus written in the Slma-Samhita:—"The words Dyu, Parjanya,

Varsa, Purusa and Yosa are the five forms of the lord, namely,

N&rayana, Vasudeva, Sankarsftna, Pradyumna and Anirnddha, respec-

tively. These are called the Five Agnis. The word Agni is derived

from ^adl to eat, or from ,/aga+ ni, the mover of the immobile, or from

S& + gani, never moving. (It thus means: I. The Eater or Destroyer.

2. The Mover of all immoveables. 3. The Never-Moving).

Thus (l) «5+ ft= «ffi[+fc|:=«tfrr, tlle ealer - (*) WI (
lllat whi(;h ''V itscl£ is inin»>l»ile )

-t-ft^ttfcr, the Mover of the Immobile. (3) «r -fH^+*—V+ Tsf =»«—»ir+f5|=»

wf«T, U>"n°ving.

Kvery Agni has sunlit, dhuma, archis, angara and visphulinga—namely, fuel, smoke,

flame, live-coal, and spark. But, as Agni does not mean here the physical fire, but God,

so these words samit, &c, do not mean fuel, &o., but are the names .of the five mani-

festations of the deity—namely, Narljana, Vasudeva, Saiikarsajia, Pradyumna and

Aniruddha.

Visnu is called Samit, because He is super-excellent. (Sam= super,

it= edha= excellent). He is called dhuma, because He causes all

evil-doers to tremble. (dhu= to tremble). He is called archis, because

He is the most adored. (Aram= most, chita= adored). He is called

angura, because He delights in the bodies of all jtvas. (Anga= limb or

body. Rati «= delight, or because He takes delight in His own body). He is

called visphulinga, because He flashes on the wise, in diverse ways

(vi= diverse, sphurana= flashing on the mind).

Thus samit—which, by the bye, is the same word etymologic ally as the English word

Summit—means the Highest or the Most High ; dhuma=the Awe-inspiring, the Terrible;

archis=the Ever-Adored ; aAgSra=the Thriller
;
visph»linga=the Inspirer.
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Moreover, Lord Vi§nu has again five forms, as Narayana, Vasudeva,
Sankarsana, Pradyurana and Aniruddha.

Every Agni has five forms. Thus the five forms of ihe first Agni are called Sditya,

rasmi, ahar, chandra and naksatia, generally meaning the sun, the rays, the day, the
moon and the stars. But as forms ,,t the Lord, these «oul« have different meanings
here.

He is called Aditya, because He takes up or attracts everything
(such as the lives of men,&c). He is called rasmi, because He is joy

and delight (ra= delight, sa= joy or wisdom). He is called ahar, because
ignorance cannot overpower nim (A=not, Ha=to kill or overpower,

from yhan to kill). He is called chandra, because He is supreme
happiness (ychand= to gladden). He is called naksatra, because He
has no ruler above Him (Na= not, Ksatra= protector, rule*.)

Thus aditya=the Attractor ; rasmi— the delight-giver
j ahai—the untouched by Kvil,

the Kver wise Omniscience
; chandra=the joyful

; naksatra=omnipotent. Thus these

five words denote the five Primary attributes of God, namely, All-beautiful (attractor), All-

compassionate (because giver of joy), Omniscient, All-Bliss, and Omnipotent.

Similarly, the words viyu, abhra, vidyut, asani, hrSduni are used with regard to the
second Agni. They generally mean ail, cloud, lightning, thunderbolt and thundering. But
here they describe the five attributes of God.

Visnu is called vayu, because He is essentially wisdom and life

(Va= wisdom, ayus= life). He is called abhra, because Ho is the support

of waters (Ap=water, bharana= support). He is called vidyut, because

He enlightens all ( Vidyotana= enlightened, illuminating). He is called

asani, because He eats up all (Asana= to eat). He is calleJ hr&duni,

because He is always cheerful.

Thus vayn—Wisdom and Life, abhra=suppnrt of waters, wdynt— the illuminator,

asanr=the Eafer, hiiduni=the ever-happy.

With legard to the third Agni, similarly, five words are used, namely, samvatsara,

ikisa, rilri, dik and avintara-dik, ordinal ily meaning, the year, the ether, the night, the

quarters and the intermediate quarters. But, as appellations of God, they have different

meanings.

He is called Samvatsara, because He causes delight to aH children,

or because He enjoys and dwells in all (Sarn= all, Vasa=dwell, Ra=
enjoy : or Sam=.all, Vatsa=calf or child, Ra= delight). He is called

Akasa, beoause He illumines all (A= fully, Ka6a= illumining). He is

called Ratri, because He gives delight (Ram= delight, trati= dad&ti=
gives). He is called dis, because He teaches the supreme truth (dis= to

teach). He is avantara-diS, because He teaches the secondary trutba.

Thus samvatsara=the perfect enjoyer in all j Jkaia=the perfect delight ; r3tri=the

giver of joy, dii=thc Teacher of the highest truth avantaiadis=the Teacher of the

lower truth.
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Similarly, with regard lo the fourth Agni, the five words used are vak, prana, jihvi,

chaksu, and irotra, ordinarily meaning, the speech, the bieath, the tongue, the eye and

the ear. Hut when applied to the I,ord, they have diffei ent meanings.

He is called vak, because He is the Word. He is called prAna,
because He is the Life and Leader (prana=to lead forward). He is called

Chaksu, because He is All-seeing. He is called &rotra, because He
hears all. He is called Jihva, because all oblations (homo) are offered to

Him, or because Ho is the Great Sacrificer.

Thus vak=the Word; Prana=the Guide; Cliaksu=the All-seeing; $rotra=the All-

hearing; Jlhva=tlie offering, the -.^crifice. Similarly, the woids mentioned in the fifth-

Agni have different meaning-,.

He is called Upastha, because He is near to all (Upastb a «« standing

near, because He is in the heart of all jivas?. He is said to persuade,

because He is the great Conciliator. He is called Yoni, because Heunites

(Yuj= to unite) all. He is called Antakrit, because He draws every one

within Himself at Pralaya. He is called Nandana, because He is delight.

Five things are mentioned as five Agnis : namely, Asau Lokali, Parjanya, PrithivJ,

Purusa and Vosi, ordinarily meaning, the World (Heaven), the Rain-god, the Karth,

the Man and the Woman. But here they are names of God.

The Lord Keiava is called Asau Lokah, because He is in Prana

(asu = Prana and asau is locative singular of asu), and because He is

illuminer (loka = to illumine). He is called Parjanya, because He is the

Creator of the Great (jan = to produce, paramo great). He is called

Pjithivi, because He is vast (pratha= vast expanse). He is called

Purusa, because He is abundance, and from Him is all abundance

(puru= abundance). He is called YosA, because He is served or wor-

shipped by all. (Yosya= served, loved or worshipped). Thus it is in

the Sama-Samhita.

In Chh. Up., khanda tenth, mantra six, is desrribed the descent of the soul from higher

planes. It is said there : " Having become a mist, He becomes a cloud, having become

cloud. He rains down. " Apparently it would mean that the soul had become a cloud, a

mist, &c. The Commentator corrects ihis misconception.

The phrases, like " He becomes smoke, " " He becomes a cloud, "

mean that the sou) (jiva) dwells in smoke, dwells in cloud, &c. (He

moves when the smoke, or the cloud, &c, moves ; He remains stationary

when his habitat is stationary. It does not mean that He becomes

identioal with 8moke-god or Cloud-god, or Smoke-matter or Cloud-matter).

Because the wise alone attain the status of becoming the presiding deity

of smoke, cloud, &c. (The Mukta Jtva alone becomes an Adhik&rt'

PurUsa—a cosmic agent, a ruler of the cloud or of rain, &c„ and tiot

ordinary pious men).

90
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The word Parjanya has been explained in the above quotation as the Pro—creator.

The Commentator now explains in his own words, how Parjanya means, etymologically, the

Great Father.

The word Parjanya means the Creator (janya) of the Great,

(narnely) of the four-faced Brahma, hence He is called the Great Father.

The Lord Hari, in His five-times five forms, dwells in the Sun, &o.

The heaven and the rest get their names of dyu, &c, because the Lord,

by dwelling therein, gives His name to it.

(The Lord, for example, is called dyu, "the Shining One." The heaven is called dyu,

•because the Lord Dyu dwells theie. Thus the twenty-five objects mentioned in this

PaftchSgni Vidyi, are named after the Lord, and not that the Lord is named after them.

These words are not primarily the names of objects, but names of God; in other vfords, as

rudhi words, they are God-names, Secondarily, they are name!, of objects.)

Third Brahmanam.

mam tea vi. 3. .1

q$r*q to*^ 5^iTfgq*§5Tcft ^%
stt to ^en^m *njcq qft^npj qftf^qifrtg-

#ftq sjftra ^srT^TR^T^fer^
5TFcf q^q*q mmm i mnW % *n

fqwft | rTT rSTT ^rf*q 'aTTOT q% ^&>*T^-

«!> SSTfT II \ II

Sah, he. m Yah, who. ^rn^a KAmayeta, would wish. iQQl Mahat,

greatness ; prosperity in this world as well as in the next. HTtginjr;

Prapwuy&m, may (I) get, fi^trnj Dvadasahara, for twelve days imme-

diately preceding the appointed day of sacrifice. 3<T^^Tcii Upasadvrat!,'

taking the vow called npasat, when he is chiefly to live on milk only.-.
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igm Bhutva, becoming. 3^! Udak, towards the north. Ayane, at

the time of progreaa of the aun. wicpTJTr'O'Tairw Apuryamanapaksaaya, of

the bright fortnight, when the moon increaaea. gofJnf Punyfthe, on an

auspicious day. t£aR$riiq Pumsanaksatrena, at the time when a malo

asteriam is in the ascendant, (an asterism under which male children are

born), sftgnft Audumvare, made of the wood of udumvara, or, conglo-

merate fig-tree. 3ff& Kamae, in a cup made of bell metal. 51 Va, or. m&
Chamase, in a (drinking) cup ; in a spoon. SJ^f^tf Sarvausadhan, of all

herba, i.e., of the ten kinds of grain, rice, barley, &c. This ia the vedic

form of stNsftlt Sarvauaadbinam. «R3nfa Phalani, fruits, ^fa Iti,

etc. tf»i5«l Sambhritya, collecting. qftat^V Parisamuhya, uniting
j

mixing together. lRt%«?T Parilipya, sprinkling the place of offering with

water, *rf»!f Agnitn, fire; sacrificial tire. 3<HTi?raT1 Upasamadhaya,

lighting; kindling, qfcetfcf Parislfrya, spreading the kusa grass. Wfflwf
Avritajyam, ghee coverod, [in a vessel.] ?fl$r«l Samskritya, cleaning or

making pure. Mantham, paste, powder, mash. fMfcl Samniya, placing

near. SJftfa Juhoti, offers up into the fire, srrat^: Jatavedah, oh fire.

This word consists of 3fia: Jatah, all, and vedah, knower. So the

word means the Lord in the fire who knows all. wfa Tvayi, in thee,

qi^a: Yavantah, all those, ^wr: Devah, goda. f?rf*r: Tiryafichah, crooked ;

adverse. g^TOT Purusasya, of a man
j
my. tfffT^ K&man, the objects .of

desire, jr'fir Ghnanti, destroy ; stand in the way of, §*m Tebhyah, to

them ; to those gods, s?g Aham, I. Wltftf Bhagadheyam', portion [of

ghee], ^gtfffJuhomi, offer. ^ Te, they, iffjlt: Triptah, being satisfied.

m Ma, me. 5?ff: Sarvaih, all. ^T&: Kamaih, with the objects of desire.

a<nf3 Tarpayantu, may aatisfy. ^r?T Svftha, sv&ha. m Ya, who which

goddess, feK$f^! Tiraschl, crooked ; adverse, fsiqtl^ Nipadyate, knows,

snf Aham, I ; the goddess. fejvWjft Vidharani, destroyer of the objects of

desire. $f|f Iti. v{g Aham, I ; the aacrifioer. at Tarn, that. ?*T Tvft, to

thee. 5faWff Samadhanim, who is the accomplisher of all. ^tTW Ghritaaya,

of ghee ; of clarified butter. WU Dharayft, by a portion. Yaje,

worship
j
satisfy. ^»njT Svahft, svah&.

I. He who would wish to reach greatness [should] per-

form the vow called upasat,—of living on milk only for twelve

days (immediately before the day appointed for the sacrifice),

in the period called Uttarayana, when the sun moyes towards

the north, on an auspicious day of a bright fortnight, when

the moon gradually increases, when, a male asterism is in ascendant*

collecting the fruits of all the herbs in a vessel made of Udumvara

or in a spoon of bell-metal, :.nd; mixing them together, sprinkling'
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the sacrificial place with water, spreading the kiisa grass,

lighting the sacrificial fire, making an offering of the ghee

that has been purified, and bringing the paste (of all the grains

of the herbs) (with the following mantras) :
—" Oh, thou

Jatavedah, all those adverse gods that are in thee,

who stand in the way of a man's [obtaining his] objects of

desire, to them do I offer this portion
; may they, thus pleased,

satisfy me with all my desires* Svaha. That adverse (goddess)

who considers herself (as the cause of) obstacles, to that

goddess, named Saiiiradhani [the accomplisher of all desfres],

I worship thee with the stream of ghee ; Svaha."—396.

Note.—Compare Chhandogya Upanifad, V. 2. 4., p. 3221 S. T?. II., Vol. III.

MANTRA VI. 3. 2.

^srifcm;?* |r3ri g^^or^sr^^fir u ^ u

9^719 Jyesth&ya, to the eldest. mifT Svaha, Svaha. S'BTI S\-esthaya,

to the best. *CT*T Svftha, Svaha. 5% Iti, thus ; with these mantras. wwft

Agnau, in the fire, gw HutvA, offering the oblation of ghee.

Manthe, in the paste. *fcl9t£ Sa&sravam, the remainder of the ghee. WH*rffl

Avanayati, should throw ; should pour. STrqrq Pran&ya, to the Pr&na. 3nff

Sv^ha. qfoBT$ Vasisfhayai, to the best of settlers. mW Svaha, Svaha. gfc

Iti, thus ; with these mantras. Agnau, in the fire. gMT Hufcv,a, throwing

the offering of ghee, *f«fc Manthe, [the vessel containing] ,the paste.

SaAsravam, the remainder of the ghee (sticking to the ladle), vqifqfer

Avanayati, should throw ; should pour. *T% Vache, to the speech, fjrojl
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Svaha, Svaha. aRrai^ Pratisth4yai, to the standing place. Svaha,
Svaba. ffa Iti, thus ; with these mantras. Wlft Agnau, in the fire. J?^T
Hutva, throwing the offering of ghee. Manthe, in the dough (of

Sarvausadhi, &c.) <TO3q( Samsravam, the remainder of the ghee, tmtrafa
Avanayati, should throw ; should pour. Chaksuse, to the eye. Wfr
Svftha, Svi'ihft. tf<i| Sarapade, to the treasure. Svaha, Sv&ha ^f$r

Iti, thus
; with these mantras. Agnau, in the fire gf^t Hutva,

throwing the offering of ghee. »f*t Manthe, in the dough (of Sarvausadhi,
&c). Samsravam, the remainder of the ghee. waTlfs Avanayati,
should throw ; should pour, sftsrm Arotraya, to the ear. wfr Svaha.

Wl^ftJLyatanaya, to the place of refuge. «T*r Svaha, Svaha. $fej

Iti, thus; with these mantras. ««1 Agnau, in the fire gf^r Hutva, throw-
ing the offering of ghee Manthe, (in the vessel containing') the paste.

Samsravam, the remainder of the phee. araqqfq Avanayati, should

tli row j should pour. m& Manase, to the mind. dt(I Svaha, Svaha.

JJ3W53 Prajfttyai, to the source of protection, wtff Svaha, Svaha. ffa Iti,

thus ; with these mantras, wsft Agnau, in the fire. Hutva, throwing

the offering of ghee, jfifr Manthe, (in the vessel containing) the paste.

Samsravam, the remainder of the ghee. MS^qfa Avanayati , should

throw ; should pour, Retase, to semen ; to the seed. 33TgT Svaha,

Svaha. 5% Iti, thus j with this mantra. Mnft Agnau, in the fire. J?*r

Hutvft, throwing the offering of ghee Manthe, in the dough ;
(of

Sarvausadhi, etc.) ?f5t*»J Samsravam, the remainder of the ghee. swift
Avanayati, should throw ; should pour.

2. To' the eldest, svaha ; to the best, svaha
;
pouring ghee

with these mantras (the sacrificer) should throw the remaining

portion of the ghee into the vessel containing the paste. To
the Prana, svaha ; to the Vasistha, (one who is the Hest of the

Dwellers), svaha; pouring ghee with these mantras (the sacrificer)

should throw the remaining portion of the ghee into the dough.

To the speech, svaha ; to the standing place, svaha ; pouring

trhee with these mantras (the sacrificer) should throw the

remaining portion of the ghee into the vessel containing the

paste. To the eye, svaha ; to the treasure, svaha ; pouring

the ghee with these mantras (the sacrificer) should throw the

remaining portion of the ghee into the vessel containing the

paste. To the ear, svaha ; to the place of refuge, svaha
;

pouring the ghee with these mantras (the sacrificer) should throw

the remaining portion of the ghee, as before, into the vessel
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containing the paste. To the mind, svaha ; to the source of

protection, svaha ;
pouring the ghee with these mantras (the

sacrificer) should throw the remaining portion of the ghee

(as before, into the vessel containing) the paste. To semen,

,svaha ; pouring the ghee with this mantra (the sacrificer)

should throw the remaining portion of the ghee, as before,

into the vessel containing the paste.— 397.

Afole.—Compute the CMilndogya Upanisad, V. 2. 5., S. H. II , Vol. Ill, p. 32.3.

MANTRA VI. 8. 3.

^T|r*R^t seen *?«em*Frafa %rara

Agnaye, to the fire, WTfT Svaha, SvAha. fffl Iti, thus ; with this

mantra. Wfl Agnau,~in the fire. gWT Hutva, throwing the offering of

ghee. ^Wtl Somftya, to Soma. t*r(T Svaha. Svaha. jfa Iti, thus ; with

this mantra. Agnau, in the fire. gMt Hutvft, throwing the offering

of ghee. Hi Bhfita, to the earth. HTfT Svaha. Bhuvah, to the

atmosphere. Svahu, SvfthA. W: Svah, to the heavens: W
Bhurbhnvah svah, to the earth, to the atmosphere, and to the heavens.

WTft Svaha, Svaha Brahraane, to the Brahman. CTgT Svaha,
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Svaha. «ram Ksatraya, to the Ksatra. Svaha, Svaha. vgnq Bhutaya,

to that which came to pass. *rf%««^ Bhavisyate, to that which will come
to pass, fasf^ta Visvaya, to the universe. srstna^ PrajApataye, to

Prajapati.

3. To the fire, svaha ; pouring the ghee with this

mantra (the sacrificer) should throw the remaining portion of

the ghee into the vessel containing the paste. To Soma,

svaha ;
pouring the ghee with this mantra (the sacrificer)

should throw the remaining portion of the ghee into the

vessel containing the paste. To the earth, svaha ; pouring the

ghee with this mantra (the sacrificer) should throw the

remaining portion of the ghee into the vessel containing the

paste. To the atmosphere, svaha
; pouring the ghee with

this mantra (the sacrificer) should throw the remaining portion

of the ghee into the vessel containing the paste. To the

heavens, svaha ; pouring the ghee with this mantra (the

sacrificer) should throw the remaining portion of the ghee,

into the vessel containing the paste. To the earth, to the

atmospherd and to the heavens, svaha ; pouring the ghee

with these mantras (the sacrificer) should throw the remaining

portion of the ghee into the vessel containing the paste.

To the Brahman, svaha ; pouring the ghee with this mantra

(the sacrificer) should throw the remaining portion of the

ghee into the vessel containing the paste. To the Ksatra,

svaha ; pouring the ghee with this mantra (the sacrificer)

should throw the remaining portion of the ghee into the

vessel containing the paste. To thfit which came to pass*

svaha ; pouring the ghee with this mantra (the sacrificer)

should throw the remaining portion of the ghee into the

vessel containing the paste. To that which will come to

pass, svaha ;
pouring the ghee with this mantra (the sacrificer)

should throw the remaining portion of the ghee into the

vessel containing the paste. To the universe, svaha ; pouring

the ghee with this mantra (the sacrificer) should throw the

remaining portion of the ghee into the vessel containing the

paste. To all, svaha ; pouring the ghee with this mantra (the

sacrificer) should throw the remaining portion of the ghee
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into the vessel containing the paste. To Prajapati, svaht ;

pouring the ghee with this mantra (the sacrificer) should

throw the remaining portion of the ghee into the vessel

containing the paste.—398.

MANTRA VI. 3. 4.

^wfwsjm H5R^T% 55t^T% qrcfafa XJ^fS^r-

jffs^ftfir II ? II

Wf Atha, then. <£f Enam, this ; this dough. wf*^»TRr Abhimrisati,

touches. W*T<I Bhramat, creation of the world ; or the mover of the world,

wfa Asi, (thou) art. 3STB?I Jvalat, burning
;

light, ufa Asi, (thou) art.

y»f Pfirnam, full of all the qualities. wf?f Asi, (thou) 'art. STCNtr Pras-

tabdham, firm, wfa Asi, (thou) art. Ekasabham, pervader of this

universe. Some read ^spa*!? Ekaaapham, which means present in the

animals that have one hoof, such as the horse, &c. mfff Asi, (thou) art.

fif<g?t HiAkritam, the Himkara, which a sacrificer utters at the commence-

ment of the sacrifice, ncffc Asi, thou art. f^fiK<mimq( Himkriy au.anam, he

in whose honour the Himkara is uttered. sn% Asi, thou art. SSfnfaf

TJdgitham, the loud chanting at the commencement of the sacrifice.

Asi, tiiou art. SjnTIJTPf Udgiyamanam, he who is sung in the middle

of the sacrifice. Asi, thou art. *rrfaff $ravitam, sounded ; he whose

praise the sacrifioers are made to hear. «rfe Asi, thou art. a?mwifa?f

Pratyasravitam, he whose praise the sacrificers are made to hear again

and again, wfe Asi, thou art. ttri? Ardre, in the moisture • in the womb
of the clouds.' *f?ft«tf Samdfptam, light. «rftr Asi, thou art. Vibhub,

all-pervading. wfa Asi, thou art. Prabhuh, powerful ; master, «tlr

Asi, (thou) art. Annam, food ; eater. «r% Asi, thou art. wn%:
Jyotih, knowledge, wfa Asi, thou art. fiwpf Nidhanam, destruction ; he

in whom everything reverts when destroyed, wfa Asi, (thou) art. ffotf:

Samvargah, col looted whole of the Devatas. «fa\Asi,
t
thoa art. ^f3f Iti.

4. Then, the vessel containing the paste should be touched,

(with the following mantras, in- order to praise the Lord in

the paste) :—(Thou) art the mover of the world ; (Thou) art
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the light
; (Thou) art full (of all the qualities) ; (Thou) art

firm ; (Thou) art pervader of this universe ; (Thou) art the

Himklra (which a sacrificer utters at the commencement of

the sacrifice) ; (Thou) art He in whose praise the Himkara is

uttered ; (Thou) art the Udgitha ; (Thou) art He, who is

sung in the middle of the sacrifice ; (Thou) art He, whose

praise the sacrificers are made to hear ; (Thou) art He, whose

praise the sacrificers are made to hear again and again ;

(Thou) art light in the wet cloud ; (Thou) art all-pervading;

(Thou) art powerful ; (Thou) art the food and the eater

;

(Thou) art the light of knowledge ; (Thou) art the destruction ;

(Thou) art the collected whole of all the Devatas.—399.
MANTRA VI. 3. 5.

fT*T Afcha, then, qtf Enam, this veasel containing the paste. 3tTO%
TJdyachchhati, takes up in band. ^ Te, thy. wf^Mahi, glorious form.

witfR? Amamsi, knowest fully, mi, a little, rtf^ Maahi, (we) know.

Hi, certainly. 9: Sah, he ; thou who art such. TWIT Baja, king. fym:
Isanah, the sender of the tsas ; ho who makes Brahma and the other

deities do their respective duties, srfvnfc: Adhipatih, the highest lord.

8: Sah, that, tri Mam, me. strar Raja, king, $tn«T: tsanali, the sender of

the fsa, like Brahma, &c. wfVnftf Adhipatim, a mighty lord. Karoto,

may (he) make. 5% Iti. •

5. Then the sacrificer takes up the paste in his hand

(and sayeth) : Thou (Thy-self) knowest wholly thy glorious

form ; but we know very little (of it). Thou art certainly,

the king, the sender of the tsas, like Brahma, &c, the highest

lord. May that king and the sender of the tsas make me a

mighty lord.—400.
HANTSa VI. 3. 6.

SrcTO ftr^sr: ht^h: ^Frgti?^|: ^t^t wfr

91
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wrasse qrnt n^n^ sra^nfiif m^rron: ^fasjfgr

«W Atha, then. ifs^Enam, this paste, ail^wfa Achftmati, sips ; 'or

eats up four times. «r: Yah, who. «r: Nah, of us all ; of all the beings.

Rpr: Dhiyah, intellect, understanding, nvtyni Prachoday&fc, sends forth,

quickens. 33 Tat, that. This is the Vedic form of a^T (tasya); or it may

be (Tat), from ?R_(Tana), to spread, and f3pf<T (Kvip), meaning—spread

with all the qualities
;
having all the qualities in full; in this case it

qualifies *nf: (Bhargah). sfetfi Savituh, the great progenitor,

Deyasya, of the Lord Narayana. etf«rcf Varenyam, adorable; deserving

worship. *jif: Bhargah, light; of the form of knowledge. «ftflff Dhimahi,

{we) meditate on. Vatah, the winds, *ng Madhu, sweetly. ICeitl^f

ftit&yate, may blow, ffcft: Sindhavah, the rivers. SR!g Madhu, sweetly. $tfflr:

Ksaranti, may drop
;
may blow, sitaqh Osadhih, the herbs, sr: Nah, to us.

*n«^t: M&dhvih, pleasing, tfj Santu, may be. m£ Naktam, the night. 3{f

TJta, as well as. 3W: (Jsasah, the dawns ; the days. H<g Madhu, pleasing.

qiRfa Parthi vam, of the earth, im Rijah, the dust. Madhumat,
pleasing. Dyauh, the heaven . fa^rr Pita, the father. «r: Nah, to us.

*rg Madhu, pleasing, sreg Astu, may be. qwrfo: Vanaspatih, the tree.

W. Nah, to us. Jtgmsr Madhnra&n, pleasing, Suryah, the sun. n^JTW

Madhum&n, pleasing. Astu, may be. mv; Gavah, the cows ; the

animals, «|: Nah, to us. nr*^l: Madhvih, pleasing. Bhavantu,

may be. i%t Bhuh, the earth, §si Bhuvah, the atmosphere ; the space.

«r: Svah, the heaven. *tft Sarvain, the whole. tftfWI Savitrfm, the

Gayatrt mantra. ^ Gha, as well as. R^fs Sarvah, the whole. * Cha.

fl$Htft: Madhumatihj the mantra beginning with 333191: TCTTO^ &c sig

Ann, after. «nf Aham, I. «J* Eva, certainly. Tdam, this. *Hf Sarvarn,

all ; full, ^pmf Shflyasam, may be, WT* Aha, (he) should say. Bhuh.
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ge|: Bhuvah. sri Svah. «!ft Svaha. ^fer Iti. «faa: Antatah, at the

end ; when the paste had been eaten, sn^tq Achamya, washing (his)

face. Tint PAni, tiie two hands. srqrreq Praksalya, washing, mfnf

Agnim, the fire. STSrita Jaghanena, in the west of. Sfl^iftHT: Pr&ksirah,

with the head east ward. tffqvfei Sainvisati, should lie down. H«T:

Pr&tah, in the morning; when the morning duties have been done,

wf^fjf Adityam, the sun ; the great Lord in the sun. 3lftre£ TJpatisthate,

should worship; should offer up prayers to. fi^lt Distim, of all the

quarters ; of all the beings that live in various quarters. <{9<£v0^

Ekapundarikatn, the only one lotus; the ohief. s*fa Asi, thou art. Aham,

I ; who thus worship thee. JT«J«9t>!lt Manusyanam, among men. <g$<J<wffc

Ekapundarikatn, the only one lotus ; the ohief. »J*lT?f Bhuyasani, may be.

^fg Iti. «WT Yatha, as. %3 Itam, he came before. Etya, coming,

wfnf Agnim, the fire. arg^T Jaghanena, in the west of. wrcftt: Asinah,

seated, sf»t Vamsam, the family ; the names of the family of the religious

teachers, snfff Japati, should mutter.

6. Then the sacrificer should eat the paste (in four morsels

thus) ;
(littering the mantra) :—Tat Saviturvarenyam madhu-

vata ritayate madhu ksaranti sindhavah madhvir nah santvo-

sadhih Bhuh Svaha; (he should eat the first morsel). Bhargo

devasya dhimahi madhu naktam utosaso madhumat Parthivahi

rajah madhu dyauh astu nah Pita Bhuvah Svaha"
; (he should

eat the second morsel). Dhiyoyonah Prachodayat MadhumSn
no vanaspatih madhumanastu Suryah Madhvirgavo bhavantu

nah Svah Svaha
; (he should eat the third morsel). Then,

after the whole of the Gayatri, viz.—Of the Great God, the

progenitor, the much-adored Light do (I) meditate on", who
sends forth our intellect, and whole of Madhumati mantra,

viz,,—-(may) the winds blow mildly
; (may) the rivers flow

gently ;
(may) the herbs (be) sweet to us ; (may) the night as

well as the dawns (be) pleasant
; (may) the dust of the earth

(be) sweet ;
(may) the atmosphere and the Fathers (be) sweet

;

(may) the tree (be) sweet to us ; (may) the sun (be) sweet

and (may) the cows (be) sweet to us ; he should say, may I be

all this ; Bhurbhuvah svah svaha
; (here he should eat the

fourth morsel).- At the end, washing (his) face and washing

two hands,- he should lie down to the west ' of the fire... with

the head eastward. In the morning (after performing his
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morning duties, he should worship the sun (thus) :
—" Thou

art the only one lotus of the quarters ; may I be the only

one lotus among men." Coming as (he) came before, and

seating to the west of the fire, he should repeat the genealogy

[mentioned in the following mantras].—401.

MANTHA VI. 3. 7.

Tarn, what has just been said. t0 Etain, this ; the paste and

the process of its application. g^Rf*: Uddttlakah, Uddalaka by

name. «n^F«at Arunih, the son of Aruna. qi3Wq«ITq Vajasaneyaya,

the follower of the Vajasaneya branch of the Yajurveda. sNNnfoq

Antevasine, disciple. qtSjqswrq Yajfiavalkyaya, to Y&jfiavalkya.

tTktva, instructing. UvAcha, said, q: Yah, any one. i£tf Enam,

this ; the paste ; the remaining portion of the paste after the sacrifice is

Over. g«$ Snske, dry ; dead. WT*fl Sthftnau, on the trunk of a tree, «tft

Api, even. fqfV^Q Nisinchet, should sprinkle. SJN9T: gakhah, the

branches. 3TiqfK Jayeran, may grow, qswrfa Palftsani, the leaves,

irdtg: Praroheyuh, may spring forth. j[f?| Hi.

7. Uddalaka, the son of Aruna, instructing [this mantra,

doctrine to] his disciple, Yajnavalkya, the follower of the

Vajasaneya branch, said—" Should one sprinkle it even on

the dry trunk of a tree, the branches would grow, and leaves

spring forth."—402.

mantra VI. 3. 8.

N Yajfiavalkyah. qriW^q: Vajasaneyah.'the follower of the

Vajasaneya branch of the Yajurveda. «f3qrfa% Antevasine, disciple, tfltm

Paingiya, the aon of Pinga. mgmm Madhukaya, to Madhuka. ijtf Btam, this.
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3 U, again, f Ha. Eva, only. 3qjsrr TJktva, instructing. a*T* TJvAcha,

said, m Yah, any one. 15^ Bnara, this ; the paste, the remaining portion

of the paste after the sacrifice is over. Snake, dry; dead, wft
Sthanau, on the trunk of a'tree. wfl? Api, even. fsrf^f%q[ Nisifiehet, should

sprinkle. tfTSCr: Sakhah, branches. irpft^ Jayeran , would grow. qCTW&t
Palasani, leaves. JRtlj: Praroheyuh, may spring forth. Iti.

8. Again, Yajfiavalkya, the follower of the Vajasaneya
branch of the Yajurveda, instructing it to his disciple,

Madhuka, the son of Pin'ga, said—" Should one sprinkle it

even on the dry trunk of a tree, branches would grow, and
leaves spring forth."—403.

mantra VI. 3. 9.

Paingah, tho son of Pinga. ITJ*: Madhukah, Madhuka by name,

fcf^snfa^ Antevasine, disciple. VWlftrcft BhAgavittaye, the son of Bhaga-

vitti. f9HT Ghul&ya, to Chula. UktvA, instructing, TJvAcha,

said- m Yah, any one. Enam, this ; the paste ; the remaining portion

of the paste after the sacrifice is over. Suske, dry; dead, wt^
SthAnau, on the trunk of a tree. «rfa Api, even. faf«f%q[ Nisifiehet, should

sprinkle. Wm\i ^akhah, branches. arr%t^ Jayeran, would grow. 99fflfffir

Palasani, the leaves, sffi$3< Praroheyuh, would spring forth. f%. Iti,

9. Again, Madhuka, the son of Piriga, instructing it to

his disciple Chula, the son of Bhagavitti, said,—"Should

one sprinkle it even on the dry trunk of a tree, branches

would grow, and leaves spring forth."—404.

MANTRA VI. 3. 10.

Wlfefa: BhAgavittih, the son of Bhagavitti. 99; Chulah, Chula by

name, aflhttffcif Antevasine, disciple, airaajft JAnakaye, the son of

Janaka. WWgfllt* AyasthunAya, to Ayasthfina. 3^s;t TJktva, instructing.
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TJvAcha, said, m Yah, any one. ijsf Enaui, this ; the paste, the

remaining portion of the paste after the sacrifice is over. gc% Suske,

dry ; dead. Sth&nau, on the trunk of a tree. Api. even. OlfV%H

Nisiflchet, should sprinkle. $TH3T: iSakhah, the branches. siufa^ Jayeran,

would grow. ISITOTlfsr PalAsani, leaves. Vtttgt Praroheyuh, would spring

forth, ffw Iti.

10. Again, Chula, the son of Bhagavitti, instructing it

to his disciple, Ayasthuna, the son of Janaka, said,
—" Should

one sprinkle it even on the dry trunk of a tree, the branches

would grow, and leaves spring forth."—405.

MANTRA VI. 3. 11.

Sfrsifsfc: Janakih, the son of Janaka. vntreggm: Ayasthunah, Ayasthuna.

af%«lrf«^ Antevasine, disciple. 3TW3TT1 Jabalaya, the son of Jabala.

HWPTmi Satyakanaaya, to Satyakama. 15^ Etara, this. 3 U, again, f
Ha. m* Eva, only. 3*?*t Uktvtt, instructing. Uvacha, said, ij:

Yah, any one. Enatn, this ; the paste, the remaining portion of the

paste after the sacrifice is over. gs% Snske, dry; dead, wft Sth&nau,

on the trunk of a tree, sjfq Api, even. fsjfif%3 Nisiflchet, should sprinkle.

OTSJi: Sftkhah, branches. 3TI^^ Jay eran, would grow. QSTCTft Palas'ani,

the leaves. JT^Ig: Praroheyufi, would spring forth, ^fg Iti.

11. Again, Ayasthuna, the son of Janaka, instructing

it to his disciple Satyakama, the son of Jabala, said,—*' Should

one sprinkle it even on the dry trunk of a tree, branches

would grow, and leaves spring forth."—406.

MANTRA VI. 3. 12.

(mm: Satyakamah, Satyakama. 5fT9t&: Jabalah.the son of Jabala.

afforfawfr Antev&sibhyah, to his disciples. Etam, this. » U, again.

% Ha. mt Eva, only. 3f?*T UktvA, instructing, wni Uvacha, said.
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m Yah, any one. ijjf Enatn, thia ; the paste, the remaining portion of the

paste after the sacrifice is over. g«fe Suske, dry ; dead, ipunft Sthanau,

on the trunk of a tree. «P? Api, oven. fS>R#gt Nisiflohet, should sprinkle.

ah, branches. 5TPfa^ Jayeran, would grow. qsw^Tlfsr Palaiani,

the leaves, nflfg: Praroheyuh, would spring forth, Iti. J# Tarn, the

aforesaid. H?f EJtam, it ; the Mantha doctrine. wg*t«T Aputr&ya, to one

who has no son. Va, or. art^31%% Anantevasine, to one who is

not a student or disciple. «IT VA, or. * Na, not. Brfiyat,

should say.

12 Satyakama, the son of Jabala, instructing it to his

disciples, said,
—" Should one sprinkle it even on the dry

trunk of a tree, branches would grow and the leaves spring

forth." (A man) should not instruct it (what has been said

afore) to one who has no sons, or to one who is not a

regular student.—-407. .

MANTRA VI. 3. 13.

<sjgj Chatuh, four ; four things, aftgi^: Audumvarah, made of

Udumvara, or conglomerate fig-tree. K&ifh Bhavati, is ; are.

Audumvarah, made of udumvara. Sruvah, Sruva. «rhg?9?: Audum-
varah, made of the conglomerate fig-tree. *RT*T: Cham asah, vessel, or cup.

aftgttlT: Audnmvarah, made of conglomerate fig wood. ^<w: Idhmah, the

sacrificial wood «ftgW?f Audumvaryau, made of conglomerate fig wood.

3rqpf»i?qt Upamanthanyau, the two churning vessels. Dasa, ten.

RfTOlftl Gramyani, cultivated in a village; chief. WllfSr Dhanyani,

crops. *rtfif Bhavanti, are. *ftffc Vrihi, rice. «J*n Yavah, barley. faOT:

•filah, sesamum seed. M&sah, kidney-beans, arg Ann, millet
;

fiyamaka. ( *«n»n*T ). firtn*: Priyangavah, panic seed; long pepper.

fflfOT: Godhftmah, wheat, fluffs Masurah, lentils. V Oha, and. m»t:

JShalvah, pulse, ^ Oha, and. 999g8lt Khalvakulah, vetoh. «f Oha, and,
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m\ Tin, those grains. faff* Pist&n, grounded, Dadhani, in curdled

milk. Wijfil Madhani, in honey, ffr Ghrite, in ghee. wfttafa Upasifi-

chati, should pour. mwn Ajyasya. with the ghee, ajftfa Juhoti, should

pour into the fire.

13. Four things are made of Udumvara wood. Of

Udumvara is the sruva ; of Udumvara is the cup ; of Udumvara

is the sacrificial fuel ; and of Udumvara are the two churning

vessels. Ten are the chief cultivated grains, viz., rice, barley,

sesamum seed, kidney-beans, millet (or Syamaka), panic seed,

wheat, lentils, pulse and vetch. These, when grounded, (the

sacrificer) should moisten in curds, in honey, and in ghee. Of
ghee, (he) should make the offering to the fire.—408.

Here ends the third Brdhmanam,

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

In discoursing abont Panoh&gni Vidya, the Upauisad says that

this knowledge leads to mukti. Now, all the schools of Vedanta

Philosophy are agreed on this point, that it is Brahma Vidya alone which

can lead to Moksa. Consequently, Madhva explains this Pafich&gni

Vidya in the sense of Brahma Vidya, and the Five Fires do not mean

what they have been ordinarily taken to mean. Hence he says on the

anthority of the Trai-Vidya

" It has been said that a man beoome Pafichagnivit ( <H9Tfrlftq ) or

the knower of the ' Five Fires ' when he meditates on God in his five

aspects, viz.—(1) N&rayana ; (2) VAsudeva; (3) Sankarsana
; (4)

Pradyutna; and (.
r

>) Aniruddha, respectively in (I) Dyau
; (2) Parjanya;

(3) Dhara ; (4) Pun ( and (5) Stri ; and that the Pafichagnivit

attains mukti. He is never stained by the sin of associating with

mortal sinners."

(There is no mention in this Upanisad that the knower of Pafichagni

is never stained by " Sansarga dosa." This fruit of the Vidya is,

however, mentioned in the corresponding passage of the Ohhandogya
Upanisad, V. 10, 9 and 10 (S. B. H., Vol. III., p. 345), which is

roproduced below :

—

" The stealer of gold, the drinker of spirits, the violator of the bed
of his teacher, and the killer of a pious man, are the four who fall (into

lower worlds), and, as a fifth, he, who associates with them.

" But he, who thus knows (the Five Divine Aspects, called) the

Five Firea, is not tainted with sin, even though he associates, with those
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(sinners). (On the contrary), being (himself) pare, he purifies (them)
;

and obtains the world of the pious : he who knows thus, yea, he who
knows thus."

The result of this Pafichagni Vidya is not only to give Moksa or

invisible fruit, but it produces also visible results in procreating good,
healthy and pious progeny, as the Upanisad mentions in the fourth

Br&hmana
;
and, therefore, the Commentator says :

—" It produces great

visible and invisible fruits." As ays an authority :

—

A son, born according to the method taught in this Upanisad, is

generally entitled to attain Heaven by his good deeds andto attain Moksa
by his knowledge of Brahman. This is the reason why the Upanisad in

its fourth Br&hmana teaches the ritual which the married couple should

observe in their marital relations, in order to procreate such a son and,

although this Brahmarja of the Upanisad has been left untranslated, yet

from the higher standpoint of Eugenics, such a knowledge is necessary,

and that justifies the presence of that Brahmana in this Upanisad.

But the mere performance of the ritual, called Pafichagni, will not

produce this result, hence it is said :

—

"If the mind of the married couple is fixed on Visnu (God), even

at the time of this marital sacrament and not disturbed by lust."

If, however, the mind be so fixed on the Lord, but the oouple are

ignorant of this Paflchagni ritual, yet the progeny will be a pious son,

.as says the same authority :

—

" If the couple owing to ignorance has not performed the ceremony

of PaHuhagni, but their mind is still fixed on the Lord at that time, thd

son born to them will yet be fit for Moksa, though generally not possessed

of visible fruits, in the shape of capacity for worldly affairs.

" But sometimes even a son so procreated, is seen to be possessed of

worldly capacity also through the blessing of a great man. This is a

general rule where no special cause exists to counteract it.")

The Lord ' Nurftyana is meant by the word Dyau in the Mantra, for

He is all light, because He illumines all. ( w ft^gs: ). By the word
Parjanya ( Tsf*!? ) in the mantra, Lord Vasudeva is meant, for, it is He
who causes all to be born. ( »?t?frn|ito( q?|s ). By the word Pfithivl in the

mantra, the Lord Sankarsana is to be understood, for, it is He who is

always spoken highly of among the gods ( gftft«nKH?$9ftr ), because

J«J means all-expansive. The Lord Pradyumna has been spoken of by

the term Purusa in the Mantra, for, it is that Lord who fills the word

( H<MVWWM: ). There is the word Yosa in the mantra ; this word stands

92
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for the word Stri ; ( ift ), and the Lord Aniruddha is the Strl,
.
for, it is

He who is present in the three. ?? (Sa), meaning, frffer (Sahita), in or to-

gether with, and fit (Tri) means'three. Stri (tfl) is Aniruddha, because

it is He who is always present in the three gods.

The words Dyau, &c, primarily, mean the Param&tman, and the

heaven, &c, are the secondary meanings; so also, the words Agni, &c,
primarily mean the Param&tman, and their secondary meanings are also

here given, viz.,—Agni, he who eats or kills all ;
Agni, the eater or

killer. Angara is He who «tn?|rofc (Angatvenftryate), is all-destroyer.

Archi ( «tfij) is He who is the object of worship, or worshipful. Visphn-

linga ( filtjifay ) is He who manifests in different forms, or who is

present in various places ( fsr'SlRF^ ). Samit (aftftl ) is He who is All-

predominant, and, therefore, is the best of all. The Lord Himself,

presiding in Agni, &c, passes by those names. It must be borne in

mind that by every term the Lord Paramatinan is primarily meant, and

the other meanings of those terms come from Him, and these meanings

correspond to the functions performed by the Lord. The words Aditya

(Hffi[?«l) and Rasmi (*fiff)» &c, likewise, have double meanings. As

Narayana, Vasudeva, Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha preside

in the Five Fires, Diva ( fit* ), Parjanya (<*3?«»), Prithivi (ifNt),
Purusa and Yosa (*ftar), so also in each of these fires the Lord

Narayana presides in the five forms, Samit ( bRt?I ), Dhuma ( TgW ), Archi

(«tfif), AAgftra («Ntt ), and Visphulinqa ( f^fejf ). Thus each of the

Mantras is to be understood in the following way. In Diva, or in the_

Lord N&rftyana, there are five forms, via., the Lord Narayana is the Samit,

the Lord Vasudeva is the Dhuma, the Lord Sankarsana is the Archi,

the Lord Pradyumna is the Angara, and the Lord Aniruddha is Visphu-

linga. Again, in Parjanya or in the Lord Vasudeva, there are five forms,

viz., the Lord Narayana is the Samit, the Lord Vasudeva is the Dhuma,

the Lord Sankarsana is the Archi, the Lord Pradyumna is the Angara

and the Lord Aniruddha is the Visphulinga. Five similar forms are

there in each of Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. Such is the

explanation given in the Pravritti.

It has also been said in the Traividyft, " The Lord. Pnrusottama, is

called Dhuma or reproach to the enemies (^H>rTr?r ^JTSff^e:). He is called

Archi, because He is the best of all thatdeserve our worship (WRpramqj).

He is oalled Angara, i.e., He delights in His own body (WHJm)for,

it has been said.—He is the body and He is the enjoyer of that body."
Note.—This Upanisad. as well as the ChhJndogya and other Upanisads constantly

mention that the Brahma Vidyi was learnt from the Ksatriyas by the Brihmanas. This
1

goe« against the modern exclusive spirit of Brihmanism, and «o Madhva apologises "for it,'
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Moreover, in the Vamsa Brahmana, at the end of this Adhyiya, we find, that Ambhjini

learnt this Vidyi from Aditya. But Ambbrini, being lierself the Goddess, Rami, is certainly

higher than Aditya or the Solar Logos in the Divine Hieiarchy. How does a higher learn

from the lower ? So the Commentator says :

—

It has been said in the Brahmatarka that " even a superior [person]

may learn Divine wisdom from one, who is inferior [to him in social

scale]. Such is the relation between the speaker and the hearer It does

not imply that the speaker should be higher than his audience. The

superior person is he whom the Puranas, the Pancharatras and the Itihasas

declare to be so, but not others- "

The term Aditya, in the Mantra, means the acceptor ( VI^MMt).

The term ttasmi means the giver of enjoyment and pleasure to

others ( TO<9tf *W«n*l ) The term Ahah means, not inferior to anybody

(WftlWm )• The term Chandrama means the giver of delight ( ^^rrq ).

The woid Naksatra means he whose protector there is none, except him-

self ( WW «ff?f WWTfal ). Though the Lord is one, but the term Naksatra has

been used in the plural number. It is because Ho has many forms. The

term V&yu in the text means, He who is of the form of knowledge (va)

and who is the giver of life (Ayu). The term Abhra ( «|«r ) means he

who is not fed or nourished by anybody else, other than himself.

C WfK*ftWTOI ). The term Vidyut (fkujH ) means he who sends forth light

). The term Asani means the destroyer of all ( W^RHWirfit: ).

The term Hraduni ffjfa means the great delight ( fsrgi^m ). The term

JLkasa means he who is bright everywhere ( «TT*nf<U?I wnq ). This term

has not been used in the Brihadaranyaka
; but it has been used in the

Chhaudogya—flfatf ST* nfcw wf«i: Wl: I^RWT «?tK»fir*| WWtf $«T*fif.

Samvatsara is he who gives delight to his sons, i.e., those who are devoted

to Him ( OTTMamsr-^Wj; WTfflfar ). The term Disa (fan) means the

commander ( W^RIS )• Avantaradifia ( wtaif?^T ) means the commander

of what is comprehended within another ; the commander of something

special or additional ( w^taTmR[«TRf )• R&tri ( TTfa ) means the giver of

enjoyment ( tflw??^ ). Vak ( ) means the speaker ( «TOW3[ ). Prana

(Vim ) means the maker ( SPIWWl ). The term Jihva ( f9ffr) means He

who makes those that are devoted to Him, give up sins and proceed

towards Moksa, ( 5T5lfa niwfir )• Chaksuh ( ^§J: ) means the speaker, the

informer ( %Tii ). Srotra means the hearer ( Jmftfa ffa ).

Upastha means He who is always near to all the beings, because of Hjs

presence in their heart ( 3qfferar*m )• Yoni means He who leads

the pious to Moksa and takes the impious to hellish darkness («U<wfa

Jwfsr^l ). The term Abhinanda ( wRw'^ ) means-He who- causes others to

take delight in Himself. The terra Upamantra 3<m*3 means the creator
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of ( «fa:sjt?Q ). Since everything is under the Lord, so every term or

every name is the name of the Lord. The primary meaning of every term,

therefore, is the Lord, and it is through the reference to the Lord that

terms get their secondary meanings. It has also been said by Bhagavat,

that every word gets its meaning, in which it is understood, from the

Lord Himself, for everything is under Him. Moreover, it has also been

said that the meaning of every word is drawn from the Lord Himself.

My salutations be to that Eternal Paramatman, who is the internal

governor of every being, and who is to be worshipped by the Pafiohftgni

Vidya ( tfaifafttlT ) by Prana VidyA ( smafatrr ) and by PrajAtikarma

( S?inf<l3l? ) and through a knowledge of the family of the Guru or

preceptor of knowledge.

Here ends the Bhdaya on the second and third Brdhmanas.

KguBth Brahmanam.

A'ote,—Regarding this TSrihmana, Professor Max Muller observes :
—

*' This Brlhmana is inserted here because there is supposed to be some similarity

between the preparation of the iSriniarvtha and the Putramantha, or because a person who
has performed the 3r!mantha is fit to perform the Putramantha."

As almost the whole of this Br&henana does not bear an English

rendering, it has been left untranslated.

MANTRA VI. 4. 1.

trsmm toitr irarraf <*^c:

IT^ST ^rT: II \ II 409.

MANTRA VI. 4. 2.

t^WW^rl II ^ II 4io.

MANTBA VI. 4. 3.
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^r^^r fasra: $$rr u 3 11 «i.

MANTRA VI. 4. 4.

cTT f3**> fF** *f ^fFB^T SIT u & n 412.

MANTRA VI. 4. 5.

srsft srt f^j^rm 11 h u 413.

MANTRA VI. 4. 6.

II ^ II 414.

MANTRA VI. 4. ?.
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f^FS^r ^ sew 3TT^?r**ajT ^srrer \m 415.

MANTEA VI. 4. 8.

srsjftoRTita vmw. h c 11 416.

MANTEA VI. 4. 9.

JRH^ITW II <S II 417.
Cs

MANTBA VI. 4. 10.

fr^T ^sr *T^rm u \° n 41s.

MANTBA VI. 4. 11.

sto ^Tft^^^fir trcsrmsr tSw*

ilfS^S( VTSim II ^ II 419.

MANTRA VI. 4. 12.

*ri£rTa to ^fafsffaftRETp^ * sT(^^TT%f^r to
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sjqfa crw^qfq^jtnrq^q ^or- iftq^m^ri
ffsfferqft *T3T% II \\ || 420.

MANTBA VI. 4. 13.

zmm #5=rf fq^t r ^nreqq^qrfNrcTSTFer srrocq

^tftaq^IrT^I II ^ « 421

MANTBA VI. 4. 14.

f^qrf^m #^?T qRTqcqT *ffcq?3HayftqTt!T*ft'«ret

gRFTrC % U ^ H 422.

MANTBA VI. 4. 15.

q f^drq^l ^ qsfq^i: faf^t Sfl^rf fti^T-

qggqta ^^TTqftqif^m ^sqtefsr qrefqcqT ^rfq^-

?rW«?ftqirIT^'5r^ 5RTq<T % II ^ II
423.

MANTBA VI. 4. 10.

STO q f^rq^T *qT^T ^TfrTT^T SU^rT 5T>q

^T^jjqte ^qmjftqTT^cq^ST qT^rfqrSTT ^fq-

WrWSiftqTrTTtffrsrCt ^I^fRTrT % II ^ II 424.

MANTBA VI. 4. 17.

q r^|ffrlT ^ qfir^rm sn^T^sfrTTqfiqT-

f^ra m#^f qi^rfqcqT ^f^j^rwsrftqrmjfoqft

^frffq^f % || ^ || 425,
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MANTBA VI. 4 18.

apffarri arm *mw silver ^rf^raggsftrT ^srt-

3rforTT3% *TT*^* qT^RfSTT ^ft^rmasffonm-

*ft*3cft 5»^fiTrf 5TT sft^T 91«ftor 5TT II ^ li 426.

MANTBA VI. 4. 19.

SB^TTqfTrT ^|TtICSJ$ ^gfTftg^rT^ ^TfT ^rTsr^firt

II ^ II 427.

MANTBA VI. 4. 20.

qrarfqftr ^rsf $t^' csr *n%T|

*t *f ^Tsrf q^m t^tt* ?m n^°n

MANTRA VI. 4. 21.

3TOT**r are; ficfmra faraftaT ^cwjn?^

gra cremw ff^R *{i$t* ^taro v%**\*&&\-

^rraraai qve&roft ii ^ ii 429.
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MANTRA VI. 4. 22.

^ftft?^ nwirt i smrfifs&T *t«it w ^af w ^xm
Hs*riarfir u ^ n 430.

MANTBA VI. 4. 23.

TOI ^ffr II ^ II 431.

MANTRA VI. 4 24.

^STT^T 1 *rRf moiT^rSrfq «^^T^|im^TfT I

fir^re&>5frf ^t|rt u II 432.

MANTRA VI. 4. 25.

^nfti gsr^ 3^tto ^rfa wsr: ^r: ^sfcarrar

<?WftT% 11 ^ II 433.

MANTBA VI. 4. 26.

wrfir n ^ 11 434

93
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mantba VI. 4. 27.

vwiwi m**xk rrftif ^sftfs « ^ II 435.

MANTBA VI. 4. 28.

fsr^T sTT^^q *tTOtf ii ^ ii 436.

Fifth BrAhmanam.

MANTBA VI. 5. 1.

aro eraser: qtf?RRta?r: gRTcm*T5ftq?n<i gsren-
sa n»

qm^qsrreqmscrctasr: ^*Tq^^c^Trsnq5ftq?r:
NS \S N» S3

9*r**^^:^TO5fcpnf epTqtjstTf ^Tq>p: u \ it

i. Now follows the stem :

1. Pautimasiputra from Kltyayaniputra,

2. Katyayaniputra from GautamJputra,

3. Gautamiputra from BharadvajJputra,

4. BhSradvajiputra from Parasariputra,
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5. Parasariputra from Aupasvastiputra,

6. Aupasvastiputra from Parasariputra,

7. Parasariputra from Katyayaniputra,

8. Katyayaniputra from Kausikiputra,

9. Kausikiputra from Alambiputra and Vaiyaghrapadiputra»

10. Alambiputra and Vaiyaghrapadiputra from Kanviputra,

n. Kanviputta from Kapiputra,

12. Kapiputra,—437.
MANTRA VI. 5. 2.

qscrcir^qsr: qimTftqsncqrcro^q^T ajrafenftqsn-

va >» N» CV. S3

\a N3 \» ~ "»»

ss ^ G o >a >d

qsnscn^ftaqtrftqsr: ^isftsftqscTr^T^^qsr: mauft-

sng^^Tfft: n ^ 11

2. From Atreyiputra,

13. Atreyiputra from Gautamiputra,

14. Gautamiputra from Bharadvajiputra,

15. Bharadvajiputra from Parasariputra,

16. Parasariputra from Vatsiputra,
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17. Vatsiputra from Parasariputra,

18. Parasariputra from Varkaruniputra,

19. Varkaruniputra from Varkaruniputra>

20. Varkaruniputra from Artabhagiputra,

21. Artabhagiputra from Saurigiputra,

22. Saurigiputra from &a"kritiputra,

23. Sarikritiputra from Alambayaniputra,

24. Alambayaniputra from Alambiputra,

25. Alambiputra from Jayantiputra,

26. Jayantiputra from Mandukayaniputra,

27. Mandukayaniputra from Mandukiputra,

28. Mandukiputra from Sandiliputra,

29. Sandiliputra from Rathitariputra,

30. Rathitariputra from Bhalukiputra,

31. Bhalukiputra from two Kraufichikiputras,

32. Two Kraufichikiputras from Vaidabhritiputra 1,

33. Vaidabhritiputra from Karsakeyiputra,

34. Karsakeyiputra from Prachinayogiputra,

35. Prachinayogiputra from Safijiviputra,

36. Safijiviputra from Prasniputra Asurivasin,

37. Prasniputra Asurivasin from Asurayana,

38. Asurayana from Asuri,

39. Asuri,—438.

MANTRA VI. 5. 3.

^WnqtT^W^I^JrT^f^nm SpfcTR ^T^R
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3. From Yajnavalkya,

40. Yajnavalkya from Uddalaka,

41. Uddalaka from Aruna,

42. Aruna from Upavesi,

43. Upavesi from Kusri,

44. Kusri from Vajasravas,

45. Vajasravas from Jihvavat Vadhyoga,

46. Jihvavat Vadhyoga from Asita Varsagana,

47. Asita Varsagana from Harita Kasyapa,

48. Harita Kasyapa from Silpa Kasyapa,

49. Silpa Kasyapa from Kasyapa Naidhruvi,

50. Kasyapa Naidhruvi from Vak,

51. Vak from Ambhini,

52. Ambhini from Aditya, the Sun.

As coming from Aditya, the Sun, these pure Yajus verses

have been proclaimed by Yajnavalkya Vajasaneya.—439.

MANTEA VI. 5. 4.

ffir qs^rf mmin 11 1 11

4. The same as far as Saiijiviputra (No. 36), then

36. Saiijiviputra from MandukSyani,

37. Mandukayani from Mandavya,

38. Mandavya from Kautsa,

39. Kautsa from Mahitthi,

40. Mahitthi from Vamakaksayana,
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41. Vamakaksayana from Sandilya,

42. Sandilya from Vatsya,

43. Vatsya from Kusri,

44. Kusri from Yajnavachas Rajastambayana,

45. Yajnavachas Rajastambayana from Tura Kavaseya,

46. Tura Kavaseya from Prajapati,

47. Prajapati from Brahman,

48. Brahman is Svayambhu, self-existent.

Adoration to Brahman.—440.

Here ends the Fifth Brihmanam.

Here ends the Brihadiranyaka Upantsad.

PEACE CHANT.

»n^wt^S^sirarei'!i% 11 aft' vnfei: »nfM: xnfei: 11

%ft On). Pftrnam, full. Adas, that j the Root-form from

which all avatara9 descend, gof^ P&rnara, full. Idam, this ; the

avat&ra form. fpnVl Purnat, from the full (the Root-form), g<i?H Purnam,

the full ( the avatara-form ). 9^*7^ Udachyate, comes out. epJTW

Pfirnasya, of the Full (the Root- form). jr«f Purnam, the full (the avatftra-

form). WtV* Adaya, grasping
;
withdrawing in Himself; uniting, jprf

Furnam, the Fall (the Root- form). Eva, alone. «wftf«q^ Avasifyate,

remains.

Om. That (Root-form) is Full, this (avatara-form) is full ;

from Full, the full emanates. When this full is withdrawn in that

Full, the Full alone remains.

MADHVA'S COMMENTARY.

Madhva concludes his commentary on the Brihadaranyaka Upanisad

by Salutations to God.

«' I worship Him who is Ever Blissful, Incomparable, the Supreme,

the Unborn, All-pervading, Ever steady, Omniscient, behind every aot of

cognition, Free from all taints, full of all auspicious qualities, the In*
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fallible and Sternal; who is the cause o! the creation, destruction and
preservation of the universe as well as of imparting the true Divine

knowledge, and who is ever my dearest comrade and friend. "

The Commentator now shows, by quoting scriptures, that his coming i.N prophesied in

the Vedas, and therefore this Commentary written by him is authoritative, because he is

one of the Aptas or the perfect. He is, in fact, an incarnation of Vlyu or Christ.

Tn the verses of the Veda, there are described three Divine forms

(incarnations) of Vayu (see Rigveda, I. 141. 1—5). The third of those

forms has composed this Commentary, explaining it as describing E*ri.

The archetypal form of Vayu, of which these are the various avatftras,

oonsists of power and wisdom By the command of God, these qualities

appear fully in the avatara-forms of Vayu, the mighty, the supporter and

mover of the universe. His first form or avatara is as Hanumat, who

carried the message of Rama (to Sita), or who ever obeys the words of

Rama. The second form is that of the warrior Bhima, who destroyed tho

army of the Kurus. His third form is that of Anandatirtha, called also

Madhva, who has composed this Commentary.

Hanuman is to be known as the first manifestation of Vayu. He is

the accomplisher of the acts desired by the God (Rama), and he stands

perpetually in the presence of the Lord (ready to carry oat His

Commands).

The second form of Vayu is Bhima, who is the devourer of large

quantities of food, and the destroyer of the demon Pritana.

The third manifestation is Purna-Prajfia (Madhva himself), renowned

as Anandatirtha.

The word «flr (dasa) in the Rigveda Mantra, 1. 141. 2, quoted below,

means all or Infinite ; and so the word JTOfo means Ten or Infinite

Wisdom. The word Jrnfir is equivalent to JT5JT or wisdom; and so

iwflr of the Veda really refers to me, because qftT= gof and jrnf%= njfr.

The whole word is equal to gof H5JT.

Mote.—'The words Qfrfoqn^ JTfJS a'so mean tne seven revelations of God to man, viz.,

the four Vedas and ItihJsas, Purinas and Pancharatras, which include the Tantras also.

When Hari, on account of the advent of the Kaltyuga becomes

hidden from the sight of man, and when men began to assert that the

world is false—without any foundation in reality—and that there is no

such being as fsvara, but that Jiva is Brahman, then the third manifesta-

tion of Vayu took place, viz,, Madhva came on earth and he established

the glory and greatness of Visnu. He explains that the words Brahman

being fipfa " do not mean that God has no qualities but that He has
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qualities which are nir or hidden, that is, not easily known to all. Thus Vayu
has three Avataras, first, in theTreta Yuga.the second, in the Dvftpara and
the third, in the Kali age. The Lord of all lords—the Supreme Visnu— is

the guide in all these avataras and their leader
;
they merely carry out

His commands. Vijnu is called Svayarabhu as well as Brahman, Saluta-

tions to that Supreme Brahman.

These three forms of Viyu are allegorical. Hanumat represents the messenger of

God. standing near his throne, ever ready to do His commands. He brings the message of

hope to the desponding soul (S!ti), when she is frightened by the terrors and temptations

of the world, namely, of the lower nature of man. This is the first manifestation of Viyu or

Christ in the soul of man. He encouiages her and tells her not to lose heart. The soul,

thus encouraged and hopeful, becomes stionger and assumes the sterner aspects of a Drau-
pad?. The second manifestation of Viyu takes place now. It is when the soul has reached

the stage of Draupadi, who no longer is capable of being snatched away 'by Ravana or

Duryodhana, that the second manifestation of Viyu takes place. The Christ comes now, not

as a messenger of God, but as the warrior of the Lord, the destroyer of the Satanic host.

He is no longer Gabriel, the gentle, but Michael, the terrible. This aspect of Viyu helps

the soul in completing her conquest over her enemies. It is then that the third manifes-

tation of Viyu takes place. When the passions aie hushed and the lower natuie is sub-

jugated, conies then the Viyu in his Ust and the sweetest foim as Madhva. the sweet

wisdom, as Anandatirtha, the bliss-giving saviour, as PurnaprajSa, the perfect wisdom. In

this aspect, the Viyu teaches the soul the mysteries of God-head, and ultimately leads her

to the presence of her Lord. In fact, the exoteric forms given in the sacred books also

conceal this allegory. The ifirst form i.-i that of Hanuinat, or a big semi-human ape, docile

but ferocious ;
the second is that of a man as warrior, Bhima, the destroyer of the army

of the Kurus. The third is that of Purnaprajfia, the perfect wisdom, the teacher who is

superman.

Madhva now explains the five verses of the Rigvcda, and shows how they refer

to the three forms of Viyu. Generally, these verses are taken to mean three forms of

Agni :—the celestial fire, as manifested in the sun; astral fire, as seen in the lightning;

and the terrestrial fire, as we find it on the altar and hearth. These verses, as explained

by Siyana, hardly give any sensible meaning. We give Griffith's translation below :—

Yea, vetily, the fair effulgence of the God for glory was established, since He sprang

fiom strength. When He inclines theieto, successful is the hymn: the songs of sacrifice

have brought Him, as they How.

Wondeiful, rich in nouiishment, He dwells in food; next, in the seven auspicious

Mothers, is His home. Thiidly. that they might drain the treasures of the bull, the maidens
brought forth him for whom the ten provide.

What time from out the deep, fiom the steer's wondrous foim, the chiefs who had the

power produced him with their strength: when Mitaiiivan rubbed forth him, who lay con-

cealed, for mixture of the sweet drink, in the days of old.

When from the Highest Father (Dyaus) he is brought to us, amid the plants, he rises

hungry, wondrously. As both together (Laksm! and Nirivana) join to expedite his birth,

most youthful he is born, resplendent in his light.

Then also entered he the Mothers (the Waters), and in them, pure and uninjured, he-

increased in magnitude. As to the first he rose, the vigorous form of old, so now he ma-
among the younger lowest ones (the plants in which also he dwells),
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The translation of these verses, according to Madhva, are given below:—

^9f^ JTfrTOCfTC* $11 wsfljss ira W: II—Rig., I. 141. I.

«^ Bat, strong. $m Ittha, thus. ?m Tat, that. Vapuse, for the

sake of body, (for the sake of getting three bodies), wnfa Adhayi, the

god placed or sent, or established, ^fap* Darsatam, fair, beautiful, full

of wisdom. $*?«r Devasya, of the god ; of Vayu. wf: Bharjrah, supporting
(bhar), and moving (gah) tlnough the universe. *T5«: Sahasah, of the

powerful, nm: Yatah, from whom, from the Lord. WSffif Ajani, was born.

3^T. Yat-im, who alone. 3qj^ Upahvarate, stands near Rama, to obey

his commands. (STO^ Sadhate, who accomplishes all the works of Rama,

wfir: Matih, wisdom, Hannmat is called matih, because hanu means mati.

*C?IW Ritasya, of the True, of Rama. Dhen&h, words. «R*Pff Anayanta,

he carried to Sita or to mankind. W5^<|: Sasrutah, flowing with nectar.

Of the powerful God V"yu, the root-form consists of strength and
wisdom, which supports the world and moves through it. He thus, for

the sake of three-fold forms, was born under the command of the Lord.

His first form is called wisdom (Hanumat), who stands near the throne

of the Lord and fulfils all his commands, and who carries the life-giving

words of the True (to Sita or to mankind).

Note.—The firnt function of Vayu or Christ is that of Hanumat or wisdom. It is the

angel that brings the message of hope to the desponding soul, as Hanumat carried the

words of Rima to S!U.

galwar fiw tfsS 5*rswfsf srwerelva: 11—Rig., I. 141. 2.

V9: Priksah, the destroyer of the hostile army (pri army, pritana,

ksah, destroyer ksayakarakah). n%: Vapnh, body, incarnation. fagmq(

Pituraan, rioh in .nourishment. fsr?«T: Nityah, always. Asaye,

dwelling, sleeping, in the home, who ponders over constantly. fgflR<l4r,

Dvitiyam, the second form, w A., always. ?wfia*T?J Saptasivasu, in the

seven auspicious Matrisu, in the measurers. q*taqi Trittyam, the

form. WW Asya, of him; of Vayu. f*W» Vrisabhasya, of the bull;

of the best, of the strong one. tff Dohase, for the sake of milking out

wisdom. 5WrRitf Dasapramatira, ten wisdom, infinite wisdom, called

JofsTSPJ Purnaprajflam. 3W1»W Janayanta, produced. «fhr«B: Yosanah,

women ;
virgins.

His incarnation, as the destroyer of the hosts, is his second form,

rich with food, this eternal one sleeps in the home of the seven measurers,

94
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The third form of this powerfnl Vayu is assumed, in order to give

the milk of wisdom to mankind. This is the ten-measnred form, called

the Purnaprajfia, which the virgins immaculately conceive.

Note.—The second AvatJra of Vayu is Bhima the Terrible, the Destroyer of the army

of the Satanic host. In this form, he governs the Seven Worlds, called the seven Measurers

Resting in the seven worlds. He fights incessantly with all the evils thereof, and keeps

them fit for beings to dwell. This form is called rich in food, for it nourishes the seven

bodies of man. This is the Christ as world-soul. The third aspect of Vayu or Christ is

that which is called Madhva or Purnaprajfia or Ananda-Urtha. This is the human aspect

or incarnation of Christ, born of women—janayanta yosanah. This incarnation is called

daiapramatim or Ten-measured or Full-measured, foi it is the Peifect manifestation ;

for ten is the perfect number. This incarnation is called the Vrisabha or the Bull of God,

as the Christians call the Christ the Lamb of God.

qtfsrgsrf^ %n*k gsra** wiafa^T wrote h—Rig., I. Hi. 3.

fif: Nih. (a particle to be joined with the verb kranta). Yat,

because. lm, alone, even. jffH Budhn&fc, from the wisdom. ¥?ff**7

Mahisasya, of the .uiahty Lord, possessed of the six attributes, qtfa:

Varpasah the attributes of adorableness (var varantya). protectiveness

(pa palaka.) $OT«Tra: Isan&sah, the devas called Rudra, &c. tQtni $avasa,
with ease, with joy. Kranta, or akranta, knew, Surayab, the

wise ones. <*H Yat, who. $T lm, alone. s»g An u, after, srf^: Pradivah,
of great refulgence, us*: Madhvnh, Madhva. wrq| Adhave, for the sake
of making him their full Lord. JJSiq^H Guh&santarn, dwelling in the
cavity

; concealed from those who hold that the Jiva and the Lord are
one. nraft$r*t M&tarisva, Vayu ; the virgin's ch'ld. mwfa Mathayati,
rubs forth, establishes by reasons and scriptural proofs.

Because the Rulers and the wise ones hnve easily understood the
adorable and protective attributes of the mighty Lord, through the
grace of this Lord of wisdom (Vayu), who alone, full of great illumination

and called M.idhva, establishes by proofs the concealed Lord as the great
master of all, for it is the function of Matarisva to rub forth him who lies

concealed (as fire is produced by rubbing the sticks)

Note.—Matarisva, the son of the virgin, 01 Vayu, in his incarnation as Madhva, has the

function of revealing the guhasantam or the concealed Lord. Not only that, he establishes

the Lord Han as the husband or the master of all souls, he is the teacher, budhna, the

wise one, from whom all cosmic Rulers (Manas) and world teachers (surayah) learn about

the might and glory of the Lord, called the mahisah, the possessor of the six manas.

wmviv *fi[»?i?r wf*«fttf mn^* gfar: u—Rig., l. Hi. 4
t
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V Pra, a prefix to be joined with the succeeding verb «tta#. 1H Yat,

which, viz., the three manifestations, fqj: Pituh, from the Father or the

progenitor. Wjrq[ Paramat, from the highest, qualifying the noun Pituh.

WW? fag:, therefore, means from the highest father, viz., from Visnu.

( V ) (Pra) Niyato, is brought down or sent down in its highest

manifestation, iff Pari, a prefix to be joined to the succeeding verb

i\$fk. A, also a prefix to tho same verb ftgfft. $g\*: Priksudhah,

hungry. ^to?: Virudhah, plants, metaphorically used for the questions

put by his antagonists in controversy. «;*|| Damsu, in (or with) his teeth.

(^f<W Jltjfa (Pari a) rohati. grinds very fine or puts in bis teeth.

The whole of the first line thus means: when this third avatara is sent

down from his supreme father, Visnu, it is with the object of grinding

with his teeth all the questions of his adversaries, that is, to defeat all

his adversaries in controversy, as a hungry man eats succulent herbs

quickly.

avn Ubha, both, viz., Laksmi and Nar&yana. Yat, because.

Asya, his (i.e., of Madhva). 3rg«f Janusam, birth or avatara. «m Yat,

when. 5*3?!: Invatah, joined together to send, wrej At, from them both,

i.e., from Laksmi and Naiayana. It, a mere particle. ifirH: Yavistah,

most youthful or junior. «na<T<l Abhavat, became. ^<3T Ghrina, through

meroy or pi*>y. gfas Suohih, pure.

The second line thus means : since these two (Laksmi and NirJyajja) combine

together to send Madhva, the third avatara. on earth—hence, to the mercy of these two

his birth on earth, through his physical mother is &ncki or pure 01 immaculate, and so

his mother or he did not feel the throes of birth.

When from the highest Father, he (Madhva) is brought down, it is

with the object of answering all the questions of his adversaries, just as a

hungry man grinds wiih his teeth, soft and succulent herbs. Since both

Nar&yaoa and Laksmi join together to expedite his birth, hence this most

youthful (Madhva) is born pure, through their kindness. (His birth being

thus immaculate).

As of old he explained the four Vedas, so in later times he explain-

ed the newer revelations, contained in the other [three inferior ones]-

Nde.—This explains the seven mothers of Viyu, vis., the four Vedas and the three

others, Itihisas, Furanas and Paftcharatras.

«3*rcjraf srofrcPTn^fa writer u—Rig. L 141. 5.

ami {3 At '*« from w
i
God, [may be, from Lakfmi and Narayana]

alone. Because STJ was sent to Earth by the divine command. Therefore,
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he bad to suffer from no birth pangs. nflj: Matrih, in the mothers.

( Wf )-wf«WT?I (A) avisat, entered, urg YAsu, in whom, m $fa: A Sncih,

perfectly pure, immaculate, wf^qjfm: Ahimsyainanah, uninjured ; not

suffering the pangs of dwelling in the womb, ^ftfar Urviya, in magnitude

greatly, or the great pains of dwelling in the womb. faq^J Vivavridho,

increased. Since he entered [the womb of] the Mothers (in his various

incarnations), by command of the deity, he was not injured by the great

pains of birth, and he increased [in glory]. «g Anu, afterwards.

«?« Yat, because, ggf: Purv«h, in the previous, viz., the four Vedas, Rik

and others. Aruhat, he grew. SRl^Jfi Sanajuvah, always

establishing [the glory of the Godhead], fa Ni, a particle, qualifying

1(1*5* dhavate. (fa) OTet (Ni) dhavate, he runs, that is, he explains

acoording to the rules of exegetics. spqtfiq Navyasisu, in the new, namely,

the new Revelation given in Itihasas, Puranas and Paficharatras. WRTJf

Avar&su, the lower ones, because they are posterior in time to the four

Vedas.

Since he entered the mothers under divine command, therefore he

dwelt in them, increasing uninjured and pure. As he had explained the

prior revelation of old, so now he explains the newer and posterior

revelations.

The word han denotes wisdom, therefore, hanumat means he who
possesses wisdom. The word mati also means he who possesses wisdom.

Therefore, when the Rigveda uses the words " Yadim upahvara te

sadhate tnatih," it refers to Hanumat
;

similarly, the words "Ritasya

dhena anayanta sa (su)-srutah," mean he who carries (anayanta) the

words (dhena) of Rama, the ever truthful (su-ritasya) to Sita.

The words " Saptasiv&su matrisn " refer to Bhima. The word

Bhima means, literally, he who supports all authorities, true sciences

(bhibhrita, supported; mapramanani, authorities). The word matarah

means measurer of authoritative words. The word saptasiva refers to

the seven authoritative Scriptures, namely, the four Vedas, Parana,

Itihasa, and Paficharatra. lie who rests or constantly studies these seven

is Bhima.

The word Madhva, in the third verse, is composed of two words,

madhu, meaning sweet or ananda, and va, meaning tirtbaor the scripture

or the teachings, tie whose teachings are ever sweet, is called Madhva
or Ananda-tirtha. Thus Madhva aud Ananda-tirtha literally mean the

same thing." This is the third body of Vayu.
Note—Madhva not wishing to finish the book by describing his own glory, ends it

by the following salutation to God :—
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Salutation to that Beloved Visnu, who is Omniscient, Infinitely

Auspicious, Pull, Abode of infinite good qualities, Eternal, dwells in the
lotus-like temple of the heart of Anandatirtha.

He who knows these three forms of the mighty Spirit (Vayu), as
described in this Vedic hymn, understands through His grace all the
Vedas and all the truths. Thus it is in the book called ,l Sadbhava. "

He whose name is JLnandatirtlia and who is the third incarnation

of Vayu, who is also called Purnaprajfia, has composed this Commentary
(and not I). May it be acceptible to Hari. May Hari full of eternal

bliss and infinite qualities be ever pleased with me, my salutations to

that Visnu again, yea over and over again.

Finish.
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61
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74
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84
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AND ADDITIONS.

For.

howover
II

1

em
impossable

Dik

Sa
conld

9
porforming
made
Esah
Atatatvat

Atta
Asvat
Vdgaya

Vai Sa

pratly

created

form
lika

no
Braham
adas nama
1.

Pharoah

Aman
Nraayana
i.

'—3
5-9

Read.

however
I

2

me
impassable

f^E Dik

Sa
could

7
performing
made up
Esah
Atatatvat

Atta
Asvat
Udgaya

Vai Sa (I. 3. 23).

partly

creator

from
like

any
Brahma
adas and nama
1. (7).

Pharaoh

Atman
Narayana
2. (8).

3

9
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9U <7
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Q I 22

Q2 0
XOI I

T A1
A4

ITT1X1 Q
T 1 9 2

19
113 6

1

1

t 1 o 1

1

T

2?»/
Tini iy y

14.

26

120 33
36

122

125 2

126 8

29

127 38
128 6

23
I30 7

1

1

19

For.

Sacrifices

perfection

IV. 1

Pralya
lare

The
intellect

in the

Saravm
himself
word
assert

Aman
Ashmi
not omitted
motion
can be
points

who
names
Puran
courses
Nrisimga
Haunman
abave
than
man
(Being).

(Katha. IV. 14).

In those

Read.

3- (9).

Sacrifices)

perfect

IV. 16

Pralaya
large
This
intellect

in the Mind
Sarvam
itself

world
asserts

Atman
Asmi
not, omitted
notion

be
ones
he who
ones
Purana
curses
Nrisirhha
Hanuman
above
to

men

(Being). Here is not any-
thing several.

As water rained on the summit
• runs down the hillsides, so

does he run down who sees

the qualities of the Lord
diversely. {Katha. IV. 14).

—After reaching this Blissful

Atman, wandering through
these worlds, enjoying
desires in desired forms. In

those.
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132 29 experienceb

134 41 ParamStman
136 7 (meditation

144 21 nfcr

148 4 face

150 16 this

30 These

153 24 this

27 this

154 7 two

19 this

22 this

26 there

155 27 having

157 24 coquered
IOO 13 indentity

172 16 enjoined in

24 raspective

173 5 NSrayna
174 16 other

177 29 th

ISO 33 fmily

l8l 24

183 29 Purasa

187 l 4

l88 7

I90 14 taking

192 30
198 21 these

211 39 elemements
2l6 20 Bhahyan
217 11 came
219 21 of colours

224 20 Ksatra

38 Ruler
230 14 hody

Read.

experienced

Jivatman
(meditation)

mouth
that

These three

that

that

two (Brahma and Sarasvati)

that

that

three

living

conquered
identity

enjoined
respective

Narayana
others

than
famih

Purusa

taken

there

elements
Bahyan
come
of all the colours

Ksatram
Ruler)
body
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234

238

241

242

243
245

2S3

254

259

262

266

268

271
238

292

294

305

3io

323
326
328

329

Line.

4

6

18

13

19
8

8

20

3

10-1

1

8-9

25

23

For.

TOT

the twins

»> »
»> m

deva's

mm—
curiousity

colse

25 from

I

16
,
chaksuh

32

13
3i

21

30
3i

28

1

1

23

17

35
22

object

acquired

Muktas
they did so in the
beginning

phrase

employs
for

unheared
asid

Vvacha
yo

Read.

to the twins

devas

curiosity

close

—-fa^r^r;

in

chaksuh, the eye
organ
has acquired
Mukta
did so in the beginning also

phrases

employ
or

unheard
said

Uvacha
you
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rage. Jollier*

._

T7 —ror. K.eaci.

333 2 huminous luminous
20 Subtible Subtile

336 ignorant being ignorant of

339 29 puts put
342 28 acknowledge acknowledges
344 r 9 objects object

4 Seer sheer
345 17 Vedass Vedas
346 22 this the
350 9 other in other

352 35

354 30

357 i5 _I 7 ^cTm... Iti rT5I.

35S *4 I.koah I^okah
15 Vanah Manah

364 28 may may be
366 24 peaker speaker
37i 30 therefore therefore is supported
376 23 that never that He never

378 30

379 3 compare compared
38

1

8 1 1 and 2.

13 this Mantra Mantra 2

382 26 eminine feminine
383 16 No Na
384 6 6 7
388 15 one half (i) one and one half (i&)

389 7 one half one and one half

15 1 >

18 »» 1»

39i 22 coustitutes constitutes
394 3 shows the text shows
398 9 Vinsu Visnu
'400 22 of his of

"

'

406 40 borw brow
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Pr-ge. Line. For.

—.

—

407 20 asked

408 37 liva

410 7 Says that

414 31

417 10 minister

23

426 5

429 34 oause

435 4i works

437 40 01

438 5 or All-hearing

1 3 v aic

44O O
A A T44 1 X 0 this that

24 v ajnavaiKya

30 rl 0 T"

30 lpnrl

444 34 nirH iA11X Ki 1

45i 29

464 29 or

466 20 tnat Mukta
3S 1

468 6 eggregious

470 14
1

justre

26 cleeps

47 1 T 1X
|

word

472 2 5 beings

475 6

479 *5 3
21 in

403 3° if~5 own

37 self-existing

4S4 27 himself

485 32 both, having

486 8 it is the

Read.

asked for

Jiva
Says

minister to

knows and meditates on

cause
words
or

or He is All-hearing
and Vak
all these

that this

Yajnavalkya
others

leads
hridi

the

of

the Mukta
4

egregious
lustre

sleeps

words
begins

2

is

as its own
Self existing

itself

both have
it is by the
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Page. Line.

490

495
503
507

37

38
22

1

1

1

3
IO
T A.

IO3V 1

C. IO 2

SI2

l8

/
1 T

Cl6 16ou

CIO 2 2

oCz 0

5 24
Au

5 2 D 4
26

527 5
C.28 22

531 7

532 10

534 2

535 15

542 24

545 22

546 9
547 14

55© 37
552 26

557 21

560 29

565 8

566 24

574 29

For. Read.

™ T ^ ™~ ^

H raminrrUl ct 1111 11 if Ul Cell 11 111 ti

Cain KM. CctUlo

V
theif LIllCL

whom LU WI1UII1

cause cease
then than
and thp

dirti dristi

Gods that see Gods see

Seperate Separate
as so

is as

bacause because
discordance discordance in thp

the Thinkpr. f/->r J*

Separations separation

world in world
explaine explained
haman human
erod gods
IS in

is the is not the

person who is person

hat that

is in

favoured favours

pratyenasa pratyenasa means
Sse See
presides preside

there therefore

still is still

not Muktas non-Muktas
not the not of the

yhysical physical

invokes invoked

ojects objects

Plrna Praija

thinking of
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685

716

742

744

8

16

21

9
36
38
36

4
17

9

9

9
15

l7
r9
29
18

26

7

35
15

9
22

27

30

25

15

For.

teacher

Shut ( )

bhut
gnna
yuto
there in

ommission
Braman
sir

occu
has

gods
asa

tatavat

appicable
first class

vith

mediate
striken

WIS «V
in, (it is),

gains

25
I

Vaya
17 *fta

25 sights

17 ma
19 best

1 8

4*it mm

able

[the vessel contain-
ing]

Full

capable o

Read.

teacher

Budh ( 3* )

budh
guna
yukto
there is

omission
Brahman

occur
have

men
asa

tatatvat

applicable

the first class

of

with

meditate
stricken

, (it is), in

gains the same nature and
Vayu

sight

ma
the best

able to live

in [the vessel containing]

the Full

capable of
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. given here as actually found in the text. The

points ont that Prabhafijana is another name of the

. uittna and that Prakrista and Vaibhava are of the Visnu Parana.

There is also a work called Prabhafijana by Bitthaln&tha who flourished

about four centuries before Madbva.
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